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8008 truths
Each channel is capable of delivering all the power your AC line can provide.
But you probably can't use it all.
All the 8008's power can be delivered from 20,000 Hz down to 5Hz without phase shift.
But your speakers probably can treproduce it.
The few amplifiers that exist with the 8008's power and build quality cost over $7,000.
But due to its price, demand will excede the handcrafted productio
All this may make the Aragon 8008 sound like overkill.
But ir.
acl, it makes
8008 sound just right.
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DESIGNS

LIMITED

20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914-693-8008 •Fax 914-693-7199
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ductor, and as the audio signal represents a
ompuserve's CEAUDIO forum
has been buzzing in recent weeks
varying electrical field, it must travel in the
about audio cables. The subject
dielectric medium surrounding the coneven spilled over into an April meeting of ductor.The primary effect of the dielectric
the New York chapter of the Audio
is to reduce the speed of transmission,
Engineering Society (see Wes Phillips's
though this remains asignificant fraction
report in this month's "Industry Update").
of the velocity of light. But as acable is
Nearly two decades after Polk, Fulton, and
nothing more than astretched-out paralMonster Cable raised our collective conlel-plate capacitor, and the adverse effects
sciousness about the differences cable
at audio frequencies of using asub-optichoice can make in an audio system, the
mum dielectric in capacitors have been
debate still rages between audiophiles and
some members of the engineering community. "High-priced tone controls" is how
some engineers dismiss the subject of
cables, while admitting that they can sound
different. Other engineers adopt the "Hard
Objectivist" line that if there are differences to be heard between cables, differences in the lumped electrical parameters
of resistance (R), inductance (L), and
capacitance (C) are all that are required to
explain such differences.
Ihave heard differences between cables
ranging from the almost nonexistent to the
obvious. The only physical difference between AudioQuest Clear and AudioQuest
Sterling speaker cables is the conductor:
well-documented, isn't it reasonable to
high-purity copper in the former, highsuppose that the dielectric can't be ignored
purity silver in the latter.Yet the improvein audio cable design? Certainly the best-rement in low-frequency definition offered
garded audio cables use "well-behaved" diby Sterling is so large that it might almost
electrics.
be audible in ablind test.
•The electrical signal is maintained by the
In my view, RLC advocates take too
flow of electrons in the conductor (the
simplistic aview of audio-signal transmisvelocity of those electrons is surprisingly
sion—there are other factors that affect a low). Does the mechanical structure of the
cable's electrical performance. The first
conductor affect the behavior of the electhree Ilist are properties of the cable itself;
trons? Iremember the English audio engithe second three are properties of the sysneer Stanley Kelly telling me how, as a
tem in which the cable is used. (I'm sure
junior member of the British team develthere are more.)Yes, these are all secondary
oping radar in the '40s, it was his job to
effects, but if R, L, and C are the same (not
pound pure-copper busbars with arubber
that they often are), what else is left?
mallet until their resistance dropped to the
•A decade ago, Malcolm Omar Hawksford
specified level.
of the University of Essex in the UK
•With unbalanced interconnects and comderived from first principles the concluponents, grounding problems are inherent.
sion that there is an optimum conductor
(When we measure the performance of rediameter for audio-signal transmission (see
view components with the magazine's
"The Essex Echo," Hi-Fi News & Record
Audio Precision test setup, the first thing
Review, August 1985). I've yet to see arefuthat's always done is to try all the different
tation or even any discussion of Professor
possible ground arrangements to get the
Hawksford's conclusions, but perhaps coinlowest noise. With some components,
cidentally, many of the "audiophile" cables
changing a ground connection can intend to use conductors of this diameter.
crease the level of hum and RF noise by a
•As an electrical field can't exist in aconfactor of 10.) The lowest noise may not be
STEREOPHILE, J
UNE 1995
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achieved with a typical coaxial cable. It
may be necessary to run aseparate ground
reference wire and connect the shield to
just one rather than both chassis. The system's noise level may well change depending on whether the shield is connected to
the source component or the load component. Either way, the electrical signal—
and, possibly, the sound—will be changed.
•Any feedback amplifier has two input
ports: first, the "input" jack; second, the
output terminals are the input to the negative-feedback loop. Except in systems
where impedance-matching is employed,
it's normal to load a source component
with the high input impedance of the next
component. In asystem, therefore, you're
hanging acable terminated in ahigh impedance from one of the source component's input ports.There are two systemdependent effects that Ican think of (there
may be more).
As the cable is terminated with ahigh
impedance and its shield may or may not
be avery good shield at RF frequencies,
and as the cable will always be immersed
in an RF field, it's possible that, at frequencies where it best behaves as an antenna, it
will inject RF energy into the source
component's feedback loop in an unpredictable manner. Some "audiophile" cables
use aweave to reduce RF pickup; others
use an RC network; others don't do anything. Perhaps that may be one reason why
they might sound different in different systems and locations.
•Take a10' or so length of coaxial interconnect and terminate one end with, say,
47k ohms to represent atypical load impedance. Terminate the other with an
RCA plug and hook it into your preamp's
line input. Turn the volume up and bang
the cable with asuitable blunt instrument.
You'll find that some cables are very
microphonic, others not at all. Some
cables, therefore, will inject an electrical
analog of the soundfield in which they are
immersed into the source component's
feedback loop—again with unpredictable
results.
Some, none, or all of these factors may
play arole in cable "sound." What Idon't
understand is why responsible engineers
would dismiss any of them out of hand.
—John Atkinson
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Sacrifice Nothing.
B&W's Matrix HTM Home Theater
Speaker resolves the movies versus
music debate once and for all.
COREY GREENBERG, Home Theater Technology

GREENBERG: "The main reason the HTMs

of them would even do agreat job as

are so superior to any movie speakers I've

mains in amusic-only system. I'd be

heard is solely because these are music

proud to own one."

speakers first and foremost."
GREENBERG: "This is the best sound I've
NOUSAINE: "This speaker is accurate.

ever had in my home theater, bar none.

Dialogue and vocals are always intelli-

Whether Iplayed movie LDs or music

gible and natural. Music sounds sweet

CDs, the sound of the B&W Matrix HTM

and clean."

was honest, accurate, and the very definition of the term 'high fidelity.' It's a

GREENBERG: "The sound of the B&W

speaker system you'll want to live with

Matrix HTMs is so much better than any

for along, long time."

of the movie speakers I've heard, even
systems costing many times the price of
the HTMs, that it's ajoke."

What else can we say?
For the name of aB&W dealer near
you, call 1-800-370-3740. And hear

NOUSAINE: "The Matrix HTM is a

why the critics' choice in music

tremendous performer. It makes a

speakers is the critics' choice in

terrific center speaker and apair

movie speakers.
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Our commitment to flawless music reproduction is evident in
every loudspeaker we make. B& W's advanced engineering is
conducted at its famous Steyning Research Laboratory in
Sussex, England, where scientists and acoustic engineers pursue
the quest for perfection begun by founder John Bowers over
25 years ago. The B&W HTM Home Theater Speaker is aproduct of this relentless effort.

W HAT STARTED OUT AS A

T

E

RAGING DEBATE HAS ENDED
WITH RAVE REVIEWS.
HERE B&W PRESENTS THE
CONSIDERED OPINIONS OF

B&W's optional THX-

TWO RESPECTED CRITICS,

approved 800ASW

COREY GREENBERG

Powered Subwoofer

OF Home Theater Technology

with a discrete

(Nov 1994 issue]

200-watt MOSFET
amplifier delivers

AND Tom NOUSAINE

wall-shaking

OF Sound & Image

bass.

(Fall 1994 issue].

sed in the B&W
stray bullet, they
ves to minimize
re listening to music

B&W Loudspeakers of America, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864

tel 1-800-370-3740

Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont
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Because You Love the Music.

CAD-300SEI
11 Watt/Channel Pure Class A Single-Ended Stereo
Integrated Amplifier
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CAD-300SE

12 Watt/Channel Pui e Class A Single-Ended Mono Blocks

A timeless classic that revolutionized high-end
audio starting in 1990. From the black anodized
face plate to the brilliant chrome chassis, from
the parts selection to the circuit topologies. ..
Our attention to detail ensures your
maximum listening enjoyment.

Evolutionary... Revolutionary. Experience
the perfect blend of art and technology that
brings a new level of excitement, passion and
intimacy to the listening experience.
Please audition a Cary amplifier at your favorite
authorized Cary Audio dealer.

«,)

CART
oeuclioOesign
Cary Audio Design Inc.
"A Worldwide Statement in Audio Amplification"

111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel: 919.481.4494 Fax: 919.460.3828
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ALL
BIPOLARS
A
NOT
C
elrEICI)
EQUAL!
8 Critics' Choice Awards' and
5 Product of the Year Awards -in the post year alone,
and over 40 Awards since 1990 makes Paradigm
the number one choice for critical listeners!

"Stunning!"

"Awesome!"

The Inner Ear Report on the Esprit/BP

Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/BP

Paradigm's spectacular bipolar speakers are
an engineering and sonic marvel! With
years of design expertise and our highly
advanced R&D facility, Paradigm engineers
and acousticians set out to build the
world's finest bipolar speakers, regardless
of cost!

THE ULTIMATE IN BIPOLAR
SPEAKERS START AT AN
INCREDIBLE $499/EA.
These astonishing state-of-the-art bipolar
speakers combine exceptional
spaciousness, precise image placement,
superb timbre' balance, extraordinary
resolution, thunderous deep bass and
tremendous dynamics for absolutely
staggering realism!

The Paradigm Advantage
Bass/Midrange Drive (inits:
)Diecast chassis with built-in heatsinks
)(AVS") air-flow ventilation system
)Ventilated Apicalt formers
_) Symmetrically-focused-field magnet geometry

Combine any of our bipolars with our
Ultra-Clear" center channels, amazing
ADP' surrounds and astounding
PS powered subwoofers for the absolute
finest in home theater!

High Frequency Drive Units:
)(PAL') pure-aluminum convex domes
3 Critically coupled diecast chassis
0 Oversized damping chambers
0 Oversized magnetic structures

Cascade" Enclosures:
Sophisticated cascade of interlocking full
perimeter horizontal and vertical braces
0 I" thick MDF front and back baffles
0 High velocity, low turbulence ports
Ppcol rs atrademark of DuPont

F
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AUDIOSTREAM, MPO BOX 2410, NIAGARA FALLS. NY 14302 (905) 632-0180
IN CANADA PARADIGM ELECTRONICS INC, 101 HANLAU RD, WOODBRIDGE. ON LIL 3P5 (905)850-2889
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The Critics Agree...
Paradigm has achieved the highest
standard of performance in bipolar
design. So don't settle for less, listen to
these sensational speakers today!
Sound&Vision Critics' Choice Awards
AudioVideo International Grand Prix Awards
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L.A. VINYL!
every month.
STEVE RAMSEY
Editor:
No address given
Irecently came across avinyl find that
Ithought might interest many of your
GREAT REVIEWERS
readers—especially since the Stereophile
Editor:
Hi-Fi Show will be in Los Angeles this
Iappreciate the existence of Stereophile
year. Chandler's Windup is avinyl shop
and read it faithfully, which is why Iam
located in San Bernardino that is roughly
taking the time to share my opinions
an hour and ahalf commute from LAX:
with' you.
347 W. Highland Ave., San Bernardino,
Iam much less of asubjectivist than
CA 92405. Tel: (909) 882-2988, (909)
Iam an objectivist. Ithink much of what
882-2175.
is written in your pages is mumbo
The vinyl collection at this business jumbo, with listening tests heavily
numbers several hundred thousand
influenced by suggestibility, mood, etc.
pieces, including avast selection in all
Ialso skip entirely reviews of extremely
forms and genres: 45s, 78s, 33s, etc.
expensive equipment, unless it is someThere are even Edison cylinders, aVic- thing new and unique. So why do Iread
trola or two, etc., that are for sale at this
the magazine?
"Mecca" of music. The quality of the
Iread Stereophile because it is the only
records is unknown, since much of it is
readily available source to keep me upused, but the commute should be well
dated on audio and industry trends. This
worth the trip. Iunderstand that record
helps me on apractical level, because I
companies occasionally contact the prowon't buy products that will soon be
prietor to get copies of rare recordings
outmoded. Ifind "Industry Update"
that are of production quality. Are you
very interesting. There are also enough
salivating yet? Iknow Idid, even though
products reviewed that there are some
Iam not avinyl addict! I
just thought that
reviews of "real-world" gear. Ialso
other fellow readers should know about
appreciate the surround-sound reviews,
this jewel of Southern California. Good
because that is the direction Iam heading
luck on some great finds.
R. STROPE
with my system (for music, not movies).
Upland, CA
And Ibelieve in the importance of loudspeakers over other gear, which in your
LE SCULL?
honest "heart of hearts" you may, too.
[No, not really.—Ed.]
Editor:
Ididn't read Stereophile 10 years ago,
In Jonathan Scull's Jadis review in March
(Vol.18 No.3), he says he was able to
so Ireally didn't venerate J. Gordon Holt.
"develop between the speakers aliving
But Ihave come to see why his judgment
and breathing Harry Connick, Jr. that
made his hair stand on end. It's alive!"
We regret that resources do not permit us to
This aberration can only come about
reply individually to letters, particularly those
by grinding up adozen or so Mpingos
requesting advice about particular equipment
and Harmonix tuning dots, rolling them
purchases. (We are also unable to take teleup in Cable Jackets, and smoking them.
phone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
Ibelieve Jonathan should be committed
would have to be assessed—and we don't
to ahospital for detox.
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
M ARON HORONZAK
are read and noted, only those of general
Stoutsville, MO
interest are selected for publication. Please
GREAT REVIEWS!
Editor:
Ilove your fantastic magazine very
much. Great reviews! Ibuy Stereophile
STEREOPHILE, J
UNE 1995

note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very
long or address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name,
address, and adaytime telephone number.
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and ears are esteemed by so many. His
reviews of the new developments, such
as DCC and surround-sound, are uncluttered by prejudice. For me, he is your
best reviewer and most lucid writer.
Ialso appreciate Peter Mitchell for his
information on technical trends and
thorough discussions of relevant issues
for audiophiles.
JAMES M. LARSON, MD
San Diego, CA
STEREOPHOOLS
Editor:
Sorry, Iwon't be getting "high-ended"
into joining the stereophools. Iwish you
guys would:
1) Get Real: Industrial designers are not
stars' or gods or even artists—magazine
editors and staff aren't either (they just
think they are).
2) Get a14: You guys and your cult
followers are the most obsessively neurotic group I've ever seen—stereo is a
part of life, but life is not stereo.
3) Get aGrip: An attitude adjustment
is more cost-effective than an amplifier
upgrade—be careful not to get cut on•the
cutting edge of technology.
Good luck pursuing "stars" and "bigger" and "better" at your Los Angeles
Show.
VICTOR, THE RCA DOG
Wallingford, KY
BATTLES
Editor:
Iwant to tell you how glad Iam that you
are staying out of the ad hominem unilateral battle being waged by one of your
competitors.
Iguess the editors of some other highend publications don't quite understand
marketing: when they denigrate Stereophile, they also denigrate its readers. Stereophile readers make up the largest block
of potential subscribers for afledgling
high-end publication. Speaking for
myself, Idon't enjoy being disparaged,
so Idon't subject myself to it regularly.
1I'm such amisfit: I've afine audio system desi gned
by stars and I'm completely satisfied with it! Haven't "consumed" any new hardware for almost a
year! Radical.
11

No matter where you are, you're there.
Musical truth.
At once familiar. Yet resonant with expanded meaning.
You sink deeper and deeper into aprivate experience.
You've travelled these chords before, but suddenly
you're hearing them for the very first time. The
speakers fade into the distance as the
soundstage grows.
See your Energy dealer today. And
audition the new Connoisseur series.
Surrender to pure, unadulterated sound.
Your command performance.
Lost in space.

AKERS

Energy Connoisseur-series speakers

Sound as aperformance art.
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Here, then, is one less potential subscriber to what might otherwise be afine
publication.
Keep up the fine work!
GEORGE KRAUSE
No address given
What unites all the US audio magazines other
than Stereo Review and The Audio Critic
is an editorial philosophy that recognizes that
important sound-quality dfferences exist
between audio components. You would think,
therefore, that Stereophlle's attempts to promote this philosophy to awider audience would
be applauded by our smaller competitors. What
benefits us benefits them. Instead, we are criticized. Them's the breaks, Iguess.
-JA

GOOD-BYE

Editor:
I've been asubscriber for well over 10
years. ..
and Ihave every copy of Stereophile filed or bound. You'll want to know
why I'm defecting.
In an otherwise professionally directed
editorial policy of permitting strong
opinion, your magazine reflects some
societal changes which chip away at standards. Iam offended by language which
does not deserve to be in print, nor over
broadcast media. Iexercise my right not
to renew.
Ihave always been a"techie," or, rather,
interested in technological innovation.
My time is limited ...
and Imust prioritize. Additionally, my ears are not as
golden as they once were, so your equipment reviews would fall on the "deaf"
ears ola semipro musician.
Ihave reviewed recordings for another
publication, but no longer have time
or patience to listen to amateur "musicians" ola rock idiom. Yes, Iam aserious
classical, jazz, and concert wind band
devotee. You have lost this part of your
audience.
Thank you for the many years ofedification and inculcation. Iwish you and
your new staff the very best.
C.DAVID REECE
Muncie, IN

THE FACTS OF BOURGEOIS LIFE
Editor:
It is sad that even Stereophile has accepted
the hard facts of modern life ("Letters,"
April'95, p.13) and that we now have to
read four-letter words as part of our
musical enlightenment. ..C.S. Lewis
once said that throughout the history of
literature—yes, all literatures—obscenity
was always the vocabulary of farce and
vilification because it reduces human
beings to their animal component, to
their bodily functions. And such areduction is essential to the purpose.

No3, p.15]. It is Mr. Hoefer who "doesn't
get it." He would curtail freedom of
speech and freedom of the press to
impose an arbitrary standard of "fairness!' Naturally, it would be Mr. Hoefer
and those of like mind who would determine what is censored. Sound familiar?
Mr. Hoefer ignores the heart of the
issue. Once we start censoring speech
THE SOUND OF THE SEWER
and the press, where do we stop? His
Editor:
ability to say and print things we may
In his letter of March 1995 (Vol.18 No3,
find offensive is protected by the very
p.11), Orren S. Champer seems to have
same rules that allow us to say and print
trouble deciding whether to take his language from the thesaurus or from the
things he may find offensive. That is
"Freedom," Mr. Hoefer. Judging from
sewer. The poor guy is "pissed ...
off to
the quality of his writing, he is intelligent
the 10s" by an "infamous letter" pubenough to understand this simple conlished earlier by you, an "epistle [which
cept. Iguess he doesn't want to.
he regards as] one of the great examples
Ifind Mr. Hoefer's statements on
of hubris!' He concludes his learned and
Affirmative Action equally repulsive. His
profane letter with the surmise that Sam
views are both naïve and discriminatory.
Tellig "must be totally 'pussy-whipped!"
Your responses were more than adequate,
Since it turns out that behind all his
bombast and obscenity Champer has
and Ihave nothing to add to them. Itrust
and hope that you will always hire people
nothing much to say anyway, one might
for their individual merit, not for adesire
wonder what it matters how he goes
to promote "social justice'
about saying it. Perhaps, as Kristen Weitz
D. W ILLIAM R.HITCHENS
does, one should simply regard ChamMountain View, CA
per as a"sometimes idiotic, sometimes
offensive, sometimes sexist, but always
11-IE SHRILL VOICE ...
interesting" reader who writes "idiotic,
Editor:
offensive, sexist statement[s]" which are
So Louis Bencze ("Letters," February,
such "fin" to read (p.15). But that would
p.15) thinks women avoid high-end stebe naïve.
reo because personal relationships are
While it might be fun to shake one's
more important. Lou, your woman is
head at the idiocy of Champer's foolishly
escalating her demands along fairly prestilted language, or to smirk condescendingly at the offensive (and utterly gratuidictable lines. First, she got economic and
legal control over you through marriage.
tous) vulgarity with which his lofty lanSecond, she bred screaming dootyguage incongruously alternates, there
geysers to indulge her hormones and
simply is nothing funny about sexism or
increase her power base. Third, all your
apatently sexist phrase like "pussymoney has to support this, and all your
whipped?" Nor is there any reason for it
time has to be spent listening to her
to appear in amagazine, like Stereophile,
hormone-induced babble to make her
intended for thoughtful people. It can
feel secure. Vile beast that you are, you
only be annoying, and Ifor one don't
subscribed to Stereophile and got some
care to be annoyed and distracted while
aesthetic satisfaction from equipment
reading the finest audio magazine in
and music. Explain to her that not all
print.
aspects of your existence should revolve
Please tweak such grunge from your
around her.
signal path.
M ICHAEL E. DALEY
To the rest of the Stereophile commuHarveys Lake, PA
nity, Isay be very careful about special
products or concessions to involve
THE VOICE OF SANITY
more women in the High End. The High
Editor:
End exists partly as apleasant temporary
Iam very sad to hear that "Sam Tellig"
escape for men from grinding domeshas left Stereophile. He is ahumorous,
tic relationships. While the industry owes
eclectic voice of sanity and practicality
women an honest attempt to offer them
in aprofession that is all too often pomproducts that can provide musical satispous and excessive. His column was
always the first part of Stereophile that I faction for them, women in turn have the
would read. Ihope that Audio will let him responsibility to learn something about
the High End before issuing their putspeak freely and not homogenize him
downs. Women as composers have been
into the audio mainstream.
mediocre over the centuries, and Isee no
Speaking of free speech, Iapplaud
both KW and JA for their responses to
reason why women in general would
advance the state of the audio art very
Mr. Hoefer's letter in March [Vol.18
But who was C.S. Lewis? Look
around, there is no moral crisis, and the
middle class is the villain anyway. Come
on Stereophile, put some spice in your
boring reviews, épate le bourgeois!
VLADIMIR DORTA
Deerfield Beach, FL
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Unquestionably spacious.
Uniquely accurate. Musically
transparent. The sonic advantages
of Bipolar loudspeaker design
are by now quite clear.
We know because we designed
the original Bipolar loudspeaker

Constant improvement is our
overriding objective and it can be
difficult to improve upon so lofty a
standard. But we have.
Introducing the new 90i Series of
Mirage Bipolar Loudspeakers. New

eight years ago, establishing the

thresholds. New standards. New
value. For sound so natural you'll

performance standard that others

wonder is it real.., or is it a

are attempting to copy today.

Mirage? The original Bipolar
explorers.

THE ORIGINAL BIPOLAR LOUDSPEAKERTM 3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIX IG5 (416)321-1800 Fax (416)321-1500
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designed to address the readers' needs.
He quoted the old saying: "A good editor
produces amagazine that he or she
would want to read." Mr. Atkinson
concluded that Stereophile was agood
magazine, which Ifind far too modest.
Stereophile is agreatjournal, which should
be included in the list of"Recommended
Components"! Iwould suggest that the
evidence of its excellence is the fact that
it is amagazine which most subscribers
probably read not once, but many times.
J
OHN WOOD
Shawnee, KS

in ensuring that this is the case is my traveling to my writers' homes on an admittedly tooinfrequerzt basis and listening with them. While
these may be mistakenfor social visits, Ipay
very careful attention to how each reviewer
describes the sound to which we are listening.
Ask my writers if theyfeel it is elitismfor me
to test them in this way. Ask any of my writers
who take part in the blind listening tests in
Santa Fe that we organize once ayear. To the
reader, these appear to be tests of the loudspeakers under review. But they are also tests
of the reviewers! This, I
feel, is what distinguishes Stereophilefrom magazines that don't
subject their writers or their reviews to any
ELITISM?
qualifying testing at all.
Editor:
Idon't see that this is elitism, but simply how
According to John Atkinson in the
things are. Thefact is, aminority ofpeople,
March 1995 Stereophile (p.3): "When I for whatever reason, either don't hear very well
or don't have the cognitive abilities to describe
visit possible writers to listen with them,
what they hear. While such people get alot of
or just hang out with writers from other
magazines, Igenerally let them offer their
enjoymentfrom their audio systems, Idon't see
that they should expect much of afuture as
opinions on what we're listening to.
Almost always, the adjectives they use
audio reviewers. My ".show-and-tell" listening
seems to me to be the quickest way to eliminate
describe what Ihear. But occasionally,
such peopkfrom contention. And jfyou point
I'm surprised to find their descriptions
out that this, by definition, imposes my own
of sound quality are completely at odds
perceptual coordinates on the magazine's value
with my own. ..
Ihave no idea why
system, Ihave to reply that yes, it does. But I
there should be such perceptual discan't see anywhere around that other than to
sonance, other than to suggest that not
point out that Ihave been reviewing compoall audiophiles are in touch with what
nentsfor nearly 20 years, and that if Iwere
their own senses tell them.... Such
writers don't belong at this magazine." 2 deaf something would have revealed that by
now. (And yes, Ido have my hearing tested
It looks to me that if you don't agree
regularly. Although Ihave aslight loss ofsenwith Mr. Atkinson, you shouldn't go to
sitivity in the mid-treble, my audiogram overall
Santa Fe, or maybe even New Mexico.
Elitist attitude personified, in my opin- falls within the limits regarded as "normal."
Icannot hear above 165kHz at normal listenion. Igrew up withi. Gordon Holt and
Audiocraft magazine. ..
Ifeel because of ing levels, but this is not unusualfor a46-yearthe elitist attitude of Stereophile over the
old man.) Ialso go to as many live concerts as
Ican; Iplay musical instruments; Imake my
past several years (as perceived by me),
own recordings. Infact, Ido as much serious
Iwould not be welcome anywhere near
Mr. Atkinson's domain.
listening as it is possible to cram into aday.
Ibelieve [Mr. Atkinson] can't tolerEvery day.
Please note that Iam not talking about value
ate diversity. In effect, he is saying that
"The measure of aperson's intelligence, judgments here. Iam not trying to impose my
own tastes in sound quality and music on my
insight, and awareness is determined by
the degree he agrees with me." My
writers. Rather, Iam just concerned that their
impression, gained not just from the
descriptions of sound quality communicate
March "As We See It:' but from his writ- first to me, then to you. Uri writer turns out
ings over the years, is that Mr. Atkinson
to like speakers with abass-alignment Q of 08
attempts to impose his values and tastes
in his room, whereas Iprefer atighter-sounding
on me, and Iresent this.
BILL ECKLE
Q of 0.5 in my room, this is of no concern to
wm_eckle@ramp.com (or)
me—as long as those preference differences are
wmeckle@aztec.asu.edu (or)
made clear in the review. (This is why Iask
william.ecklee twb.com
my writers to include as much supporting information as they can in their texts.) What Iam
talking about is that both the writers and Iagree
Mr. Eckle seems to have misunderstood the
on which Q 0.8 or 0.5, sounds most lean,
thrust of my essay. As Stereophile's Editor,
which sounds most heavy. If, however, awriter
Ihave aprimary responsibility to ensure that
the opinions that are published in my magazine
consistently describes aboomy speaker as "lightare transportable and repeatable. Thefirst stage
weight" or "dry," something is wrong.
Why should some people's opinions be
2A much-expanded version of this dialog originally
unreliable? In aclassic paper published in the
appeared on The Audiophile Network. To subscribe to
mid-1980s, Floyd Toole, then at the NRC in
the computer bulletin board, call (818) 782-1676, fax
(818) 780-6260, or modem (818) 988-0452.
—JA
Ottawa, found that hearing damage in the
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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upper midrange was aprimary reason.
Ordinary HF rolloffdid not appear to be afactor, but someone with impaired midrange hearing ability always proved to be an unreliable
listener in that his or her opinions were not
repeatable—the same component was scored
highly in one test, low in the next—or transportable in that this person's opinions on quality
tended to deer markedlyfrom the consensus
on acomponent's sound character.
There is also thefact that some people never
listen to live sound of any kind, so lack any
reference point. There is also thefact that some
people seem to be deliberately perverse, gaining
asense of identityfrom having contrary opinions. There are also people who cannot think
anything wrong ofproducts they own or want
to own, so they describe these components'
characters in whatever are the trendy terms of
the day, whether or not the descriptors used are
appropriate.
Irepeat: none of these listeners belongs at
Stereophile, where publishing their opinions
can both mislead readers and damage the companies whose products they review. Is this
elitism? Idon't think so, but if anyone does
think so, tell me how you would do it better. I'm
listening! And now aword from one of my
writers,Jack English:
— JA
Subjective reviewing has long been ridiculed
by "objectivists"for ahost of reasons. Chief
among them is acriticism of lack of repeatable,
verifiable conclusions Borrowingfrom my psychology background, knowledge is advanced
in stages A criticalfirst stage in many advancements is observation, pure and simple. Once
something is observed, it must be described
(related to theory, compared with existing
knowledge, etc). Then it must be demonstrated
that the phenomenon can be repeated. For
example, ameasurement must yield the same
result on multiple or repeated trials. In psych,
this is simply called "reliability." If the
phenomenon cannot be measured or observed
with high reliability, anyfurther measurement
is of little value. Once reliability is achieved,
the meaning or validity of the phenomenon can
be investigated, since the measurement of it (and
any changes to it) can be observed in amore
rigorousfashion.
Using this approach, subjective evaluations
become observations. If many people report
hearing the same things in acomponent, then
the evaluation has reliability. Without this
second set (described byJA as "transportable
and repeatable), what value do the subjective
observations have?
In conjunction with repeatability lies the
problem of language. Let us assume the simple
comparison of two preamplffiers. Ten out of ten
listeners in their own very deerent systems
using very different musical sources and listening rooms all agree that preamp A "blows
away" preamp B. This result was transportable
and repeatable. But what value does it have?
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We racked our
brains to find a
way to tell you
how good the
Totem Mani-2
really is. And then
aMani-2 owner
did it better than
we could!
We have had the Totems in our home for roughly three
months.
The Totem Mani-2s are the finest loudspeakers
I have listened to regardless of price and I have listened
long and hard to the likes of of Audio Labs, Martin
Logans (all models but the Statement), Vandersteens,
Paradigms, Magneplanars, Apogees, etc. etc. The Mani 2s create a larger and far more detailed sound stage than
any of the above.
The highs are fluid, detailed and
spacious, without any edginess.
The lows are fast, deep,
full and defined. And the midrenge- the midrange is warm‘
musical and expansive. Your speakers have returned the
word "presence" to my audio-vocabulary.
I could go on
and on.
The bottom line is thatfor the first time in
years I findmyself lost in the
SIC rather than listening
to my system.
I want to thank you all at Totem for bringing quality,
accountability and value back to high end audio. I also

Listen and believe

This is an excerpt
from an actual letter
addressed to May
Audio by the
(obviously happy)
owner of apair of
Totem Mani-2
loudspeakers.

(Of course, he didn't mention the double box
with lock miter cabinet joints, the push-pull
twin woofers that maintain control below
20 Hz, the space-age borosilicate damping,
or the twin WBT binding posts. But he told
you the essential...they sound wonderful!)
IN THE USA:
10524 Lexington Dr.. Suite 300, Knoxville, TN 37932
Tel. (615) 966-8844 FAX: (615) 966-8833

ih.elh

IN CANADA:
646 boul. Guimond, Longueuil, Que. J4G 1P8
Tel. (514) 651-5707 FAX: (514) 651-9740
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What can the manufacturer ofpreamp Blearn
from all of this "reliable" input? Because of
the lack oflanguage precision, there is no useful
validity to what appears to be aremarkably consistent set of subjective evaluations.
Ibelieve this is the essence ofJA's argument.
Can areviewer hear what should be heard?
Can the reviewer be reliablefrom trial to trial?
Can the reviewer describe what he or she has
heard? If all of this is true, the reviewer can
make ameaningful contribution.
I'd like to use one of my own reviews as an
illustration. Let me preface this by saying we
reviewers do not see the results of the magazine's measurements until after our reviews
have been written. (In fact, for many of us
awayfrom Santa Fe, we don't see the measurements until the issue is published.) Iwrote a
review of the Merlin Excalibur II loudspeaker
(published in December 1993, VoLl6 No.12).
This is ahuge floorstanding dynamic loudspeaker, and most people consequently expect
it to have great bass.
'found that the speaker did not extend deep
into the lowest bass—a visual-auditory paradox. (For various reasons, the designer had built
them this way on purpose.)JA measured the
Merlin as dropping off in the bass (supporting my subjective comments, which were
consistent with the design objectives of the
manufacturer). A host of letter writers and
readers, in essence, told me Icouldn't hear They
owned the Merlin speakers andfelt they had
the greatest bass imaginable. Had any of them
written the review, they would have described
the bass very differently than lhad. They
would have been wrong. They would have
failed JA's test. Contrary to seeing this as
elitism, Isee it as essential fsubjective reviewing
is ever going to be ameaningful contributor to
the advancement of audio.JA deserves all of
our praisefor taking such astand.
Iwant to add one other comment about
John's "tests." Yes, he visits all of us. Yes, he
evaluates us when he does so—just as he does
for our blind listening sessions, Show comments,
and product reviews. However, when he can
find the time to visit, we spend the bulk of the
time sharing our thoughts and recommendations on music, and alot of it will neverfind
its way into an audio publication!John's most
important criterion is his insistence that each
of his reviewers love music, and he is insightful
enough to recognize that each of us has our own
unique taste. He doesn't berate our taste—he
only insists upon our shared love of (any type
of) music.
- J
E

HOME THEATER GOALS

Editor:
There is anew theme recurrent in Stereophile that bothers me greatly: the assumed
confluence of the High End and Home
Theater. In the December 1994 "As We
Sec It," JA argues that "the audio industry has to face the challenge of Home
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

Theater!' A similar refrain was sounded
by Tom Norton in his October 1994 "As
We See It," by suggesting that the High
End integrate smoothly into the audio/
video experience. To me, such acourse
is hopelessly mired in the genetically
impossible mixing of two media.
The point, Ithink, is that the goal of
the High End—ultimate accuracy in the
reproduction of live music—is miles
removed from and not meaningfully, or
purposefully, transferred to film. As
much as Iappreciate the great soundtrack, only in the rarest of instances
(2001 comes to mind, and many of the
Herrmann-scored films) can it arguably
take even temporary primacy over the
other elements of the film; at best, the
soundtrack should be elevated only to
the role of equal partner with the acting
and cinematography and direction and
editing, and then only at select moments during thefilm and only ¡I-so intended by thefilm's
maker(s).
Indeed, the multiplicity of factors that
contribute to agreat film seem to me to
speak against the unintended or unnatural elevation of the soundtrack by the
"High-End Home Theater" system. I
want to look into Bogart's soul, not hear
the acoustics of the soundstage on which
he speaks. And Idon't have time to figure
out what instruments Bernard Herrmann has selected to pierce into my brain
as Janet Leigh takes her tenth (or thirtieth) shower-stained wound. Because
if the soundstage or the identity of those
instruments is what I'm hearing, then
I've been distracted, and have lost something of the film's essence and moment.
The theater (or my house) shaking
from back to front duringfurassic Park
might sound incredible, but to say that
Jurassic Park has the best, most realistic
soundtrack of all dinosaur films is not
to say it is the best, or even necessarily
among the best, of the genre—it certainly isn't King Kong (tinny soundtrack,
stop motion, and all), or even aHarryhausen, despite its indisputable realism.
And with all due respect to Tom Norton
and Sylvester Stallone (both of whom I
appreciate and respect), Clehanger isn't
really what film is about either, although
it is, Ithink, what alot of "Audio/Video"
or "Home Theater" may be about.
Iam willing to accept that ultimately
the High End is about the music (and not
just the equipment). But Iam not persuaded that Home Theater is, to an equal
extent, about film, as opposed to the
sonic (rather than "sound" and, to alesser
degree, visual) effects of afew of the
newer film releases. This impression is
fed by the few reviews of Home Theater I've read in your magazine, focusing
WorldRadioHistory

on the soundtrack tricks to the exclusion
of the soul of the film itself (assuming
that the film viewed with the Home
Theater system at hand has asoul at all).
It would be like reading audio-equipment reviews where the emotional content of the music is never addressed
or experienced, only soundstage and
instrumental timbre.
Of course, Ican't dispute that the High
End would seem to be in the best position to accomplish technically whatever
the goal of the audio side of Home Theater is; and Icertainly wouldn't want to
deny the industry its market niche. But
the chance to make abuck is not legitimacy, any more than the People's Choice
Awards are ameasure of quality. At best,
Home Theater, including its surroundsound, is acoloration. Euphonically
pleasant, perhaps even intended by the
filmmaker, but acoloration nonetheless.
And even if economics should compel
or encourage high-end manufacturers
and dealers to participate in the growing Home Theater industry, Stereophile
need not embrace, validate, or legitimize
that development merely because it has
occurred. It certainly isn't film. But it is
adistraction from the music, which is
why Iread Stereophile in the first place.
What hath Edison wrought?
W ILLIAM R.W EINSTEIN
Brooklyn, NY

DANGEROUS IDEAS

Editor:
Peter Mitchell, in his November '94
[Industry Update] dealing with the faults
of the Dolby AC-3 compression system
(Vol.17 No.11, p.37), expressed several
ideas that are inherently dangerous.
Let me start by quoting him: "We care
about Home Theater, but let's face it: in
the final analysis, it's just TV. ..
For me,
and Isuspect for most of the writers in
these pages, the sound of music is afar
more important issue!'
The way Isee it, Stereophile is an audio
magazine dealing mostly with the cream
of the business: the High End. As such,
it should (and does) try to make the best
of what is possible for sound reproduction. The way Isee it, it doesn't matter
whether Ilisten to arecording of a"firstgeneration copy of an original two-mike
stereo recording" or asixth-generation
movie soundtrack. Some movie soundtracks get just as high agoosebump factor (the way you call it) as several of the
recordings published in your listings of
"Records To Die For!' Personally, Idon't
care whether arecording is a"purist"
one or not, as long as Ienjoy it. And just
as symphonies come to life in astereo
recording played by my system, so does
19
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amovie scene. To call movie soundtracks
such as the THX laserdisc edition of
Terminator 2anything less than state-ofthe-art is acrime.
But never mind my own personal
beliefs. If ordinary people (meaning nonaudiophiles) get to hear "lousy" reproduction of sound (music, soundtracks,
or whatever) and settle with it, then the
whole High End suffers. There'll be
fewer readers for Stereophile, and we, as
agroup, will have less influence on the
industry than we have now.
If the Dolby AC-3 system doesn't
deliver the goods, we (meaning all those
who care about sound reproduction)
should stand and fight against it until a
system which satisfies us appears. And
if that system is the DTS Zeta proposal,
we should encourage it for the good of
all of us High Enders, and not just ignore
it because it is not pure music.
M OSHE REUVENI
Israel

CD S
QUAREWAVES
Editor:
You may be interested to know that there
was aslight inaccuracy in your excellent
article on digital-processor measurements. You gave acorrect description of
Gibbs Phenomenon, but your reason for
it was rather inaccurate. You stated that
alimited-frequency bandwidth leads to
the slight overshoot on the leading edge
of asquarewave, and that it would be
smoothed out with sufficient bandwidth. Now, while it is true that limited
bandwidth is acause for overshoot, it is
actually not the only cause. It turns out
that, even with an infinite number of frequencies, that overshoot won't go away:
in the limit, there will still be an overshoot of approximately 0.18 (if the original amplitude was 1.0). As far as Iunderstand it, the term "Gibbs Phenomenon"
includes within it this "inherent overshoot!'
According to hard-core mathematical
scientists, the technical reason for this is
"non-uniformity of the convergence of
aFourier series near adiscontinuity!'
Although slightly surprising, it is not all
that unreasonable if you think about it:
for asystem to take that sharp right turn
at the top of the squarewave, it would
really need advance notice—a violation
of causality. For areference, see Mathematical Methods of Physics (2nd Edition),
by Mathews and Walker, p.99.
G. EMORY ANDERSON
Rego Park, NY

CD NOISES

Editor:
As abudding audiophile and as anew
subscriber, Icompliment you on your

fine magazine.
While listening to some of my CDs,
I've noticed what seems to be ahighpitched signal (maybe 18 or 19kHz?) of
constant frequeney and intensity which
appears intermittently and only on certain tracks.
For example, on the first track ("Signs
of Life") of Pink Floyd's A Momentary
Lapse ofReason (Columbia CK 40599),
it's very noticeable between 1:15 and
1:30. On Stanley Clarke's If This Bass
Could Only Talk (Portrait 40923), it begins
at about 41 seconds into the tide track.
Please help me. Am Ialone in being
greatly annoyed by this?
G. DUROCHER, III
Orlando, FL
It is hard to diagnose problems at adistance.
While Iheard whistles accompanying the music
with an early prototype Sony CD player tack
in 1981, Ihear no problems with my copy of
the Stanley Clarke disc with either my Radio
Shack portable CD player or the mighty Mark
Levinson No.31/30.5 combo. All Ican suggest is that Mr. Durocher's CD player has a
marginal instability—a so-called "idle tone,"
perhaps—which is being arbitrarily excited.
Has anyone else experienced such problems?
—JA

CDDISTORTION

Editor:
When Ireceived Stereophile's new Concert CD by Robert Silverman, Itold my
wife to get ready to hear some fabulousquality music and production. This had
to be obvious, because that is how Isold
her to invest many thousands in highend audio. Stereophile said it was good to
do so.
She broke out laughing, complete
with tears, when she heard Concert.
Disc 1was great for the first four
tracks. Track 5on through all of disc 2
contained aloud crackling distortion,
which sounded like tracking problems.
Iused a Yamaha CDX-1100U CD
player. I've played hundreds of CDs with
this unit without an incident of tracking
distortion.
Please replace this CD with agood
one, or refund my money. The major
negative about this experience is her elephant memory about Stereophile and my
loss of leverage in buying new high-end
audio gear!
ROGER HESS
Scottsdale, AZ
As explained last month, the pit shape on the
glass masters usedfor both discs of Concert,
and the corresponding recovered FM data waveform, were sufficiently removedfrom the "Red
Book" CD specification that some players had
problems tracking the discs. The sonic result

would be crackles and pops as the CD player's
error correctionfailed to compensatefor the arbi-

trary increase in data errors.
We have had the Concert set remastered
and re-pressed: if anyone who has already
bought the disc is having problems similar to
those outlined by Mr. Hess, please contact Stereophile CDs at (800) 358-6274 about receiving afree replacement. Our apologies to all
those who have had such problems with Concert.
—JA

Fi FANS. ..

Editor:
Iwas glad to read that JA is aFormula
1fan (March'95, p.49). Ibegan following F1as ateenager during the Jimmy
Clark days. Most of my spectating was
at the Riverside Raceway watching
everything from Mini-Coopers to the
dreaded Porsche Turbo CanAm cars. The
sounds were always marvelous and
thrilling. Iwonder if Formula 1and hi-fi
have some common attraction? Anyway,
there were some questions on the Internet Fl newsgroup recently concerning
the binaural Fl track on Stereophile's Test
CD 3. Itook the liberty to provide
ordering information to interested F1
fans.
NORM CLARKE
No address given

AND HIGH-END FI
SOUNDS. ..

Editor:
At last!!! Thanks to Stereophile, there now
exists agenuine audiophile recording of
aFormula 1Race. Your Test CD 3is
worth buying just for that one stupendous track!
As an orchestral musician, Ihave heard
or played few pieces of music that are as
exhilarating as the glorious song of 26
Fl cars starting aGrand Prix. As with
all music, aGrand Prix is best when
experienced live (wear ear protection,
please!), but your recording is the next
best thing. I'm sure our friend Ayrton
Senna would be pleased that you have
dedicated this track to his memory.
Did you send a copy to Murray
Walker?
M ICHAEL BYRNE
Victoria, BC, Canada
Perhaps we should send acopy of Test CD 3
to the loquacious Mr. W. Our Test CD 3,
which includes music and test-signal tracks as
well as 3:16 of one the most thrilling sounds
in the world—including the expectant hush
before the cars scream up to where you are
standing—costs $9.95 plus $3.50 S&H. Call
(800) 358-6274for orders.
—JA

POLISH PIANO

Editor:
Okay, so Iordered and received Stereo21
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HIGH DEFINITION COMPATIBLE DIGITAL®
•
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the high-end has anxiously awaited the arrival of HDCD®. High Definition Compatible

Digital® is arevolutionary way of encoding and playing back aCD with much greater resolution and
dynamic range than previously possible. As much as 20 bits of musical resolution can be achieved
with HDCD®, rivaling the highest-quality analog master tapes
Developed by Pacific Microsonics, HDCD ® was designed to match the ultimate resolving power of the
human ear, while maintaining compatibility with the existing 16-bit CD format. All HDCD®-equipped
CD players and D-to-A converters will play back both HDCD® and non-HDCD® encoded discs.
Indeed, non-HDCD® discs are played back with astonishing clarity, because the HDCD® hardware
acts as an ultra-high-quality digital filter when anon-HDCD® disc is played—much higher quality than
can be found anywhere else.
Enlightened Audio Designs is proud to be among the first to deliver HDCD®. Our Series III products
combine HDCD ® with Digital Flywheel'—the most advanced sitter-reducing circuitry in the industry.
Series III extracts the most from your present CD collection and takes full advantage of the growing
library of HDCD® discs. You owe it to yourself to hear the difference. Call for your nearest EAD dealer.
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blowing recording" (Stereophile, March
'95, p.185) is good to know; but that's
only 10 words.
How about an actual review of the
album next issue? Pearl Jam's hassles with
Ticketmaster are very interesting, but
happen to have nothing to do with the
content or sound quality of the band's
latest album.
M ICHAEL M IKESELL
New York, NY
IMPENETRABLE
Editor:
After all these years, I've just figured out
why Idislike the writing style of Beth
Jacques so much. Idon't know what the hell
she's talking about!
DENNIS NORKIEWICZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Ido.

—JA

ATTATUD E
Editor:
Thanks for Richard Lehnert's review of
Freyda & Acoustic AttaTude's Midnight
at Cabel Hall in March (Vol.18 No3,
p.181).
Van Johnson—engineer for the Cabe!
Hall project, Jerry Dysart's production
engineer—and Ihave formed aproduction team, "AttaTude Music." Our team
is available to record labels and individuals who are interested in preparing
for and performing a "Live Sound"
album.
Freyda and Accoustic AttaTude have
gone separate ways since that recording.
Freyda is working on asolo project of
lullabies; Iam working on aproject of
original tunes called Fond Memories,
which Iplan to record live to stereo
mikes etc., etc. Ralph [Gordon] is busy
recording and performing in the DC
area. Sorry Richard Lehnert didn't like
"The Brother:' It's the first negative
thing we've heard about it. Oh well!?
BOB VASILE
"AttaTude" Music, Durham, NC

M USIC REVIEWS
Editor:
When LA suggested "All other magazines are basically unnecessary" in his
January '84 "Final Word" (Vol.17 No.1,
p.258), Iwondered what Iwould miss
if Icanceled my subscription to The
Abso!ute Sound. Yeah, Iwould miss its
(classical) music reviews! Ihave been
reading that other magazine backwards
—the music reviews first, and then the
rest. Most of all, Ihave been hungrily
devouring the reviews of the Mercury
and RCA Living Stereo originals and
reissues in TAS.
So, what makes Stereophile's classicalS
TEREOPHILE, J
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music reviews inferior? A lot about the
performance, but (mostly) just aline or
two about the sound. Such reviews, I
think, do not belong in Stereophile Ihave
little interest in the majority of the current multimiked DDD yield from DG,
Philips, et al.
Iwelcome Wes Phillips's discussion of
audiophile recordings (["Quarter Notes"],
Vol.18 No3, p.143). It was badly in need.
That is the good news.. ..The bad news
is that Wes reviewed 14 Mercury reissues
in apage? He says much in few words,
but there is no substitute for cubic inches!
Please, Wes, more details—even if this
means fewer recordings covered!
Iam looking forward to the second
installment of "Quarter Notes." Ihope
to learn about the second batch of
Everest reissues by DCC and Vanguard
in it. They are audiophile recordings, are
they not? Not because Isaid so...
NIKOLAI DIMOFF
Easton, PA
The latest installment of Wes's "Quarter
Notes" appears in this issue.
—JA

'95 issue, and specifically on the Pass
Labs Aleph 0amplifier review. It's about
time someone recognized how extraordinarily wonderful these products are.
I've owned apair for over ayear now,
and there is nothing—I repeat, nothing
—that even comes close. Iauditioned all
the new so-called "high-end" amplifiers
from Levinson (why?), Rowland (who?),
Krell (what?), plus most of the betterknown tube stuff. The Pass amps are so
far above everything else it's not even
funny. The Aleph 0amps prove to me
that Pass really knows what music
sounds and feels like. The rest of these
guys don't seem to have aclue.
Oh no! Just when Ithought Ihad
reached the pinnacle of what my system
could achieve, Ifound aproduct that surpassed even the incredible Pass monoblocks. The Aleph Ppreamplifier from
Pass Labs—who else? If Mr. Olsher
thinks that the Aleph 0amplifier is the
"Amplifier of the Decade" (I agree), then
the Aleph Pis the Preamplifier of the
Millennium. Bottom line: my Convergent Audio Technologies (CAT) preamp
is gone. Inever thought Iwould do that.
The Pass Aleph Pis without adoubt the
most natural component I've ever
owned. Not tube-like, not solid-statesounding, not liquid, not grainy, not
bass-heavy, not bright, not forward, not
laid-back. It's just not there! I've never
had an experience like this. You must get
one of these new Pass preamps. Here
again is aground-breaking product. I
can't wait to see what Pass comes out
with next.
ROBERT STOCK
San Francisco, CA

R2D4
Editor:
Iagree with so many of the choices your
writers made for "Records To Die For"
(February 1995) that it seems only fair
to point out acouple of errors Kevin
Conklin and Peter Mitchell made in their
appraisals. Ihave acopy of Kenneth
Wilkinson's "Electrical Record of Session" for Decca SXL 2045 (Schubert
Symphony 9), and it shows nothing that
looks like "purist M-S miking." Instead,
it depicts afamiliar Decca Tree with three
GRADO COMFORT
Neumann KM-56 microphones, flanked
on either side by two more '56es in Editor:
In response to Peter Mitchell's January
figure-eight patterns, and supplemented
'95 "Ground Floor" column (Vol.18
by afurther '56 directed toward the
No.1, p.61), there is aproduct specifically
winds. The session was recorded on
designed to resolve the issue of the Grado
Ampex 350-2 machines running EMI
SR60's comfort (or lack thereof) once and
77 tape. And though Iagree 100% with
for all.
Mitchell's choice of Chesky's superb
"Upgradables" are replacement ear
new transfers of Sibelius's Symphony 2
and the Rachmaninoff Second Concerto cushions made of an amazingly comfortand Isle of the Dead, they were not made able foam that renders benign the foron three-track equipment, but onto the merly tyrannosaurus-like grip of the
SR60s.
twin tracks of Ampex 350s—again engiAt the risk of sounding too much like
neered by Decca's Kenneth Wilkinson.
asalesperson, Upgradables will be availWith kind regards,
able at several reputable mail-order
M ICHAEL H. GRAY
houses by the time this issue is mailed.
Classical Music Editor
DANIEL DZUBAN
The Abso!ute Sound
Strategic Audio Development
2IClarides Village #174
CONGRATULATIONS
Seymour, CT 06483
Editor:
Tel./Fax: (203) 393-1966/888-5829
Iwant to congratulate you on the March
3$11.98 for the most recent Mercury CDs? If Wes had
bought the CDs, he would have known about the current Mercury list price-hike (not acomplaint).
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Tyll Hertsens at HeadRoom, aman who literally lives in his Grado SR60 headphones, also
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RSC Reference Generation 21'
Speaker Cable
Introducing RSC Reference Generation 2Speaker Cable. The
improved design is extremely flexible and easy to handle. Smooth, open,
spacious sound; affordable price. $19. 90/foot

Ilterconoect
Pr

RSC Prime 500 S
Cable $6.50 foot
RSC Prime 1000 Speak
Cable $8.95/foot

RSC Reference Generation V'
Interconnect $195/mtr pr

RSC Master Generation 2".
Interconnect $395/mtr p

RSC Reference Generation V'
Speaker Cable $19.90/foot

aster Generation V'
Speaker Cable $45/foot

The theory...

The rectangular cross section of our RSC c.oriductors
eliminates high frequency losses that occur in around conductor of the same mass.

(

RSC Digital Data
on 1 S295/mt r

Rectangular Solid Core sets anew standard of transparency and clarity, coming
closer to the live musical experience than any other cable. Images and soundstage

The RSC conductor has all the current-carrying capability and dynamic power of a are lifelike, accurate and truly three-dimensional. Highs are smooth and extended,
round conductor, but with greater high frequency extension, lineirity and superior midrange is open and natural, and bass is powerful and wellphase coherency.
Conductivity is enhanced by the use of superior conductor materials, sueh as

The challenge...

Compare any RSC speaker cable or in

Consonant A!ioyTM and oxygen-free high conductivity copper. Conductors are super- to the cable you're using now. You will hear an increased level of coherency,
annealed to produce along, unbroken crystal structure that's im. pervious to internal

transparency and musical accuracy that you may not have thought possible.

oxidation and the audible defects it produces.

for the name of the dealer nearest you.

The facts...

Rectangular Solid Core speaker cable and interconnects
are the reference for more reviewers and serious audiophiles than any other. And
they are the cables of choice in the recording studio at Carnegie Hall.

TARA LABS
Space & Time Audio Products

5 0 3 /4 8 8 - 6 4 6 5
Speaker cable prices do not include termination. Interconnect prices include
termination with RCA's; additional :charge for XLR's
TmRSC, Rectangular Solid Core, Consonant Alloy, RSC Prime, RSC Reference
Generation 2and RSC Master Generation 2arc trademarks of TARA Labs,
Inc.
WorldRadioHistory

2245 Ashland Street
Ashland, Or 97520 • USA

vate his hearing. "We'll publish the
angle strokes were "not as quick or as
techno-jizz as always, imply that it's the
percussive!' and so on. This review was
unit that JE reviewed, and just add the
chock full of sonic descriptions that portruth in afootnote. Nobody ever reads
tray the amp as musical, but it fails at this
those things!'
and that ad infinitum.
"He said `jizz! Huhuh huh huhuh!"
Five-goosebumps???? Sounds more
like three funny-bone thwacks and a comments JA, recovering from ahomebrew wine-tasting session.
hearty recommendation for other proMy Token Thought: Timbre is that
ducts which will give more bang for the
AUDIOPHILES NEED MORE
unique collection of sonic attributes
buck.
THAN HYPE
caused by instrument design, influenced
The conclusion should have avoided
Editor:
by its environment and taken advantage
the politically correct phrase "musically
'just can't stand it anymore. The Decemof by the musician, which gives any
ber '94 Stereophile contained aglaring magical" and read something similar to:
instrument an independently perceiv"Watch your music and money disapexample of your failure to shine abright
able character, be it aharmonically comlight on the kinds of problems facing the pear like magic with this $9800 ampliplex French horn or asinusoidal flute.
fier. When compared to others in its price
modern audiophile.
I argue that, for the discussion of
range, the VAC Seventy/Seventy doesn't
For some reason, not all of your conreproduced sound, the technical charachave what it takes to accurately reprotributing editors feel that value means
anything when recommending apiece duce all of the information present on a teristics of timbre should include the
sound of an instrument's attack. The
of high-end audio equipment. Some of recording, but the midrange and sound"softened and slightly slow" response
stage will blow you away. Oh yeah—
them feel that if apiece of equipment
of apiece of hi-fi gear could easily cause
gives musical delight in one or two areas be careful to audition it with your speakers
awoodwind player to mis-identify the
of reproduction, it should be deemed
(stability. ..
who needs it), and don't let
type of reed used by his favorite section
that boomy bass bother you!'
worthy of the highest praise. This behavior
leader. (A sin of omission? No, just plain
The comments associated with fig.8
has been controlled in the past with careinaccurate.) Any instrument whose
and the related section of text (p.182)
fully worded editorial comments How"sound" or timbre is influenced by the
make light of the obvious power-supply
ever, the problem has reappeared.
attack is going to have its perceivable
design flaws. It's no wonder they had to
A fine example occurs in Jack English's
character modified if its attack (and
come up with ahokey ground float with
VAC Renaissance Seventy/Seventy amplidecay) is not preserved.
"filter" scheme. The intermodulation
fier review (p.179). What we appear to
Ithink this is why so many hi-fi people
have here is a$9800 class-A tube design
spectra (figs.9 and 10) show alevel of
like to place their systems into aspecific
power-supply noise which will cause
with no user-adjustable bias pots, flimsy
timbre-reproduction category. Mike says
any engineer to scream robbery at
power switches, downright poor bench
his system is really good at chamber
$9800!!
performance which failed to meet several
Ihave not auditioned this VAC ampli- music, while Sue feels her system really
of the manufacturer's claims, and, to finish it off, sonic reports which reek of a fier, but Ican say that the body of the text does well with female jazz singers. The
forces me to think twice about spend- fact that most of us have diverse music
"not quite perfected" design. This proing $9800 for something so technically collections explains why we often feel the
duct simply costs awhole lot more than
poor, let alone musical in only afew need to change equipment. We are simit should based on its technical and musiaspects. The conclusion left me feeling ply trying to get the system to sound
cal performance.
very sorry for VAC on one hand, and good with our current favorite music.
It appears that JE fell in love with the
wishing Iwere astockholder on the other. When your musical taste "moves on,"
soundstage performance of this amp and
Recommended Editorial Face-Saving: JA, you suddenly feel the need to increase the
gave it his "five-goosebump" rating
you should have tacked on some com- realism (aka modify the timbral reprobased on that feature alone. He appeared
ments about how these quirky reviews duction) of some other compromised
to enjoy the midrange performance—
are not very common, followed by aspect of your system's reproduction
which is alittle confusing, since he later
plenty of good things about VAC's other capabilities.
reports that the amp lacked the "ultimate
Let's just give up and go fishing. It's
equipment. Is this the reverse of the
resolution of inner detail," which is not
cheap.. .
right?
GARY MAiTIE
Crown Macro Reference deal?
just high-frequency information, and
The Biggest Boo-Boo of 1994: The fact
Kolbermoor, Southern Germany
then proceeded to describe several very
that TJN measured the VAC amp with
influential treble flaws (see the Token
different tubes is inexcusable. The Regarding the more serious of Mr. Mattie's
Thought section in this letter).
assumption that because the replacement accusations, Ihave to point out that my days
In describing important sonic charactubes came from the same factory means of drinking "home-brew" wine are long since
teristics, JE has selectively forgotten what
they will sound the same is both deplor- over. While Idon't approach Larry Archibald
apiece of hi-fi gear is supposed to do. To
able and ignorant. Isincerely hope that when it comes to the ability to characterize what
wit: "There were no traces of mechanical
you can come up with agood reason for Idrink in words, Istill prefer aGrgich Hills
devices feebly attempting to re-create live
Chardonnay to Gallo. Oh, and the important
this mid-fi mistake. Did it go something
sounds. .!' was followed by such compoint to note about the Renaissance Sevlike this?
ments as "disproportionately promi"Sorry about dropping that 140-lb
enty/Seventy is that quibbles about parts of its
nent" right-channel bass which was
amp, Mr. Norton!' begs Doug Chad- performance aside, it sounds superb. And that,
"consistently audible," the "bass lacked
wick. "My kid soldered together some forJack English and this magazine alike, is
the precision of resolution I've heard
stuff that looked just like the pieces.. .
it what is ultimately important. The measurein any number of tubed or solid-state
ments, however, qualify the recommendation
should work okay for ya!"
amps," the amp "failed to provide the
by qualifying the potential purchaser.Just as
"No problem," replies TJN while sipultimate resolution of inner detail"
ping his third cappuccino to help acti- Mr. Mattie explains.
-JA
throughout the frequency spectrum, tri-

recommends Sennheiser HD414 replacement
earpads to make them more comfortable (they
fit all the Grado line, and have little or no sonic
effect). The Sennheiser earpads cost $550, and
are available either through special order at
authorized Sennheiser dealers, or through
HeadRoom: (800) 828-8184.
-JA
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riting in the February 1995 issue
of Stereo Review, Technical
Editor David Ranada said "You'd

M

have to spend twice as much to get significantly

any

better than the AV-71 6's Dolby Pro Logic

CD

Carousels

claim

to

not sacrifice performance for

performance..." In addition to its sound, the

convenience. But they don't have a

review praised the 716 AV Receiver as being one

DC coupled output stage, separate power

of the easiest to operate—an NAD hallmark.

supply regulators for the digital and analog
circuitry or MASH D/A conversion. The NAD
513 does, which is why nationally syndicated
reviewer Harry Somerfield
said the NAD 513 3-Disc
Carousel

"makes

little

compromise in terms of

tm!!!) ee-e
mnp ee
mee

"There is asign;ficant difference
in the performance of affordable
hi-fi equipment, and people
that appreciate that difference
invariably choose NAD systems.
NAD products simply deliver
the best sound available for
the money. -Mark Ashworth
AudioConcepts
Dallas, Texas
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sonic sophistication."

"Impeccably reliable, NAD

Exceptional performance is what you look for in an

under promises and over

audio component. Exceptional service is what you

delivers. They pioneered the

expect from on audio/video retail specialist. With

building block concept. which

NAD, you get both.

lets your system grow along
with you and puts technology

Every NAD audio and home theater component is

at your service. And. NAD is

dedicated to bringing you the most advanced

the audiophile's choice, even

performance the simplest way possible. Performanc

when he or she is not on a

that's not measured by the money you spend, but b

budget."

the value you receive.

—Charles O'Meara
Absolute Sound

Every NAD retailer is dedicated to helping you build

Winter Pnrk, Florida

a home entertainment system that's as much abou
tomorrow as it is about today. Retailers who see yo
salifelong client.

WHERE THE

IONAL
.,. ,_,.,
D

THE

We've prepared a booklet pointing out the design

esigned to work with NAD's renowned
power amplifiers, the 917 combines afull

function

RULE

pre-amplifier,

Pro

Logic

decoder and AM/FM digital tuner in one component.
The NAD 917 provides a significant
;i:;é''f;
5..

savings in system
cost

and

space,

while letting you

differences in products carried by au&o/videc
retail specialists that separates them from the
mainstream. It's available from your NAD dealer
Oh, and while you're there, you'll also discover you
won't have to spend much more for NAD high end
components than you would for a mass market,
mid -fi brand.
And that's really exceptional.
For the name of the NAD
retailer nearest you, call
I-800-265-4NAD.

enjoy the benefits of an AV receiver with the flexibil-

NAD

ity and high end performance of separates.
NAD USA
200 Williams Drive
Ramsey, NJ 07446
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pure. and simple.

Welcome to the real world.
Increasingly people are turning to a place NHT has

That's why increasingly people are turning to NHT.

always called home, the real world. Where performance

From the legendary SuperZero, with performance totally

is paramount -and so are aesthetics, function and value.

out of proportion for its size, to the breakthrough Model 3.3,

Where our design philosophy addresses the challenges

the ultimate speaker. If great audio is your whole world,

of your daily life, not those of an audio laboratory.

explore NHT's corner of it.

OSE

'MO

HEIID.

Now Hear This. 535 Gmtty Court Bldg. A, Benicia. CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) cal 1-800-NHT-9993: (Canada) Artech Electronics Ud.. (514) 631-6448
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US: Kristen Weitz

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars shouldfax me (don't call) the when,
where, and who at (505) 983-6327 at least
eight weeks before the month of the event—ie,
if you're putting on something in September
1995, you should get the information to me by
July I, 1995. Mark thefax cover sheet "For
the attention of Kristen Weitz—Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of Hi-Fi Shows and
audio societies promoting manufacturer visits
should alsofax me the details as soon as possible.
Arizona: Arizona Tube Audio announces
the opening of anew store in Tempe at
688 W. First St., Sta. #4. The store is
dedicated to tube equipment and highend audio products. Some of the brands
represented are Cary Audio Design,
Vacuum Tube Logic, Quicksilver, AMC,
Unity Audio, Swans, Sound Lab, Michael
Green's Chameleon, RoomTunes, Signet,
Atlantis, API, and many more. Call (602)
921-9961 or fax (602) 921-9952 for
more information.
Colorado: Cherry Creek Audio announces
the grand opening of their new Denver
store at 2533 S. Colorado Blvd. Featured
brands include Audio Research, Dunlavy,
Classe Aerial, Hales, Acurus, MartinLogan, FAD, Purist Audio, AMC, Signet,
and more. Seminars will be conducted
by various manufacturers during the
months of May and June. Call (303) 7584434 for more information.
Florida: On Tuesday May 23, from 7pm
to 8:30pm, House of Stereo's new store
(4160 Southside Blvd. #7, Jacksonville)
will hold aseminar featuring Transparent
Cablds Doug Blackwell, who will discuss cabling your audio and Home Theater systems. There will also be an A/B
demo comparing Transparent's cables
with and without their networks (see
WP's review last month). We're told that
if you love music, you'll be glad you
attended this seminar. Seating is limited,
so call (904) 642-6677 for reservations.
On Wednesday May 24, from 7pm to
8:30pm, Tiunsparent Cable's Doug BlackS
TEREOPHILE, J
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well will conduct his last in this round
of seminars, discussing cabling your
audio/video system. Audio Visions (3953
W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa) will host the
evening's event, of which Transparent's
digital cables, power products, and highperformance Home Theater cables will
be an important part. There will also be
an A/B demo comparing Transparent's
cables with and without their networks.
Seating is limited, so call (813) 871-2989
for reservations.
On Saturday June 3, from 12pm to
4pm, Stereo Shoppe (279 N. Federal
Hwy., Boca Raton) will sponsor aseminar featuring Fanfare International's Victor Goldstein, who will discuss the
Reference 3A loudspeaker. Call (407)
391-0552 for more information.
Georgia: On Sunday May 21, from 5pm
to 8pm, The Atlanta Audio Society and
Hi-Fi Buys/Sound Gallery (3135 Peachtree Rd., Atlanta) will host aseminar
featuring Audio Alchemy's president,
Mark Schifter, who will discuss his company's complete line of digital and analog
products. Both anew "surprise" product
and adonated raffle item will be featured.
Call (404) 876-5659 for more information.
Illinois: On Tuesday June 20, from 7pm
to 9pm, Audio Consultants (1014 Davis
St., Evanston) will host aseminar featuring Stereophile's Robert Harley, who will
discuss loudspeaker placement, how to
use home furnishings to their maximum
acoustic benefits, and how to avoid setup
mistakes. You will also learn why the
same loudspeaker sounds different in
different rooms, and how to adjust room
acoustics. After the seminar, Bob will
answer questions about your listening
room, and will sign copies of his book,
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio. A
drawing for afree book will be held following the presentation. Seating will
be limited, so call (708) 864-9565 for a
reservation.
Minnesota: On Saturday June 3 at
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12pm, Stereophile's Robert Harley will
appear at The Needle Doctor (419 14th
Ave. SE, Minneapolis) to give afree
seminar on how to get the best sound
from your system. A question-andanswer session will follow the presentation, and Bob will sign copies of his
book, The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio. Call (612) 378-0543 for more
information.
Bob will repeat the seminar the same
day at 4pm at Hi End Audio (740 11th
Ave. S., Hopkins). Call (612) 933-4064.
Montana: On Tuesday June 6at 7pm,
The Thirsty Ear (9 E. Main St., Bowman)
will host aHeadRoom evening of headphone listening and product demonstration. In an effort to encourage growth
in the local audiophile community,
HeadRoom will also announce The
Thirsty Ear as their only retail dealer. If
you plan to be in Bozeman and/or would
like more information, call (406) 586-8578.
New Hampshire: Menlo Scientific,
Ltd., aconsultant to the loudspeaker
industry, has announced that its third
Loudspeaker University will take place
June 3-5 at the Sheraton Tara Hotel in
Nashua. The program, intended for
speaker engineers, will take adetailed
look at every part of the loudspeaker,
explain what it does and why, how it
might do its job better, and how to measure achange in its operation. The cost
is $275 for the introductory course, $350
for the advanced session, $475 for both
(not including accommodations). For
more information, call Mike Klasco. Tel:
(510) 528-1277. Fax: (510) 526-8087.
Pennsylvania: On Sunday May 21 at
1
pm, Audio Note's Herb Reichert will
present the Ongaku amplifier to Philadelphia-area audiophiles. Call the Philadelphia Audio Society at (610) 265-5700
for information and directions.
On Sunday June 25 at 1pm, Sounder
and The Philadelphia Audio Society will
host a Sonic Frontiers extravaganza
featuring Chris Jensen, who will discuss
31

and demonstrate his state-of-the-art
products at the Wayne Hotel (139 E.
Lancaster Ave., Wayne). Chris will also
introduce Sonic Frontiers' new Anthem
line of value-oriented products. Everyone is invited. Call the Wayne Hotel at
(610) 687-5000 for directions.

FM radio, and reproduced in the Usher
Hall by no fewer than 36 KEF 105/II
loudspeakers, each pair driven by aQuad
405 amplifier. The huge ovation at the
UK: David Inman
end of the concert lasted so long that GilRaymond Cooke, 0.B.E., founder and
lian Weir was able to take her place on the
Life President of KEF, passed away in the
platform with the other performers, after
early hours on Sunday, March 19, at the
being rushed from the cathedral to the
Texas: On Thursday June 8 at 7pm,
age of 70. Raymond died peacefully in
hall in apolice car with siren blaring!
Krystal Clear Audio (2501 Oak Lawn
his sleep after abrave fight against the
In the late 1950s, Raymond Cooke
Ave., Suite 440, Dallas) will host Meridaftereffects of aseries of strokes.
reali7ed that loudspeakers of the period
ian America's Ross Keim, who will give
Raymond Cooke was asignificant figwere flawed by inconsistencies in the
aseminar on Meridian's all-digital Home
ure in the British audio industry, and will
manufacturing processes and afailure to
Music and Home Theater System,
be much missed. He was astern critic,
take account of new technology—espefeaturing the DSP6000 digital active
and was often unwilling to suffer fools
cially in the absence of modern materials
loudspeakers (see the Meridian review
gladly; yet his immense generosity of
in diaphragms and other components.
in this issue). Call (214) 520-7156 for
spirit was always demonstrated by his
Cooke was also quick to grasp that louddetails and seminar information.
readiness to go any length to assist others.
speaker design and construction would
On Thursday June 15 at 6pm, Audio
Motivated by apassion for music and a have to be substantially upgraded to cope
Insight of Dallas will host aseminar
fascination for its accurate reproduction,
with the advent of stereo sound and
featuring the Hales Design Group's Paul
his strong and forceful personality was
the consequent use of loudspeakers in
Hales and Canias Audio's George Cardas
aprerequisite of creating acompany such
matching pairs, and the rapid improveat its new Plano location (601 W. Plano
as KEF.
ments being made in two-channel
Parkway). Paul will be on hand to disBorn on February 14, 1925 and edurecording.
cuss highlights of upcoming products
cated at Doncaster Grammar School,
Such major changes were beyond the
and the design of his new line of loudCooke worked for ashort time as an
resources of Wharfedale at that time; so,
speakers, and George will demonstrate
analytical chemist for the London and
with afew like-minded colleagues, Raythe benefits of his new Golden Cross
North Eastern Railway. In World War II,
mond Cooke set up his own company
cable technology. Call (214) 881-3822
he served in the Navy as aradio operator
in October 1961. Operations started
for more information.
on an aircraft carrier—his first introducfrom asmall Nissen hut on the site of a
tion to audio. After demobilization, he
metalworking company in Maidstone:
US: Robert Harley
obtained aB.S. in Electrical EngineerKent Engineering and Foundry—hence
Bob Stuart, co-founder of Meridian
ing at Battersea Polytechnic, now part
KEF.
Audio and designer of products like the
of Surrey University, and joined Philips
The company introduced new materMeridian Digital Theatre reviewed in this in the early '50s as atelevision production
ials, chiefly plastics, and, with input from
issue, has been named aFellow of the engineer before moving to the BBC's
Bradford University and HewlettAudio Engineering Society. This pres- Engineering Designs department, where
Packard in California, developed revolutigious lifetime honor is bestowed on a he worked alongside such influential
tionary new measurement techniques
using early computers. The research led
handful of individuals per year whose sound engineers as Dudley Harwood
work has significantly advanced audio and D.E.L. Shorter.
to anumber of seminal loudspeaker
science.
Such rigorous and disciplined training
designs in the '70s and early '80s—all as
successful commercially as they were
The Fellowship was awarded to Stuart
stood him in good stead when he
sonically.
for his pioneering work in psychoacousreturned in 1956 to his native Yorkshire
tics—primarily for his papers on predictKEF's export achievement in over 40
to become Technical Manager, and later
overseas markets was recognized in 1970
ing the audibility of errors in audio
Director, of Wharfedale Wireless Works
both by aBNEC award, and by becomsystems—and for his work on noise
in Bradford. This was at the time of the
ing the first British high-fidelity comshaping. The AES citation reads: "In
redoubtable Gilbert Briggs, whose
recognition of important insights into
famous demonstrations at London's
pany to win the Queen's Award to
the relationship between perceptual proIndustry, winning it again in 1975. Four
Royal Festival Hall, which Raymond
years later, Raymond Cooke was honcesses and digital audio technology!'
Cooke organized and in which he took
Rather than just measure an audio sysored by the Queen with an Order of the
part, are still remembered today by older
tem's distortion, Stuart sought to forge
generations of audio enthusiasts. He was
British Empire; and in 1983/'84, he
a new understanding of why things
became the first Englishman to be elected
also the Technical Editor of that informPresident of the Audio Engineering
sound the way they do by applying
ative and entertaining series of books
psychoacoustic theory to measured perSociety. ,In November 1980, he was
written by Gilbert Briggs, which are
formance. His AES papers—"Estimating
awarded the Bronze Medal of the AES,
now regarded as classics of their kind,
the Significance of Errors in Audio Sysand are much sought after.
and the Society's Silver Medal in March
1993 for Outstanding Contribution to
tems" and "Predicting the Audibility,
A later major event supervised by RayTransducer Measurement Technology.
Detectability, and Loudness of Errors in
mond Cooke was aunique performance
On his retirement from KEF in 1988,
Audio Systems"—were seminal works
of the Berlioz Te Deum, the finale of the
in the too-rarely-explored field of corCooke became the Life President of the
1980 Edinburgh Festival. Thç organ in
relating measurements with musical percompany.
the Usher Hall was unreliable, and it was
Raymond Cooke was, in the best
ception.'
decided to use the one at St. Mary's
sense, an old-school engineer—an exactCathedral amile away. Gillian Weir's
ing man who liked to do things logically
performance of the all-important organ
1See my interview with Bob Stuart in the September
1991 Stetrophile (Vol.14 No.9).
and properly, and who was brought into
part of the work was transmitted live via
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the audio field by his profound love and
knowledge of music. He will always be
remembered by those who knew him as
akind and courteous man, an excellent
dinner companion whose wit was as
sharp as any, and above all, atrue gentleman. Raymond's death is agreat loss
to our industry. He is survived by his
second wife Jennie Goossens, daughter
of the oboist Leon Goossens, by ason
and daughter by aprevious marriage, and
by two grandchildren.

dlesex TW11 8HU) has been modifying
the D-07 by including aDSP-based
sampling-rate converter. The altered
machine records 16-bit signals at 44.1,
48, or 96kHz, and can also be switched
to record 24-bit stereo at a48kHz rate.
So with this one machine you could
explore and compare the sonic benefits
of wide-bandwidth digital recording and
high-resolution encoding.

UK: Peter W. Mitchell

Digital recording systems that go beyond
conventional CD standards (16-bit coding at a44.1kHz or 48kHz sampling rate)
are becoming increasingly available to
small studios and audiophile recordists
as well as to big-budget studios. At last
fall's AES convention in San Francisco,
we heard demonstrations by Pioneer of
a96kHz DAT that sounded impressively
better than acomparison tape of the same
sounds recorded at the normal 48kHz
DAT sampling rate. Some prerecorded
96kHz tapes are available for sale in Japanese shops.
In England, where Pioneer's D-07
double-speed DAT recorder has been on
the market for more than ayear, acompany called ADT (Audio Digital Technology, 178 High St., Teddington, Mid-

US: Wes Phillips

Weeks before the March 28 AES meeting, the word on the Internet was that the
Society was out to bash high-end cables.
By the time Ishowed up at Manhattan's
Alliance Française for the actual panel
discussion, Iwas expecting to see hordes
of audiophiles and engineers in pitched
battle. The reality turned out to be far
duller than my imagination. (Damn—I
hate when that happens.) It would appear
that the AES is just as tired of trashing
cables as the rest of us are of defending
them.
The discussion was constructed
around two three-man panels. Mogami's
New York area rep David Berliner,
Audio Associates' Orion Hopper (Mon-

ster Cable's NY/NJ rep), and MIT's Tim
Brisson represented the cable industry;
Dan Zelman, Reese Virgin, and Mike
Shay—all AES members and studio
technicians/assemblers—represented the
Society. After all the anticipation, the discussion was reserved and consciously
uninflarnmatory. The most amusing
moment, albeit unintentionally, was the
sight of eight AES members totally
flummoxed by the challenge of playing
avideotape—after 10 fruitless minutes,
awiseacre from the audience (not me, I
swear) hooted, "Is there an eight-yearold in the house?"
Berliner described the high-quality
construction of Mogami products, and
drew grudging admiration from the
engineering panel—Shay admitted that
he prefers to employ Mogami, but
attributed that to the clear marking
scheme devised for their bundled pairs.
Hopper waved ared flag at the crowd by
bluntly declaring that he heard differences between cables; but by the time the
assembled engineers fathomed the
workings of the television, his barb had
passed without comment. Brisson took
the battle onto the AES's own turf by
presenting atechnical—and pretty slick
—explanation of MIT measurements of
delay and transmission efficiency. The
evening's other giggle was the way that

c=D Vinyl reproduction ?
Here it is, the most amazing improvement
in record preamplification in decades!
Find out how to extract the treasures
hidden in record grooves.
Contact us with details on your cartridge
-tonearm -turntable - preamplifier
combination.

FM ACOUSTICS LTD.
Seestrasse 5a
8810 Horgen/Switzerland
Tel.: ..41/1/725 77 77
Fax: ..41/1/725 77 90
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Shay lit into him, demanding an explanation of MIT's pricing policy on AES/
EBU cables. Brisson's response that he
had no idea how to answer the attack—
since MIT does not, in fact, currently
manufacture an AES/EBU interconnect
—left Shay asking sheepishly, "Oh,
aren't you from Transparent?"
There was certainly no passion left
in the evening after that. Shay claimed
that even if he did hear adifference, he
wouldn't recommend better-quality
cables to a customer. "After all, it's
his money," he reasoned—completely
abdicating any responsibility to advise
his client based on his experience. Reese
Virgin spoke of what atheoretically perfect cable might offer, but hazarded no
guess as to whether some cables perform
theoretically more perfectly than others.
The evening's big—and largely uncommented upon—shocker was Dan Zelman's statement that he does, in fact, hear
cable differences (!). But, he allowed,
audiophile cables are too big to fit into
the wiring conduits already built into
most studios. Echoing Shay's reasonable
preference for Mogami—which is very
good stuff—he pointed out that most
audiophile cable does not have the practical features that professional audio
engineers take for granted. The logic of
this is inescapable: time does equal money

when you're getting paid by the hour.
When the floor was opened to questions, three very telling exchanges took
place. One academic engineer found
Brisson's explanation puzzling, and
attempted to get him to clarify the theoretical basis for his equations. Brisson's
response did not directly answer his

WHILE DECRYING THE
HIGH END'S LACK OF
SCIENTIFIC RIGOR,
ENGINEERS ENGAGE IN
BAD SCIENCE.

questions, and Iheard several members
of the audience snickering—if you're
going to take the battle to someone else's
ground, you must be prepared to dominate the turf. Idon't think Brisson was
evading the issue, but he definitely
needed to hone the presentation before
presenting it to this crowd.
A gentleman took the floor saying,
"I've been amember of the AES for 35
years, and Ikeep hearing these cable
claims. It should be asimple matter to
devise double-blind tests and prove them,

if differences really exist." Now, as aplea,
this truly touched me—it was from the
heart, and it clearly pained the man that
the issue was unresolved. But the AES
and its members have conducted tests—
I'm personally aware of examples involving JA, Michael Fremer, and Sumiko's
John Hunter; but as the results didn't
prove the test administrator's pet theory,
the listeners were declared "lucky coins"
and the results discarded. This, to me, is
the gravest insult—that while decrying
the High End's lack of scientific rigor,
engineers engage in bad science. TH.
Huxley nailed it: "The great tragedy of
science [is] the slaying of abeautiful
hypothesis by an ugly fact."
"I'm a film-mixing engineer:' an
audience member offered. "You may not
want to believe it—I didn't want to
believe it—but when Itook some audiophile cables home, Iheard vast differences between them and what Ireplaced
them with. How can you insist that
there's nothing there?"
"Well, we don't have time to get into
that," moderator David Schecterson
proclaimed. "This meeting's over."

US: Kristen Weitz

We did it again—but still can't believe it
(dyslexia). We published an incorrect
telephone number, this time for Musical

c=.Vinyl
reproduction like you have never heard..

With atotally different approach that takes into account all variables
inherent in record reproduction it is finally possible to discover what truly
is hiding in your LP's and Shellac's.
This provides a standard of performance never thought possible.
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ASTERING THE ART
Clear, naturally detailed sound
with outstanding dynamics from
superbly styled cabinets. These
exceptional floor standing
loudspeakers continue Spendor's
adherence to neutrality -our
hallmark for 25 years.
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For further information on the range of Spendor
loudspeaker systems, contact our US distributor:

QS&D, 33 McWhirt Loop, #108
Fredericksburg V.A. 22406 USA
Phone: 800-659-3711 Fax: 703-372-3713
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Spendor Audio Systems Ltd, Hailsham,
England, BN27 2ER. Fax +44 1323 442254

mented with the same degree of care and
high standards that high-end audio
products are held to.
Phillips: Why has it taken so long to see AC3production samples?
Hagelin: The RF output was abottleneck to the production of AC-3 hardware, but that's been resolved now. We
have our T-8000 series III out there—
which is identical to the series II, but
with the addition of the AC-3 RF
output—and Runco also has aunit out
now. But there remains abottleneck
concerning the RF demodulator—an
external device that is required to convert the RF output from an AC-3 laserdisc player to the S/PDIF digital format
required for aDAC.
That really has been the main logjam,
because there were only half adozen of
these demodulators around. Dolby and
Pioneer made them as prototypes in
order to allow people to preview AC-3.
As ofjust now, the required chips have
been made available in production quantities. We manufacture what we call the
EAD SmartCable, which takes care of
the RF/digital transformation without
the inconvenience of an external box, an
external power supply, or additional
cables. It's just like using any other cable,
but this cable has internal electronics that
convert the RF to digital. Any TheaterMaster owner, past or present, will
receive it gratis, but it will also be available
to consumers for use with other products. The price hasn't been set, but I
anticipate that it will cost $349—keep
in mind that the price includes adigital
cable.
Phillips: At the demo, you mentioned last
month's LITS vs AC-3 presentation in
Cagornia? What was your take on that comparison?
Hagelin: We were there because at the
moment, the TheaterMaster is the only
way to experience AC-3, and DTS was
there because their lab prototype is the
only way to hear DTS. AC-3 fared
extremely well, even though DTS has the
theoretical advantage of ahigher bit-rate.
The sonic differences between the two
were so slight that there were effectively
no audible differences—even when we
all agreed that differences did exist, we
had adifficult time articulating what they
were. We were extremely pleased that we
did so well against DTS—higher bitrate notwithstanding. Even though the
DTS system hasn't come to market and
may not come to market, some audiophiles were concerned that competing
software technologies would only con2See "Industry Update," Stereophik April '95, Vol.18
No.4, pp39-47.
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fuse the issue. Most of the people who
heard the demo concluded that AC-3
was asystem with which they could
really live comfortably.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

I'm asucker for bargains. The new Parasound HCA-1000 power amplifier features circuitry designed by John Curl
based on matched JFET input transistors,
high-voltage MOSFET drivers, and six
matched pairs of bipolar output transistors for high output current. It delivers
110Wpc into 8ohms, 180Wpc into 4
ohms, 350W in bridged-mono mode, is
THX certified, and is priced at only
$575. Ihaven't heard it yet; but since its
design is very similar to that of the excellent HCA-2200 II, the Parasound HCA1000 may turn out to be aspectacular
bargain. Check it out.
Another potential bargain is anew
freestanding phono preamplifier from
DB Systems. The DB-8 features very
accurate RIAA equalintion, dual-mono
construction for very low crosstalk, a
separate wall-wart power supply for very
low hum, and low output impedance so
that your turntable and phono preamp
can be located in astable vibration-free
environment along distance from your
control center. Price: $150. DB Systems,
Main St., P.O. Box 460, Rindge Ctr.,
NH 03461. Tel: (603) 899-5121. Fax:
(603) 899-6415.

•
Japan: John Atkinson
In the May "As We See it," Ipredicted
that it would be early 1997 before we
saw aDigital Video Disc (DVD) player
for the high-density, MPEG-2-encoded
5" discs as acommercial reality. Well,
such is the pace of technological change
that I'm proved unreliable as aprophet
just amonth later. In the April 3issue of
the trade publication Audio Week, astory
quoted aToshiba spokesperson in Japan
as predicting that production quantities
of aconsumer DVD player would be
released to the US market in June 1996,
priced at $500-$600!
Most journalists have already predicted that Dolby's AC-3 audio datareduction algorithm will be chosen for
DVD soundtracks, but Audio Week
reminds us that one of the members of
the consortium backing the Toshiba version of DVD, the giant Matsushita company, is lobbying hard for the rival DTS
audio data-reduction system, partly
owned by the Matsushita affiliate MCA.
As Imentioned in last month's editorial,
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and as Martin Colloms writes elsewhere
in this issue, the real potential of DVD
for audiophiles is its use as acarrier
for audio data with both a higher
sampling rate—probably 96kHz—and
alonger word length. That's what Icall
progress.

US: Wes Phillips
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On bruary 16th, Bang & Olufsen held
an open house at its new Madison Avenue store. Located on atrendy retail
block not far from Manhattan's Whitney
Museum, it offers an intriguing contrast
to the typical hi-fi establishment. The
shop is comfortable, low-key, and
uncluttered—resembling nothing so
much as the type of room that Madison
Avenue shoppers actually inhabit. A fireplace dominates one wall. Comfortable
couches and handsome tables are set in
conversational groupings amid oriental
rugs and scattered artworks. The equipment is placed in these "environments"
as in ahome—only with discrete cards
describing the features and prices.
The sales staff are unobtrusive, content to let customers explore on their
own, deriving genuine pleasure from
their ability to intuit the control functions. The back room is an inviting and
realistic Home Theater (no Rialto ticketbooths, vending machines, or other fantasy icons). And, of course, years before
the rest of the industry even thought
about multiroom systems, B&O had that
act down—so the store provides wholesystem planning and avariety of remote
location options.
One-brand outlets established by
manufacturers have been relatively
uncommon in this country. However,
the Madison Avenue Shop is B&O's
eighth, Sony has a showroom on
Chicago's North Michigan Avenue, and
Linn now has aChicago outlet. What I
find interesting about this trend (if it is
one) is what it says about the industry.
Iread it as amanifesto from manufacturers that they're tired of limiting their
market to audiophiles and the stores
which, unimaginatively, attempt to reach
only the converted. Iknow that some of
the hair-shirt audiophiles out there are
hissing "convenience" and holding up
the sign of the crossed cables. That's
okay, I'm not suggesting that this is the
only approach to High End's future. But
if high-quality music systems are going to
represent anything other than the lunatic
fringe of the home-entertainment mar39
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At last, one solution — only with
Meridian Digital TheatreTm
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3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 112
Atlanta Georgia 30331
Tel (404) 344 -7111
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ket, then we're going to have to engage
the customer who wants convenience.
Many of these customers are put off
by the "forbidding" aspect of the typical
stereo store—much as Ilove 'em, they do
sometimes seem like clubhouses for
obsessive-compulsives. You only have
to look at my living room—with unused
amplifiers waiting on the record shelves
for an audition—or the piles of CDs on
every flat surface, or even the stacked
magazines .that encircle my listening
chair to realize that no store is going to
court me with a"realistic environment"
—there ain't nothing remotely realistic
about my environment. (Remember,
kids, /'m aprofessional—don't try this
at home.) But astore that suggests that
ahigh-quality music system doesn't have
to take over your life—or your house—is
agreat idea, and one that Isuspect any
other industry would have come up with
ages ago.
My wife was enthusiastic about the
Beostore. While she is not atypical stereo
shopper—her idea of heaven is MartinLogan Aeriuses driven by atube amp, so
she doesn't quite qualify as an unaware
hi-fi consumer—she does find the "No
Gurls Aloud" boys-club atmosphere
silly; so her reaction to the Madison Avenue store is instructive.

M ANUFACTURERS ARE
TIRED OF LIMITING THEIR
MARKET TO AUDIOPHILES.

from the lighting system creeps into a
mike cable and spoils an otherwise successful recording. If you're working in
aconcert hall with your low-budget
equipment, it's especially disheartening
when an international record company
they also talked about the sound qualrolls up huge moving vans and unloads
ity, and showed me what the different
apile of equipment that costs ahalfsystems could do. And they never made
million dollars.
me feel foolish.
So on behalf of the amateur recordists
Then there was the back room to
among our readers, it gives me special
which Iand everyone else retreated occapleasure to report that this year's
sionally to sink into the overstuffed sofa
Grammy Award nominees included two
opposite ahuge TV screen. Cozy, with
recordings of the St. Louis Symphony
bookshelves on the wall, it really seemed
that were mastered on aSony PCMmore like someone's den or listen2700 DAT recorder. Of course, Grammy
ing/viewing room than any sort of sales
awards don't guarantee great sound; corarea. It made me feel so at home that I porate politicking is involved in the
ended up perching on the arm of that
nominations. But in fact both recordings
sofa and kicking off my shoes.
—Leonard Slatkin conducting film
A place I'd love to shop—these folks
music by Aaron Copland and the Miracsure do know how to treat alady!
ulous Mandarin and Concertofor Orchestra
by Béla Bartók, on RCA Victor Red Seal
US: Peter W. Mitchell
discs—are excellent. Professionals were
Occasionally in this space Ihave writinvolved (the estimable Joanna Nickrenz,
ten about "prosumer" equipment, a Jay David Saks, Andrew Keener, and the
name invented by Sony to describe prolate William Hoekstra), but they relied
ducts that were designed for consumer
on equipment that any of us might
use and then were adopted by profesown—a handful of microphones, aDAT
sional users.
recorder, and Martin-Logan Quest
Ihave encouraged audiophiles to get
monitor speakers.
involved in recording with prosumer
"(ze
equipment, both because it's awonderfully effective form of ear-training for
Joan Manes visits the B&O Outlet:
Approaching Madison Avenue, Isaw a anyone who hopes to be an audio critic,
warm, welcoming light emanating from
and because you can get some very satisfying recordings this way. A substantial
windows across the street. Could that be
percentage of successful audio reviewers,
an audio store? It looked more like an art
both at Stereophile GA, RH, JGH, DO, et
gallery.
al) and at other magazines (eg, David
But it was indeed the Bang & OlufRanada at Stereo Review) learned about
sen showroom—what Ihad taken for art
works were wall-mounted systems. I stereo imaging the hard way: hanging
spent much of the next hour and ahalf microphones in achurch or concert hall,
wandering about, reading the printed
listening to the result, moving the mikes,
and listening some more. You may never
descriptions next to each system on display (more like amuseum than an art
become asuccessful recording engineer
this way, but you certainly develop acute
gallery), listening to sweet sounds, wavlistening skills.
ing my hand slowly in front of the glass
fronts of CD players to see them slide
Occasionally amateur recordists achieve
recordings that compete in sound quality
open automatically, and trying to decide
whether Ipreferred the glorious emerald
with the best discs in stores. And if you're
green or the rich royal blue for the
lucky enough to capture afirst-rate
musical performance, the whole process
speaker panels. Or maybe the deep crimbecomes adelight—even though you
son that made me think of Victorian velweren't paid for all your time and effort.
vet draperies.
Most of my recordings were done for
Ifelt alittle embarrassed at being so
local broadcast on FM radio, but afew
fascinated with the design aspect of the
have been issued on CD. A littlefrisson
displays, and also at the sheerfun Iwas
having touching the buttons, stroking
of pleasure goes up my spine when I'm
shopping at Tower Records and encounthe finish, and watching the glass panels
ter adisc that Ihelped to create.
slide open without my touching them at
Recording can also be deeply discourall. But to my surprise, the pleasant, softFalcon House
Distributed in
l
imestone Cottage Ln.
the U.S. by
aging—for example, when aperformer
spoken salesmen seemed to enjoy these
Sheffield, S6 1NJ
Pro Audio Ltd.
things every bit as much as Idid—and
blows abad note that mars aone-timeEngland
Tel.: (708) 526-1646
Tel.: 1142852656
Fax: (708) 526-1669
only recording opportunity, or when
to be immensely pleased that IappreFax: 1142852657
interference from taxicab radios or hum
ciated the beauty of the pieces. Of course,

or-
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Crusaders fighting for justice and affordable
truth in digial audio for all -introducing the Sonic
Frontiers TransDAC to the populous of North
America through an unbelievable offer. The mighty
TransDAC (known to many as the mild-mannered
Assemblage DAC-1 Kit sold through The Parts
Connection division) has shed its street clothing to
team up with another well-known digital crime fighter -the UltraJitterbug. This TransDAC-Ultralitterbug

DUO.

alliance brings the audiophile aviable, affordable
and serious option to digital music reproduction.
Purchased as aduo, the TransDAC-UltraJitterbug
combination is available at aspecial introductory
price -to save you, the everyday audiophile, asubstantial amount of your hard-earned audio dollars.
Its savings are so great, it can't be exposed here you must contact an authorized agent of Sonic
Frontiers to find out more.

In addition to outstanding value, this powerpack pair also provides an unbeatable level of performance. The TransDAC (as the Assemblage
DAC-1) and the UltraJitterbug, have individually
received acclaim and raves from the critical press.
Teamed up, they expose unjust behavior found in
many digital sources. Giving the old 'one-two' to a
stream of ones and zeros, these crime fighters first
whip the signal into shape as it passes through the

Available at these and other fine agents.
Stereo Unlimited
Walnut Creek, California
1510) 932-5835

Sound Components
Coral Gables
1305) 665-4299

Select Sounds
Stereo Center
Naperville, Illinois
Flint, Michigan
WorldRadioHistory
1708) 717-1100
1810) 239-9474

Krystal Clear Audio
Dallas, Texas
1214) 520-7156

Sound Room
Vancouver, B.C.
1604) 736-7771

UltraJitterbug, significantly reducing word-clock
jitter. Once the UltraJitierbug gets these numbers
in line, the TransDAC takes over, rehabilitating
these once nasty numbers and making them safe
for John Q. Audiophile. Generously giving their
efforts, this pair fights for affordable and uncompromising musical sound. To hear this duo in
action it is imperative you visit one of the allied
agents near you.

If you wish to join the cause -act quickly -this is
aspecial introductory price promotion. If you need
further briefing regarding this dynamic duo, contact Sonic Frontiers Headquarters immediately. Feel
Free to pass this message on to someone you trust.

n

SONIC FRONTIERS
NCOR

POR

BREAKING THE SOUND

A

T

ED

BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers Headqucrters for an allied agent near you.
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada LéiFI 5T4

- Telephone (905) 829-3838
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- Facsimile (905) 829-3033

HIGH- END
Co DEPENDENCY

GREGORY TRUFO SMITH

JOAN MANES 1LEARNS TO LIVE WITH AUDIOPHILIA NERVOSA

/

CC

never touch the stuff:' Isay, totally disassociating
myself from my husband's addiction. "Well," I
admit, when pushed, "I do use it sometimes—but
Inever do the hard stuff."
I've always been what you might call asocial user of stereo.
Iused to spend many happy hours shopping for records,
which Iplayed on my "record player." Idid have one friend
who owned, and proudly showed off, her "components."
Iwas dubious, not to say appalled. "You mean you have to
shop for three or four différent things, decide which are the
best, and then connect them so they'll all work together?"
Idid what any sane person would: found afriend of afriend
ola friend who was in the business, and sought him out in
the basement of amidtown electronics store He asked what
Iwanted (something to play records on), how much Iwanted
to spend ($200—this was the mid-'60s), and what kind of
music Ilistened to (folk, primarily—this was the mid-'60s).
He recommended aKLH system, which Ibought on the spot
and used happily for some 15 years.
During those years Imet only one person who was really
into stereo. Since he was also really into the Grateful Dead,
Iwas willing to play along, as it were, with his interest. To
my disgust, Idiscovered that otherwise perfectly good
recordings were—due to warps, scratches, or other defects—
unplayable on his supposedly incredible system. Proof
enough that my KLH was just fine—better than his setup,
in fact, since Icould play those records!
Then Imet my husband-to-be His stereo, of which he was,
1Joan Manes is also known as Wes Phillips's better third.

44

of course, inordinately proud, was just another overly complicated set of components. But when he took me over to
afriend's place and sat me down in front of aset of Quads,
my jaw dropped. Instead of music coming out of two
speakers, it was spread between them—the musicians, and the
music, were right there in the room with me. The Quads were
expensive, but Iunderstood why someone would want them.
Iwanted them. Of course, Ilearned, you couldn't just buy
Quads—you had to have the right components to plug them
into.
Ibecame familiar with words such as amp, preamp, and
tuner. Idiscovered that what was needed for my records was
not arecord-player but aturntable, with atonearm and a
cartridge—each with price tag attached. And Itried not to
embarrass my husband by talking about the "needle" rather
than the stylus attached to the cartridge (do Ihave that right?).
Now, after 14 years of marriage to an unabashed and
unrepentant audiophile, Ihave afew words of advice for those
of you who find yourselves wedded to or living with not only
aperson, but also an ever-changing set of components:
First, learn how to operate the volume control. The rest
of the system can remain atotal mystery—you may never
touch any other knob, dial, or switch, or may never even put
aCD in the player. But if you want any peace and quiet in
your home, if you value your hearing, if you want to stay on
friendly terms with any of your neighbors: turn down the volume! After many years and much struggle, my husband not
only allows me to turn down the volume as soon as Iget
home, he'll occasionally even do it himself. Of course, he turns
it up just before he expects me home, on the theory that I'll
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only turn it down so far, and it will still be at alevel he finds
acceptable. (Thought Ihadn't figured that one out, didn't
you, Wes?)
Second, you must harden your heart, if you expect to have
any money left for non-stereo items such as groceries. It
doesn't matter that your audiophile is the world's greatest
bargain-hunter, that he or she never pays retail for anything,
that he or she balances your checkbook to the penny. This
is an addiction we're talking about. No matter how large or
small your budget, there's equipment out there to tempt any
audiophile, of any income level, to overspend. And there's
more coming out every day.

adifference, he can hear it—that's the nature of his disease.
You hear nothing, but you're flattered that he's asked for your
opinion in his area of expertise; besides, you don't want to
be impolite, so you mumble, "Yeah, Ithink Ican hear it."
Big mistake! When you ask about that unidentifiable
charge on the next credit-card bill, he'll say, "Don't you
remember? We agreed to get that diggley-squatter—you said
it really improved the sound." Same thing with music. "What
do you think of this CD?" he asks casually, as you're relaxing
with the Sunday paper. "It's okay," you answer, having been,
in fact, completely successful in ignoring what's playing.
"See?! Iknew you'd like Talking Heads!" And next thing you

I

GET INTRODUCED TO LOTS OF GREAT MUSIC WHICH I'D PROBABLY NEVER RUN
ACROSS ON MY OWN. AND WE DO HAVE GOOD SOUND.

Iwas tough. When we first moved to New York, my rule
was trades only, no cash spent—not that we had any, but that
wouldn't have stopped him. This meant that, when Icaved
in and let him trade up to anew amp with his old one plus
$50, Igot all kinds of credit for being so understanding.
Imade the same rule about records—not just because of
cost, but because we had no space. If he brought home
records, he had to sell or give away as many as he'd bought.
He used to sneak records in late at night (he thought I
wouldn't notice that another foot of shelf space was filled
up), but we did manage to keep the increase under control.
Finally, don't make any comments or answer any questions about what you're hearing. It's easy to get suckered
in when he says, "You've really got good ears, tell me if you
can hear adifference." Iwarn you, it's atrick. He knows there's

know, you've got aboxed set of some group you despise.
Still, while observing due caution, let's not forget the
advantages. I, for one, get introduced to lots of great music
which I'd probably never run across on my own. And we
do have good sound. Sometimes Ieven notice it and, despite
all my good advice to myself, comment on it. Istill never
touch the hard stuff: Wes makes the connections, fiddles with
the settings, plugs-in new components.
Would Igo out and buy components myself? Idon't know.
The sound can definitely be seductive, but there's much to
be said for anice, simple system where all you have to do is
plug-in one power cord.
Married to an audiophile, Ihave the best of both worlds:
great sound and no aggravation. Does that make me codependent?

X ccupkase
DP-90

DC-91

THE THEORETICAL LIMIT
DP-90 CD Transport: laser pickup with
integral RF amplifier; balanced mechanism
drive; 8mm vibration-stopping chassis.
DC-91 Digital Processor MMB (MultipleMulti-Bit) D/A conversion system with
sixteen 20-bit D/A converters per channel:
24 bit ready, ultra-high-speed digital signal
transmission.
DP-90 plus DC-91: the theoretical limit in
CD reproduction performance.

AXISS

17800 South Man Street Ste 109 Garaena CA 90248
Tel 310 329 0187 Fax 310 329 0189
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he KPS-20i is the first of a

new generation of CD based components—
The 20 series KRELL PLAYBACK SYSTEMS. Developed to
perform at the reference level, the KPS-20 Series is laden
with technology normally reserved for our most sophisticated
components.

Three versions of the KPS-20 will become available:

the 20i integrated CD player, the 20i/1 integrated player with internal
preamp output stage, and the 20t transport.
Available around the worlelftom authorized Dealers and Distributors.
WorldRadioHistory
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[rom the moment the cover first

T

he KPS-20i has a unique dual

Increased software complexity allows

retracts you realize the KPS-20i

suspension system to isolate the

the oversampled points to be more

presents afresh approach to playing

transport from vibration.

accurately calculated, yielding a

The

The Ender lo Audio blifieerim
CDs.

Optimized for rigidity and

low mass, our stabilizer securely

transport is mounted within a

more tangible and refined sonic

suspended, 4.5 lb. machined brass

presentation.

block.

Low-stored-energy chassis

feet supply the second barrier.
Coupled with its integrated design,
which eliminates jitter, the data
stream entering the processor is
remarkably error-free.

T

he KPS-20i is the first CD player

to

use

Motorola

processor.

DSP-56002

Operating

at

an

astonishing 66MHz, this processor is

D

escribed here are only three of the

capable of running software similar

major advancements found within

to that in our Reference 64, allowing

the KPS-20i.

Others include

proprietary transport and
couples the disc to the transport in a

user

comprehensive manner.

Five arms

differential DAC system,

contact the outer edges of the disc to

high current power supply

insure uniform flatness. A quenched

and analog output stages,

field magnet assembly achieves

external input capability and

strong clamping force without

construction details.

affecting laser performance.

The

complete discussion and

transport is fitted with anew spindle

audition of this remarkable

hub

that

interlocks

with

the

stabilizer to prevent disc eccentricity.

software,

20-bit

For a

far more complex algorithms to be

device, please contact your dealer or

used

distributor today.

in

reconstructing

data.

KRELL •45 Connair Road •Orange, CT 06477-0533 •Sales: 203-799-9954 •FAX: 203-799-9796
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BABY (Bah-Dah) BOOM...

The Goldmund Mimesis SR Integrated amplifier, for less than $2500 street price

For less money than ever, the Goldmund Mimesis SR provides the fastest
preamplifier and amplifier Goldmund circuitry in asingle package.
• Ultra-fast 2 x 100W output power, to drive any load.
• 6 line inputs and one tape loop with 35Vrms headroom, to connect any
source.
• Real DC coupling and 600kHz bandwidth, for aflatter phase response
than expensive separates from the competition.
• Ultra-low noise and distorsion, for unmatched transparency.
• Full protection against RF oscillation and DC offset, for perfect speaker
preservation.
Have you ever dreamed of the Goldmund sound without being able to afford it ?
The dream is over. Wake up to reality!

In the USA, call 1-800 430 30 32 for a Goldmund Retailer near you.
Visit our Internet server at :http://nexus.TheNetch/-Goldmund/

GOLDMUND
WorldRadioHistory

Listening Throu

16-bit Window

M ARTIN COLLOMS DISCUSSES THE STATE OF DIGITAL

D

igital engineers have recently held out the promise
of improved resolution from the 16-bit CD
medium. Many strategies have been suggested,
some compatible with the existing, widely established format,
while others require new specifications and new player
designs. However, with one new format—Sony's MiniDisc—
technology advances have been used to reduce the resolution
available, to get along-term payback in the form of smaller
and cheaper music data storage. MD is widely felt to sound
inferior to high-quality CD playback.
A more recent proposal concerns the high-density digital video disc (DVD) formats, developed by Sony/Philips
(responsible for the CD format itself) and Toshiba.' The
objective was to get awhole feature film onto asingle CDsized disc. With CD offering just 0.65 gigabytes of storage
capacity, the potential offered by adisc with up to 10Gb available is immense. Ihope the two rival groups join forces and
agree on an industry-wide standard for both video and highquality audio.
Professor Malcolm Omar Hawksford, the Director of the
Centre for Audio Research and Engineering Department at
the UK's University of Essex, has proposed that the audio
community fight for the next step in digital playback quality.2
The increase in storage density would allow this relatively
straightforward technology—no exotic blue-light lasers
required here!—to provide an audio disc offering adoubled
96kHz sampling rate as well as adigital word length of 24
bits. (The latter is the present studio standard.) Advances in
data coding and handling would allow this new disc to carry
audio data in avariety of forms: multichannel sound; CD
standard 44.1kHz, 16-bit; and high resolution. Different
decoders of varying cost and ability would be able to choose
both how to read the data and to what performance level.
The 24-bit, 96k1z-sampled disc would be the "gold standard" for at least the next 20 years. The sonic difference
between such ahigh-resolution disc and CD would be comparable to the difference between a30ips, half-track master tape and aDolby-B analog cassette. This would be atrue
audiophile CD well worth fighting for.

anormal recording. Pacific Microsonics claims that the
HDCD code artifacts are inaudible and the encode process
improves replay quality, decoded or not. On the several
recordings Ihave auditioned undecoded, Ihave heard lowlevel artifacts, shifts in reverberant die-away, changes in
timbre, and some compression of both the dynamic range
and of stereo image perspectives—all of which must be
regarded as distortions of aIdnd:' While many will feel such
additions to the signal to be minimal, it is amatter of concern for the vast majority of us—those without HDCD
decoders—that these coded recordings could sound "altered"
compared with conventional linear coding.

NOISE SHAPERS
There is another way to radically improve the sound quality
of the 16-bit CD as we know it without any need to change
our players and decoders or to fit compatible filter/decoder
chips. This readily applicable technique is dither, applied with
noise-shaping. Much has been said about this process—
by shifting quantizing noise up to the inaudible 20kHz region
as it reduces the output word length, it preserves as much
as possible of the original's resolution in the midrange—
but its full implications have not really been spelled out.
Such processes—Sony's Super Bit Mapping algorithm,
DG's 4D process, the Apogee UV-22, and Meridian 618—
are applied to ahigh-resolution digital recording at the final
4In part, Ibelieve the basis for people liking the sound of undecoded HDCD
recordings is the gentle compression employed, which makes the sound "louder"
in arather benign manner. On the other hand, the high sampling rate and long word
length offered by the ADC section of the proprietary HDCD encoder will also
play apart in the claims of improved sound quality.
—JA

Apogee's UV-22 uses dither close to the Nyquist Frequency (22.05kHz
in the CD system) to preserve resolution.

THE HDCD ALTERNATIVE
A high-resolution audio disc based on DVD technology is
afar more radical proposal than the Pacific Microsonics
HDCD® syste& HDCD encrypts extra information about
the signal in aburied data channel. It therefore requires a
unique encoder—and, for full compatibility, a unique
decoder—to play recordings made to that standard. While
HDCD has sonic merit, especially for properly decoded
recordings, it represents an unwanted complication for the
CD format, in my view.
There is also the question of compatibility. Despite what
is claimed, my experience has been that HDCD recordings
replayed without decoding do not always sound "better" than
1See "Industry Update," Stereephile, April 1995, Vol.18 No.4, pp31-37.
2See "Digital Frontiers," Hi-Fi News & Record Review, February 1995.
3See "Reinventing the Digital Future," Stereopbile, May 1995, Vol.18 No.5, p.49.
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Meridian's 618 noise-shaper. Both input and output word lengths can be
set independently, and achoice of several noise-shaping algorithms is
offered.
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stage of its transfer to a16-bit CD master. While there are
differences between the various techniques, they do have a
common objective. Taking the human hearing response into
consideration, they can and do increase the replay resolution of the 16-bit CD to 18 or even more bits, at least in the
midrange and low treble. In terms of the preservation of lowlevel detail, ambience, and timbre, the gains are greater sti11.5
It's not widely appreciated that until recently the vast
rnajority of the available CD repertoire, whatever the production process and whatever the high number of bits used in
the studio, is brutally truncated—chopped off—to raw 16-bit
code to prepare the CD master tape or CD-R. Fundamentally, truncation is the sound of CD as we know it. Ibelieve
we have all been guilty of unwittingly confusing the sound
of "digital" with the sound of 16-bit truncation (whether
this is due to poor AID performance or poor code handling
in the editing/mastering process).

LISTENING TESTS
Irecently carried out lengthy listening tests to determine the
"sound" of 16-bit digital audio. While analog playback gives
apoint of comparison, it suffers from its own characteristic imperfections. What should be the baseline for the comparisons?
Recording engineer Tony Faulkner provided me with some
top-quality 24-bit recordings. (He had used the new DCS
Delta/Sigma ADC, which is monotonic to 20 bits and continues to output useful, music-related data down to the 24th

san
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Fig.l A noise shaper shifts noise from the lower frequencies, where it
will be audible, to the top octave, where it becomes inaudible
(despite its rise in level) due to the human hearing system's reduced
sensitivity in this region. With ahigh-quality DAC, the
psychoacoustic result is an increase in signal resolution beyond that
possible from anon-noise-shaped I6-bit digital system. (After
Meridian.)
5Provided the replay DAC has at least 18-bit resolution and dynamic range. The
measurements in Stereophile reviews tell you which these are.
—JA

Although the CD standard provides
for complementary high-frequency
emphasis and de-emphasis, this has
fallen out of favor. Very few CDs are
encoded with HF emphasis. Yet
when executed in the analog domain,
following aCD player's D/A conversion stage, de-emphasis can provide

bit.) In replaying these recordings from his Sony PCM-9000
magneto-optical master disc recorder, the data were truncated
to the 16-bit resolution to simulate typical CD replay and
fed via an S/PDIF data link to adigital decoder with aclean
16-bit performance. (Fed -90dB dithered tones, the replay
distortion was better than 120dB down relative to peak level.)
To obtain 16-bit data with higher resolution, Iused the
Meridian 618 processor, whose own signal transparency had
been carefully established. Cross-checks between the 24bit master and an appropriate noise-shaped dither mode on
the 618 showed that, indeed, much of the full quality of the
high-resolution recording was available from the 16-bit
version.6

A REVELATION!
The listening comparisons were revelatory. Ihadn't expected
truncation to 16 bits to affect all major aspects of subjective
fidelity—tonality, image quality, and clarity on both low and
high volume settings. But it did. The corrupted sound of
truncated 16-bit digital audio was clearly audible, and no,
it wasn't the "digital" part we found wanting, it was the "16bit" part.
What we are familiar with as discrete 16-bit digital was
audibly imperfect. Compared with the noise-shaped version, it sounded gray, grainy, hardened, thinned, mechanical,
dead, and dry. And this was only in the loud passages—the
bits where, even in a16-bit system, it is commonly supposed
that there is so much resolution available that reproduction
will be near-perfect. Low-level detail was also masked, reverberation tails truncated, and low-level timbres were shifted
and roughened.
And there was more! The effect of truncating the die-away
of ambience and musical notes damaged both stereo focus
and stage width and depth. The size and scale of the stereo
image and the whole soundstage, the ambient space, was
reduced. And some of the sense of flow and rhythmic structure of the music was impaired.
On one recording ola piano duet, the master tape featured
agenerous stage width and apalpable 5' of separation
between the performers. In "16-bit truncated" mode, easily
half the Roslyn Hill Chapel acoustic was lost while the timbrally distorted images of the performers jumped closer
together, lending anear mono quality to this recording.
Increasing the number of encoded bits from 16 to 18, 20,
and 24 provided asignificant gain in sound quality. At the
24-bit word length, the master recordings no longer sounded
"digital," while combining the promised virtues of digital6To enable readers to make such comparisons for themselves, tracks 13 and 14 on
Stereophile's Test CD 3are the same music recording—Canadian pianist Robert Silverman performing aChopin Waltz—reduced from 20-bit to 16-bit resolution
using the Meridian 618, and truncated to 15-bit resolution, among other things.
See the ad elsewhere in this issue for ordering information.
—JA

around 1bit, 6dB, of reduction in
replay noise and distortion. Many
players and D/A processors implement de-emphasis in the digital
domain; je, as part of the digital filter.
This, however, can impair performance due to the additional computation necessary. Even without de-
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emphasis, sensible use of noise-shaped
dither will push 16-bit CD replay to
better than 18 bits, with asubjective
transparency sufficient to still hear the
effect of bit changes at the 24- and
20-bit levels.
—Martin Collorns
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RE
CORDING ENGINEERS MUST WORK WITH THE HIGHEST
PRACTICABLE NUMBER OF BITS.
clean, tight, unphasey bass; pure dynamic peaks; rock-steady
focus; zero wow; and quiet noise floors—with all the musical
purity and beauty of fine analog.
These recordings firmly drew listeners into the musical
experience. They were excellent in terms of image size, focus,
space, and depth. Orchestral strings had natural timbres,
while brass instruments had the right combination of richness
and edge rasp. Flutes no longer sounded excessively breathy,
and the hall acoustic could be heard clearly, successive cascades of notes playing into the reverberant field with their
pitches preserved. A sense of air and clarity pervaded the
acoustic.
To quantify the improvements heard between "normal 16bit" and dither-encoded 18- or +20-bit resolution, you could
pay thousands of dollars for such asonic difference between
two CD replay systems.

THE 78RPM MONO EXPERIENCE

There is an extraordinary twist to this story concerning
another engineer's experience when transferring some old
78rpm discs to CD. It was thought that the resolution of a
16-bit AID converter would be more than sufficient for a
single-channel medium with ostensibly a40dB dynamic
range and a100Hz-8kHz frequency range—and that's on
agood day! In theory, even adithered 8-bit channel would
be sufficient to carry all the data present on a78!
Yet truncation from anominal 20-bit word length to 18
bits on these 78 transfers was audible as achange in timbre.

Thus, even with original analog recordings of apparently
limited quality, proper use of rounding and noise-shaped
dither is required if the maximum sound quality is to be
achieved.
If atruncation at the 18th bit is audible for a78rpm mono
signal, then how much more important must it be for amodern stereo signal to be treated with due responsibility?

CRIMINAL ACTS

The recording industry needs to become aware of the value
of higher-resolution recordings. When engineers say, as many
still do, that digital operations such as level control, equalization, and truncation to 16 bits must be inaudible for
domestic replay because any artifacts are better than 90dB
down from peak level, believe me—they're wrong. All kinds
of digital manipulations are routinely carried out without
regard for the introduction of quantization distortion due
to truncation. With regard to high fidelity, the truncation
of higher-resolution recordings to 16 or fewer bits is criminal.
This matter can be addressed simply. In order to preserve
transparency and tonality, recording engineers must work
with the highest practicable number of bits, and use dither
for all digital signal processing. The reduction to 16-bit CD
code must be held off until the very last stage in preparing
aCD master. That final step has to be made with the application of appropriately noise-shaped dither to transfer the maximum of recorded information to CD with the widest possible resolution and dynamic range for consumer replay. $

THE ART OF THE TUBE
The venerable vacuum
tube. Impeccable
linearity at all levels
delivers stunning
precision and
extraordinary depth with
any source—analog or
digital. The Air Tight
ACT-2 Tube Line Control
Amplifier represents
vacuum tube musicality
in its most refined form.
,

an -

crafted completion, to
unsurpassed sound.

AXISS

17800 South Main Striae. Ste.
109 Gardena CA ,
90248
Tel. 310 329.0187 Fax. 310 329.0189
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INVITES READERS TO HIS MANHATTAN LOFT

W

here to start? How about my marriage? Kathleen
and Ifight the good fight. We suit up in our audio
body-armor and do battle with the latest and the
greatest, listening to those components that would be king.
Sometimes we agree—we both love the Jadis JA 200 amplifiers and the JS1 Converter, for example. Sometimes we
disagree—being French, she loves the Jadis JP-80MC; but
being American, Ilove the JP-80MC. Pardon me? Well, I'm
happy to use the Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Signature as the root of our "reviewer's system," but she'djust
as soon employ the Jadis JP-80MC in that role. Ihave anew
one on hand for evaluation with some incoming superamps,
but to this point, the vivid neutrality and sharp imaging of
the CAT (not to mention the cost factor)just tips the scales
in the CAT's favor—in context.

W HAT'S THE CONTEXT, JERRY?
The context being the overall balance of our system. And

just what would that be, you might be forgiven for asking?
First and most seriously, Iconsider myself duty-bound to
organize areviewing system that's both neutral and extremely
revealing—but not nithlessly so. That fustian phrase "ruthlessly
revealing" seems an oxymoron to me. When using such
words, you don't seem to me to be talking about music. Forgetting the critique shtick for amoment, let's remember what
this High End thing is all about enjoying music in the special
way that music-lovers have been doing for centuries. If it
doesn't reach you, work harder to achieve that blissful state.
Those special moments late at night in front of the speakers,
grooving on whatever it is that puts you right ...
that's what
makes it all worthwhile. And anything that gets you there
is all right.
Ifeel demon reviewer resolution must be high enough at
all times to hear the differences in record weights, cables, cartridges, footers, and other esoterica. Yet the bloom of music
in acoustic space must be there in equal measure. This required

THIS HIGH-END THING IS ALL ABOUT ENJOYING MUSIC IN THE SPECIAL WAY
THAT MUSIC-LOVERS HAVE BEEN DOING FOR CENTURIES.
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The reviewer at work: Jonathan occupies the Ribbon Chair.

balance is not atrivial matter, nor but aslight burden. The
reviewing community bears heavy responsibility to the
readers, and to those whose products we commit to such
scrutiny. The successful reviewer's system, in my opinion,
is amélange of high resolution, powerful dynamics, smooth
frequency response, acomplete tonal and harmonic palette,
killer imaging, all combined with the right amount of musical
bloom.
If for example, asystem images like crazy but presents an
etched and dry-sounding presence region that passes itself
off as detail, it's not musical. What good are "perfect" measurements if the sound is mechanical, closed-in, and lacking in air? That's why Ifind measurements interesting, occasionally illuminating, but for all their possible (and probable)
meaning, what matters exclusively to me is how the component sounds.
Unhappily, I've heard all too many systems like this: acollection of Class A "Recommended Components" proudly
displayed by beaming audiophiles looking like 19th-century
tintypes of hunters with their fallen game, foot up on the amp,
leaning on their rifles, by jove! Hold it, Sir Harry! [flash] I've
also talked at shows with afew unfortunate musically unfulfilled and weary audiophiles who have bought as from a
shopping list those items listed in "Recommended Components," but who find themselves unhappy with the result.
S
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To avoid Aueliophilia nervosa, let me recommend you use our
observations and experience as aguide to better refine the
balance of sound in your own system—build it as asynergistic
whole rather than amere collection of approved parts.
Remember, if it ain't got that swing. ..

A MATTER OF TASTE
By the way, lest you imagine that my need for affection colors
my reviews, Kathleen is fond of telling visiting audiophiles
that she has her opinions, and that sometimes she thinks I'm
wrong. "But Jon-a-ten always writes what he wants to
write!" she adds. Kathleen listens mostly off-axis while moving about the loft doing stuff—she's always doing stuff. An
overall sense of musicality is very important to her—imaging
less so. Since Ilisten off-axis too, especially while writing,
this is important to me as well. This whistle-while-you-work
aspect of listening helps me get alock on the overall musicality of adevice in question. There's almost always music
playing at our place, but Ido all critical listening planted in
the languorously comfortable Ribbon Chair, Toshiba laptop
docked on my thighs, eyes shut.
Right now I'm writing full-time, and in spite of the ease
of use and extended playing time of CD, my favorite medium
during long keyboard sessions remains vinyl. This has much
to do with the wider variety of music on vinyl around here,
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apaltry $200 ... For their price,
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Y FAVORITE MEDIUM DURING LONG KEYBOARD SESSIONS REMAINS VINYL.

as well as with the naturalness of the presentation. Ioften
do single-artist sessions while working. Ilistened to several
hours of Sonny Rollins today while hacking away like mad
to meet deadlines; another time it was Jackie McLean. A real
moveable feast! Classical gets similar, if somewhat less frequent, single-artist sessions.
What do we listen to? To begin with, awhole lot ofjazz—
our favorite period being the late '50s through mid-'60s. Let's
put it this way: Grover Washington, Earl Klugh, and the other
easy-listening contemporary artists rarely make it onto the
players. (We do have to explore the newly emerging classicoriented performers, such as Roy Hargrove.)
As so much of this wonderful classic jazz heritage is available (mostly cheap) on vinyl, that's what Ibuy. (We're growing
our CD jazz collection, too—you can see in the photos how
they're overrunning our shelves!) We mostly prefer trios,
guar-, quin-, and sextets, with the occasional foray into big
band, but we're not really wall-of-sound listeners. Favorites?
The Three Ms: Monk, Miles, and Mingus. Also Duke Ellington, Dexter Gordon, Paul Desmond, Jackie McLean, Sonny
Rollins, Art Farmer, Stan Getz, Coleman Hawkins, Dave
Brubeck, Ben Webster, and Lester "Prez" Young.
I'd be remiss in not crediting Kathleen for starting me on
jazz when we first met in the late '70s (and for putting up with
me since then!). And thanks go to jazzaholics Dan Billet and
Rick Rosen for furthering my education. These jazzanies plus
my natural curiosity for and love of music is all it took. Iconsider I've paid Dan back—he's started down that long highend road to perdition. After looking to upgrade his system
but insisting "No tubes, Scull!," he now owns aConradJohnson PV11! He told me (post-brainwashing) that when
he walked into the audio salon and the salesman asked him
about tubes, he said, "But of course!" I'm still laughin:
Rick's payback? Ahhh, stay tuned. He'll be sorry! Actually,
Rick has had abig influence on me. Up until this year, I'd
been hunting for jazz vinyl on stereo releases only, with a
few monos thrown in just for fun. Rick is areal snob and only
listens to mono whenever possible. When Iasked him why,
he pointed out that most recordings from that wonderful
period we mutually love were recorded in terrible early
stereo—what Icall Beatles Stereo. He's right, of course—these
recordings are often panned hard left, hard right, with precious little in between. I've noticed this even on the otherwise
wonderful early Blue Notes recorded by Rudy van Gelder,
for example. So with Rick's words ringing in my ears, I've
been listening to more early jazz in mono—and loving it!
My musical education began with my father, who
Mozarted me to death as akid, listening through his tubed
Fisher receiver, Rek-0-1Cut turntable, tubed Ampex recorder,
and AR speakers, along with alarge collection of classical.
With asense of delightful perversity, when it comes to the
Baroque period /find myself today preferring the more masculine, clean, and strong Papa Haydn, with Mahler and the
Gang of Six (composing in Paris at the beginning of the century) thrown in for good measure. We listen to plenty of Satie,
Saint-Saëns, Poulenc, Stravinsky, and Ravel, along with the
other Romantics.
Our musical diet is supplemented by afair number ofindies
and agood amount of headbanger alternative. Kathleen likes
to crank the volume on Art of Noise, Kraftwerk, Laurie
Anderson, Nina Hagen (a particular favorite), The Orb, MasSTEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

sive Attack, Milla, Dead Can Dance, Seal—the list goes on.
Not too much straight-ahead rock or opera, for whatever
reasons of taste. In truth, when Kathleen's not around, Ioccasionally play Mozart operas. But don't tell her, okay?

SET IT UP FOR US, J
-I0

As you may have gathered from my writings, we live in a
large, open loft space (fig.1) on the top floor of an old building
in the lower west side of Manhattan in what's called the Photo
District. Numerous photographers in the area take advantage
of the large open spaces available in converted lofts such as
our own. In fact, our place used to be aribbon factory! Kathleen was at one time afashion photographer who had a
healthy disdain of the industry—in spite of her Parisian
upbringing. Isuppose that's one of the reasons why she left.
She took this place in the early '70s, attracted by the space
and the enormous skylight that floods the loft with brilliant
light.
The layout is abit unusual. The front door opens into our
"living room." Here, under the skylight, we have acouple
of comfortable couches and chairs, an area carpet, acoffee
table on wheels, aTV, and other '90s amenities. As you peer
left after rounding the corner of the left entrance wall, you
can see down the length of our place, past the dining table,
to the desk/work area under the windows at the far end. You
might be looking down the length of the loft, but probably
you're staring open-mouthed at The System. We're used to
it, but it seems to coldcock visitors in their tracks. As this
happens, I'm reminded to be grateful (and show it, gentlemen!) to Kathleen, who allows me such latitude in this divine
pursuit.
As our visitors stand there attempting to regain their composure, aquick glance to the right brings into view what we
call The Box. Although it isn't—you know, life is an illusion. This squarish area-13' wide, full-height cabinets of
unequal lengths to either side—is where the glass and steel
dining table used to live, as Kathleen is heard occasionally
to mutter. Now occupying the floor at the back of The Box
are afew hundred jazz records stacked against aquarter-round
wooden stop strip—an LP stop strip. Ilove it! Ichange which
albums are showing from time to time—like an art gallery
hanging anew show. The amps live here, too, taking up enormous amounts of real estate. The Symphonic Line Kraft 250s
(not shown in the accompanying photos Kathleen snapped)
hang off both ends of the large Michael Green Tunable Signature amp stands. The Jadis JA 200s are dwarfed behind (was
it ever so?), while the enormous Forsell The Statement (see
my review elsewhere in this issue) hunkers on its granite
footers "in front of everybody" (as Dr. Forsell would say),
standing on the 3
/"MDF platform that supports the speakers
4
and their crossovers.
I'll let that sink in for amoment. In other words, Kathleen (enthusiastically) allowed me (me, Iexaggerate; Chip,
actually, from Ultra Systems/Cable Co., who did the real
work) to lag-bolt, screw, and glue two 3/
4"MDF panels (total
size 10" by 4') over the existing soft and compliant plywood
floor. "We" drove the screws into load-bearing beams whenever possible. Kathleen was upset—she didn't think two coats
of white deck paint would dry hard and nonresonant enough!
What ababe! The Avalon Ascents, raised on their platform
and toed-in slightly, sit at the very front of The Box on atrio
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INTRODUCING
DS PRO BASIC III
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The Future is Here: Theta's new DS Pro Basic III is an evolutionary leap in performance and value,
closer than anything near it's price to the sound of the critically acclaimed Theta Generation V.
The Basic III offers agripping sense of emotiona: involvement in the music, unprecedented in apopularly priced D to A converter. It's exciting to listen to incredibly dynamic, engagingly dimensional.
The Basic III has the same baianCul configuration as the Generation V: balanced in both analog
AND digital domains, and it has Theta's ingenious balanced-to-single-ended summing network.
What About Later? For the last eight years, Theta owners have been able to stay current because we
have always made design improvements available. Currently, any DS Pro Basic can be updated to th,
latest incarnation. We'll endeavor, to keep your Basic III current well into the 21st Century.
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of AudioPoints, with aquartet under the separate crossovers.
Visitors usually make it this far into our loft gape-jawed
and round-eyed, but silent. They've taken in without comment the huge presences of the Avalons and the enormous
amps betwixt and behind, plus the unusual Shun Mook Sextet stands ranged about the listening area. But we usually get
an [expletive deleted] and quite physical reaction when they
focus on the proliferation of Michael Green Designs Signature ClampRacks. "Bladerunner!" "Metropolis!" "Bauhaus!"
"City of the Future!" "Michael Green City!" "Hey, are you
guys crazy?!" "What the hell kind of turntable is that—IS
THAT DENTAL FLOSS?!" and other such epithets pepper their reactions. We just smile—we know we're crazy!
The whole idea of the ClampRack is to control resonances
back to board level by mechanically coupling them with a
path to ground. The Green point of view is that everything
in audio vibrates. Every cap, resistor, transformer, chassis,
cabinet—all of it is set into motion by the passing of energy.
As Green puts it, "This network of component parts, each
vibrating at adifferent frequency, is amaze through which
the audio signal must pass. The goal of resonance tuning is
to simplify the maze by stabilizing this wide range of resonances and providing the necessary mechanical 'conduits'
for excess vibration to move to ground. This allows the audio
signal to pass through all of the necessary circuitry in the
audio reproduction chain more intact and less distorted, operating under acommon resonance pattern."
ClampRacking is conceptually different from Shun Mooking or Harmonixing. ClampRacks retune resonances to more
consonant musical frequencies. While Green considers these
S
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Listening
Chair

Room Tunes
& Echo Tune

Fig.I Jonathan Scull's listening/living space

"preset" frequency devices steps in the right direction,
he feels his "variable tuning" is where the best effect lies.
The basic concept of the ClampRack is to "lock up" acomponent between two shelves using AudioPoints above and
below for energy transfer, transmitting resonant energy in
the chassis to the shelves, and thence by the corner supporting
rods to ground. "The key is to allow energy to do what it
naturally will do—move to alower stater as Michael puts
it. "Anything which inhibits this free movement of energy
to ground—anything that 'dampens' energy, like rubber,
plastic, Sorbothane, Navcom, and so on—is simply counterproductive in audio." The hirsute Mr. Green thinks evetyone
should start by removing the rubber feet from their electronics (which we do as amatter of course).
The ClampRacks are what Green describes as "pitchadjustable:' By tightening or loosening the nuts above and
below each shelf corner, the resonant signatures of the shelves
themselves can be tuned. Adjusting the pressure of the nuts
against the shelves adjusts the wood resonance (the warmth)
contributed to acomponent's chassis resonance. (He prefers
acomponent with amore resonant chassis rather than one
that's damped, of course) Lower the pitch by loosening the
nuts and adding more wood resonance Or, if warm or blurry
to begin with, create amore analytical sound by tightening
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"Yup, that's dental floss!": J-I0 (his cyberspace handle) bends over the mighty Forsell turntable.

the nuts and raising the pitch of the shelves, tightening up
the bass in the same manner. "Another way to look at these
effects:' Green says, "is to think of the tuning shelves as valves
controlling the speed at which energy drains from the component's chassis to ground."
I'm not saying Michael's techniques are the only way to
deal with resonance, but Iwill say that, in using his racks and
tuning techniques, and in listening in the nearfield close to
aback wall, we have achieved alevel of musicality and imaging that can touch on the magical. I'll be exploring these
tuning issues more deeply when Ilisten later this year to his
tuneable Chameleon Speakers in our system.
As you'll see from the photos, we use two large ClampRacks diagonally back-to-back (ie, parallel but corner-tocomer), standing about 53" tall. The offside 'Rack houses
the digital components in its clamping shelves, with the other
two (unClamped) shelves stuffed with the three surge tanks
and power supply for the turntable. Remember, if you're
Clamping, resist the temptation to place another component on the top ola shelf so employed—it'll change the resonant signature of that shelf.
The ClampRack on the opposite side facing The Box is
for analog amplifying devices, and that's where the CAT SL-I
Signature—and the Expressive Technologies SU-1 MC stepup transformer, when in use—lives. (The SU-1 sounds best
when Clamped, but we're keeping the shelves under the CAT
clear for the Jadis JP-80MC, which is duc back shortly.) We
even have two cute little ClampRacks for the four pumps of
the various Forsell Air Bearing players (three for the turntable,
one for the CD transport).
We use apair of 24", short, four-shelf Signature ClampRacks for the Forsell Air Force One and its Flywheel. These
are excellent racks for the Forsell, where you need two separate
STEREOPHILE, JuNE 1995

tables that are extremely stable, that won't move in relation
to each other, or won't vibrate in any way. Scot Markwell
of Fanfare International came to visit one afternoon and
wanted to know just how stable this arrangement was. Itold
him, as he was standing next to the 'table, to go ahead and
jump up and down—this while playing a+$4k cartridge!
(Either I'm confident or crazy.) He jumped, the cartridge
didn't—'nuff said.
Although you can "play with the play" of the stands by
tightening them up or leaving them loose, the best deal for
aturntable support is as tight as possible, to transfer energy
downward. In fact, Ihad Michael make up ashort bar with
nuts either end, and placed this like ajack under the supporting shelfand the next one clown. Playing with the tightness
of the jack changes the sound as you adjust the wood resonance. In any case, although you may not need two of them,
asingle four-shelf Signature 'Rack makes afabulous stand
for any 'table Ican think of—except perhaps aLinn, where
Rigid But Light rules.
The last rack in play is the 26"-tallJustaRack, where the
Forsell CD transport puts its varied footers. This gives me
acouple of clamping pairs for other equipment when
required, and it's also where my precious Magnum Dynalab
FM tuner and Signal Sleuth antenna hang out. (I feel so much
less guilty when I'm using solid-state to play the radia Sigh!)
There are also four (tuneable) amp stands—two of which are
Signature ClampRack shelves with 7" comer rods, the other
two of which are smaller stands for the power supplies of
the Jadis JA 200s.

LISTENING

Between the speakers and the bright-orange '60s Frenchdesigned Ribbon Chair that Kathleen rescued from an antique
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When Denon, with the audio industry's longest heritage of digital design and music recording,
charged its most talented engineers to create arange of cost-no-object components, clearly the goal
was not for immediate sales. Instead, Denon applied the most advanced technologies to improve the
resolution, integrity and stability of digital data transmission to achieve accurate, transparent sound
reproduction and pure musicality.
What uniquely qualifies Denon in this endeavor is that the Company shares the same dedication
to music of many esoteric manufacturers, but combines this fervor with the technology and resources
gained through 83 years of recording music and building record/playback components. No other
high-end or mainstream audio manufacturer can make this claim.
The intensive research and design that has gone into the very limited edition of S-Series components could never be recouped through sales, even at their seemingly lofty prices. Instead, Denon, in
keeping with its "Design Integrity" philosophy, will explore ways to incorporate many of these
advances in future Denon components. But, for those of you who can afford not to wait...
Denon Electronlcs Dwslon of Denon CorporatIon (USA) 222 New Road. Parsippany, NJ 07054 (201) 575-7810
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TOP: The DP-S1 co Transport is
constructed using three levels of
mechanical and acoustic isolation and
ahigh resolution laser system to deliver
ultra stable, jitter-free data $8,000.
MIDDLE-The DA-S1 D/A Converter
employs ST-Genlock clock and data
transmission with Denon's exclusive
ALPHA Converter System to achieve a
full 20 bits of data integrity from any CO
or other digital audio source. $7,000.
BOTTOM: The P0A-S1 Monoblocks
combine parallel, complementary bipolar
power supplies with afull differential
power MOS-FET amplifier design to
deliver more than 1,400 Watts into a
1Ohm load $20,000 each.

DENON

The Box (from left to right): front-end components grippedby ClampRacks of all kinds; left, Avalon Ascent, Forsell Tle13tatement with Jadis JA 200s
behind; right, Avalon Ascent.

store lies awoolen carpet. "The pattern looks like sound
waves, mon chen," Kathleen told me when we bought it. The
listening chair is up against the wall opposite the speakers.
In fact, the listener's ears are amere 2' from the back wall.
Untreated, this causes problems—the reflected sound from
the wall's hard surface creates acomb-filter effectat the listening position that results in frequency anomalies. That's why
Iangle apair of RoomTunes (without bases), absorptive side
out, behind the chair against the wall to provide adegree of
diffusion. The Long-Haired One will one day soon be setting
up behind the listening chair what he describes as aTuneable Membrane (can the jokes, please!); according to His Tuningness, this will allow us to further refine the acoustics. He'll
also be installing Pro De/Fusers at key locations. In addition
to the two pair of Shun Mook Spatial Control Quartets
already in place at the side of the speakers and at the rear
corners ofThe Box are another pair either side of the listening
chair—a Shun Mook Sextet!
Because of the live nature of our place, we listen to the big
Avalons in the relative nearfield. The speakers are 76" apart,
about 8' from the listening position, and avast 14' 3" from
the back wall. The right speaker is 34" from the fun-length
cabinets on the right. This speaker is close to the end of this
cabinet structure, but I'm comfortable it doesn't interfere with
the sound overmuch. The left speaker has no cabinet on its
left, as The Box's walls, as mentioned, are of unequal length.
In fact, it's to the left of the left speaker that the front-end
equipment lives.
You'd think it would be tough to energize a1200ft2by 12'high (16' under the skylight) room with sound, but it's not.
Quite the contrary, the loft is quite lively. As Itype, I'm sitting
at the end of the long axis of our loft and listening to Mozart's
Quintet in C for Strings on aFrench Telefunken(SLA 25 097STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

T/1-5). Ican see the speakers from here: they're abit to the
left and turned roughly 90° from me, but the tonal balance
is still surprisingly good. No imaging, of course, but there's
still asurprisingly three-dimensional and corporeal quality to the sound.
In addition to the complement of EchoTunes and CornerTunes in The Box (tuning this back area is important for best
sound) are anumber of Echo- and CornerTunes at strategic
"hot spots" throughout the loft. The Michael Green Shuffle
—walking around clapping your hands, or, better yet, the
Clap Track from the XLO Test &Bum-in CD—quickly identifies these troublesome areas. Finding them becomes second
nature after one or two attempts. Try it! As with most things
audio, just use your ears!
The Ascent is awide-dispersion design owing to the way
it approximates apoint-source, explains Avalon's Neil Patel.
He tells me that that's why they focus so well (they do) and
sound so coherent off-axis (ditto). It's true that in the past,
sited farther back in The Box, they sounded abitrnore congested. The Ascents need plenty of space to breathe and
develop the vast soundstage they're capable of throwing with
the right electronics. They are easy to screw up, though—
setup is critical.
Although the Avalon Ascents have never been measured
in Santa Fe, and though they're not listed in "Recommended
Components" (they haven't been formally reviewed), ihope
that all right-thinking audiophiles understand that these
speakers are of complete reference quality. Iuse their supplied
Cardas-wired umbilical between crossover and speakers, and
change the 6' tri-wire sets between crossovers and amps from
time to time. Tri-wired? Yup, only madmen and reviewers
need apply—especially when it comes to the stiff, unwieldy
stuff. The speaker cables themselves arc supported on anum-
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Fig.2 Harmonix RFA-78 Room Tuning Device placement recommended by Combak's Kiuchi-san.

ber of wooden trestles, called "Cable-Grounds:' available
from Green/Ultra Systems. All wiring is routed carefully to
avoid unwholesome interactions.

TUNING, TUNING, TUNING. ..
Of course, each speaker gets atrio of Shun Mook Mpingo
Discs on its top (or Control Area, as the Mook Monks call
it). Ipoint all three atop the left speaker to seven o'clock, and
all on the right to five. Say, what time is it, kids? Time to go
home, Scull! These work in conjunction with the Spatial Control Sextet and additional Mpingos (Mpingi?) at Sextet stand
height rear wall center, and at the baseboard center. Small
manipulations of the Mpingi result in important improvements in sound quality. All the equipment is festooned with
Original Cable Jackets—a fussy but (as Robert Deutsch
recently pointed out) excellent tweak in the battle for best
sound.
Sharp-eyed visitors note the proliferation of Harmonix
RFA-78 Room Tuning Devices plastered to the walls and ceiling of the listening area. We removed all the dots prior to
painting at the end of last year, using dental floss to keep them
intact and reusable by adding aswatch of double-sided adhesive to their backs. (Again with the dental floss, Scull!) We'd
waited to reinstall them until Mr. Kiuchi, chief Harmonixer,
visited after this year's WCES and made adiagram of placement for us. He drew the plan (fig.2) as we enjoyed some of
the wonderful and restorative Japanese teas and snacks he'd
brought with him.
There is no question but that the RFA-78 Room Tuning
Devices do an excellentjob of retuning The Box and ridding
it of its resonant, boxy sonic signature. Expensive, yes. Effective?
Absolutely so—especially when used in conjunction with
alight treatment of Echo-, Corner-, and RoomTunes and
62

the Monkish Spatial Control Sextet. If you wonder if Kathleen and Iare abit around the bend, Ican only refer you to
the compliments strewn about us by visitors after alistening
session in the Ribbon Chair.
Iused to enjoy watching Michael Gindi, then areviewer
for The Absolute Sound, do this same number to unwitting
listeners during his famous Thursday-night listening sessions at his Temple of Doom, which Iattended on aregular basis while still writing for TAS. He could destroy guests
at will—he knew just how to reduce his targets to protoauciioplasm. Say Ipicked it up from him, if you like! Ialso have
to credit him with showing me the Mortite on the Halfshell
Trick (well, the headshell, anyway). Little dabs'll do ya for
setting perfect VTF.
Harmonix acoustic treatments have always played an
important role in resonance control in our system. Mr. Kiuchi
likes to put his ebony RF-66 Large Tuning feet under everything that moves, while Iprefer tuning selected devices with
them. The Jadis JA 200s, already fast and detailed in the
upper-midrange/treble region, benefit mightily from using
atrio of the Large Tuning feet, dots up. (There's adot on one
side of each footer.) Dot up, dot down—the old Harmonix
Conundrum.
Mr. Kiuchi looked at me as if Iwas crazy when Iasked him
which was correct, and told me, "Dot up, of course—always."
Importer Goldstein swears dot down to be the only correct
orientation. I'll tell you, Ithink Mr. Kiuchi knows what he's
talking about—start your Harmonixing dot up, but as with
most things audio, try it both ways and see what you like!
Mr. Kiuchi also put anumber ofRF-33 Tuning Bands around
almost all the line-level interconnects, creating anoticeably
smoother and warmer presentation.
These bands had apowerful effect on the sound—they
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freaked Peter Forsell out! While he was here installing and
tuning around The Statement, he removed them one at atime
from the XL0 Signature run to the amps until he felt the balance was just right. As The Statement broke in, Iremoved
afew more to get afinal lock on the sound.
Interestingly, the 200s didn't like the RF-66es when atop
the effective Bright Star sand-filled stands that my Defy 7
used to sit on. With that base, the AudioPoints were absolutely required. But this nicely illustrates the whole tuning
issue The amps now sit upon "tuneable" amp stands. They're
tuneable in the sense that we're able to tighten them up or
leave them relatively "live" and floppy, so to speak. Espedally when tuned for "live," the footers upon which we rest
the equipment on top of these stands make anoticeable difference in sound. The effect of these footers is so significant that
even changing from AudioPoints to Harmonix or Shun
Mook Diamond Resonators under the power supplies of the
200s changes the sound in important ways.
My preferred setup on the tuneable stands is RF-66es all
around (dots up!), three under each chassis, stands tuned to
"live" Dr. Forsell was the man who first exposed us to the
mix'n'match footer arrangement Imentioned in the review
of The Statement. He had begun shipping his Air Reference
D/A Converters with atrio of ART graphite dampers, and
was further recommending their use in the rear corners with
either the rubber footers native to the unit "down" in front,
or atiptoe of some sort center front.
I've experimented alot with this, and it's very interest-

ing. The Forsell Air Reference CD Transport sounds its best
with two RF-66es at the back corners (dots down in this case),
and either aGoldmund Cone or alarge AuclioPoint center
front. This actually tilts the unit back on its feet, as the cone
is taller than the RF-66es; but Dr. Forsell has confirmed this
is of no sonic consequence. The energy transfer works
because the transport is mounted upon the rigid and heavy
five-shelf justaRack, which measures 15" deep by 23"
wide—smaller than the 24" by 28" Signature racks.
ClampRacicing the Forsell decoder (sans top cover) turned
out to be best for sound, but next best down the ladder was
the same arrangement as under the transport: RF-66es at the
rear corners (dots up ...
oh well), and an AudioPoint in front
with the unit's cover on! Don't ask. In fact, don't worry about
it at all. Just experiment, use your ears, and use what sounds
best to you! All the pronouncements of all the audio critics
in the world take aback seat to your own experience.
Remember that and trust your own ears!

FINIS

So there you have it. A loft may not be the ideal listening
environment, but we've worked with its strengths and
minimized its weaknesses to get the best result. Of course,
loft-living is great, but there's no place for Kathleen to get
away from all the hammerhead audiophiles who come to visit.
But we've found happiness in turning our whole loft into
one big music-making machine!
Enjoy!

ACROTEC

SIX NINES FOR
SUBLIME SOUND
ffl.99997%. Remember that
figure—it can do wonders for your
sound. It's the purity of the copper
in the world's finest audio cables.
Afigure that translates directly
into ultimate sonic purity. Don't
compromise your system's
'› performance, use ACROTEC
'Stressfree 6N Copper Reference
Cables—the purest on the planet.

17800 South Mao Street Ste 109 Gardefla CA 00248
Tel 310 329 0187 F3‘ 310 3.79 0189
Shown ACROTEC 6N.A2050 and 6N-A2010
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CONDUCTOR M ARISS JANSONS TALKS WITH PETER CATALANO

M

arissJansons was born in Riga, Latvia in 1943 to musician parents, and in childhood studied violin and viola.
He studied at the Leningrad Conservatoire, then leftfor
Vienna to apprentice with Hans Swarowsley and Herbert von Karajan. In 1979, he became music director of the Oslo Philharmonic,
aposition he still holds today, along with an associate directorship of
64

the St. Petersburg (formerly Leningrad) Philharmonic—for decades
the Soviet Union's most prestigious ensemble.Jansons also became
principal guest conductor of the London Philharmonic at the start
of the 1992-93 season.
Though his repertoire is eclectic, connoisseursfindjansons most
engaging in the Russian repertoire A recent issue ofFanfare magazine
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said his recording of the Rachmaninoff Symphony 2was "perfect,"
and his Stravinsky and Shostakovich are generally considered superior.
Maestrviansons spoke with me at Boston's Eliot Hotel while he was
in town for aguest-conducting stint with the Boston Symphony.
Peter Catalano: How does agood young conductor become atalent
of international caliber? Do you study your performances, perhaps
with amentor, and say, "I could have done this better"? Or are you
on your own when you reach acertain level?
Mariss Jansons: You must concentrate on quality and not
whether your name becomes more popular, has great publicity, or the prestige of the orchestras you're conducting.
Instead of conducting difficult repertoire with big orchestras
too early, everything should go in anormal, natural way—
you know, everything has its time; you don't force anything.
You go your own way, because each person has his own mentality, energy, and speed. You must feel this and not look enviously at someone else and say, "I must do this because Iwant
to be better than he is," or "He did this, so Imust, too." Of
course, we musicians are sensitive, and competition is strong;
but Ithink the basic principal is quality, not quantity. Everything else is secondary, and will come anyway. If you are
good, you will get engagements. It's not the other way
around.
I'll be honest—if you have big P.R., the public thinks you
must be wonderful. Sometimes conductors have very great
public relations and they perhaps are not so great.
Catalano: When audiencesfind out, they and the critics can be very
Jansons: Well, critics are something else. But the main tiling
is: What is your price? If it's alie, gradually it will show.
Catalano: Do you think of yourself as a"Russian" conductor,
representing adistinctly Russian tradition.?

Jansons: Very much. Mahler, Richard Strauss. In fact,
Richard Strauss is my most beloved composer. The old
teachers in Russia were steeped in Brahms and Beethoven,
and my father, plus visitors like Klemperer, influenced me
in this music. Our music director, Mravinsky, did Wagner,
Bruckner. He was very much beloved for this.
Catalano: When you go as aguest conductor to Vienna, New York,
or Boston, how do you get the musicians' attention? Do you try to
make them feel very secure with the clearest possible beat, or do you
do the oppositelorce them to pay attention by being unpredictable
and spontaneous?
Jansons: Idon't arrange those tasks in advance with the
musicians. Istart to work, so that it's aperformance where
Iget the right sound. When you come to the orchestra you
must have amodel interpretation, so you know what you
want. You have asound in your ears and then you can compare it with your model. You start to work and it goes as it
needs to. One orchestra, for example, will react much quicker
than another to your hands, your eyes, and with talking. I
don't say in advance how I'll do it; you must be natural. You
must see how much you need. These are all methods, and
you must use all of them.
Catalano: Do you think that when you work with American orchestras you have enough time to rehearse? Do orchestras in North America,
Central Europe, Russia all work on the same model?
Jansons: No, American orchestras are alittle different, and
in Europe as well. With one system, they work two short
rehearsals the same day; another system once aday, but
longer. London orchestras are very quick. American orchestras are very good, perfect—they work quickly, you know.
They're very prepared for rehearsals. But what's most important is not that musicians play the right notes, the right intonation, right dynamic, and ensemble. These are the signs.

WHAT'S MOST IMPORTANT IS NOT THAT MUSICIANS PLAY THE RIGHT NOTES,
BUT THAT THEY GET DEEPLY INTO THE CONTENT, BEHIND THE NOTES.
Jansons: You know, Iam happy and lucky because my musical life has two different sources. First, Igrew up in Latvia,
very close to Germany, which is more aWestern country.
Actually, everyone in Latvia speaks German, Russian, and
Latvian. My father was aconductor [of the Leningrad Philharmonic] and my mother was asinger, so Ihad the influence
of aWestern atmosphere. My father was also aviolinist,
and played under great Western conductors such as Erich
Kleiber, Albert Coates, Leo Blech. So this German influence
was in the beginning.
When Iwent to Leningrad, the education was very highlevel—unbelievable. It was international, though of course
Igot very strong [training in the] Russian tradition. Then
Iwent to Vienna—a very strong Western tradition. So Iwas
lucky to get both traditions. Iwas not isolated and concentrated in Russian education, [even though] at that time it was
difficult to go abroad. Ihad this scholarship to be in Vienna
with von Karajan, [who gave] me enormous direction. Then
Istarted to work in Oslo as Music Director and at the same
time in St. Petersburg. So I've been going parallel in both
directions. Idon't like to concentrate in only one direction.
Catalano: Ireally enjoyed the Russian music you conduct: the RachmaninoffSymphonic Dances Iheard live the other day was agreat
pleasure, and on disc the unusuallyjewel-like Shostakovich Ninth
was moving and strong. Do you conduct the big German classical
and Romantic repertoire as well?
S
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It's most important that they get in deeply in the content,
that they get behind the notes. Notes are like letters; letters
don't mean anything. But in context, the musician says, "Ah,
he means this; he means that." You must get the image, atmosphere, color, and content. This is, Ithink, the conductor's
task. We don't play automatically. As one famous conductor
said, "It's not how many days, but how many nights." The
music must sink into your body.
When Iwas young, Iused to make perfect performances,
just as written. That was very necessary. But if you are satisfied, and you think they did everything that's written, then
Ithink this is not agreat performance. You must get the
atmosphere and the music background. Then Ithink you
can make agreat performance.
Catalano: Russia's terrible transitional economy has caused agreat
deal of difficulty infunding the arts How has the St. Petersburg Philharmonic held up?
Jansons: Our orchestra is traveling quite alot, and this is
what keeps them going. When they come back they change
their currency, and they live from these receipts because they
can't live from the salary. The state is almost totally out of
the picture—it hardly takes care of us at all. Almost all activity
is paid for by promoters and sponsors abroad. Of course,
some percentage goes into the orchestra fund to buy instruments and music. Our internal budget, however, is low, and
this is why we cannot invite great foreign artists to play there.
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Catalano: Do you work at alowerfee scale when you conduct in
St. Petersburg?
Jansons: Ihave asalary, but Ican't live on it.
Catalano: So it'sfor love when you conduct in St. Petersburg—you'rr
losing money when you work in Russia.
Jansons: You can't calculate that money's everything. For
me, money is important—definitely. But when you think
that everything you do is only for money, then there's adanger. You must be abit oían idealist, because music is the language of the soul and the heart. It has nothing to do with
money. You can't put amaterial price on our heart and soul,
so Ithink you have to be abit idealistic. Even when we go
abroad, my fees are lower. Otherwise, the musicians get less.
Catalano: How are they holding up artistically under this strain?
Jansons: We try to do our best to keep the level high. For
one, we have anew generation of players. The change
occurred because many people retired, many died. Not that
many went abroad compared with Moscow, where an enormous number of people left. Still, St. Petersburg has avery
high reputation, and we are the best orchestra in Russia.
Catalano: With agreat historical tradition.
Jansons: The leading orchestra. We try to keep the level of
prestige so that the orchestra people feel, in Russian conditions, quite secure. It's stable, and we travel, which gives them
some insurance.

Catalano: Are the audiences loyal?
Jansons: Yes. And we keep very, very low prices. Idon't think
ticket prices even follow inflation. Most music-lovers are
people or students. The intelligentsia, too, come to our concerts.
concerts.
Catalano: What are you doing for repertoire these days in St.
Petersburg?
Jansons: Iconducted so much Russian music there—and
sill do when we go abroad, because everyone asks for and
expects Russian music. Home, Ionly play Western music.
Catalano: Do you play new music?
Jansons: Yes, but not so much. Ithink the orchestra should
always play Brahms, Beethoven, Bruckner, these sort of
things.
Catalano: Where are you taking the Oslo Philharmonic with
repertoire?
Jansons: Ihave been there for 15 years with the Oslo Philharmonic, so it's like my child. There are no problems there
with repertoire, because there are great advantages. The city's
not big—it's ahalf-million. We have awonderful public—
very sophisticated, very enthusiastic—and our concerts are
98% sold out. We don't have as many concerts as in New
York and Boston—only two concerts aweek. The quantity
of subscribers is not so large; we can'tjust play the same music
all the time. They demand from us something always new.

A M ARISS J
ANSONS
DVORAK: Symphonies 7& 8
Oslo Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 54663
DVORÁK: Cello Concerto
TCHAIKOVSKY: Rococco Variations
Truls Otterbech Mork, cello; Oslo Philharmonic
Virgin Classics CDC 59325
HONEGGER: Symphonies 2& 3,Pacifw 231
Oslo Philharmonic
EMI Classics Cl3C 55122
MAHLER: Symphony 2
Oslo Philharmonic & Choir
Chandos CHAN 6502
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 5
Leningrad Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 8576
RACHMANINOFF
Piano Concertos 1814
Mikhail Rudy, piano; St. Petersburg Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 55188
Piano Concerto 3, Rhapsody on aTheme
of Paganini
Mikhail Rudy, piano; St. Petersburg Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 54880
Symphony 2
Philharmonia Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 8520
Symphony 2, Vocalise, Scherzo
St. Petersburg Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 55140
Symphony 3, Symphonic Dances
St. Petersburg Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 54877
SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony 3, Violin Concerto 3
Frank Peter Zimmermann. violin; Oslo Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 55184
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 7("Leningrad")
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DISCOGRAPHY

Leningrad Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 49494
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 10
MUSSORGSICY/SHOSTAKOVICH: Songs
& Dances ofDeath
Robert Lloyd, bass; Philadelphia Orchestra
EMI Classics CDC 55232
SIBELIUS
Symphony 1, Finlandia, Karelia Suite
Oslo Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 54273
Symphony 2, Swan of Tuonela, Valse triste
Oslo Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 54804
Symphonies 3& 5
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Oslo Philharmonic
EMI Classics (available October 1995)
STRAVINSKY: Le Sacre du Printemps,
Pétrouchlta (1947 version)
Oslo Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDC 54899
'PCHAIKOVSKY
The Nutcracker (complete)
London Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDOB 54649
Piano Concerto 1, Overture 1812
With: Serenade in C. Highlights from Swan
Lake, Sleeping Beauty, The Nutcracker
Mikhail Rudy, piano; Leningrad Philharmonic
EMI Classics CDZE 67700
Symphony I
Oslo Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 8402
Symphony 2
Oslo Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 8460
Symphony 3
Oslo Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 8463
Symphony 4
Oslo Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 8361
Symphony 5
Oslo Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 8351
Symphony 6
Oslo Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 8446
Manfred Symphony
Oslo Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 8535
Complete Symphonies
Oslo Philharmonic
Chandos CHAN 8672/8 (7 CDs)
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OPERA MAKES YOU A
BETTER CONDUCTOR-DEFINITELY.
This is avery great advantage; we must play awide repertoire.
In the beginning we were alittle careful, because we wanted
to educate our public; but after 15 years Imust say this is a
very educated, sophisticated public, and we can play everything. We've organized acontemporary music festival.
Catalano: Norwegian composers?
Jansons: No, international. But we play Norwegian music
in almost every concert. There's great ambition and morale
in the orchestra, most of whom are Norwegian. This orchestra has great wind playing, because every school has brass
or wind bands—that is atradition. And in the last year there's
been enormous development in string playing in the high
schools.
Catalano: Your old teacher von Karajan thought symphonic conductors become great by conducting opera. Do you conduct opera?
Jansons: Yes, but not in Oslo. Istopped conducting opera
because Ihad so much symphonic conducting to do. After
Iwon the von Karajan prize, my schedule became very
intense, and Icould not give away five or six weeks for opera.
Now I've decided to come back to opera and to begin again.
Definitely, definitely opera makes you abetter conductor.
Catalano: Can you recommend which of your own recordings you
like most?
Jansons: A lot ofjournalists ask this, but Ican't say which
Ilike most. Itake alot of care when Ido arecording, and I
listen to all my tapes, not just the master. But when Ihear
the master, even though Ihear amistake Isay, yes, this is okay.
From then on, Idon't listen again; it's too late anyway.
Catalano: Is it better to have an inspired rather than aperfect
recording?

Jansons: This is an interesting question. You are talking about
live recordings. Ithink that, perhaps musically, live recording
gives you alot more concert atmosphere Iwould prefer this,
perhaps at the expense of some wrong notes or some imperfect ensemble. The demands today are for more and more
perfection, but it's very difficult to get the concert spirit by
repeating atake again and again. It makes me very tired
because Idon't allow myself to make one take that would
be relaxed. Ialways ask from myself and the orchestra that
we play as if we are in aconcert, with the same feeling. This
makes me very tired, because Iam not playing one, but perhaps three, concerts' worth of music at once. Istill make
studio recordings, but Iwould like to do live recordings.
When you play two, three concerts, you take the best ones.
It's avery good system.
Catalano: Down the block there's aTower Records. What do you
buy? What are you interested in? Do you buy the Chanting monks,
which has become very popular?
Jansons: Ihave the biggest video music collection in the
country—all operas, symphonic music, and alot of CDs. I
like jazz and old melodies from the '50s and '60s, when I
studied in Vienna; American movie music Heavy rock music,
it's not for me. Ilike to buy symphonies conducted by colleagues from other symphony orchestras. Ilike to go to live
concerts and even the rehearsals—I'm very curious how the
orchestras play, their interpretations. It's very interesting;
it makes my brain work, my fantasy work. Iget new ideas,
Iam inspired. And inspiration is agreat thing. Of course,
you need time to be with yourself; but Ithink that if you don't
see the world, it's not good. Ilike to be involved.

Plinius --- the only solid -state electronics
worthy of association with the Jadis level of
performance. Superbly built in New
land to our specifications and affordably
ill challenge the best.
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WRONG.
Over the past three years, more than 50,000 audiophiles from over 160 countrie;
got hi-end audio &video gear at low, mail-order-direct prices from Audio Advisor. We ()Per
ahuge selection of highly recommended gear and accessories, and everything is backed by our
exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call us Toll-Free at 1-800-942-0220 for
low prices or friendly, expert audio advice.

"Dial-In" Your Home Thuuter System
With The Reference Video Standard Ws(
Broodcasters and vide!, technitionfrom Hollywood to Hong
Kong use Reference
Recording's Video Standard
laser disc to optimize frontond direct view video projection system, tory to use, with
clear instruction, Reference
Recordings Video Standard
loser disc only 569 95

Stop Cable Distortion With Digital
Noise Blockers

System Enhancer by Audio Purist Design

Sheffield Lobs/XL0 Test 8. Burn In CD

Tice world's first total system burn-in treatment,
System Enhancer was designed as a
cable burn-in CD—until experts
discovered it improves the whole
system. "Everyone I
know who's tried the
disc has heard abig difference," reports Sant
Tellig PAD System
Enhancer CDR S149.95

System set up and burn in
CD berth include (bonnet
Bolonce, Phose, Imaging,
Clop Track, Demagnetizing
Sweep, Low Frequency
Demagnetizing Fade for
speakers, System Burn-in
Tones, ond more.

Ito
11•11101/12
OW •laelloal

Sheffield/XL0 Test and
Burn-in CO 529.95

"Way Recommended" Grado Headphone

Best Selling Grado SR80 Headphone
Grados SR80 sounds
features alarger, more
comfortable ear piece,
than SR-60 for better
bass and smoother
overoll sound. Great for
both portables or home stereo applicofions.
Grade SR-80 headphones with 6h cord, only 595.00

Tune Up Your Ears With Chesky's Ultimate
Demo Disc, Only $14.95I
Chesky Records Ultimate
Demo Disc will dramatically
improve your Intoning
skill, Cued by the
onnouncer, you'll discover
what reviewers mean by
transparency, depth, resolution, midrange purity, and
more. Chesky Ultimate
Demo CD 514.95

"Class B" Rated Sennheiser HD580s
uhro-detond
open-back dynomic headphones
with full, extended low frequencies, reports Stereophile
'they're John Atkinson's reference.' Sennheiser HL1580
heodphones, reg 5349, now
only 5299.95••

Redure digital noise and RF
interference with Stockers
noise absorber, for oudio
interconnects, digital
cables, apower cords.
Blethers: SI4 9S/pr,
I
2.95/pr

"The clarity and power of
these budget Grades is just
totally unheard
of in this price range,"
reports Stereophile's Corey
Greenberg. "Way recommended!" Grado SR-60 stereo headphones
with 6h cord and mini-plug adopter, only 569.00

Monster 0-terminator Lathing Bananas

Michael Green AudloPoints

Sims Noncom Isolation Feet

New English Foculpods, Only $29.95

Tighten loose speaker
roble connections with
Monster Coble's Iterminotor expanding/ forking
speaker cable banana
(arrestor. Monster Xterminators: One pair 529.95;
Two pairs -SSS 00 Four pair, 59953

Solid milled brass with geometry to
maximize energy transfer charade,
ham Ports come with special disc
to protest wood or tile surfaces.
AudioPoints for Electronics:
549.95/set of 3; two sets: 590.00

Highly recommended isolation feet made of patented
Hamm with built in mewl sawn collars. Each foot
holds up to 20
lbs! Set of four.
regal., 575,
our price, only
59.95/set

oculpods are mode of !per-ally formulated low resilience
polymer with exceptional vibration-absorbing properties
formed into acomputer modeled -omi-soherical shape.
Works great
ender CD players, promos,
etc. Foculpods,
reg 540, now
29.95/set of 4
Enhance Audio Performance With VPI
"Magic" Brick

AudioPoints for Loudspeakers:
579 95/set of 4, two sets 5149.90

Better Sounding Connections With Kontak

Sumiko Reference CD Stabilizer Bands

Clean 6enhance electronic on
rections with Kontok, imported
from England. Complete Kontok
kit includes acleaning solution,
and enhancer solution good for
hundreds of treatments.
Renick kit, S49.95

CD Stoplight Green Paint Pen

Made of energy-absorbing
Hamm, Sumiko's Reference
bands stabilize CDs while
they spin improving readability and sound quality.
Reference Bands
12-pack 51/.91,
50-pock 575.00

An easy-to-apply, cost effective way
to improve CD sound by reducing loser right leakoge.
Simply apply Stoplight to the edge of all your CDs.
Recommended by leading audiophile mugs.
(1) Stoplight Pen 514.95 ea, 3v 512 95 ea

•

Monster Cable TV Splitters

0-, ,...%

4411\
04e

Demagnetize CDs With Bedini CD

Exorcise Your System's
Magnetic Demons

The weakest link in home theater sys!ems is the splitter that divides video

«' .."%mss. •
Clarifier—And Save $451
-....,,,, dj,a
, CD Clarifier removes the electrostatic (harp
signal from cable or satellites. Monster's
T" that builds up between the CD's metal foil
new premium spliners measurably lower
-,
aplostic layers 'Does il work?' in a
video loss for superior video performime.
word, yes, reports Mike McCain
Monster Cable 552 RF one-to4wo TV spinier, 59.95
Positive Feed back. 'I find the results
Monster Cable 553 RF one-to-three TY splitter, 510.95
quite oppealing." Bedini CD
Monster Cable 554 RF one-to-four TV splines 51195
Clarifier was S75, now 29.95
EVERYTHING you need to know about buying
enjoying high end audio gear —I i' beginners
experienced listeners alike!
Robert Harley, Editor of
Stereophile, tells you what you
need to know 10 become obette ,
listener and better buyer of qualitz
high-lidelny gear Discover how to
get the best sound for your money;
identify weak links in your system,
and upgrade where it will do you the
,
most good; and how to get maximum
'0P.
performance from equipment you
already own. The Complete Guide
To High-End Audio, by Robert Harley
paperback, 480 pages, 52995; hordcover 39 95

Gryphon Exorcist system enhancer sends a
34-second pulse through the system removing degrading residual magnetism 'When
you listen ohenvord, you'll be shacked' says
Stereophile's Johnothan Scull. Gryphon
Exorcist system enhancer S149 95

Good Sound by Loura Dearborn. An easy-to-read
non technical introduction to high-end audio with voluable
information on choosing the right equipment, system !eon maintenance instruction, extensive section na
analog gear, ond much more.
412 pages, paperback,
I S12.95
'
t The Audio Gkssary by J.
Gordon Holt. In this dictio-

J nary/glossary. Stereophilek

founder and chief editor,
Gordon Holt, explains more
than 1,900 technical audio
Mrms. Paperback, 152 pages,
51395; Limited edition hardcover
152 pages, 529.95

The Master Handbook of Acoustics. Everything you
wonted lo know about acoustics—but didn't know who to
ask. This classic source book covert everything from the basics of
sound to the latest in room
treatments. Paperback, 366
pages, 519.95
Handbook For Sound
Engineers. Everything you
ever wonted to know about
audio—and more! Acomplete
encyclopedia on the technology
of sound for the designer,
reviewer, engineer or audiophile
who wont osingle reference book
Hardcover, 1,506 pages, 599.95

-Ultro-smooth,

VPI'slilf5db 8-lb woodencased ferrous metal block
uses acombination of moss
plus magnetic flux to dorry
vibrations within sensitive
oudio component, VPI 11WSdb "Magic Brick" damping system, 549 95
Monster Coble Portable 400 Stereo Mini-jack to
RCA Cable. The perfect odnpier f•ir connecting portable
CD, DAT, Cassette, &MiniDisi players to your mein audio
system, features custom gold-platen connectors F.
Fil(-Interlink wiring.
MC Portable 400,
075M 29.95; I.5M 39.95
,

New "Build Your Own Home Theater" Book. The
do-it-yourselfer's guide to the ultimi.le audio/video experience with everything you reed to blow about building
ycur own home theater system including
designing the system,
fitting your room,
gad =Ill&
Dolby vs T111—covering systems horn 51,500
to 515,000. Find out
where to put ahome theater system w/o buying o
new house. Learn tips,
techniques, and buying
eralegies for turning ordinary systems into something
extraordinary. Paperback,
200 pages, 516 95

No Other Source Offers So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories
In the US—or Canada—Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100.
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111 ISOLATION PLATFORMS

50% OFF T
ONE ARM S
ALE! T
OP- RATED MHOS PREANa

New low Price Seismic "CD" Sink, Only $149.95

Half Price Sale On Audio-Technica Professional Tone Arm.

Save $200 On Melva SHA Gold Remote Tube Preamp.

Reviewers report oSeismic Sink is
equivalent to the lull upgrade
of acomponent 'New low
priced CD Sink, features the
silicone-fluid &air-filled isolation bladders notation as the more expernive Sinks-for CD players, transports, D/As, etc. New Seismic "CD" Sink, for gear under 25 lbs, 514995 -

Don't miss this fantastic closeout from Audio-Technire, orecognized nome in
analog lor over 40 years. Model ATP-171 professional stereo tone orm features
infinitely adjustoble tonearm height, sealed horizontal 8, vertical ball bearing
pivots, decoupled counterweight shah for arm resonance control, arm lift F. Wm
rest supplied, low capacitance color coded wiring with gold-plated connectors,
detachable universal heodshell, easy to adiad tstylus broc, F. more! Hurry, quonlines are limited' Audio-Technic° ATP-I 2T orm, was 5265, now 129.95''

New Mission IsoPlat, Only $69.951

10.119,«

New Mel os SHA Gold
has fully balanced
pure (loss Atriode
tube gain stage 8
oword winning headphone output stage-both controlled by apatent pending Porzilli remote Photentiometer. Six inputs, 3outputs including front panel headphone lack Melos
SHA Gold tube preomp w/remote &balanced out, reg 51995, now"l,795.00

Abest-selling isolotion plan orm in
England, Isoflat has o17' vede
by 12.5' deep vinyl-covered
platform mode of non resonant
MDF material, 84energy-absorbing Scrborhane feel Holds up to 30 lbs.
Imported from England Mission IsoPlot reg 5100, now only 69.95"

Save $100 On 4-Star Melva SHA-1 Headphone/Line Amp
Stereophilis 1992
'Component of the
Year" headphone
amp/line weenie
Melee SHA-1, reg
SI,195, now "1,095

ATP-I 71 Specifications. Overall length 14.06". Max
tracking error: I 55'. Tracking force range 0-5 g.
Cartridge weight: 3-23 g. Mounting board thickness:
0.2-1". Detachable cable: 46". Mounting hardware
8template supplied.

111116,,lest Selling Digital Converters 8, Digital Filters From Audio Alchemy
DAC-in-the-Box D/A Still Only $199!

NEW DAC•Man D/A $30
Off, Only $129!

NEW HDCD D/A Converter Only S6 99!

New DDEv3.0 token digital technology one step further,
with the Pacific Microsonin
digital filter for HDCD
discs! Anew duel -mona output offers unmatched clarity 8
focus. (ow &optical inputs, digital &analog outputs &
mare! Aldiemy DDEv3.0 D/A, reg 5799, now 5699"

The world's lowest
price outboard
D/A-vdth built-in
TARA lobs cableshas specs &eerier mowe
better than 3100 0/Ac of three
years ago. Features advanced new Crystal Semiconductor
K4330 D/A chip Alchemy DAC•Man D/A converter,
regular 5159, now 119 00

Alchemy's 000-in-lhe-box IDITIO has 18-hit ladder.DAC
processor vdth both coaxial and optical digital inputs, 8
outboard power supply. Recommended for CD player,
video laser disc, 8cable DM% upgrades. Audio Alchemy
DOB D/A converter, regular 5259, now 519900"

Tlzis extraordinary D/A features obuilt-in DT1-type liner
reduction stage, the world's first Possive DAC/Integralor
stage, low distortion op-amps/Class Adiscrete romponents
output stage, two digital inputs &outboard power supply.
Alchemy DDEv1.1 D/A, reg 5459, now 5399.00"

NEW DTI•Plus Digital Filter, Only $249.95

NEW DTI v2.0 Digital Filter Only $499!

SAVE $195 On DTP.Pro Anti-Jitter Filter

New
DTI•Plus
anti- mer
lifter is
designed
for audiophiles who want advanced jitter reduction for
(D players, but don't need loncy AES/EBC or AT&T irn or
outs Same spews as the new DT1v2.0--at 1/2 the price!
Audio Akhemy DllePlus digital an:Hiner filter, for (D
players only, regular 5295, now 24995

APO!

Save SAO On Advanced New DDEv1.1

'Alchemy

.."111chemy

Experience the remarkable anti-jitter performance of
the DTI•Pro-al afraction of the price! Nev DTI V2.0 a
similar onli-jiner circuit, but with/out DTI•Pro's DSP chip.
3inputs-coax, AES/E8U, end optical, and 4outpuh.
Akhemy DTI e2.0 jitter filter, reg 5599, now 499'•

Next generation liner correction vrith DTI•Pro's intredible
two-stage digitol filler GDSP data enhancer. Recommended for all the world's advanced D/As. Coaxial, AES/EBU,
Toslink 8glass inputs; coax, AFS/EBU, &AT&T outputs
Alchemy DTI•Pro, regular 01,295, now SI,099.95"

Upgrade The DTI*Pro & DDEv1.1 With
Power Station 3
Improve the clarity,
focus, 8imaging of
the DTI•Pro, DDEv1.1
or DDEv3.0 with the
new Power Station 3
(PS3) high sucrent power supply. PS3 delivers many times
the current of the regular power supply and has extra fillers to remove RE 8digital line noise. Audio Alchemy
PS3 upgrade power supply, reg 5259, now 169.95

Save On Best-Selling Audio, Video, And Digital Cables
The Latest Deals In High End Speaker Cables
SAVE On New TARA Prism 22 Audio Interconnects. Excellent choice for
budget systems, or vrherever you need along, low-price cable. Phase-coherent
with natural harmonics Gold RCAs, Pairs: 06M 524.95; 1,0e 2995; 1.5M
37.95; 2.0M 4590; 10M 62.50; 4.0M 79.00; 5MM 95.00
SAVE S49 On New TARA Quantum 66 Interconnects! Outstanding new
unshielded solid core audio intencnnect ideal for (D players, amp-lo-preamp
connections, tube equipment-and more Delivers precise decoil ond natural
harmonics. Gold RCAs. Pain: 06M reg 589, now 4300; 100 reg 598, now
4995; I.5M reg 5109, now 59.95; 2MM reg 5119, now 6995
Straightwire flexconnect II Audio Interconnects. Unique coaxial design
with Teflon insulation over on OF( copper inner braided shield for extremely
quiet background with outstanding depth. Gold phono plugs inslolled with silver
solder Pairs. 05M S33 00; IOM 39.00; 1.5M 45.00; 1.0M 49.95; 3MM 63.00
Straightwire Laser-Link It Audio Interconnects. Based on Maestro technology, laser link has asymmetrical coaxial design with coated OFHC copper,
ond Teflon loom insulation for aworm engaging, musical sound Pairs: 0.5M
548.00; 1.0M 59.95, I.5M 69.95, 20M 79.95; 3.0M 99.95; 5.0M 149.95
Cardin Audio 3008 Micro Twin Interconnects Sale. The sweetest 8
smoothest cable near the price; highly recommended for CD ployers 8amps or
Fermin from lam or Admit Pars: 0.5M reg SIDO, now 79.95; I
-0M leg
5116, now 9995; 1.5M reg S146, now 119.95; 3.0M reg 5336, now 299.95
TARA Quantum IV audio interconnect-the sonic replacement for the
legendary 8highly recommendad TARA Pandora 'S"-with solid core Space &
Tune conductors, now at low, low closeout prices! Pairs: 0.6M was 5155, now
8995, 100 was 5175, now 99.95; I.5M was S232, now 119.95
Stroightwire Rhapsody II Audio Interconnects. Unique helicollyentwined nvin-roaxiol design for both balanced &unbalanced usage-Teflon
insulation, polymer coated OFH( copper, ond more. Robust, 3-D sound Pairs:
0.5M S119.95, 1MM 14995; 1.5M 17995; 2.0M 19995; 300 26995
TARA Quantum Studio ouch interconnect-the sonic upgrade for the
legendary &highly recommended TARA Pandora "S"-with solid (ore Spore 8
Time conductors Abest seller in the 'or lost, now at low closeout prices! Pairs:
0.6M was 5275, now 149.95; 1OM was 5295, now 16995; 151.1 now 229.95

New TARA RSC Prime 500 Speaker Cable. New low price highly transparent 8neutral sounding (able with RS( condurters. Excellent for both biwired end non-biwired applications. Prices indiraled: Regular price/Our price.
length Singleiered
&Wired
length Single Hired
Breed
6h
10h

5116/9500
S170/135 00

S236/189.95
5340/269.95

8ft
1211

5144/115.00 S288/229 95
$196/149.95 5392/299.95

New TARA ROC Prime1000 Speaker Cable. Remarkable new RS( cable
cleverly engineered for single-cable biwired terrninotions.
Extremely transparent, neutral,
8superb boss.

-10011101•1111
'Prices indicated: Regular price/Our price.
length Single-Vfired
length Single Wired
6h
ION

5147/12730
S219/199.95

5167/149.95
S239/219.95

8h
12h

TARA Phase II/TFA Speaker Cabk Closeout. The only sable that's been
continuously on Stereophile's 'Recommended Components" list since 1988.
"(lass Asound foro budget price," soy Stereophile's Dick Olsher. 'This has to
be the greatest bargain in ruble Iknow of.' 'Pairs: 6ft was 5130, now 59.95;
8ft was 5160, now 69.95; 12h wos 5225, now 79.95; 15h new 9995
Cordes Quadlink SC Speaker Cable. One of the most beautiful sounding
audiophile speaker tables, offering arich, lull midrange, powerful bass, and
silky.smoolh highs Nov with new 5-C conductors for increased detail. 'Prices:
5ft 514995; 8h 34995; 10ft 39995; 12ft 44995; 15ft 54995; 17h 59995
'Prices are for srereo pairs with pode or pin terminations. for bananas add f27
per set of four All robins sneered !ix our exclusive 30-day satisfaction guarantee.
High Performance Video Cables.

Cordes High Speed Video Cable. Aunique design featuring multi-stranded
Golden-Section conductors, Inflan insulation, 100% braided shield, 8. solid
milled Cordes gold/rhodium RCAs. 0.518 mg 558, now 49.95; 1MM reg 578,
now 569.95; I.5M reg 598, now 89.95; 3.0h1 reg SI 58, 149.95
Monster Cable Silver Video Cables. Featuring polished center silver son.
dueler, N7 iniedion polyethylene insulation, double -loyer shield, 8premium
Monster Coble 24K gold Turbine or SVHS ronnedors.

Straightwire Maestro II Audio Interconnects. Top-rated Maestro is one
of the finest coaxial cables Etch topper strand is polymer insulated to control
signal flow and deliver details 8. music subtleties that are normally missed.
Poirs: 0.561 5195.00; lOhl 275 00 I.5M 355.00; 2.00 435,00; 10M 595.00

Monster Cable M1000V Silver Video-with Monster Turbine RCAs. 0.5M
529.95; 1M 3995; I.5M 49.95; 2M 64.95; 4M 99 95; 6M 139.95; BM 169.95
Monster Cable MI 000SV SVHS Video-inch Monster SVHS DIN. 0.5M
539.95; 1/4 54.95; 13M 69.95; 2M 84.95; 4M 149.95; 6M 199.95
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TARAVision 0V-I Video Cable. The world's lirst high quality, low price SVideo cable! With TARA gold SVHS connectors. 0.6M 522.95; 1.00 24.95;
1.561 32.95; 200 3995; 3.0M 55.00; 90M 69.95; 5.00 55.00
TARAVision RSC Vkleo Coble. New ultra high-resolution cable featuring
IARA's patented ROC ultra-wide bandwidth conductor and premium gold R(As.
Offers brilliant colors, sharp detailed imoges! 06M S89.00; 1OM 99.00, 1IN
119.95; 2.0tA 159.95; 3.081 219.95; 4.00 279.95; 5.0M 33995
Recommended Digital Data Cables

Low Price Toslink Fiber Optic Cable, from Audio Alchemy, 1.0M, 519.95
Single -Bi-Wired

5184/167.50 5204/18500
5245/219 95 5265/249.95

Highly Recommended Cordes Quadlink-S Interconnects. New, improved
edition of aclassic ruble offering outstanding smoothness &harmonic balance,
plus exceptional boss. Terminated with world's finest Cordes gold RCAs. Pairs:
0.5M S159.95; 1.0M 199.95; I.5M 249.95; /OM 299.95; 3.0M 399.95

We ship to all 50
stales and around
the world by air
parcel post and
air freight.

New TARA Lobs' TARAVision Home Theater Video Cables.
TARAVision Video Standard Cable, far all standard IV,
VCR, loser dise,
satellite, &A/V receiver video-RCA connections. TARA gold Kin 060 517.9S;
100 1995; 13M 24.95; 2.0IA 29.95; 10M 3995; 4.0M 49.95; 500 59.95

Monster Coble Eightspeed 100 Toslink Fiber Optic Cable. Our favorite
Toslink fiber optic cable with premium glass fiber, excellent shielding, and goldplated Monster (able ends, I
.0M 39.95; 2.0M 49 95, 20ft 74.95
Cordes High Speed Coaxial Digital Data Cable. Exceptionally smooth
sounding digital coax, with gold/rhodium Cordes RCAs, IVA only 6995
New, Improved TARA Prism Coaxial Digital Cable. Stereophile raved
'Excellent resolution of soundstoge depth. Smooth treble adds to pleasing ana.
log-like warmth,' about on early edition of this cable New improved-it's
more flexible &sounds better! IMM, originally was 5195, now only S95 00
Ahis Audio AT&T Glass Fiber Optic Cable. "Four stars," rand
Stereophire "Vide, deep soundsloge ond asmoothly liquid midrange "
Designer Howord Mandell says the seders using pure fiber." 1.0M 5149.95
New, TARA RSC Digital 75 Could.' Digital Cable. New single conductor
RSC design with AERO-PE insulation and tinned topper braided shield, RS(
Digital 75 is highly flexible F. works great in longer rims. Very smooth &and
loglike sounding! 1OM 5195 00; 1.561 255.00; 2.0M 29995; 3OM 399.95
Cordes Cross Lightning High Speed Digital Cabk. Featuring new (orders
Golden Section 5-C «inductors in ounique configuration, (rosa Digital offers a
remarkably analog-like digital perfornionce. 1MM S229.95; 1.5M 245.00
TARA RSC Digital Generation 1Coaxial Digital Cable. The best of
everything from TARA, including seo patented RS( ultra-wide bandwidth con
doctors, Teflon insulotion, superior shielding, etc I
OM S295.00; I.5M 39/00
Audio Alchemy Powered DST Digital Transmission Cable. Uses rom•
outer PC network technology to odively transmit digital signals between audio
components DST system includes Tronsminer, Receiver, 1.0M cable, 8outboard
power supply. A«epts Toslink, 8N(, AES/EBU &RCA digitol inputs. Outputs to
RCA, BNC, or AES/EBU. Audio Alchemy DST system, reg 5259, now 16995

Call 1-800-942-0220
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Save On Hard-To-Find Audio/Video Racks &Amp Stands
USA Racks As Low As $99.95

Infinitely Adjustable Natural Wood Racks

Target

Ultra-Rigid TT Racks, As Low As $169.95

Amplifier Floor Isolator Stands

Natural block oak, dark cok, and
sherry wood infinitely odiustable
shelves ¡woke the 36" tall, 23"
wide, by 16" deep Archetype rock
unique Rubber feel ore standard.
MegaSpikes 525. (asters S19.95.

Special low priced audio racks
improve audio gear performonce.

Strong, carpiese welded steel flame
for maximum rigidity.

balate your amp from hoot vibrations, dust, dirt, static
electricity, etc., with excellent isolation platforms

Target TT2SA: 20" tall with I
5
between the 2shelves, was 5150.
now 99.95'

Target 113: 37' toll oath 118"
between the 3shelves, was 5215,
now 169.95f

Target 1135k 37' loll with
118 -between the 3shelves, was
5190, now 149.951

Target 115: 37' toll with 6.1"
between the 5shelves, was 5300
now 249.95t
Target TTST: 39" tall with 8.1'
between the 5shelves, was 5325,
now 269.95}

Archetype 5.0 Block Oak: Five
shelves, reg 5240, now 199.95t
Archetype 5.0 in Ckssic Dark
Oak or Naomi Cherry Wood:
5shelves, reg 5360, nos 299.951

Target TTSTSA: 39" tall with
8.1" between the 5shelves, was
5275, now 199.951
RoomTunes' Racks by
Michael Green Designs

New Low Price fostered(
"Junior" From RoomTunes

New, Modern Style Delta Series Audio Racks
Target Delta racks are one-piece
welded steel with 3supports, 14"
by 18" shelves, and cone point feet.

Sturdy rocks with 3/4 support
rods 8adjustable 23.75 -wide by
1575 -deep by 3/4 --thick composite wood shelves. Standard lin
ah is charcoal block. (one point
feet ore supplied.

New Junior rocks have infinitely
odhrstable 14' wide, 16 deep,
3/e thick block shelves rigidly
held by 1/2f diemeter steel
rods/nuts. Useable spore between
rods is 19.5". Cone point feet ore
supplied. Some assembly required.
kokwoes
JUSTARACX Junior 30-4,
30 tall with 4shelves, reg 0160, now 135.001

Target D-4:25" loll w/6.1 between the 4shelves, reg
5290,now 265.001

JUSTARACK 30-30 -lall with 4
shelves, reg 5349, now. ..299.951
JUSTARACK 36, 5shelves, 36' toll, mg 5399, now 349.951

Target D-5:33" tall w/6.1 between the 5shelves, reg
S335,now 299.951
Target D-5k 33' tall w/8" 843/
Me t°
between the 5shelves, reg 5335 now 199 9St

Target 17F1 Amp Floor Stand
Strong 4
-toll
steel home
with le by 18 cornposwood
shelf spiked feet holds amps rigidly
Was 5100, now 69.95"

TIFI
Floor Stood

Standesign Base 1Amp Floor Stand
Standesign Bose 1features origid one piece steel frame
with alarge 18" by 18" shelf.
Elevates amps 4.5"
(one point spiked
feel also supplied.
Standesign Base 1
amp floor siond. reg 585,
Bose I
now 69 95"
by Shrelovo
Basik-Rak Basik Amp Stand
New from
Michael
a9eMOMfflff
Green, featuring brass hardware and a23.75" by 15.75" composite wood shelf. Basik Arnp Stand with rubber feel, only
549.95; with tone point spiked feet, 579.95"

JUSTARACX Junior 36-5, 5shelves, 36' tall, rag 5200,
now only 169.951

JUSTARACK 42, 6shelves, 41' tall, reg 5449, now 399.95T
JUSTARACK 48,7 shelves 48' tall, reg 5499, now 449.001

New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands

Low Price/High Performance Target Stands

New Target "XL" Stands As Low As $79.95

Target "T" Stands As Low As $99.95

New Standesign BB speaker stands feature rigid, one-piece
welded steel construction with urethane pads on top and
spikes on bottom.

New low prim Target SP stands deliver good sound at obar
gain-basement price. SP stands feature one-piece welded
steel homes with two support tubes,
steel top plate, stable-17' wide by 9'
deep'- T-shaped base and cone
point feet.

New Target 91. Series stands feature one center support leg
bolted to avide and stable 10 -wide by 12-deep "11"•
shooed base and aflat steel top plate.
Spikes 8cone point feet ore standard.
Target XL-30: IT loll with 9.5 -x
9.5 -lop plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

New Target TSeries stands feature 3support legs welded io
so extra wide and stable 14.35 -wide by 11-deep T',hoped base with aflat steel top
plate. Both lop spikes and bottom
cane point feel included.

Target SP40 stands: 16 -toll, 7.5 x7.5 -top plate, 569.95/pr •

Target 01-40: 16 -loll with 7.5"
75 -top plate, mg 5100, now 19.95'

Target SP50 stands: 20 tall 6.5 x6.5 -top plate, 569.95/pr'•

Target XL-50: 20" tall with 73 -x
75" top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

Target SP60 stands: 24" tall, 6'
by e
.
top plate, 569.95/pr"

Target XL-60: 24 .loll with 7.5 -x
¡S top plate, reg 5100, now 79 95'

'

Low Price Audiophile Speaker Stands

Standesign BBSO:
6.5" by 6.5" lop plate;
choose 12", 16 -,or 20heights, 549.95/pe

Siondesign
6815

Standesign B815:
7.5' by 7.5 -top
plate; choose from
24" heights,
569.95/pr*

Target T-40: 16 -toll with 7.5 x
7.5 -top plate, reg 5115, now 99.95"
Target T-50: 20" toll with 7.5" x
70" top plate, only 5105.00"
Target 1-60: 24 -toll with 7.5 -x
7.5 -lop plate, now 5109.95'•
Target 1-10: 28" toll with 6.3-x
63 -lop plate. now $109 95''

forget f60

Clean Power &Protect Gear With Audio &Video Power Line Conditioners
Power Wedge Power Conditioners

Low Price Power Pack Filters

Power Wedges feature three complimentary technologits
to condition power for enhanced performance in high end
audio &home theater systems.

New low price Power Pock filters from the makers of
Power Wedges hove rugged high-grade industrial-strength
filters &fast acting MOO spike suppressors. Recommended!

New Tice Audio Power Block Ill

Power
Poil It
Audio Power Power Pack It,
6outlet power filler with 4analog 82digital outlets, lost
acting MOO spike protection, regular 5219, now 199.95'•
Power Wedge 116 with 10 outlets for oudio..........f63 ,.00
Power Wedge 114 with 8outlets for audio...........199.00
Power Wedge 113 w/7 outlets for big IVs/video .•639.00
Power Wedge 112 with 6outlets for audio...........189.00
Power Wedge 110 with six hi-current amp outlets'279.06
Power Wedge 122 6outlets for 20-amp devices...179 00
Power Wedge PE-I power enhancer as/AC meter..279.00
Power Wedge 1118 new 18 outlet model offering power
conditioning for complete home theater systerns'1,279 00

New Audio Power Power Pock V, 12 outlets far
audio It video systems featuring switched &unswitched
groups, heavy duty steel case, LPL approved, 19" rack
mount face, A( power meter, &more, Mtro price 499.95
New Power link Power Cables
The world's most advanced audio poseer cables with silvercooled mil-spec copper, Teflon insukdion, and highest quality
shielding. Power Link 313 power coble6 Oft 5159.00; 8ft
S17900; 10h 5199.00

Chang lightspeed Power Conditioners

AMMOMMINIMMIll111\

1111111
New Power Block Ill features 16 outlets in five separate
circuits, including one designed specially for power amps,
one for audio gem, one for video gear, one 'unsvdtched"
for gear that needs to be left on all the time, and one for
large direct-view or projection 1V systems. front ponel
controls let you turn circuits on or off. Front panel A(
meter displays voltage. Two power input cords allows
Power Block III to deliver 2775 wons-more than any
other WV line conditioner! Ike Power Block III, complete 16-collet audio/video power line conditioner, only
51,349.95'f. Choose black or silver face plate.
Tice Audio Power Cables
Gee PC-1 power cables feature high-current 12 go solid
core design with Haspitol grade AC and high grade 1E(
connectors. 611 S12500; 10ft 5165.00; 14ft 5199.95

Each Lightspeed fibers AC through aunique multi sag
mented lossy transmission" mechanism made of select
magnetic materials to purify power and enhance audio 8
video performance. Fast acting MOVs protect valuable
gear. Na coils or current-limiting devices are used.
Chong Lightspeed CLS-3200 with six outlets, including
five analog and one digital, 15A, 527500'
Chang Lightspeed CLS-6400 ISO w/6 outlets, 5double filtered analog, 1fully filtered digital, 1SA, 5525.00'
Chang Lightspeed (ES-6400 ISO w/6 outlets, 5double filtered analog, 2fully filtered digital, 15A, $525.00f
Lightspeed CIS-6400 ISO 206H w/6 outlets, 5double-filtered analog, 1fully filtered digital, 100, 5659.95'
Lightspeed C15-9600 ISO vo/6 outlets-1 triple filtered,
2dinble-filtered , &2fully filtered digital, 200, 5785.00 -

Hard-To-Find Analog LP Accessories
The Hunt For A Great Record Brush Is Over
Hunt EDA MK6
"fe
brush from England
has nvo types of
cleaning bristles
-long and short-to
leen records twice with lust one posa The finest record
brush we can find! Hunt WA MX6, reg 525, now 19.95

Save On Discwasher
V.R.P. Record Sleeves

Align Cartridges Like A Pro
w/ DB Protrac

Be Sure Of Stylus Force With The Shure
Stylus Force Gauge

Save on the most reffignind nome
in LP 8laser disc protection. YR.P.
sleeves are 3-ply, anti-static rice
paper deeves. Set of 20 514.95;
Set of 60: 534.95; Sel of 100:
555.00; Set of 100: 599.90

DB Systems Protrar lets any amateur
do prolessionol phono cartridge alignments. Highly accurate with ony
standard cartridges ond radial tonearms.
DB Protrac, reg 535, now 29 95

Shure 516 ,7stylus force gauge auurelely
measures the stylus force for OptirlUrn
sound and increased stylus life.
The lo-.1 stylus force gouge on
the market! Hurry!
Shure gauge, 514.95

-r clamp From SOTA

New, Improved OR/DNM Ringmat

New $49.95

Imported from England, the
new Ringmot 330 Mk11 is lop
rated for improving Icor.
seals ond bass-says Robert
Deutsch in Stereaphile.
OR /OHM Ringmat Mk 11
turntable mat, 569 95

lust 1.5" toll, the new SOTA
"I"- Clomp locks firmly onto
the turntable spindle to
closely bond the LP to the
plotter for quieter LP
sound. SOTA
Clamp only 549 95

New Creek Phono Stage, only $1991

New Alchemy MM/MC Phono Stage $1991

New from England, is ogood
sounding compact MM phono
stage, model OBH-8, featuring
high grade discrete sarape
rents 8outboard power supply Gain. 37 dB. 5/W. -85 dB.
Creek Audio OBH-8 MM
phono stage, reg 5229, nave 199.95

Great sound...Alchemy
ing compact
outboard
phono stage
with (rentable impedance, resistance 8gain for matching
with MM or MC phono cartridges. S/N: >90 dB. ¡HD:
,0f
V. RIBA- ±0 Ido. Output: 2.511. Auk Akhemy
VAC-in-the-Box reg S259, now 5199.00'•

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor has over 90,000 satisfied customers in 160 countries around the world!

In US or Canada Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100
WorldRadioHistory
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New British Invasion: Save Now On Mission, Wharfedale &ikga
Diamonds On Sale! Save S100 On The New High
Performance Diamond VI Speakers

Save S100 On England's Best Selling
Monitor Speaker, The Mission 731!

Pre all new Wharf edole Diamond VI, from one of
England's oldest loudspeaker manufacturers, is ahigh
performance studio monitor so low in (oloration they
reveal the subtle details and shadings within recordrims. Diamond VI's 10.6" tall, 6.5" wide, 8.8" deep
block vinyl cabinet is narrow and deep for an open,
spacious sound stage. This hvoway 5" bass-reflex
design (wares unique drivers and on advanced
robinet design for surprising boss and surprising output
.olume levels-especially for the poke' Wharfedale
Diamond VI monitor speakers, reguI.,'
to

The new Mission 731 was designed to perform like no
other monitor loudspeaker. To reduce mid -ronge and
high-frequen(y box colorations the engineers mounted the 1" fluid-damped inverted dome tweeter and
525" mid-woofer on separate planes! The woofer is
mounted on the rear baffle using o(lever 4-posted
o
mid mounting bracket. "Mission 731 won't foil to
repress", says What 11i-Fi Awards, 1994, "the iambiOrion of their powerful bass and open, detailed midhood and treble con deliver areally thrilling sound."
Mission 731 loudspeakers, regular 5300, now 199.95/pr'

Save $370 On Rego/Blue Point Special Combo
You've probably heard about Rego's highly recommended Planar 3turntable
Planar 3malades the ender,' RB300
arm which allers "very good
detail, depth, midrange
neutrality, ambience, 8
precision imaging" Stereophile We add the
superb Blue Point Special phono cartridge,
Rego
%nor 3
which (orey Greenberg says "comes within sh
outing
distance of the very best" this deal that can't be hort-by anyone-for the price!
Rego Planar 3turntable complete with RB300 crm, and Blue Point Special
',oh «Apt MC phono (artridge, was 51,070, now only 5699.95*

1111Mave Now On The World's Best Record Cleaning Machines And Supp fes
Save $100 On VPI "Professional" Cleaner.

Save 555 On The "Recommended" Record
Doctor II, Now Only $149.95!

VPI HW.I 7fully automatic cleaving mochine is the world's
most thorough LP cleaner with automatic fluid applirotion, and
0directional UP cleaning-to insure every bit of dust 8dirt n
removed' 11W-17 is fully enclosed-no splashing and no mess.
All ports are extra-heovy duty, professional grade. The model
4W-I 7"F" includes ocooling fan for continuous cleaning of
hundreds 8hundred of LPs-a LP collector's dream machine!

vi Hel IF doming machine, reg 5900. now 799.95"

CPI NW,1
7f

-shown without rarer
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Save $90 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine.
Sam now on the world's best selling record cleaning
machine, the VPI HW-16.5. Critics praise 11W-16.5's rugged
build and superb leaning power Apowerful motor spins
LPs while the self leveling suction tube deep-cleans the
record grooves-your records never sounded so sweet!
The VPI HW-I 6.5, reg $450, but order now and we'll
include 50 high quality anti-static 3-ply rice paper record
sleeves-in all o$490 value-yours for only 5399.95!

Record cleaning Pfaster 8easier with the semi-automatic
Nitty Gritty 1.5 machine lire uniom Capstan Rood Drive
outomoticody mimes and sarubs the record during fluid
applicationond mcuurn suction-for less mess and cleaner
recordst flit inclwies 20 or cleaning fluid, applicator brush,
and record cleaning machine.

VPI HW-1 6.5 w/bonus decena, only S399.95F

Nifty Grftly F.5 Cleaning Kit, reg 5431, now 35995'

Replacement Cleaning Parts

VPI 'Table Ports/Upgrades

Turntable Drive Belts

NG First applicator brush ......I1 95
NG Vacuum-suction strips 1411 195
VPI 16.5 811 suction tubes .19.95
VPI 165 fluid °miaow brush 25 00
VPI 17 fluid (wham brush 10 00
VPI 16.5 45 RN u2nr,.er 4
,
t59 yr

MKIV Upgrade Kit
•749.95
11W-19 acrylic ormboard ....49.95
HVI.19 Super armband ....99.95
One-piece Delrin clomp
59 95
Regular dustrover
- 99.95
VRIV Platter
39995

AR 05-1 bell
Rego Planar 2B3
VPI HW.19 beh
SOTA Belts...
VPI TNT drive belts
SOTA Comet Bell.

14.95
32.00
19.95
19.95
29.95
14.95

Roord Doctor II
deans like the
expensive
machines with fluid apple
ration 8vacuum suctionbut costs less
because you turn
retords by hand.
And the new,
hold D
O
M
improved Record Doctor II is recommended by leading
audio review magazines-including Stereophik4

Save $70 On Ditty Gritty 1.5 Machine.

Make Records & Styli
Last & Last With LAST

Record Doctor II Cleaning Package: Record Doctor II
vacuum-powered LP cleaning machine, 4oz deoning fluid,
fluid applicator brush, g4evils reploiement (leaning
strips-in nil o5205 value- now only $141 95'

LAST 111. New extrastrength record cleaning
solution, 0.5 oz, 529.95

(loin &proteci valuahle LPs
and phoro cartridge soy( with
these highly recommended
fluid treatments Kits hoclude
fluid and applicator brushes

It

LAST #3. Regular every day record
cleaning fluid, 2.0 oz, $1/95

LAST 112. Vinyl-preserving
record treatment formulo,
0or 524 95

LAST #4. Stylus (leaning system w/
2(leonine brushes, .25 oz, 514.95
LAST #5. 51YLAST stylus preservo.
eve/enhancer, 0.25 oz, S24.95

ailinm. Highly Recommended Moving Magnet &Moving Coil Phono Cartridgeell.
World Famous Grado Cartridges

Sumiko Blue Point Cartridges

Blue Point Trade-Ins 8. Upgrades

Top Rated Mcnster MCs 50% Off!

Grade moving magnet rortridges
feature on innovative 3-piece "optimized transmis0on line" cantilever
that reduces record sudare noise 8
reveals more detail.
Grade /11.1.
.21.95
Grade 1F3E., reg $69, now .2995
Grade 1131h P-mount version34.95
Grodo 093Es 78-RPM node! 3491
Grado Z1s, mg SI 80...........95.00
Signature 8MZ, reg 5200...16995
Signature MUII, reg 5300 .255.00
Signature Ill, reg 5500.....39995
Signature /011, reg 5750 ....59995

Audiophiles, gaudio reviewers ore amazed by the sound
of Sumiko's Blue Point highoutput 12.0V1 moving (oils.

If youolrecely own aBlue Pont cartridge, you con realism
it with anevi one, or upgrade to the Blue Point Special al
tremendoe sovinns See behw or call lor deloik.

For mony years the toproted
M( cartridges in the world,
now al fadory-dired prices!

Blue Parer -tv -New Blue Point trade-in....
..85.00
Blue Poincto-Blue Point Special trodemp.............225.00
Blue Pain" Special-to-New BP Special tradein......195.00

Monster Coble AG-1000
II low output 10.3m1 MC,
was S800, now 5399.95

Grade 1F3Er

Grado Signature III

Sumiko Blue Point high
output moving soil phono cartridge. fits almost any tonearm reg 5150, now S119.95

Sumiko Blue Point

This specially mohined metal
metal cartridge mounting
brociet dromatially impromes
Blue Poises bass 8imaging
Reg.S25, mow SI 9.95

Blue Point Special high output moving soil phono cartridge, w/37 refinements over
the Blue Point regular 5295,
now $24995

Monster (able AGI00011

Monster Cable Sigma
Genesis 2000. low output
10.3mVI MC rartridge, !vas
SI,200, now 5599.95

Blue Point Mod Kit

Spedok Trade in any older
style Monster MC curtridge
MC-2000 is only $450.00

eue Point Mod Kit

Monster Coble 567 1

World's Largest Selection Of Premium Vacuum Tubes, &Books On Tube &Tube Gear
Books About Tubes

Save On Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Developed by
.
Jad
engineers formerly w run grooms M-0
Valve, Mallard, etc, all models hove ape
ciol features to make them sound great
Now available with gold pins for improved performance. "IN" =ultra-low
noise tube for phono applications.
lit/P"= matched pair.
Tube
Standard M/P Gold% Gold IN M/P
126174/12.117/11107 16.00
111:12117/1207/12A0725.00
6018
19.95
6018111
34.95

39.95
59.95
59.95
89.95

19.95
29.95
29.00
39.95

49.95
75.00
69.95
99.95

Other Golden Dragon Audio Tubes: 12BH7 SI9.95/ea;
S49.95/10; 5014 $23.00; 6SUGT S19.95/eo; 691761
519.95/ea,S49.95/K 11.34 S55.00/14P;r1138 5119.95/MP;
5239.9541; 5881 S49.95/MP, S109.95/140; 3008
S349.95/MP, S699.95/160.

Mullard's Tube Circuits for
ii
Qj
4e
e 'ïa
l
Audio Amplifiers. Aclassic work- originally printed in 1959-with
essays 8detailed plans &sthematics
fer building mono 8stereo tube amps,
means by Millard of England. 136 pgs
poperbado, 51695
The V11 Tube Book. Written by the legendary David Manley, this witty 8insightful
work explains lube electronics with graphs,
charts, cirmits, etc, plus (hooters on speakers, acouslirs, err.
Paperback, 184
000410.11
pages, 524 95
Turbe Substitute
1U 81"
Handbook. An invaluable tool with the
eee'e
we-Wew
most «surate, up-to-dote guide for lind•
www.""
ing direct substitutes for tubes.
Paperback, 149 pgs, 516.95

Rugged US-, Tesla-, And
Russian-Made Power Tubes

6550
4550
1134
O
L34
588 1,61.6WG(
5494 'GZ34
6922
7199
I
2AVWXT
635G

1-800-942-0220

3995
29.95
14.95
29.95
12.95

99.95
59.95
39.95
69.95
29.95

Pieds
19995
119.90
59.95
125.00

14.95 29.95 49.95
29.95 49.95 79.95
14.95 29.95 49.95

69224
-•25.00
121474
9.95
1695
120174
9.95
19.95
I
24U7A
9.95
19.95
57514
19 95 1995
Misc 12807 1795; 5694 25.00;

4500
42 00
45 00
4500
5500
61071.1 MOO; 59658 1995

Power kip likes

Singles

Pois

Coeds

8417
1034 ThMese
11.34 SWIMS
ALM

3500
25.00
39.95
29.95

77.50
49.95
79.95
77.50

159.95
99.95
149.95
155.00

Shipping Charges Ground UPS
Acressoriec 1st item .415 biro Ilems+1.50
•Turntables/Stands.
12.95-14.95
••Flectronics,amp rinks, etc.. .......................891
Racks/lg stands/Turntables..........16.95-29.95

Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!

fl

GE
Soviek
Tesla
Sovlek
Sovlek
Sovtek
Sovtek
Sovtek
Sovtek
Al

For many yews abehind-the -..cene supplier to
the industry's tube manufacturer RAM tails
offers the most complete line of high quality,
precision-test audio tubes on the market.
Tubes are compute tested then groded for
performance, reliohility, 8sound.
Preornp Standard
law
etro ley
Tube
Tube
Noise
Norse

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore ... More"

Call Toll Free To Order:

PA

Precision-Tested RAM Tubes

While sunplies last, get these highest
grade LI`, GE, Russian Seek-, ved
Cz.ch.orade power amp irks. All tubes
or precision tested in the LIS. Pairs and
quads we closely melee Russian tubes
ore comes of early British designs-mony
no longer available in the West.
Sn
Slonoloinxe
Singles Pers

Hourv. Mon Per 900-100 FS1, Sot 1000300
01995 Audio Advisor, Inc Prises and spoif icelions are subject to change without notice.

t•AERICAN
EXPRESS

STEREOPHILE, jUNE 1995

Esmbloshed in 1981, Audio Advisor Inc Is the
werld's largest seller al high end audio (components and accessories by direct mail. We sell to
all 50 states. Canada, Mexico, and over 130
foreign countries. Member of the Grand Rapids
Better Busineso Bureau 0nce 1981. New street
address: 4649 Danvers Sc, Kentwood, MI, 49512.
Sales phone line: 616-975-6100. Administration
phone: 616-975-6103. FAX Line: 616-975-6111.
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NEW 2- CD SET FROM Stereophile!
ENJOY A FULL-LENGTH RECITAL IN YOUR LISTENING ROOM —
CAPTURED IN RICH, NATURALLY REVERBERANT SOUND!

Robert Silverman
Works by Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, and Bach

I

PROGRAM

es stunning—the new 2-CD set from Stereophile
featuring famed Canadian pianist Robert
Silverman. Enjoy afull-length recital, including
Schumann's seldom-recorded Sonata No. 3in f,
Op. 14—the so-called "Concerto without
Orchestra."
Piano recordings are among the hardest
to get right—but thrilling when they are!
Produced, engineered, and edited by
Stereophilès John Atkinson, with Robert
Harley, this recording captures these
magical performances in stunningly
lifelike sound—rich, warm, natural
timbres and plenty of ambience.
The release includes aBonus
Track— "Mapping the Soundstage" —
to help you check your system's
soundstaging and ability to reproduce image depth. Best of all, the
price is just $15.95 for two CDs.

Schumann: Sonata No. 3in f, Op. 14
J.S. Bach: from The Well-Tempered Clavier,
Book One
Prelude in E-flat Minor
Fugue in D-sharp Minor
Prelude in E-flat Major
Fugue in E-flat Major
Schubert Six Moments Musicaux, D. 780
Chopin: Barcarolle, Op.60

CI Yes! Iwant Robert Silverman to play in my listening room!
(The recording is THAT good—guaranteed!)
Please send me

copy(íes) of Concert

$15.95 each = $

Shipping & Handling ($3 per order, U.S. and Canada; $8 per order foreign airmail)

s/h = $
Total: $

Check payable to Stereophile in U.S. dollars.
Charge my:

U Visa

CI MasterCard

OiAmEx

Credit Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

Name
(Please Print)

Name
Address

City
State
Zip
Mail this coupon to: Silverman Concert, Stereophile, RO. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502
Please allow up to 6weeks for shipment—we'll try to ship sooner!
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THE M ERIDIAN DIGITAL THEATRE
J. Gordon Holt with Thomas J. Norton
Model 565 digital surround processor Distortion: <0.1% at full modulation. Inputs:
one digital coaxial, one digital optical, and one pair analog (I6-bit, 64x-oversampled
44.IkHz delta-sigma ND conversion), all independently accessible. Outputs: one digital
or eight analog (18-bit delta-sigma D/A conversion). Controls: front-panel pushbuttons
for Source, Store, Display, two menu Arrow keys, Power On/Off. Surround modes:
Stereo, Music, Pro Logic, THX, Academy, Mono (A, Et or A+B), Trifield, SuperStereo,
Ambisonic. Dimensions: 12" W by
Hby 13" D. Weight: 10 lbs. Serial number
of unit reviewed: 100233. Price: $3595.
Model 562V multimedia controller with video: Inputs and outputs: see review.
Controls: front-panel pushbuttons for Source, Copy, Display, Mute, Volume
Up/Down, Power On/Off. Dimensions: 13" W by 12 1"Dby 3'4" H. Weight:
10 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: 100155. Price: $1550 (optional 517 DAC
module adds $395).
Model DSP6000 digital active loudspeaker Inputs: one digital coax, one TosLink. Amplifiers: 75W HF, 75W midrange, two 100W bass. Drivers: one 1" metaldome, silver voice-coil tweeter one 6"-cone midrange; four 8"-cone woofers.
Frequency response: 25Hz-20kHz, -3dB. Maximum output: II2dB spl at Im.
Dimensions: 53e Hby 11" W by 17" D. Weight: 143 lbs. Serial numbers of units

M

cridian's unusually attractive
Home Theater ensemble is
the world's first—and still the
only—all-digital surround-sound playback system. Analog signals are converted to digital right at the input, and
they stay that way until just before the
power output stages. Everything is donc
digitally—eg, volume control, tone control, surround-signal extraction, rearchannel delay. This has some obvious
advantages—not the least of which is
that you can do things to the signal that
would normally require extra active
stages, without actually adding signaldegrading active stages.
In the digital domain, to boost bass or
treble, all you have to do is change the
numbers. The process is completely benign
as long as any mathematical artifacts
aren't raised to above the threshold of
audibility. (This system's design goes to
great lengths to guard against this.)
Pro Logic channel-steering can also
be much better implemented in the digital domain, because it allows the steering

reviewed: D6K200123A/B (head units), 20152/20153 (woofers). Price: $16,000/pair.
Model DSP5000 digital active loudspeaker: Inputs: digital coax. Amplifiers: Three
75W for bass, bass-mid, treble. Drivers: one 1" metal-dome, silver voice-coil
tweeter one 6',‘" polypropylene-cone bass-mid, one 6" polypropylene-cone
woofer, both reflex-loaded. Frequency response: 35Hz-20kHz, -3dB. Maximum
output: 108dB spl at 1m. Dimensions: 35 Hby 8%," W by 11" D. Weight:
70.5 lbs. Serial numbers of units reviewed: D5K1483/1484. Price: $4990/pair.
Model DSP5000C digital active three-way center-channel speaker: Inputs: digital
coax. Amplifiers: three 75W for bass, bass-mid, and treble. Drivers: one 1" metaldome, silver voice-coil tweeter, one
polypropylene-cone bass-mid, one 6"
polypropylene-cone bass, both reflex-loaded. Frequency response: 50Hz-20kHz,
-3dB. Maximum output: 108dB spi at Im. Dimensions: 28" W by 8'4" Hby II
D. Weight: 70 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: D5CI075 according to the
rear panel (D5KCI00072 marked inside one port). Price: $2750.
All: Approximate number of dealers: 48. Manufacturer Meridian America, Inc.,
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Bldg. 2400, Suite 112, Atlanta, GA 30331. Tel: (404)
344-7111. Fax: (404) 346-7111.

circuitry to anticipate an upcoming
event.' Effective steering requires the
decoder to make instantaneous "decisions" as to which speaker each sound
is to be steered. If the steering isn't fast
enough, the sound will be heard to start
in one place and then hop to another. If
it's too fast, momentary phase/amplitude
aberrations between the left and right
output signals will cause it to hop to one
channel for amoment, then hop back to
where it was, or to vacillate between
channels, causing audible "pumping."
If the logic sensing is done in the analog
domain, as is nearly always the case, the
steering speed has to be ahairy compromise between the two, and no choice
of speed can ever be ideal.
When the signal is in digital form,
though, it can be delayed momentarily
in a"holding tank" while the processor
determines whether an apparent steering
cue is simply afalse alarm or is actually

the leading edge of asound that needs
to be directed somewhere. Then, if steering is called for, it can be done just as the
sound starts, so there's no subsequent
directional change. This is why Ifeel the
best Pro Logic decoding will be implemented in the digital domain. [The ubiquitous Analog Devices 2Dolby Pm Logic chip
used in most surround decoders is, as the name
might suggest, all-analog—Ed.]
Until the Meridian Digital Theatre®
system came along, digital steering
always exacted aprice in terms of sound
quality, because the decoders using it
were intended for use in all-analog systems. Even though many CD and laserdisc
players have adigital output, no consumer surround decoder (to my knowledge) has ever had adigital input. Digital
signals had to be converted to analog in
order to feed the decoder, then the
decoder had to convert it back to digital for the processing, then convert it back

IWithout steering, the separation between adjacent
channels—left/center and left/surround, for example—is
only 3dB.

2Analog Devices does make afull range of digital chips,
including the popular AD1860-series multibit DACs
and the AD1890 sample-rate converter.
—JA
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to analog again. You don't have to have
read many D/A-converter reviews to
know what that costs in terms of sound
quality—even when the converter is an
expensive outboard unit. With the
Meridian Digital Theatre system, adigital source requires only one conversion:
right before the loudspeakers. If the
source is analog, it gets one and only one
conversion cycle.

M ERIDIAN'S DIGITAL THEATRE

The heart of the Meridian Digital Theatre system is the 565 digital surround
processor. The complete MDT system
also includes a562V multimedia controller; pairs of the DSP5000 or DSP6000
digital loudspeakers for left, right, and
surrounds; and aDSP5000C or '6000C
center-channel speaker. There are also
Meridian's subwoofers available. For this
review, my setup featured DSP6000s for
the front left and right speakers, a'5000C
front-center speaker, and DSP5000s for
the surrounds, but omitted Meridian's
optional subwoofers. (I also used a
Model 500 transport for CD playback
and amodel 607 AJD converter for LPs)
Meridian's powered loudspeakers have
only digital inputs. They'll accept any
S/PDIF digital data source, although
they're designed primarily for use with
Meridian's own components. Each
speaker enclosure contains an onboard
computer, digital processing circuitry
(for such things as crossover filters, volume and tone controls, and adjustment
of loudspeaker synchronism), and a
Crystal delta-sigma D/A converter for
each crossover output, as well as the
loudspeaker drivers themselves. Every
component in the MDT system is interconnected by adaisy chain of communication cables which passes at some
point through the 565 surround processor. This way, every component can respond simultaneously to any command.
Each loudspeaker is equipped with an
infrared sensor, and any one of them can
be configured (during initial setup) as the
receiving unit, or "Master," for the
remote control's signals. (In my setup,
the center-channel speaker was the master.)
The large, infrared remote control
weighs almost 11 ounces and is designed
strictly for two-handed operation.
Twelve of its 43 pushbuttons are input
source selectors. (These are labeled CD,
Radio, LP, and so on, but can be configured to accept any source—see below.)
3Other, non-Meridian components used during this
review included aSony DTC-2000ES DAT recorder,
aSOTA Cosmos turntable with vacuum hold-down,
The Well Tempered Arm, an Ortofon MC-3000 cartridge and its matching step-up transformer, aVidikron
DPF4OHD front projector and LD40 line-doubler, and
aStewart projection screen.
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The Meridian Digital Theatre system, consisting of the DSP5000, DSP5000C, and DSP6000 loudspeakers, the 562V audio/video control center (not shown), and the 565 digital surround-sound
processor

Other buttons control Volume, Mute,
Display, menu access and change, control
ola Meridian CD player, and Standby
Off. There's also aRecord button, which
Iassume is used when you have aMeridian CD-R deck in the system, because
Meridian doesn't make acassette deck
or DAT recorder. No manual was supplied for the remote control, so Inever
did learn the purpose of one key that's
cryptically marked with adot.
The DSP6000 loudspeaker ($16,000/
pair) is athree-way powered system
housed in two striking black enclosures'
The bass module, which houses four
side-firing 8" drivers—two on each
side—is an all-black tower with ablack
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glass front and black grille-covered sides.
The upper-range module that squats
atop the bass module, and which contains the midrange and HF drivers, is an
offsided, truncated pyramidal box that's
beautifully finished in piano black. The
midrange has around, black fabric grille;
the tweeter has awire-mesh cover.
The tone controls are alittle odd,
being neither fish nor fowl. The bass
control is aconventional fixed-inflection
design that hinges the low-frequency
4The DSP6000 is the current version of the D6000,
which RH reviewed in the September 1991 Stereophik
(Vol.14 No.9), and which has been in Class A of the
magazine's "Recommended Components" since April
'92.
—JA
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range around 300Hz, but the so-called
treble control is actually atilt control like
the kind first used in Quad's 44 and 34
preamplifiers. This skews the entire audio
range about acenter frequency of 2kHz;
so as bass goes down, treble rises in a
complementary manner, and vice versa.
The '6000's balance control is unique:
Instead of adjusting relative amplitude,
it adjusts arrival times A channel-balance
swing to the left is achieved by adding
adelay to the right-side speakers. Precedence effect does the rest. I'm not sure
exactly why this is better than an amplitude correction, because channel imbalance on recordings is always aresult
of amplitude differences; but it seemed
to work.
The DSP5000 ($4990/pair) is asmaller
powered speaker, with all the front-firing
drivers housed in asingle, tower-like
enclosure. A port on the tower's rear panel
reflex-loads the two 6" woofers. The
DSP5000C center-channel speaker ($2750)
is an ultracompact horizontal enclosure
containing asingle tweeter flanked by a
pair of 6" woofers, each reflex-loaded by
asmall port to its side. (Except for the
center-channel speaker, the speakers can
only be purchased in pairs.)
You can vary the frequency response
of the center-channel loudspeaker to
improve its blend with the UR speakers,
vary its level to tame abunched center
image or plug ahole in the middle, and
change its time synchronism relative to
the left and right speakers to move
center-stage sounds forward or back.
(Synchronization can also be set during
initial setup to compensate for different
path lengths from the center and sides to
the listening seat.)
Meridian's digital source components
can be used in any analog system, or you
can buy one or two Meridian digital
loudspeakers at atime to upgrade from
an analog system to the full MDT system in relatively painless steps.
The electronics are quite distinctive—
I'm tempted to say distinctively "Meridian"—in appearance. All are exactly the
same size and have identical front-panel
layouts, so at first glance astack of them
looks like three of the same components.
Only the different model numbers and
different-colored AC-power buttons
indicate them as different components.
The pushbuttons are narrow, vertical
strips that took alittle getting used to for
those rare occasions when Iactually had
to press one of them. (Almost all system
functions can and generally will be accessed from the remote.)
The 562V multimedia controller ($1550)
has seven analog inputs, including those
for tape decks and VCR audio, and seven
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

digital inputs—five coax and two TosLink. Up to ten sources can be connected
to it at any time; the unused input receptacles are to offer the choice of configuring some inputs for analog or digital signals. The receptacles are arranged in
horizontal rows of vertical pairs, but are
neither color-coded nor labeled left and
right. (The rights are the lower one of
each pair, which is sort of adejado industry standard.)
The seven digital outputs include four
coax, which can send signal to other
components in the system via the wiring daisy chain; the other three include
one Main coax, and acoax and optical
TosLink Record Out for, say, aDAT
machine. There's also apair of receptacles
marked "DAC," which can be configured in any of six ways: 1) as an analog
input from an external D/A converter;
2) as an analog Tape output that will
deliver signal to an analog deck whether
the source is analog or digital; 3) as
an analog output fixed at 2V level; 4)
as avariable-level analog output, controllable either from the remote control
or 5) from the front panel only; and 6)
as afixed-level analog output for all input
sources. An optional D/A converter
module is needed for these outputs to
deliver analog signals. The front-panelonly option, which you select if you
want to drive headphones from the DAC
outputs, will allow you to control their
volume from the 562V's front-panel
buttons without affecting the volume of
the main system.
The four tape loops include two for
audio-only and two for VCRs, the latter
including video-switching. A Copy
function permits taping on any of the
recorders while listening to (or watching)
that or adifferent program. The video
connections include four composite and
two SVHS inputs, two Main outputs
(composite and SVHS), and two composite and SVHS tape loops. The 562V
can do anything aconventional preamplifier can do—including MC or MM
phono preamplification if the optional
preamp module is installed.
The 565 surround processor ($3595)
has one set of analog inputs and one digital (coax or TosLink) input, and each
source can be configured to use either but
not both. The 565 can be used by itself
if you have only one program source or
plan to feed it from an analog switcher,
but it's designed for use with the 562V
source controller. It can deliver adigital output or afull set of analog outputs
to feed acomplete surround system,
including stereo or mono subwoofers.
It also has an array of 5-pin DIN receptacles for feeding control signals to the

other MDT system components.
The 565 reviewed here did not include
the specialized decoders needed for
HDCD. (High Definition Compatible
Digitale') CDs or Dolby AC-3 laserdiscs.
Bob Stuart told me that the 565 can be
easily fitted with add-on boards for any
kind of D/A or discrete surround system,
and that an AC-3 converter will be available soon. He's taking await-and-see
attitude about HDCD, however.

M ERIDIAN SURROUND

The 565's Surround modes, which
Meridian calls "presets," include: Dolby
Pro Logic; Pro Logic THX; Music,
Trifield, Ambisonic, and Super Stereo
music modes; aMono Mode (left, right,
or L+R) without spatial enhancement;
and aStereo (bypass) mode, which gives
"straight" two-channel stereo. Meridian
calls these "DSP" modes, due to the fact
that they are implemented with Digital
Signal Processing chips, in this case apair
of Motorola 56002s running at 60MHz.
Personally, Iprefer the term "DSP" to
be used to describe digital processors that
add to an audio signal an overlay of
preprogrammed ambience and reverberation which have no relationship to the
original recording. All of Meridian's surround modes, however, extract surround
information that's actually in the recording. This, Ifeel, is amuch more honest
approach to surround-sound synthesis.
All the music surround modes separate
the sum (mono) and difference (stereo)
components in the signal, and process
them individually before sending appropriate mixes of the two to each speaker.
These modes differ only in how they
control the sum and difference components Music mode, for instance, is essentially asimple Hafler-style L-R dematrixer that routes signals to the rear
speakers purely on the basis of the phase
and amplitude relationships between the
left and right channels. It adds ashort
(adjustable) delay to the surround channels to keep front sounds up front.
Trifield mode is the same as Music
mode, but adds the option of more controlling of the soundstage width and spaciousness by varying the ratio of the sum
and difference components of the stereo
signal. (Meridian calls this "shuffling,"
but Iusually take that term to mean rematrixing of aband of audio frequencies.
The 565 apparently re-matrixes the whole
audio range.) The changes are complementary: Increasing the sum component reduces the difference component
by the same amount, and vice versa.
Ambisonic is aspecial mode for playing UHJ-encoded recordings made with
aSoundfield microphone. Ambisonic
75
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recording captures spatial information
rather than amplitude information, and
is thus ideal for reproducing the ambience and acoustical qualities of the original recording hall. It differs fundamentally from conventional stereo in that the
speakers work in unison rather than individually to reconstruct acoherent soundfield within the listening room. This
allows the listener to hear the entire 360°
field, with minimal distortion of directional information, from virtually any
spot within that room instead of just
from a"sweet spot:'
The Ambisonic reproduction can be
manipulated during playback so as to
change the apparent listening distance,
and the 565 offers seven choices. Ambisonic reproduction gives by far the most
realistic reproduction of instruments in
their performing space that it's possible
to get today, but there's asorry hitch:
There are few Ambisonic recordings
available. Nimbus Records' entire catalog
is Ambisonic; but, to my knowledge, no
one else offers them. Pity.
The preceding three music modes are
ideal for "purist" recordings that have
preserved the original relationships of
phase and amplitude, and they're quite
similar in their effects on the soundstage.
In fact, the differences are relatively
slight, and some of them are almost impossible to describe. Trifield, for example,
allows you to vary the apparent width
of center-stage images without changing
the soundstage width, while Super Stereo lets you vary the soundstage width
with less effect on center-image width.
Experimenting with them is the best way
to get ahandle on what they do. (Just
don't press the Store button—unless you
really want to retain what you've done.
Stored settings can't be returned to their
defaults without doing asystem-wide
reset, which wipes out everything that's
stored—including your entire setup configuration. You have to restore each
parameter individually, then re-store that
mode for that source.)
The Super Stereo mode is intended for
amplitude-encoded stereo—multimiked
and coincident-miked recordings. It calls
on the Ambisonic decoder to do a"stereo
synthesis:' to give amore uniform spread
of images from these sources across the
soundstage than is usually possible with
conventional stereo.
A very nice feature is the ability to
switch from any surround mode to
straight two-channel stereo and back
without having to cycle through the
mode menus simply by pressing the
remote's Function and Mute buttons
simultaneously. This is great for demonstrating the benefits of surround-sound

to stereo Luddites,5as well as for reminding yourself of what you paid all this
extra money for when all you wanted
was to listen to music.
Finally, the Mono modes. These, please
note, are not mono enhancement modes
that add artificial space or breadth; they
deliver straight, unadorned, dead-center
mono. You can feed either the left or the
right or the sum of the two to the
speakers. (Summing the playback from
amonophonic LP will cancel roughly
half the surface noise.) Since there's no
difference information, there's no involvement of the surround speakers. If there's
acenter-channel speaker, all the sound
will come from it in Mono mode.

SYSTEM AFORETHOUGHT

The Meridian system is incredibly—even
intimidatingly—flexible. Every operating parameter you can imagine, and alot
you never even thought of, can be
changed by the user, most via the remote
control. You can select any one of six
basic system types and have the MDT
system set all the configuration parameters automatically. Type 0, for instance,
tells the 565 it's being used in an allanalog system (although you can still
feed digital sources into some of its
inputs), while Type 3tells it it's part of
afully implemented Meridian Digital
Theatre setup.
Incidentally, the MDT system can
provide on-screen setup menus if you
have avideo monitor connected to it. [/t
will automatically work with NTSC or PAL
systems, though you need async signalfrom
aconnected video source to see the on-screen
messages.—Ed.] Although Ididn't try
using it, the on-screen menus should
make the selection process much easier,
because you could see where adesired
option was and then take the shortest
route to it instead of having to step
through them all to find it.
You can configure any input to accept
an analog or digital signal, or make the
component's output analog or digital.
Each analog input is individually configurable for sensitivity, and all allow you
to change the front-panel LED legend
which tells you what source is selected.
Changing the logo lets you use different remote-control buttons to call up the
5Here's how to do it. Choose amusic recording—
preferably one made in alarge hall—that has lots of
ambient space on it, and preset the surround level to just
below the point where you're aware of the surrounds.
Play your friends about 10 minutes of it while they ooh
and ahh about how great the system sounds. Then press
Function and Mute. You'll probably get a"What the
hell was that?!" startle response. Explain what you just
did, then ask your friends to describe and remember
what they heard. Most people will tell you that the
soundstage collapsed to the front and that the sound
thinned out. That, you can then explain, is the difference between stereo and surround-sound.
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same signal source with different preset
assignments. For example, the remote
control's pushbuttons marked CD, TV,
and Cable can be configured to select the
CD player with the Music, Super Stereo,
or Ambisonic preset. You can have the
Radio button on the remote select aTV
monitor's audio signal plugged-in to the
Cable input on the 562V, or you can have
the LP button select alaserdisc's analog
output plugged into the Text input.
You can change the parameters—
channel balance, center level, soundstage
width—of any of the factory default
modes, but you can't make the changes
permanent; they're canceled when you
turn the system off or switch to another
source. You can, however, change the
name of that mode—Music, for example,
could be called Music A—and store it as
auser preset, which can be called up at
any time from the Presets menu. Or you
can associate any user preset with any
source as adefault for that source.
Now, that's product versatility like
nothing we've ever seen before in audio.
The flip side, though, is that MDT system installation is avery complicated
process if you've never done it before—
which is why Iwas so delighted to have
my review system installed by someone
who had.

I
NSTALLATION
Meridian president Bob Stuart flew in
to Boulder to set up my MDT system.
I'm glad he did, for reasons I'll discuss
later. [Those whofeel that this is special treatmentfor areviewer should note that, unless the
customer requests otherwise, aMeridian-trained
retailer will always install and calibrate a
Meridian Digital Theatre system. In addition,
the 565 includes afull set of digitally generated Pro Logic calibration tones and lowfrequency sinewaves to allow the system to be
optimally balanced.—Ed.]
Bob placed the front left and right
speakers about 2' from the wall behind
them, subtending an arc of about 60°
from the center listening seat, which was
about 10' from the speakers. This put
them about 1' on either side of my 6'diagonal front-projection screen, which
provided very good tracking between
the directions of phantom images and the
on-screen positions of what was causing them. The center-channel speaker
was located just below the screen, midway along an arc passing through the left
and right speakers, with its axis at the
center listening seat. The surrounds were
at the back of the room, directly opposite
the front left and right and about 10'
behind the central listening seat.
Ifound one system problem: Although
the Meridian Digital Theatre can hanSTEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

dle sampling frequencies other than
44.1Hz, it didn't seem to like non-Meridian digital sources. My Sony DTC2000ES, aSony professional DAT deck,
and the Pioneer LD-97 laserclisc player
all produced an alarmingly loud, sharp
snap! through the Meridian whenever
their Stop control was used or they were
turned off. This did not occur when I
used the players' built-in D/A converters,
nor when their digital outputs were
D/A'ed by an Enlightened Audio Designs
DSP-7000 Series 2or aBel Canto Aida.
The Meridian system is designed so that
it's virtually impossible to damage the
speakers, so the clicks probably didn't
pose athreat to anything; but they were
very annoying nonetheless.
Program material was from asampler
tape of soundtrack clips that Ihad previously copied digitally from laserdisc—
these allowed me to listen without the
distractions of apicture—as well as some
recent CDs, including an Ambisonics
sampler from Nimbus Records. Ialso
auditioned some of the superb Classic
Records "Living Stereo" LP remasterings
and some symphonic and chamber
music DATs that Steven Stone and I
recorded locally.
Before starting to listen seriously, Ifed
an uncorrelated pink-noise signal into
the system (Stereophile's Test CD 2, Track
15, 0:42 onward) at around a70dB level,
selected the Music mode, and left the
house for the day while it "broke-in."
(Correlated—monophonic—pink noise
would have exercised only the centerchannel speaker in avideo mode or, in
Stereo mode, the left and right fronts.
Uncorrelated noise is aworkout for
every speaker in aderived-surround
system.)

THE SOUND OF MUSIC

Ilistened to music material first, and my
initial reaction was that the Meridian
Digital Theatre was one of the most
gorgeous-sounding systems Ihad ever
heard. It was smooth, rich, gutsy, warm,
detailed, effortless, and as liquidly transparent as adrop of dew. The bass was
wonderful—full and robust, but with
great control and pitch resolution. But
the bass balance varied from good to
absurdly heavy from cut to cut.
The film soundtracks confirmed what
Isuspected: The MDT system, in my
listening room, was as bass-heavy as all
get out. Itried schlepping the front
speakers to other positions (the attached
spikes made it necessary to "walk" them
into position), but nothing within the
range of practicality worked. (The fronts
had to relate to where the screen was.) I
put them back where they were origiS
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nally, and pulled down the bass by about
3dB. Too much. The deep-bass balance
was fine, but upper bass was weak. Half
that much filled out the upper lows, but
the bottom was still excessive.
A bass setting of-2 seemed to give the
best compromise with the majority of
decent recordings, and Ieventually ended
up using that with all the surround
modes. The non-surround modes didn't
need the correction, which leads me to
believe that Meridian had not voiced
their speakers for surround-sound use.
(Surround operation adds weight and
richness—both of which most stereo
speakers already have in abundance.) All
subsequent discussion here of the MDT
system's sound will refer to it with that
bass correction.
It's important to note that the setting
of -2dB represents only my personal
judgment of the MDT system's sound in
my room with my signal sources. You
may prefer the bass balance as delivered,
or you may prefer less or even more. My
point is that you can get just about any
bass balance you want, and can store it
as adefault if you wish. (It must be done
individually for each user preset.)
Once Igot past the overblown bass,
Iwas able to appreciate some of the
MDT system's subtler points. The system's reproduction of the musical midrange was excellent. Every instrument
sounded much the way it's supposed to,
and size-related timbres (such as the
diameter of abrass instrument's bell)
were right on the money.6 Iwas never
made aware of any midrange colorations,
and was continually impressed by how
different various recordings sounded—a
sure sign of ahigh degree of coherence
and midrange neutrality.
And the MM' system can play very
loudly without strain. In fact, it seemed
almost impervious to overload. (I
clocked a40Hz tone at 105dB before I
conceded that it could probably dish out
more volume than Icould take.)
But the more Ilistened to the Meridian
system, the more Ibecame aware that it
was imprinting asoft, sweet high-end
characteristic on everything Ilistened to.
It wasn't just amatter of the slightly
closed-in top that seems to characterize
all 16-bit, 44.1-kHz digital; it sounded
more like aprogressive rolloff above
6kHz or so. This did not seem to impair
the system's resolution—its ability to let
you hear into the fabric of acomplex
sound and follow individual voices
within it. Resolution was, in fact, out6Some speakers, for example, may tend to make amainpet sound like acornet, or abass trombone like a
tuba—or may give avocal soloist alighter or darker
sound then he or she has in reality.
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standingly good. What it did do, though,
was round-off the reproduction of sonic
details—the little incidental clicks,
buzzes, and rattles that are apart of real
acoustical sounds. This, Ibelieve, is why
the system was so forgiving of sonic garbage, and why it made everything sound
so smooth and liquid. Iprefer alittle
high-end softness to atipped-up top, but
the MDT system's softness was more
than just alittle.
For this reason, Ifound the system to
be of little value for judging the quality
of my own recordings. Iknow my
microphones, and Iknow how the original events sounded, and the combination of the two was not what Iheard from
the Meridian system. I've played my
tapes on anumber of other excellent systems, including some of the home THX
ilk, and while none of them produced the
MDT system's gloriously lush sounds,
all sounded much more like my recollections of the real thing. Mine aren't bad
recordings; they're just not nearly as
smooth and creamy-rich as the MDT
system rendered them.
The "treble" control was of no help
at all here. The MUT system's softened
character seems to be inherent and was
even more noticeable when playing LPs.
Gone was the openness, delicacy, and air
that are one of the reasons the LP has
refused to lie down and die. The Classic Records LPs were stripped of their
ability to stand my short hairs on end—
although Imust add that they seemed to
have more at the extreme top than any
of the digital sources Ilistened to?
Then there was the matter of dynamics. While the MDT system could play
cleanly at prodigious volume levels, it
didn't seem to reproduce the range of volume levels Ihave heard from the same
recordings on different systems—notably
through the Fosgate THX system, which
sounded almost as if it had abuilt-in volume expander. Ididn't get the feeling of
the awesome, effortless reserve power
from the Meridian system that I've gotten
from every home THX system I've heard.
(To be fair, Irarely hear it even from
high-priced high-end music systems,
most of which tend to become harder
and boomier at levels above 95dB spi.)
The action of the channel-balance
control was unusual. When L/R balance
7Ishouldn't even be able to hear this stuff; my aging
auditory equipment takes aswan dive above about
12kHz. But Ithink two things are at work here: First.
Ibelieve our hearing behaves differently when processing isolated steep wavefronts from the way it does when
processing continuous tones, and that the former are
not nearly as affected by upper-range limitations as the
latter are. Second. Ithink I'm hearing phase-shift below
the system's actual cutoff, and am interpreting it as the
treble loss that would normally accompany such aphase
shift.
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from aminimally miked recording was
off by just 2dB, the detrimental effect
seemed to go beyond mere soundstage
shift; the soundstage was slightly vague
and flattened. When the imbalance was
corrected, everything seemed to snap
into focus, and depth seemed to increase
markedly. Even an error of ldB was
enough to defocus the soundstage. Ican't
explain this—I've never observed the
phenomenon before. But Iwasn't kidding myself; Steve Stone heard it too.
The balance adjust seemed to work
backwards When the arrow on the LCD
display was aimed to the left, the soundstage was shifted right, and vice versa.
This was confusing, but easy to get used
to. Similarly, the front/back balance
seemed counter-intuitive. On most surround-system remotes, the up arrow
moves the soundfield toward the front;
Meridian's moves it toward the back.
Actually, this makes an odd kind of sense,
because the LCD display for that adjustment doesn't say front/rear balance, it
says "rear," and an up arrow always
increases level. It's just not what I've
come to expect.

listened to the Nimbus sampler, the more
impressed Ibecame with that unique
recording system. Other record companies shun Ambisonics because they feel
its single-point pickup is too confining,
preferring instead the option of using
spotlighting mikes and separate ambience mikes for controlled hall pickup.
Indeed, many CD buyers dislike Nimbus's symphonic recordings because they
put you so far away from the orchestra.
But the beauty of Ambisonic playback
as realized in the MDT system is that
you're not stuck with that perspective.
Accordingly, Meridian's Ambisonics
mode gives you achoice of seven listening seats: Row A, C, E, G, I, K, or M.
And it really works: as you move closer,
you hear less of the hall and more direct
sound from the instruments—which is
exactly how it is in real life. But you have
to readjust the volume to get the proper
effect; switching from Row Ito Row C
doesn't increase front-quadrant volume,
as it would the same position change in
a concert hall; it just reduces rearquadrant volume. (The default, Row I,
gave the most convincing surround from
the only outdoor cut on the sampler: a
SOUNDFIELDS
"dawn chorus" of outdoor bird calls
Anyone who claims surround systems
coming from every which direction.)
kill stage depth should listen to the
Also impressive was Ambisonics'
Meridian Digital Theatre. The bounvaunted soundfield, which can give a
daries of the soundstage and the layermuch more convincing impression of
solid space than conventional recordings
ing of the rows of instruments sometimes
do. It also allows unprecedented freedom
seemed almost palpable. One of my own
tapes gave agraphic illustration of this. The
of seating location in the listening room.
concert involved asoloist at the front
There was alateral soundfield shift when
of adeep stage, achorus on risers at the
Ilistened from left or right of center, but
the subjective effect was much the same
back, and an orchestra in between. There
was no way of getting everything in
as listening from aproportionately offproper balance with asingle pair of center seat in the concert hall. What was
mikes, so we put another pair on ahigh
truly amazing was that Icould stand
stand at the back of the orchestra, aimed
directly in front of one of the front
them at the back row of the chorus, and
speakers and still hear the entire hall
mixed them in with the front mikes. That
around me.
solved the balance problem, but since we
Because Ambisonics uses no steering,
had no way of adding delay to the chorus
the separation between its surround sigmikes, their arrival time preceded that
nals and those at the front is theoretically
from the main mikes. The disparity was
no greater than that of the other music
clearly audible through the MDT sysmodes, but it seemed to be? With front/
back balance at the right setting, left back
tem. The chorus occupied its own space
in front of all the other performers.
and right back images were firm enough
that they stayed in place even when I
The soundstage was almost completely under user control. Icould fill a turned to face the speakers. Betweenthe-speakers imaging, however, was
hole in the middle, broaden the entire
stage, increase imaging specificity, impoor. The walk-around on Nimbus's
prove the blend between the centerdemo CD accurately placed the spokenchannel speaker and the sides, or move
word images at the speakers, but those
acentered soloist forward or backward
8In my own auditioning of Ambisonics playback on
into the ranks of the orchestra to make
the Meridian Digital Theatre, Iwas less impressed than
JGH
with this claim. In particular, front/back moveatypical RCA/Jascha Heifetz recording
ment of the listening position was very critical. If the
sound more like areal concert-hall presystem was adjusted to give abelievable impression of
the original acoustic space, moving just l' closer to the
sentation.
back speakers caused the soundfield to collapse into the
This was my first chance to live with
rear. The Music and Trifidd modes, which delay the rear
an Ambisonics decoder, and the more I sounds, were much more robust in this respect. —JA
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which should have appeared on my side
walls and at center back were vague and
nebulous. This may have had something
to with the deep speaker layout that my
room dictated, with the rears more than
twice as far from the fronts as they were
from each other.
Iwas disappointed that the MDT system doesn't include an SQ mode. Hundreds of SQ-encoded "quadraphonic"
classical recordings were issued during
the '70s—far more than the total number
of Ambisonic releases—and many CDs
of those recordings still contain the SQ
information. The worst shortcoming of
SQ was the abominable decoders available for it: none of them used logic steering, although such technology existed;
all of them used noisy, filthy-sounding
bucket-brigade rear delays, because digital audio hadn't been invented; and all
were built to aprice, which meant mediocre front-channel quality, too. Iwould
love to hear what ano-holds-barred
modern SQ decoder could do for those
old discs?
Itried several SQ recordings with all
the Meridian 565's music surround
modes, but none of them gave aconvincing pair of rear quadrants. The surround
effects were vague and diffuse, and came
from the wrong directions. Dolby Surround Digital will probably do surroundsound better, but it will be along time
before hundreds of AC-3-encoded
music recordings exist. SQ is here, now.

M OVIES
Movie soundtracks sounded quite unlike
what I'm accustomed to. Dialog, in particular, sounded more realistic—unlike
anything I've ever heard in amovie theater. Sibilants were more natural, and
voices had aroundness and solidity that
were almost unnerving. (On the other
hand, spoken word from CDs sounded
unnaturally dark, with the sibilants
sounding more like the "fir fricative and
the letter "f" sounding more like a
pursed-lip wind puff.)
Dialog, however, is the only part of a
soundtrack that's not supposed to sound
realistic. It's supposed to be intelligible,
and is generally equalized to maximize
that quality. The sound of that enhanced
dialog—not the original sounds of the
actors' voices—as heard in a wellequipped theater, is the "original sound"
that a Home Theater system should
reproduce. The MDT system undid the
film sound mixer's work, and to my
mind, that's not accurate reproduction.
I've heard six expensive home-THX
9Ibelieve Fosgate/Audionics made the only steered
decoder for SQ, and it's no longer available. Iheard it
once, and the stereo surround was impressively effective
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systems to date—two for several months
at atime in my home Regardless of what
one may feel about THX sound (I like
it), these systems all sounded remarkably
similar—and similar to the best theater
systems—when reproducing movie dialog. The MDT system didn't do dialog
like any of those other systems did. (Note
that, although the 565 decoder is THXcertified, Meridian did not submit the
MDT system's other components for
certification.)
As with music, the Meridian Digital
Theatre was capable of generating prodigious amounts of effortless volume
from soundtracks—even from such
deep-bass material as exploding death
stars and nuclear detonations. At no time
did Ifeel the need for subwoofers; I'm
sure they would have added even more
seismic shudder to T-Rex's footfalls and
the dropping rock in Aladdin, but what
the 6000s and 5000s did on their own
was more than satisfying. Broadband
bass, however, had atendency to take on
arecognizable pitch, which Iwould
guess to have been around 35Hz. One
of the sample cuts on my audition tape
is the series of increasingly large explosions from the TED( "Wow" demo disc,
in which the bass gets deeper with each
blast; aside from volume, all sounded
more or less similar on the MDT system.
This was the only test Idid that really
suggested the need for asubwoofer.
Hearing soundtracks through ahighly
coherent system revealed alot of spatial
information Iwasn't supposed to hear:
rooms within rooms, where three different acoustical environments were clearly
superimposed, differences between the
ambience surrounding looped dialog
and that of the room it was supposed
to be spoken in, and areverberant characteristic that didn't match the scene
being shown (eg, the sound of footsteps
in an alley between what sounded like
wooden walls, when the scene showed
brick walls).1°
The logic steering was excellent,
showing no audible evidence of hesitation or wrong steering guesses, and the
front soundstage never varied in width
according to what was going in the
middle—a common failing of analog
steered surround systems. And the sound
was every bit as sweet and transparent
as it was from music-only material.

CREATIVE MESSING AROUND
I've mentioned all the wonderful things
you can do with the Meridian Digital
Theater. Now I'll talk about how you do
them, and why you may not care to try.
10 Idon't remember the film, and Ididn't make anote
of it.
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Even in my most charitable mood, I
wouldn't call the MDT system userfriendly. Some of its basic functions, like
volume and source selection, can be
employed from clearly marked pushbuttons on the remote; the rest require
working youi way through aseries of
menus, which Ioften found nonintuitive to access, and which are made all the
more frustrating because the remote
control's pushbuttons are both small and
sometimes need to be pressed quite
firmly before the system responds.
There don't seem to be any general
rules for using the menus. There are two
user menus: one accessible by pressing
aside-arrow key, which brings up Bass
or Treble; the other requires that you
press Function 11 and then aside-arrow
key, which brings up all the other parameters available in aparticular mode You
can change any of these and preserve the
change as auser preset by pressing the
remote's Store button, choosing avacant
preset slot, then pressing Store again. But
as soon as you start making configuration changes—ones that affect how evetything works—things start to get alittle
messier.
There are separate menus for Type,
Speaker Set, Config, and Calibration.
Each allows you to change only certain
things, and each has its own unique
access procedure For example, to invoke
the Config menu, which allows you to
do such things as change asource input
from digital to analog, you must use the
565's back-panel AC switch to turn it
off, then hold down the Display button
until the Config menu appears. And it
has to be the Display button on the
565—the Display button on the remote
won't do it. To save your changes, you
use the back-panel switch again to turn
the 565 ofC wait for more than half asecond, then turn it on again.
Accessing the Speaker Set menu involves the same procedure, except you
hold down the Source key. All changes
to the Type, Config, or Speaker Set
menus are selected from the 565's LED
display; the system is mute In Calibration, the system must be able to make
noise; so for that menu, you first select
Standby by pressing the Off button on
either the remote or the front panel, then
hold down the front-panel Off button
(the remote Off won't do it) until the
menu appears. After that, you can use the
remote to make changes and save them.
But the Master loudspeaker doesn't
respond to the remote when the system
11 Although clearly marked as "Function" on the
remote, the manual consistently refers to "Fn." Why
abbreviate it, for God's sake? Was space at that much of
apremium?
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is in standby—you have to aim it at the
565. Incidentally, you can't exit from a
Config program without saving the
changes you've made; if you wish to
abort what you're doing, you must restore all the changed parameters to their
original settings before exiting.
The system's versatility is an invitation
to hours of creative messing around,
which is really the only way you can
learn what many of the parameter adjustments do. You can't do any harm unless
you start trying to save parameter changes.
If you don't, all the changes you make
are lost when you select another source
or turn off the system. But if want to
store any changes as custom presets,
make damned sure you go about it methodically and with great forethought,
because it's atricky procedure made all
the more challenging by the Store
menu's penchant for reverting to adifferent preset before you have achance to
select where you wish to store the latest
change Storing the wrong set of parameters in the wrong place will waste an
available preset slot, and you may not
even know where it went.
Don't select the Type menu at all,
unless you really want to wipe out every
customization and configuration setting
previously stored, because that's what
it does. And there's no UNDO LAST
command, nor is there any way of clearing any one preset without clearing all
of them along with the system's default
configuration settings. There is aLockout
mode which can prevent you from storing anything, but it also prevents you
from accessing most of the parameter
adjustments during use.

M ANUAL MODE
As you can see, tapping the rich resources
of the Meridian Digital Theatre requires
you to consult the manual, which brings
me to the system's worst failing. Ihave
encountered many, many instruction
manuals since Istarted Stereophile in 1962,
and the 565's manual establishes an alltime record as the worst I've ever seen.
It's amodel of disorganization, obfuscation, and frustration. (Actually, seven
manuals, one for each component, came
with the MDT system. But as the 565
manual was the only one Iever needed
to consult, that's the one Imean hereafter
when Isay "the manual.")
Here are just afew examples. In the
section discussing "Common Menus"
(which doesn't mean they're common
occurrences; it means they're common
to all modes), here's how we're told to
adjust channel balance: "Press the < or
> key until you see aBalance display.
The display will show the current bal79

ancer Well, it didn't. The only menus the
< and > keys would bring up were for
Bass and Treble There was aparenthetical
note athird of the way down the next
page: "When 565 is set up for DSP5000
or DSP6000, volume, balance, and mute
are handled by the speaker and 565 will
not respond to the Remote control. Use
Fn-Menu instead." After Iworked out
that "Fn" was the same as "Function,"
the 565 did respond to the remote's Volume and Mute buttons, but Balance was
still unavailable.
And this, under "Setting the Menu
Mode for 565": "In the 500 Comms system there is provision for menu key
instructions coming from the remote
control, to be passed on by the controller—either because it does not use
menus, or because a'shifted menu command' has been created." Passed on to
what? And what is a"shifted menu command"? Ifound no mention of it in the
manual. And if the Function key is the
Shift key, why not label it as "Shift"?
There is no diagram of the back panel
to help you locate areceptacle by finger
feel; there are no "typical system" wiring
diagrams; and there are no helpful stepby-step flow charts to show idiots like
me how to store abenign parameter
change without telling the MDT system
that there are only two loudspeakers in
the system and rendering the all others
stubbornly mute.
It's not that the manual isn't complete.
Everything you'll ever need to know
about the MDT system is probably in
there somewhere. The trick is to find it
(the Table of Contents isn't detailed
enough, and the Index is inadequate), and
then to understand what it's trying to tell
you when you do. This has nothing to
do with aBritish/American language
barrier; it has everything to do with
plain, ordinary, anguished English. As
simple athing as amisplaced comma can
muddy the meaning ola sentence, and
the 565's manual is liberally peppered
with them.
It seems that no one topic is ever
covered in one place. Instead, we get a
paragraph or two about it, and then a
reference to another page, which may
then refer you to yet another page; by the
time you reach the end of the page trail,
it still may not tell you all you need to
know. For example, when Iread the section on setting channel output levels
(Calibrate menu), Ithought some vital
information was missing. THX specifies acertain output spl relative to asystem Zero reference volume setting. Most
decoders disable the volume control and
defauk to that Zero setting for the calibration procedure, but the MDT system's
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volume control remains active in Calibrate mode. The output spl depended
on where the volume was set as well as
where the calibration adjusts were set.
There was no mention of Dolby or THX
Zero in the Calibration instructions. But
on p.9, under the heading "Volume," in
line five of anine-line paragraph that
starts "Subjectively.. .," Ifound "The
THX reference gain setting is 87."
Eureka! Okay, so we set the Volume
to 87 while calibrating the output levels.
But why doesn't the display show 0
instead of 87 when it's set there? No
problemo. On p.10, we learn that one of
the Display settings will show "Preset
and Gain Number." And "Gain Number" turns out to be decibels relative to
THX Zero. Sheesh!
This is why Iwas so thankful that
someone else who knew what he was
doing had installed the Meridian Digital Theatre. If I'd had to do it myself, this
review would have consisted of one very
short and brutish paragraph.

to handle as much flexibility as the MDT
system offers. But it should be reserved
for setup and customizing functions, and
should be arranged by levels according
to the number of things they affect. Settings which affect only one preset should
be at the top, and those affecting the
entire system should be at the bottom.
All parameter changes which don't
need to be stored for future use should
be directly accessible from unambiguously labeled buttons on the remote. (A
user button and two-digit number could
call up customized presets.) And the system's linger time—the time amenu
selection waits for your input—should
be extended to at least five seconds across
the board.
Then theve's the question of the MUT
system's audio quality. While Inever
ceased to marvel at how beautiful it
sounded, Iwas never convinced that
anything Iheard was really there in front
of (or behind) me.
The problem with the Meridian's
euphonic coloration is that, while it may
make alot of program material sound
It's obvious that alot of thought went more "musical" than amore accurate
into the design of Meridian's Digital system might, it penalizes the best recordTheatre system, and that the designer ings. More and more record companies
knows ahell of alot about surround- are using smoother and less-colored
sound reproduction. The implementa- microphones and monitor speakers; and
tion of the music surround modes— as better recordings become increasingly
using nothing more than the spatial con- common, fewer and fewer releases will
tent of the program sources themselves sound right on aeuphonic system. It's
to extract exquisite subtleties of sound- the ol' accuracy vs musicality question
staging presentation—is positively bril- we've heard ever since audiophiles realliant. And the setup facilities are unpre- ized that measurements couldn't define
how components sound.12
cedentedly comprehensive.
Iwill say, though, that the MUT sysBut this extremely versatile system is
rendered almost paralytic by amess of tem reproduced real 3-D space more
amanual. This wouldn't be all that bad honestly and convincingly than any surif the system's user interface was intuitive round system I've heard. But in my opinenough to obviate the need for the man- ion, it's more of amusk surround system
ual most of the time, but it's not. Of than aHome Theater surround system.
Would Ibuy the MDT if Icould afford
course, you can always phone your longsuffering dealer for help. And there's it? No. Because Idemand asystem that
Meridian's Atlanta headquarters; the tells me what my own recordings sound
phone and fax numbers are listed in the like, not one that pats them on the back.
This is not asystem for someone who
manual—right on p.2.
Inever did get used to the MDT sys- wants movie soundtracks to sound the
tem's menu system. In fact, the more I way they're supposed to, or music
used it, the more Icame to hate it. Hav- recordings to sound the way they actuing to step through ahalf dozen or so ally are.
mode choices just to change from one to
But if Iloved beautiful sound and was
another was apain in the butt, and the very critical ofsoundstaging, Iwould put
momentary program dropout that
the Meridian Digital Theatre very near
accompanied each step was acutely
the top of my Hard Choice systems list,
annoying—particularly for others presand might even succumb to its allures.
ent who just wanted to listen and were
It sounds so damned good in so many
no doubt wondering why Ididn't stop
respects.
—J. Gordon Holt
messing with the damned thing. The
remote-control interface needs aface-lift
12 Iwonder if it isn't time we rethought that view. We
almost as bad as the manual does.
have far more sophisticated measurements today than
we had 30 years ago, and while they still can't take the
The menu system should probably be
place of listening tests, they don't contradict the evidence
retained, because it's really the only way
of our ears nearly as much or as often as they did.
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MEASUREMENTS FROM JA
The DSP6000 is aslightly updated version of the Meridian D6000, which was
originally reviewed by Robert Harley in
September 1991. As that review included
afull set of measurements, Ihave only
repeated some here in an effort to get a
handle on JGH's and TJN's reactions
to the sound of the Meridian Digital
Theatre.
Iused the DRA Labs MLSSA system
and the Meridian 565's A/D converter
for all the measurements. The 565's
ADC has amaximum acceptance level
of 2V RMS, so Iset my generator well
below this to -18dBFS, or 250mV, to
avoid any problems with ADC nonlinearity. Setting the volume control to
the THX reference level, "87," 12dB
below maximum, gave aB-weighted spl
of 89.3dB at lm. This appears to imply
that the '6000 is alittle less sensitive
(1.7dB) than atypical THX speaker system, which generally gives an spl between 89dB and 90dB for an input signal
20dB below its dynamic ceiling. Taking
the thinner air here in New Mexico into
account, however, which drops speaker
sensitivity by between 2and 4dB, the
DSP6000 would appear to be right on
the money.
Fig.1 shows the DSP6000's response
at aslightly farther distance, 51", averaged across a30° horizontal window on
the tweeter axis. (This is ahigh 51" from
the floor, and the speaker's axis-tilt control was set to "O.") The general response
trend is flat throughout the midrange and
treble, with perhaps just aslight emphasis
in the presence region, between 2kHz
and 4kHz. There is nothing here that
would correlate with the listener's impression of the balance being softened,
laid-back, or rolled-off in the highs.
Rather than show the overall response
in the lower midrange in fig.1, which is
again basically flat, I've chosen to show
the independent outputs of the woofers
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Fig.1 Meridian DSP6000, anechoic response of
head unit on tweeter axis at 51", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield woofer and midrange responses
plotted below 450Hz and 380Hz,
respectively.
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Fig.2 Meridian DSP6000, horizontal response family at 51", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis on slanted side of baffle; reference
response; differences in response 5°-90° off-axis on tweeter side of baffle.

and the midrange unit. The crossover is
set at 207Hz, with the woofer featuring avery steep, 33dB/octave-average,
acoustic rolloff above that frequency. The
midrange unit comes in with afourthorder, 24dB/octave slope.
The nearfield woofer output peaks up
asmidgen in the midbass: +1.5dB at
82Hz—not enough, Iwould have thought,
to make the bass sound heavy—but the
rolloff is very steep below the lowish
-6dB point of 29Hz, almost reaching the
24dB/octave typical of areflex design.
As the DSP6000 doesn't have aport, and
the slope is twice the 12dB/octave typical
of asealed enclosure, it means Meridian
has chosen to assist the LF rolloff. This,
in my mind, is aquestionable practice.
Yes, it does protect the drive-units from
infrasonic overload, but in my experience, such designs have never sounded
as tight or as well-defined in the bass as
an optimally damped sealed-box design.
It's possible, but by no means probable,
that the Meridian's bass quality may be
tied in to this choice for ifs woofer alignment. The bass control appears to change
the woofer level only, by up to ±5dB or
so. It will therefore give adegree of flexibility in matching the '6000's lowfrequency output to the demands of the
room, as JGH indeed found.
Sometimes, aloudspeaker sounding
as though it had arolled-off treble is due
to arestricted dispersion in the high treble: the on-axis balance may be flat in the
top octaves, but the room sound is too
mellow. Fig.2 shows the DSP6000's
lateral dispersion, plotted from 90° offaxis on the sloped side of the baffle at the
graph's rear, to 90° off-axis on the
tweeter side of the baffle at the graph's
front. (Note that the HF-axis response
has been subtracted from every trace,
meaning that just the differences in
response are shown.) This is not abad
plot. The tweeter's output is maintained

over areasonably wide angle, ±35°.
Note, however, that the speaker's dispersion narrows considerably at the top of
the midrange unit's passband, between
lkHz and 4kHz. The output in this
region starts to drop more than 20° offaxis. The B&W Silver Signature's lateral
dispersion is very similar, and that
speaker does tend to sound laid-back, so
part of the explanation for the MDT's
balance might lie in this graph.
Vertically, with the axis control set to
"0," the DSP6000's response changes
very little between the top of the head
unit and the level with the LED display
panel (the latter about 39" from the
ground). Below that height, however, a
suckout starts to appear centered on the
upper crossover frequency of about
2.7kHz. If your favorite listening chair
places your ears less than 40" from the
ground, don't be afraid to use the
DSP6000's axis-tilt control to get the
optimal tonal balance.
In the time domain, fig.3 shows the
'6000's impulse response on the tweeter
axis at adistance of 51". Sound takes
about 4ms to travel this distance, as can
be seen in some of the other impulseresponse graphs in this issue. Note, however, that the sound from the Meridian
speaker doesn't start to arrive at the
microphone until just before the 9ms
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Fig.3 Meridian DSP6000, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 51" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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mark. The digital processing taking place
response in fig.5 is to take as your vis- tings. The -6dB point changes between
in the chain of the AID converter, the
ual baseline the levels at 300Hz and 45Hz with the control set to "+5.5," and
565, and the speaker itself seems to take
3kHz. There now appears to be abroad
73Hz for "-5.5:' Fig.7 shows the maxabout 5ms. Though this is measurable,
response hump at lkHz, and you'll see imum and minimum effect of the '5000's
it should not be noticeable as alack of when you read TJN's comments that he
tilt control. (Here, the on-axis response
synchronization of video sound—each
found the DSP5000C on its own to has been subtracted so that only the
NTSC video frame is spaced 3333ms
sound rather boxy, even colored.
differences are shown.) The tilt control
apart, and 5ms is still in the region where
But look at the speaker's behavior in basically hinges up the response by up
the ear is unable to detect adiscrete delay.
the lower midrange. The trace to the bot- to 3dB above, or below 800Hz with the
Note the pre-ringing on the impulse,
tom left of fig.5 shows the nearfield out- response the opposite side of the hinge
introduced by the various digital filters
put of one of the speaker's two ports.
dropping by up to 6dB. Ihave found this
in the measurement/playback chain.
Note the extreme peaks at 290Hz,
kind of equalization very useful for balNote also that the impulse is not sym530Hz, and 790Hz, revealing the presance correction. Iam therefore alittle
metrical, there being more low-frequency
ence of cabinet resonances of some
puzzled why JGH found tilting up the
energy to the right of the pulse. This is
kind—either within the ports themhigh frequencies not to correct the MDT
due to the speaker's output being timeselves, or in the internal cavity. (The
system's balance As he conjectures, peraligned only in the upper-frequency region.
enclosure itself seemed well-damped,
haps it's amatter of the wrong hinge freThe DSP6000's cumulative spectral
though these resonant modes were dearly
quency being offered.
decay, or waterfall, plot (fig.4) is very
audible with astethoscope pressed against
Due to its two midrange/woofers
clean, this generally associated with
the metal panel on the speaker's rear that
being placed to the sides of the tweeter,
excellent presentation of recorded detail,
conceals the active circuitry.) Note that the
as TJN notes later.
1 1 111111
1 1 111111
1 111111
I 11
290Hz mode is so strong that it produces
The DSP5000C center-channel speaker
a61B peak in the unofies nearfield response
was alittle more sensitive than the '6000,
Because these resonances are of very
my -18c1BFS input signal raising aBhigh Q—each covers avery narrow I "
weighted spl of 91.4dB at lm. Idid find
range of frequencies—predicting their
I
in my own auditioning of the Meridian
audibility is difficult. On music program,
Digital Theatre that offsetting the centerthey may fall between the cracks of the
channel volume by -2dB gave the best
equal-temperament scale and not be
front balance—this appears to explain why.
in%
1 1 11111U
1 1 111111
excited, though 290Hz is almost exactly
In the frequency domain, Iwas surthe frequency of the D above Middle C
prised to find that, on its tweeter axis
Fig.5 Meridian DSP5000C, anechoic response
(293.7Hz). With less-well-defined pitches,
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across
with the axis, tilt, and bass controls all
such as male voices and drums, the port
30° horizontal window and corrected for
set to "0," the '5000C wasn't particularly
modes will be audible as an added chesmicrophone response, with nearfield
flat (fig.5). The entire treble was shelved
tiness or boxiness—as Ifound in my own
woofer and port responses plotted below
down on average by 5dB above lkHz,
auditioning.
300Hz and I
kHz, respectively, and complex sum of nearfield woofer and port
with an additional lack of presenceIn the bass, the minimum in the woofresponses plotted below 300Hz.
region energy. It may be possible that I er's output at 53Hz in fig.5 shows the
didn't remove one of the 565's three
ports to be tuned to that frequency, giv1
I 1 1 1111
1
1 I 1 11II
center-channel EQ settings when Iset
ing an overall response—the upper trace
o
the thing up, but Idid carefully follow
at 100Hz is the complex sum of the
the instructions in the manual. Certainly
nearfield woofer and port outputs-6dB
"
this kind of on-axis balance will always
down at ahighish 60Hz. The 565 offers
sound recessed and over-polite. In comtwo choices of subwoofer crossover fre- I
bination with the DSP6000's narrow
quencies, as well as aboundary notch at
dispersion in the presence region, this
75Hz—I believe that Ihad all these turned
may be enough to explain JGH's dissatisoff when Imade these measurements.
1
I 1 1 1Ill
I
1 I
II 11
faction with the overall tonal balance of
Fig.6 shows the effect of the bass conthe Meridian system.
trol on the nearfield woofer response set
Fig.6 Meridian DSP5000C, complex sum of
An alternative way of looking at the
to its maximum, minimum, and flat set10
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nearfield woofer and port responses with
bass control set to "5.5" (top), "0" (center), and "-5.5" (bottom).
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Fig.7 Meridian DSP5000C, differences in HFFig.4 Meridian DSP6000, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 51" (0.15ms risetime).
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axis response with tilt control set to "10"
(top at 2kHz) and "—I0" (bottom at
2kHz).
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Fig.8 Meridian DSP5000C, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response W-5 0 off-axis; reference response; differences in response 50-90 0 off-axis.
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Fig.9 Meridian DSP5000C, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 45*-5° above tweeter axis; reference response;
differences in response 5*-45° below tweeter axis.
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Fig.I IMeridian DSP5000C, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

Fig.10 Meridian DSP5000C. impulse response
on tweeter axis at SO" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.I2 Meridian DSP5000C, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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the DSP5000C's lateral dispersion (fig.8
—again, only the response differences
are shown) is somewhat uneven below
the crossover frequency of around
2.6kHz. The speaker lacks presenceregion energy more than 10° off-axis,
which again might—I repeat, might—
contribute to apolite balance overall. At
extrcure angles, anotch in the upper midrange appears, due to there being atime
delay between the arrivals of the outputs
of the two lower-frequency units—
though this will only affect the tonal balance of the room's reverberant field in
typical listening/viewing situations.
Vertically, the shallow baffle gives
wide dispersion (fig.9). This graph reveals
that if you sit below the tweeter axis, the
presence-region depression in the onaxis response worsens. Above the
tweeter, however, it fills in, suggesting
that with the axis-tilt control set to "0,"
the DSP5000C is best listened to from
slightly above.
In the time domain, the DSP5000C's
impulse response on the tweeter axis
(fig.10) again offers the 5ms processing
delay seen in the '6000's impulse response, while the step response calculated
from the impulse data is shown in fig.11.
The shape of the step indicates that the
midrange/woofer output is actually
moved too much forward in time on the
tweeter axis, this tying in with the fact
that Iactually found the flattest treble
balance to be obtained alittle above the
tweeter axis. (Remember that Ihad the
speaker's axis control set to "0" for all
these measurements.) The '5000C's
associated waterfall plot (fig.12) is again
commendably clean in the treble—these
Meridian speakers all use an excellent
tweeter.
One final point: Both TJN and Iperceived aslight hiss coming from the
speakers at very high playback levels in
the admittedly very quiet SkIrophile listening room.
Time limitations meant that it wasn't
possible to measure the DSP5000
speakers, which are used as surrounds in
the Meridian Digital Theatre. However,
Isuspect that their effect on the perceived
tonal balance will be minor other than
adding the sense of lower-frequency
bloom and spaciousness that, as JGH
correctly points out, the surround-sound
experience provides.
All things considered, the Meridian
Digital Theatre's measurements are abit
of amixed bag, indicating superb if
somewhat polite-sounding left and right
speakers allied to amore colored center
speaker. I'll leave it to Thomas J. Norton to bring things to aclose.
—John Atkinson
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TJN COMMENTS
After JGH finished his evaluation of the
Meridian Digital Theatre, he sent it to
Santa Fe for measurement and more
listening. Marc Koval, Technical Vice
President of Meridian America, flew out
to set up and tweak the system in Stereophile's 15.5' by 20' by 9' listening room.
We were initially inclined to set it up ourselves, and, given enough time, I'm sure
we would have managed it. But Marc's
presence saved us aconsiderable amount
of hair-pulling. While the operation of
the Meridian system is simple once it's
set up and calibrated, Meridian intends
that the last functions be performed by
the dealer; we concur completely.
Ispent several days listening to the system. Although Ihadn't read Gordon's
review (in fact, Ias Iwrite this Istill
haven't read it—a deliberate choice), I
was not unaware oldie bare bones of his
impressions. As Iunderstand it, he
thought the system sounded wonderful—but too forgiving. Music doesn't
always sound pretty, and the Meridian
system, he thought, nearly always does.
Would Ifeel the same way?
Ihad previously heard the Meridian
system on two occasions: at the 1994
Summer CES in Chicago, and at the
opening of aMeridian dealership on the
West Coast last fall. Ihave to say that on
both of these occasions Idid find the system rather forgiving. Certainly no one
could accuse it of being "ruthlessly
revealing?'
And Ihad similar feelings when I
heard it set up at Stereophile Playing commercial CDs, the sound was definitely
sweet. Transient attacks seemed slightly
softened, rendering very good recordings just abit less crisp than they sounded
on other good systems, and taming the
bite of less-than-pristine ones. Iwas able
to improve the subjective balance somewhat by judicious use of the system's
flexible tone controls, but it remained
more polite and refined than visceral and
gripping—even when the music itself
seemed to demand some old-fashioned
snap, crackle, and pop.
This was all quite relative, however.
On the positive side, the Meridian system was very definitely not lacking in
detail or top-end extension. Sweet, yes.
Dull, no. It was unfailingly musical. Nor
did it come up short in dynamic range.
With its clean, unobtrusive top end and
forgiving nature, the system definitely
has a"listen all day" quality to it. Listener
fatigue is simply not in the Meridian's
vocabulary. For many music-lovers, this
alone will be enough to recommend the
system.
The bass of the Meridian Digital The-

atre was certainly right up there with
anything else on the market in its sheer
low-end extension and weighty, majestic
power. It could knock you off your seat
and roll down your socks three ways
from Sunday—to mangle afew metaphors. But its bass reach seemed to have
been purchased at some sacrifice in bass
quality. The bottom end Iheard in the
Stereophile listening room was neither
particularly tight nor particularly even
and well-defined. Yet Istrongly suspect
that the system would be more at
home—with smoother bass—in amuch
larger space.
Iwas also able to overload the system's
bottom end with video material played
back just below Dolby reference level.
And I'm not talking explosions, falling
boulders, or dinosaur two-steps here At
the beginning of the title sequerke to
Geronimo is ahigh-level drum roll that's
very deep and powerful (and probably
artificially enhanced). The system's
woofers did not bottom alarmingly with
this signal, but did pump out afew lowlevel distress rattles. The rattles initially
seemed to be coming from the woofer
grilles, but Iremoved these and repeated
the passage with the same result. Despite
the sheer extension of the Meridian
system—probably equal to that of all but
the biggest subwoofers—an outboard
subwoofer or two (Meridian makes a
compatible model) would not be out of
place with video material. Even with
audio-only program, properly integrated
subwoofers will allow the user to position the subs for the best bass performance in agiven room. This position is
almost never the same as that required
by afull-range loudspeaker for best
soundstaging.
There is an additional feature Iwould
like to see Meridian incorporate into the
Digital Theatre, which just might answer
some of the above criticisms. Although
the center-channel speaker does have an optional notch at 75Hz to be used when the
speaker is in close proximity to aboundary, Iwould like an adjustable bass-notch
filter (or two). All woofers in real rooms
exhibit uneven bass response The deeper
aloudspeaker's extension, the greater the
potential that the room/loudspeaker
combination will get out of hand. No
woofer acts alone, and the ability to tame
at least the worst room peak at the primary listening position would be helpful
until truly affordable DSP correction
becomes available The digital design of
the Meridian would seem to be anatural
for such acapability. The Entec 12-f20
subwoofer, reviewed by me in May '93
(Vol.16 No.5), has such afilter (analog
in its case), and Ifound it very useful.
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The true glory of the Meridian system
is in its music surround capability. Few
surround-sound processors even attempt
to compete with it on this basis—the
Lexicon CP-3 Plus is the only one that
springs to mind—and nothing else that
Iknow of has been designed and optimized as acomplete system. I'll just add
that after switching back and forth
between straight stereo and surround on
avariety of program material, Ifound the
surround modes so consistently superior
that Ifinally gave up and stuck with surround for the remainder of my listening.
All of the surround modes have been
intelligently designed, but my distinct
preference for most music recordings
was Trifield.' Of the four modes, it
seemed to sound the most alive—a distinct plus, considering the Meridian system's proclivity for politeness. The socalled Music mode usually sounded just
abit too bland for me. Ambisonic, of
course, is only appropriate for the rare
Ambisonic program material. And I
found the "Super Stereo" mode just abit
too "phasey"-sounding. Ifound one
anomaly, which may well have been
capable of being corrected in the calibration mode When Iplayed aCD carrying
Dolby Pro Logic-encoded surround
information, the CD transport's control
buttons on the remote were disabled,
presumably because the 565 was expecting to receive its input signal from a
laserdisc player.
Iused aDenon LA-3500 laserdisc
player to check out the system's performance with video material, running the
player's TosLink digital output through
an Audio Alchemy DTI, with acoaxial
digital cable connecting the DTI to the
Meridian processor.
My first reaction was that this was
first-rate film sound. Again, it was somewhat less lively than what I'm accustomed
to hearing, and with abit less ambience
and depth than I'm able to extract with
other audio-video systems at home in my
very different, larger room—an important
qualifier. Nevertheless, Iinitially found
little to complain about in listening to
excerpts from The Shadow, Geronimo,
13 Meridian particularly recommends the Trifidd mode
for optimum playback of spaced-omni recordings.
Accordingly, Iplayed my Robert Silverman Concert
recording (STPH 005-2), made with apair of spaced
B&K 4006 omnidirectional mikes. Yes, Idid notice the
Meridian system's softened top end in that the analog
tape hiss on this recording was less noticeable than I
expected. But a"Wow!" burst forth from me. Ifound
the Meridian system unbelievably impressive in the way
in which the hall acoustic wrapped around me while
the piano image stayed to my front. While stereo playback of Concert is satisfying, in Trifield surround the
reproduced experience was so much more involving,
so much more like being at the original concert. Ithink
I'm going to have to spend some time with the 565 and
the Meridian surrounds in my own B&W Silver Signature/Mark Levinson-based system!
—JA
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Searchingfor Bobby Fisher, and Gettysburg
—all of which are among the bestsounding laserdiscs available today.' 4
But Idid notice more coloration on
dialog than I'm accustomed to, in the
form of anoticeably boxy quality in the
center-channel loudspeaker. In fairness
to the Meridian, at least some of this is
inherent in the soundtracks—even the
best of which are rarely recorded with
particularly natural vocal qualities. And
this coloration had not been evident on
the system in its music modes with conventional music-only material.
Going back to such material, Idid
begin to note atrace of it on some material, but it was much more elusive than
on the video-based programs. But the
Meridian's film-based dialog was nevertheless more colored than that which I
have heard through several other centerchannel loudspeakers (again, in adifferent room)—most recently on are-listen
to the B&W THX system Ireviewed last
October (Vol.17 No.10).

TJN SUMS UP
The more expensive asystem, the more

critical we tend to be of it. But the
question is, where does it stand in the
hierarchy of other recommended components? With respect to its music surround-sound capabilities, the Meridian
Digital Theatre is unsurpassed. In other
respects, while individual components
are superb—the DSP6000s have been
long-term Class A-rated speakers, and
JA feels the 565 to be atrue Class A surround processor—the system as awhole
holds up to scrutiny against anything in
Class B in Stereophile's "Recommended
Components"—though, like all products in that class, it has its strengths and
weaknesses. Ifound it not quite revealing
and open enough to use as areference
system—and, of course, since other
products cannot be readily substituted
into the system, it lacks the flexibility
needed for reviewing purposes. Yet many
of the products in Class B are recommended because they excel in important
respects, even if improvement is still possible in other areas. The Meridian Digital
Theatre System is just such aproduct's
Fortunately, you, the buyer, can hear
the Meridian system for yourself as a
package—something that can't be said of

14 In fact, Iwould put the sound on The Shadow and
Gemming° up against any laserdisc out there—including
the usually designated hot-tickets. You know who they
are.

15 This verdict is of the system using the DSP5000C
center speaker. It is possible that replacing it with the
DSP6000C would significantly change the system's
tonal balance A Follow-Up is planned.
—JA

—Thomas J. Norton
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most other components. This puts the
Meridian Digital Theatre System in a
unique category: If you like what you
hear enough to part with the required
cash, you can be reasonably certain that
what you hear is what you'll get. After
all, you're getting the whole megillah.
The Meridian Digital Theatre is avery
special animal. It's most certainly atechnological tour de force. It's not beyond
criticism—what is? It won't appeal to the
audiophile who simply must insert the
latest amplifier or loudspeaker of his or
her choosing into an existing system. Or
to the digiphobe for whom analog LPs
are primo, and who cannot stomach the
thought of digitizing them prior to
playback.
The Meridian system is expensive
under any circumstances, and is made
even more of aserious purchase by the
fact that it's best acquired as apackage
(though you can build it in stages). It will
be upgradeable, but only within the
bounds established by the system itself.
And it's optimized more for music playback than for film playback, though it
doesn't skimp on the latter.
If you can accept these qualities, you
should hear the Meridian Digital Theatre System—there's certainly nothing else
quite like it.
—Thomas J. Norton S
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Find out how good
your system REALLY is.
With Stereophile CDs & LPs.
POE M flute and piano by Prokofiev and Reinecke,

A reference standard since 1989! Sonatas for

plus Poem, by Charles Griffes. Thrill to the sound of
tube-miked performances which seem to
happen live. Space! Air! Ambience!
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Our follow-up triumph! All Brahms.. .
all brilliant, featuring piano virtuoso
Robert Silverman. Piano Sonata in f, Op.
5. Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. Full, rich
sound, recorded with tubes for truth of
timbre!

Available
on LP or CD!
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Phase your system,
test loudspeakers
and room, hear the difference amike makes.
Take this disc with you when evaluating loudspeakers and other gear—contains excerpts
from some ot the finest recordings ever made!
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aeopee
cekale!

Judge your speakers,
their placement
and performance. Test how much distortion
you can really hear. Check your amp for distortion and hear what CD jitter sounds like.
Determine what your system is doing
right ...or wrong.
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A FROZEN ROPE
STRAIGHT OUT OF THE PARK
Wes Phillips reviews the McCormack Micro Line Drive
Solid-state preamplifier with three line inputs and one tape loop; can be used with
adjustable gain stage (IdB/6dB/12dB) or as apassive, unity-gain device. Frequency
response: DC-300kHz +0/-3dB, active; DC-500kHz +01-3dB, passive. Input sensitivity for IV output: 9I5mV, IdB gain; 500mV, 6dB gain; 275mV, I2dB gain. Signal/noise
ratio: 108dB, A-weighted. Input impedance: 13k ohms. Output impedance: 100 ohms,
active/tape: varies with volume setting, but approximately 1700 ohms at 12:00 set-

ting, bypass. Maximum output: 6V, active; no limit, passive. Absolute polarity: noninverting. Dimensions: 93" W by 2.5" Hby 9" D. Shipping weight: 811. Serial number
of unit reviewed: 0191. Price: $595. Approximate number of dealers: 75. Manufacturer. McCormack Audio Corporation, 542 N. Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024.
Tel: (619) 436-7666. Fax: (619) 436-0107.

M

icro Line Drive? Ab-so-lutely;
it's ahome run, two thumbs up,
five stars—you pick the analogy. Priced at $595—solidly in affordable preamp country—the McCormack
Micro Line Drive is one of those rare hifi products that redefine expectations of
what can be accomplished at amoderate price point; at least when utilized
optimally.

I
NART, ECONOMY IS
ALWAYS BEAUTY. —HenryJames
The McCormack Micro Line Drive is a
striking design—and compact. Sporting an octagonal anthracite-gray faceplate, it measures 9.5" by 2.5" by 10"
(including RCAs and knobs). The control panel has two tiny lever switches—
one controls Inputs/Tape, the other Listen/Mute—but the front of the unit is
dominated by three tapered knobs: an
input selector and dual-mono volume
pots. Dual-mono, oh no!
Not to worry. These are ingeniously
linked (inside the case) with apulley/
thread system; turn one, the other moves
in tandem. Need to adjust channel balance? Just hold one knob and tune the
other independently. And feel? Lardy! I've
had sexual experiences that offered less
tactile pleasure than twirling these knobs.
Way past cool.
The back panel has seven pairs of
very-high-quality gold-plated RCAs,
and an input jack for its 22V wall-wart
power supply. Three line-level inputs
and atape deck can be accommodated.
Both active (with three levels of maximum gain—it comes set to 6dB,' but you
can choose less (1dB) or more (+12dB)
by relocating ablack connecting jumper) and bypass (passive) output options
are offered—unusual at any price, much
less one this modest. The unit sits on four
squishy, vibration-damping feet. The
solid-feeling casework is handsome;
IHint: If you must use the active gain-stage, use the
lowest gain setting possible.
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McCormack Micro Line Drive

fit'n'finish are exceptional. Crack this
baby open and be prepared to gape—
the board, and everything attached to it,
is of the very finest quality, and the
switches and inputs are hard-wired to the
board. Oh, mama! It's hard to believe you
could make this for $600, much less
buy it.
Hey, doofus,I can hear you asking. How
did it sound? That depended on what else
was in the system, and on which output
Iiced Iput the Micro Line Drive through
its paces with asystem that would not
normally be constructed around a$600
preamp—WATT/Puppy 5and Metaphor
2loudspeakers, Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A and VAC PA80/80 amplifiers, Audio Research CD-1, and
McCormack's own Digital Drive SST/
DAC-1. In this system, not counting
MIT's Terminator 3(an awfully good $99
digital cable), even the interconnects
(Magnan Type Vi) cost as much as the
MLD—and Transparent's Music Wave
Reference speaker cables cost seven times
more! Analog input was provided by my
Linn/Ittok/Sumiko SHO fed through a
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McCormack Phono Drive or Creek's
OBH-8 phono preamp.
M EEAR SHOULD REMAIN
THE FIRST AND LAST COURT
OF APPEAL.
—Paul Hindemith

As aunit with gain, the MLD performed
admirably. Neither the Metaphors
(91dB/W) nor WATT/Puppy 5s (92dB/W)
require much additional boost from a
preamp, so Ican't attest to the performance in asystem that demands the extra
oomph. If your situation does, then
arrange for aloaner from your dealer
before you purchase.
However, Idon't imagine many folks
are going to require the additional gain.
When would it be required? When the
speakers are insensitive or the amplifier
amite puny, or possessed of lowish input
sensitivity. If highly capacitive interconnects—or long runs between preamp
and power amp—are employed, then the
active output may also be required.
In choosing interconnects for apassive McCormack, stay below 1000pF/
channel. Extremely long runs, or highly
87

W ES PHILLIPS TALKS TO STEVE M CCORMACK
ABOUT THE M ICRO LINE COMPONENTS
Steve McCormack: The inspiration
for the Micro Line components goes
back acouple of years. The Mod
Squad Line Drive had evolved from
asmall, purely passive component
into the TLC-1—which is both
passive and buffered, and is avery
sophisticated piece of electronics.' I
wanted to introduce aline of products
that were limited in terms of features
but which were capable of high performance, so that audiophiles could
acquire true high-end equipment
at reasonable cost. The Micro Line
Drive preamplifier came first; then I
realized that, since we were already
building the ALD-1 preamplifier
with aplug-in phono module, Icould
design aseparate phono preamplifier
simply by making apower supply for
it. Then we developed the Micro
Headphone Drive and the Micro
Power Drive amplifier from scratch,
and those are now in production.
This was abit of agamble for us,
because the US market has traditionally equated size with quality. I'm not
saying this attitude has suddenly
changed, but Isee it is starting to
change. The response we've gotten
on the Micros—which has been
extremely positive—has shown us
that there are many out there who are
willing to accept the notion of smaller
high-quality components.
We will continue to release products in this format—I'm considering
aCD player, tuner, D/A converter,
and possibly acrossover network, and
I'm thinking about creating aMicro
Power Station, which would be the
same size package as the existing
products, but would have an enormous transformer in it. That way you
could power multiple Micro components with it and have abigger, better
power supply.
Wes Phillips: It's becoming increasingly
obvious that the better the power supply,
the better the sound quality.
McCormack: That's right. The
transformer is one of the keys. Ichose
agood-quality transformer for the
Micro components, but it is necessarily smaller than my ideal choice
would have been. We wanted to keep
the price reasonable, of course, and
this way we could give customers a
1Favorably revicwed by JA in Vol.17 No.7, July
1994, p.97.

chance to optimize the sound as their
needs—and finances—dictate.
Phillips: Speaking ofkeeping costs down,
Iopened the units and was amazed at the
high-quality parts and the level of handassembly involved.
McCormack: It's very important to
understand that there is no difference
in quality between our Micro components and our other components.
They're smaller in scale, they are more
focused niche products, and that allows
us to keep the costs down—somewhat. But they are every bit as high
in quality as anything else we make.
They are hand-built, like everything
else.

Steve McCormack

Phillips: So what differentiates the Micro
Line Drivefrom the TLC-I?
McCormack: First of all, the TLC
has far more flexibility; it has more
inputs, tape monitoring facilities,
things like that. Also, the TLC's
buffer system is the most sophisticated, most neutral and transparent
buffer amplifier that I've yet designed.
Iwanted something différent for the
Micro Line Drive; Iwanted atrue
preamplifier with gain; and in keeping with my philosophy, Ialso incorporated apassive output—so there is
acompletely passive path through it
as well as apath with gain. Ifelt that
that would give it the greatest flexibility; it could be used in absolutely
any system, whereas adevice like the
TLC will work in virtually every system under virtually any circumstance.
But because it does not have gain,
there are some situations where it
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cannot be used.
It is avery purist design aimed at
people looking for the ultimate in
neutrality and transparency. The circuitry in the Micro Line Drive is very
good, but it, perhaps, sacrifices alittle
bit of the TLC's neutrality for alittle bit more excitement. I'm talking
about the active part of it; the passive
parts are really equivalent. All of the
circuit-path elements are the same.
The only difference there lies in the
amount of flexibility you have.
Phillips: I've listened to the MLD alot
in its passive mode, and I've been listening to you and wondering how much more
transparent can aproduct get?
McCormack: Well.. .
not much!
The TLC-1's and the MLD's passive
outputs achieve a level of transparency that's very much like that of
agood interconnect cable. They're at
apoint of sharply diminishing returns
in the price vs performance arena. You
have to spend alot more money to
achieve anything arguably "better"—
even then you're talking about small
differences.
In the passive mode, there aren't
any really big differences between the
MLD, the TLC-1, or the ALD-I, for
that matter. They all share the same
basic circuit elements—the jacks,
wire, glass-epoxy circuit board, and
so forth—just configured abit differently in each product. In fact, the
MLD has the shortest, simplest passive circuit path, and the dual-mono
volume controls are also aperformance plus.
Phillips: Tell me about the Phono Line
Drive.
McCormack: The Phono Drive
ended up costing around $2000 with
all the options. Demand dropped off
dramatically in the last couple of
years, and it was very labor-intensive
to manufacture; we were forced to
discontinue it. We wanted to offer
people a good-quality, high-performance phono module to plug-in
to the ALD-1, so we designed a
board that offered the gain and the
options that you would expect. It
doesn't do everything that the Phono
Drive did, but Ifind it very satisfying to listen to. It's also capable of
handling low-output moving-coil
cartridges with very reasonable noise
levels. That module translated very
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easily into aMicro package with its
own dedicated power supply.
Phillips: Some cartridge manufacturers
are getting pretty silly—cartridges seem to
have increasingly lower outputs. What does
the Phono Drive need to see?
McCormack: A lot depends on
people's listening habits, the sensitivity of their speakers—wen their room
environments. Although somebody
might be quite happy with acartridge
that puts out less, Iwould consider
0.25-03mV to be the reasonable cutoff. Below that, the noise is going to
become bothersome.
Ido think that we're seeing aresurgence of interest in phono. That
comes as no surprise. Most people
still want to hear their records played
back on agood system, but overall
they're putting together more modest
analog systems than they were six
years ago. They're using goodquality turntable systems and reasonably priced cartridges—this is a
phono stage that makes agreat deal
of sense with that type of system.
Most people just want to enjoy their
recordings, and they will get alot out
of this phono stage.
Phillips: The Micro's size makes it easy
to place near the turntable—even you
need to put the line stage somewhere else
in the setup.
McCormack: You can run as long
an interconnect as you need, so you
could put your turntable wherever
you wanted.
Phillips: It seems absurd that the US hifi industry has totally ceded the marieetfor
easy-to-use, modestly sized equipment to
foreign mass-marketfirms. Ifthe only minisystems out thew sound terrible, then people
must logically conclude that bigger is better.
Ithink it's great that you've given people
back their shelf space.
McCortriack: Thank you.

y

capacitive cables, will trim top-end
performance to an amazing extent; we're
talking hand-over-the-mouth levels of
muffling here. Take care—the payoff is
worth it.
Compared to other $600 preamplifiers, the active McCormack is extremely
competitive; its bass response was beefy,
it had good drive, and it didn't spotlight
S
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any part of the frequency range at the
expense of another. Yet, while Iliked the
MLD in the active-gain mode, Inever
really loved it. The more gain employed,
the more distant Ifelt from the music. It
seemed neutral enough tonally, but I
never had the sort of passionate response
to music that Idemand.
Keep in mind, however, that the system Iwas using is brutally revealing; I'm
not surprised that any preamp, no matter
the price, had an audible presence. And
I'm not even saying that Iwas conscious
of veiling—it was less obtrusive than that.
But it was noticeable, nonetheless. Experience has revealed the importance of the
power supply in active audio circuitry—
from early Naim designs to Audio Alchemy's recent products, the more stable
the power supply, the better the component sounds—so I'm forced to wonder
what effect the (relatively) puny wall-wart
transformer has on the MLD's sound.

EVERYTHING SHOULD BE
MADE AS SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE,
BUT NOT SIMPLER.

—Albert Einstein
When Ichanged the interconnects to the
passive outputs—ay yai yai! We're talking
night and day. When used passively,
the MLD disappeared to afrightening
extent. With the ruthless magnifying lens
of the WATT/Puppy 5s to reveal the
slightest blemish in the system, Iheard
music Period. When Idescribe the sound
of the McCormack used passively, I'm
not praising it for a$600 preampeer, I'm
raving about acontender for Best Disappearing Act in Audio.
This is, of course, what every product
is supposed to do—to get out of the way
and just let the music through—but it
happens less frequently than you might
think. When it does happen, it makes life
miserable for your friendly neighborhood hi-fi reviewer (¡pobrecito!), because
we're supposed to tell you what these
things sound like. After long—long!—
audition, Ihave finally been able to nail
one sonic characteristic to the MLD: it
doesn't have the most authoritative bottom end out there, tending just asmoodge
to the lean side.
I'm reluctant to make much of this,
because Ibelieve that most equipment—
like most audiophiles—errs in the other
direction. Additionally, as Steve Guttenberg proclaims, gain can be addictive.
These two factors frequently emphasize
the bottom end to the detriment of natural tonal balance, and this emphasis is
so ubiquitous that we have come to crave
it, demand it, proclaim it real.
Even so, the Micro Line Drive shaved
heft off such recordings as the ÀLa Carte
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Brass & Percussion's Boogeyin'! Swamprock, Salsa, and Coltrane CD (Wildchild!
02452). "Papa Was aRolling Stone," an
Afro-Cuban arrangement of the classic
Temptations tune, is tremendously complex: a4/4 beat over a2/3 claves line keeps
the percussionists cooking while six
brass players punctuate the driving
rhythm under bass-singer Alvy Powell's
mock operatic reading of the lyrics.
The McCormack sorted all of this out
with clarity and precision. The timbales
rimshots were startlingly real—I heard
the snap of the transient as well as the
body of the drums—and the sound of
the brass instruments in the room was
rendered with vivid detail.
Many systems are unable to cleanly or
emphatically sort out this many different
lines. Yet Powell's bass vocals and Pete
Osde's sousaphone seemed to lack alittle
body. I've played sousaphone, and while
the instrument doesn't have the sonorous
richness of its papa, the tuba, it does—by
gar—have abig physical presence to
its sound. With the McCormack, the
sousaphone didn't exhibit that presence
to arealistic extent. Neither did Powell
have quite the orotund authority that his
classically trained voice has exhibited
through other first-rank preamps. As a
result, the sense of drive on this track
suffered slightly.
And yet ...
and yet, most of my time
listening to the MLD in passive mode
was not spent missing anything, but
rather marveling at the glories stamped
into my discs. Guy Clark's unjustly
obscure Boats to Build CD (Asylum/
American Explorer 61442-2) is an
extraordinarily well-recorded collection
of songs featuring an all-acoustic band
made up of some of Nashville's finest
(albeit slightly bent) players. The conversational tenor of Clark's husky vocals
lends an intimacy to the disc that the
quiet passion of the playing reinforces.
On "I Don't Love You Much, Do pr
Emmylou Harris sings harmony and
trades leads with Clark on alternate
verses. I've never heard her voice sound
more natural. While the years may have
lopped some of the silvery tinkle off the
top of her range, they've burnished the
base-metal to an even deeper luster—
and the McCormack let me hear this for
what it truly is, not as asystem-induced
coloration. Additionally, the individual
instruments sounded true to life, and
were placed realistically in space—as
were the players' shouts in response to
Clark's "Hey!" on "Jack of All Trades'
which came across with startling U-Rthere intensity, placed outside the speaker
locations and well behind them in the
room.
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Vanguard's killer reissue of the
Menotti and Copland Piano Concertos
with Earl Wild (SVC-3) also played to
the MLD's strong suits. Unless you own
this disc (or its analog forebear, VSD2094), you probably don't know these
delightful modem works. You should,
they're ear candy: lively, pleasing, dramatic pieces—here in R2D4 quality,
although arecording weighted atad too
much toward the piano in balance. But,
va va va vivid! Ahuge, thrilling soundstage
constructed around Wild's muscular
playing gave nothing away in either presence or detail. The McCormack's Umbrai
purity and transparency served this
recording spectacularly well. Nothing
distanced me from the event, the piano
sounded alive and was possessed of the
requisite body—the balance problems
belong to the disc, of course, not the preamp. Ditto the orchestra: huge sound/
modest hall—any component that says
different is aliar.

THE CHIEF ENEMY OF GOOD
IS BETTER.
—Dr. Milton Greene
Assessing the quality of the McCormack

Micro Line Drive has been both easy and
frustratingly difficult. Easy, because, at
its best, it's averitable giant-killer. Used
as apassive, unity-gain device, the MLD
was capable of atransparency and an
immediacy that damned few megabuck
preamps can aspire to. If you don't
require additional input options, and if
your amplifier/speaker interface doesn't
dictate additional gain, then you'd be
hard-pressed to find a preamp that
sounds better. Period.
But the interaction of the McCormack
and your other gear is the crucial part of
the equation; Icertainly advise you to
audition carefully and with exactly your
own setup—down to cable length. If this
sounds like I'm suggesting ahome demo,
well bingo!
If you do require the additional gain
derived from the MLD's active stages,
however, the choice is less obvious. The
preamplifier performed better than many
in my rather revealing test system, but
it didn't begin to compare to its passive
potential. It may even be unfair of me to
harp on this, because its performance as
an active component is satisfactory—
especially for acomponent costing less
than $600. If McCormack does produce
an add-on, heavily regulated power supply, who knows what potential lurks in
its active stages? But don't blame me for
being too hard on it; listening to it, as a
passive preamplifier, has shown me just
how good aproduct in its price class
can be.
Oh, man! That sounds so measured, so
90

less gain than specified-0.8dB, 5.85dB,
and 11.4dB for the three settings—but
this is insignificant.
Although there are separate volume
controls for each channel, each is based
on a25k ohm stereo potentiometer with
the two channels wired in parallel. This
gives ameasured input impedance of
12.7k ohms. Adjusting the controls to
their maximum setting gave achannel
difference of almost zero. Reducing the
setting to the 12:00 position resulted
in asignificant channel imbalance of
1.28dB. Yes, this could then be zeroed
out by slipping one channel against the
other, but it suggests that the MLD's
channel tracking is not that good. I
GOD EXISTS IN THE DETAILS.
would adjust the controls to give iden—Mies van der Rohe
tical gains in the region where Imost
Having reviewed McCormack's TLC-1
often set the level, using the lkHz referin July '94, Iwas intrigued to see how the
ence tone from Stereophile's Test CD 3and
less-expensive Micro Line Drive—$595
an AC voltmeter.
vs $995—compared, particularly as its
The active output impedance meacosmetics are better. (In fact, the MLD
is gorgeous.) Whereas the TLC uses a sured to specification at alowish 100
unity-gain output buffer consisting of ohms from 10Hz to 20kHz. The passive
output impedance varied according to
apair of complementary discrete FETs,
the position of the volume control, howthe MLD's circuit is based on apremium
ever. Set to maximum volume and loaded
op-amp chip, the Burr-Brown OPA604
with 100k ohms, the output impedance
with what appears to be discrete output
was amoderate 26 ohms. At the 3:00
devices. The stage gain is changed by
position, however, this had risen to ahigh
switching resistors in the feedback loop:
3k ohms, dropping to 2.7k ohms at
into a100k ohm load, Imeasured alittle
12:00. As WP points out, don't use long
2Ibelieve the 604 is the saine op-amp used in the killer
cable runs of normal-capacitance cable,
Premium version of the HeadRoom headphone amplior even moderate runs of high-capacifier.
—JA

limp. The McCormack Micro Line
Drive is one of those "Why Don't
They?" products. You know, as in when
you and your audio pals are sitting
around bitchin' about how expensive
everything is, and how only the rich kids
can ever cop ataste—and then somebody
asks, "Why don't they build something
simple and basic that just gets out of the
way and lets you hear the music? 'Cause
it's simple, it wouldn't have to cost much.
Why doesn't somebody do that?"
Well, McCormack did—and they even
trust you enough to figure out how good
it is.
—Wes Phillips

NOW, ABOUT THOSE VOLUME CONTROLS
Now, about that linking system for
the dual-mono pots. By and large, I
liked it. Those of us who have lived
with independently tracking dualmono pots know what apain in the
butt they can be—especially if you're
the obsessive-compulsive type most
at risk for Audiophilia nervosa. You lie
awake at night contemplating channel balance and questioning whether
the slight differential you've detected
is afaulty setting or just an asymmetrical hall. It doesn't matter that
stereo pots are just as likely to track
differently over their range—they
give peace of mind simply because
they don't encourage speculation in
the first place. And, of course, just
when you've set those dual-mono
controls perfectly. ..
awell-meaning
friend will come along and "adjust"
them for you.
McCormack's solution works
extremely well. Ido realize—and
hear! Ireally do!—that dual-mono
potentiometers sound better. The
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mechanically simple linkage employed
in the Micro Line Drive works great
and allows you to forget all about the
tweakier aspect of dual-mono, except
that, at the extreme bottom of their
range—at least when utili7Pd with as
sensitive a speaker as the WATT/
Puppy 5s—they tracked ever-soslightly differently. It drove me nuts!
Understand that, with the (insignificantly) less-sensitive Metaphor 2s
and at anything approaching normal
listening levels, this was never evident. But in early-, early-morning
and late-, late-evening listening sessions—when Iwas trying to be as
unobtrusive as aman with this kind
of stereo could be—I spent an awful
lot of time adjusting balance.
On the other hand, Ihave used
devices with ganged volume pots
where one channel mutes before the
other fades from audibility. Compared to that, the McCormack performs just fine.
—Wes Phillips
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tance cable, if the MLD's treble is not to
sound rolled-off. The tape outputs are
buffered by the same dual-op-amp chip
as that used in the TLC-1: aBiFET-input
Analog Devices AD712. The tape output
impedance measured 100 ohms. While
there was no interaction between the tape
circuit and the main circuit with the
front-panel switch set to "Listen," with
it set to "Mute" the tape outputs were
drastically reduced in level if the volume
control was set above 5:00. This won't
be aproblem in usual use, but if the MLD
owner wants to tape asource without
monitoring it, she should remember to
back off the volume controls.
Whether in active or passive mode (the
latter using low-capacitance cables), the
MLD's response was perfectly flat
within the audio band. The Audio Precision signal generator only runs up to
200kHz, by which time the output had
dropped by just 1.5dB. The channelseparation graph (fig.1) reveals some
asymmetry in the crosstalk behavior, the
maximum separation being better in the
right-to-left direction. Still, at better than
82dB separation in the audioband, this
is excellent performance. The decrease
in separation above 2kHz visible in fig.1
is due to capacitive coupling between the
channels; the decrease below that frequency is probably due to coupling
through the wall-wart power supply.
Like its TLC-1 sibling, the McCormack MLD is avery quiet unit. Looking at aspectral analysis of the left channel's output with the volume control
wide open and with the selected input
loaded by the Audio Precision's 25

ohm source impedance, just asingle
power-supply-related component could
be seen, at 180Hz—and that was 100dB
down from anominal 1V reference level!
The distortion was also low—fig.2
shows the THD+noise percentage plotted against frequency in the medium,
6dB gain setting. The right channel is a
little noisier than the left: its THD trace
(dotted) is actually dominated by noise.
The MLD's distortion spectrum (fig.3)
is typically dominated by the third and
higher odd-order harmonics. These are
well down in level, however, at better
than -95dB. The MLD did seem relatively immune to the effect of the load
it was asked to drive: fig.3 was taken at
ahighish drive level, 1V, into ademanding 600 ohms!
This excellent drive capability can also
be seen in the MLD's plot of output voltage against distortion/noise percentage
(fig.4), again taken with the MLD set to
medium gain. The uniform drop of
THD +N below 2V output shows that
noise is the main contributor to this measurement below that level. The true
steady-state distortion is actually around
the 0.002% region. Note that the clipping point (defined as the 1% THD
point) is just over 6V into both 100k
ohms and 600 ohms.
This is excellent measured performance. Though the odd-order distortion spectrum looks asniff suspicious,
the artifacts are all well below audibility. And the Micro Line Drive's excellent output-drive ability is praiseworthy.
—John Atkinson

The
Model 78
Disappearing
Act
In building the Model 78, our goal is to

make (hem so musical, dynamic, transparent and

"un-boxy" that they would simply disappear from your
system in presenting the music.
Almost even/ reviewer and audiophile who auditioned
the Model 78 at the 1995 Winter CES (driven by 28Wpc
single-ended triode amplifiers) was amazed al the
extraordinary scale and refinement of their performance,
especially on good razz and classical recordings.

Pro.. IdeCom.1.“1111111.0111.1101811.1.1ebbled.
00

Superlatives like "layers and layers of truly palpable
soundstage". "rich tonal balance","very accurate timbre"
and "dynamic, fast" were heard describing the Model 78.
What they also could not believe was that this handcrafted. handsome 38" o9" o9" masterpiece sells for

41f.

only $2,995 apair! The Model 78 is destined to set a
.no

new standard.of pedormance, craftsmanship and value.
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Speaking of value, here are the facts on the Model 78:
•35Hz to 22kHz frequency response, ±3 dB

1200
00

Fig.I McCormack Micro Line Drive, active
outputs, crosstalk (L—R, top at 2kHz)
(I0dB/vertical div.).

.0

2(60

>00.0

omoa

Fig.3 McCormack Micro Line Drive, active
outputs, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC—IkHz, at IV into 600 ohms.

•87 dB/1 watt/1 metre sensitivity
•8Ohm or higher impedance from 35 Hz to 22 kHz
•Custom-made ScanSpeak and Eton Kevlar drivers
•Drivers matched to within ±0.25 dB in apair
•Star-grounded crossover with ± 1% components
•Cardas' OFCffellunum binding posts and wiring
•2" MDF front baffle, 1" MDF on 5sides, fully braced
•Hand-laid, selected rosewood veneers on all 6sides
US/Canadian Inquiries:

Canorus Inc.
(416) 972-0320 tel
(416) 972-0330 fax

International Inquiries:

Focus Audio Inc.
(905) 415-8773 tel
(905) 415-0456 fax

Fig.4 McCormack Micro Line Drive, active
Fig.2 McCormack Micro L'ne Drive, active
outputs, THD+noise (%) vs frequency at
IV into 100k ohms,
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outputs, distortion (%) vs output voltage
into 100k ohms (bottom below 2V, top

FOCUSAUDIO

above 2V) and 600 ohms.
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Find out
how good
your
system
REALLY

is...with
the new
Test CD 3
from Stereophile!
The completely new Test CD 3is the audiophile's essential companion:
Groove to great performances in natural
audiophile sound from Airto Moreira and the
Gods of Jazz, Robert Silverman, Dean Peer,
Doug MacLeod, Jimmy Rogers, Sara K., Dick
Hyman, and the Empire Brass Quintet!

Check for colorations and resonances
Experience aFormula 1Grand Prix in U-R-There
binaural sound.
See if you can hear the effects of microphone
"shuffling."

Home in on your Home Theater's balance.
Set up your stereo speakers by ear.
Settle on your system's soundstaging.

Try out HDCD® and surround-sound—encoded
music tracks.
Does noise-shaping make digital sound better?
Does data reduction make digital sound worse?
And more...

Burn-in your components with aunique
noise signal.

Test CD 3is Stereophile's best yet—you needed it yesterday!

Reserve your copy of Test CD 3!
Name
Address

City

Please send me

copy(ies) of Test CD 3

State

(x)

Zip

$9.95 each

(+)

Shipping &Handling

$3.50/order U.S. arid Canada

(=)

Total this order

D Check enclosed (Payable to Stereopbile in US dollars)

D Charge my:

D MasterCard

D Visa

Credit Card Number

$8/order Foreign (airmail)

12 Am Ex
Exp. Date

Signature
Return this form to: Stereopbile kPO. Box 5960
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Santa Fe, NM 87502
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Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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FORSELL THE STATEMENT
POWER AMPLIFIER
Jonathan Scull
Solid-state stereo power amplifier with Multisectional Feedback and Feedforward
Algorithm (Forsell' Regulation Principals). Output power (1% THD): 300W into
8ohms (dBVV), 500W into 4ohms (dBVV), 800W into 2ohms (dB. Input impedance
(balanced to ground): 10k ohms. Output impedance (20Hz-10kHz): linearized to 0
ohms. Voltage gain: 34.5dB. Overall feedback factor. 3da Power consumption: 2x800W
maximum. Dimensions 23.3" (590mm) W by 26.4" (670mm) Dby 14.6" (370mm)

H(on its feet). Weight in box with granite feet 200 lbs. Serial number of unit revie,ved:
032. Price: $30,000. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer Forsell Mediphone, Inc., Gátalandsvâgen 188, 125 35 Álvsjii, Sweden. Tel: (46) 8-647-0080. Fax:
(46) 8-647-0078. US distributor. Bertrand Audio Imports, 49 Fairview Ave., Nashua,
NH 03060. Tel: (603) 883-1982. Fax: (603) 880-4533.

I

first saw the huge physical presence
that is The Statement at the 1995
WCES in one of Dr. Peter Forsell's
two rooms. The Statement sports the
same mirror-finish black acrylic coachwork and gold hardware of Dr. Forsell's
other creations. Iwas astonished to see
it sitting upon square, dark, polished
granite footers—a large single block up
front, two smaller granite edifices at the
rear corners. "Because we listen to our
products, we take care of the details:' Dr.
Forsell told me. Iwas later to learn that
asmall "beanbag" on top of the front
granite footer contains ballbearings.
"From the beginning," Dr. Forsell informed me, "we followed the theory that
the amp should be very stable in the vertical plane, but be able to move sideways
abit. If you have something very stable
in all planes, it tends to resonate
On the faceplate of The Statement (of
course) are two large, gold-plated buttons for "igniting" the fully independent,
dual-mono amps contained within the
single chassis. The large expanse of the
top plate looks very Lambo, with slotted
vents at the rear for cooling the transverse
12-cylinder that resides within. If you
look straight down through the hi-tech
engine cover slats on the top, you might
be misled into thinking you were peering into an empty chamber—"What!?
$30,000 for air?" But removing the top
cover reveals anumber of large vertical
metal plates which act as heatsinks. The
Statement is gigantic, imposing, and
heavy. "Why not monoblocks?" Iasked.
"I thought it was alittle more impressive-looking this way," Dr. Forsell
chuckled.
You see, Swedish surgeon Peter Forsell
looks at the world quite differently from
the way most audio designers do. This
insightfulness into the delicate balance
required for the retrieval of very-lowlevel signals, and his attention to the
manner in which the signal originates,
epitomizes all his work (see the sidebar).
STEREOPHILE, JuNE 1995

Forsell The Statement

The overall design of The Statement
demonstrates Dr. Forsell's original approach to audio design. The Statement
is atrue dual-mono design, sharing only
the chassis. Two separate LEC powercord modules powerfour separate amplifiers within the amp (L and R driver
stages, Land R output stages). It uses a
fully balanced internal topology; the
input XLRs are connected with pin 2
hot. If connected to asingle-ended preamplifier, the signal passes through an
additional input stage following the
WBT 0252 RCA phono jacks, which
splits the signal into hot and cold polarities before sending it on its way. As my
CAT SL-1 Signature's outputs are exclusively single-ended, these are the inputs Iused throughout the test period.
According to Dr. Forsell, you lose very
little when you make asingle-ended
connection, so Ishelved my angst and
opened my ears.
There are two sets of speaker termi-
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nals, one pair MC (Multi Contact) 4mm
bananas, the other aWBT 0730 terminal set.

I
T'S AHYBRID WORLD
OUT THERE

The Statement is ahybrid of sorts; a
powerful, high-bias, class-A MOSFET
driver stage is coupled to alower-bias
bipolar output stage. If that seems
unremarkable to you, keep in mind that
the driver stage alone outputs 120W
(100W in pure class-A) and could be a
commercial product on its own. Not to
mention the bipolar output device count:
32 per side!
"MOSFETs are very musical transistors [in that they] sound abit tube-like
Dr. Forsell explained. "The problem is
they don't have the resolution in the bass.
It's more like aone-note bass—not so
tight or detailed, but overall very musical. Bipolars have much more transistorlike sound; better bass and more detail.
93

They also have alittle of the bad characteristics of the normal transistor amp:
they can get alittle hard, they're less
musical, and not as sweet. What we have
done is worked to find the right way to
combine the two types of transistors
utilizing the best parts of everybody!
"While the MOSFET drivers run at
avery high bias, the bipolar outputs run
at very low bias. If you were to run the
bipolars at ahigh bias also, the enormous
amounts of current flowing in the output
stage would prevent you from hearing
the small acoustic details—you lose
them. If you have too much current in
the output stage, this also increases the
reactive load from the transformer,
which results in electromagnetic disturbances and unwanted mechanical energy.
"Additionally, in normal class-A designs,
the high current in the power section will
result in heavy loading of the mains
power supply. Extremely high values of
mains pulse currents will ensue. Due to
the reactive impedance characteristics of
the power supply, electromagnetic disturbances in the audible frequency range
will occur and [Swedespeak Warning!]
highly destruct the sound performance.
Disturbances will be conducted both
mechanically and by air radiation. For
optimal loading of the mains, the reactance of the transformer must be matched
with the reactive values of the filter caps.
If you use avery large transformer, you
need to use small electrolytic capacitors.
Otherwise, you get the unwanted reactive load and less good sound. Therefore,
the transformers in The Statement are
optimized for maximum sound quality,
not for maximum output into extreme
low-impedance loads." [The Statement
uses two 800 VA power transformers, one per
channel, and 280,000e of power-supply
reservoir capacitance using both 33,000e/
100V high-ripple-current grade cans and
1000µF/63V high-speed types.—Ed.]
"Of course, the problem with lowbias bipolars is the crossover distortion.
But because we use this very powerful
MOSFET driver stage, there is no problem at all—they always get what they
want."
Always get what they want? Ithought to
myself. Idug further—it's what Ido.
Dr. Forsell continued: "You use classA high-bias if you want the transistor to
be always open, so there's no so-called
switch effect; therefore, this eliminates
crossover distortion. In our design, the
MOSFETs and bipolars are biased to be
open all the time, preventing hysteresis,
notch distortion, and time delay while
the transistor is closing and opening.
This way we get the advantages of the
fuller dynamics of transistors, and the
94

EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT FORSELLING
BUT W ERE AFRAID TO ASK

Jonathan Scull: Let's talk about the
new Forsell Air Reference D/A Converter.
Dr. Peter Forsell: Every normal D/A
converter has high-frequency dirt in
the output. You know, the frequency
response goes out to 22kHz, and then
it's falling slowing. And it's full of
high-frequency dirt up there. And
these high frequencies infiltrate everywhere. It's like aradio signal—they're
creeping everywhere destroying the
sound! And the only way to avoid
this is to have avery sharp type of
filter. People believe that if you make
this kind of sharp filter, you get phase
anomalies. This takes away the ambience, airiness, and then it doesn't
sound so good.
In our D/A, there's no high-frequency dirt above 22kHz—it's 95dB
down! It was measured so by the
Danish magazine High Fidelity. They
said they never made another measurement that even came close to our
D/A. It was strange, they thought, we
had such asharp filter and still there
was so much airiness and room information. But the real explanation is
there was no sharp cutoff filter in our
D/A!
Scull: Excuse me? [I was nonplussed.
Idid my best not to appear confused.]
Forsell: In anormal DAC, all this dirt
is coming from the digital side of the
DAC to the analog side in the earth
plane. And it's on the earth plane that
you'll find lots of stray currents, as
there's often adifference in potential
between stages. So then you have this
floating current, and all this dirt is
traveling along with it through the
earth plane.
So how do you get rid of this dirt?
Designers of audio equipment have
found that the sound is better when
you connect the ground planes at one
point to the chassis—that what's
called "star grounding!' However, if
you simply connect all these grounds
to one earth plane, there's always current flowing on the earth planes
between stages. What we have done
is divide the earth plane into nine
different earth planes, and each one
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comprises what we call aConstant
Current Loop. So we have nine of
these Constant Current Loops for the
nine stages in this D/A, and each of
the nine stages has its own balanced
earth planes.
Scull: Looking into my crystal ball, Ican
see you're about to explain what aConstant Current Loop is, right?
Forsell: Of course! Normally, in a
simple power supply, you find aresistor in series and acapacitor in parallel.
We have designed acircuit where
atransistor acts like aresistor, and
another transistor acts like ashunt
regulator—that is to say, acapacitor.
We use values of as much as 10
megohms in series and 0.1µF in parallel; so in each loop of regulation,
there's a total damping factor of
140dB. In this way, the circuit damps
disturbances and acts as avoltage
stabilizer, and we get aConstant Current Loop.
Let me try to explain it more simply. Each of these stages has voltage
coming in and out.. ..The ground
wire is normally connected to the
earth plane only. That means you
have lots of dirt riding the earth plane,
going everywhere. This dirt comes
from the mains and from interstage
voltage differentials. So with our
design, you have then one constant
current in, and one constant current
out—and each "leg" is damped
140dB!
Then we fine-tune each Constant
Current Loop so exactly that there's
absolutely no current at all on the
earth plane. If you misadjust by just
alittle bit, it floats current on the earth
plane, so we fine-tune this with great
care. We take a10 ohm or even a10k
ohm resistor and make very tiny
adjustments. When we have done this
for all nine stages of regulation, then
we have an earth plane with no stray
currents, no disturbances, and no dirt
can go from the digital side to the
analog side.
So that's why the Danish magazine
was so amazed at the measurements.
There is some filtering after the
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DAC, but it's "normal" filtering—
not as you might think from the measurements of the sharp dropoff. Just
taking away these disturbances has
this enormous effect on these high
frequencies; and, after all, that's what
everyone wants to achieve up there.
Some designers use opto-couplers,
transformers—people do anything to
try and stop the digital dirt from
reaching the analog side—and our
way is the secret of making an
analog-sounding D/A.
When you use transformers, for
example, it's theoretically very nice—
the signal is going through the windings, but the high frequencies are
passing right through these transformers as if they didn't mist! They're
like radio signals, they're so high in
frequency. Take, for example, aconnector for the digital signal. The
signal doesn't care at all if the connector is on or off, it's just going right
over it!

changed the entire upper mechanism
—the boards and the clock, for example. The update for the transport is
more problematic than [that] for the
DAC, but we are trying to make the
upgrade for the cheapest possible
price. We try to take care of all our
customers. The only problem is the
first 100 units, [which] have the old
mechanicals. For those units, we arc
in the process of making an interim,
or "halfway," update, so to say, where
you can exchange some of the necessary parts. This update for the earlier
units is not ready quite yet, but it will
be shortly. Units numbering 100 to
300 arc much easier to upgrade. The
biggest change is between the earlier
units and the transports with serial
numbers greater than 100.
Scull: $30,000for The Statement is alot
of money, and Iunderstand that your entire
digitalfront-end is coming upfor aprice
increase. What goes into your equipment
that makes it so dear?

Dr. Peter Forsell

Scull: Isee How complicated is the implementation.?
Forsell: It takes many hours to build
and tune the units. The first several
took 14 hours each! But when you
have some experience and make five
at atime, then it goes faster—but it
still takes several hours to do this. You
know, I'm not sure we have made the
best D/A in the world, but we have
significantly made the best power
supply!
Scull: What about the transport? How
does aMk.II derfrom the earlier units?
Forsell: The transport has anew
internal mechanical construction. We
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Forsell: Let me tell you about the
quality of the products. You know,
to achieve this shiny gold and acrylic
finish, we can only sell 80 of 100 units
made, as the rest are not good enough.
We use aspecial process of goldplating over brass, and it's very tricky.
You must dip the part into the acid
only for avery short while to get this
extremely shiny finish. If you keep it
in the acid abit too little, you get bubbles; if too long, it comes out matte
and not shiny.
Our customers, especially [those]
in the Far East, like this special shiny
finish. To achieve this, we have one
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man working for $2000 amonth just
controlling the production of these
parts. He goes to the factory and
inspects them, then packs them in
special travel packaging and takes
them to the polishing guy. After
inspection, he repacks them in the
special packing, and brings them back
to us. All this means that every one
of our suppliers has raised their prices
on us, and we also have another guy
to pay. But we do turn out avery finished and attractive product with
absolutely top-quality control. So
that's one reason for the price increase. But the most important part
is to cover new development, to find
better solutions, and make better
sound.
Ican tell you that we have learned
lots of things about good sound in
the last few years during our research
and development. And we have learned
about the materials part of it. For
example, we listened to different
resistors, capacitors, and cables. We
experimented with different solutions
for the power supply, tried different
manufacturers for transformers—lots
of these things affect sound, and the
choices were always made by listening. Much of this was done in the
earlier days, when we started our
company. It was incredible hard work
to find these things out. For example,
we bought transformers from 10
different companies, and made all the
different connections of the turnings.
All this made things much easier with
the new amplifier.
Scull: So what are the DAC and transport likely to cost?
Forsell: Probably the price will be
around $9900 for the transport and
$6500 for the D/A. This may seem
like alot; but you know, people in the
Far East complain we have too low
prices! But then there will be alessexpensive D/A, transport, and an
integrated player, somewhere around
the $3500-$4500 range. So we think
we can continue to do this really high
quality for those who want it, while
offering other products [that are]
based on the same technology, only
more easy on the pocket[bookl. The
integrated's price is not yet set, but it
will be even less costly than the
separates together.
Scull: Thank you very muchfor sharing
this with us, Dr. Forsell. Try to get sonic
sleep on the way back to Sweden, okay?
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the ultimate
surround sound
Life is stressful.

You

could spend afew thousand dollars rushing to aweekend getaway at a

rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage your home for one of those "quiet as arecording
studio" motor cars you've seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and
relax in the sanctity of your own home with apair of Sennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...at

a budget

you can easily afford.
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amp is fast because there's not so much
current flowing through the output transistors. This also means the amp doesn't
get that hot, and will last much longer.
The disadvantage to all this is that you
don't get the doubling of power at 4and
2ohm loads. But here we have made an
amp of incredible high power to begin
with-300W or better depending on the
impedance of the speaker—so we are not
very concerned about doubling. It's just
anew way of thinking!'
Indeed.

THE FEEDBACK ISSUE
When Iasked Dr. Forsell to explain the
"Multisectional Feedback and Feedforward" as implemented in The Statement,
he told me, "Everybody who has played
around building their own tube amps in
the early days knows that the more feedback you use, it takes something away
from the sound. The small dynamics, the
bloom, the spontaneity is missing. Just
asmall amount of feedback destroys all
that. With lots of feedback, the sound gets
withdrawn and doesn't come out—
there's no bloom.
"The only problem is if you have no
feedback, you get too nice sound, too
much bloom, too much extra added
second-order harmonic distortion. For
example, single-ended amplifiers sound
nice, musical, often with good speed, but
with asmall amount of cotton built into
the sound. Voices get too [he opened his
mouth and made an "awwwww" sound, putting his chin down in his chest—I'll hazard
aguess he was trying to say "chesty"] and
when you come alittle bit further in your
musical listening experience, you don't
want that either. You want clean, clear
sound without this distortion, and without the negative side of feedback, so to
say. We have experimented with extremely
small amounts of feedback and feedforward, and we mix them together in avery
special way to achieve maximum sound
quality without distortion!'

TUNING, TUNING, TUNING
Preamp for the duration of the evaluation was my CAT SL-1 Signature firmly
squeezed in aMichael Green Design
Signature ClampRack. Iput the SL-1's
power supply on another shelf perched
on a set of small Audiopoints. The
umbilical to the CAT was festooned with
three ofThe Original Cable Jackets, with
another on the power cord to the wall.
Cable Jackets proliferate in our system,
and were in place on all front-end components.
To calibrate our ears, we began by
listening to my reference Jadis JA 200
amplifiers and Jadis's JS1 Symmetrical
STEREOPHILE, JuNE 1995

offer some of their line with acombination of soft footers and amechanical
grounding spike.
Those who have high audiophile rage
levels or little tolerance for tweakdom
should skip past this next tuning tidbit.
Those who embrace tweakery for what
Ibelieve it to be—multiple low-level
improvements leading to abig improvement overall—should read on and enjoy.
And don't treat your audio equipment
like asacred cow—pull the cover off
(unplugged, if you please) and take alook
around at least once. Try some of these
tuning techniques for yourself?
We listened to the Forsell processor
with its top cover—two drilled metal
plates with adamping layer between—
both on and off. We then evaluated the
sound with both magnetic and nonmagnetic cover screws, finding the best sound
using no screws, no top cover, and
Clamped in aSignature ClampRack.
Dr. Forsell felt that one of the significant factors of the highly musical performance of the Jadis JS1 in our system
was due to the tight embrace of the
ClampRack.2 (More clamping matters
and resonance-control considerations in
this month's "A Matter of Taster) The
difference in sound between nonmagnetic and magnetic screws was surprising, to say the least, and the ClampRack
further allowed us to microtune the processor for best sound.
Next was the Forsell Air-Bearing CD
transport. We'd already received the new
Statement amplifier modules await assembly.
corpus delicti (newer interior mechanicals
With the Forsell D/A, you're obliged and larger, more robust top piece, which
to make achoice as to the type of data- included the all-important laser carrier—
link, and stick with it. A tiny hard-to- the pants-presser, if you will). Dr. Forsell
reach jumper must be moved to change installed the new boards, and pointed out
from 110 to 75 ohms when switching the newer, more tidy, easy-to-manubetween these two connections. Not facture interior of his Mk.II transport.
very user-friendly, but this arrangement We installed the available ST board and
hooked it to the power supply and the
is all about achieving best sound. As Dr.
Forsell eschews glass connections, his clock. After careful listening, Kathleen
and Idecided that the active circuitry of
processor has none.
the glass board degraded the sound of
We listened to the Forsell D/A on various combinations of footers sited atop the coax output (remember, the Forsell
the uppermost shelf of aClampRack. processor does not have aglass input):
You might want to try different types of too much to bear. We tried leaving the
footers under the same components— ST board installed but with its powersuch as processors, DACs, and preamps supply cable disconnected, which helped,
but the real culprit turned out to be the
—in your system. Before you swallow
slim, hard-to-connect wire to the clock.
your Tiptoe, let me tell you this is less
radical than it sounds. Such mainstream This was entirely too problematic to
hook up each time Iwanted to change
manufacturers as McCormack Audio
to glass, so we decided to do without.
1The Forsell processor upgrades included the latest
We also did the magnetic screw thing
8412 Crystal "E" receiver/interface chip and anew,
on the transport; once again, Ifound the
larger power-supply board. (If your unit sports eight
fuses on the PC board, meeting Europe's stringent new
nonmagnetic to sound best. (Before you

D/A processor (also Clamp'ed) driven by
the Forsell transport—the Jadis J1 Drive
was unavailable. Dr. Forsell avowed he'd
never heard the Jadis JS1 processor sound
as good as it did here, and that remained
his target—besting the French products.
Next, step by meticulous step, we
installed and tuned The Statement,
updated and tuned the Forsell D/A processor,' and upgraded the Forsell transport—all the while listening carefully
between each step. It was along visit!
Tuning the Forsell processor involved
listening to it grounded, ground-lifted,
and with reverse electrical polarity. We
preferred alifted ground using "normal"
polarity. We listened in both balanced
and single-ended modes; Imuch preferred the coax single-ended connection
—balanced was entirely too lacking in
energy and pace.

1EC 65 specifications, it has the newer power supply.)
The updated processor sounded significantly better than
the previous version—more pace, energy, transparency,
openness, and certainly better bass. The power supply
is one upgrade I'd suggest to everyone who's serious
about their Forsell sound.

2We had set the JS1 up with large Aucliopoints on the
bottom, and four small, upward-pointing Audiopoints
ranged about the inner rim of the upper part of the processor. What can Itell you? That's what sounded best.
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spit, remember that many audiophiles
go to great lengths to use nonmagnetic
hardware for cartridges.) For the final
tweak, Dr. Forsell agreed that the footer
setup I'd settled on during the last few
months—two Harmonix RF-66 footers
at the rear, and either alarge Audiopoint
or aGoldmund Cone under the front—
sounded best for his transport.
The Audiopoint sounded tight and
quick, it imaged better, and nicely illuminated the highs. The Goldmund was
tighter in the bass (as always), smoother
in the midrange, but atouch dark and
closed-in at the top. Ifound that surprising—I'm accustomed to tight bass
from the Goldmunds, but often find that
the Swim cones cause the highs to sound
abit astringent. (That may be due to
metal-to-metal contact, and not acrylicto-metal, as here.) This schema tilts the
transport up in front abit, but Dr. Forsell
told me not to be concerned. The entire
construct sat on asuper-rigid five-shelf
JustaRack—a perfect nesting place for the
transport.
Of course, The Statement didn't
escape the magnetic-screw affair, in spite
of the top cover's 16 screw holes! In this
instance, after extremely careful listening,
we wound up with only two nonmagnetic screws holding the top on (front
center, and the one located in the center
of the top behind the gold nameplate).
The LP turntable was the ever-spinning, zero-histrionics Forsell Air Force
One with both the Symphonic Line RG8Gold and the newly minted van den
Hal Grasshopper IV caressing the grooves.
(More about the 'Hopper IV in an
upcoming review.) The analog notes here
are amélange from listening sessions
using both cartridges. My turntable had
received the Forsell Treatment'nduring
an earlier visit: anew, heavier brass and
acrylic platter was installed, which
resulted in even greater rotational stability and quietness.
The Statement was very sensitive to
electricity. It sounded positively the best
on weekends, especially Sundays, and
weekday evenings after six or seven. I
don't consider this amajor issue—even
when it wasn't totally happy with its
electrical diet it still sounded terrific. In
any case, Ididn't have enough power
conditioners on hand. Best power cords
by awide margin were 10' lengths of the
new Mango Gen.3s straight into our
dual-quad, dedicated, 30A, hospitalgrade sockets.
After listening we lifted the grounds
on the power cords and reversed their
polarity. We also employed Gen.3s on
the transport, D/A, and the CAT. (The
front-end components get dual-quad
S
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analog and digital side hospital-grade
sockets as well, all tied to agood ground
at acold-water pipe.) Speakers were my
fully tweaked Avalon Ascents. Cable was
the mighty XL0 Signature throughout,
with the exception of the digital datalink,
which was either the fab'n'focused Kimber AGDL, or the latest version of the
extremely musical, airy, and smoother
Marigo Apparition.3
Which neatly leads us to ...

THE SOUND

As Ilistened to The Statement alone and
then with the entire Forsell digital frontend in its final state of tune, Ifound the
amp to exhibit aprotean personality. It
had an engaging, single-ended triode
type of sound that started just above the
upper midbass, continued on through
the midrange and upper mids, and finally
just tickled the treble range. There, at the
top, instead of going all soft, soggy, and
sweet, The Statement cut-in the solidstate afterburners and powered the frequency response way past my ability to
hear. In asimilar fashion, the amplifier's
solid-state nature extended the frequency
response from the upper midbass down
to the very bottom. The "merge" was
seamless between its many personalities.
It's two [slap] two [slap] two amps in one!
Because, believe me, the bass was deep
and powerful, plumbing the depths in
a most entertaining and un-singleended-like way. No, the bass wasn't as
tight and deep as that from the LA/vIM
Audio Labs M1 .1s (see my review in
April), but those amps, when it comes
to the nether regions, are the ne plus ultra
(among their many charms) in my experience. Nevertheless, The Statement conveyed bass power in an impressive,
weighty, and visceral manner.
Let me tell you an amusing anecdote
to illustrate this: One evening, Kathleen
made alight dinner ("Lose some weight,
3Mango Audio Lab. Tel: (704) 674-1265. Fax: (704)
674-1266.

Forsell transports raise their lids in salute.
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cheri!"), and Iplayed Milla's The Divine
Comedy (SBK/ERG 7243-8-27984-2-2)
while we enjoyed our meal. Ifirst heard
about the seductive Milla from The
Audiophile Network's New York Man
About Town, Rick Rosen. ("The rake of
Lower Third Avenue," as TANwit' Kal
Rubinson has dubbed him.) "Jonathan,
Kathleen ...
I'm in love!" Rick gushed.
Milla will do that to you. This CD has
some especially deep transients and aftershocks in its pits—especially on the
second track, "Gentleman Who Fell."
So we're eating dinner, and there're
these thumps and bumps passing
through our loft—I thought it was the
neighbors! Iremember thinking that
they must have avisiting kid who was
amusing him- or herselfby running and
jumping around like amadman! The
transients thudded out in such arealistic
manner—they were so visceral and "experienced" and sounded so real—that I
was completely taken in. With ajar., Irealized what was going on—it was the CD!
It wasn't only when listening to
thumps and bumps in the night that the
bass sounded powerful and foundationary. (I'm awriter—I can make up new
words!) Listening to Dead Can Dance's
Into the Labyrinth (4AD 45384-2) highlighted the amp's awesome bass capabilities. The recording sounded tremendously powerful, strong, full, and
rich, and forged asolid, chest-crunching
foundation upon which the rest of the
exotic brew that is Dead Can Dance is
built. Irealized while listening to this
CD that it was certainly the first time
I've heard Forsell bass like this—and I
liked it!
Before Ilimn the sound of The Statement further, let me mention one element of the amplifier's presentation that
left visiting audiophiles weak-kneed in
the listening chair with foolish grins of
enjoyment plastered on their faces. The
Statement created absolutely the most
enormous soundstage I've ever heard in
our system. Because, mark my words,
you not only listen to music through the
Forsell—you experience it as well.
It's not just that the sound was airy,
which it certainly was (although atouch
darker than the delightfully light and
open LAMM M1.1s), but also that its
overall presentation was totally acoustically
enveloping—much like what our Jadis
JA 200s manage, but of even greater
overall proportions. Ifelt, experienced,
and heard the soundstage's incredible
hugeness: far out to the right and left,
4The Milla CD, by the way, is well enough recorded
for apop release—the acoustic sounds large and interesting. Milla sounds appealing, palpable, and compelhog, and Ifound myself in the listening chair after dinner
digging out the booklet and enjoying the lyrics.
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surrounding the (disappeared) speakers
and the listening position. Ifelt as though
Iwas in the recorded acoustic, participating both physically and emotionally with
the performers.
The presentation had acountervailing weight and body: images weren't
simply wisps or suggestions of the real
event; performers seemed quite corporeal. I've never before heard anything
like it from solid-state (or tubes, for that
matter). Yet it achieved this appealing
balance of sound without the supersharp edge definition and focus of the
LAIV1M Ml.ls or, to alesser extent, the
JA 200s. Rather, the totality of the manner in which it rendered the music was
what made the magic. The sound was
always truly awe-inspiring.

I
T'S A HORN THING
Two CDs that have made it onto the
transport more than not lately are Coleman Hawkins' The Hawk Flied High
(OJCCD-027-2) and the smoothersounding Ben VVebster Meets Oscar Peterson
(Verve 829 167-2). Flyin' high with The
Hawk was recorded in mono, and the
quality of Coleman Hawkins' tenor sax
says alot about the quality of the sound.
It sounded beautiful, involving, mellow,
round, ambient (if existing between the
speakers), the lovely openness of his
instrument so artfully communicating
the soul of the music. Here's aCD that
might make you reach for the Mango,
and to which the Kimber was alittle
cruel—in spite of the effervescent and
harmonically rich upper frequencies.
The gorgeous-sounding imported
Verve recording revealed what The
Statement can do best. The cymbal work
was alive, shimmery, quick, and perfectly
natural. The piano sound was so right:
masculine, powerful, and rhythmic; not
obscured and bloated—as often occurs
with arguably one of the hardest instruments to record. The bass was wonderfully acoustic, plucked, and redolent (a
word I've bandied about lately, but
which describes it best) of reality.
According to my notes, listening to
this CD was like taking awarm bath.
"Not a mere warming up of tonal
colore my notes go on to say. "A more
sophisticated analogy than that. Rather
more like the effect awarm bath has
upon the body—how it makes you feel
inside You're able to relax into the essence
of the music so much more easily." Herb
Reichert of Audio Note New York put
it charmingly: "The body of the listener
must be relaxed, like Matisse in his
armchair."
The recorded acoustic of this CD was
completely "floaty free," as Dr. Forsell
STEREOPHILE, J
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described it. Images were smooth, but
not smoothed off, so to speak. It was
more like the digital pieces were fitted
together so perfectly that the reproduced
sound became free to bloom and take on
its higher meaning. Icouldn't help but
nod my head and tap my feet when
listening to music through this amp—the
Forsell components are involvement
itself. In their art, they are the music!
And all of this from just one CD!

YOU

TALKIN' TO ME?
Voices were beautifully rendered on the
Forsell. An illumination of tonality in the
upper midrange/lower treble gave life to
vocals. Yet this illumination was gentle
and natural, not crudely spotlighted as
I've heard on some lesser efforts. One
finds the spirit of the vocalist laid quite
bare The overall acoustic was so big, the
tonal balance so right and engaging, that
it was easy to suspend the belief system—
as when sitting in front of abig screen
at your local cinema.
For example, Bill Henderson on Live
at the Times (Discovery DSCD-779)—
KILLER CD ALERT—sounded transcendent,
alive, corporeal, emotional, gentle, and
touching, highlighted by intelligence and
feeling. The piano sounded perfect: rich,
lustrous, vibrationary. The entire construct was soundstage-forward, even
though there was avery-well-developed
sense of depth. Listening to Bill, my
notes read, "Seductive—like love itself.
Very pure and true to the experience of
listening to live music." Track eight,
ladies and gentlemen: "Where are the
clowns? Send in the clowns. Well, maybe
next year. .." [sigh]
The overwhelmingness of the acoustic
was also audible on one of my favorite
older MoFi jobbies: Bobbie Bland's
Touch of the Blues/Spotlighting the Man
combo disc (MFCD 770). It had superlarge soundstage, and the horns were
burnished and spotlighted way off to the
right—not just outside the speakers, but
like: "It's okay—we'll take acab there!"
The drums similarly were way out with
the guitars on the left. Not at all Beatles
Stereo, Bobby was smack dab front and
center—beautifully spotlighted, distinct,
and palpable.
PIANO SOUND
Let me tell you about an interesting
experience Ihad listening to piano
recordings. Ilent an ear to Mitsuko
Uchida's recording of three Mozart
Piano Sonatas K.309, 310, & 311 (Philips
412 741-2), then to Claudio Arrau performing Mozart's Piano Sonatas K.332
& 333 (Philips 416 829-2). Iexperienced the usual Mozartian time-warp
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phenomenon, wherein I'm always shocked
when these delightful sonatas are over—
where did the time go?
These recordings were reproduced
with such facility, with such perfect sense
of placement of areal piano before me,
with such expertise that Iwas easily able
to discern the nuance of performance,
timing, inflection, and style of the two
artists. I much prefer, for instance,
Uchida's ultraclean rendition of these
small works from a composer who
tended toward the fruity from time to
time. (All the time? Give me the cleaner
and more masculine Papa Haydn!)
Claudio Arrau, in contrast, played ever
so ponderously, pretentiously making
too much of too little. He sounded just
as he looked on the cover art: along
white scarf around his patrician neck,
looking abit like Snoopy! With the Forsells, the CAT, and the Avalons, the music
reached me in such anaturally musical
fashion that exploring its inner life was
uncomplicated.
WHITHER ANALOG?
As Ilistened to LPs, Irecalled alovely
sweetness of tone in the upper midrange/lower treble I'd heard via the
Audio Note Meishu integrated amplifier at the '95 WCES in Vegas. I
just can't
forget its beauty. Red Garland's Red Alert
(Galaxy GXY-5109) through The Statement had asimilarly lustrous and engaging sound. Red's piano sounded bloomy,
natural, fully harmonic, powerful, and
present. Nat Adderley's cornet, along
with the tenor saxes of Harold Land and
Ira Sullivan, sounded just about right. I
know, Iknow—I wasn't at the recording venue in '77, so how do Iknow
what's right?
It doesn't matter. The presentation
was beautiful, natural, wonderfully
musical, and enveloping. For that moment
in time, Iwas there! A gentleness and
knowingness to Red's piano work—a
rhythmic timing nuance—carried the
music right along. Ron Carter's bass
sounded wonderfully acoustic, and
Frank Butler's drums seemed perfectly
integrated into the weave of the music.
Adderley's toothsome stylings on "Stella
By Starlight" were just. ..
ineffably
beautiful.
It's hard to describe the richness and
lushness of the landscape that Dead Can
Dance paint on the LP version of their
Into the Labyrinth (4AD DAD 3013). The
liquid soundstage was so enormous it
defied belief. The tambourine in this
recording appeared so far right and forward, yet still within the atmosphere of
the original recording, that Ifelt comIlle
pletely connected and close to the acous1C
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tic event. And the very deepest sustained
bass tones in the first cut shuddered at
me with power and majesty. The palpability was overwhelming.
Iwanted to see what The Statement
would make of an LP of no great audiophile distinction, so Idropped 20th
Century Violin Sonatas by Prokofiev, Milhaud, and Debussy on the Forsell Air
Force One's platter (UK Decca ffrr
STS.15175). Itry to stay away from the
orange-labeled Dutch-made Londons,
because they're generally inferior; but
this Stereo Treasury Series from Grand
Bretagne sounds superb. Iplayed the
Andante from Prokofiev's Sonata 2in D,
the gorgeous sound of which highlighted the innate romance of The Statement. As Ion Voicou's violin sculpted the
lovely melody of this short movement,
his playing sounded sensitive, revealing,
and beautifully nuanced. The emotional
content of the music effortlessly flowed
over me. In fact, the amp sounded effortlessly musical at all times.
It was time to turn to an audiophile
blockbuster: Iplayed apretty Decca of
Lorin Maazel's and the Cleveland
Orchestra's performance of Prokofiev's
Romeo andJuliet Highlights (SXL 6668),
which was recorded in June '73 in the
Masonic Auditorium, Cleveland. Ahem.
"How silver-sweet sound lovers' tongues by
night, like softest music to attending earsr—
Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet; Act II,
Scene 2.
Sitting in my comfortable listening
chair before the Avalons with my eyes
closed, Ifelt silver-sweet as Iwas transported to the recording venue. The experience was totally lifelike, the sound
apparently that of atypical large hall. The
highs were pristine, clear, fast, extended,
musical, inviting, not quite lush, but ever
so attractive. The charm and loveliness
simply oozed from the grooves.

The heatsinks were hot at the time of
shutdown, but not unduly so. In both
cases, the amplifier resumed normal
operation after Iturned it off and allowed
it to cool down for afew minutes.
The Forsell's input impedance measured 109k ohms (balanced) and 52k
ohms (unbalanced). The output impedance was 0.05 ohms or less at 20Hz and
lkHz, increasing to amaximum of 0.11
ohms at 20kHz. The Forsell's voltage
gain into 8 ohms measured 30.2dB
balanced, and asurprisingly higher 36dB
unbalanced. DC offset, though varying
due to the presence of very-low-frequency noise, peaked at acompletely
insignificant 0.5mV in the left channel,
and 1.4mV in the right.
The Statement is non-inverting in the
balanced mode. (The balanced inputs are
configured to the AES standard with pin
2the positive leg, pin 3the negative.
Signal/noise ratio (ref. 1W into 8ohms)
measured 87.4dB balanced, and anotably lower 74.5dB unbalanced, over a
22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, unweighted
A-weighted, it improved by about 2dB
in either mode.
Fig.1 shows the small-signal frequency
response of The Statement, effectively
flat in the audioband. The unbalanced
results (not shown) were virtually identical. The 10kHz squarewave response
seen in fig.2 is close to ideal. Only the
smallest reduction in risetime is visible,
with impressively square edges. (The
lkHz result was virtually perfect, and is
not shown here).
The crosstalk shown in fig3 is slightly
better in one channel than the other, but
insignificant in either case at below

-80dB below 8kHz. (As with some
other dual-mono designs, some crosstalk
is still inevitable when everything is
encased within asingle chassis.)
The THD +noise vs frequency results
are plotted in fig.4. The balanced distortion is somewhat lower below 2-3kHz,
but virtually the same above that point.
The rise in THD+N at higher frequencies is somewhat more than we typically
find in high-end solid-state amplifiers,
though it's in no way alarming. [Note that
the apparent reduction in distortion above
20kHz is actually due to the distortion harmonics increasinglyfalling above the analyzer's
bandwidth.—Ed.]
The distortion waveform taken with
the amplifier driving alkHz signal into
2ohms at 4W (fig.5) indicates aheavy
third-harmonic content, together with
significant higher harmonics [perhaps due
to crossover distortion; remember the output
stages low bias.—Ed]. The small-signal distortion content into higher impedances
(not shown) were practically carbon
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Fig.3 Forsel The Statement, balanced crosstalk:
R-L (top), L-R (I0dB/vertical div.).
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A full set of measurements of the Forsell The Statement was made in its
balanced mode, with selected measurements repeated for the unbalanced configuration. Unless noted otherwise, the
results below are for balanced operation.
The Forsell did not pass its one-hour
preconditioning test. [Both amplifier channels are driven at 1
/-power into 8ohms, which
2
thermally stresses aclass-B or -AB design to
the maximum.—Ed.] The first time the test
was run, the left channel shut down after
about 35 minutes. Ire-ran the test again
several hours later. This time, both
channels shut down after about 25
minutes. The amplifier was properly set
up for this test, with its feet positioned
underneath to provide for ventilation.
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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Fig.I ForselThe Statement, frequency response
into 8ohms in balanced mode (top) and
into 4ohms (bottom) (0.5dB/vertical div.,
right channel dashed).

Fig.2 Forsell The Statement, 10kHz squarewave.
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Fig.4 Forsell The Statement, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from bottom to top): IW
into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 4W into 2
ohms, balanced; IW into 8ohms, 2W into
4ohms, 4W into 2ohms, unbalanced.

Fig.5 Forsell The Statement, I
kHz waveform at
4W into 2ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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of this test (the actual power levels
reached here are more than enough to fry
the most rugged tweeter ever made or
even dreamed of), the Statement still
produces agood result.
The lkHz, THD+N vs output power
curves for The Statement are shown in
fig.9. Its discrete clipping levels (at 1%
THD+N) are shown in Table 1. Only
into a2ohm load does the Forsell fall
short of its specified output (800W).
With the single exception of the preheat test, which the amplifier did not
pass, this is asolid set of test-bench measurements. Since the IHF preheat test is
a(voluntary) US standard, this failure
is understandable. While the Forsell's
results were not otherwise the very best
we have ever obtained, nor were they
particularly exceptional in any respect—
something which Ibelieve must be said
in light of the amplifier's lofty price
tag—neither is there anything here
which would in any way compromise
sound quality. Which is apparently just
what Jonathan Scull found.

ness of presentation to notice anything
wrong with it. As 6-7pm rolls around,
most of the local businesses close, and
there's amarked improvement in this
important area.
Should Ihave tried more rigorously
to eliminate this effect, you may ask? I'll
tell you why Ididn't bother: when it was
right, it was so right that when the artifice
of home sound reproduction reaches this
exalted level, you leave it alone! Not everyone lives in New York City, where the
electricity is really atrocious. There will
probably be those who say, "It should
always sound the same," but all Ican say
is, "You have to hear how wonderful The
Statement can sound when the electrical storms that pass for 120V AC calm
down and cooperate!'
In any case, Dr. Forsell pays great
attention to his creations' power supplies,
and he mentioned to me in discussing
this issue that the amp is filtered on the
mains. As Dr. Forsell explained, "Everything is coming from the mains—that is
the sound. So all these things can change

—Thomaq. Norton

J
SPONDERS
415-962-1078

copies of fig.5. At high levels, the distortion levels were lower. The spectrum of
The Statement's output driving 50Hz
into 4ohms at 333W (two-thirds the
rated power of 500W into that load) is
shown in fig.6. This is afirst-rate result;
all of the artifacts are below -83dB, or
about 0.007%—the latter figure the
expected third harmonic at 150Hz.
Fig.7 shows the output spectrum, the
intermodulation products resulting from
an input signal consisting of an equal
combination of 19kHz and 20kHz signals, at just under 180W into 8ohms.
The largest artifacts here are at 18kHz
and 21kHz (about -73dB, or just over
0.02%); the difference signal at lkHz is
down by over 85dB (under 0.006%).
Looking at the same signal but at an
output of 291W into 4ohms (fig.8), the
high-frequency artifacts are higher, as
expected, with amaximum value of
about -59dB (just over 0.1%) at 18kHz
and 21kHz.
In both cases, the power at which these
IM readings were made was the maximum attainable with this signal prior to
visible indications of clipping on the
oscilloscope display. While this was less
than 2/
3 rated power at both 8 and 4
ohms, very few amplifiers will reach 2/
3
power with this signal, which has ahigh
crest factor. Considering the difficulty
104

Table I Forsell The Statement Clipping

Any caveats? Of course. As mentioned,
Forsell's The Statement was very sensitive to the quality of the electricity. On
some weekdays, there was atendency on
all material to aslight compression and
grain in the upper midrange/lower treble.
If you're atrained listener, you can hear
this. "Normal" audiophiles and music
enthusiasts get too overwhelmed by the
enormous soundstage and the impressive
dynamics allied with that great gentleMIIE1111l.ene. Alta*, ••••Ier

epUno•

(I% THD+noise at I
kHz)
Both Channels

One Channel

Driven
load
ohms
8
(line)

Driven

W (dBW)
(L)
(R)

W (dBW)

338.7 (25.3) 336.0 (25.3)

363.8 (25.6)

I
I9V

(L)

12IV

II9V

4

535.2 (24.3)
120V

2

621.1 (21.9)

490.5 (23.9) 487.0 (23.9)
(line)
12IV
12IV
(line)
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Fig.6 Forsell The Statement, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 333W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.8 Forsell The Statement, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 29IW into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Forsell The Statement, HF
intermodulation spectrum. DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at I79.6W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Forsell The Statement, distortion (% vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
100W): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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the sound. The question is, do you like
it or not?"
Just to add insult to injury, The Statement sounded best after being left on for
aweek, and it had aslight tendency to
sound better after about 15 or 20 minutes
of play than from idle. If you want on/off
operation (and on/off sound), then no
one's pretending you shouldn't look elsewhere. Dr. Forse,ll's creations have always
been for the enthusiast.
What about the satanic incantation,
"But how does it compare to tubes?" In
my opinion, The Statement rendered the
entire issue specious. Only when comparing the amplifier to itself can one
manage afew nitpicks, such as the neveron-Sunday electrical sensitivity. When
viewed in the larger context, Ifound
myself accepting The Statement on its
own terms, and remained comfortable
with that.
That said, going back to the Jadis JA
200s made me realize how elegant and
wonderful they are. The Jadis amps,
using the same front-end as The Statement, sounded at first alittle more pellucid, atouch more palpable, and, as
usual, wonderfully engaging. The Forsell
has certainly become the solid-state
benchmark against which all large heatsinks must do battle. And over time,
switching back and forth between the
two amplifiers blurred to agreat extent
the line between their wonderfully musical presentations. I'm not selling my 200s
in favor of The Statement—yet!
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY

EXCEPTIONAL

Northstar proudly introduces one of the most transparent speakers in the world.
The AE2a. With just a
short audition the sounds
you hear will be music to
your ears.

TIMELESS
Imagine your listening room
disappearing as you experi-
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Is The Statement the best amplifier in the
world? Perhaps. The Symphonic-Line
Kraft 250 monos loom just behind it,
making the Swede appear almost petite.
My lovely JA 200s still twinkle and
beckon—especially when driven by
optimized Jadis front-end components.
(I haven't forgotten that the Jadis JS1
Symmetrical Converter sounded its best
utilizing its glass input; but, as I've
explained, that wasn't practical with the
Forsell transport.) Then there are the
LAMM Mils. ..
What should be obvious is that Forsell's
The Statement is a master at communicating the essence of music. In his
December'94 "As We See It," JA noted
that our system sounded to him quite
lean, but vividly palpable, musical, and
enveloping. While the Forsell retained
most of these qualities, it also brought
acertain welcome romance to the sound.
The Jadis amps can be romantic, but in
adifferent way, with their own balance
of properties. The Statement has the
power to inspire; for us, that's what it's
all about.
—Jonathan Scull
S
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FOR DEALER INFORMATION CONTACT:
NORTHSTAR LEADING THE WAY INC.
NORTHS1AIL
"1,01111.
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P.O. 3763
Durango, Colorado 81302
Tel: (970) 259-6722 Fax: (970) 259-6727
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hat's behind your wall socket can kill. It can kill performance. It can kill equipment. But you can
protect your audio and video components with the MAX® 1000+ Surge Protector/Line Conditioner -from
Panama. The MAX 1000+ filters out EMI/R11 noise, for cleaner sound &asharper picture. And it
protects from surges and spikes -even lightning strikes -so effectively Panama backs it with alifetime,
$5 million connected equipment warranty! Don't put your equipment in danger. Call Pan amax for more
information on the MAX 1000+. 1-800-472-5555 ext. 3983.

—

Features Include:
-Auto-reset

-ENIVREI

filtration

-Under/over voltage protection
-Sequential start-up and shut down
-8 AC outlets (2 with 10 second delav )

-LED volt meter and outlet diagnostics

THE SURGE STOPS HEREu

PAMIA«X

s e

150 MITCHELL BLVD ., SAN RAFAEL ,CA 94903 •415-499-3900 •USA &CANADA 800-472-5555 •FAX 415-472-5540
Panamas. MAX 1000. and the Panamas logo are trademarks of Panamas. Inc All other trademarks and registered trademarks are of their respective companies.
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ACCUPHASE DP-90 CD TRANSPORT &
DC-91 D/A PROCESSOR
Dick Olsher
DP-90 CD transport: Digital outputs: ST-type connector with Ht-Packard optical
link; AESIEBU balanced Xlit; EIAJ-standard optical TosLink; S/PDIF coaxial. Power
consumption: 12W Dimensions: 18%" W by 51" Hby In" D. Weight: 45.2 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed: E3Y570. Price: $7595.
DC-9I digital processor. Multiple Multi-Bit, 20-bit resolution D/A converter. Digital filter 20-bit, 8x-oversampling. Frequency response: 4Hz-20kHz ±0.3dB. THD:
0.002% (20Hz-20kHz, no level specified). SIN ratio: 120dB. Dynamic range: 98dB.
Channel separation: II2dB. Maximum output level: 2.5V for both balanced

(XLR connector) and unbalanced (RCA phono jack). Output impedance: 50 ohms.
Power consumption: 42W. Dimensions: 18%" W by 5%" H by 14'%:' D. Weight:
49.7 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: E3Y520. Price: $13,495.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 15. Manufacturer: Accuphase Laboratory, Inc.,
2-14-10 Shin-Ishikawa, Midori-Ku, Yokohama, Japan 225. Tel: (81) 045-901-2771. Fax:
(81) 045-901-8959. US distributor Axiss Distribution, Inc., 17800 S. Main St., Suite
109, Gardena, CA 90248. Tel: (310) 329-0187. Fax: (310) 329-0189.
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sthe compact disc enters its
second decade of commercial
reality, it's fair to say that the
associated hardware has come of age,
exorcising at last the digital gremlins of
time-base jitter and quantization noise.
Digital-processor maturation is particularly evident in the design of the allcritical D/A processor. The simplistic
digital circuitry of yesterday has given
way to considerable design sophistication that deals directly with jitter and
low-level nonlinearities.
It should be realized that no DAC is
perfect. The conversion process from the
digital to the analog domain introduces
aconversion error that manifests itself
as noise and distortion products. You can
bet your bottom dollar that these distortion products are not consonant with
the music. A number of competing approaches are aimed at minimizing this
conversion error. Broadly speaking, these
can be categorized as based on either
single-bit or multibit DAC technology.
The 1-bit Delta-Sigma DAC is currently
quite popular, the Crystal CS4328 being
awidely used example. To judge from
two recent examples I'm familiar with
(the California Audio Labs Alpha and the
Bel Canto Design Aida), the CS4328
chip succeeds in achieving excellent
sonics in acost-effective package.

M MB
Rather than go the low-bit route, Accuphase has taken aim at improving the
weak point of multibit-type DACs—
namely, inferior linearity at low-level
signals. Their assault on the state of the
art can best be described as brute force
in nature. A Multiple MultiBit (or
MMB, for short) type of DAC is used in
the DC-91 processor and the DP-65
CD player (see TJN's review in Vol.17
No 10). This type of DAC uses anumber
of multibit DACs in aparallel drive
configuration (fig.1). Theoretically, the
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1995

Accuphase DC-91 D/A processor &DP-90 CD transport

noise floor, hence the conversion error
in an MMB system, decreases by 3dB
every time the number of paralleled
identical DACs doubles. If 16 DACs are
used per channel, then the error would
decrease by afactor of 12dB. There is, of
course, apoint of diminishing returns,
as the degree of improvement increases
slowly with the increasing number of
DACs used.
Believe it or not, that's exactly what
Accuphase did! Imagine sixteen 20-bit,
hand-selected, Burr-Brown, multibit
DACs (each aPCM63P-K) in parallel for
each channel—that's atotal of 32 DACs!
The payoff is asubstantially lower noise
floor and amazing linearity down to the
theoretical capability ofan ideal near-20bit DAC. The CD-91's signal/noise ratio
of 120dB is truly state of the art.

A TRANSPORT OF DELIGHT
The DP-90 transport is designed to
complement the DC-91 processor both
cosmetically and in performance. Hiding
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inside the 1/3"-thick aluminum chassis
are two separate power supplies, each of
which has its own beefy transformer.
One supply is dedicated to the digital
signal processing, microprocessor, and
display circuitry. The other serves the
spindle drive motor, sled, and the focusing and tracking assemblies. The discdrive motor features sapphire bearings
and aheavy-duty spindle, which should
offer many years of stable drive.
No stone is left unturned in Accuphase's relentless pursuit of perfection.
The laser pickup is provided with an
ultracompact RF amplifier that's integral to the pickup assembly. Ordinarily,
the RF amplifier is external to the pickup,
which renders its feeble output signal
vulnerable to externally induced noise.
Another design aspect that's been well
attended to is the mechanical coupling
between the disc tray and the rotating
assembly. Remember all those disc
dampers that were touted as cures for
digititis? Ibet everyone with an early107

Adcom would
like to make
this pelted
clear.
egardless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
'1 ..the effective suppression of AC 'RE hash' by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players... .the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb.. ..
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself

and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later"
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE-515 is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.

The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes
WorldRadioHistory
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Fig. IAccuphase DC-91. Principle of Multiple
Multi-Bit (MMB) D/A conversion.

'80s CD player has purchased one of
them in the hopes of finally arriving at
Sony's promised land of"perfect sound
forever." Well, partner, you can check
your CD damper at the door: the DP90's tray is firmly locked in place during playback, to eliminate the possibility
of tray resonances.
The DP-90 offers every conceivable
type of digital output, but the star attraction is an ST-type optical that uses a
Hewlett-Packard transmitter operating
at adata transfer rate of 150 million bits
per second. A quartz fiberoptic cable is
supplied for this connection. Iexperimented with every available connection,
and can tell you that the ST-type rates a
clear first sonically. In fact, the only
way to experience the full potential of the
DP-90/DC-91 system is through this
connection. The balanced XLR output
was aclose second, giving up atouch in
the areas of detail resolution and timing
precision. The coax output finished in
third place; not surprisingly, the bandwidth-limited TosLink brought up the
rear.

DIGITAL CONTROL

In reality, the DC-91 is more than just
adigital processor. Think of it as adigital
control center. The unit has 13 digital
inputs. In addition to the ST-type and
XLR inputs, three TosLink and three
coax inputs are provided. Separate terminals are provided for connecting up
to three digital-recording devices, such
as DAT, DCC, and MD. All digital inputs
are designed to handle 24-bit audio data,
to allow for future expansion. Two 24bit digital outputs are also provided to
maintain compatibility with the next
generation of digital components. A
smart Input Selector allows easy switching between the various inputs while
retaining in memory all settings (eg, level
and phase) associated with each input.
Absolute polarity selection and level
control are accomplished in the digital
domain. The signal level is adjusted by
aDSP chip with 24-bit output precision.
The control range is from OdB to,-40dB
in ldB steps. Ifound the digital level control function not only quite sonically
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

transparent, but also quite convenient.
It allows volume adjustment from the
listening seat using the remote control,
and makes it possible to drive the processor's analog output (either balanced
or unbalanced) directly into apower
amp. The DC-91 offers the user the
choice of using dither (triangular probability density) at the 20-bit level. This
will optimize sound quality for those
lucky enough to own true 20-bit sources.

THE C.E.C. EXPERIENCE
The DP-90 transport arrived at my
house first; the DC-91 processor appeared several months later. My only
previous long-term experience with a
"super" transport had been the C.E.C.
TL 1'
—and that was ashocker, to be
sure. It wasn't so much that it sounded
so different from my reference at that
time (the original Theta Data); rather, the
unique manner in which it affected the
sound startled me. It sounded as though
Ihad plugged atubed preamplifier in to
the signal chain. The tonal balance became
laid-back; the highs were softer and abit
rolled-off, lending asweeter disposition
to the upper mids. Even the bass quality was impacted, the lower registers
sounding fuller and less precise than
before. How tube sound managed to filter through the C.E.C:s digital bitstream
remains amystery to me. The effect, of
course, was musical, but euphonic. The
C.E.C:s tonal colorations were permanently painted over the original tonal
colors.

ACCUPHASE SOUND

The Accuphase transport, on the other
hand, didn't meddle with the overall
tonal balance. Its top-to-bottom voicing was neutral, allowing the recording's
inherent balance to shine through.
Recordings with lush midranges were
given full expressive scope; threadbare
recordings were revealed for what they
are, without any editorializing.
The DP-90's resolution of low-level
detail was exemplary (I'll have more to
say about this later), but its most endearing attributes by far were its timing precision and resolution of rhythmic nuances.
Because of its split-second duration, the
attack portion of musical transients is
most susceptible to corruption by digital
circuitry. The coherence of analog sound
derives from the fact that the attack and
decay portions of each transient are inexorably bound together in time. However,
in the digital domain, the music's time
base must be reconstructed. And, as we
all know by now, jitter can play havoc
1Very favorably reviewed in Stereophile, Vol.16 Nos.7,
9, & 11, and Vol.17 No.5.
—JA
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with dining precision, so areconstituted
musical transient can sound as if it were
pasted together. Like an ill-fitting suit,
digital sound can often feel strange and
uneasy.
The trumpet and harpsichord are two
instruments that are often treated unkindly by CD players. On Kathleen
Battle's and Wynton Marsalis's Baroque
Duet (Sony Classical SK 46672), both
Wynton's up-front trumpet and Anthony
Newman's background harpsichord
popped into space with immaculate timing with the DP-90. The flow of transient attack and decay were closer to the
real thing than I've ever experienced
from CD. The bouncy, rhythmic pluck
that underscores harpsichord timbre was
readily resolved—in fact, for the first
time Iwas able to precisely discern its
exact phrasing. Isimply felt better connected with the music.

ENTER THE DC-91

The partnership of the two Accuphase
pieces proved to be one of natural synergy. At the time, Iwas admiring the
sonic artistry of the Sonic Frontiers SFD2processor, and to be perfectly honest,
I
just didn't believe the Accuphase stood
achance of substantially bettering it.
Boy, was Iwrong. There was so much
more information to behold with the
DC-91. The Accuphase dug deeper and
closer to the noise floor of the recording to unearth low-level detail. It was
also more felicitous of transient decay,
enabling me to more clearly follow the
trail of each transient into the blackness
of the hall. On Emmylou Harris's "Wayfaring Stranger," from Roses in the Snow
(Warner Bros. 3422-2), the hokey early'70s reverb on the vocal track was totally
resolvable—not part of the way down
into the noise floor, but all the way
down.
With the Accuphase, the SFD-2's
thicker sonic textures gave way to amore
transparent view of the soundstage.
Multilayered recordings with complex
reverb signatures were more clearly
resolvable. Access to the inner recesses
of the soundstage became much easier.
Icould let my mind's eye travel unhindered to *lore the fa depth and width
of the spatial perspective. A case in point
is Loreena McKennitt's latest offering,
The Mask and Mirror (Warner Bros.
45420-2), whose various layers of sound
were organically resolved. By that I
mean that whenever Ichose to focus my
attention on aparticular piece of information or parcel of soundstage, it was
waiting for me to download it. Inever
felt as though Iwas being bombarded by
detail or forced to digest more than I
109

could handle—which is how alot of digital processors make me feel.
The harmonic tapestry painted by the
Accuphase duo was smoother and more
liquid than that of any other digital system I've heard to date. Violin overtones
and massed strings were afforded a
definitive velvety treatment. The most
severe test Icould come up with in this
regard consisted of an early (ca 1982)
Deutsche Grammophon digital recording of the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra's live performance of Mozart's Sinfonia Concertante (415 486-2). The soloists
are none other than Itzhak Perlman and
Pinchas Zukerman, and maestro Zubin
Mehta manages to whip up asatisfying
performance that's right on the mark
musically. The problem sonically is an
inherently dry acoustic and the somewhat grainy quality of the strings. Textural qualities, which I've heard on all
other processors, were further mangled
to the point of discomfort. Despite its
sonic warts, the Accuphase was alone in
allowing me to enjoy this performance.
Female voice was treated with tender
loving care. Nina Simone's sad timbre—a
conduit straight to the heart—was given
full expressive scope. "End of the Line,"
from the reissue of Simone's Pastel Blues
(PolyGram 846 663-2), ain't exactly
blues; but neither is its searing intensity
pastel. It felt as if aslow fire was kindled
somewhere deep inside my soul.
The grain and glare endemic to a
greater or lesser extent in most processors was totally absent here. Hence, bad
recordings, or those heavily processed,
weren't exacerbated to the point of active
annoyance. The raucous sound quality
on Leonard Cohen's The Future (Columbia CK 53226) was neither softened nor
elevated to the status of aggravated
assault with asizzly tweeter. The mix
quality was exposed, but without any
further sonic insult.
An extreme example of processed
sound is represented by Rykodisc's
Gorillas in the Mix (RCD 10119), which
was produced by Bernie Krause and
Human Remains, and is synthesized
entirely from animal voices. Human
Remains is agroup of studio musicians
and recordists dedicated to bringing
what's left of animal sounds in our
environment into every home. A share
of the artists' royalties and Rykodisc's
earnings from this album goes to the
Nature Conservancy.
My favorite track on this album is
"Ape No Mountain High Enough."
How about ruffed grouse on kickdrum,
lead melody and bass by walrus, elephants on horns, dolphin on piano, lead
rap vocals by mountain gorillas, snap110

ping shrimp hi-hat, and cameo appearances by killer whale, humpback whales,
raven, crow, and house wren!? I've
always been put off by this track's electronic glaze. A thick curtain of process
grunge seems to permeate the music,
making it difficult for me to step into the
realm of Human Remains. The Accuphase allowed me to connect with the
music for the first time. The processing
artifacts were there, but they just weren't
as obtrusive.
The Accuphase repeatedly forced me
to reassess my opinion of CD reissues of
analog material. Cleo Laine's LP version
of Live at Carnegie Hall (RCA/BMG
60960-2) is an emotional experience,
with such tracks as "Send in the Clowns"
and "Stop and Smell the Roses" consistently pushing my buttons. The CD reissue has never cut it for me, so it's disappeared from the top of my "favorites"
pile. Idug it out expressly for the
Accuphase. To my amazement, Cleo was
resurrected in full glory. Palpable outlines, avivid and dynamic portrayal of
the harmonic envelope, tremendous bass
definition, and aconvincing ambient
signature—it was all there.

M EASUREMENTS FROM RH

The Accuphase DC-91 had amaximum
output level of 2.64V from the balanced
outputs, 2.54V from the single-ended
outputs. The output impedance measured alow 49 ohms (balanced) and 52
ohms (unbalanced) at any audio frequency. These low output impedances
suggest that the DC-91 will drive any

preamplifier and cable with ease, and will
not be loaded down by low input
impedances. The DC-91 doesn't invert
absolute polarity from the single-ended
outputs, but the XLR connectors are
wired with pin 3hot—contrary to the
AES standard of pin 2 hot. This will
cause the DC-91 to invert polarity when
connected to pin 2-hot equipment
through the balanced connections, even
though the processor's polarity switch
is set to "positive."
Fig.2 shows the DC-91's frequency
response and de-emphasis error. The
response is flat, and the de-emphasis
tracking is nearly perfect. We can see a
very slight level imbalance between the
left and right channels. The DC-91's
crosstalk performance (fig3) was excellent, measuring better than 110dB at any
audio frequency. At lkHz, the channel
separation was 115dB, which is superb.
A spectral analysis of the DC-91's
output when decoding alkHz, -90dB
dithered sinewave is shown in fig.4. The
noise level is low, and we can see atotal
absence of power-supply noise in the
audio circuitry. Because the DC-91 can
accept 20-bit-long words, the apparent
noise floor in fig.4 is limited by the dither
of the Audio Precision System One's
digital-signal generator being set to the
16-bit level. Increasing the output word
length to 20 bits and repeating the measurement yielded the plot of fig.5. Note
the expanded vertical scale, which now
goes to -150dBFS (instead of -130dBFS),
needed to show the much lower noise
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Fig.2 Accuphase DC-9I, frequency response
(top) and de-emphasis error (bottom)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Accuphase DC-91, spectrum of dithered
I
kHz tone at —90.3IdBFS, with noise and
spuriae, I6-bit input word length (Vi-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).
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Fig.3 Accuphase DC-9I, R—L crosstalk in
balanced mode (L—R dashed, 10dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.5 Accuphase DC-9I, spectrum of dithered
I
kHz tone at —90.3IdBFS, with noise and
spuriae, 20-bit input word length 0/3-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).
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floor. This plot represents the DC-91's
true noise floor: it implies close to true
20-bit performance from the Accuphase
processor, again with acomplete absence
of any power-supply artifacts.
This difference in input word-length
becomes an issue only with very-highquality digital processors. Now that the
NPC5842 and Pacific Microsonics
PMD100 filters—both of which will
pass up to 24-bit data—are appearing in
processors, our measurements should
include the processor's performance with
longer input words. Otherwise, we end
up measuring the dither content of the
Audio Precision System One's digital
signal generator rather than the digital
processor under evaluation.
A wideband spectral analysis of a
-90dB 5Hz tone (fig.6), made with the
Accuphase's dither turned off, reveals the
DC-91's very low intrinsic noise floor.
The energy peaks at 321cHz, 64kHz, and
96kHz are unusual, almost looking like
some form of ripple.
Fig.7 is the DC-91's linearity, which

is among the best we've measured. Even
at the low level of-100dB, the linearity
error is atiny fraction of adB. Moreover, the positive linearity error below
-100dB, due to the inevitable rise in
noise, is very low, indicating that the
DC-91 should be quiet indeed.
The DC-91's reproduction of alkHz,
-90dB unclithered waveform with a16bit input signal is shown in fig.8. The
waveshape is excellent, with even step
size between the three digital steps at this
input level. Unusually, turning the DC91's dither on and offhad no effect on the
waveform's shape. Increasing the signal
generator's word length to 24-bit produced the waveform of fig.9. Note the
much smaller quantization step size, and
how much more like asinewave the signal appears.
As expected from the DC-91's superb
linearity, its noise-modulation performance was excellent (fig.10). The traces
are very tightly grouped, indicating that
the noise floor doesn't change with input
level. Noise-modulation plots don't get
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Fig.6 Accuphase DC-9I, spectrum of 5Hz tone
at -90dB (h-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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Fig.9 Accuphase DC-9I, waveform of
undithered I
kHz sinewave at -90.31 dBFS,
24-bit input word length.
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any better than this. For contrast, look
at the Sumo Theorem II's noise-modulation plot elsewhere in this issue.
Finally, fig.11 is an FFT-derived spectrum of the DC-91's intermodulation
when decoding a full-scale mix of
19kHz and 20kHz tones. The lkHz
difference component (20kHz minus
19kHz) reaches -90dB, but there are no
other significant IMD components.
Iwas unable to measure the DC-91's
jitter: the circuit boards are all mounted
vertically inside acard cage and attached
to amotherboard.
Overall, the Accuphase DC-91 had
textbook technical performance: low
noise, superb linearity, and excellent
channel separation.
—Robert Harley

CONCLUSION FROM DO

At last! A digital front-end that Ifind
competitive with ahigh-performance
analog front-end. As you may know, my
analog system (Basis Ovation turntable,
Graham Engineering 1.5-T tonearm, and
Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold cartridge)
isn't exactly chopped liver. With the
phono preamplifier, the grand total
approaches $20k.
So it was fair, at least price-wise, to
compare my analog rig to the Accuphase
DP-90/DC-91 combination. In terms
of spatial impression, image focus,
dynamic bloom, timbrai accuracy, textural liquidity, timing and rhythmic precision, and the innate ability to create a
gestalt of the original musical event, the
Accuphase duo held its own.
In the face of such mesmerizing performance, how could Ipossibly walk
away from these components? Icouldn't
—I bought them. Absolute reference caliber, and aperfect 10 in my book.
—Dick Olsher
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Fig.I0 Accuphase DC-9I, noise modulation, -60
to -I 00dBFS (10dB/vertical div.).

Fig.7 Accuphase DC-91, departure from
linearity (right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Accuphase DC-9I, waveform of
undithered I
kHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS,
I6-bit input word length.
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Fig.I IAccuphase DC-9 IHF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).
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THIEL C

ebelieve the CS7 sets anew
standard in loudspeaker
performance. By combining new
design techniques and materials
with innovations and refinements developed
over the last 18 years, the CS7's
exceptionally accurate reproduction of all
tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic
musical information provides an
extraordinarily realistic, involving musical
experience. We invite you to audition it with
the musk you love most.
The CS7's Coherent Source® design
iricoraorates several distinctive features:

•Co-axially mounted tweeter and midrange
drivers are used t& achieve correct time
alignment, regardless. of listener position.
The midrange driver incorporates aunique
"waveguide" moulted to the diaphragm's
surface to eliminate typical co-axial
frequency response problems.
•t e front baffle is constructed of thick cast
concrete to provide extremely rigid
mounting

of the drivers and to reduce
,.

unwanted vibration.

e%11

drivers are THIEL designed and use

al diaphrilgms to provide resonance free
ration for very uniform frequency
response. /
,

•All drivere _e 611EL's short coil/long gap
motor system

for extremely low distortion.

•The 12 inch woofer uses avery heavy
10 pound magnet and ashort coil/long gap
motor system with stabilizing copper rings
for exceptionally clean,, high output bass
performance extending to 23Hz.

o

"THIEL

ultimate performance
loudspeakers
Suggested Retail Price $8900/
1H1EL • 1026 Nandino Bouleva
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Call or write for literature and the name of your nearesilHEC dealer.
ngton, Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •Fax: 606-254-0075

SUMO THEOREM II D/A PROCESSOR &
AXIOM CD TRANSPORT
Robert Harley
Theorem II DX converter. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.5da THD: <0.004%
at 2V output Signal/noise ratio: > 100dB. Channel separation: > 80dB. Induced

one AES/EBU on XLR jack. Clock output RCA jack. Output impedance: 75 ohms
(coaxial), 110 ohms (AES/EBU). Output level: IV p-p (coaxial), 2V p-p (AES/EBU).

jitter: <80ps. Conversion system: 18-bit hybrid DAC. Digital filter: 8x-oversampling.
Analog section: discrete, DC-coupled. Inputs: TosLink optical, RCA coaxial, clock

Clock output: 384x-oversampling, crystal-controlled. Dimensions: 19" W by 3.5"

(RCA). Dimensions: 19" W by 2.75" Hby 11" D. Weight: 20 lbs. Serial number of
unit reviewed: 1000956. Price: $899 (a version with mie balanced outputs costs $1099).

Hby 12" D. Weight: 16 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: 3581200. Price: $899.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer Sumo Products Group,
5312 Deny Ave., Suite K, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Tel: (818) 706-9974. Fax: (818) 706-1139.

Axiom CD transpon with remote control: Digital output one coaxial on RCA jack,

M

aking digital audio sound
good appears to be amuch
more difficult job than its
developers first realized. When digital
audio was in its infancy, there was atendency to think that digital either worked
perfectly, or didn't work at all. This belief
led the engineering community to devise
ill-considered and flawed standards that
affect the musical quality of digitally
reproduced music today.
The S/PDIF and AES/EBU interfaces
used to connect aCD transport to adigital processor are aperfect example. When
the digital interface was standardized, no
one considered that its design could
affect sound quality. If the interface could
carry the binary ones and zeros without
losing data, what else mattered?
It turns out that the timing of those
ones and zeros is critical to adigital system's sound quality. Unfortunately, the
very design of the S/PDIF and AES/EBU
interfaces creates such timing errors,
called 'jitter," in digital audio. The problem with the interface is that it must carry
the left and right audio data and the timing clock in the same signal. The digital processor must "lock" to this clock,
which is buried within the digital audio
data. Timing errors in the interface are
thus passed to the digital 'processor,
where the errors affect the accuracy of
the D/A conversion process. This is why
transports and digital cables can sound
different, even though the binary ones
and zeros representing the music are
unchanged.
High-end audio designen have resorted
to anumber of techniques to overcome
these inherent limitations in the digital
interface. Examples of new devices and
methods of reducing interface jitter include separate jitter-reduction boxes
between a transport and processor,
elaborate reclocking circuits in digital
processors, low-jitter input receivers, CD
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

Sumo Axiom CD transport

players (with no interface, they don't suffer from interface jitter), connecting a
transport and processor via the Philips
I
2Sbus (Audio Alchemy's approach), and
running aseparate clock line between a
transport and processor. All these devices
and techniques exist for one purpose: to
reduce the jitter introduced by the AES/
EBU or S/PDIF interface and thus improve sound quality.'
Which brings me to the new Sumo
Axiom CD transport and Theorem II
D/A processor reviewed here. The Axiom
and Theorem can be connected conventionally to any other transport and/or
processor, or will hook up together with
aseparate clock cable to reduce interfaceinduced jitter.

1ÈCHNOLOGY

The Theorem II looks very different
from the original Theorem Ireviewed in
October 1992 (Vol.15 No.10). The first
Theorem's slim chassis and thin front
panel were scrapped in favor of a2.5"-tall
chassis with afull 1
/ "aluminum front
4
panel. In addition, the removable rack
mounts have been replaced by integral
rack-mount holes in the front panel. The
Theorem's buttonless front panel has
been revamped on the Theorem II to
1For the technical details of why the interface induces
jitter, 1recommend Malcolm Omar Hawksford's paper
"Is the AES/EBU Interface Flawed?," presented at the
1992 Audio Engineering Society Convention in San
Francisco, and Rémy Fourré's "Jitter and the Digital
Interface," published in the October 1993 Sterrophile
(Vol.16 No.10).
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include a polarity-inversion button,
power-standby switch, and apair of
input selector buttons.
The rear panel has also changed, with
the addition of XLR analog outputs—
single-ended as standard, balanced for
an additional $200—an extra pair of
single-ended outputs on RCA jacks, two
digital outputs on RCA jacks, and an
AES/EBU digital input. These additional
facilities are asignificant departure from
the original Theorem's simplicity.
As with the Theorem, the Theorem II
has arear-panel clock input for locking
the processor to aSumo transport with
aseparate clock cable. When Ifirst reviewed the Theorem, Sumo hadn't yet
brought their matching transport to
market, which prevented me from reporting on this feature's potential sonic
advantages. Now that the Axiom transport, which has acompatible clock connection, is available, Ican frilly assess this
transport/processor combination. Because
no standards exist for these separate clock
lines, products made by one manufacturer won't lock through the separate
clock link to products made by another
manufacturer. (Any transport will, however, lock to any processor through the
standard single-cable connection method.)
The Axiom offers all the standard
CD-transport features in an attractive,
cost-effective package. The remote control, Philips's newest unit, has acurved,
modern-looking profile.
The remote's most interesting feature
113

Upgrade Today
And Tomorrow.
p f

Ma,
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enonnel POWIff ompliffef

Upgrading Today
The PRE establishes anew standard of performance in its range, delivering acombination of
warmth, dynamics and clarity normally reserved for
only the most costly preamplifiers.
The AMP 2is atrue dual monaural design
(meaning that each channel operates from its own
massive, dedicated power supply). Engineered by the
Madrigal design team, the combination of power,
finesse and realism found in these amplifiers is remarkable.
Upgrading Tomorrow
Should you decide to incorporate multichannel
sound into your system, the Surround Processor
feature of the PRE provides seamless integration
without the usual hassles associated with outboard
surround decoders.
With both two- and three-channel versions of the
Proceed AMPs, any multichannel design is easily
accommodated without sonic compromise. Thanks

to its modular design, an AMP 2can even be converted to an AMP 3for the difference in retail price
between the two products.
An Integrated Solution
The PRE's learning remote control reduces coffee
table clutter by allowing you to put away your other
remotes. The AMP can even be set to toggle on and
off with the PRE, providing the convenience of an
integrated amplifier with the performance of separates. Innovative circuit design, unsurpassed craftsmanship, and components normally found in products more than twice the price bring unparalleled
performance to the price range.
Finally...
You can have it all. Discover the difference outstanding design and advanced engineering can make
at your local Proceed dealer. If you would like to add
your name to our mailing list, please write or fax us
at the address below.*

PROCEED
'A donation to support AIDS research will be made for every name added to our mailing list.
Mark Levinson" and Proceed' products are designed and manufactured by
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457
FAX (203) 346-1540

THX is aregistered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
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Sumo Theorem II D/A processor

is the volume up and down buttons. Volume control on aCD transport? That's right.
The Axiom has adigital-domain attenuator at the output that lets you connect
adigital processor directly to apower
amplifier without the need for apreamp
(provided you have no other source
components). Alternately, the Axiom's
remote volume control allows you to
fine-tune the volume when listening to
CDs, even if your preamplifier lacks
remote control.
The digital attenuation within the
Axiom is performed by anew chip made
by Philips, called the SAA7345. This
chip's main function is to encode the raw
digital audio data into the S/PDIF or
AES/EBU transmission format; digital
attenuation is asideline.
The SAA7345 is programmed in the
Axiom so that it still provides 0.5dB of
attenuation when the volume control is
all the way up. Designer Michael Custer
feels that full-scale digital signals (and
even those near full-scale) can cause
aprocessor's digital filter to clip. By
attenuating the signal by half adB before
it gets to the filter, the Axiom may have
an audible performance advantage over
transports without this feature. Note
that the Pacific Microsonics PMD100
HDCD4'
decoder/filter attenuates all signals by ldB for the same reason.
The downside to the Axiom's digitaldomain attenuation is that digital attenuators throw away resolution and degrade
the sound. Unless the overall signal path
is of greater-than-16-bit capability, the
greater the attenuation, the greater the
reduction in resolution. For example,
6dB of attenuation is like reducing the
resolution by one bit. Twelve dB of attenuation is equivalent to throwing away
2bits of resolution. Not even very-highquality digital attenuators—such as that
used in the PS Audio Reference Link—
are sonically transparent. You should
thus set your preamplifier's volume to
the appropriate position, using the Axiom's
volume control only for small a4justments.
The Axiom is based on the Philips
CDM-12 transport, amechanism found
in some transports costing $1500
(although with some modifications and
addition of metal parts). The main
S
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sound. Only the highest "K" grade is
used in the Theorem II. Note that very
few manufacturers use this unusual, lowcost DAC in high-end processors.
The power supply has been refined,
mostly with capacitor changes. My original review criticized the Theorem's lack
of bass extension, weight, and dynamics.
These faults were reportedly corrected
by these power-supply improvements.
The power supply was changed after my
first review but before the Theorem II
decoder and servo board appear to be
was introduced, so later-production
standard-issue, with only the output
Theorems have the updated supply. Both
board designed by Sumo. This output
processors feature 10 separately regulated
board is, however, impressive. For examsupplies.
ple, each phase of the balanced AES/EBU
The current-to-voltage converter (I/V)
signal is reclocked, then buffered by a
is adiscrete design first used in the Thediscrete line amplifier. All this circuitry,
orem, but with some modifications that
along with the clock output driver, is
reportedly result in better transient perlocated right next to the RCA and XLR
formance. This is followed by afully
output jacks. The Axiom has unusual
discrete, class-A, direct-coupled analog
digital output levels: 1V from the coaxial
output buffer that runs on ±35V rails
output, 2V from the AES/EBU output.
(most output stages run on ±15V). The
The official S/PDIF and AES/EBU specifications call for an output voltage of output low-pass filter is anewly designed
third-order Bessel type. The I/V con500mV (coaxial) and 5V (AES/EBU).
verter, low-pass filter, and output buffer
Build quality is good for $899: the
are integrated into asingle stage that uses
chassis is made from 18-gauge steel, and
very little feedback. Moreover, the outthe unit has a1
4 "aluminum front panel.
/
put transistors are hefty TO-220 packThe cost-cutting measures include using
ages that can reportedly drive half an
stock decoder/servo and display boards,
amp of current into low impedances.
and mounting the digital outputs directly
Unusually, the Theorem II uses the
on the pcb rather than attaching them to
Yamaha YM3623 input receiver, which
the chassis. This technique avoids the
is the device used in nearly every digilabor of point-to-point wiring, but
tal processor until the much better Crysresults in a less mechanically secure
tal CS8412 input receiver took over the
mounting. Many moderately priced
market. Where the Yamaha part had 3-5
products have jacks installed with this
nanoseconds (3000-5000 picoseconds)
method.
ofjitter in its recovered clock (without
The Theorem II has several important
any additional jitter-reduction circuitry),
refinements over the original Theorem.
the Crystal has 200-400ps—a tenfold
In addition to the functional differences
improvement in jitter performance over
described earlier, the Theorem II now
the Yamaha? Sumo reportedly kept the
features AES/EBU input as standard. On
outmoded Yamaha part in the Theorem
the inside, the original Theorem's Burrto maintain an upgrade path for Theorem
Brown PCM67 DAC has been changed
owners (an original Theorem can be
to the PCM69. Both these DACs are
upgraded by Sumo to the Theorem II),
hybrid types, combining a multibit
and also to reduce the amount of support
ladder converter with a1-bit converter.
circuitry needed. Sumo claims that their
Specifically, the upper 10 bits are con"Crystal Crowbar" clock recovery cirverted to an analog output with amultibit resistor ladder converter, and the cuit reduces clock jitter to less than 80ps,
despite the Yamaha receiver's high intrinlower eight bits (the eight LSBs) are converted to analog by a1-bit noise-shaping sic jitter.
This issue of recovered clock jitter is
converter. The idea is to get the best of
moot when the Theorem is driven by the
both worlds: the dynamics of multibit,
and the intrinsic low-level linearity of
1-bit.
2There is also the point to consider that the Yamaha
Looking at the data sheets for the
YM3623 receiver chip only passes I6-bit data to the filter and DAC. Using the transport's volume control will,
PCM67 and PCM69 suggested that the
therefore, reduce signal resolution in the manner
only difference between the DACs is the
described earlier. If the Theorem Il used amore recent
Yamaha chip or the Crystal chip, areduction in volume
PCM69's ability to accept awider range
by, say, 6dB would move every bit in each data word
of clock frequencies. Other than that, the
one place to the right, resulting in 17-bit words. But as
these longer words would be passed through to aDAC
PCM69 appears to be identical in techwith 18-20-bit resolution intact, the signal would be
nical performance to the PCM67. Sumo
preserved, albeit with an analog noise floor 6dB higher
reports that the PCM69 has asmoother
in level.
—JA
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Axiom transport with the separate clock
line installed. Rather than try to recover
the clock from the S/PDIF or AES/EBU
datastream, the Theorem gets apure,
presumably low-jitter clock directly
from the transport, bypassing the Yamaha's
clock-recovery function. Most processor/transport combinations with aseparate clock line send the clock from the
processor to the transport, making the
processor the master clock. Sumo takes
the opposite approach, sending the clock
from the transport to the processor—a theoretically less ideal method because the
only place where the clock jitter really
matters is at the DAC input pin.
A Burr-Brown DF1700 8x-oversampling digital filter—the same as the
ubiquitous NPC SM5813—is used
before the DAC. Sumo didn't think the
Pacific Microsonics PMD100 HDCD
decoder/filter offered acost-effective
improvement over the NPC filter (functionally equivalent to the Burr-Brown
DF-1700), but notes that the Theorem's
modular design allows future changes to
the digital filter.
Although the Theorem II has XLR
and RCA outputs as standard, the $899
version reviewed here simply connects
pin 3of the XLR connector to ground.
This allows the Theorem II to be connected to preamplifiers with balanced
XLR inputs, but the signal is singleended, not balanced. For an additional
$200, the Theorem II comes with four
parallel analog stages for balanced output.
Iexperienced one minor problem with
the Theorem II review sample: abolt
holding acircuit-board support came
loose in transit and rattled around inside
the chassis. Other than that, the Theorem
II is amuch nicer package then the original Theorem: the full-sized chassis,
machined front panel, input switching,
polarity-inversion switch, and AES/
EBU input are all welcome additions.

Magnan Type V. Power amplifiers were
Audio Research VT150 tubed monoblocks connected via AudioQuest Lapis.
The VT150s drove apair of Genesis 11.5
loudspeakers, with the 800W Genesis
servo amplifier driving the system's four
12" woofers. Loudspeaker cables were
4' runs of AudioQuest Dragon II. A Tice
Powerblock conditioned AC power to
the front end and preamp, and an MIT ZStabilizer was plugged-in to the AC outlet
The room is treated with ahanging quilt
and Acoustic Science Corporation's
Tower Traps.

LISTENING

It took abit of getting used to the Theorem/Axiom combination; the last four
processors I've reviewed were the Theta
DS Pro Generation V, Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 Mk.II, Mark Levinson No30.5,
and Spectral SDR-2000 Pro, all driven
by the Mark Levinson No31 transport
—tough acts to follow. Moreover, digital
processors in the $1000 price range have
gotten much better lately, thus presenting agreater challenge to the Theorem
II than when Ireviewed the original
Theorem.
Ibegan by listening to the Theorem
II driven by the Mark Levinson No31
transport, then in comparison with the
$750 Adcom GDA-600. The Adcom
turned out to be formidable competition
for the Theorem II, and highlighted just
how much affordable digital processors
have improved in the past few years.
The Theorem II's bass was asharp
contrast with that of the GDA-600. The
Sumo processor lacked the extension,
power, weight, and authority heard from
the GDA-600. The entire presentation
sounded thinner, with bass-guitar lines
having less rhythmic impact. Similarly,
bass drum didn't have the depth or
dynamic impact I've heard from other digital sources. The bass drum that comes
in on the first track of Doug MacLeod's
Come to Find (AudioQuest AQ-CD1027)
SYSTEM
can be startling. Through the Theorem,
Itreated the Axiom and Theorem priit didn't produce the same sense of surmarily as aCD player in two boxes: the
prise. On this same disc, the acoustic bass
advantages of aseparate clock suggest
had less definition and detail through the
that these two products will work best
Theorem II, making it harder to perceive
together. Ialso evaluated the Axiom and
pitch.
•
Theorem separately, driving the TheThe Theorem II's treble was alittle
orem with Mark Levinson No31 Referwhitish, and tended to emphasize vocal
ence and Theta Data Basic transports.
Similarly, the Axiom drove the Theorem
sibilants. Robben Ford's vocals on his
Robben Ford and the Blue Line (Stretch
and Adcom GDA-600 digital proSTD-1102) was agood example. The
cessors. Digital interconnects included
Sumo processor tended to add abit of
AudioQuest Diamond x3 (AES/E11U),
Parasound DataBridge (coaxial), and a hash to sibilants, rendering "s" and "ch"
sounds more intrusive. Cymbals were
Prisma coaxial cable.
brighter-sounding through the Theorem
The processors under audition drove
II and emphasized more of the topan Audio Research LS5 preamp via Audiooctave sheen rather than the lowerQuest Diamond x3 interconnect or
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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frequency "gong"-like component that
gives the sound of cymbals its body.
Consequently, high-frequency-rich
instruments sounded alittle bleached and
threadbare. This characteristic was also
apparent in the mids, with brass instruments sounding alittle hard and brittle
rather than rich and warm. The instrumental textures on Frank Zappa's orchestral The Yellow Shark (Barking Pumpkin
R2 71600), for example, had an edginess
that didn't encourage high playback
levels.
Souncistaging was good, but not at the
level of the GDA-600. The Adcom processor had greater openness, transparency, space, and differentiation between
individual images. The space on John
McLaughlin's Qué Alegría (Verve 837
280-2) was smaller through the Sumo
processor, and Iheard less air around the
images. This is one area in which the
original Theorem excelled in relation to
its competition of the day, but has been
overtaken by more recent designs.
Irepeated these comparisons with the
Theta Basic and Axiom (but no clock
link) as the sources, and my listening
impressions were similar.
Next Icompared the Theta Basic
transport to the Axiom driving the Theorem II and GDA-600. The Axiom had
asimilar sound to that of the Theorem
II: slightly emphasized treble, lean bass,
and less-than-optimum pitch definition
in the bass. Without the separate clock
link, the Axiom tended to exacerbate the
Theorem Ifs shortcomings. Compared
to the $1750 Theta transport (which is
one of the best buys in high-end audio),
it was no contest: the Theta won hands
down. Note, however, that the Theta
costs nearly twice as much as the Axiom.
Iauditioned the Axiom and Theorem
II together with the separate clock link
installed. It's abit of apain to switch over
when making comparisons: you have to
unplug the unit (just turning off the
front-panel power switch leaves some
of the electronics powered), remove the
top cover, and reconfigure atiny jumper
wire near the edge of the board to switch
between normal clock recovery (for use
with any transport) and locked mode for
separate clock connection to the Axiom.
A rear-panel switch would have been
better.
What adifference the separate clock
line made! The hashy character Iheard
on vocal sibilants was greatly ameliorated, with the treble sounding smoother
and cleaner. The soundstage opened up,
allowing me to hear the music as individual images, not one big continuum.
Low-level detail was better portrayed,
with the presentation taking on anew117

LISTEN To THE UNEXPECTED.
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"...Regardless of where
we stood, the presentation
of voices and instruments
remained stable and the
tonal balance correct...
(with the SS-M7ES, Sony)
has achieved an unqualified
success...".
Barry Willis, Sterecpbile*
*Vol. 17, No. 8, Aug. 1994

ES

For information or dealer location call I-800-847-7669
© 1994 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Sony is atrademark of Sony. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited
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found sense of resolution. The bass also
sounded tighter and better defined,
although the sound was still thin.
Because the only difference in performance between the Axiom/Theorem II
combination with and without the clock
link is in the amount ofjitter, you can
easily hear for yourself by disconnecting the separate clock line what jitter
does to digitally reproduced music.
Although the clock line improved the
Axiom/Theorem H's musical performance, Istill preferred the GDA-600/
Data Basic combination, which lists for
$2500—$700 more than the price of the
Sumo pair.
Finally, Iused the Axiom's remote
volume control to attenuate the signal by
afew dB, then increased the preamplifier gain to match levels. The digitaldomain attenuator was surprisingly good,
with almost no degradation at small
attenuation settings. Although Idid all
my listening with the volume control all
the way up for the best sound, the remote
level control is agreat feature—particularly if your preamp doesn't have
remote control.

M EASUREMENTS
The Theorem II's maximum output level
was 2.03V, conforming with the CD
standard of 2V output. The output impedance was alow 70 ohms at 20Hz,
decreasing to 50 ohms at lkHz and
above, making the Theorem II insensitive
to preamplifier loading. DC levels were
negligible, measuring just 0.2mV (left

tip

channel) and 0.1mV (right channel). The
Theorem II's polarity button works: set
to positive polarity, the Sumo doesn't
invert absolute polarity from its RCA
outputs. Because pin 2of the XLR connector is the signal conductor and pin 3
is grounded, the Theorem II will be noninverting from the XLR outputs when
connected to other pin-2-hot equipment.
The Theorem had no trouble decoding
321cHz and 48kHz sampling frequencies.
Fig.1 shows the Theorem II's frequency response and de-emphasis error.
The response shows atypical mild topoctave rolloff, and the analog-domain
de-emphasis circuit is accurate, meaning you won't hear atonal balance difference when playing the few pre-emphasized CDs you may have. The Theorem
II's plot of channel separation is shown
in fig.2. The left/right-channel crosstalk
is slightly lower than the R-L above
800Hz, and meets the claimed >80dB
separation specification; crosstalk in the
other direction does not.
A spectral analysis of the Theorem II's
output with the unit decoding alkHz,
-90dB dithered sinewave (fig3) shows
some problems. First, we can see amoderately high noise level. Second, the trace
peaks above the -90dB horizontal division, indicating apositive linearity error.
Third, the peak at 2kHz indicated that
the Theorem II's DAC is creating secondharmonic distortion, particularly in the
left channel. [This is normally due to lowlevel non-monotonicity in the DAC.—Ed.]
Finally, we can see power-supply noise

011».101100 TIMMY
4140
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as peaks at 60Hz, 120Hz, 180Hz, and
300Hz. This amount of power-supply
noise in the audio circuitry isn't severe;
even the worst component (60Hz, right
channel) is more than 105dB down and
should be inaudible. Nonetheless, this
spectral analysis plot is not ideal.
Performing the same test, but increasing
the bandwidth to 200kHz and driving
the Theorem II with all zeros, produced
the plot of fig.4. Unusually for anoiseshaping DAC, there's no significant rise
in the noise floor above the audioband.
The Theorem II's linearity error is more
apparent in fig.5. We can see 4dB of positive error at -90dB (right channel)—a
significant departure from linearity by
today's standards. Fig.6 is the Theorem
II's reproduction ola lkHz, -90dB undithered sinewave. The waveform looks
unusual in that it should be symmetrical. Instead, the "0" levels appear as the
steps at the 50µV division; the "+1" step
peaks at the 100µV division, and the
"-1" step is all the way down at -20012V.
This uneven step size is so severe that it's
hard to distinguish between the 0and +1
levels. Iwas surprised by this aspect of
the Theorem II's performance, because
the PCM69 DAC uses a1-bit converter
for the lower eight bits, which should
have better low-level performance than
is indicated by this waveform. This
behavior does correlate, however, with
the spectral analysis in fig.3.
As might be expected, the noisemodulation performance (fig.7) was also
poor. The Theorem II showed large
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Fig.I Sumo Theorem II, frequency response
(top) and de-emphasis error (bottom)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Sumo Theorem I,spectrum of dithered
'kHz tcine at —90.3IdBFS, with noise and
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Fig.4 Sumo Theorem II, spectrum of digital
silence ('/,.octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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Fig.5 Sumo Theorem 11, departure from linearity
(right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig .2 Sumo Theorem II, R-L crosstalk in
balanced mode (L-R dashed, 0dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig .6 Sumo Theorem II, waveform of undithered
'kHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS.
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aluniacci
Proudly Introduces the Best Value in Tube Amplification
Again
The all new Stereo 80 advances the tradition of affordable excellence that made Dynaco tube
electronics the most popular in history. Designed by a team of audio's most gifted engineers, the Stereo 80's
sophisticated circuitry is enhanced by the highest levels of construction and parts quality. An aesthetic and
ergonomic masterpiece, the Stereo 80's faceplate incorporates an ingenious bias adjustment system which
allows each output tube to be fine tuned for optimum performance, while a mode selector switch gives the user
a choice between ultrenear power and triode purity. The Stereo 80, Ike its legendary predecessors, delivers a
combination of virtues at odds with its modest cost. Once again, Dynaco brings tne musical magic of a world
class tube amplifier within reach of every audiophile.

eltiVaCe
n
A Division of PANOR CORP

....the definition of quality

125 Cabot Court, HauppaJge, NY 11788 • 516 434-1200 •• FAX 516 434-1457
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shifts in the noise floor as afunction of
input level. In fact, the noise floor shifts
as much as 4dB through most of the
audioband as the input level changes—
not agood thing. Because very few of the
traces don't cross each other, the noise
floor's spectral balance remains constant,
but the level shift is substantial.
1610.611.106.101.

11•1113161111.0

40.00

Ap

.0

aa.

1060

So far, we have looked at low-level idiosyncrasies. How about at the other end
of the dynamic range scale? Fig.8 shows
an FFT-derived spectral analysis of the
Theorem II's output while it decodes
data representing afull-scale mix of
19kHz and 20kHz tones. We can see an
entire series of intermodulation components as the spikes at lkHz intervals.
Although all are fairly low in level (below
-95dB), the number of IMD components is high.
The separate clock link between the
Theorem II and the Axiom made it possible to measure the difference in jitter
performance with and without the clock
link. In addition, Imeasured the Theorem H's clock jitter when driven by
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Fig.7 Sumo Theorem 11, noise modulation, -60
to -100dBFS (10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Sumo Theorem II, HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).

Fig.I ISumo Theorem 11, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
digital silence, PS Audio Lambda transport
(linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB= Ins).
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Fig.9 Sumo Theorem 11, word-clock jitter
spectrum. DC-20kHz, when processing
IkHz sinewave at OdBFS, PS Audio Lambda
transport (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).

Fig.I2 Sumo Theorem II, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS, Sumo Axiom
transport but no clock link (linear
frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB =Ins).
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Fig.I0 Sumo Theorem II, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
I
kHz sinewave at -90dBFS, PS Audio
Lambda transport (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).
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Fig.I3 Sumo Theorem 11, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
'kHz sinewave at -90dBFS, Sumo Axiom
transport but no clock link (linear
frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB= Ins).
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the Axiom transport and the PS Audio
Lambda transport. First, Imeasured the
Theorem Il's jitter performance with the
Meitner LIM Detector, using the PS
Audio Lambda transport to play test
tones on the CBS Test Disc. (For consistency, we use the Lambda transport
and the same digital interconnect in all
our jitter measurements.)
Fig.9 is the Theorem H's word-clock
jitter, measured at the 8x-oversampling
"WCLK" pin on the PCM69 DAC,
with alkFlz, OdBFS sinewave input signal. We can see apredominant spike at
the test-signal frequency, and also alarge
number of discrete-frequency jitter components. This trace looks poor, indicating
lots of periodic jitter on the clock at many
frequencies. The RMS jitter level, measured over a400Hz-22kHz bandwidth,
was awhopping 1150ps (1.15ns). When
the Theorem II was driven by alkHz
sinewave at -90dB, the jitter spectrum
showed spikes at lkHz and 2kHz, but
was cleaner overall (fig.10). The RMS
level, however, increased to 1950ps
(nearly 2ns). The spike at 735kHz is the
subcode data rate within the S/PDIF
interface.
Fig.11 is the Theorem II's jitter, again
driven by the Lambda transport, but
now with an input signal of all zeros.
Again, the large spike at 735kHz is the
subcode data rate, but the number of
periodic jitter components has changed
again. However, the RMS jitter level
dropped to astill-high 575ps. These are
very large differences in jitter performance as the input signal changes.
Irepeated these measurements using
the Axiom as the transport without the
clock link engaged. We can assume that
if the Theorem II's clock jitter drops with
the Axiom, the Sumo transport has
lower intrinsic jitter than that of the PS
Audio Lambda. If the Theorem II's
word-clock jitter increases, the Axiom
has higher jitter than that of the Lambda.
Fig.12 is the Theorem II's jitter with
the Axiom transport playing alkHz,
OdBFS sinewave. It looks about the same
as with the Lambda, but the RMS jitter
level increased to 1440ps (compared to
1150ps with the Lambda). More illustrative is the Theorem II's jitter when the
unit is decoding a
-90dB sinewave
(fig.13). Comparing fig.10 (with the
Lambda) to fig.13 (with the Axiom), we
see many more periodic jitter components, and aslightly higher RMS jitter
level (2370ps), in the Theorem II when
it's driven by the Axiom. With an input
of all zeros, the Axiom transport produced avery slightly cleaner spectrum
than did the Lambda (not shown),
but the RMS level was 680ps with the
121

NOW SAVE $800-$900 ON
THE NEW GENESIS
SERVO 12

""meememmemimmeeer

y

BWOOFER
der'

Genesis Servo I2B With Servo/Accelerometer AmplController

Bring more excitement into your audio or home
theater system with asubwoofer from industry leader,
Genesis Technologies. Genesis Servo subwoofers are
the result of the combined efforts of Arnie NudeII,
the founder and former chief designer of Infinity
Loudspeakers, and Paul McGowan, former president
and chief designer of PS Audio. It's abrilliant team
effort with each designing within his own area of
expertise—Arnie designing the enclosure and drivers,
and Paul designing the electronics.
The original Genesis Servo subwoofers received
rave reviews in Stereophile and other audiophile
publications. This new generation of subwoofers
offers far better performance—at far lower prices!
The new Servo 12s come in an attractively shaped
19 -tall, 16 -wide, by 19 -deep cabinet made of dense,
1
--thick, non-resonant MDF composite wood covered
with matte black, and housing aforward firing 12 woofer. Included with the subwoofer is aspecially
Crossection

Of AGenesis Metal Cone Woofer.

designed Genesis Servo-Accelerometer controller with
abuilt-in 325 watt amplifier. The Servo circuit controls
and accelerates woofer movement so it keeps pace with
the mid and high-frequency drivers; and ensures tight,
fast bass with very low distortion. The Servo can be
driven by apreamp or receiver's preamp out, or with a
high-level input from apower amp. Front controls
include low-pass filters, 0-180° phasing, and volume
control. A20-ft servo-to-sub cable is supplied.

Save $800-$900 & Take No Risk With
Our 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee!
For alimited time, choose from two state-of-the-art
12 - Genesis subwoofers. Model Servo 12B features
acustom-made injection-molded 12 -polypropylene/
Kevlar cone with alarge voice coil, and powerful
magnet. The new Model Servo 12M features Genesis'
new 12 -metal cone woofer, aunique two-layer aluminum cone woofer that's super rigid, yet light, and
virtually eliminates driver cone break-up for tighter,
more accurate, and more dramatic bass.
Genesis Servo 12B, subwoofer with 12 -poly/Kevlar
woofer and 325-watt Servo/Accelerometer amp controller, regular $1,795, while they last, 995.00*
New Genesis Servo 12M, subwoofer with 12 -metal
cone woofer and 375-watt Servo/Accelerometer amp
controller, regular $1,995, now only 1,095.00*
*Shipping $49.95 in continental US. Subwoofers come
with a30-day money-back guarantee, call for details.

Audio Advisor, Inc.
4649 Danvers Ave (New Address)
Kentwood, MI 49512

VISA, MC, AMEX & Discover
Accepted. Call Us Toll-Free:

1-800-942-0220
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Axiom (compared to 575ps with the
Lambda).
The Theorem II's measured jitter performance improved dramatically when
the Theorem II was locked to the Axiom
by the separate clock line. Fig.14 is the
Theorem II's jitter with alkHz, OdBFS
sinewave input. Note the vastly lower
number of periodic jitter components
(fewer spikes in the plot). In addition to
producing acleaner jitter spectrum, the
RIVIS jitter level dropped more than an
order of magnitude, to just 120ps (compared to 1440ps without the clock link).
There seems to be aclear correlation here
between my listening experiences and
the measured jitter performance. Apparently, reducing the jitter from 1440ps to
120ps and making the jitter more random has alarge effect on sound quality,

Sw•splee 1
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Fig.I4 Sumo Theorem II, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS, Sumo Axiom
transport with clock link (linear frequency
scale, 10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).
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Fig.15 Sumo Theorem II, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
'kHz sinewave at -90dBFS, Sumo Axiom
transport with clock link (linear frequency
scale, 10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).

as noted in the auditioning.
Fig.15 is the Theorem II's jitter spectrum with the Axiom transport and separate clock link, with an input data
representing alkHz, -90dB sinewave.
Compare this plot with fig.13: the
improvement in jitter performance rendered by the clock link is dramatic. The
RIvIS jitter level in fig.15 is 115ps.
Finally, fig.16 is the Theorem II's jitter
when connected to the Axiom with the
clock link and an input signal of all zeros.
The trace is very clean, and almost as
good as it gets. The FtIvIS jitter level
dropped to avery low 75ps. Sumo claims
the Theorem II's jitter to be <80ps—a
figure just met by this last condition
(Axiom transport, clock link, input of
all zeros). Note, however, that there are
no standards for how and under what
conditions (such as input signal, measurement bandwidth, peak or RMS, and
many other factors) jitter measurements
are made.
We can draw several conclusions from
these measurements. First, the transport
driving the Theorem II affects its clock
jitter, and thus its sound. Moreover, the
Axiom appears to have higher intrinsic
jitter than the Lambda. The wide variation in the Theorem II's jitter level and
spectrum as the input signal was varied
suggests that this processor is highly sensitive to interface jitter, and will thus be
more transport-sensitive than other processors. (I did hear asignificant improvement in the sound when the Theorem
was driven by the Mark Levinson No31
rather than the Axiom.) Finally, the Theorem II's vastly lower jitter when connected to the Axiom with the separate
clock line reinforces the validity of this
technique, and also suggests that the
Axiom and Theorem should be used
together for best performance—another
conclusion suggested by the auditioning.
Overall, the Theorem II had only fair
to poor bench performance. Our sample
suffered from poor DAC monotonidty,
as revealed by the production of secondharmonic distortion, poor low-level
linearity, uneven step size when reproducing low-level signals, and shifts in the
noise floor as afunction of input level.

CONCLUSION
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Fig.I6 Sumo Theorem 11, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
digital silence, Sumo Axiom transport
with clock link (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).
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Although the Sumo Theorem II appears
to be abetter processor than its predecessor, the new unit is less competitive than
it was three years ago. Ifound the Theorem II to sound good, but not superlative. The $150-less-expensive Adcom
GDA-600 beats the Theorem II in many
areas—particularly bass performance,
treble purity, and soundstaging. Similarly, the Sumo Axiom transport is
WorldRadioHistory

eclipsed by the Theta Data Basic and the
PS Audio Lambda (though each of those
transports is nearly double the Axiom's
price). Consequently, it's difficult to recommend the Axiom or Theorem II for
use with other non-Sumo transports or
processors.
But when used together as intended
with the separate clock link, the $1798
Axiom/Theorem package provided
much better musical performance and
became worthy of arecommendation.
Many of the problems Iheard with the
transport and processor under individual
auditioning were ameliorated by the
clock link. Although the treble was
smoother, the soundstaging became
more transparent, and the music had
greater ease, the Sumo package's fundamental sound remained: alean bass
and slightly uptilted treble. System
matching will be crucial with these products: aloudspeaker with an overly ripe
midbass will benefit from the Sumo's
sound, while one with an overdamped
bass will suffer.
If you've got $1800 to spend on adigital front-end, give the Sumo Theorem
II/Axiom processor/transport combo an
audition. With the right combination of
associated components and loudspeakers,
the Sumo package may sing in your
system.

mo
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TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.
The new
HRSW12V will
extend the bass of
your stereo or
video system for
that "air shaking
all around you"
effect.

HSU Research HRSW12V

Here's what the experts said of our 100W,
25Fiz prototype shown at the Winter CES
(production units are 150W, 20Hz):
"...all of the non-boomy, stomach-massaging
bass energy was coming from asingle 12-inch
powered subwoofer..."
Peter Mitchel, Stereophile Vd. 17 No. 4, April 1994

"...delivered enough punch to shake the
sturdiest shelf..."
Brent Buttenyorth, Video Megezne, April 1994

"One of the most effective subwoofer
demonstrations"

Reber, Widescreen Renew Vd. 3No. 1,
March 1994

Send for complete information on the
HRSW12V and our famous HRSW10s.

HSU

Write or call:
HSU RESEARCH
20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos,
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)

CA 90701

1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)
Sold factory carect with a 30 day Mal -money back
5year manufacturers defect warranty

,guarantee.
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The Tradition Continues at Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
Also available on Anadisq: Traffic •Queen •Getz/Gilberto •Alan Parsons •ELP •Pink Floyd •Muddy Waters
mobile fidelity
sound lab
MFSLinne

105 Morris Street •Sebastopol, CA 95472 •800-423-5759
e-mail: mofi@mofi.com
Internet resource center on WWW/Mosaic
In Canada phone 800-267-1216
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LONDON

(
DECCA) J
UBILEE PHONO CARTRIDGE
Martin Colloms

"Direct-Sensing" phono caruidge. Nominal output (IkHz, 5cm/s): 5mV. Recommended

Audio Services, do Presence Audio, Spronketts Lane, Bolnet, Haywards Heath, West

downforce: I.8-2.2gm. Mass: 0gm. Recommended tonearm mass: medium (well-

Sussex RHI7 SSA, England. Fax: (44) 1444-461510. US distributor Pro Audio, Ltd.,

damped). Price: $1600. Approximate number of dealers: 7. Manufacturer J. Wright

Ill South Dr., Banington, IL 60010. Tel: (708) 526-1660. Fax: (708) 526-1669.

L

ondon phono cartridges still
carry the famous Decca name
(even if only in parentheses), but
they are now produced by John Wright,
a precision engineer and ex-Decca
employee. Wright (not to be confused
with his IMF and more recent TDL
loudspeaker-designer namesake) was
assigned the rights in 1989 by Decca's
Special Products division,' when the
company's new owner, Racal, decided
that they didn't want to be involved in
the manufacture of audio equipment.
Wright worked for 20 years in Decca's
phono-cartridge division, where he
gained awealth of experience. As well
as manufacturing the current range of
London cartridges, he is also responsible
for servicing and overhauling older
Decca models.
The new Jubilee, so-called in celebration of the 25 years that have passed since
the first Decca London cartridge saw the
light of day, is built using a milled
aluminum-alloy casing whose solidity
is reminiscent of the classic Decca
pickups of the 1960s, such as the 4RC
and the SC4E. Distributed in the US by
Pro Audio, Ltd., the jubilee is priced at
$1600—in typical fine-quality movingcoil territory. For comparison, a(Decca)
Super Gold—with the traditional lightweight, sheet Mu-metal, London-type
body and fitted with aline-contact van
den Hul stylus—costs $650.

fib
London (Decca) Jubilee phono cartridge

Decca phono cartridges excite wide
divergences of opinion among critics.
Their contrary natures require unusual
care to be taken in system installation and
the choice of ancillary equipment, but
many audiophiles adore them and will
accept no substitute. Some try them out,
admire certain aspects of the sound, but
fail to reach an acceptable system balance;
others fail to get anywhere at all, and
wonder what all the fuss is about!
Decca's "Positive Scanning" technology is responsible for what Idescribed

some 18 years ago as "both the glimpses
of heaven and the occasional taste of
hell!" (This was in areview of the original
Decca London Blue and Gold cartridges.
These top-ranking models then retailed
for around the $100 mark! How times
have changed.)
In part, the operating principle is
closely related to the variable-reluctance
design developed by GE from earlier
78rpm versions in the mid-1950s for
monophonic LP playback. Ifirst used
one of these designs fitted to amassive
Garrard auto changer. The cantilever was
made of magnetically permeable alloy,
fixed at one end, with the motion of the
stylus end sensed directly by two magnetic pole-pieces. Coils wound on these
pole-pieces produced the transduced
electrical output.
The principle of directly sensing the
stylus motion is an attractive one. It
avoids the problems that occur with the
usual remote-generator systems, which
either move coils between the poles of
amagnet or move asmall induced magnet in front of fixed coils. In either case,
the stylus tip motion is transferred to the
generator or motor by the cantilever—a
lightweight rod or tube.
The cantilever's "lever" is important,
as it allows arelatively heavy and efficient electrical generator to be used while
ensuring alow overall moving mass as
seen at the stylus tip? (Low moving tip
mass is directly associated with good
trackability, particularly at high frequencies.) Of necessity, the lever must have

1Once adivision of the Decca Record Company (of
Decca, Deram, London,ffrr,ffis, and not-signing-theBeatles fame), the Special Products Division became an
orphan when the record label was absorbed by PolyGram in the late '70s.
—JA

2A severe conflict arises between the need to generate
sufficient electrical output and the need to keep the mass
of the coil assembly as low as possible. (Together with
the stylus, this should ideally be less than athousandth
of agram!)

POSITIVELY COUPLED
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apivot point or bearing, and it is here
that losses may occur between the tip and
the generator. Subjective terms such as
"cantilever haze" and "poor generator
precision" are often used to describe the
sound from such non-direct-coupled
designs, equating to losses in clarity,
dynamics, and channel separation.
Various direct-coupled moving-coil
cartridges have been produced, acurrent
example being the Ikeda Kiwame reviewed
by Dick Olsher in February 1993 (Vol.16
No.2, p.164). Several difficulties arise
with these units, not the least being the
need to attach four lead-out wires to the
coil assembly. These wires must all be
sufficiently flexible not to interfere with
the stylus motion.
The 1950s GE cartridge was required
to trace and sense lateral (dual-mono)
modulation only. To detect signals recorded in 45/45 stereo? Decca both had
to provide some compliance in the vertical direction and add asecond magnetic
sensor to translate vertical motion into
an electrical signal proportional to the
difference between the two stereo channels. The lateral and vertical signals,
representing the sum (L+R) and difference (L-R) information, respectively,
allow the independent left- and rightchannel output signals to be extracted.
(Neglecting phase and summing the vertical and lateral signals gives L+R+L-R
= 2L. Subtracting the vertical signal
from the lateral signal gives L+R-L-(-R)
= 2R.)
In the Decca stereo pickup design, the
moving element, called the "armature,"
is atwo-axis device with acomplex
form, folded almost to aright angle
(fig.1). Decca dubbed the pickup's directcoupling aspect "Positive Scanning": the
vertical motion of the stylus is sensed
directly by the vertical pole; similarly,
lateral motion is read by the proximate
lateral pole. (In this detail, the Decca is
similar to the GE system.)
The armature is formed with apress
3So-called because each groove wall is at an angle of
45° to the vertical. The modulation for each stereo channel is therefore orthogonal—at 90°—to the other, thus
maximizing channel separation. The sum of the two
channels' information (L+R) is represented by lateral
stylus motion; the difference between the channels (L-R)
is represented by vertical motion.
—JA
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ope Music
A new record
company
dedicated
to the joy
of listening.
The highest
audiophile
standards.
The most
involving
artists.
Records to
provoke
the emotions.
POPE MUSIC RECORDINGS ARE ALL
ACOUSTIC WITH NO ELECTRONIC PROCESSING
OR MIXING,

UTILIZING THE EXCLUSIVE

POPE MUSIC "DYNAMIC FIDELITY"' RECORDING
AND MASTERING PROCESS.

Lori

"Our loudspeaker won Stereopbile product
of the year, and I
feel that Lori Lieberman's
'A Thousand Dreams' should win recording of the year.. it is absolutely superb!"
Geoffrey Poor,
V.P. Director of Marketing & Sales,
Dunlavy Audio

.the definitive female vocal This is an
LP lover's CD..."
a thousand dream,

Joseph Cali,
Cello Music & Film Systems LA

A THOUSAND DREAMS
L
ORI LIEBERMAN

The triumphant return of an original singer/songwriter with a voice
of gold. Having originated the 41 Grammy Award winning hit,
"Killing Me Softly With His Song," Lori adds 13 more "Songs For
The Asking," weaving a multitude of moods into an album you will
fall in love with.
PM2001-2 Gold CD S29.98
PM1001-2 Silver CD $15.98

"This recording puts me back in the
concert hall and out of my living room
away no CD has ever done before..."

in

Damon Sgobbo,
General Manager of HMV, NYC

"...Exciting performances, beautifully
recorded, with an astonishingly wide
dynamic range... This CD packs an
emotional Wallop!"
Ray Edwards,
Tower Records
National Classical Sales Manager

UNLI KELY SILHOUETTES

STATE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA "YOUNG RUSSIA"
MARK GORENSTEIN: CONDUCTOR
"Unlikely Silhouettes" is the first in a series of landmark crossover
classical recordings of breathtaking clarity and soundstaging that
recall the recording styles of a generation ago.
The

album title originates from the unlikely pairing of two rousing

Russian compositions: Rodion Shchedrin's unique interpretation of

1
9 PopeMusic

POPE

82 E. Allendale Rd. suite 2B
MUSIC Saddle River, NJ 07458

Bizet's "Carmen Suite," and Shostakovitch's "Bolt," two suites originally written for the ballet and rarely recorded.
PM2002-2 Gold CD S29.98
PM1002-2 Silver CD S15.98

Stop in to see us at Summer C.E.S. (room 9218) to hear our latest new releases!
WorldRadioHistory
Available at fine stores everywhere
June 13

Exclusively distributed by

AEC
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diamond, it offers acombination of low
tip mass and improved tracing accuracy
(especially toward the end of side), coupled with long life. A quick look using
x50 and x100 magnification with quartzhalogen spot illumination showed the
stylus to be well-formed and polished,
with aprecision mounting.

Fig.I The Decca -Positive Scanning vertical/lateral sensor.

tool from foil sheetjust afew microns
thick. Tempering in liquid nitrogen stabilizes the mechanical properties of the
flexible armature. While its shape ensures
rigidity in both required planes—this
essential to control resonances in the
audible range—ultimately the armature
must also floc at the pivot formed at the
clamping point. The armature is held—
rather improbably in its correctly
aligned, pretensioned state—by ashort
tieback thread or cord visible beneath the
cartridge. The armature is also in contact with athin block of damping medium
near the clamp.

J
UBILATION

Specific technical improvements for the
Jubilee include the use of high-flux
samarium/cobalt magnets to allow increased clearances between the stylus tip
and the carriage body, reducing the tendency for the latter to foul warped discs.
The Decca's high output has been
maintained at lmV/cm/s (typically 5mV
for 5cm/s lateral modulation), so no stepups are required. The generator coils are
of quite low inductance, and are relatively
unaffected by loading compared to conventional moving-magnet designs. A
parallel capacitance of 150-800pF, coupled with ashunt resistance of between
25k and 47k ohms, is optimum. (32k
ohms is often suggested.)
Some critics have described the standard Decca body as "'kin' plastic!' In
previous reviews, Ihad found structural
resonance problems in the 200-300Hz
region. The Jubilee's new body is precision-machined to be closefitting, and
is quite inert. It also provides aclean, flat
surface for mounting—complete with
internal threads to take well-tensioned
fixing bolts. The body mass is up from
4to 10gm. This is aradical transformation, and should allow the "Positive
Scanning" generator to operate to its best
ability.
The Jubilee is fitted with the latest
extended elliptical (or, more correctly,
line-contact) stylus designed and ground
by Wyndham Hodgson of Expert Pickups
(UK). Made from natural, grain-oriented
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

unipivot ARO mounted on aLien Sondek LP12 with an SME-type siliconetrough damper temporarily Band-Aided
to the arm. Isuspect that the Townshend
Excalffiur, with its head-damping arrangement, would also work well with the
London (Decca) Jubilee.
The turntables were used sitting on a
Mana Acoustics Phase Four stacked
As with any cartridge, due considertable. A hot-wired Conrad-Johnson
ation must be given to the infrasonic
arm/cartridge resonance behavior. In a PV12 preamplifier fed either Audio
Research VT150 or Conrad-Johnson
typical arm, the Jubilee actually features
Premier Eleven power amplifiers. A
two resonances, due to the significantly
solid-state Krell KSA-200S also proved
different values for vertical and lateral
useful, while the speakers included both
compliance. In addition, there is almost
the Wilson WATT 3s/Puppy 2s and the
no damping of the lateral modes. As with
Series 5WATTs/Puppies, the latter now
previous Decca cartridges, silicone dashbeginning to interface well in my room.
pot damping of the tonearm is anecessity
Comparison cartridges included the
when using the jubilee, in my opinion.
Koetsu Rosewood II, the van den Hul
If you don't use damping with aconGrasshopper IV GLA, an old Decca
ventional rigid tonearm, aDecca cartridge will be heard to be in astate of London (Plum), and the Lyra Clavis DC.
A Krell KRC-2/KPE preamp combinaalmost constant instability. Not only will
tion proved its worth in the MM/MC
the trackability be variable, a"fluttering"
comparisons. Interconnect and speaker
affecting channel stability and surface
noise will also be heard. With alow-mass cables included van den Hul carbon and
carbon hybrids, as well as Siltech designs.
tonearm, the lightweight Blue or Gold
Deccas will place the vertical resonance
SOUND
in the audible range, typically 20-25Hz,
In optimal tune and on discs that didn't
with some +4dB, -6dB of subsequent
tax its tracking abilities, the Jubilee
frequency-response variation. The Jubiachieved unrivaled dynamics. In this
lee tries to avoid these problems by placregard, it was the best phono cartridge
ing the arm/cartridge resonance below
I've tried—and by some margin! That's
20Hz with atypical tonearm of 10gm
what we lost with the flimsy body and
effective mass.
mounting used for the older Decca modA 2gm downforce is recommended
els. My experience proves the directfor the jubilee, with arange of 1.8-2.2gm
coupled principle in spades—at least so
possible, depending on the sample and
far as dynamics are concerned.
on the tonearm/turntable used. Rather
The dynamic expression was revelathan the odd, common-ground, threeterminal arrangement of the older Decca tory, even state-of-the-art; if you like, it
designs, the Jubilee features anormal sounded "direct-coupled!' On top-class,
arrangement of four gold-plated output original analog material, the Jubilee made
pins. As regards finish, the polished, even the best digital replay sound alitgold-anodized Jubilee really looks the tle tired and washed out. The cartridge
was capable of generating spine-tingling
part!
excitement!
And there was more! Matching its
S
YSTEM
A trial with an undamped Linn Ittok amazingly natural dynamic expression
tonearm wasn't promising, but my un- was atextbook reading of pace, rhythm,
modified Naim ARO tonearm, which and timing in the recorded music Again,
offers some mechanical damping, gave digital remasters replayed on CD were
fine results. An SME V with high-rate heard to be more downbeat, slowerdamping provided the most secure track- paced, less convincingly and coherently
ing, while adiscussion with London's timed. But on LP with the jubilee, the
UK distributor led me to try using the band played together with an upbeat,
old London International unipivot arm:' lively quality, drawing the listener into
(This is an odd plastic-and-metal affair the performance.
But now the downside. Good, wellwhere you allow acouple of days for silicone damping fluid to find its way into modulated recordings contain peak
amplitudes that are beyond the compass
amysterious hidden damping well.)
My most successful trial was with the of Deccas—even the Jubilee. The cartridge sounded pretty wonderful until
4The International tonearm has not stood the test of it failed to track, when all hell broke
time. In terms of musical dynamics, it sounded quite flat.
loose. It doesn't mistrack in asubtle
You would never have guessed how the Jubilee would
manner—you know immediately from
sound in this platform: soft, soggy, and uninspiring!
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Heaven on Earth.
"...I'm astonished. Don't wrap it up, I'll eat it here.
-Lee Konitz -legendary jazz, alto-saxophonist.
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Fig.6 London Jubilee, spectrum of vertical
300Hz sinewave, DC-5kHz, at +6dB ref.
5cm/s (I OdB/vertical div.). The second
harmonic is the highest in level at —30db
(3%).

nated by the second harmonic (shown
in fig.6). This is due to the "one-sided"
compliance resulting from the Decca
design's vertical restraint and damping
system. Higher modulation levels resulted
in aspray of upper harmonics plus ringing well above 30kHz.
Mounted in the ARO arm, the
Jubilee's vertical arm/cartridge response
lay in the 15Hz region, and was welldamped. The lateral resonance was rather
lower at 7.5 Hz and had ahigh Q. With
full damping applied to the Decca International tonearm, for example, the rise
at resonance was still 9dB, with visibly
obvious arm motion. The lower resonant
frequency remained uncomfortably close
to the complex harmonics of asuspendedchassis turntable such as aLinn. Ideally,
both infrasonic resonances should be in
the 10-12Hz region and well-damped
(a moderate Q of 2-3).

CONCLUSION

Reviewing London's (Decca) Jubilee has
been one of those fascinating challenges
which can both educate and entertain.
The Jubilee sounds marvelous so far as
its dynamic expression and rhythm are
concerned, where it sets an example to
all. A cartridge like this is amust-have
for those enthusiasts who value such
qualities above all others.
However, this is also asignificantly
flawed cartridge. This may not prove
fatal—it just depends on the demands
you plan to make on it, and the care you
can lavish on both system-matching and
alignment. As in the old nursery rhyme,
when it's good, the Jubilee is very, very
good; but when it's wrong, it can be
horrid.
At its best, the Jubilee was stable and
sounded neutral and clean. Technically,
it represents asubstantial advance for the
Decca technology, although the distortion and tracking limit both need more
work.
Objectively, the Jubilee's sound hardened with increasing third-harmonic
distortion at higher recorded levels, to
the point where it mistracked the highest
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

and most complex sections of fine
recordings. Much of the time it stayed
in contact with the groove walls, but
when it hit aparticular vocal line, abig
orchestral climax, or arock album with
ahot cut, like an old Porsche 911 on afist
bend, it disappointed.
Ididn't remove the Jubilee from my
disc player without some regrets. Ishall
miss those dynamics, that rock-solid
timing, and that lively pace. Icertainly
shan't forget that such astandard is possible from LP replay.
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by Nordost represent the state of the
art in connecting hi-fi equipment.
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RUARK ACOUSTICS

extrusion technology, Nordost has
been able to make Fladine interconnects that are satisfying, transparent
and extremely accurate.

WHY WE ARE UNIQUE
Every cable we make is manufactured to the highest standards and
tolerances. The degree of accuracy
and concentricity in the spacing of
conductors is unmatched in the cable

astroke ofgenius
Ruark loudspeakers are
renowned for their smooth
liquid sound and life-like
performance. With fine
woodwork that testifies to
membership in England's
Guild of Master Craftsmen,
Ruark speakers are an
affordable luxury, ranging
from $750 to $6000 apair.

industry. By utilizing flat extrusion
technology we are able to make
interconnects which have very low
capacitance, inductance and signal
loss. These are characteristics that
are yen desirable if you want to hear
the music and not the cable. Each
cable is individually tested and
inspected before it leaves our factory'.
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MACH 1ACOUSTICS DM-10 LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher
Three-way sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 9" cone woofer, 4" ceramic-cone

Serial numbers of units reviewed: 1022/23. Price: $7995/pair. Approximate number

midrange unit, I" concave ceramic-dome tweeter. Frequency response: 40Hz-35kHz
±3dB. Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Sensitivity: 87dB/w/m. Recommended amplifier

of dealers: 6. Manufacturer MACH 1Acoustics, RR 2, Box 334A, Wilton, NH 03086.
Phone/fax: (603) 654-9826.

power 35-350Wpc. Dimensions: 44" Hby 11" W by 14" D. Weight: 05 lbs each.

M

ylast close encounter with a TECHNICAL DETAILS
MACH 1Acoustics loudIt's possible to tell alot about aloudspeaker was with the highspeaker's build quality by just lifting it
flying DM-10 Signature (reviewed in
off the ground—after all, cabinet mass
Vol.17 No.1). That experience whetted
is an essential ingredient of box quality.
my appetite for another sampling of
Beware of any three-way design that's
MACH 1fare. The DM-10, as you might
asnap to move around. Moving the
surmise from the similar model names,
DM-10 about is definitely atwo-person
is acousin of the Signature. However, the
job. The 100 lbs of cabinet weight are
similarities have mainly to do with looks
attributable to the speaker's 111 -thick
and design philosophy. The DM-10's
MDF walls, multiple internal braces, and
driver complement is a9" unit sourced
1.8"-thick front baffle, which is built up
from Dynaudio, compared with the
in two constrained layers for better
Signature's 10" Peerless unit. While the
damping of residual resonances.
tweeter is the same Accuton unit used in
The enclosure is decoupled from the
the Signature featuring aconcave ceramic
floor with nine rubber isolation feet.
dome—the product of vapor-deposition
MACH l's Marc McCalmont points out
technology developed by Germany's
that most floors (at least of the suspended
Ceratec-Thiel—the midrange unit is now
wood variety) represent the largest
also an Accuton ceramic-cone unit.
vibrating surface in the listening room;
McCalmont believes that the rubber feet
BREAKING UP IS
improve midrange imaging and bass
HARD TO DO
definition. Should you wish to spike the
While this may be true for young hearts
DM-10 to your floor, an optional, spiked
in love, speaker cones exhibit no such
platform is available to slip under the
difficulty; they break up with alarming
cabinet feet.
regularity. We tend to think of perfect
Removing the grille reveals arather
pistons moving as awhole and in coninteresting driver placement on the front
cert with the force applied by the voicebaffle: the tweeter and midrange are vercoil to the apex of the cone. That sort of
tically aligned as close together as is
ideal behavior applies only over part of
physically possible. In addition, this
the driver's operating range. At asuffidriver duo is offset laterally toward one
ciently high frequency, the accelerating
edge of the baffle. Two basic ideas are
forces cause the cone to deform: it actuinherent in such an array. The first is to
ally "breaks up" into adjoining segments,
minimize the spacing of the drivers'
each vibrating independently of one
acoustic centers relative to the waveanother.
length at the crossover frequency. If the
This leads to dips and peaks in the
distance between acoustic centers becomes
driver's response, which perceptually
alarge fraction of the wavelength, there
translate into arough sound. Laser intermay be serious interference between the
ferometers have been used to study this
drivers, resulting in major dips and peaks
phenomenon and optimize adriver's
around the crossover frequency for any
dynamic behavior. What is required is an
listening axis which is not equidistant
increase in cone stiffness, thereby pushfrom both drivers. The lateral offset, on
ing the breakup region to amuch higher
the other hand, is designed to smooth.
frequency. Metal-cone technology repout the front baffle's diffraction pattern.
resents one approach toward achieving
Having said all that, why, then, is the
ideal pistonic behavior. The Ceratecwoofer located close to the floor some
Thiel ceramic cone represents asimilar
2' from the midrange? The intent here,
strategy, but with the attendant adsays McCalmont, is to minimize frevantage of using an acoustically wellquency-response errors due to floor
damped material.
reflections. The downside of such aspac132
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ing, however, is the need to use arather
low crossover frequency between the
woofer and midrange. Around 240Hz,
this is potentially outside the midrange
driver's comfort zone.
Whereas the DM-10 Signature's crossover was housed in aseparate enclosure,
the standard DM-10's is inside the cabinet. The crossover topology is acomputergenerated fourth-order type. Only
premium passive parts are used. There
are no electrolytic capacitors to be found

MACH IAcoustics DM-I0 loudspeaker
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here: polypropylene caps by Solen are
used in noncritical positions, proprietary
caps are used elsewhere. Air-core coils
are used in the midrange and treble filters,
while ferrite-core coils are used for the
bass to minimize DC-resistance losses.
Internal wiring is 14-gauge OFC. All
passive parts are matched to atolerance
of better than 1%.
PRELIMINARIES

The DM-10 is bi-wire-ready; that's how
Iwired it exclusively. Both Acrotec 8N
copper and TARA Labs Space and Time
speaker cables were used during the
evaluation. Itried several speaker locations before deciding on the placement
favored by tninimonitors in my room:
5' from the rear and side walls, speakers
and listening seat forming the corners of
an isosceles triangle.
This review had arather long gestation period, partly because the original
review samples of the DM-10s were
replaced by new samples. Iwas told late
into the review that the first samples'
woofers had been wired in the wrong
polarity. The woofer connections on the
first pair were in-phase with the midranges but should have been reversed,
which is how the second pair was wired.

so many dome tweeters. The delicate,
filigree-like decay of chimes or triangles
into the noise floor of the recording was
beautifully reproduced.
The harmonic purity, sense of speed,
and natural detailing of the ceramic
tweeter were also apparent in its bigger
brother—the midrange. It was as if the
mids had been Windexed: Iwas able to
peer through aspotless window onto a
naturally voiced harmonic tapestry.
Detail was organically embedded in the
fabric of the music, allowing me to go
fishing at my leisure for low-level
nuances. The feeling of having information thrust at me like so many arrows
into atarget was absent with the DM-10.
FLASH GORDON

As my mentor during my formative
years with StereophilejGH drilled me on
the importance of tonal balance in conjuring abelievable illusion of the real
thing. Now, I'm sure that anyone who's
ever met Gordon in acasual setting will
agree with my description of him as a
mild-mannered Clark Kent who has a
predilection for cheap sneakers—until
the subject of tonal balance enters the discussion, that is. Then it's more like Flash
Gordon! Don't bother Gordon with discussions on imaging and detail unless
you've nailed down aloudspeaker's tonal
SOUND
balance and dynamics first.
The most obvious star attraction of the
The concert-hall illusion so coveted
DM-10 was its imaging. It wasn't so
much the billowy soundstage surging to by Gordon is fundamentally contingent
fill the front third of the room that I upon getting the power range of the
found so remarkable, but rather the orchestra right. The range from, say,
40Hz to 600Hz has to be pretty much
Cartesian precision with which image
right-on tonally before Gordon gets
outlines were painted within the soundgoose bumps. This frequency range
stage. The X and Y coordinates of each
embraces the mid- and upper bass and
instrument were clearly definable. It was
easy to point afinger at each voice in a the lower midrange—the arena in which
large chorus, and each outline had a an orchestra's foundation resides together
rock-solid foundation within aclearly with the first few harmonics.
It took me several years to align my
defined parcel of space Gene Ammons'
tenor sax on his Gentle Jug (Prestige sonic priorities alongside those ofJGH.
PCD-24079-2), which is panpotted hard But it was in the lower midrange where
left, often appears to be tethered to the the DM-10 left me cold. In fact, its harleft speaker. Not so with the DM-10; monic compass swung considerably
Gene appeared to occupy aspace behind from True Neutral North. The lower
octaves sounded uneven and lacking in
and slightly to the left of the speaker.
Image outlines, especially with Jadis punch—there was no deep bass to speak
and Air Tight tube amplifiers, popped of, the upper bass was emphasized, and
into the sort of 3-D relief that would there was little in the way of lowermake the heart of any imaging freak flut- midrange energy. (This was typical of the
ter with joy. Depth was convincingly most recent DM-10 samples; the upperresolved with the kind of sunny-day bass/lower-midrange region actually
transparency that allowed me to explore sounded smoother with the earlier version of the DM-10.) As aconsequence,
the inner recesses of the soundstage.
I've already extolled the sonic virtues electric bass, acoustic bass, and bass lines
of the tweeter in my January '94 review in general sounded anemic. A sense of
of the DM-10 Signature. My impression strain also permeated the lower mids
of treble quality was again very favorable. during loud passages—as if the midrange
Treble transients were naturally resolved, driver was running out of headroom.
free of the grit, sizzle, or bite that afflict Orchestral music lacked acredible foun-
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dation from which to grow and bloom.
At the other frequency extreme, the
DM-10 also ran into trouble. The treble
sounded way too recessed. I'm usually
afan of speakers with aback-of-the-hall
perspective; but Ifound the DM-10 to
err much too far toward adark, lackluster
balance. The upper registers of soprano
voice were harmonically dulled to the
point of sounding dreary gray. Violin
timbre lacked proper sheen and brightness. Flute sound, in general, was too
tame, as if miked through athick blanket.
Not only was Iable to throw brightsounding solid-state amplifiers at these
speakers with impunity, but that was
exactly the type of harmonic diet they
craved.
Despite all of these misgivings, Idid
enjoy afew records through the DM-10.
As long as the core of the midrange was
the dominant factor in terms of musical
enjoyment, Iwas able to get into it. In the
long run, though, the DM-10's lack of
tonal realism wore me out.
JA
Despite its specified sensitivity of
87dB/W/m, all Imeasured was aBweighted 83.2dB. The DM-10 will need
alot of watts to reach satisfyingly loud
sound-pressure levels. Coupled with that
fact, it's quite ahard load for an amplifier to drive, as can be seen from its plot
of impedance magnitude and phase
(fig.1). Almost all the time under 5ohms
and reaching minima below 3 ohms
in the upper bass and mid-treble, the
DM-10 will be aproblem for currentchallenged tube amplifiers. The relatively
moderate change of impedance with frequency, however, will mean that the
speaker's tonal balance will not change
significantly with amplifiers having a
high output impedance.
The sealed-box woofer tuning is
revealed by the peak at 33Hz, this rather
high for such alarge enclosure. As a
result, the DM-10 will not offer extended lows. This is confirmed by the
woofer's measured nearfield response,
MEASUREMENTS FROM
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Fig.I MACH IDM-I0, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.2 MACH 1DM-I0, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50, corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and midrange responses plotted
below 300Hz and 500Hz, respectively.

Fig.3 MACH 1DM-I0, horizontal response family at SO", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in

shown on the left of fig.2: the woofer's
response 5°-90° off-axis on tweeter side of baffle.
output actually starts to gently roll out
below 100Hz, reaching its -6dB point
1 111
1111
1 111
1111
I 111
1111
11
1 111
1111
1 11
1 111
1111
1 1111111
at asmall-speakerish 47Hz. In the listening room, this will be ameliorated to
some extent by the floor loading of the 6.1
woofer, but Ihave to say that the DMI
I"
10's low-frequency extension is disIappointing for such alarge, heavy loudspeaker. The crossover to the midrange
unit can be seen to occur at 230Hz, with
7
1 11111111
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the midrange and tweeter offering agentle tiltdown in response: -5dB from
Fig.4 MACH 1DM-10, anechoic response on
Fig.5 MACH IDM-I0, in-room pink-noise
lkHz to 16kHz. Some will find this kind
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
response on tweeter axis at 50",
horizontal window and corrected for
corrected for microphone response
of on-axis response arelief from the
microphone response, with complex sum
(woofer connected in manufacturertilted-up minimonitor sound—particuof woofer and port responses plotted
recommended inverted polarity). Note
larly if it's coupled with awide topbelow 300Hz (woofer connected in
that this graph is unreliable below 120Hz
octave dispersion, which will make the
manufacturer-recommended inverted
due to the FFT's limited low-frequency
polarity).
resolution.
room sound livelier than usual.
Up to the mid-treble, the DM-10 does
outputs overlap.' No wonder DO found
have excellent dispersion, as can be seen
the DM-10 to sound anemic!
1 1111111
1 111
1111
1 1II
1111
from fig.3. The top two octaves do roll
Either sitting very low with your ears
off alittle early to the speaker's sides,
an unrealistic 20" from the floor, or sithowever, which would exacerbate the
ting along way from the speakers in a
mellow on-axis balance. Vertically, the
large room, will ameliorate the degree
of cancellation between the two driveuse of fourth-order crossover filters
means that the DM-10 is relatively
unit outputs. The best fix is relatively
uncritical regarding listening axis. With
simple, as can be seen in fig.6. Simply
the tweeter 39" from the floor, this is a flipping the electrical polarity of the
1 1II
1111
1 11III1 L I I
I 1111111
DM-10's woofer—as in the original
good thing.
review samples—gives excellent integraWhat about Dick Olsher's complaints
about the DM-10's anemic lower midtion between the two drive-units (as was
Fig.6 MACH 1DM-I0, anechoic response on
range? Nothing seems to be amiss in the
noted in the physically very similar DMtweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
individual drive-unit responses, so it
10 Signature, which connected the midhorizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
range unit and woofer with the same
must be the way in which they integrate.
of woofer and port responses plotted
Fig.4 shows the overall response on the
positive electrical polarity). Why the
below 300Hz (woofer connected in same
same designer chose the suboptimal
tweeter axis at 50" spliced to the compolarity as midrange unit).
plex sum of the nearfield midrange and
arrangement in the second pair of review
DM-10s is apuzzle—perhaps he will
woofer responses, with the latter adjusted
explain in his Manufacturer's Comment.
for its 10"-or-so longer path length to the
microphone position. (While predicted
As the provision for bi-wiring makes it
easy to experiment, Isuggest that DMfrom the mathematics in this graph, the
10 owners try both ways of connecting
notch between 220Hz and 240Hz was
0.
the woofers, using the arrangement that
aconsistent feature in all my in-room
gives the best upper-bass/lower-midmeasurements of the DM-10—see fig.5.)
The combination of the choice of crossrange balance.
In the time domain, the DM-10's step
over slopes, the opposing woofer and
response (fig.7) indicates that the tweeter
midrange electrical polarities, and the
difference in woofer and midrange path
1This is not unusual with loudspeakers featuring
widely spaced drive-units. The original version of the
lengths to the listener's cars means that
Fig.7 MACH 1DM-I0, step response on
Martin-Logan Sequel, for example, suffered from the
the woofer and midrange arc effectively
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
same problem, and sounded much better-integrated
30kHz bandwidth).
with its woofer wired out of phase.
—JA
out of phase in the region where their
10
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Award Winning Harbeths
HL Compact 7TM COTY '94-'95
Components of the Year
Stereo Sound, Japan

HL P3TM Best of British
Hi Fi World, Great Britain
February 1993

BBC LS3/5ATM Editor's Choice
Stereophile
Vol. 17 No. 12 December 1994

BBC LS5/

24

HL P3 Recommended Components
BBC LS3/5A Recommended Components
Stereophile

HL

P3

Vol. 17 No.4 April 1994, Vol. 17 No. 10 October 1994, Vol. 18 No- 4April 1995

John Atkinson, editor of Stereophile, on HARBETH ® speakers:
HL P3 "...stunning...clean...an astonishing amount of bass for such asmall speaker"
BBC LS3/5A "...delicious midrange...instruments and voices just hanging in space between
the speakers." John Atkinson, Stereophile, Vol. 16, No. 12, December 1993
BBC LS5/ 1
2A "...simply stunning midrange...imaging was also precisely focused and very
stable.. an astonishing amount of sound comes from these two tiny boxes."
John Atkinson, Stereciphle. Vol. 18, No. I, January 1995

MIO

HARBETH ACOUSTICS®

Benz' Best Seller
The Glider
The hand built, Swiss made moving coil cartridge
distinguished by its open, free floating design, smooth
response curve, and affordable price.
Built upon asolid aluminum base, the moving
coil-cantilever assembly is free of body resonances.
The Benz iron cross coil, hand wound in Switzerland,
generates the universal output level of 1.00mV, ideal
for MM, MC or tube phono preamps.

Benz Micro

ED Switzerland

Benz Micro available in Canada from Tri-Cell Enterprises 416 748-8300

Harbeth Acoustics and Benz Micro imported
and distributed in the United States by:

Visit us in Sandburg 7at CES
Specialty Audio, June 17-19, Chicago

Musical Surroundings
5856 College Avenue, Suite 146, Oakland, California 94618 510 420-0379 Fax 510 420-0392
WorldRadioHistory

Mexican peso.
Despite its magnificent build quality
and significant virtues of exemplary
imaging, speed, and anaturally detailed
soundstage, Iwas ultimately disappointed by the MACH 1Acoustics DM10's overall performance. Excellent
drive-unit technology by itself is insufficient to guarantee good sound from a
loudspeaker? Proper driver integration
and arealistic-sounding frequency balance are just as important. Coming to
grips with these parameters ie what the
art of loudspeaker design is all about.
—Dick Olsher
Fig.8 MACH IDM-10, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
2JA's review of the Velodyne DF-661 loudspeaker in
June 1994 (Vol.17 No.6) should be required reading in
this context.

could be relatively easily achieved (though
Isuspect that the resultant speaker would
still have alow sensitivity).

and woofer arc connected in inverted
polarity while the midrange has positive
polarity. Other than adegree of verylow-level hash around 5kHz, the DM-10's
cumulative spectral-decay, or waterfall,
plot (fig.8) is superbly clean in the treble
—no wonder DO liked the speaker's
transparency and presentation of detail
so much.
All in all, the MACH 1DM-10's measurements pretty much correlate with its
sound quality. Personally, Iwould have
expected more low bass, aless mellow
treble-balance, and better integration
between the drive-units—all of which

—John Atkinson

CONCLUSION FROM DO

Re-creating abelievable illusion of live
music demands aconvincing integration
of all drive elements into an organic
whole. With the DM-10, Ihad the distinct impression of three excellent
drivers—but three drivers, nonetheless
—at work. The bass, rnids, and treble
never seemed to mesh properly. The resultant tonal balance was as weak as the
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Over the last 20 years technology has changed the way you hear, feel, see
and enjoy your personal entertainment. You seek the highest quality available
when it comes to your entertainment needs. And you deserve the best
technology has to offer.
At Sound City we proudly display this state of the
rt technology in our twelve custom built sound
ooms each displaying the highest quality of
roducts available. You will find products from
eading manufacturers who are on the cutting edge
)f technology - not just those who follow behind.
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CALL US FOR
OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
Some Brands Not Available Mail Order
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LIMITED
QUANTITIES

JVC XL-Z1050 omr. '749
Super Dígifine CD grer

•meuenicalhz ongned for• zero resona
and
vibration •It Salures 41h-order noise-shaping,
providing he highest order of noise shaping inlhe
industry,as well as 64-Pmes oyersampling
•Independent suspension system
•New high-precision laser pickup design
•"High quality digital outputs-optical and coaxial
•2-way edit function:auto and programmed
•Random access r rammin u to 32 tracks

Rt 23 South
Kifinelon NJ 07405
201-S3S-3444
WorldRadioHistory

o, drop into our showroom and let one of our
•
ourteous specialists help you with your entertai nent needs. If your out of the area then call
1-800-542-7283 and we will take care of your
weds. After all, ou deserve the best.
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DTI•Pro32

The Essential Digital Playback Component
Next generation DTI•Pro...now with 32-bit floating point processing
ce%
150% increase in computational "horsepower"
Improved resolution-transfer function
Up to 24-bit output word length
Improved jitter performance (<20 pS)
I
2S Bus input for soon-to-be-released DDS•Pro
Three dither settings and complete HDCLit compatibility
Saves configuration of dither input and phase on power down
feb

All Hew and Improued -$1595 msrp
SPECIAL OFFER...
•TRADE IN your original DTI•Pro and receive $1000 credit
toward the purchase of the new DTI•Pro 32.
•PURCHASE aDTI•Pro32 and you can receive 10 Reference
Recordings' HDCDre discs for only $50 (plus s&h).
•SEE your authorized Audio Alchemy dealer (or call us direct)
for complete details of these limited time offers.

AUDyIUchemy
31133 Via Colinas, Suite 111 •Westlake Village, CA 91362 • vox 818 707.8504 • FAX 818 707.2610
@ 1995 Audio Alchemy, Inc. Digital Transmission Interface and DTI.Pro 32 are trademarks of Audio Alchemy,Inc.
HDar (High Definition Compatible Digital') is atrademark of Pacific Microsonics, Inc.
DTI•Pro 32 trade-in
offer ends August 1, 1995.
WorldRadioHistory

CELESTION SOUNDSTYLE MP 1LOUDSPEAKER
Jack English
Two-way, reflex-loaded, magnetically shielded dynamic loudspeakers with integral
stands. Drivers: 4.5" cone woofer 1" dome tweeter. Frequency response: 70Hz-20kHz
±3d13. Recommended power handling: 150W RMS maximum. PolySwitch" overloadprotection device. Sensitivity: 90dB12.83V/Im. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Warranty: 5years. Dimensions (with stands): 11.6" Hby 5.9" W by 8.8" D. Serial numbers

N

omatter what Itried, Icouldn't
raise myself up from the 28th
level of Doom II. In my frustration, Ibegan daydreaming about Celesdon's little MP1 speakers, from the new
Soundstyle series. Wouldn't apair look
great with my computer? They can sit on
their integrated stands' right on my desk.
They're shielded, so Ican put them anywhere Iwant. With asensitivity of90dB
and an 8ohm impedance, my SoundBlaster computer card could probably
drive them. Small, cute, shielded, integral
stands—and Celestion sound quality to
boot! How could Igo wrong?
Nah, Ireally didn't need them. I'd been
spending much too much time with
Doom Halready (and Civilization and Wolfenstein 3D and ...). Iguess those Celestions will have to wait.
My pleasant daydream was abruptly
interrupted by the sound of the still-.
uncertain footsteps of my little guy coming down to the listening room. He's
only two years old, but has already
begun singing. He enjoys accompanying
himself on his bongos, his Playskool
xylophone, or my Casio keyboard on his
favorite number, "The Work Song," from
Disney's Snow White. Of course, the only
words he always gets right are "hi-ho,
hi-ho," and his whistling still needs lots
of work. Gee, wouldn't apair of MPls
work great with the keyboard? Matt
would love 'em. Barn, crash, whoops—
hi, Matt. Sure, we can play some moosic.
Iguess those Celestions will have to wait.
Finally, with Matt off to bed, Istarted
thinking about the little apartment we
would have for the next year or so on the
Jersey shore. Damn, it was way too small
for atypical system—no way I'd be able
to put any speakers out into that tiny living room. I'd have to find some speakers
that could go on bookshelves or be
mounted on the walls somehow. But this
might give me an opportunity to set up
ahome-entertainment system with aTV

of units reviewed: G015375/76. Price: $299/pair. Approximate number of dealers:
300. Manufacturer: Celestion International, Ltd., Foxhall Rd., Ipswich, Suffolk IP3
131P, UK. US distributor Celestion Industries, Inc., 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston,
MA 01746. Tel: (508) 429-6706. Fax: (508) 539-2426.

and VCR. My wife would love watching
abunch of movies, and we needed the
TV anyway. Iwas sure Icould talk her
into areceiver—maybe one with Dolby
Pro Logic.
Yes, it would be good for all three of
us if we had apair of MPls (and maybe
we could add asubwoofer and acenter
channel and asecond pair of MPls for
surround-sound). Mary, I've been thinking about our apartment. Yes, I'll finish
the painting. Of course we can get some
new flooring. Oh, whatever curtains you
want will be fine. Iknow Matt needs a
real bed now. Okay, I'll take care of it.
Oh well, those Celestions will have to
wait.
In arare quiet moment, Idug out the
Soundstyle promotional material. Made
in China, the just-under-a-foot-tall-anda
-half-foot-wide MP1 looks great—like
something you might see on an episode
of Star Trek. The futuristic-looking
speaker has aremovable grille, real fiveway binding posts, and aV-tapered body
with arounded rear point. They nor-

IThe stands can be used either under or behind the
speakers, and the cabinets can be tilted up and down or
right and left to facilitate mounting virtually anywhere
For freestanding applications, optional floor stands are
also available.
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mally come in white or gray, but optional
coordinating colors are also available, and
the molded plastic cabinets can even
be painted. Not only are the speakers
shielded, but Celestion also describes
them as "splashproof." That would be
great at the shore. Iwas determined to
get apair!

THE NEXT LEVEL
As soon as the MPls arrived, Iset them
up with my trusty NAD 3020 amplifier
and the SoundBlaster-equipped IBM
System 70 with the dreaded Microchannel? Ibooted up Doom Hand loaded my
saved game. The sound quality was significantly superior to that which I'd been
hearing with my inexpensive Radio
Shack Minimus 2.5s. In fact, the chainsaw became such ablast that Iran all over
the maze trying it out and—hurrah!—I
was out, slipping through ahidden passage. "The Spirit World" quickly became
2As the Microchannel-compatible SoundBlaster card
doesn't come with an amplifier, external amplification
must be used.

Celestion Soundstyle MPI loudspeaker
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Accuracy in Performance -Elegance in Appearance
Bryston's BP-20 Preamplifier

Bryston's new BP-20 line level preamplifier offers asignificant step forward in capturing the subtleties, nuances and
emotions of recorded music.
Redesigned inside and out to reflect the improvements in the
entire Bryston line, the BP-20 is aperfect match to the new NRB series of amplifiers. All aspects of the signal flow are much improved, with lower noise and
distortion figures, and higher overload levels.
You will find the noise floor has been significantly improved,
reducing background hash to far below audibility. Input-to-input crosstalk is
essentially nonexistent to eliminate signal bleed-through from one source to
another. Channel-to-channel interaction has been improved, reducing any possibility of component crosstalk
Signal switching and audio connections utilize heavy gold plating to provide long-term trouble-free connections. Two pair of XLR balanced
inputs and one pair of balanced XLR output connectors are standard as well as
five pair of unbalanced inputs, 2pairs of paralleled unbalanced outputs and one
processor loop. This provides total flexibility for integrating other balanced or
unbalanced audio equipment into your system.
The power transformer is mounted externally to eliminate
power-supply noise and interference. The BP-20 is housed in asteel cabinet for
shielding to reduce electromagnetic interference effects. Buffered inputs provide
for lower distortion and improved linearity from source components. A ground
plane has been incorporated in this new design to further reduce crosstalk and
noise throughout the internal circuitry.
Our feeling is that Bryston's BP-20 is one of those fortunate
circumstances when the long hours and extended listening pay off. The sense of
transcending the recording medium and experiencing the original performance is
captured with exceptional realism.
Nothing but alistening test will convey the feeling of musical
perfection available in the Bryston BP-20. We invite you to audition one today.

113nuitu

For more information contact:
Bryston Limited, P.O. Box 2170, 677 Neal Drive,
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada K9) 7Y4
Tel: (705) 742-5325 Fax: (705) 742-0882
WorldRadioHistory

nothing more than adistant memory.
The MP1s may cost more than acheat
sheet, but they're certainly alot more
fun. They did awonderftd job of allowing me to hear more information from
my multimedia computer setup(s).
Iwondered if the MP1s could be
driven directly by asound card. The
answer was easily at hand. Iconnected
the MP1s to the outputs of aSoundBlaster 16 fitted in my Compaq Deskpro 4/33i. This amplified stereo card has
amaximum power output of 4Wpc, and
normally drives apair of battery-powered
speakers. Iwas feeling momentarily
vicious, so first tried the cows and gunshots on The Very Best ofEric Kunzel CD
(Telarc 80401). While this setup wasn't
going to earn any "stereo spectacular"
accolades, the MP1s sounded vastly
superior to the little speakers that had
come as part of the multimedia package
They were capable of more output,
much richer harmonics, and asignificantly increased sense of ease, space, and
openness. The overall result was abig
step forward, and clearly demonstrated
that the efficient MP1s could work well
with asound-card amplifier.
However, playing music seriously
through my computer rig (using aCreative Labs CD-ROM drive) was far less
than captivating in absolute terms. The
frequency response was limited, distortion from the card mitigated the wonderful clarity of the MP1s, and the overall
result sounded more like radio than
high-end audio. No matter how exciting the music, the resulting performance
invariably sounded like background
material. While the MP1s driven by the
sound card greatly enhanced the quality of the audio portion of computer programs, music sounded far inferior to
what could be achieved with the most
modest of dedicated audio systems.
(However, Iadmit to listening to plenty
of Constance Demby, Ray Lynch, and
other performers of"space music" on my
computer!)
Next up was the Casio keyboard.
Again, the sound with the MP ls was
dramatically improved in virtually every
regard. It was especially richer, fuller, and
bigger—as if much of the hidden splendor of the synthesizer had been set free.
It became easier to differentiate and
appreciate all of the various sounds that
are available on even such areasonably
priced keyboard.

THE J
ERSEY SHORE
Ipacked up the little MP1s and headed
to the Jersey shore where Iconnected
them to aJVC RX-515VTN Dolby Pro
Logic receiver via ICimber speaker cables
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

(all of which Ihad hidden under the new
curtains). Again, the result was wonderfully satisfying. The sound was much
clearer, more detailed, quicker, and vastly
more spacious than the speakers in my
Toshiba stereo television. And, since the
speakers are well-shielded, Iwas able to
place them anywhere, with no adverse
effects on the TV's picture quality—the
same had been true with my computer
monitor. The MP1s admirably turned
my television experience into amuch
more pleasant and flexible home-entertainment mini-extravaganza.

the MP1s thinned out the sound of his
normally lush tenor sax, they did do a
reasonably good job of reproducing
Mike LeDonne's great-sounding Hammond B-3. And, with the exception of
the kickdrum, the drum kit on "Jump for
Joy" sounded in-the-room exciting. But
Dennis Irwin's bass became an afterthought, simply ceasing to be an equal
partner in the mix, and changing the
musical intent of the performers. Although the bass was attenuated, the
overall balance was never bright—it was
simply lightweight.
Putting aside the weak-sounding
ACID TESTS
kickdrum, drums sounded consistently
The time had come for an acid test. I wonderful with the MP1s, which was in
brought the MP1s home, and discreetly
large part due to both the speaker's wonderful ability to handle transients as well
placed them right on top of the ProAc
Response Twos my wife has in her studio
as its extremely clear and extended high
frequencies. The treble was outstanding
system, driving them with the lovely
for aspeaker at this price level. In the
AMC CVT-3030 tube integrated amplilower treble, however, amild emphasis
fier (see my review in Vol.16 No.6). The
overwhelming impression created by the
just above the midrange was noticeable
on vocals (primarily on esses). This was
Celestions through her tuner was one of
clarity, clarity, and clarity. Every sound
true even with such cleanly recorded
CDs as Lyle Lovett's ILove Everybody
was clean and precise, detail was won(MCA MCAD-10808).
derfully resolved, and transient performance was remarkably quick—especially
In my experience, most good small
in the upper frequencies. The MP1s once
speakers are able to create very wellagain displayed their remarkable ability
defined and spacious-sounding soundto re-create space—not necessarily in the
stages. The MP1s initially seduced me
with their spaciousness, but over time,
width and depth of alive performance
so much as in the volume of an original
Igrew to understand what Iwas actually hearing: they were always spacious
acoustic environment. There was always
an identifiable room or hall accompany—too much so, if anything—but image
focus was vague, and delineation of
ing the music.
Then Iswitched sources to aJVC
image depth was traded off for an overall
'1010 CD player, which offered amuch
distant presentation. With everything
from the Hamilton to the Mozart, the
more complete sonic picture Things got
performers were too distant, and tended
alot rougher for the Celestions. No
matter what CD Iplayed, the overall
to be located in precise left, center, and
presentation was lightweight. There was
right positions as opposed to being
placed along aleft-to-right continuum
little midbass and no deep bass. Even the
midrange was harmonically thin—
of real space.
In spite of the MPl's overall lightconsistent with the lightweight overall
character. Vocals suffered most.
weight character, the speaker was rhythFor example, while Melizsa Etheridge's
mically compelling and had asensational
voice on "All American Girl," from Yes
ability to convey pace. Although it was
IAm (Island 422 848 660-2), sounded
never able to re-create the slam or
remarkably clean and clear, it lacked
dynamic impact of live music, timing
cues were always on the money. Oddly,
body and texture—her compelling grit
just wasn't there. Ithought things might
the Celestion's combination of clarity
improve with Christopher Hogwood's
and pace was enough to inspire me to
and The Academy of Ancient Music's
dance with, for example, Ace Of Base's
performance of Mozart's Concerto in C
"Waiting for Magic (Total Remix 7),"
for Flute, Harp and Orchestra (COiseaufrom The Sign (Arista ARCD 8740). It
wasn't enough to make me think about
Lyre 417 622-2). Nope. All the period
instruments sounded less rich than
body slamming or jumping off the stage,
however.
they should have, and weren't as harGiven the MPl's lightweight balance
monically involving. The mids weren't
and high power-handling capability, I
up to snuff, and the bottom just wasn't
tried pumping up the level to compensate
there.
for the speaker's shortcomings. That
Next Ilistened to Scott Hamilton's
didn't solve anything. Instead, everything
quartet performance on his Organic Duke
became harsher, working against the
CD (Concord Jazz CCD-4623). While
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speaker's great strengths. A pair of MPls
without asubwoofer certainly wouldn't
be suitable for anyone who listens to any
type of power music.

M EASUREMENTS FROM JA
As JE found, the MPI is surprisingly
sensitive for such asmall speaker, my Bweighted measurement of 90dB/2.83V
confirming the specification. Its impedance, however, is relatively demanding,
considering that it's intended to be used
with inexpensive receivers and the like.
Fig.1 reveals that the impedance magnitude drops to just 33 ohms in the lower
midrange—a value that will severely tax
the typical current-challenged soundcard output stage. The same minimum
value in the midbass indicates the port
on the speaker's rear to be tuned to a
highish 57Hz.
This is also shown by the notch in the
woofer's output at the same frequency
(fig.2, bottom trace below 100Hz). The
port output is the broad bandpass centered between 40Hz and 80Hz in this
graph. The distinctive peak and notch
between 500Hz and 600Hz indicate the
presence of some sort of pipe resonance;
it probably has no subjective effect. The
top trace at 100Hz is the complex sum
of the port and woofer outputs, weighted
in the ratio of their diameters with the
distance between them compensated.
While the port peaks up the woofer's
output very slightly in the 150Hz region,
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Fig.1 Celestion MPI, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Celestion MPI, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30*
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz and I
kHz, and complex sum of
woofer and port responses also plotted
below 300Hz (top trace at 100Hz).
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Fig.3 Celestion MPI, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 45°-5° above tweeter axis; reference response;
differences in response 5°-45° below tweeter axis.

Fig.4 Celestion MPI, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90 0-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.

it does no more than hinder the lowfrequency rollout below 130Hz or so.
Again, as JE found, the MP1 does not
have any true bass output to speak of.
Higher up in frequency, the speaker's
balance is somewhat forward in the high
midrange on the tweeter axis, which is
probably exacerbated by the lack of
energy in the crossover region. The top
octave is slightly shelved down; above
16kHz, what would normally be the
tweeter's ultrasonic resonance peak is
obscured by deep cancellation notches,
these presumably due to the plastic plate
in front of the diaphragm.
The 3-D plot of vertical dispersion
(fig.3, in which only the changes in
response are shown) indicates that these
notches fill in off-axis. This graph also
suggests that the lack of crossover-region
energy is alleviated if the listener sits
between 5° and 10° above the tweeter
axis. Sit with your ears much higher than
that or below the tweeter axis, and the
MP1 will probably sound rather hollow.
The horizontal dispersion plot (fig.4)
also shows the ultrasonic notches filling
in to the speaker's sides. The woofer's
dispersion can be seen to narrow in the
top two octaves of its passband, its outWorldRadioHistory
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Fig.5 Celestion MPI. step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (Sms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

put falling significantly more than 30°
to the side. The tweeter, however, offers
very wide dispersion in the bottom
octave of its passband, which might
make the speaker sound rather bright.
In the time domain, the Celestion's
step response (fig.5) shows that the
tweeter (the small negative-going pulse
followed by apositive-going pulse just
before the 4millisecond mark) is connected in inverse polarity to the woofer
(the positive-going triangular pulse that
follows). The associated cumulative
spectral-decay, or waterfall, plot (fig.6)
is surprisingly clean in the low and midtreble—JE did comment on the MPI 's
fine treble quality. A ridge at the tweeter
STEREOPHILE, J
UNE
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Calling HI-FI
Distributors
Around the
World:
You could be selling
Stereophile!

Fig.6 Celestion MPI, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).

resonance can be seen at 16kHz, however, which is just low enough to be
audible—at least to these middle-aged
ears. Resonant behavior can also be seen
in the upper midrange, the broad ridge
parallel to the time axis centered on
lkHz, which might tie in with Jack's
sibilance.
—John Atkinson

CONCLUSION FROM J
E
As aspeaker for ahigh-end audio system, the MP1 alone just doesn't offer
enough. But, with its shielding and high
sensitivity, the MP1 was alovely addi-

tion to my multimedia computer, my
inexpensive synthesizer, and my modest
Home Theater setup. The speakers' hightech look and integral stands worked
well for every non-high-end application
Itried. Ifell in love with the MPls and
would strongly recommend them for
such uses. Even if you don't need them,
at less than $300/pair, they were ablast
to have around. Now, where did Iput
my SEGA Genesis? Hey, Matt—want to
play NHL '95? Ihooked up the Celestions for you! Okay, okay. We can watch
Snow White again.
—Jack English S

Call Nick King in London, England
Tel: (44) 81 289 1571
Fax: (44) 81 289 1572

FOR DEALER INFORMATION CONTACT:
NORTHSTAR LEADING THE WAY INC.
P.O. 3763

Durango, Colorado

Tel: (970) 259-6722

81302

Fax: (970) 259-6727

Products Imported by Fanfare Intl Inc.
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SPACE TRAVELERS
John Atkinson auditions wide-dispersion loudspeakers from
Canon & Radio Shack

Canon S-35: Two-way, stand- or bookshemounted, magnetically shielded, reflex-loaded

(44) 1483-740005. Fax: (44) 1483-740054. US distributor Canon USA, Inc., One Canon

box loudspealer with overload protection. Drive-units: 5.25" plastic-cone bass/midrange,

Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042. Tel: (516) 328-4860. Fax: (516) 328-4859.

0.75" ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. Frequency response: 70Hz-22kHz ±3d13. Sensitivity: 88dBf183V1m. Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Amplifier requirements 10W-75W
recommended minimum/maximum. Maximum continuous spi: 95dB. THD: <0.3%
(120Hz-12kHz). Horizontal dispersion: controlled within ±3dB from lkHz to 15kHz
over loo . forward angle (h-octave averaged). Vertical dispersion: controlled within
±3dB from lkHz to 15kHz over 15° to -10° forward angle (i-octave averaged). Dimensions: 10.5" (267mm) Hby 9" (229mm) W by 9.5" (24Imm) D. Weight: 10 lbs (4.5kg)
each. Serial numbers of units reviewed: AA 011559/60. Finish: matte and satin gloss
black. Price: $399/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 75. Manufacturer: Canon
Audio, Ltd., Genesis Business Park, Woking, Surrey GU2I 5RW, England, UK. Tel:

Optimus Pro LX5: Two-way, stand- or bookshelf-mounted, reflex-loaded box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 5" polypropylene-cone bass/midrange; 2" by 4" Linaeum dipole
tweeter. Measured crossover frequency: 4-5kHz. Frequency range: 85Hz-20kHz (no
limits given). Measured sensitivity: 81.5dB/2.83Vim (B-weighted). Nominal impedance:
8ohms. Amplifier requirements: 100W recommended maximum. Dimensions: 10.5"
(267mm) Hby 6.375" (I62mm) W by 6.5" (I65mm) D. Weight: 7.5 lbs (3.4kg) each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed: 9A4 (both). Radio Shack Catalog number 40-4061.
Finish: gray matte Price: $299.98/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 6500. Manufacturer: Radio Shack, ADivision of Tandy Corporation, 1700 One Tandy Center, Fort
Worth, TX 76102. Tel: (817) 390-3011. Fax: (817) 878-6508.
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tereophiles reviews usually focus
on products from specialist audio
companies. That doesn't mean,
however, that large corporations are
devoid of the high-end spirit. For this
month's loudspeaker review, therefore,
Ichose two models from companies that
few audiophiles would automatically
turn to. Both speakers are made outside
the US; both feature "hi-tech" driveunits or technologies; both make extensive use of plastic molding and metal
castings in their construction; both feature amuch wider horizontal full-range
dispersion than is usually the case; and
both are priced at the "affordable" end
of the high-end speaker market.

SYSTEM
Iauditioned these speakers in both my
dedicated listening room and Stereophile's
listening room. Power amplifiers used
to drive these speakers were apair of
Mark Levinson No.20.6 monoblocks
and aKrell KSA-250, and an Advent 300
receiver. The preamplifier in my room
was the remote-controlled Mark Levinson No385, with aMod Squad Phono
Drive EPS used to amplify LP signals
from aLinn SondeldCirkus/Trampolin/
Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv setup sitting on an
ArchiDee table. A McCormack TLC
EPS was used in the Stereophile room.
Digital sources were aMark Levinson
No30.5 HDCD 4'
D/A processor driven
by aMark Levinson No31 transport via
Madrigal AES/EBU cable and an Audio
Alchemy DTI Pro or aSonic Frontiers
UltraJitterbug (my room), and aKrell
KPS-201 (Stereophile). It may be crazy to
use over $30,000 worth of ancillary gear
to drive cheap speakers, but, hey—being
areviewer entitles you to some perks. (BeS
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Canon S-35 "Wide-Imaging Stereo" loudspeaker

sides, I'm seriously familiar with the
sonic signatures of my high-ticket gear.)
Interconnects used were AudioQuest's
AudioTruth Lapis x3, speaker cable was
abi-wired set of AudioTruth Sterling. All
source components and preamps used
in my listening room were plugged into
aPower Wedge 116, itself plugged into
adedicated AC circuit and fitted with the
Power Enhancer option. The speakers sat
on 24" lead-shot-filled Celestion SL
stands, interfaced to the stand top-plates
with small pads of Blu-Tack. The stands
were spiked to the tile-on-concrete floor
beneath the carpet and pad.
Other than impedance, for which I
used an Audio Precision System One, all
the measurements were performed with
aMLSSA system (v.85) from DRA Labs,
in combination with an Outline com-
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puter-controlled loudspeaker turntable
and aB&K 4006 microphone calibrated
to be flat on-axis at the typical measuring
distance Iuse. To minimize reflections
from the test setup, the measuring microphone is flush-mounted inside the end
of along tube. Reflections of the speaker's sound from the mike stand and its
hardware will thus be sufficiently delayed not to affect the measurement.

CANON S-35: $399/PAIR
Yes, it's the same Canon—the Japanese
photography, photocopier, and laserprinter giant whose logo for so many
years adorned the rear wings of Williams
Formula 1racing cars. Canon's venture
into the unknown waters of audio was
instigated by the head of the UK-based
research center, Him Negishi. Ihave been
145

nce every generation
or so, science
amazes us
all by revealin
anew method for
determining the truth.
And so it is with the
WireWorld Interconnect
Comparator,"' the truth serum
for audio cables.
Finally, all the old
nagging controversies can be
put to rest. "Which
interconnect tells more of the musical
truth?" Settled. "Is there any difference at
all between interconnect cables?"
Obviously. "Can the value of cables be
proven under double-blind test conditions?"
Certainly!
The WireWorld Interconnect
Comparatorun is an audiophile-grade
switching device which facilitates
double-blind comparisons between
two pairs of interconnect cables or
p
•
rz
tg
t
between one pair of cables and a
reference bypass. It provides the shortest,

cleanest signal path possible, maximizing
your ability to hear even the most subtle
cable differences. The design is so elegant
and direct that even the bypass utilizes
less than asingle inch of ultra-pure
copper wire. You'll prove as never
before that all interconnects degrade
music signals, and
that the better acable,
the closer it sounds to
the incomparable purity of
adirect connection.
The WireWorld
Comparatoren is ascientific tool, essential to
clear assessments of interconnect performance
which lead to the advancement of music
reproduction. We're confident that our
Comparators will lead to better decisions,
including many in favor of our own
critically-acclaimed WireWorld cables.
Audition the Interconnect Comparator" and our other new device,
the Powercord Comparator*, at your local WireWorld Dealer.

W IREOCIRLD
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SETTING

THE

WORLD

ON

ITS

EAR

Reference Standard Audio •Digital •Powercord •Video, S-Video and RGB Video Cables
International Distributor of PROGOLD advanced contact conditioning treatment
3230 Griffin Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33312 305-962-2650 •Fax 305-962-2603
Canada: Pro-Acoustics, 145 Barr # 11, Montreal, Quebec H4T 1W6 •514-344-1226 •Fax 514-344-4760
Mexico: Sismex S.A. de C.V., Universidad 613, Col. Del Valle 03100 •525-605-8200 •Fax 525-688-7922
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seeing Negishi-san, one of the world's
leading minds in optical technology, at
Audio Engineering Society conventions
since the early '80s, so Iwas only halfsurprised to see Canon launch first one
loudspeaker, then afull range.'
What was surprising was the appearance of the Canon speakers. Resembling
something designed with the Sharper
Image catalog in mind, the original
Canon S-50 and its smaller sibling, the
S-30, look more like hi-tech table lamps
than loudspeakers. Styled by the noted
industrial designer Allen Boothroyd (for
many years Bob Stuart's partner at Meridian), amatte-black, mushroom-like top
piece sits on agloss-black, curved pyramidal base. One or more drive-units are
mounted on the bottom surface of the
dome-shaped top enclosure, and fire
downward at acurved conical diffusor/reflector.
Speakers using reflectors to widen the
dispersion are not new. Iremember my
bass-playing friend Gordon Goodwin
making such aspeaker in the late '60s,
mounting an 8" Wharfedale driver in the
top of apipe so that it fired upward at a
straight-sided conical reflector to produce asomewhat omnidirectional horizontal radiation pattern. With the Canon
design, however, aconsiderable amount
of design attention has gone into the
shape of the reflector. Hizo Negishi's idea
is that, while the speaker will still have
aforward dominance to its dispersion
pattern, the output off-axis to the sides
will have more ola full-frequency-range
character. In this way, listeners seated to
the sides of the traditional sweet spot will
still hear something of astereo image.
Canon calls this concept "Wide-Imaging
Stereo:'
The S-35 is based on Canon's earlier
S-30 design, but adds a0.75" dome
tweeter and crossover to the '30's single
5.25" drive-unit. The tweeter has amagnet no bigger than the dome itself, and
is small enough to be mounted in front
of the woofer dustcap, offset slightly to
one side. Both drive-unit magnets are
shielded by attaching asecond, fluxcanceling magnet to the back. The
woofer is reflex-loaded by apair of small
rectangular-section ports on the rear
panel, each contoured to minimize wind
noise. Electrical connection is via apair
of 4mm binding posts on the curved rear
panel between the reflex ports.
1Based for many years in the UK, Hiro Negishi has
recently returned to Japan. He played alarge part in
launching amovement in the UK called the "Acoustic
Renaissance for Audio" (ARA), which intends to exploit
the potential for new high-density optical discs to push
forward the frontiers of sound quality with higher sampling rates and word lengths and multichannel applications. Those interested in the ARA can contact
Negishi-san on the Intemet at negishi@Achdcanon.cojp.

STEREOPHILEJUNE 1995

Sound: I'll get the bad news over with
quickly: If you only listen to classical
music, then these cute Canons are really
not for you. No matter how Iset them
up, anasal coloration was noticeable in
the upper midrange To some extent, my
ears accommodated to this signature in
the long term, but it still changed instrumental tone colors too much for suspension of disbelief: the oboe sounded more
like an oboe d'amore; cello sounded too
woody, like abig viola; and the Steinway piano on Stereophile's recent Concert
CD (STPH 005-2) sounded too boxy.
The lower the loudspeakers were placed,
the worse this last character became.
Your ears should be approximately level
with the "lip" of the S-35's hemispherical woofer enclosure to get the leastcolored presentation.
But on rock, the nasal presentation
was less bothersome. Reaching, naturally,
for the first Led Zeppelin album (Atlantic
82632-2), Iwas surprised to hear apretty
punchy balance that complemented the
music quite nicely. The Canon is not a
speaker for head-bangers—turn the level
Setup: Though the wide dispersion
up much above 87dB, and you get extra
would seem to imply the speakers should
mud with John Paul Jones's powerhouse
not be toed-in, Canon recommends they
bass in "Dazed and Confused." The
be angled toward the listening position.
speaker also "barked" alittle in the low
Itried both ways but didn't find the
treble when driven hard. But for quite
speaker that critical in this respect—at
an inexpensive design, it managed quite
least for acentrally placed listener. For
well with this demanding program
off-axis listeners, the toe-in and speaker
material.
dispersion pattern should ensure that the
In the treble, cymbals generally had a
farther speaker's loudness will to some
nice airy sound to them, though vocal
extent compensate for the precedence
sibilants were abit sniffy at times. And
effect. (If two speakers carry the same
signal, the ear will localize the sound at
if arecording was very close-rniked,
sniffy turned into excessively sizzly.
the closest speaker.) Canon also recomMoving the speakers close to the wall to
mends that the optimal sound quality be
obtained with the speakers positioned
bring up the bass level was essential to
below head height. Ifound them to sound
balance this tendency. The ostinato hitoo mellow like this. Accordingly, I hat on Pat Metheny's "Last Train Home,"
from his Still Life (Talking) (Geffen
increased the speakers' height from the
24245-2), was also balanced more forfloor by using large Tiptoes between the
stand top-plates and the speaker bases.
ward in the mix than Iexpected, and
With the S-35s out in the room where sounded more metallic than usual.
In the bass, there was useful output
free-space designs, such as my usual
B&W Silver Signatures, work well, the down to 60Hz or so. Though there was
sound was alittle fruity in the upper bass no low bass, this is hardly to be expected
but lacked extension and slam. Moving at this price level and from such asmall
speaker. The bass sounded just alittle slow,
the speakers so that they were just 6"
from the faces of the LP cabinets behind the repeated bass-guitar notes on the
them gave asurprising amount of mid- Metheny lacking definition. But this is
bass punch. While it would be unrealistic ahard track for even expensive speakers
to expect party levels from apair of to pass. At its price, the LF performance
woofers each with aradiating diameter of the S-35 was apleasant surprise.
Where the S-35s consistently scored
of just 4", kickdrum—the electronicsounding instrument on Robert Palmer's high points was in their expansive, spaRiptide (Island 790471-2), for example cious soundstaging. In absolute terms,
—now kicked some almost-serious butt, the need to place the speakers relatively
with spls in the high 80s possible All the close to the wall behind them meant that
subsequent auditioning took place with the center imaging was rather diffuse,
the S-35s benefiting from this boundary and image depth was restricted. However, on Concert, for example, the piano
reinforcement.

The crossover includes automatic
overload protection and is mounted on
asmall printed circuit board attached to
the rear of the terminal panels. Three
ferrite-cored inductors and three nonpolarized electrolytic capacitors are used
to implement second-order high- and
low-pass feeds to the tweeter and woofer,
with an electrical crossover point between 6kHz and 8kHz. The tweeter is
therefore only really used to fill the S35's response in the top two audio octaves. The woofer drive is modified by
aparallel LCR filter to give anotch in the
lkHz region; this also gently slopes
down the drive-unit's response through
the midrange.
Manufactured in the UK, the S-35
makes extensive use of plastic moldings
to keep the unit cost down, though the
internal structure is based on arigid Lshaped zinc die-casting to which the
woofer and rear panel are securely bolted.
The enclosure is filled with acrylic-fiber
wadding.
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was easily heard to be playing in abelievably lush church acoustic. And on the Pat
Metheny cut, the solo electric sitar that
carries the melody was set within adome
of ambience. Ialmost felt like reaching
for something by The Orb! Instead, Iput
on an old favorite, "Private Investigadone from Dire Straits' Love Over Gold
(Warner Bros. 23728-2). The atmospheric
soundstage assembled by the engineers
blossomed above, behind, and beyond
the speakers in amost satisfying way.
How about the Canons' WideImaging Stereo? My dedicated listening
room has only two chairs: one in the
sweet spot, the other way off to the side.
From the off-center chair, the soundstage
naturally bunched over to the nearest
speaker. But there was still agood sense
of space, an impression of acoustic
sources extending to the farther speaker.
III ultimately found the S-35s to be
too colored with the classical music that
makes up about 70% of my listening
diet, when Ihooked them up to my
computer rig, using aSound Blaster 16
card in my Dell 486 to supply signal to
feed an antique Advent 300 receiver,2the
special qualities of the Canons' imaging
added considerably to the experience.
For the last six months or so, whenever work has gotten particularly vexatious or I'm just in need of some mindcandy, Iload Broderbund Software's
Myst game into the CD-ROM drive.3
Myst's sound effects and ambient sonic
settings are meant to be enveloping, and
with the huge soundstage thrown by the
Canons, it was easy to forget that Iwas
shut in my office. Instead, Iwas roving
the island of Myst, flipping through the
pages of the charred books in the library,
looking for clues, lost in an almost virtual
reality where the only other living things
appear to be acouple of butterflies. And,
unlike most of the wimpy multimedia
speakers around, the Canons have enough
low frequencies to do justice to the bass
sounds ofMyst's electrical generators, tree
elevator, and, most particularly, the
"Maze-Rider" roller coaster.

the design's wide dispersion.) Its plot of
impedance magnitude and phase (fig.1)
reveals it to be amoderately easy load for
an amplifier to drive, dropping below 6
ohms only in the lower midrange and
above 13kHz. Judging from the impedance minimum at 70Hz, that's the tuning
frequency of the twin ports, suggesting
only moderate low-frequency extension.
The slight wrinkle in the magnitude trace
between 350Hz and 400Hz suggest the
presence of acabinet resonance of some
kind at that frequency.
Fig.2 includes quite alot of information. From 300Hz upward, the trace is
the anechoic response of the S-35 at a50"
microphone distance, averaged across a
30° horizontal window on an axis level
with the "lip" of the S-35's hemispherical woofer enclosure. Though it looks
alittle ragged, the response is basically
flat from 300Hz to 4kHz, the bumps
being balanced by dips. A deep suckout
appears at 5kHz, however, and higher in
frequency the tweeter is alittle "hot,"
averaging 5dB higher than the lkHz
reference level from 7kHz to 22kHz.
The three traces to the left of fig.2 are
(from bottom to top just above the
woofer's minimum-motion point of
68Hz): the woofer's nearfield response;
the port's nearfield response; and the
complex sum (amplitude and phase) of
the woofer and port outputs, with the
two proportioned in the ratio of the
square roots of their areas. The overall
response peaks up by 2dB or so in the
upper bass before beginning its 24dB/
octave acoustic rollout below 90Hz. The
-6dB point lay at areasonably low
65Hz, though, as Ifound in my auditioning, placing the speakers close to the
boundary behind them was essential to
getting the 4"-diameter woofer cones to
produce some slam.
Remember the impedance wrinldejust
below 400Hz? Probably not coinciden-

tally, apeak appears in the port output
at the same frequency. It's over 20dB
down, so the subjective effect will probably be minimal unless the cabinet also
sings at the same frequency.
Fig3 shows the Canon's horizontal
dispersion, with the on-axis response
subtracted from each trace. Though the
speaker is alittle more directional in the
midrange than we usually see, the S-35
does indeed feature avery wide dispersion throughout the treble. The ridges
and valleys apparent in this diagram are
due to the dips and peaks apparent in the
on-axis response (fig.2) to some extent
filling in/flattening out to the speaker's
rag.* 0.....«,
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Fig.1 Canon S-35, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Canon S-35, anechoic response on central

"lip" axis at 50", averaged across 30 0
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz and 'kHz, respectively, and
complex sum of woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz (top at
100Hz).

Measurements: At an estimated
85dB/W/m (B-weighted), the S-35 is
quite sensitive for such asmall speaker.
(In-room, this will appear greater due to
2Resenting the available plethora of nasty little active
multimedia speakers, Iwent the audiophile route when
Iset up my computer sound system. Ibought the
Advent—a highly regarded component in its heyday,
the late '70s—for $75 secondhand in almost perfect condition.
3Myst is the first computer game that I've heard discussed as though it were abook or amovie—or apiece
of music! And unlike Doom, Mortal Kombat, and other
thrash adventure games, it doesn't involve blood, chainsaws, or severed limbs. With production values and
depth of detail to rival the Back to the Future movies, it's
the most complete computer game I've yet played.
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Fig.3 Canon 5-35, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on central axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90*-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5*-90° off-axis.
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The

Experience

"I'm particular."
While engineering recordings for many
clients, among them the Chicago and
St. Louis Symphonies, Iheard of
Martin-Logan's special electrostatic
precision and clarity from several of
my colleagues. So. Iinstalled apair
in my studio.
What happened next was amazing.
Every change in the recording process
became apparent. Details of space in
the hall. microphone placement and
even converter qualities were instantly
perceived. Yet, the superior dispersion
of their curvilinear transducer allowed
remarkably easy room placement.
even in my studio,
After using Martin-Logan products for
years. Iam excited to introduce the
new advanced SL3, shattering
industry standards yet again.

What else can Isay? Go to
your local dealer and audition
the new SL3. Be prepared for
the experience.

$3.200.00 US/pr

Following is asampling of Larry's works:
WFMT Fine Art Network weekly broadcast
of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Erato,
RCA/BMG. CBS ,Sony, Koss Classics.
Marco Polo, New World. Crystal. Peregrine.
Pro Arte. Summit. Centaur, Orfeo,
Musical Heritage Society.

p.o. box 707, lawrence,
WorldRadioHistoryks 66044, tel (913) 749-0133, fax (913) 749-5320

Fig.4 Canon S-35, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on central axis, from back
to front: differences in response 45 0-5° above central axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-45 ° below central axis.
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Fig.5 Canon S-35, spatially averaged '
,
,-octave
response in JA's listening room.

Fig.6 Canon S-35, step response on tweeter axis
at 50" (Sms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.7 Canon S-35, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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sides. Only in the very top octave is the
speaker quite directional, but even then
the axial output is maintained to at least
45° off-axis. Negishi-san's Wide-Imaging Stereo acoustic-mirror concept
appears to work.
Vertically (fig.4), as might be expected
from its drive-unit layout, the treble falls
off if you sit much below the "lip," and
rapidly shelves down if you sit even alittle above the loudspeaker-as Ifound in
my auditioning. In my listening room,
the spatially averaged responses in free
space (fig.5) was helped alittle bit by a
room mode to stay flat down to the 63Hz
Vi-octave band. An excess of energy in
the low treble might correlate with the
nasal quality Iheard, while the suckout
at 51cliz was omnipresent in the listening
room. The top octave is indeed somewhat exaggerated, this tying in with the
sniffy character Inoticed on sibilance.
In the time domain, the S-3 5's step
response (fig.6) is alittle hard to interpret. What we appear to see is aslow rise
from the midrange/woofer, followed
about 0.2ms later by asharp up/down
spike from the tweeter. What would
otherwise be arelatively good triangle
step shape is broken up by reflections.
The cumulative spectral-decay, or waterfall, plot calculated from the impulse
response data (fig.7) has some areas of
clean decay, but aquite severe resonant
ridge at 3kHz is very likely associated
with the nasal coloration Inoted, especially as there are adip and another peak
in the octave below. That the suckout at
5kHz in the response graphs is due to
interference is suggested by the fact that
the energy at this frequency returns after
about lms in the waterfall plot. The fact
that the initial arrivals of the woofer and
tweeter outputs are separated by 0.2ms,
the period of a5kHz tone, is asuitable
smoking gun.
Remember the peak in the port output at 380Hz and the wrinkle in the
impedance plot at the same frequency?
Fig.8 shows awaterfall plot calculated
from the output of asimple PVDF ribbon accelerometer wrapped from side to
side across the top of the woofer dome.
There's indeed aresonant mode apparent
at that frequency (the cursor position),
but other strong modes can be seen at
170Hz, 290Hz, and 1400Hz. Though
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Fig.8 Canon S-35, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to the top of the
woofer dome (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz).
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4For my in-room spectral analyses, Iaverage six measurements at each of 10 separate microphone positions
for left and right speakers individually, giving atotal
of 120 original spectra. These are then averaged to give
acurve which in my room has proved to give agood
correlation with aloudspeaker's perceived balance. Iuse
an Audio Control Industrial SA-3050A spectrum
analyzer with its own microphone, which acts as acheck
on the MLSSA measurements made with the B&K
mike. Ialso used the Goldline DSP-30 automated spectrum analyzer (currently under review).
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none is that high in level, the modes at
290Hz and (particularly) 380Hz could
be readily heard with astethoscope on
all the enclosure surfaces, adding ahooty
overhang as a sinewave tone swept
though their frequencies. Iwasn't aware
of any subjective consequence at the
listening position, other than adegree of
thickening on male voice, but Idid notice
adegree of midrange congestion and
hardness when the speaker was driven
to high levels, perhaps due to these modes
making their presence known.
Conclusion: Canon's S-35 loudspeaker
is undoubtedly astriking-looking design. If you like its looks—and Iclo—
the question becomes whether its sound
quality justifies its use in an audiophile
system. The $400/pair price point is
extremely competitive Ifound the S-35
to sound alittle too colored for my tastes
with classical, acoustic music, but then
I'm spoiled by the sound of my regular
$8000/pair speakers Certainly, howewr,
for multimedia use, apair of Canon S35s is all you're ever likely to need.
Check this cute Canon out.

Optimus Pro LX5 loudspeaker

dictates of the electrical signal, driving
adome or cone diaphragm to excite the
OPTIMUS PRO LX5:
air. In the Linaeum tweeter, there's still
$299.98/PAIR
avoice-coil, but this time it's flattened
It was aclassic American tale: hearing into avertical shape and suspended
that the head honcho of Radio Shack was between opposed rectangular magnet
in town, the principals of Oregon-based poles. It still moves backward and forhigh-end loudspeaker manufacturer ward, but instead of driving a diaLinaeum found out where he was staying phragm, it pushes and pulls the vertical
and called him to see if Radio Shack joining point of two semi-cylindrical 3"would be interested in marketing their long sheets of stiff plastic film, each of
speakers. They were rewarded for their which is fixed at its other end. Imagine
daring by being given an introduction two (empty) beer cans side by side: the
to the right Radio Shack department point where they touch is where the
head, and before you could say time- voice-coil is attached. Under the influcoherent, adeal was struck for Radio ence of the electrical signal, the two
Shack to manufacture anew line of three
semi-cylinders rotate back and forth, the
"audiophile" loudspeakers featuring a resultant traveling waves producing
sound.
version of the unique Linaeum tweeter.
The less-expensive Optimus Pro X77
The advantages over aconventional
and LX4 models use abaffle-mounted tweeter are auniformly wide horizontweeter that radiates just to the front; the tal dispersion pattern and good lineartop-of-the-line Optimus Pro LX5
ity, both of which lend the tweeter some
reviewed here mounts abi-directional
of the attributes of agood planar drivetweeter on the top of adiecast aluminum unit. If, as in the LX5, two sets of diaphragms are placed back to back with a
enclosure.
Although the LX5 is list-priced at common magnet structure, sharing a
$149.99, Iactually bought the review pair common voice-coil, those at the rear pull
of speakers on impulse for just $99.99 when the front ones push: the radiation
each in one of the regular Radio Shack pattern is that ola dipole. The radiation
sales. If the speaker sounded even half as
to the rear should produce an enhanced
feeling of "airiness" to the speakers's
good as the gossip in cyberspace had
indicated, it would be an audiophile
sound in all but the very deadest rooms.
According to Linaeurn's Ben Stutz,
bargain.
What's so special about the Linaeum Linaeum assembles the tweeter subastweeter? In aconventional tweeter, acoil semblies for Radio Shack, shipping them
to the Far East to be incorporated into the
of wire suspended between the circular
poles of aring-shaped magnet moves
speakers. (The LX5, for example, is made
backward and forward according to the in Malaysia.) The tweeter used in the
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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LX5 differs from that used in Linaeum's
own models in using athicker diaphragm,
the result being reduced sensitivity.
The Optimus LX5's enclosure is diecast from aluminum and finished in
matte-gray Nextel. The tweeter, with a
white "Linaeum" logo painted on its
black top plate, is mounted atop the cabinet. It actually sits in amolded plastic tray
(which presents some reflective surfaces
in the path of the sound) and is covered
with awire-mesh grille, this held in place
with four bolts. The small woofer—its
radiating diameter is just 3.6" —is
mounted on the front baffle, with aslight
flare surrounding the polypropylene
cone. The woofer dustcap is actually a
small disc of some kind of damping
material. Two vents of unequal length are
placed on the front baffle to reflex-load
the woofer.
A plastic panel on the speaker's rear
carries reasonable-quality binding posts
—hooray!—with the minimal crossover
glued to its inside. An iron-cored series
inductor rolls off the highs in the woofer
feed with a6dB/octave electrical slope,
while a6.2µF plastic-film series capacitor
keeps LF from the tweeter.
Sound: After moderate break-in, Ifired
the Optimi up with some music. Istarted
out with them about 26' into the room.
Mid- and low bass, of course, were completely absent. There was usable output
down to 70Hz or so, but the ports produced chuffing sounds at frequencies
below 70Hz at anything like satisfying
levels. Moving the speakers closer to the
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THE SONOGRAPHE
SA250 POWER AMPLIFIER

by conrad-johnson design

I

twas your classic good news, bad news scenario. My beloved Goldmund Mimesis 8
power amplifier was down, through no fault
of its own (felled by awayward upstream
component). Regardless, Iwas without my reference amp. That's bad news. The good-news was
that Ijust happened to have aspare amp hanging
around (it's great to be areviewer).
The amp on hand was the modest-looking
Sonographe SA250 designed by conrad-johnson.
At $995, it's only about 15% of the Goldmund's
price. So my expectations were, shall we say,
somewhat tempered.
What asurprise! From the first note, this
amp will put abig smile on your face. It was
immediately apparent that the SA250 is faithful
to the music. It is free from distracting distortions. Ifound myself relaxing and just listening
to the music.
As to the amp's sound,
it follows the faceplate theorem [First posited by Art
Dudley, editor of the wonderful new quarterly magazine,
Listener. -Ed.] This theorem
holds that amplifiers sound
like the color of their faceplate. The black faceplates of
Levinson gear foreshadow a
dark-ish sonic character.
Goldmund? The light silver
faceplate suggests its airy
sound. The Sonographe
has abeautiful burnished
gold facoplate, and darned

if the sound isn't "golden. - That is, the SA250's
sound is warm. Never clinical, never analytical.
It does not harshly expose problems that may be
upstream, or downstream for that matter. Rather,
it is forgiving and sunny.
From this quick sketch you may conclude
that the amp is rounding things off and lacks resolution. Not so! The resolution is high enough
that, when using CD as asource, there is no loss
of detail in comparison to the ultra-high resolution Goldmund. This kind of resolution not only
renders musical details clearly, it enables firstrate imaging. In fact, the Sonographe really
excels in the latter department. Images are solid;
instruments never wander around the soundstage.
All this without atrace of artificial edge.
Wonderful! And, still, Iam not done enumerating
this amp's strengths.
The SA250 had absolutely no problem driving my B&W 801 Series III loudspeakers,
which are only moderately sensitive. There was
never any strain, even when playing rock and roll
loud Further, the bass was tight and deep. This,
no doubt, played apart in the unit's rhythmic
coherence. On Richard Thompson's "Beat the
Retreat", from his must-have retrospective
Watching the Dark, the drum appears mid-track
with aconvincing "thwack" and atruly propulsive quality.

So, do we have here aGoldmund-killer at
one-sixth the price? Almost, but not quite. There
is an ever-so-slight glaze, which prevents the
Sonographe from delivering the absolute pristine
clarity of the real thing. The Sonographe's
dynamics are also somewhat less vivid, but not
to alarge degree. It still clearly conveys the
music's emotions. In fact, Ihad adifficult time
really pinpointing the amp's limitations until I
switched to analogue source material. With LP,
not quite all of the source information gets
through. Ilistened quite abit, for example, to the
Classic Records re-issue of the legendary RCA
Living Stereo recording of Pictures at an
Exhibition (L,SC-2201), afabulous recording.
Transients were clean, e.g., the triangle on
"Tuileries", and dynamics peaks were also very
good. "Gnomus" should have some literally
scary moments, and it did. Violins were lush
throughout, and the brass was realistically metallic. But the SA250 lost some depth, width, presence, and sheer impact. As aresult, the amp is
SLIGHTLY less involving. But, as Ihope this
description has made cleat it still delivers agood
90 per cent of the performance you get from a
state-of-the-art amp.
Ihave tried to figure out why the
Sonographe's limitations, minor as they are, were
so much more apparent using LP than with CD.
My conclusion? There is more information coming from my high-rent Goldmund analogue front-end than CDs can yet
deliver. Thus, the Sonographe's resolution limits only become noticeable when there's that much infor-

mation. This is areal testament to the amp, and
indicates that unless you have acutting edge
front-end, you're not likely to run up against
those limits.
As for practical considerations, the SA250
ran cool and had nice big binding posts in back.
The only setup tip Ioffer has to do with AC
polarity. The orientation of the AC plug dramatically affects the amp's sound; clearly there is
only one correct orientation. conrad-johnson has
very conveniently marked one side of the line
cord red and the other black. If you want to hear
what this amp can really do, it is essential that
the polarity be correct — the wiring in your
house will determine which side of the plug
faces up. C-J also took the interesting step of
using anon-polarized plug. Ilike to think this is
so you'll easily be able to switch back and forth
and prove to yourself that things like AC polarity
really do make adifference!
We have, here, an amp for the ages. It is
never fatiguing, yet, it delivers resolution, frequency extension, soundstaging and tonal accuracy that compete with the very best of today's
amplifiers. Most of all, though, it conveys and is
faithful to the music.
Alan Taffel

Reprinted with permission from the March issue of The Audio Adventure, amonthly
publication by Tom Müller exploring frontiers of sound. Call 1-800-566-6617 for
subscription information.
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room boundaries—the tweak that had
worked so well with the Canons—didn't
add much in the grunt department, but
exaggerated the already exaggerated
upper bass to the point that Ireally didn't
want to listen further. Iguess no one ever
went broke selling aspeaker with too
much bass—or at least, in the LX5's case,
too much upper bass. The 120-180Hz
region was just too boomy, too illdefined for me to want to spend much
time with the LX5. The big ol' bass fiddle on Ella Fitzgerald's "Fascinatin'
Rhythm," from The Songbooks collection
(Verve 823 445-2), was just aboomy
blur, not offering much in the way of
pitch differentiation.
Okay, Imoved the speakers back out
into the mom. Less boom, but still enough
to annoy. What to do? Luckily, afew
months back Ihad downloaded from
The Audiophile Network some threads
about how to get the best from the LX5?
One David Cairns had suggested filling
the speaker's ports with drinking straws.
This would provide adegree of resistive
damping which would both knock
down the upper-bass peak abit and
tighten up the quality of the low frequencies. Accordingly, Icut some drinking straws to the right length—I used red
straws, but Idon't really think the color
is significant (unless you think everything
makes adifference)—and managed to
stuff nine into each port.
With the ports so modified, the balance still sounded ripe, but not
unpleasantly so. Pitch definition was better, but this little speaker will always be
abit of aboombox. But at least now I
could live with the balance. Which is
why Ibroke the magazine's rule about
modifying review samples. The LX5
sounded so promising in the high frequencies that Ihad to do something.
The LX5's tonal balance was mellow,
smooth, even polite, which is quite afeat
for aloudspeaker designed for the undiscriminating mass market. The LX5's
highs were shelved down, but not
unpleasantly so. Its treble was actually
of astonishingly good quality for a
speaker in this price region. However,
what would otherwise be an inoffensive
presentation suffered from amuffled
quality. Itried removing the mesh covers
for the tweeters, which helped alittle, at
the expense of the speaker's aesthetics.
But the shelved-down high treble was
5Other mainly reversible tweaks for the LX5 suggested
on The Audiophile Network bulletin board—(818) 9880452—are: replacing the crossover capacitor with a
premium-quality type, or at least bypassing it with a
0.1 µF audiophile type; (carefully) removing the plastic tray on which the tweeter sits; adding damping/bracing to the aluminum cabinet; and increasing the amount
of internal fiber stuffing.
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not the problem. Something wrong was
happening in the midrange. Yes, there
was aslight nasal coloration, alittle bit
of an "aww" formant noticeable in the
upper midrange, but the lower mids significantly lacked clarity.
This muffled quality was very much
music-dependent. The Optimus is almost the antithesis of the Canon S-35 in
that, while Ipreferred the Japanese/English speaker on rock music, finding its
upper midrange abit too colored to be
pleasing on classical, the American/
Malaysian design was generally pleasing on classical orchestral and chamber
music. Dorian's superbly naturalsounding recording of secular cantatas
by Bach (DOR-90199), which was
Stereophile's "Recording of the Month"
in March (Vol.18 No3), sang forth from
the LX5s with the music unscathed. But
play atypical rock track, with high-level
kickdrum and bass guitar, and the music
mushed up.
Bass guitar particularly suffered at the
hands of the LX5. While the fundamentals are suppressed, the second and third
harmonics, which do much to define the
instrument's pitch centers—see my essay
in the Stereophile Test CD 2booklet—
were smeared with resonant overhang.
Coupled with the mellow high frequencies, the LX5's presentation on rock program became quite uninvolving. For
example, Bonnie Raitt's great "Nick of
Time" cut, from the CD of the same
name (Capitol CDP 791268 2), sounded
pleasant but boring. And Ms. Raitt
should be anything but boring!
The Optimuses' soundstaging was
good, but not as well-defined laterally
as Iwas expecting. Central images were
alittle too diffuse in absolute terms, with
high frequencies pulled abit to one side.
(Why this was so will be explained in the
"Measurements" section.) Image depth
was only so-so, but these speakers are
not really aimed at soundstage freaks,
who would be better advised to get apair
of NHT SuperZ,eros at $230/pair.
It will be no surprise to learn that the
Optimus's dynamics are limited. Soundpressure levels in about the mid-80s were
all that Icould realistically expect from
the speakers before the upper midrange/low treble started to harden. But
again, Ihave to say that Iquite enjoyed
the sound on well-recorded classical
pieces. That Linaeum tweeter does seem
to be aclass act.
Idid try the LX5s with my multimedia PC, driven by my secondhand Advent 300 receiver. Nice. Very nice. But
the Optimuses don't appear to be magnetically shielded, which makes setup
near acomputer abit hairy.
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Measurements: As might be expected
from such asmall speaker, the Optimus
LX5 doesn't go very loud, 2.83V raising an estimated 81.5dB (B-weighted)
on the tweeter axis at 1m. The sensitivity
of the two samples differed, however,
that of the second sample being alittle
higher at 83dB at 1m. Still, the speaker
is very easy to drive, as can be seen from
its plot of impedance magnitude and
phase against frequency (fig.9), which
only drops below 8ohms in the region
of the 68Hz port-tuning frequency, and
in the lower midrange. That the bass
impedance peaks are both narrow and
high—that due to the box resonance at
125Hz reaching 43 ohms—implies that
the bass will be underdamped and somewhat boomy.
Which, indeed, is what Iheard. Fig.10
shows the effect on the impedance curves
of stuffing the ports with drinking straws.
The port-tuning frequency remains the
same, but the lower impedance peak is
knocked down from 20.4 ohms to 11.8
ohms, while its frequency changes from
44Hz to 40Hz. The impedance miniUllum.LOUnduelguteluelaftemouhuple
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Fig.9 Optimus Pro LX5, electrica impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.I0 Opt mus Pro LX5, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) with ports filled
with nine drinking straws (2 ohms/vertical
div.).

Fig.I IOptimus Pro LX5, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) with ports
sealed (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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mum in the lower midrange also drops
from 5.6 ohms to 5ohms. Plugging up
the ports completely gives the traces
shown in fig.11, the single peak in the
bass typical of asealed enclosure.
Note that all three impedance graphs
feature awrinkle at 325Hz. This kind of
behavior is usually an indication that the
cabinet has astrong resonant mode at
that frequency. Unfortunately, Imislaid
my accelerometer while Iwas reviewing the Optimus speaker, and was only
able to examine its cabinet's resonant
behavior in the time-honored manner:
listening to the thing! Playing the halfstep frequency sweep from Stereophile's
10
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Fig 12 Optimus Pro LX5, sample I, acoustic
crossover on tweeter axis at 50",
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield woofer and port responses
plotted below 300Hz and I
kHz,
respectively.
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Test CD 3e as well as aswept sinewave,
and using astethoscope, all the enclosure
surfaces could be heard to vibrate very
strongly at 325Hz—even the tweeter
grille—with lively resonant modes also
audible at 200Hz, 230Hz, and 290Hz.
Though predicting the exact subjective
effect of such powerful resonant behavior
in the midrange would tax aNostradamus or even aDionne Warwicke, their
presence probably ties in with the "muffled" character and the lack of clarity in
the lower midrange that Inoticed in my
auditioning.
Fig.12 shows the individual responses
of the tweeter, woofer, and port. The first
two were taken on the tweeter axis, midway between the two "beer cans," while
the latter was taken in the nearfield (no
straws). The woofer response below
300Hz was also taken in the nearfield,
and can be seen to peak up by 5dB or so
at 125Hz before rapidly rolling off to
reach its minimum-motion point at the
port tuning frequency. (At this frequency,

1 I111111

1 11

I 1I11111

1 11

689.95 plus 83.50 S8cH. Credit-card orders: (800)
358-6274.

the back pressure from the resonance
prevents the woofer cone from moving
at all, all the acoustic output coming
from the port.) The output of the two
ports is the bandpass response peaking
between 40Hz and 120Hz, and is quite
abit down from the woofer level.
Moving up in frequency, the woofer's
output is pretty ragged in the upper midrange before it starts to roll off above
2kHz. The initial slope is mild, and the
woofer is still contributing to the overall
sound as high as 7kHz. Its rollout is
marred by aseries of resonant peaks. The
Linaeum tweeter comes in sharply above
2kHz, but on-axis at least, its output is
down in level and looks very ragged.
Fig.13 shows how these individual
responses add up on the tweeter axis. In
the bass, abig peak appears in the upper
bass—no surprise from the listening
tests—while asharp step in the woofer
response at 1100Hz mars an overall even
midrange balance. The entire tweeter
region is shelved down by an average of
8dB. Concerned by this, Ichecked the
second LX5 sample The result is rather
different, as can be seen in fig.14. Though

I a.
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Fig.I3 Optimus Pro LX5, sample 1, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
complex sum of woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.15 Optimus Pro LXS, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5*-90° off-axis.
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Fig.I4 Optimus Pro LX5, sample 2, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response. The
complex sum of the woofer and port
responses is plotted below 300Hz with
(from top to bottom at 150Hz): ports
open; each port stuffed with nine
standard drinking straws; ports closed
with plugs of polyurethane foam.
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Fig.I6 Optimus Pro LX5, vertical response family at SO", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 45°-5° above tweeter axis; reference response;
differences in response 50-45° below tweeter axis.
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Fig. 17 Optimus Pro LX5, spatially averaged 1
/
3
octave response in JA's listening room.

Fig.I8 Optimus Pro LX5, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.I9 Optimus Pro LX5, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

the treble is still shelved down above
71cHz and broken up by aseries of peaks
and dips, there's now an even response
trend through the mid-treble. It looks as
if the first sample of the LX5, whose
response is shown in fig.13, was wired
with the tweeter in the wrong polarity.
Not only would this give rise to asuckout in the region where the tweeter and
woofer overlap, it would also explain the
difference in sensitivity between the two
samples and the pulling of the stereo
image to one side at high frequencies.
However, checking the step responses
of all the drive-units revealed that the
two samples were identical: woofers
wired to give positive acoustic polarity,
tweeters wired to give negative acoustic
polarity—at least regarding the initial
departure from the time axis. (The
Linaeum tweeter's step response actually features almost as many positivegoing as negative-going pulses.) In addition, despite the two samples featuring
identical drive-unit polarities, mathematically summing the individual drive-unit
outputs, taking phase into account, did
S
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indeed give acrossover-region suckout
for the first sample and aflat response in
the same region for the second. I'm at a
loss, therefore, to explain the difference
between the samples other than to suggest
that Radio Shack's quality control on the
tweeter is not as good as it should be.
On the left of fig.14 are shown three
bass responses: the one highest in level
was taken with the ports free of any
obstruction. The next one down is the
response with straws in the ports: the
extra air resistance usefully knocks down
the peak by acouple of dB. The bottom
trace, which actually crosses the "straws"
response at 90Hz, is with the ports
sealed. The -6dB points are 54Hz, 70Hz,
and 73Hz, respectively. Iwas quite happy
to sacrifice alittle bass extension to get
better upper-bass definition. If you own
LX5s, it will be worth experimenting
with the woofer tuning.
Part of the reason for the depressed
treble exactly on the tweeter's centerline
is revealed in fig.15. This graph shows the
changes in response as the microphone
was moved around to the speaker's side,
5° at atime While the woofer's response
drops at the top of its passband more
than 30° to the side, the tweeter can be
seen to actually have two main output
lobes, each at approximately 30° from
the center axis. As the LX5 tweeter is
symmetrical front-to-back, it actually
has ahorizontal dispersion pattern shaped
like afour-leafed clover, giving out as
much sound to the rear as to the front.
The speakers will give the most treble if
they are not toed-in to the listening seat.
Vertically (fig.16), anotch at 23kHz
quickly appears in the response as you
move below the tweeter axis. It's best to
listen to the LX5s with them sitting on
low rather than high stands or bookshelves. The tweeter, however, appears
to offer reasonably good treble dispersion—something Iwasn't expecting
from its design.
In my listening room, the spatially
averaged 1/
3-octave response (fig.17),
taken with straws in the ports, shows
only amild rise in the upper bass, with
aroom mode helping to keep the low
frequencies going down to the 63Hz
band. The midrange is quite evenly balanced, with just aslight shelf upward
noticeable at the top of the woofer's passband. The tweeter region, however, is
shelved down by up to 3dB, which will
contribute to the LX5's dulled tonal
balance.
In the time domain, the LX5's impulse
response (fig.18, second sample) looks
time-coherent, though quite alot of
high-frequency ringing can be seen. The
time coherency was confirmed by the
WorldRadioHistory

CLEARLY...
... J. Gordon Holt ofStereophik
is sold on Sound Lab speaker.
He states: "Never in my lite
have Ilived with aspeaker that
has brought, and
continues to
bring, as much
pleasure, excitement, and
satisfaction."

,.YOUR
NATURAL
CHOICE!
SOUND L
AB
801 266-6999
'Stereophile -Vol. 9No. 6, September. 1986.
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OD
you sell or install specialty audio or
home theater products, you're invited to come see and hear the latest
in the industry at cEs. Specialty
Audio & Home Theater—exclusively for the trade, and perfectly
timed to the autumn selling season.
Besides acomprehensive workshop program, you'll discover a
wealth of exhibits 100% devoted
to high-fidelity audio and video
products, including:
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111

Specialty audio hardware & software
Home theater systems
Audio hardware & software
Video hardware & software
Custom installation products
Cable & accessories
Furniture
Plan now to be apart of the ultimate
experience in sight and sound!

CES

June 1719 ,1995
The Palmer House Hilton
Chicago, Illinois USA

SPECIALTY AUDIO
& HOME THEATER

BM

BB

FAX NOW FOR A REGISTRATION BROCHURE:
703-907-7692
Name
Tale
Company
Address

Gay
Phone

150

State
F.

If you prefer, call us direc tit 703-9C:7-7600.

Sponsored, Produced and Managed by the Electronic Industries Association/Consumer Electronics Group.
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Fig.20 Optimus Pro LX5, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).

frequency, however, the initial decay in
step response (fig.19), which has an
this plot looks quite clean.
excellent right-triangle shape, despite the
Overall, not abad set of measurements
drivers having opposite acoustic polarfor aspeaker with astreet price of $100
ities! The waterfall plot, however, looks
quite hashy in the treble (fig.20), with a each.
strong resonant mode apparent at 2.4kHz
Conclusion: At full price, the Optimus
—the result of the woofer cone breakLX5 comes under serious pressure from
ing up—which ties in with the slight
such star performers as the PSB Alpha
nasal coloration Inoted. The high freand the NHT SuperZero. Mellowerquencies are also marred by aconsiderable degree of stored energy. Lower in balanced than either, it misses out too

N\vue

7Ihave this idea for atruly heretical $400 high-end system consisting of apair of LX5s bought on sale, a
secondhand Advent 300 receiver (mine cost $75), and
an Optimus CD-3400 portable CD player. Of course,
audiophile cable and interconnect, and good stands such
as the lead-shot-filled Celestions, would double that
figure! And, if you really wanted to go all-out for quality
and liven up the Optimus's balance, you could add an
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box ($259) or aParts
Connection Assemblage D/A processor ($449) and a
$40 HAVE Canare S/PDIF cable. And if you couldn't
find asecondhand Advent, you could always spring for
an Arcam Alpha 5integrated amplifier ($399). But that
would be afun office system, wouldn't it?

„„••••••

SILTECH CABLES

.//

much of the music in comparison, even
though its high frequencies sound really
fine. But purchased in one of Radio
Shack's never-ending series of sales? the
LX5 is agreat value for an audiophile
who prefers classical music. Its balance
will work better there than on typical
rock, where the ubiquitous bass drum
and bass guitar will exacerbate the
speaker's failings. It should also make a
good surround speaker.
To sum up, Ioffer Larry Archibald's
words when he heard the Radio Shack
Optimus LX5s in my system over the
Easter weekend: "Uninvolving, but unreasonably pleasant-sounding at the
price."

STC

'
9e9n

THE SILTECH
ENGE:

,

Compare Siltech
Cables with any
other cab)!

FOR DEALER INFOerATION CONTACT:
NORTHSTAR LEADING THE WAY INC.
NORTHSTAR
1,101114

1,11

WA,

P.O. 3763

Durango, Colorado

Tel: (970) 259-6722

81302

Fax: (970) 259-6727

Products Imported by Fanfare Int'l Inc.
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Sittech will outperform the competition in neutrality, resolution,
warmth and overall musicality.

_
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DISCOVER THE BREAKTHROUGH S
PEAKERS
THAT EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT!
"
MORE THAN I
MPRESSIVE..."
"The name Joseph Audio may not be the most well known in audio,
but if the sound they were getting at the show is an indication, then
their profile is bound to grow. Using aunique and patented crossover
pattern (something like a120 dB per octave!) the two Joseph Audio
speakers being demonstrated were more than impressive."
-The Audio Observatory
30339 Abelia Rd. Canyon Country,CA 91391

JosephAudio
E
FFORTLESS MUSICALITY •E
XCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY"'
2Pineridge Road White Plains New York 10603
Call 1(800) 474 HIFI for afree White Paper and adealer near you
Dealer &Export Inquiries: R&G Audio (914) 783-6674
Produced under license from Modaffen Acoustical Labs US Patent #4771466
The RA120ti Ret(yence Standard 52099/pair

=AUDIOLAB
Audiolab 80000

Digital to Analog Convertor

Audiolab 8000A
0,1.0101,

Integrated Amplifier

Audiolab 8000T

AM/FM Tuner

For more information on the full line of Audiolab Amps, Preamps and

CD Transport or for the dealer nearest you please call or write.

Artech Electronics Ltd.

P.O. Box 1980, Champlain, NY 12919 (514) 631-6448 Fax 631-1212
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SONY SBM-1 /
VD CONVERTER
Steven Stone
Outboard analog/digital processor with Super Bit Mapping resolution enhancement
for the Sony D-3 and TCD-D7 portable DAT recorders. Sampling frequencies: selectable
between 48kHz, 44.1kHz, and 32kHz. Inputs: two unbalanced microphones on V,"
lacks and one 41" stereo jack; two unbalanced line-level inputs on RCA jacks.

Outputs: digital sin proprietary Sony interface able; stereo headphones on %" jack.
Dimensions:
W by 3%" D by 1" H. Price: $599. Approximate number of
dealers: 250. Manufacturer Sony Corp of America, One Sony Drive, Park Ridge,
NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930-1000. Fax: (201) 930-4748.

/

would be flattering myself to
assume that acompany as large as
Sony would have read my review
of their TCD-D7 portable DAT recorder
(Vol.18 No.1), and immediately mobilized their legions of engineers to solve
the shortcomings Ifound in the unit.
Remarkably, however, the Sony SBM-1
add-on module does address and solve
almost every one of the TCD-D7's
problems.
Used with the SBM-1 in place of its
internal AID converters, the TCD-D7
now allows the "prosurner" to make onlocation recordings whose sonic quality exceeds that possible from even some
of Sony's own professional models. SBM
stands for Super Bit Mapping, which is
amethod of squeezing 20-bit resolution
from 16-bit digital data. OGH offered an
excellent explanation of the Super Bit
Mapping process in his November '94
review of the Sony DTC-2000ES DAT
recorder; Vol.17 No.11, p.101.) The
SBM-1/TCD-D7 combo, at half the
price of the DTC-2000, offers 99% of
the latter's sonics in aterrifically portable package.

control module, which itself has provisions for either TosLink or RCA/coaxial
digital input and output connectors.
Linked to the R/VIR-D3, the SBM-1 can
be used as an outboard ADC with nonSony DAT recorders, such as the Denon
and Aiwa portable machines. Also, with
the SBM-1, it's possible to use the RIVIRD3 with the TCD-D7 and retain all
remote-control functions and features.
However, you must turn the SBM-1 off
ERGONOMICS
to get digital output from recorded tapes.
The SBM-1 is slightly smaller than
The SBM-1 is powered by either four
the TCD-D7, and comes with avery
penlight AA batteries or an AC power
nicefaux-leather case that holds both
supply quite similar to that of the TCDunits. Controls include apower switch;
D7. Unfortunately, the internal battery
sampling-frequency selector for 48kHz,
supply is good only for 11/
2hours max,
44.1kHz, and 32kHz rates; mini-stereo
so you'll need to use either AC power or
headphone jack with aheadphone outathird-party outboard battery pack,
put volume control; large, easy-to-grip,
such as the most excellent Eco-Charge'
dual-ganged recording level control; 1
4 "
/
lead-cell unit, for long recording sesgold-plated microphone inputs with
sions. The SBM-1 has LEDs that tell you
mini-plug stereo mike input; line-in/
how much battery power is left, so at
mike-in toggle switch; 20dB mike
least you won't be surprised (only disattenuator switch; and gold-plated lineappointed) when your batteries die.
level RCA input jacks.
Unlike the TCD-D7, which has a
The SBM-1 was designed specifically
built-in undefeatable bass rollotTon the
for use with Sony's TCD-D7 and their mike inputs, the SBM-1 is flat to 20Hz,
earlier D-3 portable DAT recorders. Its
so you won't want to fondle your mikes
primary digital output interface is
or let brisk winter winds waft past their
through a7"-long cable, with special
diaphragms during recording sessions—
termination that will work only with
unless you enjoy watching your woofers
these two units. Luckily, the SBM-1 also
has adigital connector that permits it to
IP.O. Box 0956, Boulder, CO 80306. Tel: (303)
be attached to Sony's R1VIR-D3 remote449-5761.
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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quiver with distaste. Also unlike the
TCD-D7, the SBM-1 has separate gain
controls for each channel, so you can
make adjustments for uneven levels from
mike or line inputs.
The recording level control is both
large and well-protected enough that
you'll have a hard time accidentally
knocking it out of position. Operation
is also smooth enough to permit gainriding when necessary (yep, even with
digital you occasionally need to gainride—cg, Pepe Romero's recent concert
with the Boulder Philharmonic, which
JGH and Irecorded, where the crowd's
applause was much louder than the level
of his solo guitar).

M INOR QUIBBLES

The digital attachment cable could usefully be afew inches longer; and the
RCA line/in jacks could be abit farther
apart, so it would be easier to connect
audiophile-approved, fire-hose-sized
cables. The headphone jack on the SBM1is awelcome feature for ascertaining
whether you're getting aproper feed
from your inputs; it can also be used in
apinch to get aline-level output from the
SBM-1 for feeding aStax headphone
amp or aSony Walkman pro backup
recorder.
The SBM-1's microphone preamplifiers are certainly better than those supplied on the 'PCD-D7, but still aren't as
161
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high quality as afull-sized professional
external microphone preamp. Since the
SBM-1 is configured for unbalanced 1
4 "
/
phone plugs, most microphones will also
require an adapter. However, small stereo
mikes, such as the older Sony LT-929, can
be used with the SBM-1 via the stereo
mini-plug input.

SOUND

The compact footprint and battery
capabilities make the TCD-D7/SBM-1
combination perfect for on-location
recording. At the first of two rehearsals
of Pepe Romero's concert, Iput the
TCD-D7/SBM-1 combo up against the
Sony D-10 II portable professional DAT
recorder. Not much of acontest. The
TCD-D7/SBM-1 bettered the D-10 in
every conceivable sonic parameter. The
TCD-D7 had asmoother signature, with
better low-level detail, greater transparency, and amore convincing rendition of depth. The D-10 was nicer to use,
with easy-to-read meters and amore
ergonomically friendly control arrangement. But better ergonomics don't make
up for the inferior sonics at athree-timeshigher price (the D-10 II goes for $3500).
Perhaps it's time for Sony to introduce
aD-10 III with SBM.
At the second rehearsal, Iput the
TCD-D7/SBM-1 combo up against the
Sony D-10 II coupled with aMeridian
607 A/D converter—at least afair fight.
The Meridian has adistinct sonic signature: harmonically rich, musical, and
darker than life. The TCD-D7/SBM-1
combo was far more transparent than the
D-10/607 combo, with superior inner
detail, amore open soundstage, and far
more top-end air. Compared to the D10/607 combo; the TCD-D7/SBM-1
combo sounded abit bright at times and
slightly thinner harmonically, but it still
sounded closer to the live-mike feed than
the D-10/607 combo did. Isuppose if I
had bright-sounding mikes with rising
top ends, the Meridian A/D might be just
the thing to render the final sound
decent; but with the neutral and relatively
flat AKG Blue-line mikes with CK-91
capsules used in an ORTF pattern, the
lack of top-end air on the Meridian
just didn't work.
On the first night of the concert, J.
Gordon Holt used his trusty Sony DTC2000ES DAT recorder, and Iused the
Sony TCD-D7/SBM-1 combo. My
combo finally met its sonic match. After
the concert, JGH and Iplayed the two
machines' tapes back on the DTC2000ES in his listening room? We were
unable to identify any differences between
the tapes. Idid the same comparison at
my house, and again was hard-pressed

to hear any differences between the two
tapes.
Granted, the DTC-2000ES is ergonomically far superior to the TCD-D7,
and the additional heads allow you to
monitor the tape as you make it (this feature is worth its weight in platinum
when you're recording alive concert).
The DTC-2000ES also weighs aheck of
alot more than the TCD-D7, runs off
wall AC rather than batteries, and costs
twice as much. Still, if someone offered
me my choice of two TCD-D7/SBM-1
rigs or one DTC-2000ES, I'd have a
tough time deciding. The [TIC-2000ES
is anice machine.

ANALOG SHOOT-OUTS

copy shoot-out was Classic Records'
fabulous reissue of Fritz Reiner's and the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra's performance of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition (RCA LSC-2201). The DAT
copy was slightly grainier on the massed
strings, and it whitened the celeste and
cymbals. While there was no loss of inner
detail on the DAT copy, there was some
truncation of depth coupled with asharpening of the sound of the air circulating about the hall.
Was the "magic" of the analog copy
lost on the DAT copy? Only very slightly
—you'd be hard-pressed to fault the DAT
copy if you weren't comparing it to the
original analog version. Was the sound
quality good enough that you should
contemplate archiving your records on
DAT? Almost. Maybe the next generation of DAT recorders will be perfect.

The acid test for any DAT machine is
how well it records analog LPs? Is there
adifference between the original and the
recording? In aperfect digital world, the
CONCLUSION
tapes should be indistinguishable from
The Sony SBM-1/TCD-D7 recorder
the original disc. We're not yet living in
aperfect digital world.
combo competes sonically with recording rigs costing two and three times as
First Irecorded Tori Amos's "Pretty
much. The SBM-1, when coupled with
Good Year," from Under the Pink (East/
the Sony RM-D3K remote-control
West 7567-82567-1). On the digital
system-adapter kit, can be used with
copy, Amos's voice sounded slightly
other manufacturers' DATs. Or you can
drier, and upper-frequency instruments,
such as cymbals and bells, had atiny just sit back at home and enjoy the TCDD7/SBM-1 combo's remote features.
amount of grain. Definition was excelFor anyone trying to do unobtrusive
lent—I could easily pick out where Amos
field recordings, the combination of the
begins to double-track her vocals (at
TCD-D7 and the SBM-1 is agreat way
"bye, bye"). Cellos retained their bloom,
to go, combining excellent sound quality
and instruments maintained their positions in the soundstage, with only a with globe-trotting portability. Iexpect
to see anumber of SBM-1fICD-D7 rigs
whisper of depth foreshortening. Bass
in the official taping area the next time
rendition on both digital and LP was
identical, with no loss of low-frequency
Igo to aGrateful Dead concert. At present, there's nothing at this price that will
impact or pitch.
Next up was June Tabor's rendition of allow prosumers to make recordings of
equal sonic quality. (By the way, if you
"Beat the Retreat:' from the Richard
record anything really cool with your rig,
Thompson tribute of the same name
will you please send me acopy?) Mean(Capital CI 95929 1). The analog original
while, I'm taking my combo to Anaheim
seemed to have slightly more depth than
next week for an E-Town show featuring
the digital copy, with the LP retaining
Richard Thompson and Karla Bonoff.
abit more of the midrange warmth and
Have machine, will travel.
body of Tabor's voice. There's aliquid,
grainless quality to her voice on the LP
that was lost on the DAT. Cymbals also
picked up aslightly whitish quality on
the DAT that they lacked on the LP.
Definition, low-frequency drive, and
timbre were excellent on the digital copy.
The final LP Ichose for the great DAT2For playback, the Meridian Digital Theater System
was used at le maison de Holt, and the EAD DSP-7000
Mk.III HDCD0 D/A processor was used at the Stone
Sonic Temple.
3My analog source was aVPI HW-19 Mk.IV with
Stand-Alone Motor Assembly and Power Line Conditioner, aBright Suri-7 base with split plinth, Clearaudio/Souther 1Q-1 arm, Denon DL103/van den Hul
cartridge, and Vendetta SPC-2C phono preamp run
straight into the inputs of the SBM-1 A/D. Ialso used
the IkHz test tone on Denon's Pick-Up Test Disc (XG7003) to match levels during playback.
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Even if you've spent thousands on your audio and video system, it can't
give you its best performance using raw, untreated AC power. By reducing
power line contamination and unwanted component interaction, the Power Wedge 1118
will enable your system to achieve its full potential while protecting your valuable components.
Visit your dealer now; the difference will amaze you!

AUDIO

powEr

INDUSTRIES

2624 South Rousselle St. Santa Ana, CA 92707
Telephone 714-545-9495 Fax 714-545-4607

ABSOLUTE PURITY
IN DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Using the purest operating mode
possible to deliver the most natural
reproduction achievable: the singleended Class A Aleph 0 power amplifier
from Pass Laboratories.
21555 Limestone Way, Foresthill
California 95631
(916) 367-3690 Fax (916) 367-2193
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SEPH AUDIO RM-20TI
emost important purpose ola Stereophile review is to provide you with information on aproduct's sonic performance
In arelative sense, each product is then
slotted into aprice/performance hierarchy. In our blind listening-panel review
of loudspeakers last August (Vol.17
No.8, pp.103-160), the $2099/pair Joseph
Audio RM-20ti fared relatively poorly
compared to the slightly more expensive
competing models. Sometimes, but not
always, amanufacturer can make use of
the criticisms made in our reviews to correct or improve aproduct. This is exactly
what happened with the RM-20ti Joseph
Audio took our criticisms to heart, and
worked to improve their design.
They began by investigating specific
points raised by JA's measurements. JA
had found: 1) anotch in the speaker's frequency performance at 2.1kHz; 2) a
severe impedance plunge to 0.5 ohms in
the ultrasonic region; and 3) low-treble
ringing.
The response notch was the likely
cause of many ofrny negative comments.
In my listening, Iheard an audible difference between the characters of the
woofer and the titanium-dome tweeter
either side of the measured notch, which
coincided with the crossover frequency
(both of which Iwas unaware of until
after the review was published). Joseph
Audio reported that the notch was not
the result ola design flaw, but was due
to aproduction problem. They modified
the production process and enhanced
their quality-control procedures to ensure
that the notch wouldn't show up again.
With respect to the RM-20ti's very
low impedance at ultrasonic frequencies,
Joseph Audio had tested the speaker with
many amplifiers and found no problem
associated with the impedance dip.
Nonetheless, they recognized that such
adip might cause problems with amplifiers sensitive to such an anomaly; they
addressed this potential problem by raising the '20ti's impedance by 10 ohms in
the ultrasonic region. In my listening to
the first samples, Ihadn't found the ultrasonic dip to cause problems with the
amplifiers Ihad used. Iwasn't surprised,
therefore, to find nothing unusual with
the revised model, using Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eights or Classé M-1000s.
jr

Round Two: Having made these
changes, Joseph Audio submitted a
revised RM-20ti for aFollow-Up. In

VVVVVVVV
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addition to the above changes, the
tweeter switch had been eliminated, and
the pink fiberfill was no longer visible
through the rear port. Ihad much more
time to spend with these second samples,
which Iused to good advantage. Iagain
found the speakers easy to drive and
moderately sensitive.
The revised RM-20ti performed well
at all levels, re-creating reasonably wide
contrasts between loud and soft passages
that were particularly enjoyable on largescale classical performances, such as
Chesky's LP reissue of Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade (RC4). However, as
with the first sample, everything became
slightly harder and abit congested when
sound-pressure levels reached around the
95dB level. This limitation was again
more obvious on hard-rock releases,
such as Aerosmith's Get A Grip (Geffen
GEFD-24455).
My first listening to the revised Joseph
was done with Symo speaker cable—
certainly not amatch made in heaven.
The Symo cables, which match up well
with Apogees, proved to be much too
bright for the FtIvI-20tis. The sound was
way too hot, especially when Istood up
or sat close to the speakers. NBS Master speaker cable effected an immediate
improvement. Although the brightness
was dramatically reduced, anarrow band
remained in the lower treble Iheard this
primarily as an added sibilance on vocals
—eg, Cassandra Wilson's interpretation
of Robert Johtison's "Hellhound on My
Trail," from Wilson's Blue Light 711 Dawn
(Blue Note D101577). On the other
hand, it added acaptivating and appropriate open-wound rawness to the lead
guitar line on They Might Be Giants'
"Snail Shell," fromfohn Henry (Elektra
61654-2).
As before, the presentation generally
created asoundstage that developed with
asatisfying openness around and behind
the speakers (the audiophile perspective).
The stage was particularly wide, with
very good localization of performers left
to right. Depth was good, but was not
as well-defined as image width—although, coupled with the distant perspective and spacious presentation, it was
satisfying.
Iwas pleasantly surprised by the
apparent height of the soundstage, which
developed well above the tops of the
cabinets (something Ididn't recall from
my earlier auditioning). However, in
contrast to my earlier recollections, more
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sounds were placed in or at the cabinet
locations (eg, on Heitor Villa-Lobos's
The Little Wain ofthe Caipira, Everest EVC
9007)—especially with the speakers
toed-in toward the listening position.'
There was no change in the bass,
which extended well into the range of
electric and acoustic basses, but fell short
of the lowest reaches of pipe organ or
timpani. The RIVI-20ti's bass was wellarticulated, although it still struck me as
somewhat slow-sounding and just
mildly lighter than real.
The speaker's overall bass was shown
to very good advantage on "0 Frondens
Virga" from Vision: The Music ofHildegard
von Bingen (Angel CDC 55246). The
surprising foundation of this track was
open, clean, and sufficiently powerful.
While neither the extension nor power
were the equal of ProAc Response 4s or
Apogee Studio Grands (see my review
of the latter last month), the speaker is
overall afull-range design.
Idid experience some unevenness in
the midbass region, but this was likely
room-related, as Ihave experienced the
problem with many speakers. One noteworthy illustration was the bass line on
the tide track of Bumette's You're Sixteen:
The Best Of album (EMI 99997-2): some
of the notes really jumped out of the
mix—much more so than Ihad experienced with other speakers.
The elimination of the notch had
apparently ameliorated agreat deal of my
biggest problem with this speaker: the
difference in character between the two
drive-units. Detail resolution in the treble
range was outstanding. For example, the
background whispering on dada's "Ask
the Dust," from American Highway Flower
(IRS 27986-2), was remarkably clear.
The woofer simply couldn't catch up
with the Eton tweeter's level of resolution.
While the changes had significantly
improved the speaker's performance, it
still was far from being aworld-beater—
the competition at the $2000/pair price
point is intense. At least Iwas done. A
good effort, but no cigar.
Round Three: Not so fast, cliff breath.
During the process of making the revisions, JeffJoseph and Richard Modafferi
found themselves immersed in lengthy
critical listening. As aresult, they made
1After agreat deal of experimentation, it became clear
that these speakers should be toed-in very little, if at all.
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"You might, as Idid, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers adiamond in the rough."
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile, February 1945
Vol. 18, No. 2

Mr. Norton's other comments:
"... my first reaction was 'Marvelous!'"
"... portrayal of aconvincing soundstage
was first-rate"
"...superb throughout the midrange"
"... bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"... [it] did virtually everything right"
Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1295. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.
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asecond series of changes to the RM-206?
First, they revised the treble crossover,
which smoothed the overall highfrequency response and tamed the hot
lower-treble region3 Ihad commented
on—a much-needed improvement. Also,
although no other reason for the treble
crossover change had been given, it was
obvious that atop-end roBoff had been
added. The speaker's balance in this latest
version was clearly downward-tilted.
With changes made to the tweeter
crossover, the woofer crossover also had
to be revised. With Joseph Audio's Infinite Slope' technology, the woofer and
tweeter levels must be identical at the
crossover point, as there's little blending of sound from the different drivers.
Any mismatch in level will show up as
ashelf in the frequency performance.
Since JeffJoseph installed the new crossovers while the speakers were in my
listening room, it didn't take agreat deal
of detective work to notice areduction
in the amount of fiberfill as well, which
altered the bass alignment.
These final changes transformed the
RM-20ti. The smoother, rolled-off top
end rendered the speaker much more
musical-sounding (if less objectively
accurate). The hot lower-treble region
had finally been tamed, rendering vocals
less sibilant, cymbals less splashy, and
improving the integration between the
two drive-units. There was asmall price
to pay in terms of reduced airiness and
sparkle, but it was well worth the
tradeoff. In this third incarnation, the
RM-20ti sounded warmer and softer,
less revealing and hi-fi-ish, and more
naturally musical. On many less-thanaudiophile-quality popular recordings—
such as Allen St. John's fave, Magnetic
Fields's The Charm of the Highway Strip
(Merge MRG 055CD)—the reduced
high-treble output turned the unbearable
into the enjoyable.
Since Iwas so pleased with all of the
changes, Iwanted to try the one thing I
had been unable to convince the company to do: pull the protective cover off
the tweeter. This was asimple task, as the
covers are glued on. Istrongly suggest
Joseph RM-20ti owners remove these
covers, as the improvement on vocals and
strings was significant. The lower treble became smoother, further diminishing the hard/harsh region.
During the course of listening to the
"C" version of the RM-20ti, Ibecame
aware of two less obvious sonic changes.
2These improvements are retrofittable to older versions
of the speakers, but must be made at the factory.
3Which may have been an audible consequence of the
ringing JA found in his original measurements.
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First, the speaker seemed to be slightly
less sensitive. This struck me as astep
backward at first, so Ibegan paying more
attention to levels with different recordings. Second, Ihad to play the speakers
slightly louder in order to make the
sound come alive: cg, they started to get
comfortable with +80dB levels on rock.
Whereas the original samples had started
to sound rough around 95dB, the third
samples would play louder without
strain, making it possible to get much
closer to real-world volumes with wellrecorded rock recordings such as Delbert McClinton's Livefrom Austin (Alligator ALCD 4773).
—Jack English
Measurements from JA: The second
sample of the RM-20ti we received from
Joseph Audio was asignificantly kinder
load on amplifiers, as can be seen by
comparing the graph of its impedance
magnitude and phase (fig.2) with that of
01.1.2114.0.111113.010.1.21.1•10.0

the original (fig.1). (Both graphs are plotted out to 200kHz for consistency.)
Whereas the original sample featured a
potentially problematic dip to half an
ohm at 100kHz (including cables), with
extreme phase angles just above and
below that frequency, the new sample
stays above 7ohms at all frequencies with
an overall benign phase angle.
Figs3 and 4compare the responses of
the individual drive-units of the old and
new RM-20ti samples, respectively. The
port output of the second sample (fig.4)
is lower in level than the first sample, perhaps due to the fact that it was not possible to break the speakers in before Imeasured them. Or perhaps it was due to
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Fig.4 Joseph RM-20ti sample 2, acoustic
crossover on tweeter axis at 45",
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield woofer and port responses
plotted below 300Hz and I
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Fig.I Joseph RM-20ti sample I. electrical
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ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Joseph RM-20ti sample I. acoustic
crossover on tweeter axis at 45",
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield woofer and port responses
plotted below 350Hz.
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response on tweeter axis at 45", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
complex sum of nearfield woofer and port
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close your eyes and see
Close your eyes and see the difference between
Arcam's all new Alpha 5 system of hi-fi
components and anything else in its price range.
Ignore the fact that the Alpha 5 amplifier is our
best 'budget audiophile' amplifier ever. Don't be
tempted by its attractive styling or price tag.
Just listen and discover aquality sound that can
only be described as exceptional. Next, try the
Alpha 5tuner. Listen to broadcast sound that is
natural, clear and dynamic, without annoying
sibilance or harshness.
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Finally, feast your ears on the Alpha 5CD player
-quite simply, the best value high performance
the NEW Arcam Alpha 5 system
CD player ever produced by a UK manufacturer.
September's What Hi -Fi? agreed, calling it "the player to beat" and giving it aclass leading 5star rating. They
concluded, "it's one remarkably transparent player, seeming to be at home with all genres of music, and
equally enjoyable with all."

Just listen.

Just close your eyes, open your mind, and see the light.
For further information contact:

ARCAM —Audi

nflux-Corporation—
IMPORTERS OF AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 381 Highland Lakes NJ 07422 (201) 764-8958
In Canada Avalon Audio Ltd.. Unit 17, 975 Frazer Drive, Burlington, Ontario L71. 4X8 Tel: (416) 333-4633
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there being too much fiberfill! More
importantly, note the very different
behavior of the two drive-units at the
crossover region compared with fig.3:
the woofer output now almost butts up
against that of the tweeter, whereas in the
earlier sample, the woofer rolled off alittle early.
As explained in the original review,
this gave rise to adistinctive notch in the
speaker's on-axis frequency response
(fig5), which correlated with the listeners'
comments about there being a"discontinuity" in the RIV1-20ti's tonal balance.
The integration between the two driveunits can be seen to be much better in the
revised sample (fig.6). However, note the
overall shelved-down nature of the midand high-treble. Referring back to fig.4,
it seems that this is due to the tweeter
being 3dB or so less sensitive than the
woofer. And JE found the slight peak in
the woofer's output just below the crossover point surprisingly audible—his
"band of brightness in the lower treble?'
As Martin Colloms noted in April
(p.63), as little as 0.5dB or 1dB of level
change in the treble can significantly
change alistener's perception of aloudspeaker's tonal balance. Isuspect that the
third and presumably final sample
offered aslight adjustment of the tweeter
level and perhaps achange in the actual
crossover frequency. Unfortunately,
however, logistic problems meant that
Icould not measure these samples of
the Joseph RM-20ti. However, the measurements Itook of the second sample
did indeed confirm that at least two of
the problems heard and measured in our
speaker survey last August had been
fixed.
—John Atkinson
JE Concludes: It was wonderfully satisfying to see amanufacturer take areviewer's criticisms to heart, in asincere
attempt to improve aproduct. From
Joseph Audio's perspective, they must be
equally pleased to have been able to
resolve these difficulties.
With this abundance of goodwill surrounding me, Ifelt like awet blanket
when Iheard the revised second samples
of the RM-20ti. It simply wasn't good
enough to compete with the bevy of
great speakers in its price range. The
interim round of modifications had
effectively resolved the obvious and
measurable problems found in our initial
review, but still resulted in aless-thanexciting $2100/pair speaker.
Fortunately, Joseph Audio, like Stereophile, didn't stop with the measurements;
they listened (and listened and listened).
They, too, were able to hear the hot lower
treble, and subsequently did something
STEREOPHILE, J
UNE
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the two different systems of cartridge
overhang geometry and the arguments
for each to choke ahorse. Suffice to say
that the Graham arm is the only arm I
know of that permits the user to easily
employ either system. The Graham's
other outstanding features include interchangeable "wands?' and afoolproof
cartridge-alignment system that permits
users to change cartridges in amatter of
moments.
Changes to the original Graham 1.5
arm since DO's review include the
option of T-2 tungsten steel weights to
replace the standard brass weights
($250), hence the appellation 1.5-T The
GRAVAM MODEL
internal wiring material has also been
I.5-T/C TONEARM
changed from multistrand copper to
WITH SW-3
single-conductor silver. The counterCERAMIC ARMTUBE
weight design has been slightly altered
Writing, Ernest Hemingway noted, is the
by changing the surface area and rigidity
art of beating dead men at their own
game. Writing Stereophile Follow-Ups is
of the counterweight coupling material.
Originally, the arm was available
the art of bettering fellow reviewers at
either without cable, or with aterminatheir game without seeming impertinent.
tion box, the IC-2 (sold separately for
Dick Olsher reviewed the Graham Model
$150), which had an SME-type hookup
1.5 tonearm' in Vol.14 No.3, and Tom
on one end that connected to abox with
Norton reviewed it in passing in Vol.14
standard RCA females protruding from
No.8 and Vol.15 No.4. What more could
it. That box is now available in adeluxe
Isay about the bloody thing? Nothing,
version, the IC-2.5 ($250), which has
if Bob Graham could leave his arm well
WBT RCA terminations. There's also a
enough alone. In the last year, Graham
special "direct silver cable" IC-30 ($500),
has made some changes to his "baby"
that deserve to be brought to the attenwhich is made with the same monocrystal silver wire as that found inside the
tion of Stereophile readers.
arm. The IC-30 is 1m long, and has a
DIN 5-pin connector on one end, and
Revisions: The Graham arm ($2350$2900, depending on options 2)is a your choice of RCA or XLR connectors
on the other.
unipivot design, meaning it has just one
Fitted with the tungsten steel weights
pivot point (downward-pointing in this
and the new high-tech SW-3 ceramic
case), which allows it to move freely in
both horizontal and vertical planes. Uni- armtube, the original Graham 1.5 is
transformed into the 1.5-T/C. Like the
pivot tonearms have been around since
Rega RB-300, the SW-3's armtube is a
the dawn of audio time ,
3 but the Graprogressional casting so that the innerham's design is, Ifeel, the finest realizawall thickness varies to break up resotion of the unipivot's ultimate potential.
In his review, Dick Olsher presents a nances. Even the "standard" SW-2 armtube has undergone minor changes, and
textbook overview of the primary probnow has athicker headshell than the
lems of tonearm design. After you peruse
original. Both the SW-2 and the SW-3
that review,
4 you'll know enough about
have internal shielding all the way to the
1Graham tonearms are manufactured by Graham Engiheadshell and internal constrained-layer
neering, Inc., 6Kimball Court, Suite 113, Woburn, MA
damping. Both also continue the signal
01801. Tel: (617)932-8777. Fax: (617) 932-8782. They
grounding through the armtube via a
are distributed in the US by Musical Surroundings,
5856 College Avenue, Suite 146, Oakland, CA 9461&
Litz wire that circumvents the pivot to
Tel: (510) 420-0379. Fax: (510) 420-0392.
provide continuous shielding all the way
2Prices: $2350 for original 1.5 with brass side weights
back to the phono preamp. Additional
and standard SW-2 armtube; $2750 for 15-T with tungSW-2 armtubes cost $500 each; SW-3
sten side weights. SW-2 armtube, and AZ-1 azimuth
device; $2900 for 1.5-T/C with tungsten side weights,
ceramic armtubes cost $650.
about it. In addressing one problem, they
ended up revising the tweeter's balance,
the woofer's Q, and both the tweeter and
woofer crossovers. The results were
transformational, and turned what might
have been an also-ran product into areal
competitor.
This final/latest version (the third
incarnation Iauditioned) of the Joseph
RM-20ti is avery musically satisfying
speaker, particularly with the protective
covers removed from the tweeters. It certainly merits consideration in its price
class.
—Jack English

SW-3 armtube, and AZ-1 azimuth device. All prices
include stylus gauge and tool kit.

3 Old-timers will remember the Gray 108 series
unipivot (which was the first viscous-damped tonearm);
the Pickering flux-valve cartridge arm (a real dog,
according to JGH); the Mayware Formula 4arm (which
was also viscous-damped); the Decca International arm
(again viscous damped); and the Ultracraft 5000 (which
also had interchangeable wands). Iknow I've left afew
classic unipivots out, but these are the ones that immediately come to mind.
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Setup: Rather than repeat the setup
procedure DO described in his original
review, I'll just comment on the ease of
the Graham's setup compared to other
4If you don't already own this issue of Stereophile, call
the back-issues department at (800) 358-6274 and ask
for Vol.14 No.3. I'll wait.
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FOURIER COMPONENTS PRESENTS...
The SANS PAREIL
MK III
OTL TUBE AMPLIFIER

"Here was a clear-cut case of having to abandon the
usual spatial descriptors.
Stuff 'holographic' and
`palpable' in your mouth and blow them out your
nasopharnyx. Instead, pack a lunch and get yourself
ready for a hike! Walk among the performers, reach
out and touch someone... This was as close as I've
gotten to accepting the {gestalt} of breathing
musicians in the confines of any listening room."
"... `SANS PAREIL' is the French equivalent of
`Without Equal'. As far as Iam concerned, the SANS
PAREIL has earned that moniker."
— Dick Olsher
STEREOPHILE Vol. 15 No. 6 June 1992

250 VVATTS PER CHANNEL
@ 8 OHMS

. lH

1< COMPONENTS
F.O. Box 31661
Des Peres, MO 63131
Tel: (314) 946-4232
Fax: (314) 925-0800

Miraculous Breakthrough in Subwoofer/
Satellite Speaker System Design!
Introducing the RA Labs Reference Subwoofer by Roy Allison.

Agreat satellite subwoofer system

our new Reference Subwoofer as a

starts with an outstanding pair of

dynamic foundation. It delivers bass

satellite speakers. Anyone who

deep into the lowest octave, with a

claims otherwise is not giving

unique push-pull configuration of

you the whole story. Tiny boxes

two ong travel 8" woofers for lowest

may look great, but they compro-

distortion. It also has custom tuned

mise sound quality. Rather than

passive crossover filters for aseam-

compromise, we decided on a

less transition between the satellite

radical approach and used our

and subwoofer, flaking this 3piece

highly acclaimed Mini Reference

system avalue that can't be beat.

loudspeakers as satellites — loud-

System shown includes 1/pr Mini

speakers which according to Sam

Reference loudspeakers and 1

Tellig in Stereophile (Vol. 17, No.5) "are one of those rare,

Reference Subwoofer. Note: Subwoofer alone, S227 for owners

almost miraculous occasions in budget hi-fi.". We've added

of Mini Reference or Micro Monitor Loudspeakers.

=
To Order Call BOO 227 0390 x206

KOL

Try this system risk free for
30 days. You'll be glad you did!

Room Designed Loudspeakers
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arms I've reviewed. The Graham is simply the easiest arm in the audiophile universe to set up. Even someone as hamfisted and mechanically disadvantaged
as Iam can set up and mount acartridge
on aGraham with the precision of abrain
surgeon. If you're the sort of audiophile
who obsesses over setup, the Graham
arm will pay for itself in unused therapy
hours.

better transient detail, than the Fidelity
Research/van den Hul FR-1 Mk.III, and
has amore natural midrange and better
bass extension than the Denon S-1. I've
had the XX-1L cart for about nine
months, and have used it on both the
Graham and the Wheaton Triplanar IV
Ultimate arms with excellent results. The
medium-mass XX-IL weighs in at 12
grams, and has aMicroridge-type stylus,
asolid boron cantilever, and abuilt-in
System: Analog components included
"flux-damping" feature. Ilistened with
aVPI TNT Jr. turntable with Power Line
the flux-damping feature turned both on
Conditioner, tripod pulley system, and
and off and couldn't hear any difference
outboard flywheel on aBright Star base between the two, so Iturned it off via the
and Townshend Seismic Sink. Cartridges
small switch on the front of the cart.
The first thing Iexamined was the
included avan den Hul MC-1 Super,
Dynavector XX-1L low-output MC,
change from brass to tungsten counterBenz L04, Fidelity Research/van den Hul
weights—an upgrade which can be done
FR-1 Mk.III, and Denon S-1.
easily by you. Just unscrew the old weights
Phono preamps were the Vendetta
and screw in the new ones. But be careful
SCP-2C, Nairn Prefix MC with Hi-Cap when you screw in the new weights to
supply, and Michael Yee PFE-1. Linemake sure you have the screw thread
level preamps used included the Threshseated properly—it's very easy to strip
old T-2, Pass Aleph P, Audio Research
the plastic threading if you screw it in
LS5, and Boulder L5-AE. Power amps
wrong. Itraded my old set of brass
used included the Boulder 250-AE and weights in well over ayear ago, so Bob
500-AEs. Speakers were the Apogee Graham sent me aset of older ones so I
Acoustics Full-Ranges with aBryston could compare them in atightly con10B electronic crossover. Interconnects trolled A/B situation. First thing you'll
included AudioQuest Diamond, Eso- notice about the tungsten weights is how
much heavier they are than the brass. The
teric Artus, and WireWorld Eclipse, the
ergonomic advantage of this extra
last two in both balanced and singleweight is that you don't have to unscrew
ended terminations. Speaker cables used
each weight as much to change the aziwere 8' lengths of Dunlavy Labs DLZ-8.
muth. If your cartridge does require a
Accessories included Turtle Moon, by
great deal of correction, it's probably
Alice Hoffman.
because you have abrass screw on one
side and alightweight aluminium screw
Sound: For those readers who already
on the other side. Make your life easy—
own Graham tonearms and who may be
use matching screws.
interested in making incremental upWhile Iwould hesitate to call the sonic
grades, I'll describe what effect each
change with the tungsten counterchange has on the sound of the "original" Graham arm as reviewed by DO. I weights dramatic, bass was better defined and had slightly more low-end
have one of the first Graham arms ever
extension. The brass counterweights
made, and recently had it rebuilt to curmade lower frequencies sound abit soft
rent specifications.5 While Idon't think
and thick in comparison. Tori Amos's
atotal rebuild is de rigueur, most of the
piano pedaling on "Pretty Good Year,"
field-alterable upgrades do seem to be
from her Under the Pink LP (East/West
well worth the added investment.
7567 825671), sounded more distinct
For the following sonic comparisons,
Iused the Dynavector XX-1L cartridge and had superior definition with the
tungsten weights. The tungsten weights
almost exclusively because, of all the
also seemed to offer slightly better microstandard-mount carts Ihad on hand, the
and macrodynamics. The dynamic subDynavector was simply the best alltleties of Robin Jeffries' guitar on the
around sonic performer. It has more
"Creole Medley," from the Chesapeake
low-end weight and aslightly richer
Minstrels' Creole Belles—Music on the Mismidrange than the van den Hul MC-1,
and asweeter top end and amore natural sissippi from Stephen Foster to Scott Joplin
(Hyperion A66069), were better articupper midrange than the Benz L04.
ulated. Worth the extra $250? Yes, I'd
The Dynavector is much faster, with
say so.
5This rebuild wasn't intentional on my part. When I
According to Bob Graham, the SW-3
shipped the arm back to Bob Graham for upgrading,
ceramic armtube is the product of many
Ineglected to remove the damping fluid. Silicone went
everywhere, and complete disassembly was required to
months of work. The time was wellremove it all. Bob updated the entire arm while it was
spent. The SW-3 sounded noticeably less
apart.
STEREOPHILE, J
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resonant than the SW-2, apparent even
when Itapped on the armtube with a
pencil. With the SW-2, each tap went
"ting"; with the SW-3, Igot adull thunk.
The SW-3 is so nonresonant that even
wrapping it in the material from Surniko's Analog Survival Kit made no difference in its performance. With the SW-2,
the arm-wrap definitely changed tings
to thunks; with the SW-3, you needn't
bother.
How did this reduced armtube resonance translate to music? With some cartridges, you may not like what you hear.
No longer did the arm add any warmth
or bloom to acartridge's midrange. The
van den Hul MC-1 sounded cooler and
abit more mechanical mounted on the
SW-3 compared to the SW-2. Conversely, the Dynavector XX-1L came
alive when mounted on the SW-3. It had
greater midrange clarity, increased transient speed, and better definition at the
frequency extremes. The Fidelity Research/
van den Hul FR-1 Mk.III also sounded
faster in the SW-3, but still retained its
succulent midrange. Also, drastic harmonic differences between carts were
reduced by the SW-3's lack of resonance.
While all cartridges retained their personalities, the differences between them
primarily involved more subtle nuances,
such as soundstage presentation and
low-level resolution, rather than dramatic differences in harmonic balance.
My overall impression of the SW-3 was
that its lack of resonances allows cartridges to be themselves without the
armtube figuring into the equation. Less
armtube resonance translates into more
neutral presentation of the cartridges'
intrinsic personalities.
If you're still using the original IC-2
junction box to connect your arm to
your phono preamp, Istrongly suggest
you get rid of it. Replacing the box with
the IC-30 or any other high-quality onepiece cable—and in the process eliminating apair of RCA connections that carry
alow-level, pre-equalized phono signal
—improves the Graham arm's performance immensely.
The IC-30 cable in place of the IC-2
dramatically decreased the level of background noise, and delivered much better
inner detail. The difference was like
exchanging acartridge on its last legs for
anew, fully-broken-in sample. Iknow
you won't be able to have as much fun
switching premium tonearm cables, but
there are more enjoyable ways to spend
your time—like listening to music If you
must use ajunction box, you could try
the new IC-2.5, which has improved
hardware. But if you can, and ifyou want
to get the best performance from your
171
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OMNI SPEAKERS WON'T CRACK UNDER PRESSURE.
No audio cracking...ever!
Because Omni sound is second
to none, All components are

ULTRA HEAVY STEEL

exclusively engineered for opti-

SANDFILLABLE
AVAILABLE IN 21",

crank the volume or tweak the

mum performance. So when you

24" &28"
'21" is 450'S (pr)

equalizer you enjoy unequalled
clarity, separation and audio
excellence. Omni sound is
incomparable. Omni speakers
are speakers for life!

REFERENCE 24
375S (pr)
HEAVY DUTY STAND
SANDFILLABLE
AVAILABLE IN
12", 16", 20", 24",
28"
'28" is 109.'S(pr)

When Performance is everything!

FOR INFORMATMN OR THE OMNI DISTRIBUTOR NEAR YOU, CALL 1-800-888-OMNI.

¡Id the best minimonito
it at a reasonable price.

SB 24
99.'S (Pr)
PILLARS CAN BE
SANDFILLED
SHELVES AVAILABLE
IN 3FINISHES
ALSO Cl, C2, (3

Model 10 '
speaker with,
big,
full range sound.

C4G
275.S

Plus Services
663-9352
u)3-4547
Criad
rel..: (51
Pax: 151
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.Box 326, Garden City, New York 11530-0326
P
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Graham arm, jettison the boxes.
Giggles:Just for giggles Icompared the
Graham IC-30 to the $595 Cardas Hex
5cable I'd been using. The IC-30 is quite
flexible, and is thus easily manipulated
around tight corners. The Cardas has the
flexibility and weight of garden hose at
20°F. The Cardas is definitely abad
choice for owners of delicately balanced
Linns and Oracles. The VPI TNT Jr.
doesn't care what cable you use, since the
only way to move it once it's set up is
with acrowbar.
At first the Cardas cable sounded
noticeably harsher than the IC-30; but
after about 10 minutes ofbreak-in, it lost
its harsh edge and became more vivid,
with slightly better definition and spatial
rendition.6 The IC-30's presentation
sounded very smooth and relaxed, and,
compared with the Cardas, somewhat
laid-back. With good recordings, such
as Joel Cohen's and the Cambridge
Consort's Songs ofaTraveling Apprentice
(Titanic TI-19), Ipreferred the Cardas,

6Iswear I'm not making this stuff up. I'm pretty skeptical when manufacturers tell me that cable needs to be
broken-in. Yeah, right. What's to break-in? The Cardas
cable hadn't been used for about two months, and it
sounded pretty rank when Ifirst installed it. A few
minutes of signal passing through it resulted in adefinite
change. Honest—and Iwas sober.

dUCing
intr°

The

Summary: "Balanced" was the word
that kept popping up in my listening
notes about the overall sound of the Graham Model 15-T/C tonearm. It occupies
a sonic middle ground between the
Clearaudio/Souther TQ-1 and Wheaton
Triplanar arms. The Graham has more
low bass than the Clearaudio, is much
easier to set up, and will work with a
wider variety of cartridges; but it still
offers slightly less inner detail. Compared to the Wheaton, the Graham has
more inner detail, slightly better midrange neutrality, but less mid- and lowbass bloom.

oWer

p

.‘‘

which allowed alittle more of the subtle
details and intricate musical textures to
emerge from the mix. The lute, espedally, sounded faster, with better apparent transient response and sparkle. The
IC-30 rendered Alvin Lee's weirdly
EQ'ed voice on Ten Years After's Ten
Years After Undead (Deram DES 18009)
slightly more tolerable, while sacrificing little in the way of clarity.
I'm an information freak, so after afew
hours of alternating between the IC-30
and the Hex 5, Ichose the latter, which
costs $150 more than the IC-30. The
Hex 5may not work if your turntable is
delicately spring-balanced. But in my
system, it was the way to go.

S too l'
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tu
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As to which arm is "best:' Ifind the
question repugnant. Who am I—or any
reviewer, for that matter—to tell you
what's best for you? My job is to explain
as dearly as possible the intrinsic strengths
and weaknesses of aproduct so you can
make an informed decision.
The Graham 1.5-TIC represents one
man's elegant solution to the complex
problems of tonearm design. It's ideal for
audiophiles who have more than one
cartridge to which they're addicted. The
Graham is also the easiest arm I've ever
used to set up and properly adjust. It will
work easily on any turntable, from the
most delicately sprung to the most rigid.
I've owned aGraham for over five years,
and have used it on several different turntables, installed scores of cartridges on
its armtubes, and have never found it
wanting in reliability or neutrality. In
its latest incarnation, the 1.5-TIC certainly merits its designation as aClass A
product.
—Steven Stone
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George Tice in 1985, developed
the First Audio Designed Power
Conditioner; The Power Block.
Once again, Tice Audio is setting

new standards with the introduction of the
most advanced Audio -Video Power Conditioner ever

conceived -The Power Block Series Ill. Combining Hybrid Filter
Design, Five Individual Circuits feeding Sixteen Outlets, Six Point Spike

Protection and our proprietary TP Technology has produced a product truly worthy of

its "Signature Series" designation. The Power Block III will not only protect your components
from AC power irregularities and component interactions, but will Significantly Improve Audio and Video
performance. With a list of features too numerous to mention and a price that will make your heart
race, the choice is perfectly clear, The "Signature Series" Power Block III

Tice Audio
1530 Cypress Drive
Suite C
Jupiter, FL. 33469
USA
Ph. (407) 575-7577
Ex. (407) 575-0302
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... if you ¡udge quality
on real sonic virtues
rather than by size and
weight!

DEFINITIVELY
SUPERB SOUÑD

Harmonic Precision

"The positive aspects
of this speaker could
consume volumes..."
The Echelon 3-way
loudspeaker by
Harmonic Precision
is based on aseries
crossover that is
truly phase-coherent.
The results are
Spectacular.
"Component of
exceptional merit."
Martin DeWulf
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... the very best

YBA INTEGRE

integrated amp. I've
heard.
HiFi News 92
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Bound for Sound
Available Iron PAW Inil Corp

c'2‘

$1,995/PAIR

To ORDER CALL

800.779.1 723
F
AX

419.255.3417
P6W Intl, Corp., 1501 Honour Sr. SLOW 114, Toledo. OH 4162.1

- SpectrumAudio .
Class Arecommended
component.
Stereophile

YBA 2HC
S3750

The combination of

To ORDER GU

our coaxial mounting

800.779.1723

system and our

F
AX

419.255.3417

critically aligned,
phase-coherent,
directional crossover
delivers incredible
fidelity. These

... The best solid
state amp. I've heard
so far.

speakers can truly be
described as

S6000

"A breakthrough in

Audio 89

this price range
...rivals systems
costing many times

S.A. :Audio PI Is Services
'rd.: 1-800-6( 1-9352
Pax: (514) 4' 3-4547
Canada: PI rison
rd.: (514) 4'1 3-9352
II:tic: (514) 4I; 1-4547

more"
Available Iron PAW Ind

FROM $249/PA IR

PitoNt. (608) 7M-4570
FAX (608) 784-6367
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JOHANN-SEBASTIAN

BACH

CONCERTI
POUR CLAVECIN
BWV 1044,1051,1054

ASTRE
LE CONCERT FRANÇAIS: Masks Er Fantazies
English Music of the First Half of the 17th Century
Suites and short compositions for recorder and instrumental ensemble by Johnson, Coperario, Adson, Lawes,Van Eyck, and several Anonomi
Sebastien Marq, recorder; Pierre Hantai, harpsichord, organ; Jérome Hantaï, bass viol; Elisabeth
Joyé, harpsichord; Vincent Charbonnier, contrabass
E 8508 (CD only). Nicolas Bartholomée, prod.;
Manuel Mohino, eng. DDD. TT: 57:45
BACH: Harpsichord Concertos
Concerto in D, BWV 1054; Prelude & Fugue in B,
BWV 892; Concerto in d, BWV 1052; Prelude &
Fugue in F, BWV 880; Concerto for Flute,Violin,
Harpsichord, & strings in a, BWV 1044
Le Concert Français: Manq Hantaï, transverse flute;
François Fernandez, Ryo Terakado, Luis Otavio
Santos, violins; Simon Heyerick, viola; Hidemi
Suzuki, cello; James Munro, bass, Pierre Hantaï,
harpsichord, director
E 8523 (CD only). Nicolas Bartholomée, prod.;
Manuel Mohino, eng. DDD. TT: 70:04.

What's that, you say? Astrée isn't an audiophile label? Well, maybe not, but last night
Ilooked though my record collection and
found nearly ahundred Astrées —and the
worst among them sounds merely excellent.
Both of these superb-sounding discs
offer riveting performances and satisfying
programs.The Bach concerti have become
so familiar that we can lose sight of just
how much they sparkle with great tunes
and good humor. These performances,
which have an extraordinarily natural balance between keyboard and ensemble,
serve as welcome reminders. The vivid recording renders the harpsichord with delS
TEREOPHILE, J
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SYSTEM

The recordings mentioned in this
installment of "Quarter Notes" were
auditioned on the following system:
LP Playback: Linn Sondek/Ittok/
Sumiko SHO or Well Tempered Reference/Sumiko SHO.
Digital Playback: McCormack Digital Drive SST/DAC-1, Arcam Delta
250/Black Box 50, Micromega Drive2/
Dac, Audio Research CD-1.
Preamplifiers: Audio Research SP9
Mk.III, McCormack Micro Line
Drive/Micro Phono Drive.
Power Amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eleven series A, VAC PA
80/80, PASS Aleph 0.
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio WATTs/
Puppys 5.
Cables: Interconnects: Transparent Audio
Music Link Reference, Magnan 4Vi.
Speaker Cables: Transparent Audio Music
Wave Reference, OCOS. Digital Interconnects: Transparent Audio Digital Link,
MIT Terminator 3, McCormack Wonder
Link.
—Wes Phillips
icacy, but also reveals the sinew beneath
the lace. Does it sound too audio-nerdy to
mention that I thought I could differentiate the physical location of the strings
as they were plucked? Sure it does—but I
have to say that this disc offers placement
within the soundstage that's almost scary.
Le Concert Français's English recorder
disc also balances with great success the
recorder's solo voice to that of the ensemble—I've rarely heard amore natural
perspective. The musicians are portrayed in
alarge (not huge) reverberant room that
lends warmth to an instrument that can
often sound shrill.You could buy it just for
the seductive sound; but, as abonus, you'll
get an ingratiating performance of music
that does, indeed, "soothe the savage
breast." Highly recommended.

ATLANTIC
CYRUS CHESTNUT: the dark here the dawn
Cyrus Chestnut, piano; Steve Kirby, bass; Clarence
Penn, drums
Atlantic 82719-2 (CD).Yves Beauvais, prod.; Josiah
Gluck, eng. AAD? TT: 57:22

WorldRadioHistory

Atlantic isn't exactly known for the purity
of their recordings, but this one—like
Chestnut's 1994 debut, Revelation (Atlantic
82518-2, CD) — was recorded live to twotrack analog and boasts warm, immediate
sound. There's a lively room acoustic—
particularly noticeable in the decay of the
keyboard's high notes during quiet passages—and the balance among the instruments is convincing.
This is one helluva real-sounding recording of ajazz piano trio—and what a
trio! Chestnut has chops, and he can swing
and play with refinement; but more important, he has taste, inventiveness, and something to say. Kirby and Penn, who also
exhibit impressive technical proficiency,
support Chestnut's inventiveness with
almost telepathic ability It's raze that the
majors get the sound so right; the least we
can do is encourage them to do it again.
Buy it.

AUDIO QUEST MUSIC
MOHAVE: Afriqué
Glen Moore, bass; Larry Karush, piano; Glen Velez,
frame drums, percussion
AQ- I
024 (LP/CD*). Joe Harley, prod.; Jeff
DeMorris, eng.AAA/AAD.TTs: 47:10, 57:07*
EDWARD SIMON GROUP: Beauty Within
Edward Simon, piano; Anthony Jackson, bass;
Horacio "El Negro" Hernandez, drums
AQ-1025 (LP/CD*). Joe Harley, prod.; Joseph
Marciano, eng. AAA/AAD. TTs: 44:23, 51:28*
BRUCE KATZ BAND: nansformation
Bruce Katz, piano, Hammond B-3; Lorne Entress,
drums; David Clark, bass; Kevin Barry, guitar;
Tom Hall, tenor sax
AQ-1026 (LP/CD*). Joe Harley, prod.; Michael
C. Ross, eng. AAA/AAD. TTs: 50:54, 55:04*
DOUG MacLEOD: Come to Find
AQ-1027 (LP/CD). Joe Harley, prod.; Michael C.
Ross, eng. AAA/AAD. TT: 52:27
KEI AKAGI: Mirror Puzzle
Kei Akagi, piano; Rick Margitza, saxes; Charles
Fambrough, bass; Willie Jones Ill, drums
AQ-1028 (LP/CD*). Joe Harley, prod.; Michael C.
Ross, eng. AAA/AAD. TTs: 45:33, 65:30*
LES ARBUCKLE: The Bush Crew
Les Arbuckle, tenor sax; Mike Stern, John
Abercrombie, guitar; Essiet Okon Essiet, bass;
Victor Lewis, drums
AQ-CD-1032 (CD only). Joe Harley, prod.; Joseph
Marciano, eng. AAD. TT: 49:57

Now here's an audiophile record label for
sure—they even produce (superb!) LPs.
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What's so special about this DAC?

In aword, everything. Introducing the Model Two digital to
analogue converter developed by Muse Electronics. Utilizing
our radical new analogue section, the Model Two is capable of
extracting the finest performance from all digitally encoded
sources. This uni-block differential® stage is capable of resolution that will change your expectations
of digital music forever. If you are in
the market for aDAC, look no further;
your search is over.
Muse Electronics •PO Box 2198 •Garden Grove. CA 92642-2198 •
Telephone (714) 554-8200 •FAX (714) 554-5643
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"We repair and modify
ht,th professional and
consumer audio
equipment.''

Rainbow Electronics, 5800 Madison Ave, Suite G, Sacramento CA 95841 (916)334-7277
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AudioQuest is different from many of the
other serious audiophile labels in that they
don't take the purist, minimalist approach
to recording which producer Joe Harley
characterizes as "two mikes and acloud of
dust" —although he hastens to add that he
loves that setup for classical recordings,
especially chamber groups. But for the jazz
and blues that AudioQuest records, he says,
"there is the very real danger of the 'audiophile' recording process imposing itself on
the musicians...often resulding] in a'disembodied' kind of sound, where the rhythm
section sounds as if it's been phoned-in
from down the hall."
I'm not convinced that's the inevitable
result of apurist milting system, but these
recordings sure don't sound disembodied.
Each boasts immediate sound; direct and
full-spectrum recordings, they make astrong
argument for Harley's approach. Sharply
detailed but never shrill, each possesses profound bass extension as well as rich harmonic texture.
My favorites include the Mokave, in
which the rich, warm acoustic immediately ushers you into a different sonic
world— one filled with incandescent ideas
and shifting rhythms. Karush's piano has an
openness that's attractive in itself—he leaves
spaces that you can fall into—and also creates lovely improvisational opportunities
for the band. Afriqué possesses an openness
to match. I've heard very few recordings
that project sounds farther beyond the outsides (and out of the plane of) the loudspeakers—an effect even more pronounced on
the LP
Came to Find is blues, but not the Delta
variety—MacLeod comes more from the
Piedmont acoustic tradition. He's a fine
vocalist, singing with hoarse intimacy, although occasionally exhibiting some metrical stiffness. Despite that, he's got alot
of soul, and this has become one of my
favorite records of the last year. MacLeod
is an adept finger-style guitarist, possessed
of a truly supple feel for the line. Blues
harpist Charlie Musselwhite sits in on a
couple of songs. which sizzle with his
added energy. The sound here is clean and
open, lending itself to the drive and spare
honesty of MacLeod's style. Again,.we have
a choice of formats (doesn't that sound
great?) —both CD and LP sound fantastic.
STEREOPMILE, J
UNE 1995

Kei Akagi, Bruce Katz, and Edward Simon are all pianists, and AudioQuest captures the percussive attack of that instrument in aconvincing, delightfully uncluttered way. The clarity and dynamic reach
of these recordings really puts the body
back into the instrument —a physicality
that mainstream labels all too frequently
leach from acoustic jazz performances.
Mirror Puzzle is challenging, but very
appealing; I was particularly taken by
"Too Much Remembered" —a great tune
given a gutsy, driven performance. Also
impressive is Transformation, in which
Katz also plays Hammond B-3— an instrument for which he seems temperamentally well-suited. The B-3/Leslie
combo has got to be the warmest, most
natural-sounding of all electric instruments,' and Katz exploits those properties
to their fullest on the three tracks in which
he employs the organ. These tracks also
highlight his breadth as acomposer, each
having adistinct personality—not for him
the endless reiteration of Jimmy Smith
flank that so frequently passes for an electric organ style.
Ifound Beauty Within, for all the talent
undeniably on display, the least successful
of the three. Edward Simon has gobs of
technique and is staggeringly fast, but I
ultimately felt that he did little beyond
showcasing those abilities. But he's young
(24 when he made this recording), and sheer
talent is strong liquor—I'd love to hear
him in a few years, or under a different
leader.
Les Arbuckle's disc features two of the
most unique-sounding electric guitarists
performing in jazz today; and trust me,
you've never heard them sound warmer or
more natural than here. The real story is
the interaction between Arbuckle and the
guitarists—all three players excel at composing terse melodic fragments and fitting
them over shifting time signatures. The
result is like rap, structurally: syncopated
short phrases that, taken cumulatively, have
a compelling architecture — even though
phrase-by-phrase they seem almost unconnected. This recording has clarity without
sounding dry, and captures details—like
the sheen of Lewis's cymbals or the tonal
variety of Abercrombie's guitar— without
a hint of spotlighting. You should be so
lucky to hear sound this good in aclub—
but you could approximate that live ambience by adding 60-cycle hum and drunken conversation, if you must. There's not a
lot of room acoustic here, but the decay on
Lewis's cymbal work makes it obvious that
neither is it totally lacking. No vinyl on
1Note that the Hammond organ is not an electronic
instrument. Rather than use electronic oscillators, the
tones are instead generated by toothed steel wheels revolving in front of electromagnetic pickups. The resulting electrical signal is then tone-shaped and amplified in
the usual way, with Hammond's "percussion" dynamics
processing making the sound uniquely identifiable. For
those who have never seen one, the familiar Doppler vibrato sound of the Leslie speaker cabinet is generated by
abaffle/horn that revolves in front of atube-powered
drive-unit.—JA
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this one—from now on, AudioQuest will
release LPs only on "a selected basis."

CHESKY

RECORDS

IGOR STRAVINSKY: Histoire du Soldat
Ransom Wilson, Solisti NewYork
CD122 or CD123 (CDs only). Miguel Kertsman,
David Chesky, prods.; Bob Katz, eng. DDD. TT:
66:25
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto, Capriccio
Italien, Andante Cantabile,* Marche Slav*
Itzhak Perlman, violin; Alfred Wallenstein, London Symphony; Alexander Gibson, New
Symphony (Capriccio);* Massimo Freccia, LSO
Gold Series CG9012 (CD only). Charles Gerhardt,
prod.; K.E. Wilkinson, eng. ADD. TF: 62:56
THE ULTIMATE DEMONSTRATION DISC:
Chesky Records' Guide to Critical Listening
Various artists
UD95 (CD only). Steve Guttenberg, prod.; Bob
Katz, Jeremy Kipnis, engs. DDD. TT: 64:11
JOHNNY FRIGO: Debut of aLegend
JR119 (LP). David Chesky, Steve Kaiser, prods.;
Bob Katz, eng. AAA. TT: 44:22

Igor Stravinsky
C.F. Ramuz

Histoire du soldat
The Soldier's Tale
for 3Actors
I
nstrumental
Ensemble
Solisti New York
Ransom Wilson,

Conductor

Histoire du Soldat was being played everywhere at WCES —those people know a
winner when they hear it. Written during
WWI, which Stravinsky endured in
Switzerland, it utilized seven instruments
and three actor/narrators; it was literally
designed to fit into atouring car and be
taken from town to town— quite astep
down from Stravinsky's days at Ballets
Russes.
Yet he didn't stint on either musical
material or the charm due this perverse litde folluale. This is one of the best performances I've heard: the actors recite the text
in anatural and engaging way, while the
septet makes the most of the witty accompaniment. Bob Katz has supplied them
with an exemplary recording; intimate and
tonally rich, it readily surpasses my previous favorite (a French reading on Erato,
under Dutoit). Chesky has also released a
parallel edition (Chesky CD123) of the
same musical performance, but with an allChinese cast declaiming the spoken parts
in Mandarin.
Perlman's 1967 performance of Tchaikovsky's violin concerto is another barnburner. Wilkinson, as always, has captured
the LSO perfectly. The sound is big, wide,
and deep, with a huge hall sound—you
can hear the floorboards flex on the tuttis.
To my ears, Perlman's fiddle figures (mar177

We finally
made it
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Introducing the amazing ES25.
The new floor standing speaker from Epos.
For more information visit your nearest Epos dealer or call 516-487-3663.

EPOS. WE JUST SOUND BETFER.
IMPORTED EXCLUSIVELY BY MUSIC HALL 108 STATION ROAD GREAT NECK, NY 11023 516.487.3663 FAX 516.773.3891

AUDIO NEXUS
CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from $1195 to
$12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the
single ended CAD-805 amplifier and find out what everyone is raving
about!
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre products!
VANDERSTEEN Superb values. outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3A must be heard to be believed, as
well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system? The
VCC- Icenter channel speaker is the best in the industry!
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power for $980!
A miracle!
AMC An entire line of groundbreaking tube designs for less than the
cost of solid-state! You simply must hear them! The CDM-7 tube CD
player is awesome!

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
EAD The word is out! The DSP9000 D/A Converter and T-8000
Transport are contenders for best sound at arly price! They have been
joined by the lower cost DSP 1000 Converter and T-1000 Transport
with standard AT&T glass interfaces. These have been artfully combined
to produce the bargain CD-1000 single chassis CD player. HDCD is
here—you must hear it!
FRIED Superb loudspeaker values featuring classic transmission line and
tunnel designs. Fried speakers possess clarity and openness far in excess
of their cost!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much larger
designs.
MELOS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of their preamps
and D/A converters make musicality available to at budgets. Highly
praised in TAS and Stereophile. YOU MUST HEAR THE SHA GOLD.

Altis •AMC •Apogee •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •Audiostatic •BEL •B& K•Cordes •Cary •Celestion
Chang Lightspeed •Counterpoint •Dynaco •EAD •Eminent Technology •Exposure •Fanfare •Fried •Forte
Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Kimber Kable •Kinergetics
Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Nakamichi •Nitty Gritty •Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •SME
Sony ES •Sota •Stu •Sunfire •Target •Vandersteen •VPI
* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07 90I—We Ship Anywhere 908-2 77-03 33
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ginally) too prominently in the mix—a
judgment call, Isuppose, for the increased
clarity of the solo line is attractive.The disc
has some entrancing filler, too: Alexander
Gibson leads the New Symphony Orchestra through Capriccio Italien with verve;
Massimo Freccia contributes marvelous
readings of Andante Cantabile and Marche
Slav leading the LSO. An embarrassment
of riches, truly.
Imust admit that Ihave aproblem with
most demonstration discs: they either bore
me or make me feel stupid. But Ultimate
is different. It was designed by a former
high-end salesman for customers to take
with them from store to store—sort of a
portable stereo tutorial. First anarrator describes the attribute that the disc
will illustrate; then, using samples from Chesky's catalog, an example is played. Regular
readers of this magazine may feel they're
beyond such a basic approach, but you
should definitely recommend it to your
friends the next time they ask you to go
system-shopping with them: "You don't
need me, you can do it yourself!" That alone
makes this disc worthwhile.
Chesky has now made the Johnny Frigo
CD that Iliked so much available on LP.
His violin sounds even richer and darker. I
approve.

CREEDENCE

CLEARWATER REVIVAL:

Willy and the Poorboys
GZS-1070 (CD only). John Fogerty, prod.; Russ
Cary, eng.AAD? TT: 35:13
STAN GETZ/GERRY MULLIGAN: Getz
Meets Mulligan in Hi-Fi
GZS-1074 (CD only). Norman Granz, prod. AAD?
TT: 55:04
GERRY RAFFERTY: City to City
GZS-1075 (CD only). Hugh Murphy, Gerry
Rafferty, prods.; Barry Hammond, eng.AADrTT:
53:47
STEVE MILLER: Book of Dreams
GZA-1077 (CD only). John Palladino, Steve Miller,
prods.; Mike Fussaro, eng. AAD? Ti': 38:34
All titles remastered by Steve Hoffman.

"Hurt me! Whip me! Make me listen to
Heart records!" In 1978, this was my progrock—loving roommate's favorite exasperDUKE ELLINGTON 8c JOHNNY HODGES
ated ejaculation and asentiment I(ahem)
Play the Blues Back to Back
heartily endorsed. It wasn't just that they
Reissue of Verve MG-VS-6055 (LP only). Norman
Granz, prod. AAA. TT: 46:57
pulled agender switch on Led Zep, it was
that they did it so badly. After all, what
Iwaxed enthusiastic about this disc to legmade Robert Plant's falsetto shrieks resoendary mastering engineer Bernie Grundnate so powerfully was that they were
man when Iheard he had œtnastered the
being sung by aman—what's the big deal
lacquer for this record. "Oh, Ilove it; it's
when a woman sings soprano? But if I
such aswinging session!"
gotta listen to aHeart record, make it this
"You'll be surprised when you finally
one, where at least they're doing afreshhear it," he stated modestly.Whew, was that
sounding Led Zep rip. This disc does
massive understatement or just mild irony?
sound better than the Mushroom LP, but
This record is amazing. Hodges' alto and
I'm not sure that better-sounding cheesy
Sweets Edison's trumpet have asparkling
guitar effects are abig improvement. Pass,
effervescence that's almost too real. Idefy
unless you're afan.
you not to jump when Edison punches out
CCR is aband that has seemingly lost
"Bwomp bah!" in the chorus to "Wabash
(ahem!) credence with the public. Idunno,
Blues" — it's so physical it's like getting
they just keep sounding better and better
poked in the rear with an umber-ella. I to me. Willy and the Poor Boys disappointfirst heard this in the VPI/Bright Star
ed many at the time of its release; it lacked
room at WCES, and awhole roomful of
the suites and obvious coherence of Sgt.
audio professionals was just giggling, giddy
Pepper and its ilk. In retrospect, Willy
at how damn good it sounded.
sounds amazingly well-crafted, and much
And swing? Brother, Itold you it was a more authentically "Southern" than almost
Duke Ellington/Johnny Hodges record,
any record by a band actually from the
didn't I? The blues, at that. This music is the
South. "Fortunate Son" stands as one of
original anti-plague—it will cure you, walk
the truest, most socially informed Vietnam
you, get you to pestering the choir ladies
protest songs—not that there's a lot of
again.You do not— no sir, Imean emphaticalcompetition. Actually, there isn't ashabby
song on the record. What's stunning is just
ly do NOT—want to miss this one.
how good it sounds here: rich and warm,
it has aluster that, much to my surprise,
time hasn't darkened. Perhaps it's not as
DCC COMPACT CLASSICS
sharply delineated as most modern recordings, but Ihear that as avirtue.
HEART: Dreamboat Annie
GZS-1058 (CD only). Mike Flicker, prod.; Mike
The Mulligan/Getz disc, a mono sesFlicker, Rolf Hennemann, engs. AAD? TT: 40:27
sion, features some truly inspired blowing
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and astounding presence. Timbres are true,
and there's an almost physical edge to the
tones of both saxes—which is not to say
they sound sharp, just alive and real. Iput
this in the player one day and walked away.
By the time Iplayed it, Ihad forgotten
what was in the drawer, and just sat there
enthralled, marveling at the presence and
tonal purity—I didn't miss stereo at all, I
just communed with the players.
City to City has aged well sonically — it's
an unusually natural-sounding late-'70s
rock recording. The instruments have an
organic heft and presence, and Rafferty's
voice is mellow and immediate, with an
engaging hint of throatiness. If only he
weren't singing these words, it would be a
great album. Back when Iworked in a
record store, Ihad to listen to apsychotic
harangue about how "heavy"Baker Street"
was from the only person I've ever met
who'd paid any attention to the words;
everyone else just asked for "that song with
the cool sax riff." I'll pass.
Ditto for Book of Dreams, an album that,
like Fly Like an Eagle (recorded at the same
sessions), seemed coldly calculated for
maximum Top 40 appeal. Not that he was
ever arock intellectual, but Ireally enjoyed
Miller up until The Joker.' Even more than
the deliberate dumbing-down of his
music, it was Miller's embrace of car-radio
sound that proved so disappointing in the
long run—pump the mids/short the extremes
seems to have been the philosophy. "Take
the Money and Run:' indeed.

DOIUAN
D.C. HALL'S NEW CONCERT 81 QUADRILLE BAND: Union and Liberty
Music heard on the Homefront during the American Civil
War
Kevin M'Dermott, tenor; Peter H. Bloom, flute,
piccolo; Steven Jackson, clarinet; James H. Johnston, violin; Patrick G. Jordan, viola; Henry Peterbrune, bass
DOR-90197 (CD only). Douglas H. Brown, prod.,
eng.; David H.Wakers, eng. DDD. TT: 64:30
BORODIN: String Quartet 2
SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartet 3
STRAVINSKY:Three Pieces for String Quartet
Lafayette String Quartet: Ann Elliott-Goldschmid,
Sharon Stanis, violin; Joanna Hood, viola; Pamela
Highbaugh, cello
DOR-90203 (CD only). Sergio Burnal, prod.;
Craig D. Dory, David H. Walters, cogs. DDD. TT:
72:00
EDWARD FLOWER: Chords and Thyme
English Folksongs for Guitar
Edward Flower, Joel Brown, guitars
DOR-90204 (CD only). Douglas Brown, prod.,
eng.; Brian C. Peters, eng. DDD. TT: 63:10
BRESCIANELLO: Partitas for Guitar
Anthony Glise, guitar
Discovery DIS-80127 (CD only). Kristen Kuipers,
prod., eng.; Anthony Glise, prod. DAD. TT: 65:48
J.S. BACH: Aufi Lautentuerck
Music for the Lute-Harpsichord
Kim Heindel, lautenwerk
Discovery DIS-80126 (CD only). Christopher
Greenleaf, prod., eng. DDD.TT: 74:32
2Note to Michael Fremer in The Tracking Angle Newsletter the line in "The Joker" that puzzled you is, "Some
people call me Maurice, 'cause Ispeak of the properties
of love,' not "pompetus of love." You can hear it clearly on aLinn.
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"...I think it's akiller unit— one that performs far, far better than it's $449.00 price tag would indicate."
"What was far more important was the DAG-1's ability to portray all of the truly subtle signifiers..."
"The DAC-1 preserved the transparent nature of the recording nicely; Iwas especially impressed
with the sheer depth of the sound stage. The midbass was rich and lustrous —oh those cellos!"
"...the pace, the progression of note to note in the music, was magnificent."
Wes Phillips, Stereophile, VoL 18 No. 4, April 1995
"The DAG-1's most compelling virtue is... [that] it bites into the music's rhythms sharply,
reproducing dynamic accents crisply and cleanly"
"...the DAC-1 is well balanced in its top to bottom tonality"
the DAC-1 renders sound stage dimensions superbly..."
Tom Müller, The Audio Adventure, Vol. 2, No. 1
"The DAC-1 has abalanced presentation that Ifind myself enjoying increasingly as Ilisten to this product."
"The refined airiness was there, as was the feeling that the DAC-1 sounded more effortless when
reproducing high level complex passages than the [Audio Alchemy] DITB."
"The unit produces awonderful feeling of air, the width and depth of the sound stage
ASSEMBEEICE
is greater than Ihave ever heard on my system from CD's."

A

Bill Weigel, Positive Feedback, Vol. 5, No. 3

You have 30 days to agree
or disagree with these guys.
At $449 US, the Assemblage DAC-1 offers an outstanding value in digital
conversion and comes with aSatisfaction Guarantee (return it within 30 days
of purchase for afull refund), an Assembly Guarantee (if you can't get it running, we will!), a Two-Year Limited Warranty and Toll Free Phone Support
(U.S.& Canada only).

The DAC-1's component list is exemplary. It employs apotted toroidal power
transformer, low ESA power supply capacitors, Crystal CS8412 input receiver,
NPC 5813 digital filter, and two Burr Brown PCM1702 20- bit DACs. The output
stage is adirect coupled, Class A design, utilizing high speed Analog Devices
AD844 and AD847 op amps, film and foil polypropylene capacitors, and 1%
metal film resistors. It accepts both Co-Ax RCA and Toslink digital inputs.

The DAC-1 Digital Processor comes in asmall package (only 9.5" x2" x7")
but it packs quite apunch. With its fully assembled and tested board and comWe challenge you to find a digital processor anywhere near this price with
prehensive, fully illustrated assembly manual -the DAC-1 goes together in a better measured performance, component quality, and most importantly, sound
snap (typically about one hour) and requires only a soldering iron and a few quality. Call us for more information, or to order.
hand tools. We've even included the solder!

They don't make them like they used to.
In fact, they don't even make them anymore.
Our Breadboard bulletin lists over ahundred New Old Stock (NOS) Tubes,
as well as paper-in-oil capacitors, transformers, and other news

and information which is sure to be of interest. Give us acall to be added
to our mailing list for the Breadboard. It's absolutely free.

Oh where, oh where could my catalog he...
We apologize for the delay -for once we can't blame it on
the postal service. If the catalog is not out by the time you
read this, it should be soon. Call us to place your advance

order, the $10.00 cost will not be charged until shipping.
We've been using this extra time to build an even better
catalog, and to add a lot more new goodies.

rA*

3111:
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4
Telephone (905) 829-5858

Facsimile (905) 829-5388

Toll Free Order Line

1-800-769-0747 (u.s. &Canada only)
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ing. Iwant to hear more from this enlute's. Recorded in a smaller-sounding
semble.
room than the Troy hall— awise decision,
Iknew exactly what Iwas going to hear
I think, given the instrument—with a
faster "bounce-back:' the clarity of the
from Edward Flower's Chords and Thyme; if
inner voices is alluring. I like it, and
it weren't enough that the disc is folk-song
I'd suggest it even to the most avid frettranscriptions, then the sun-dappled photo
of him—dressed in black, standing in a fanatic. After all, how frequently does a
recording change your perspective on
field—would have done it. Oh, no! The
long-term favorites?
folkscare again; remember when that stuff
nearly caught on in the '60s?
Dunk me in sheep-dip, I'm wrong
again. These aren't pretty little songs tranEPIPHANY
scribed for wimpy guitar— these are pow
IGOR RIPNIS: The Young Beethoven
erful and, as RL put it, "daringly willful."
Six Minuets; Allegretto in c; Rondo in C; Sonata 8
Well, of course, it makes sense that asong'd
in c; Six Variations on an Original Theme in F;
have to be strong stuff to survive 500 years.
Sonata 14 in c#
Remind me not to play poker with DoNot that this record isn't beautiful—it is;
Igor Kipnis, fortepiano
EP-1 (CD only). Jeremy Kipnis, prod., eng. DDD.
rian— they always seem to come up with
but it's beautiful the way Monument Valley
TT: 73:00
awinning hand. D.C. Hall's New Concert
is beautiful: rugged, earthy, enduring. Once
again, the venue is the Troy Savings Bank,
and Quadrille Band is irresistibly "high
and the guitars ring out clearly, with lots of
concept." This is how aconcert program
woody body. Flower plays one of Tom
might have sounded up North during the
Humphrey's guitars (I know them well),
Civil War—works by George F. Root,
Henry Clay Work, Stephen Foster, and
and the disc sure sounds like one—and
one of his newer, louder ones at that.
Henry Tucker are interspersed with patriGiuseppe Brescianello (say it aloud, it's
otic ditties and topical tone poems ("Beaufun—just rolls right off your tongue)
regard's Retreat From Shiloh"), all performed in period style.
composed for the colascione, a defunct
Baroque lute of which no examples have
The recording features the Troy Savings
survived. Scholars have determined that it
Bank Music Hall's renowned acoustic, and
was tuned like amodern guitar—but with
is suffused with warmth, though not at the
expense of detail. The instruments exhibit
all of the courses, save the first, being douair and body, while tenor M'Dermott
bled. Since Brescianello wrote for an
instrument that was obscure even 200
declaims in amanner all but lost. Actually,
M'Dermatt pulls off atreacherous balancyears ago, it's no wonder that we've never
heard of him; but these are wonderfully
ing act; the vocal style of the era verges on
The Young Beethoven features the "Pathéthe parodic these days— he manages to
engaging pieces.Warm and full of dynamtique" and "Moonlight" in agenerous 73ic color, these harmonically rich partitas
evoke an earlier style without falling prey
minute program, played on a1793 Graebtake on acompelling intimacy in Glise's
to its excesses. Special mention must be
interpltation. The recording has asomener Brothers fortepiano —similar to the
made of the booklet that accompanies the
CD. Not only does it feature illustrations
what close perspective, but not too close
instruments that Beethoven would have
—fretting noise is almost non-existent, so
known. The Graebner has aclear, high tone
from popular magazines of the day, it utilet's just call it direct. These pieces are a that distinguishes it from the more harlizes typefaces typical of the era in an
monically fleshed-out sound of acontemattempt to present the program in apropmarvelous discovery.
Do you know what a lautenwerk is?
porary piano.
er cultural context. And to prevent us from
Bach did—at the time of his death, he
Kipnis's control of the instrument, and
overly romanticizing the conflict from this
owned two of them. The most common
the way he utilizes its differences from the
distant remove, Alexander Gardner's "The
description is a"lute-harpsichord." It was
modern instrument, make the strongest
Reality" photograph shows aConfederate
casualty at Gettysburg. Strong stuff— and
similar to a harpsichord in that it had a possible argument for these authentickeyboard and "plucked" the strings. Rather
instrument performances. Kipnis's readings
adisc I'll treasure.
The Lafayette String Quartet also benethan being made of brass, however, the
stress the youth in the title—you sense
strings were gut, like those of a lute. Its
Beethoven's impatient energy as he rushed
fits from the Troy Music Hall's lovely sonic
range was also similar to that of alute, apsignature; their Russian quartet program
toward his full-blown musical personality.
parently—we must say apparently because,
The performances were recorded live to
basks in its warmth—or should I say
like the colascione, none have survived to
optical disc with the chain kept so simple
reflects it, as their sound is warm and
that the CD represents only the third genwoody itself? The Borodin quartet, source
the modern era.
Bach's so-called lute pieces have been
eration of reproduction. Does that make
of the themes employed in Kismet, has
for a better-sounding disc? In this case,
giving lutenists (and guitarists) the fantods
received superb recordings from both the
for years, because he wrote them in keys in
absolutely. I'm looking forward to hearing
Fitzwilliam and the Borodin quartets. This
which lutenists never play; he'd even score
more from Epiphany. This one is aclass act.
one is akeeper as well. The tonal richness
two notes on the same string to be played
wedded to a quiet, inarguable strength
makes for acompelling reading. The acersimultaneously. But they all work just
fine on the lautenwerk, so a convincing
bic Stravinsky Three Pieces undergoes an
argument can be made that that's the
GOLDEN STRING
alchemical transformation here, sounding
instrument for which they were written—
more human—compassionate, even—than
JINGYING SOLOISTS: Beloved Chinese Instruan argument that Heindel's performance
Ihave previously heard. The Shostakovich
mentals
makes quite nicely, in fact. These are idiois apowerful piece, written in the wake of
GS CD007 (CD only). Gel Lucena, prod.; Gel
the 9th Symphony and, perhaps, presaging
matic and plausible readings of the major
Lucena, David Wilkins, Tse Wing-cheung, engs.;
Doug Sax, remastering eng.AAD? TT: 62:55
the 10th's Scherzo.' still think that the Fitz- "lute works" (omitting BWVs 995 and
MASUMI NAGASAWA: Ceremony ofAngels
999) played on afascinating-sounding inwilliam stands supreme— the muscle and
GS 009 (CD only). ??D TT: 58:04
strument—richer than aharpsichord, and
rigor of their reading define the piece for
with adynamic texture different from the
me—but the Adagio here is most convincWhen Iworked in record stores, Inever
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"Amazing", "Unbelievable"
"The Best I've Ever Heard"
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will hear:
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revealed for the first time.
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•Solid high frequency images.
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knew how to categorize this company's
releases. So, like record clerks all over the
country, Istuck them under "audiophile
along with the mishmash of test CDs and
samplers that we also had no idea what to
do with.
These two gold CDs offer an interesting
look at Golden String's range. Beloved
Chinese Instrumentals is areal barn-burner.
Mastered by Doug Sax, it features acollection of folk melodies and modern compositions played on traditional Chinese
instruments by the Jing Ying Soloists. I'd
call it soothing in a non-Western tonal
way, if the bass-end extension weren't so
awesome—there are drum sounds on this
disc that will convince you that one corner
of your foundation has fallen.

At the other end of the scale, Ceremony
of Angels by harpist Masumi Nagasawa is,
uh, interesting. It features lovely solo harp,
some rather improbable harp-and-organ
duets (!), and choral works by Bach,
Brahms, and Britten. Isuspect this is what
the elevator ride to heaven sounds like. I'm
told this is an immensely popular and
respected disc in Asia, so Iguess that just
shows how cynical and grumpy my culture
has made me. But Istill say that if you
record harp and organ duets naturally, all
you hear is organ.

JOHN MARKS RECORDS
HARRY ALLEN: Blue Skies
Harry Allen, tenor sax; John Bunch, piano; Dennis
Irwin, bass; Duffy Jackson, drums
JMR 9 (CD only). John Marks, prod.; David Hancock, eng. AAD. TT: 66:58

"Shine" reveals. Ijust wish it tempted me
more, sonically.

M•A

RECORDINGS

BRUCE STARK: To the Winter Sun
Chamber Music by Bruce Stark
Tatsuya Yabe, Ayano Ito, violin;Yoshiko Kawamoto,
viola; Hiroyasu Yammamoto, cello; Shirou Ide,
French horn; Hiroyuli Odagiri, trombone;Yasuki
Tosaka, tuba; Mayumi Takada, Bruce Stark, piano
M021A (CD). Todd Garfinkle, prod., eng. DDD.TT:
62:24
BACH: Goldberg Variations
Ito Ema, piano
M024A (CD). Todd Garfinkle, prod., eng. DDD.TT:
46:40
BEGOÑA OLAVIDE: Salterio
Begoña Olivide, salterios; Carlos Paniagua, psalterion, darbilga; Juan Carlos de Mulder, guitar,
vihuela; Daniel Carranza,Vihuela, theorbo; Pedro
Estevan, percussion; Todd Garfinkle, darbfiga;
Eduardo Paniagua, tars; Luis Delgado, doira; Rosa
Olavide, cymbals
M025A (CD).Todd Garfinkle, prod., eng. DDD.TT:
59:33. M.A fax: (818) 783-4938.

M•A specializes in two-microphone/onepoint recordings, made with their own customized 961cHz equipment. M•A's owner,
producer, A&R director (and probably
stocking clerk) is Todd Garfinkle, who
accosted me at the Vegas show, headphones
in hand:"Want to hear some beautiful music?" Incroyable!
Itook home awhole pile of M•As; disc
by disc, the label stands with the very finest
out there. Garfinkle has an affinity for the
unexpected, and Bruce Stark's chamber
music is agood case in point. Powerful and
(as it so happens) stark, it's very modern,
but also very tonal. To the Winter Sun
includes the ruggedly amiable String
Quartet No.1, as well as aseries of unusual duets for piano and tuba/trombone/
French horn. The tonal colors are vividly
rendered within acleanly reverberant room
acoustic.
It takes guts to assay yet another
Goldberg Variations, and boldness comes
forth in Ema's interpretation. She underscores the emphatic precision of the piece,
yet manages not to overplay it. And
though Idon't need another performance
of the piece, piano sound this vibrant is
impossible to resist.This is among the finestsounding piano recordings I've ever heard.
Clean, powerful, astonishing.

The Harry Allen Quartet's debut outing is
an assured and swinging disc of ballads that
showcase this ensemble to good effect.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of
the recording it has been given: recorded
in a NYC church sanctuary, the sound,
overly reverberant and from adistant perspective, makes it hard to feel close to the
music. The tenor sax is prominent, which
suits Allen's breathy tone, but not so
prominent that the balance between the
players is off. Sound aside, this is good stuff
in a late-night, mellow mood, but these
guys can rock out, too, as an up-tempo
reading of Bert Williams's minstrel song
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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But the disc that stands above all the
others for me is Begoña Olavide's. Salterio
is the Spanish form of Psaltery, a trapezoidal medieval instrument that can be
plucked or bowed. Illustrations from the
era show scores of different types, and Olavide plays anumber of them on this disc,
achieving a variety of tonal colors and
effects.
The high point of Salterio is "Lamento,"
a truly dolorous interpretation of that
great 13th-century hit "The Lament of
Tristan." This is heard alot as an estampie
—a vigorous dance—but Olavide takes
her cue from the tide, and suffisses the song
with asense of sustained melancholy; it's like
remembering aplace you've never been.
The sound is remarkable: reverberant
and crisp, but capable— in some of the
drum tones—of emptying your amplifier's
power reserves.
MAPLESHADE
ARCHIE EDWARDS: Blues 'n Bones
56292 (CD only). Pierre M. Sprey, prod., eng.AAD.
Ti': 51:21
JOHN HICKS/ELISE WOODS: Single Petal of
aRose
02532 (CD only). John Hicks, Elise Wood, prods.;
Pierre Sprey, prod., eng. AAD. TT: 65:22
KENDRA SHANK: Afterglow
02132 (CD only). Shirley Horn, prod.; Pierre Sprey,
prod., eng. AAD. TT: 49:17
À LA CARTE BRASS & PERCUSSION:
Boogeyin'l Swamprock, Salsa, and 'Trane
Wildchild! 02452 (CD only). Pete Ostle, Gary
Johnson, prods.; Pierre Sprey, prod., eng. AAD.
TT: 51:07
BIG JOE MAHE.R & JEFF SARLI: Mojo
Wildchild! 02352 (CD only). Jeff Sarli, prod.; Pierre
Sprey, eng. AAD. TT: 43:24
HARVEY THOMAS YOUNG: Highways of
Gold
Wildchild! 02252 (CD only). Larry Willis, prod.;
Pierre Sprey, prod., eng. AAD. TT: 40:51

Mapleshade is a minimalist, ultrapurist
blues and jazz label that's been around for
years, but has until now only been available
through direct sale or from the Musical
Heritage Society. Mapleshade is one of the
coolest labels I've ever known— every
recording features asound uniquely suited
to the material, yet each sounds perfectly
natural and ungimmicked. They should—
no mixing boards, filtration, compression,
EQ, NR, multitracking, or overdubbing
stand between you and the music.
Reissued with new graphics is one of
the label's most appealing titles: Archie
Edwards' Blues 'n Bones. Edwards, as the
subtitle has it, is a"Master of Piedmont
Blues" —a country blues style that's gender and rhythmically more elastic than the
more familiar Delta strain. Edwards is
arelaxed, amiable performer who brings
to mind John Hurt, and the recording is
natural and unaffected— an intimate perspective puts you close to Edwards.
Pianist John Hicks and flutist Elise
Woods offer a disc of standards and hip
jazz compositions that sit mighty lightly
on the ear—both the flute and the piano
are merciless, er, witches to record, yet
183
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Sprey has them as natural and true to life
as can be. This repeatedly passes the jump
test: if Ileave the room with this baby on
the player, Ialways spend abaffled moment
on my return trying to figure out where,
and when, Iam—I used to live with a
flute player. Sounds as big as life, and just as
full of wind. Augmented by bassist Walter
Booker and trumpeter Jack Walrath, the
duo becomes by turns atrio and aquartet,
but the recording maintains an intimate,
very lifelike presence. A gentle, extremely
pleasurable recording—highly recommended.
Kendra Shank's Afterglow is the real deal
—an outstanding debut by the finest jazz
vocalist I've heard in years. Shirley Horn
co-produces, and it's easy to see what she
likes in Shank; the tunes range from Elvis
Costello's "Almost Blue" to the ineffable
sadness of Allary's and Renaud's "Tes Yeux
Bemol" —all rendered with sensitivity
abetted by technique. This subtle recording
complements Shank's strengths: it's understated and evocative. A real winner.
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Mapleshade has spun off its Wildchild!
subsidiary to release musical forms other
than pure blues and jazz. Its first disc, Harvey ThomasYoung's Highways of Gold, bodes
well for the series. Young, aTexas singer/
songwriter, has put together an eclectic
band for this outing that includes Junior
Brown. ¡Ay, mamacita! The minute you hear
Young's hoarsely straining voice, you know
that this is not just another faultlessly dead
audiophile recording—it ain't pretty, but it
gets the job done. The songs are copacetic,
and the band really cooks.
Mojo is such acool disc, Ican't stand it.
Big Joe, a drummer and singer, and Jeff
Sarli, a swingin' string-bass player, have
put together aband that's equal parts barrel-house jump-band and smooth swing
band. The result will get you up off your
butt—if you've still got a pulse, that is.
And bottom? Man, does this disc got bottom! Drive and air—you can hear the
walls bulging as they try to contain this
big, big sound—with afat-back bottom.
Did Imention that? This one may not
grow hair (didn't on me, anyway), but it'll
definitely trim 10 years off your, age.
Last, but far from least, is the A La Carte
Brass and Percussion—a group that lists
some 14 brass players and percussionists,
not to mention two guest vocalists, in its
STEREOPHILE,
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credits. It's a rocking ensemble, and the
title tells you exactly what you're going to
get: everything from swamp funk to
Coltrane's "After the Rain." The disc
opens with arompin: stompin' "Papa Was
a Rolling Stone" that—complete with
mock-operatic vocal—sounds stunningly
real. I've been playing this for manufacturers when they come by to install equipment: every one of 'em jumps for the disc
and writes down its name, muttering
"Gotta get this one for the Show!" It's so
direct and vivid that it can blow out candles—hell, it's so real you can tell what the
trumpet players ate for lunch. Pretty
spooky.

over this one: Ifind it lyrically engaging,
and Ialways want to like it; but listening to
it gives me aheadache. Should Iblame MoFi
for that? After all, their job is making the
best record possible out of what's on the
tape. Your call.
R5 7ER RECORDIv5

MOBILE FIDELITY
SOUND LABS
XTC: Skylarking
UDCD 615 (CD). Todd Rundgren, prod., eng.
AAD. TT: 46:54
JOHN MAYALL: Blueshreakers with Eric Clapton
UDCD 616 (CD). Mike Vernon, prod.; Gus
Dudgeon, eng. AAD. TT: 37:30
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Brothers
and Sisters
MFSL 1-213/UDCD 617 (LP/CD). Johnny
Sandlin, prod.; Johnny Sandlin, Ovie Sparks,
Buddy Thornton, engs. AAA/AAD. TT: 38:32
ROBBIE ROBERTSON: Robbie Robertson
UDCD 618 (CD). Daniel Lanois, Robbie Robertson, prods., engs. AAD. TT: 44:44
ALBERT COLLINS/ROBERT CRAY/JOHNNY COPELAND: Showdown!
MFSL 1-217/UDCD 620 (LP/CD). Bruce Iglauer,
Dick Shurman, prods.; Justin Neibank, eng.
AAA/AAD.TT: 43:20
EMERSON LAKE et PALMER: Trilogy
MFSL 1-218/UDCD 621 (LP/CD). Greg Lake,
prod.; Eddie Offord, eng. AAA/AAD. TT: 42:27
ARETHA FRANKLIN: Lady Soul/Aretha Now
UDCD 623 (CD). Jerry Wexler, prod.; Tom Dowd,
eng. AAD.TT: 59:25
CREAM: Live Cream/Live Cream,VoLII
UDCD 2-625 (2 CDs). Felix Pappalardi, prod.;
Adrian Barber, Tom Dowd, Bill Halverson, engs.
AAD. TT: 83:11
DAVE BRUBECK/GERRY MULLIGAN/
PAUL
DESMOND/ALAN
DAWSON/
JACK SIX: We're All Together Again For the
First Time
MFSL 1-216/UDCD 627 (LP/CD). Dave Brubeck, Siegfried Loch, prods., engs. AAA/AAD.
TT: 41:17
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: The Modern Jazz
Quartet
MFSL 1-205 (LP). Nesuhi Ertegun,prod.;Tom Dowd,
eng. AAA. TT: 34:30
DUKE ELLINGTON 8c HIS ORCHESTRA:
Anatomy of aMurder
MFSL 1-214 (LP). Prods., engs. not listed. AAA.TT:
35:06
WOODY HERMAN: The Fourth Herd
MFSL 1-219 (LP). Red Clyde, prod. AAA. 34:04
ERIC CLAPTON: Eric Clapton
MFSL 1-220 (LP). Delaney Bramlett, prod.; Bill
Halverson, eng. AAA.TT: 39:34

Skylarking, by general acclaim, was always
one of the great XTC albums—it certainly has some great songs ("Earn Enough for
Us"Grass,"Dear God") —but Jeez Louise, Rundgren's trippy production rendered
it totally unlistenable. MoFi has stripped
away much of the murk, unfortunately revealing that the sonic haze covered up some
truly nasty-sounding synths. I'm really torn
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Bluesbreakers is a monster disc. The
instrumental nexus of Clapton's career, it
represents ablues break between the popblues of theYardbircls and the endless monolithic solos of Cream. (Notice how Itotally ignored Mayall? Everyone does. Never
mind the credits— this is Clapton's record.)
What's stunning, 30 years later (holy
cow, this record came out in 1966!) is how
brash and concise Clapton managed to be
on these tracks; he sounds much more tentative on From the C.radle. The sound is clean
and razor-sharp: Clapton's classic '60s guitar
sound (and his emphasis on the bridge
pickup) are palpable.Tape noise is minimal
— even at the volumes you want for maximum booty-shaking.
Eric's first solo album preceded Layla by
five months and placed him amid an
unwieldy conglomeration of rockers (14
are listed in the credits). No wonder he
grabbed producer Delaney Bramlett's
rhythm section and bolted. Still, the disc
has its moments, and, in J.J. Cale's "After
Midnight" and the impassioned vocals on
"Blues Power," Eric Clapton presages the
direction Clapton's career would ultimately take. MoFi has generally cleaned up the
sound and tightened the focus—bath are
big improvements on the original Atto release—but the record remains pretty wild
and woolly conceptually. A job well done,
but not likely to be of wide appeal.
Okay, Brothers and Sisters had a huge
radio hit in "Ramblin' Man," but it was still
a second-rate Allman Brothers record.
People were afraid to say so then because
of the twin tragedies of Duane Allman's
and Berry Oaldey's deaths; now, by dint of
age and AOR playlists, the damn thing is a
classic. Give me a break. And it sounded
like crap. Hmmm...actually, these reissues
sound pretty good. Much cleaner, with the
instrumental texture both natural and mellow. Of course, my favorite Allman Bros.
memories are still those late-night revels
where entire rooms of drunken Southern
hippies played air-guitar to "Whipping
Post" —there just ain't nothin' on this rec185
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Some listeners won't believe that this level of music
reproduction is possible — until they hear it.
This synergistic fusion of Spectral electronics, MIT cable and Avalon

Apogee

Acoustics loudspeakers forms astartling re-creation of musical reality — a

Avalon Acoustics

whole that truly transcends the sum of its parts. Once you experience it
you'll understand why some of the best minds (and ears) in the
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industry are calling this system a"Sonic Hologram -."
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A system composed of the Spectral SDR-2000 Professional D-A converter with HDCD (above),

Day Sequerra

DMC-20 Series Il preamplifier and DMA-180 power amplifier is capable of
producing an extremely high degree of transparency. These perfectly matched components

Dunlavy Audio Labs

deliver an unparalleled combination of musicality, transient speed, and high current capability.

Eminent Technology
Essence
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Reference Interfaces
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MIT's MI-350 Reference interconnects and
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the arteries of the system.The MH-850

MH-850 CVTerminator (above) are
speaker cable is a totally

MIT

unique Multi-Bandwidth design in which each part of the tri-wire configuration
has anetwork optimized for its respective frequency range — aperfect match for
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the electronics and speakers.And the MIT Z-Series powerline treatment
system enables the system toperform up to its highest potential.
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The Avalon Radian HC loudspeaker is capable of avery high degree

Wheaton Triplanar

of purity and seemlessness top to bottom coupled with superior
transparency and imaging — in short omusically involving speaker that
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invites you to listen for hours on end without fatigue. Imagine aspeaker
that combines the traits of avery high quality mini-monitor with the bass

Win Research

and dynamics of alarge floor standing design. As an added bonus,
the cabinetry and veneering are truly awork of art!

"You are cordially invited to hear this system and experience the sonic
hologram for yourself. Ithink you will be impressed!" —Alan Goodwin
P.S. For those attending Stereophile's High-End Show in Los Angeles,April 28-30, you are invited to hear this system at the Goodwin's High End exhibit room.
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ord capable of inspiring that. [Ahem...need I have ever thought. Maybe you'll think it
was worth the effort.
mention "Jessica"?— Ed.]
Showdown! is a searing blues summit
Iwaited 11 years between The Band's
that's decidedly worth preserving; it needed
breakup and Robbie Robertson's first solo
album. While Ididn't want or expect The
remastering badly, since it was bright
enough to read by and sharp enough to
Band Redux, that would have been prefshave with. Yeowch. It's still pretty bright
erable to the confused, sonically impen(less so on LP), but get over it—this one's
etrable mess Robertson released. Daniel
Lanois managed to place these songs in a ascorcher! Other than the rather sharpened tonal balance, it sounds remarkably
murk that exacerbated their unfocused,
good—one can readily distinguish each
disappointing lyrics, but what do Iknow?
player's distinctive guitar voice, the bass is
The critics loved it. MoFi has peeled away
focused and articulate, and the Hammond
about 20 layers of grunge to reveal an
B-3 has aconvincing growl. The six-minalbum that sounds far better than Iwould

ute finale, "Blackjack," sets up each player
with astinging solo before they all go roaring home. A must for blues-guitar fanatics.
ELP's Trilogy teeters between Keith
Emerson's bombastic excesses and Greg
Lake's surprisingly natural-sounding pieces.
Even that timbral naturalness is compromised by Lake's vocals, which are drenched
in reverb and sound phoned-in from down
the hall. And the chintzy synths and plodding drums of "Hoedown:' the Copland
"tribute," are actively offensive—but then
(need Imention?) Iwas never afan. The
LP does come across better, but I've got to

CARL BAUGHER ON CLASSIC RECORDS

C

lassic Records continues to
maintain the high sonic standard set by the initial releases
in their RCA Living Stereo reissue
series—truly adream come true for
analog-loving audiophiles (see Vol.17
No.10). In some cases, the originals
have been fully eclipsed by the reissues. Classic has been systematically
cherry-picking the catalog for the
finest sonics and the rarest, priciest
titles. Here are five more:
Fritz Reiner's and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra's performance of
Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra has
long been considered the definitive
recording of this work. My 9S/8S pressing of the original LP features mysterious violins, ominous string basses, and a
wide, deep soundstage —truly one of
the great Shaded Dogs. The Classic
reissue's soundstage extends even farther back, and the sweet, shimmering
strings surpass even the superb original's. RCA's own CD (61504-2) is
good, but no match for this LP. This is
my choice as the best all-around
music/performance/recording combination in the reissue series.
Witches Brew is one of the great vinyl
demo discs. My original 3S/1S pressing'
conveys startling sonic realism:The leftchannel violin at the beginning of side
2 is virtually in the room, and sounds
like the real thing—not an electronic
equivalent. I can also feel the whole
soundstage vibrating. The greatest orchestral recording ever made? Maybe.
Believe it or not, the Classic reissue is
even more dynamic. This Dog isn't
quite housebroken, but what a pedigree! Side 1of the reissue is my new
reference for analog dynamics and resolufion.This record will make agreat system sound truly great, but will ruthlessly expose any lack of muscle on lesser
1My thanks to Larry Bowers for generously loaning selected original pressings used in these comparisons. In the audiophile world, as in the real
world, it helps to be well-connected.
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BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
LSC 1934. John Pfeiffer, prod.; Lewis Layton,
eng.
VARIOUS: Witches Brew
Alexander Gibson, New Symphony Orchestra of
London
LSC 2225. James Walker, prod.; Alan Reeve, eng.
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
LSC 2446. Richard Mohr, prod.; Lewis Layton,
eng.
RESPIGHI: Pines of Rome, Fountains of Rome
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
LSC 2436. Richard Molar, prod.; Lewis Layton,
eng.
THE ROYAL BALLET
Ernest Ansermet, Orchestra of the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden
LDS 6065. Michael Williamson, prod.; Kenneth
Wilkinson, eng.
All above: LPs only. AAA.

ones. Tremendous.
Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade offers arare combination of delicacy and
power on anear-mint 7S/1S pressing.
Balanced and realistic, it sweeps the listener away on a magic carpet of
sonorous musicality. Cut slightly hotter
than the original, the reissue sounds
almost identical. In particular, strings are
remarkably transparent and golden. If
this LP doesn't make you swoon for the
sound of vinyl, it may be time for an
upgrade of your analog front-end.
Similarly gorgeous is the reissue of
Reiner/CSO's performance of Respighi's Pines and Fountains of Rome. While
the original 1S/1S pressing is magnificent, with almost frightening transparency, the reissue has atouch more life and
sparkle, with slightly more detail overall.
Either way, it would be extremely difficult to better this performance, and
impossible to improve on the sound.
Chesky's LP reissue (RC5) is also very
good, its soundstage even deeper. But
the Chesky sacrifices dynamics and immediacy to achieve that increased
depth, and is no match for the Classic in
the bass.
The priciest and rarest tide in the
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series so far is The Royal Ballet.Jonathan
Valin's definitive Living Stereo Bible estimates amint, original, two-disc Soria
set to be worth $1500. The 4S/1S/1S/
IS original I compared (graciously
loaned to me by science-fiction editor
Neil Barron) had it all: soundstage
depth, bass, glistening strings, detail, etc.
The strings slash and swoop with convincing timbral realism, and the sense of
space/separation is superb. The reissue
has greater side-to-side soundstage
dimension, but slightly less depth.
However, detail is improved, and instruments appear to have more air around
them. Dynamic range is also stunning
— this record will blow you right out
of your listening seat. At approximately
$60 retail, do you really want to shell
out $1500 for the original—assuming
you can find one?
Though space doesn't permit
detailed comparison of all the new
titles, Iunequivocally recommend the
following releases as having many of the
same virtues as those listed above:
Strauss: Waltzes. Fritz Reiner/
CSO (Classic LSC 2500).
Lalo: Symphonie espagnole. Henryk
Szeryng, Walter Hendl/CSO (Classic
LSC 2456).
Gounod: Faust; Bizet: Carmen
Suite. Alexander Gibson, Royal Opera
House Orchestra, Covent Garden
(Classic LSC 2449).
Venice. Georg Solti, Orchestra of
the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden (Classic LSC 2313).
Khachaturian: Masquerade Suite;
Kabalevsky: The Comedians. ICiril Kondrashin, RCA Victor Symphony
(Classic LSC 2398).
RCA Living Stereo buffs can seek
out these Classic reissues without concern for sonic deficiencies— there simply aren't any. As either excitingly vivid
adjuncts to treasured original pressings,
or as filly legitimate alternatives, the
Living Classics LPs are worth every
penny.
—Carl Baugher
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Pyramid Audio

Anchorage

(907) 272-9111

Shimeks Audio
Esoteric Audio
Sound Advice
Wilson Audio

Anchorage
Scottsdale
Phoenix
Tucson

Audio Chamber
Audio Video Today
Definition Audio Video

Berkeley
Westminster
Redondo Bch

(907) 276-2525
(602) 946-8128
(602) 955-8800
(602) 326-4662
(510) 549-2178
(714) 891-7575
(310) 371-0019

David Rutledge Audio
Golden Ear Hi-Fi

Palm Springs
Chico

(619) 325-1988
(916) 345-1341

NM

Reference Audio
Shelley's Stereo
Shelley's Stereo
Stereo Plus
Stereo Unlimited
Sound Hounds
Stereo-Image, Inc.
Architectural Audio
Audio Advisors
Audio Center

Gardena
Santa Monica
Woodland Hills
San Francisco
San Diego
Denver
Boulder
Miami
W. Palm Beach
Deerfield

(310)
(310)
(818)
(415)
(619)

NY

Audio Video Interiors
Electronic Creations
Sonic Allusions
Music Audio

Melbourne
Altamonte Spg
Pensacola
Atlanta

Audio Directions
Audio Odyssey
Stereo Sound Studio
Everything Stereo
Champagne Audio
Columbia Audio Video

Honolulu
Iowa City
Des Moines
Coeur d'Alene
Champaign
Arlington Hts.

Columbia Audio Video
Columbia Audio Video
Interior Sound Designs
Paul Heath Audio
Soundworks
Authentic Audio

Highland Park
Rockford
E. Peoria
Chicago
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Ft. Wayne

Sound Productions
Kief's Stereo
Audio Studio
Goodwins Audio
Goodwins Audio
An Die Musik
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Ellicott City

(317)
(913)
(617)
(617)
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Soundworks Audio Video
The Listening Room
Sound Perfection
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Pikesville
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(301) 929-8600
(410) 239-2020
(410) 363-9975

Accu Tronics
Ct. St. Listening Room
Stereo Showcase
Stereo Showcase
Amalgamated Audio Video
Audio Perfection
Springfield Central Systems
St. Louis Sound Co.
Advanced Audio

Saginaw
Grand Rapids
Kalamazoo
Rochester
Minneapolis
Springfield
St. Louis
Cary

517-1700
451-0040
716-8500
861-1044
223-8151

(303) 722-3200
(303) 442-2166
(305) 662-4661
(407) 478-3100
(305) 574-9200
(407) 676-4059
(407) 831-1010
(904) 434-1041
(404) 565-2118
(808) 732-6550
(319) 338-9505
(515) 225-8369
(208) 772-3348
(217) 355-8828
(708) 394-4770
(708) 433-6010
(815) 282-9200
(309) 698-7200
(312) 549-8100
(708) 451-0787
(219) 482-2069

(313)
(517)
(616)
(616)
(507)

844-1103
842-1842
277-0111
734-8800
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329-1990
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Today Electronics
Custom Electronics
Hosanna Audio Video
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Fargo
Omaha
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Marlton

(701)
(402)
(201)
(609)

282-4562
397-4434
346-0130
988-3700

Stereo Dynamics
Stevens Audio
Stuart's Audio
The Sounding Board
Audio Design
Hudsons Audio
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio Den
Audio Excellence
Audio Video Center
Digitalville
Eleksys Electronics
Gordon Brothers
Northcounty Audio
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Bernardsville
Westfield
Ridgewood

(908)
(908)
(908)
(201)

671-1559
953-9750
232-0483
445-5006
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Albuquerque

(505) 984-9185
(505) 296-6978
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Lake Grove
Liverpool

(516) 627-7333
(516) 360-1990
(315) 451-2707

New York
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Flushing

(212) 571-4143
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(718) 461-4848
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(315) 446-9440
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New York
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Cincinnati
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Ardmore
Philadelphia
Williamsport

(215) 649-7002
(215) 725-4080
(717) 326-2094

Throop
Willowgrove
Jenkintown
Caparra Hts.
Greenville
N. Charleston
Charleston

(717) 347-5629
(215) 659-8815
(215) 886-1650
(809) 782-6969
(803) 288-4293
(803) 552-8118
(803) 723-7276

Nashville
Knoxville
San Antonio
Austin
Austin
Dallas
Houston
McAllen

(615)
(615)
(512)
(512)
(512)
(214)
(713)
(210)

Salt Lake City
Salt Lake City
Abingdon

(801) 486-5511
(801) 364-9999
(703) 628-3177

Richmond
Virginia Beach

(804) 644-8903
(804) 424-5850

Newport News
S. Burlington
Silverdale
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Glendale
So. Charleston

(804)
(802)
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(608)
(414)
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Audible Elegance
Hoffman's Stereo
Paragon Sound
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Denby Radio
David Lewis Audio
Robert M. Sides
Shehadi Stereo
Soundex
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American Audio Labs
Leonard's Hi Fi
Read Brothers Stereo
Cumberland Audio
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Audio Concepts
Audio Connections
Audio Systems
Dallas Audio Concepts
Esoteric Ear
Showery Stereo
Audio Design
Audio Works
Alpine Audio
Audio Art
Digital Sound
Sound Approach
Audio Video Authority

(612) 866-0083
(417) 887-9558
(314) 993-0002

WA
WI

Nuts About Hi Fi
Audiophile's
Sound Investments

(919) 481-3880
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Absolute Sound
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297-4700
693-0084
614-3333
477-0852
451-5736
360-9520
523-8108
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596-7621
660-2003
698-1348
833-6383
438-1818
768-7874

stage— the trapset is swimming in reverb
the State Symphony isn't playing on rare
wonder: was this necessary?
— the brass has bite and presence. The
old Cremonan instruments. He's right—
Lady Soul was abreakthrough for Aretha,
that's not acoloration, it's amark of auboasting such hits as "Since You've Been
woodwind choirs are portrayed with their
thenticity. I've heard this on anumber of
distinctive inner voicings well-articulated.
Gone," "Chain of Fools," and, of course,
systems, and it's never failed to raise goose"(You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural
This is one of Ellington's brassier scores,
with lots of vulgar-sounding tuttis that
bumps. Dynamically, they just don't come
Woman." Aretha Now featured "Think" as
any better than this.
probably make sense in the context of the
well as the Queen's readings of Ray Charles,
Sam Cooke, and Burt Bacharach classics.
filin —it's hard to tell without the visual
The first time Iheard Lori Lieberman's
The sound is intimate, and it seems obreference. My copy of the disc had asevere
disc it made me vaguely uncomfortable—
the disc is so direct and honest that I
non-fill problem plaguing the right chanvious that these were essentially live-insquirmed.Too bad for me, because this is a
nel for most of both sides.An early pressing
the-studio performances. When the Sweet
made before the vinyl achieved consisvery special disc. Lieberman writes simple,
Inspirations sing "Chain, chain, chain...,"
tency, I'd say—the first pressing defect I've
affecting songs, and sings them with such
on "Chain of Fools:' they're manifestly
heard out of many MoFis auditioned.
utter honesty that you might even be
well in front of Aretha and spread across
fooled into assuming there's no art there.
the studio from left to right—well spaced.
I'll take advantage of their EZ return
Don't be. The recording is straightforward
Unfortunately, this increased clarity reveals
policy.
The Woody Herman disc has never beand unassuming, and possesses tonal purity
humming amps and the electronic reverb
fore been commercially available, and while
without atrace of artifice.
used to sweeten the mixes— even as it restores the soundstaging information —so
the news of previously unreleased jazz performances excites me, Iwish Iliked this
it's not an (as it were) unmixed blessing.
REFERENCE RECORDINGS
But both of these records are classics, with
one better. Shrill and lacking in body, it
sound that MoFi has rendered with
tends to overuse Herman's trademark riff
DICK HYMAN: From the Age of Swing
of contrasting a small group —here an
remarkable richness and warmth.
RR-59 (2 LPs/1 CD*). AAA/DDD. TTs: 61:40,
The Live Cream set is arevelation.These
octet—against the massed big band. The
66:08*
TURTLE CREEK CHORALE: Postcards
were the dog's breakfast, sonically, when
octet comes across with clarity, but the
RR-61 (CD). DDD. TT: 60:02
band is awash in reverberation and flattened
they were originally released—they were
FREDERICK FENNELL/DALLAS WIND
in presentation. Ihave problems with the
so bad that even Itossed 'em. The sound
SYMPHONY: Beachcomber
on these discs is so much improved that it's
arrangements as well, which seem to emRR-62 (CD). DDD. TT: 68:17
ploy the same dynamic gimmicks over and
shocking, but Igotta tell you these perAll three: J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prod.; Keith O.
over. Yeah, yeah —massed choirs have big
Johnson, eng.
formances are still pretty muddled. On the
sound, puny solo instruments have wimpy
other hand, I heard Cream's Goodbye
sound. What else do you know?
From the Age of Swing is astone killer— in
Tour, and this set sounds much better than
either format. Hyman and seven other bigthe real thing. Clapton worshippers may
band veterans, young and old, achieve a
find it worthwhile; audiophiles steer clear.
relentless groove that never sounds forced.
Brubeck's easygoing We're All Together...
PopEMusic
Track after track, this is one of the most
is a far superior concert recording, but
LORI LIEBERMAN: A Thousand Dreams
ingratiating discs I've heard in along time,
then he didn't travel with awall of MarPM2001-2 (CD). Joseph Cali, prod.; Mark
and the sound is every bit as compelling as
shall stacks. There's no deep soundstage here
Levinson, eng. DDD. TT: 46:07
its drive. Detailed yet warm, it delineates a
—like most concert recordings taken from
UNLIKELY SILHOUETTES
harmonically complicated soundscape with
the mixing board (my guess, at any rate),
Schedrin: Carmen Ballet for Strings & Percussion. Shostakovich: Bolt
panache and a feeling of spaciousness.
it's clear and has great lateral spread, with
Mark Gorenstein, State Symphony Orchestra
Butch Miles and Milt Hinton lock-in to
minimal crowd noise but no real room
PM2002-2 (CD). Eduard Shahnazaryan, prod.;
monster groove after monster groove, but
sound. Yet Brubeck's piano, Desmond's
Gene Pope, eng. DDD. TT: 62:33
they never lose asense of playful grace—
alto, and Mulligan's baritone sax are all
richly, physically portrayed. For my money,
after all, that's why they call it swing. The
CD is HDCEr-encoded; the vinyl is spread
the pick here is the delicate, achingly
over four sides. Ihaven't been able to choose
beautiful interplay between Brubeck,
afavorite, but then Idon't have an HDCD
Desmond, and Dawson on "Koto Song."
chip yet—will it tip the scales?
The LP is warmer, as you'd expect, and the
Iwas one of those band students who
instruments have a lot more body. Say,
always needed the extra credit given for acHerb, how about licensing Desmond's and
companying the school chorus. As their
Brubeck's Duets from A&M Horizon?
concerts always fell on Friday nights, IinMJQ's first record with Connie Kay is
evitably squirmed through the entire proan unalloyed delight. The quartet had not,
gram muttering, "Hurry up, hurry up; oh,
at this point, relaxed into that easy familsing faster, damn it!" So you can underiarity that was to become its hallmark —1
stand that choral programs don't figure
find these performances atad too earnest,
largely in my collection. If there are others
but the seriousness, when wedded to
as enjoyable as Postcards, however, maybe I
prodigious technique, has its own appeal.
should reconsider. The disc encompasses
Not the richest room acoustic, nor alot of
musical traditions from all over the world,
soundstage depth, but the record boasts a
and is beautifully performed and recorded.
tonal purity that's rare. It also displays the
Whoa! Another new audiophile label and
The Turtle Creek Chorale shows sensitivanother winning pair of musically compersonalities of the instruments to a reity and an impressive unified attack—as well
markable degree: Jackson's vibes have a pelling discs well-served by spectacular
as arare ability to achieve precise dynamic
sound. Unlikely Silhouettes pairs Schedrin's
metallic shimmer; Heath's bass is solid and
effects at both ends of the scale. The disc
well-articulated; Kay's ride cymbal is brassy
affectionate "arrangement" from the Bizet
places them well into the hall, and emand alive; and one can easily hear what a opera with Shostakovich's blockbuster ballet.The orchestral sound is phenomenal—
phasizes the thrilling way their massed voiccrappy-sounding piano Lewis got stuck
es fill the acoustic.
gutsy and solid, but with an identifiably
with for this session. Worth it.
The Fennell disc is fun, filled as it as
Russian tint. Initially Ithought Iheard a
Anatomy of aMurder may not be the finwith wonderfully amusing trifles. Most of
est vintage Ellington, but it still has loads of hint of steely coloration in the massed
these are encores that anyone who has
strings, but—as Gene Pope pointed out—
charm. Closely recorded in ahuge soundSTEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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Gold CD's $21.99
Albert Collins: Cold Snap
Joe Cocker: Sheffield Steel
Bob Marley & the Wailers: Exodus
Dave Brubeck: We're All Together...
U2: Unforgettable Fire
ELP: Trilogy
Collins, Cray, Copeland: Showdown
Allman Brothers: Brothers & Sisters
Moody Blues: On the Threshold of..
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer

$21.99

Gerry Rafferty: City to City
Getz Meets Mulligan In Hi -Fi
Beach Boys: Endless Summer
Wes Montgomery: So Much Guiar
Steve Miller Band: Book of Dreams
Frank Sinatra: Duets II (Ltd Ed. of 25,000)

aucloquest

LP's $17.99
MUSIC & CD's $12.99

1031
1015
1021
1027
1028

Classic Records

RCA Living Stereo & Verve reissues: $29.99 /Exports: $34.99
LSC2150
Stravinsky: Lt. Kije
LSC2450
Schuman: Carnival
LSC2183
The Reiner Sound
LSC2436
Respighi: Pines of Rome
LSC2446
Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherezade
VERVE6055
Ellington/Hodges: Back to Back
VERVE40534 Ella Fitzgerald: Clap Hands Here Comes...
VERVE6021
Billie Holiday: Song For Distingue Lovers
VERVE8762
Bill Evans: Live at Montreux

Mighty Sam McClain: Keep on Moving
Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To...
Robert Lucas: Layaway
Doug McLeod: Come To Find
Kei Akagi: Mirror Puzzle

A01031/ Vol 18 No 4.
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CD's/LP's: $12.99 & 180g LP's: $16.99
RR-53 Mike Garson: The Oxnard Sess., 2
RR-57 John Rutter: Requiem
RR-58 Fennell, DWS: Pomp & Pipes!
RR-59 Dick Hyman: From the Age of Swing
REFERENCE
RR-61 The Turtle Creek Chorale: Postcards
RECORDINGS
RR-62 Frederick Fennell: Beachcomber
GOLD $24.99 a-RR-50 Dick Hyman: Plays Duke Ellington
The Elusive Disc Offers these other great lines of Audiophile recordings!
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Bartok: The Miraculous Mandarin Suite
Adam: Giselle
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Handel: Water Music

(1-1[SKY WORDS

LP's $17.99, CD's $11.99 & Gold CD's $22.99
115
Rebecca Pidgeon: The Raven (LP, CD & Gold co)
105
Sara K: Play On Words (LP, CD & Gold CD)
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Beloved Chinese Songs (co &Gold CD)
UD95 The Ultimate Demonstration Disc
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JD117 LaVerne Butler: Day Dreamin'
JD127 Clark Terry: The Second Set
Sheffield
CD-35
CD-14/20
CD-50
CD-52
CD-43
CD-45
CD-41

Fi

CD's 12.99, Gold CD's 19.99 & LP's 17.99
Michael Ruff: Speaking in ...
Track & Drum Record
Freeway Philharmonic
Leinsdorf Sessions, Vol. 2 (Gold)
Leinsdorf Sessions, Vol. 1(Gold)
"My Disc" Test CD -$26.99
XL0 Test & Burn-in: (Out of Print) $35.00

BENZ MICRO
SWITZERLAND
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:
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MC-20E II (2.5mV) High Output

Pendleton, IN 46064
=SHIPPING:
VISA
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O

Cleaners
S Call
CD Master -$36.99
Purifier 2 Record Cleaning

ORDER*

UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 (adtl. items .500 ea.)
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: $7.00 (adtl. items $1.00 ea.)
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$350
$350
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180g Ltd. Edition
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RECORD SLEEVES:
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spent time in aband will surely know and
remember fondly. And if you haven't been
in aband—well, we've suffered for our art,
now it's your turn! The recording, made in
Dallas's Meyerson Symphony Center, is
richly reverberant. Here's the art part: Johnson has managed to exploit the Hall's
acoustic in a most extraordinary way—
the big barn-burners, such as "76 Trombones," sound as though they were recorded in ahuge room, while some of the
more subdued pieces sound intimate and
only mildly informed by the acoustic. Astonishing. This one's infectious, though; a
few minutes ago Iplayed "76 Trombones"
again to reconfirm what Ithought I'd been
hearing, and my wife came marching out
of the kitchen banging on asaucepan. Stuff
like that's gonna happen when you play
records this touched by magic.

SHEFFIELD LABS
THE SHEFFIELD/LF-INSDORF SESSIONS
Prokofiev: Excerpts from Romeo and Juliet. Debussy: Afternoon of a Faun (sic). Wagner: Forest
Murmurs (from Siegfier
Erich Leinsdorf, Los Angeles Philharmonic
10043-2-G (CD only). Doug Sax, prod., eng. ADD?
TT: 54:05
PAT COIL: Schemes and Dreams
Pat Coil, piano. Jimmie Johnson, Steve Rodby, bass;
John Robinson, drumx Bob Sheppard, tenor and
soprano sax; Russel Ferrante, synths; Lyle Mays,
piano, synths
10042-2-F (CD). Lyle Mays, Steve Rodby, prods.;
Hal Sax, Bill Schnee, engs. DDD. TT: 49:27
"MY DISC": The Sheffield/A2TB Test CD
10045-2-T (CD only). Oscar Ciornei, prod.; Doug
Sax, eng. DDD. TT: 74:08
A SHEFFIELD CHRISTMAS COLLECTION
10038-2 (CD only). Oscar Ciornei, prod.; Doug
Sax, Steve Haselton, engs. DDD? TT: 49:36

Sheffield has been active with their
test/evaluation-CD program, producing
both The Sheeld/XL0 Test and Burn-in
CD (Sheffield 10021-2-T) and "My Disc."
ST and JS have written about the Burn-in
disc, and Ihave to say that, despite my initial doubts, it really seems to work.
"My Disc"—a collaboration with Autosound 2000 Test Briifs, atechnically oriented monthly newsletter—is designed to give
you a comprehensive evaluative tool for
both home stereo and car sound. It features
a couple of innovative ideas— Iparticularly appreciated the track with 0bits, or
STEREOPHILE, JuNE 1995

"digital black," which is handy for evaluating your system's noise floor. But I'd
like to see timing/track-length information
on future releases, as it adds immeasurably
(as it were) to the overall usefulness of the
tests.
A Sheffield Christmas Collection is acompilation of traditional and original songs
celebrating the holiday. With extreme extension at both ends of the spectrum, it's a
clean, articulate recording, although it sounds
too dry to become one of my favorites.
Musically, it's alittle lightweight.
Jazz pianist Pat Coil's Schemes and
Dreams boasts sumptuously rich sound
with deep, deep bass and plenty of punch
and propulsion. There's an almost limitless
sense of space, and while Ifind it atouch
aggressive, others will laud the clarity. The
saxes benefit from this, the sound taking
on ahyper-realistic "bite" that does sound
mighty convincing. Ifound the music slightly superficial, although "Waltz for Three
Daughters" showed asense of warmth and
passion that Ifound lacking elsewhere.
Sheffield has inaugurated a gold-CD
series, Sheffield Gold, in which to reissue
their back catalog. Using what they refer
to as 20+>16 Ultra Matrix processing,
they feed their UltraAnalog-based 20-bit
A/D converter into an Apogee UV22 encoder— which, they claim, allows 15dB of
signal below the 16-bit noise floor to be
encoded on the CD.
The first release, The Sheffield /Leinsdol.
Sessions, consists of Leinsdorf's late-'80s recordings with the LAPO. There's an almost
physical power to the brass entrances in
the Wagner, and the strings have both bite
and lushness. However, the LPs also showed
the extreme aridity of the recording venue,
Stage One at MGM Studios—information
that's not apparent on this disc.
Iknow it sounds strange to complain
about the absence of an irritating sonic
signature, but I'm forced to conclude that
this purist reissue is sweetening the hall
sound with digital reverb and not mentioning it anywhere on the packaging. Does this mean
that Iprefer the dryness of the original?
Hell no! Ijust want to be told. And, yes,
I'm eagerly awaiting the rest of Leinsdorrs Sheffield recordings— they're worth
having.

WILSON AUDIOPHILE
ANALOG GOLDEN AGE
TREASURES
WILLIAM WALTON: Belshazzar's Feast
With: Improvisations on an Impromptu of Benjamin Britten
André Previn, London Symphony 8t Chorus; John
Shirley-Quirk, baritone
WEMI-1001 (2 LPs only). Christopher Bishop,
orig. prod.; Christopher Parker, orig. eng.; Sheryl
Lee Wilson, reissue prod.; David A. Wilson, tech.
dir. AAA. TT: 53:32

William Walton's Belshazzar's Feast is the
first of David Wilson's classic EMI LP reissues—a two-disc pressing of areal blockbuster for soloist, orchestra, and chorus.
These discs have engendered some grumbling in audiophile quarters, as folks have
wondered why Wilson started his series
with this (a difficult piece of music and not
particularly rare, as EMIs go); why he chose
to cut the record as atwo-disc set (effectively doubling the price); and suchlike.
Idon't get it. The Walton is achallenging piece of music; but it sounds phenomenal—much more so here than in the
original, which goes a long way toward
justifying the decision to spread it out over
two LPs. If you don't like Walton, fine —
don't buy this. But if you do, or if you like
having your musical horizons stretched, or
if you just want to hear what an LP can
sound like when there are no compromises involved, then pick this one up in a
hurry.

Try our first ever factory
demo sale.
While they last, slightly
blemished units available
at significant savings.
All with full factory
warranty.

The Sheffield /A2TB Test Disc
For critical evaluation of audin components. listennui
environments, and your critical listening ahilit
.,
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Boulder Amplifiers, Inc.
4850 Sterling Drive
Boulder, CO 80301
Tel: 303-449-8220
Fax: 303-449-4806
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

We built the
best store:

Krell DT-10 Transport

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.

We sell the best:

Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
sifted out the most musical hi-fi
and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell KSA 200S AmpIdler

We offer the best service:

Denon DP-S1 CD Transport
In New York City Exclusively
at Sound By Singer

To us that means doing whatever it takes to
ensure that your needs are met; the ones
you are aware of as well as the ones you
may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.
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Gimmicks.
We make
the best sound

In your home. The idea is to make
it work in your living room, not
ours! So, we use only the most
experienced and skillful installers—
ones who can hear as well as hook
up components. They cost us alot
more, but they get the job done.

conrad-johnson Premier 11

We are the best!

From presentation thru installation each
member of our staff gives 110%. Competent,
caring, expert, thorough and friendly, we
exemplify the term professional.

We have simple tastes:
We like nothing but the best for us,
but more importantly, for you.
Wilson WATT/Puppy

SOL-NI) by SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: Accuphase, Acurus, Adcom, ADA, Alón, AMC, API (Power Wedge), Apogee Grand
Series, Aragon By Mondial, ASC (Tubetrap), Audible Illusions, AudioAccess, Audio Lab, Audio Physics, AudioQuest,
Audio Truth, Aural Symphonies, Bell'ogetti, Benz-Micro, Billy Bags, B&W, Cal-Audio Labs, Cardas Audio, CEC,
ChangLightspeed, conrad-johnson, Convergent Audio Technology, Creek, Crestron, CWD, Day Sequerra, Denon,
Elite By Pioneer, Energy Home Theater Systems, Enlightened Audio Designs, Epos, Fosgate, Faroudja, Grado, Graham
Tonearms, JM Labs, Kinergetics, Krell, Krell Audio Standard, Krell Digital, Lyra Cartridges (Clavis), Magnum
Dynalab, Martin-Logan, Metaphor, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, Muse (Subwoofers and Amps), NAD, NBS, NEAR,
Niles, Nitty Gritty, Ocos, Parasound, Proton, PS Audio, Rega, Rockport, Roksan, Rocksolid, Rockustics, Runco IDTV,
Salamander, SBS Powerverter, SME, Snell Acoustics, Solid Steel, Sonance, Sonographe, Sonus Faber, Sound Anchors,
Stewart, Stax, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta Digital, Timbre Technology, Totem, Transparent Cable, Valve
Amplification (vAq, Van Den Hul Cartridges and Cables, Vandersteen, Velodyne, Vidikron, VPI, Well-Tempered,
Wheaton Triplanar Tonearm, White Audio Labs, Wilson Audio, WireWorld.
Bold listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.
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"...its presentation is so outstanding that
the speakers just disappear as the source of
the soundfield."
—The Audiophile Voice

New Jersey's Premier Headquarters for Alón.

CSA Audio
AUDIO

• VIDEO

• HOME THEATER

201-744-0600
193 Bellevue Avenue • Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
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hen Haydn completed his
first numbered symphony in
1759, Classicism was hardly
in its incipiency, Mozart was three years
old, and Beethoven was yet to be born.
When Haydn completed his last symphony in 1795, Classicism defined musical style, Mozart was four years dead, and
Beethoven, at 25, had become arecognized force.
Through the course of Haydn's more
than 100 symphonies one can trace a
steady development—not only of the
composer, but of Classicism itself. Little
STEREOPHILE, JuNE 1995

wonder that Haydn was tagged "the
father of the symphony." Indeed, the title
has become acliché of music criticism.
Yet throughout the 19th century and
well into our own, few really understood
why the Symphony should be considered the progeny of Haydn's labors. The
reason for this is clear enough: only his
last dozen—those composed for London
—and possibly 86, 88, and 92 were
familiar, afact mirrored in the record
catalogs of the pre-LP era. Of the remaining roughly 90 symphonies, only
11 had been recorded on 78s, many of

WorldRadioHistory

those in either inferior performances or
in editions that had limited circulation.
Rarely did any of the earlier symphonies
gain public performances.
Things changed with the advent of the
long-playing record. Historian Jacques
Barzun has argued that the LP did for
musical literacy what the printing press
did for the written word. Nothing supports this argument better than the
dimension gained for Haydn as aresult
of the new technology. Although the
first Schwann catalog (October 1949)
listed only Symphonies 88, 94, and 101,
195
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DIGITAL
NEW -Micromega Stage Series

Affordable, Upgradable One Piece Players

CALL US FOR ALL YOUR
HIGH-END AUDIO NEEDS!

NEW -Muse Electronics Model Two
Radical, Uni -Block Differential' Stage
Pioneer PD-65

The Audio Outlet Reference Manual/Catalog
is Now Available to the General Public

With Legato Link and Stable Platter

Michael Yee Audio DA -1
Musicality at aReasonable Price

Altis Audio Ultima

THE AUDIO OUTLET

State-of-the-Art Tube Digital

SPRING .95 CATALOGUE

Counterpoint Electronics DA -II Drive

1
›,

Fanfare Electronics FT -1
Reference Tuner with Built-in Remote
We are also FM Antenna Experts

Magnum, Audioprism, Channel Master
And Day-Sequerra Antenna are Available

ANAI,OG

Sumiko Blue Point Special

AMPS AND PREAMPS

Naked Out of the Box

Benz -Micro Glider
Affordable Benz with 1.0mv Output

4

NEW -Audio Matière Equilibre

The NEW Tubed Reference Amp from France!
NEW -Audio Matière Paraphrase

Rega RB300 Tonearm

The Single Best Buy in Audio

The Tubed Preamp that Redefines State of the Art

Eminent Technology ET II

NEW Klyne Audio Arts 7LX3

The Classic Air-Bearing Tonearm

The Ultimate Solid State Line Stage

Graham Engineering I
.5T2

Brown Electronic Labs 1001 Mk II

Best Tonearm in the World!

Now In Stock!

Nitty Gritty Record Cleaners and Fluids

Counterpoint Natural Progression Amps

The Vacuum Cleaning Machine

A Musical Combination of Hybrid Technology

MYA PFE -IPhono Preamp

NEW -Aiurus DIA -100 MK II
100 watts/channel, Direct Input Amplifier
Cary Audio CAD 300 SE

High Gain, Musical and Affordable

TWEEKS FOR TWEEKS

Single-Ended Triode Operation

NEW -Townshend Audio Seismic Sink

NEW -Melos SHA Gold
Remote Controlled, Even Better Sounding SHA-I

Elegant, Effective Air Isolation Platform

NEW Gryphon Audio Exorcist

Call for other brands and models

System Demagnetizer

SPEAKERS

Fine Audio Components
for the Discriminating Listener

NEW -Reference 3a Royal Master
For Single-Ended Triode Lovers -92 DB efficiency!

XLO, Densen and PAD Discs
$4.00

To get your copy of Audio Outlet's Spring '95
Catalog and a$10.00 discount coupon good on your
first order of $50.00 or more, send $4.00 along with
your mailing address or call with your
credit card information.

NEW -Audiophysic Tempo
High Tech &High End in an Elegant Cabinet

Martin -Logan Aerius
The Affordable "High-End" Electrostatic

System Break-in and Set-up CDs

Versalabs Wood Blocks & Red Rollers
Eliminates RFI, Background Noise is Gone!

Ensemble Tubesox

Reduces Heat and Eliminates Microphonics

Kontak Two Step Cleaning System

Clean Up Your Connections For Optimim Sound

Dynaclear Socket Savers

Call for other brands and models

CABLES

Precision Tube Socket Cleaning Brush

van den Hul, BEL "The Wire"

Removes Colorations from Equipment

SUBWOOFERS
NEW -Muse Model Twenty Two
A Smaller, More Affordable Muse Subwoofer

OCOS,

NEW -Artemis EOS Woofer

AURAL SYMPHONICS, AUDIOQUEST

LelajlASULDJULULUA

STRAIGHTWIRE — RHAPSODY. MAESTRO

More Bass Extension

MOD SQUAD, COGAN HALL

PRISMA,

NORDOST— FLATLINE CABLES

CARDAS — TVVINLINK, QUADLINK & HEXLINK

Chang LightSpeed Power Filter

High Current, Ultra-fast Line Conditioning

KIMBER KABLE — PBJ, TC, AG &

Tice Audio MBF 3&4

ILLUMINATI SERIES

Affordable Line Conditioning from Tice

SILTECH (FTM4 Gold-In Stock!)

NEW -API PowerWedge

MAGNAN — Illi Mk. II &Vi

Isolates Gear From the Wall and Each Other

g.irm

The Only Audiophile Grade Tuner with AM

A New Reference in Phono Cartridges

Call for other brands and models

IJ ,

The Worlds Best Selling Analog Tuner

Audiolab 8000T

NEW -Lyra Clavis De Capo

All Aluminum Transport with S.M.C. Option

lEt

TUNERS
Magnum Dynalab FTIOIA

PURIST AUDIO DESIGN — AQUEOUS,

gig

Combak Dots, Belts, and Feet
Roomtunes Acoustic Treatment

All Shapes, Sizes and Colors

Sonex High Frequency Baffles

Wall Treatment That Works

Sound Anchor, JustaRack, Solidsteel,
Symposium, Target, Arcici, Standesign
Magro, CWD
Supports and Stores Equipment

rmirriTalwirriTemni
M.A.G.I.C. Box By Mondial Designs
Eliminates Cable TV-Induced Audio Hum

MAXIMUS, COLOSSUS & PROTEUS

Grado Signature and Prestige Series

XL0 ELECTRIC- STANDARD, REFERENCE &

Great Headphones from aMaster

SIGNATURE SERIE

Beyerdynamic DT Series

Ultralight and Comfortable

FEATURED AT AUDIO OUTLET:

Grado Signature HPA -I
The Portable Headphone Amplifier

VACUUM TUBES
Sovtek Tubes
Military Grade Tubes from Russia

Golden Dragon Gold Pin Tubes
Replaces Tired Original-Equipment Tubes

Gold Aero Tubes

Yes, the Grado SR-60 is in stock!

Specialty Audiophile Tubes

AFFORDABLE INNOVATION
from

AuDe cherny

jU

69 S. Moger Ave.
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549

HUVEUL

,ecTlok

OMISO

eleUDIO
TLET Inc

Limited time offer:
SPECIAL PACKAGE
OFFER ON DLC AND
OM/50 COMBO!
Call for Details

Audio Alchemy Digital Line Controller (DLC)
Remote-controlled, microprocessor controlled preamp
that's the perfect mate for the 0M150 Amplifier
The New Overture OM 150 Power Amplifier
Audio Alchemy's new 150 watt power amp with
over 40 amps peak current capability!

914-666-0550WorldRadioHistory
•FAX 914-666-0544

* COMPONENTS TO ACCESSORIES *

High End Audio...Made Easier
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it was not too long before anumber of is illustrated aproblem in Haydn scholarship, the timpani parts having been
unfamiliar works gained widely availadded to the autograph in ahand other
able recordings.
than the composer's.
And today, of course, Haydn symphoOne can hear the music both ways in
nies have unprecedented phonographic
representation. Dorati's fine traversal of performances led by Goodman (Hypérion
66534) and Fischer (Nimbus 5321). Both
two decades ago has been reissued on
are revealing, Fischer's for the ceremoniCD, and three more cycles (Hogwood's,
ous pomp and weight that timpani proGoodman's, and Adam Fischer's) are well
vide, Goodman's (which, unlike Fischer's,
on their way to completion. In addition,
uses period instruments and aharpthere is awide variety of other recordsichord) for its more colorful horns,
ings, many by major conductors, which,
fleeter tempos, and more sharply defined
like the integral sets, encompass moderntextures. Both performances clarify the
and period-instrument approaches as
well as those incorporating aspects of beginnings of motivic development in
which the drama of sonata style is rooted,
both.
the finale of the work based on the same
Several things are learned from this
abundance of riches. For one, the road intervalic motif (do, re,fa, mt) that defines
the finale of Mozart's "Jupiter" Symphony.
to the stunning mastery of the last 12
symphonies was long, indirect, and
paved with what must have been considerable sweat and struggle. Judged
ANY OF THE 75
objectively, many of the earliest symphonies are interesting, if at all, not so much
for inherent merit as for what they reveal
about Haydn's artistic roots. Of course,
with Haydn having had an orchestra
placed at his disposal at Eisenstadt by the
Esterházys, he became obliged to produce new symphonies with some frequency. This explains why some are
Oddly enough, this similarity led to
relatively pedestrian, others primarily
13 also being tagged "Jupiter" when it
experiments in writing for an orchestra.
Nevertheless, there are many among gained its first recording ca 1950—a
the roughly 75 symphonies Haydn com- prime case of the vagaries often involved
posed at Eisenstadt that, if not as mirac- in musical nicknames. Goodman, typical
ulous as the last 12, qualify as minor or of most period-instrument conductors,
major masterpieces. It is from that body observes all repeats including those of
that nearly all of the following discus- developments and recapitulations; Fischer,
sion is drawn. The six "Paris" sympho- only those of expositions.
nies (82-87) are excluded, partly because
In 1765, Haydn again turned to the
they have become relatively familiar, and
four horns at his disposal in Prince
also because they deserve an article unto Esterházy's orchestra, producing in 31
themselves. But 90, apost-Eisenstadt one of the most innovative and attracwork of major worth, is considered here tive scores from his early period. Subbecause it remains far less well-known titled "Horncall," the work displays
than it should be. Doubtless my choices considerably more virtuosic writing for
omit favorites. And unlike other "Buildthe instrument and (echoing concertoing aLibrary" forays, this one is more
grosso style) provides solo parts for other
concerned with touching upon avariinstruments as well. It also boasts a
ety of works and exploring the artistic
theme-and-variation finale capped by a
growth of acomposer than it is with
reprise of the first movement's opening
defining the differences among all comhorn motif.
Of the recordings available in multipeting editions.
In coming to the early Haydn symdisc sets, the Dorati (London 425 905-2),
phonies, the best starting point may be with modern instruments, is preferable
13, an innovative work dating from 1763.
to Hogwood's period-instrument verSimply in terms of scoring, it is remarksion (L'Oiseau-Lyre 430 082-2): the
able in its use of four horns—revoluformer is less glib, more subtle in its
tionary, in fact, when one considers that
broader pacing and more flexible rhythm,
Beethoven, in trying to write anew and
and almost as colorful. Among singledifferent symphony in his "Eroica,"
disc editions, aToscanini account from
a1938 NBC Symphony broadcast is fasaltered usual practices of Classical orchestration only to the extent of adding a cinating historically, partly because conthird horn in the customary pair of the
ductors of Toscanini's stature were not
turning to such repertory at the time. In
late-18th-century orchestra. Here, too,

M
SYMPHONIES HAYDN
COMPOSED AT
EISENSTADT QUALIFY AS
MINOR OR MAJOR
MASTERPIECES.

S
TEREOPHILE, J
UNE 1995
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addition, the performance, replete with
harpsichord continuo (played, incidentally, by Erich Leinsdorf), belies the
ill-judged notion that Toscanini was
unsympathetic to 18th-century style.
Not listed in Schwann Opus because it is
an import (Relief 1842), the performance
(marred by very dry sound) is available
in many stores.
Similar to Toscanini's approach but
offering far better reproduction is a
superb reading by Mackerras (Telarc
80156), as good as any in its judicious
pacing and balances. Avoid the crass
Harnoncourt edition (Teldec 90843-2),
where the rasping period-instrument
horns sound crude, almost to the point
of vulgarity.
Modern scholarship, which once
ascribed Symphony 39 to 1768, now
places it two or three years earlier. Whatever, it is one of the most mature and
passionate of Haydn's earlier scores, a
typical Sturm und Drang ethos dominating its prevailing G-minor tonality. One
cannot help but wonder if Mozart had
it in mind when composing his celebrated
string quintet in the same key, the initial
themes of the opening movements of
both works having remarkable similarity.
Here, again, Haydn employs four horns,
but never simultaneously, and more for
harmonic than for coloristic effect.
Only one single-disc account of the
work is currently available: asomewhat
understated yet stylish performanr,•:
directed by Vilmos Tátrai (first violni
ist of the string quartet that carries his
name, and which has recorded amajor
cycle of the Haydn quartets). As amidpriced release, it is good value. Both
Hogwood and Dorati (in multidisc sets)
give more vibrant readings, Hogwood
(L'Oiseau-Lyre 433 012-2) favoring a
leaner, more astringent sonority with his
period-instrument ensemble, Dorati
(London 425 910-2) broader tempos and
more angular phrasing. Worth watching for is an intense, almost fierce performance led by David Blum, recorded
in the '60s and agood candidate for reissue by Vanguard.
Better known among the earlier symphonies—and with good reason—is 45,
completed in 1772. Aside from its unusual tonalities (F-sharp minor and Fsharp major), the work is unique in that
the finale is constructed to convey amessage. To be specific, its opening Presto
breaks off suddenly and is followed by
an Adagio whose texture thins as each of
the orchestra's members (as per Haydn's
instructions) leaves one by one. The idea
was to convey to the composer's patron,
Prince Nicolaus Esterházy, that the
musicians were anxious to leave his
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Esterháza palace, where their families
were not permitted to live, and return to
Eisenstadt. Thanks to Haydn's finale, the
Prince realized good-byes to Esterháza
were in order: hence the symphony's
subtitle, "Farewell."
Over and beyond its unusual features,
the work is another Sturm und Drang
beauty, one of the few of the earlier symphonies to have been recorded in the
78rpm era—a fine performance led by
Sir Henry .J. Wood and recently reissued
by Dutton Laboratories in atwo-CD set
devoted to this undervalued English conductor (CDAX 2002). The transfer is
first-rate, as is the performance, but with
so many commendable modern (singledisc) accounts available, Wood's will
probably have limited appeal.
Satisfying most tastes should be either
an intense, driving reading led by Mackerras (Telarc 80156, paired with his
splendid "Horncall"), or amore relaxed
but never fussy or stodgy performance
directed by Fischer (Nimbus 5179). Both
favor alarge complement of strings and
in this regard differ from the intimate
sonority produced by the periodinstrument Tafelmusik ensemble, which
plays with admirable crispness, color, and
precision under Bruno Weil (Sony Classical 53986).
For many years, 48 was considered a
festive 1773 trumpets-and-drums tribute
to Empress Maria Theresa, and it is with
those martial instruments that it was initially recorded in the LP era. Modern
scholarship, however, has dated it four
years earlier, and has proven its trumpet
and timpani parts to be spurious, the
brass Haydn intended now determined
to be horns, with no timpani called for.
It is this revised scoring that is observed
in nearly all recent recordings. Yet the
work loses none of its festive brilliance
as aresult. Furthermore, its melodic richness, motivic complexity, and the perpetual-motion humor of its finale stamp it
with some of the most characteristic
strokes of Haydn's London symphonies.
Stereophile readers will have probably
noticed that Ido not automatically embrace period-instrument approaches,
even in works outside the standard
repertory. Here, however, is one instance
where Hogwood and his Academy of
Ancient Instruments produce an especially compelling account (L'OiseauLyre 440 222-2). Available only in this
three-CD set, its vibrant approach is
made all the more expressive by the
colorful, piercing piquancy of the Academy's natural horns. With this set containing other worthy works, notably
Symphonies 44 and 49, it is arelease well
worth having.
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

Those who prefer asingle disc might
consider the period-instrument account
led by Pinnock (DG Archiv 429 399-2).
Despite many admirable qualities, the
conductorless Orpheus Chamber Orchestra's vital reading (DG 419 607-2) is
comparatively colorless. Avoid the bland,
somewhat loosely executed version
directed by Wadsworth (Naxos)—a bargain in name only. And vinyl-hunters
curious about the now-discredited
trumpet-and-drums version should keep
an eye out for aspirited Leppard reading on aPhilips LP. Finally, for those
who delight in compromise, the animated Dorati account (London 425 9252) offers horns in place of trumpets but
retains timpani.

SYMPHONY 53, THE
"IMPERIAL," IN HAYDN'S
DAY GAINED WIDESPREAD
POPULARITY
THROUGHOUT EUROPE
AND THE NEWLY FORGED
UNITED STATES.
IT'S A
MASTERPIECE.
Also presenting textual problems is the
so-called "Imperial" Symphony. Now
dated ca 1780, it is alater work than its
numbering of 53 implies, one that in
Haydn's day gained widespread popularity—not only throughout Europe, but
in the newly forged United States as well.
It's amasterpiece: festive, dramatic, and
with an intricately worked-out firstmovement development that anticipates
Haydn's finest orchestral works.
The textual problem involves achoice
of three surviving finales. All command
interest, the two more elaborate ones
having been recorded in two strikingly
contrasting readings: amodern-instrument account led by Dorati, who favors
the finale preferred by Haydn scholar
H.C. Robbins Landon (London 425 9152, afour-disc set), and aperiod-instrument version of equal merit led by Harnoncourt (Teldec 76460-2). Aside from
the finale, the performances diverge in
their different timbres and tempos; the
most striking example in this latter
regard is the scherzo-like aggressiveness
of Harnoncourt's Minuet as opposed to
the broad, stately grandeur of Dorati's.
Commendable, too, is the Orpheus
ensemble (using the finale favored by
Harnoncourt, DG 439 779-2); but for
this imperious score, the group's sonority
seems too lightweight. Whichever version is acquired, anyone interested in the
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roots of Haydn's finest orchestral music
should make apoint of knowing this
symphony.
Equally rewarding is the deliciously
zany 60, dating from 1774 and typifying the humor and wit that lie at the heart
of Classicism. Indeed, here is aprime
example of how so many of Haydn's
symphonies (not only 94) might be
tagged "Surprise!' The surprises in 60
comprise sharply contrasted dynamics,
unexpected turns of everything, and, in
the two concluding movements of this
six-movement work, all sorts of shenanigans, including an interruption of the
music while the violins stop to tune.
Brilliantly scored for oboes, trumpets,
horns, and timpani, the work is subtitled
"Il distratto" (the distraught), because
it draws upon incidental music Haydn
composed for the French play Le Distrait.
And with its mock pomp and odd
digressions, the music certainly does
sound distraught.
Three first-class single-disc versions
are available: Rattle (Angel 54297),
Orpheus (DG 437 783-2), and Blum
(Vanguard DVC 5000). Although
recorded about 30 years ago, Blum's edition, with its crackling energy, crisp
articulation, colorful horns, and italicizing of every aspect of the music's
intended lunacy, remains preferable—
especially as abudget reissue that tames
the slight stridency of the original LP.
"La Roxelane!' dating (in Haydn's
revision) from 1780 and assigned 63 in
the numbering, draws its title from asecond movement which Haydn originally
used as incidental music for aplay having
acharacter of the same name. It is a
remarkable movement, suggesting how
the composer, in working and reworking
the main theme in avariety of tonalities
and timbres, was amaster at getting the
most out of the least. Like 53, it has multiple finales, but in this case, there is no
doubt that the later finale (rather than the
one from 1777) is to be preferred. If the
work does not quite match the splendors
of 60, it is, nonetheless, afine example
of middle-period Haydn. It can be heard
in afirst-class budget edition (Naxos
8.550757) featuring conductor Nicholas
Ward in one of the best of Naxos's growing but uneven Haydn symphony series.
Orpheus offers another solid performance and amore interesting filler in
Symphony 80 (DG 427 337-2), but at
nearly three times the price of the Naxos
disc.
Symphony 70 (dating from 1779)
towers as one of the major scores of
Haydn's pre-London output—a work
that has, in many ways, the same standing
in his symphonic canon as Beethoven's
199
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Eighth does to the hallowed "Nine." Both
are exceptionally compact and exuberant,
and both incorporate older traditions
while, in effect, commenting upon them.
With 70, this involves an echoing of
Baroque counterpoint in the second and
fourth movements, the latter combining
acomplex polyphonic fabric with the
kind of motivic development and transformation that generates the drama
typical of sonata structure. Particularly
noteworthy is the way in which the
"subject" of the finale's fugal digression
—a muted four-note figure—becomes
agrand affirmation at the movement's
close.
Both of the two single-CD, moderninstrument editions of the work (Blum's,
Vanguard DVC 5000; and Rattle's, Angel
54297) do it justice; the Vanguard contains Blum's superb 60 and 81 (about the
latter, more presently) and is thus an
unusually good buy. And for those
wishing period instruments, there is
Goodman (Hypérion 66526).
It is not commonly known that in
1782 Haydn contemplated avisit to London, composing three symphonies (7678) for performance there. The trip did
not materialize Fortunately the symphonies did, the last two of them being
prizes.

I
T
TOOK ALMOST TWO
DECADES INTO THE LP
ERA FOR SYMPHONY 77
TO GAIN A
SATISFACTORY
RECORDING.
Today it seems astonishing that it took
almost two decades into the LP era for
77 to gain asatisfactory recording, and
even longer before amajor conductor
(Dorati) produced astudio version. Even
today, only one CD single exists—
Goodman's with period instruments
(Hypérion 66525)—the other edition
being Dorati's in afour-disc set (London 425 925-2). It is well worth having,
capturing the music's special blend of
sophisticated simplicity, tension, and
lyricism. Especially noteworthy is the
harmonic range of the first-movement
development, where asingle motif is put
through acontrapuntal battle only to
have peace suddenly imposed by the
quietly assertive appearance of the exposition's second subject. Impressive, too,
is the cantabile, nocturne-like delicacy
of the slow movement, the buoyant
panache of the third (so different from
Mozart's courtly minuets), and the contrapuntal richness and motivic terseness
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

of the finale. In short, this is awork that
anyone who cares about Haydn cannot
afford to ignore.
Almost as impressive is 78. The first
symphony in adecade that Haydn wrote
in aminor key, it echoes the Sturm und
Drang ethos of earlier works, but with
greater command of material. Particularly arresting is the agitated, even nervous fleetness of the finale. This is a
prime instance of the way aClassical
composer may generate both drama and
humor by contrasting minor and major
tonalities. What results is an example of
how, in contrast to his Romantic counterpart, Haydn never seems to take himself
too seriously. Both single-CD, modeminstrument editions (Orpheus, DG 429
218-2; and Salonen, Sony Classical
45972) are impressive: trimly executed
and aptly lean in sonority. The Sony
recording, however, offers slightly more
realistic string tone and marginally
better-focused winds. And for periodinstrument preferences, there is Goodman (Hypérion 66525).
Another unsung giant, dating from
1784, is 81, awork that waited even
longer than 77 for adequate phonographic representation and one that, even
today, can be had in but two recordings:
Dorati in the aforementioned four-disc
London set (425 925-2), and Blum's in
the twice-cited Vanguard CD (DVC
5000). Both versions are magnificent yet
strikingly different, illustrating how
instructive it can be to have multiple editions of amasterpiece.
Though lacking trumpets and drums,
the work has an incipient grandeur
which Dorati conveys in his weightier,
broader approach. Especially noteworthy is his clarification of one of the score's
boldest strokes: the way in which it
begins (à la Beethoven's Symphony 1) by
immediately modulating. Here, however,
that modulation is not part of aslow
introduction. It occurs in the main allegro,
so that what follows is astruggle—in the
exposition—to get back to the home key.
And it is the tension in this struggle that
Dorati projects so well.
Blum's performance (with more
repeats observed) is less weighty in its
thrusting drive, but it makes an equally
cogent case for the music. Both conductors, let it be added, are impressive in the
deceptively simple slow movement,
where Haydn makes the most of atender
melody.
It is worth emphasizing at this point
that both the Blum CD and the Dorati
set are worth acquiring. Though both
were produced aquarter of acentury
ago, they retain astylishness and musicality that still remain uncommon.
WorldRadioHistory

Indeed, the Dorati, which includes 7283, offers some of the best performances
in his complete traversal, and some of
Haydn's finest symphonies written
before those composed for Paris and
London. Furthermore, Dorati's direction, if at first seemingly understated,
becomes increasingly impressive with
repeated hearings, as many subtle touches
with respect to balances and rhythmic
and dynamic shadings become more
apparent.

AFTER A
MEASURE OF
SILENCE IN THE
HILARIOUS FALSE CLIMAX
OF THE MUSIC
RESUMES-IN THE
WRONG KEY.
90,

This survey would not be complete
without discussion of 90—a festive
trumpets-and-drums piece completed
in 1788, and one of the scores that Haydn
conducted during his first visit to London in 1791. That this symphony is not
better known defies belief. It has many
of the miraculous features of the London
output: aslow introduction that prefigures the main theme of the ensuing
Allegro (anticipating the opening of 98);
stark motivic terseness; and, in the finale,
ahilarious false climax which, after a
measure of silence, is followed by a
resumption of the music, but in the
"wrong" key: D-flat rather than C. This
use of the flattened supertonic anticipates
Beethoven and typifies Haydnesque
surprises and the wit characteristic of
Classicism. Of the two single-disc versions currently available, Rattle's (Angel
64297) features greater dash and vibrance. Worth watching for is alikely
reissue of another first-class Blum performance currently reposing in the Vanguard vault.
A reprise, one is told in freshman English, is the most fitting way to end an
essay. With this in mind, Iapologize
again to all readers whose favorite early
Haydn symphony has been ignored. For
that matter, Iapologize to myself for
omitting 12, 44, 49, 54, 64, 75, and 80—
works that would have been considered
had space permitted. Perhaps they may
be the subject ola future piece. Whatever,
Ihope one point is clear: To understand
the development of Classicism and grasp
the dimension of Haydn's greatness as
asymphonist, one must know far more
than the dozen glorious scores that
crown his "fatherly" achievement. S
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Audioquest Quartz X3 1-meter pair
Audioquest Video X 6-meter
Audioquest Livewire DB One 0.5-meter pair
Audio Alchemy Clearstream Digital 1-meter
Audio Technica AT-620 1-meter pair
Ensemble Digiflux 1-meter
Kimber "PBJ" 0.5-meter pair
Kimber "PBJ" 1-meter pair
MAS MasterLink Black 0.5-meter pair
MAS MasterLink Blue 0.5-meter pair
MIT PC-SQUARED 0.5 meter pair
MIT Adjustable Digital Interface 1-meter
MIT MI 750 Tonearm Cable
Monster Cable M1000 1-meter pair
Monster Cable M1000 MK-III 50' pair
Monster Cable IL400 2-meter pair
Monster Cable Interlink 1-meter pair
Monster Cable IL300 1-meter pair
Monster Cable IL300 1.5-meter pair
Museatex Audio-Interconnect 2-meter single
Nordost Black Knight 1-meter pair
Straightwire Virtuoso 4-meter pair
Straightwire Balanced Maestro 1-meter pair
Straightwire Rhapsody 2 1-meter pair
Straightwire Balanced Rhapsody 20.5-meter pair...
Straightwire LSI Encore 2-meter pair
Straightwire Balanced LSI Encore 5-meter pair...
Straightwire TMI a5-meter pair
Straightwire LSI 1-meter pair
Tara Labs Prism 1-meter pair
Tara Labs Quantum 11-meter pair
Tara Labs Astral Blue 1-meter pair
XW TYPE 10.5 meter pair
XLO/PRO TYPE 150 1-meter pair

$39
$39
$65
$119
$99
$69
$15
$29
$10
$99
$29
$35
$65
$30
$25
$79
$150
$79
$600
$25
$10
$12
$15
$25
$39
$749
$99
$79
$49
$69
$144
$29
$29
$16
$29
$29
$98
$25

Speaker Cables
Audioquest Type 225' pair Pins
Audioquest Type 245' pair Pins
Audioquest Type 4 12' pair Spade logs
Audioquest Type 4 16' pair Pins
Audioquest Type 429' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Type 6 10' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Indigo 3' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest F-88 Shotgun 8' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest F-88 Shotgun 10' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest F-88 Shotgun 8' pair #8I4 spade to Locking Banana Plugs
Audioquest F-88 Shotgun 6' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest F-88 Standard 12' pair Pins to Spades
Audioquest Crystal 8' pair Spade tugs
Audioquest Crystal 24 pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Crystal-2 8' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Crystal-2 10 pair spade u.s.Bana.
Audioquest Crystal-2 28' pair #1 4314 Spade Lugs
Audioquest Midnight-2 2pair Spade Lupa
Audioquest Midnight-2 5' pair Bananas
Audioquest Midnight-2 15' pair Bananas
Audioquest Midnight-3 8' pair spade Lugs
Audioquest Midnight-3 11' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Midnight-3 25' pair Spade Lugs
Nordost Flatline 3' pair Spade Lugs
Nordost Flatline 4.5' pair Spade Lugs
Nordost Flatline 5' single Spade Lugs
Sonoran Dessert Cable 10' pair Spade Lugs
Straightwire Virtuoso 8' pair Spade Lugs
Straightwire Duet 11' pair Spade Lugs
Straightwire Octave 10' pair Spade Lugs
Straightwire Octave 18' pair Spade Lugs
Straightwire Octave 30' pair Spade Lugs
Straightwire Encore 6' pair Spade Lugs
Straightwire Quartet 8' pair Banana Plugs
Straightwire Quartet 15 pair Pins
Straightwire Quartet 25' pair Spade Lugs
Tara Labs Quantum-3 6' pair Spade Lugs
Tara Labs Quantum-1 14 pair Spade Les
Tara Labs Quantum-1 25' pair Spade Lug
Tara Labs Quantum-1 40' pair spade Lugs
,

$55
$88
$49
$60
$98
$50
$20

$59
$59
$89

$39
$45
$85
$219
$98
$119
$279

$49
$69
$169
$139
$179
$389
$19
$22

$12
$175
$549
$149
$79

$139
$239
$59
$35
$45
$69
$45
$45
$75

$120

We will accept your old cables as trade-ins toward these cables also.

aed 710),
Alchemy Dac-In-The-Box
Alchemy DDE v1.1
Alchemy DTI

Alchemy DTI v2.0
Alchemy DLC Preamp
Alchemy 0M-150 Power Amp
Alchemy Power Station 3Power Supply
Alchemy XDP/DTI/PS-4 Package
Alchemy DDE v2.0

$229
$139 $119 ($389
$269
$659
$129
$429
$275

HCM Audio •800-222-3465 •916-345-1341 •Fax 916-345-7269
Chico •CA •95927
PO Box 7385 •
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Selected by JA and RL
town." Nostalgia ain't what it used to be.
teve Earle has taken a mighty
More heartbreak: Earle counters the
rough road. Though Guitar Town
downright stupid bonhomie of"Mercegets my vote for Best Country
nary Song"— ne'er-do-wells with nothRecord of the '80s—the songwriting
genius of Hank Williams Sr. with a
ing better to do going down to fight for
Pancho Villa for steady pay—with "Ben
twang-stomp punk edge, and a fine
McCulloch" 's starkly unromanticized Civprotest album of redneck rant to boot—
il War: "I killed aboy the other night
thereafter Earle's career seemed to coast
who'd never even shaved /Idon't even
downhill with a dreamy, brakeless moknow what I'm fightin' for—I ain't
mentum. Exit 0was damn good, but on
never owned aslave."
Copperhead Road Earle's country-metal
tendencies began to get the better of
But Earle remains adie-hard romantic
about women—his I'm-nothing-you'rehim. Never a favorite of the Nashville
everything love songs have always been
establishment to begin with— he sings STEVE EARLE: Wain aGamin'
anything but cleanboy country—by The Steve Earle, guitar, harmonica, vocals; Peter Rowan, more naked than the usual country boilguitar, mandolin, rnandola, vocals; Norman Blake,
erplate. He uses his muscular Texas twang
Hard Way atortured-sounding Earle was
guitar, dobro, fiddle, Hawaiian guitar; Roy Huskey,
to sing it like he means it; simple lyrics
wallowing in just how hopeless and conacoustic bass; Emmylou Harris, vocals
trary acuss he was, and how much trou- Winter Harvest WH 3302-2 (CD only). Steve Earle, like these (from "Nothin'Without You")
William Alsobrook, prods.; Wayne Neuendoif,
sound almost too vulnerable in Earle's
ble it all brought this pore ol' good ol'
Mike Elliot, engs. ADD. TT: 40:01
throat: "I'm ahero in your eyes /I'm a
boy as he became the cliché of athoucomfort when you cry /When you hurt
sand bad-boy ballads (including afew of
me I'm your fool / But I'm nothin'
his own). As rumors of self-indulgent
Nashville pickin' party. The guitars, manwithout you // I'm apoet just the same
concerts, arrests for D&D, and agallopdolin, dobro, and bass don't just sound
/Every time Ispeak your name / I'm
ing smack habit began to spread, Earle's
rearniight by themselves— they sound
just ashadow when I'm blue /But I'm
only unimpaired talents seemed to be his
like they're all being played in the same
nothin' without your And consider how
abilities to party and make enemies.
room at the same time. Turns out Earle
the speaker in "Sometimes She Forgets"
Then came Shut Up and Die Like an
was cooped up in the iso-booth, but the
came by his knowledge: "If she tells you
Aviator, asurly, joyless live album whose
rest of the players were all playing
title summed up the self-loathing driptogether with natural mike-bleed in a she don't need aman /She's had all the
comfort she can stand / You'd best
ping from the tracks. A lethal touring
small room (at Nashville's Magic Tracks
believe every word she says /But don't
schedule had taken its toll: Earle soundstudio) chosen for its warm, intimate
give up 'cause sometimes she forgets.'
ed as if he had about aweek's worth each
sound. There are only acouple overdubs
There are four covers: aloose, happy
of life and voice left in him. One of the
on the whole album, and no tipped-up,
"I'm Looking Through You," which
most depressing, burnt-out, desperately
chiming guitars, no hormones added to
Earle returns to its country roots; a
unhappy albums I've ever heard.
Roy Huskey's bass. EQ was flat throughcampfire version of "Rivers of Babylon"
But that was four years ago— these
out, with only a touch of compression
with Harris; Townes Van Zandes bitter
days Earle's vices of choice are cigarettes,
and reverb via an EMT 250. In other
ballad, "Tecumseh Valley," in which Earle
Dr. Pepper, and music. Train aComin' is a words, mighty real sound.
lotta new all at once: new album, new
But that's just the sound. Train a sounds like Dylan singing "North
Country Blues"; and Norman Blake's
band, new label, new sound, and what
Combs' is acollection of older, previoussolo-guitar "Northern Winds" (Earle's
sounds like an entirely new Steve Earle.
ly unrecorded Earle originals, some
liner note: "Shut up and learn someNot only is it his first-ever analog
going back more than 20 years. No one
thing.").
recording, it's also Earle's first wholly
captures the heartbreak of the decaying
Earle describes the Beatles' "I'm
acoustic album. "This ain't my unplugged
American heartland better than Earle,
Looking ThroughYou" as "the stuff Icut
record!! God Ihate MTV," he says in the
whether on "Guitar Town," "Hillbilly
my teeth on—Middle Class White Boy
liner notes. When producer William
Highway," or "Good 01' Boy," all from
Roots Music." Funny thing—that's how
Alsobrook told him he'd be recording in
ten years ago, or on this album's
Ifeel about Guitar Town—and Train a
30ips analog, Earle replied, "You're a "Hometown Blues": "I wish I'd never
Combs'. Welcome back, Steve Earle.
dinosaur, motherfucker!"
come back home / It don't feel right
—Richard Lelutert
The album sounds fantastic: like four
since I've been grown /Ican't find any
guys (with Emmylou Harris singing on
of my old friends hangin"round /Won't
two tracks) sittin' around at alate-night
nothin' bring you down like your homeSTEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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We offer
the following
brands:
Acurus &Aragon by Mondial
Aerial •AKG •Audio Alchemy
Avalon •Ayre •B&O •Bryston
B&W •California Audio Labs
Carver •Celestion
Classé Audio •Crown •CWD
Faroudja •Forsell Reference
Fosgate •Genesis
Gold Aero •Grado •Gryphon
Harmonix •Jadis •JVC
Lexicon •Magneplanar
Magnum Dynalab
Mark Levinson •Melos
Mirage •MIT Cables
M&K •Monster Cable •NAD
Nakamichi •Niles •Pattern
Pioneer Elite •Premier Stands
Proceed •Proton •PS Audio
Quad •Que Sound
Rega •Rockoustics
Runco •Sennheiser •SME
Sonance •Sonic Frontiers
Sony ES •Spectral •Stax
Stewart Screens
Sumiko •Target •Terk
Theater Design Associates
Theta • Triad
Vacuum Tube Logic
Vandersteen •Velodyne
Vidikron •Vimak •VPI
Wadia •And Others

There's No
Substitute For
Speaker Size.
As one critic has
written, `:..only planars
get image-size presentation
right."
"Box speakers," he
noted, "are inherently
unable to develop the
proper surface loudness or
intensity typical of large
instruments such as the
piano. Characterized by
alarge acoustic output
spread over alarge sounding board, apiano's wave
launch is obviously going
to be all wrong when it's
squeezed through an 8"
woofer..."*
Magneplanars®, with
ribbon and full-range planar technologies, provide
truly lifelike reproduction.
Their design has made
them the best-selling fullrange planars in the world.
For many discriminating
audiophiles, there's no
alternative to Magneplanars.
Smaller box speakers
just cannot equal their
performance.
Visit Lyric soon and
audition the world's most
popular full-range planar
speakers. They're priced
from $690 to $9900 apair.
•Stereophile, Vol. 17, No. 3
March, 1994. Dick Olsher

MANHATTAN 1221 Lexington Ave, NYC, NY 10028 212-439-1900
WHITE PLAINS 146 East Post Rd, White Plains, NY 10601 914-949-7500
BOTH STORES OPEN MON, TUES, WED, FRI, SAT 10-6, THURS 10-8, SUN 12-5
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Vladinnir Ashkerazy gives first-rate accounts of
second-rate works: Borodin's first two symphonies.
BORODIN: Symphonies 1Sr 2, In Central Asia
Vladimir Ashkenazy. Royal Philharmonic
London 436 651-2 (CD only). Jonathan Stokes,
John DunIcerley, tugs.; Andrew Camail, Paul
Myers. prods. DDD. TT: 69:35

This is a most attractive disc. Ashkenazy
draws some exquisite exotic sounds from
the RPO in the atmospheric symphonic
poem In Central Asia, and this sets the tone
for the entire production: fine coordination, sensitive tonal balance, and compassionate commitment to the task.
Symphony Iis not agreat work; alittle
short on substantial themes, it seems to
favor repetition rather than development.
Nonetheless, Ashkenazy realizes its
strengths—the attractive agility of the
Scherzo, the gentility of the Andante's
theme and, more broadly, the originality of
its voice—and makes asatisfying performance.The smaller-scaled Symphony 2is,
not surprisingly, the more famous,
although its richer melodies are, again,
rarely expanded upon. However, the work
packs agreater punch, revealing at its heart
the wonderful, and here opulent, horn
theme of the Andante.
Throughout, the RPO plays with care
and attention to detail, while being balanced with an ear to the structure of the
entire work. Sonically, the recording is
equally well-focused, enhancing the many
lovely moments in this music with aconsistency that belies the fact that all three
works were recorded in three different
venues over the course of 12 months. An
excellent achievement.
—Barbara Jahn
HANDEL: Jephtha
John Mark Ainsley, Jephtha; Michael George,
Zebul; Catherine Denley, Stare Christiane
.0elze,Iplus; Axel Köhler, Hamor; Julia Gooding,
Angel; RIAS Chamber Chorus, Berlin Academy
for Old Music. Marcus Creed
Berlin Classics 1057-2 (3 CDs only). Geert
Plahlmann, Ulrike Neugebauer, engs.; Achim
Dobschall, prod. DDD. TT: 2:40:07

Jephtha, written in 1751, proved to be
Handel's last oratorio. (One later piece,
The Triumph of Time and Truth, of 1757, was
STEREOPFIKEJUNE 1995

atranslation from the Italian with almost
no new music.) As was his practice, Handel
borrowed music for Jephtha both from
other composers and from his own earlier
work. Less than two-thirds of the score is
new
The story (from Judges 11) involves the
warrior Jephtha, who promises the Lord
that if he is granted victory over the Ammonites, he will sacrifice whomever he
first sees upon his return. That person is
none other than his virgin daughter. Need
Isay more? In fact, Handel, along with his
librettist Thomas Morell and an Enlightened England, could not accept such anegative outcome, so, in the oratoriojephtha's
vow was amended, and an Angel introduced to rescue the daughter. Other additions included Jephtha's brother, wife, and
almost son-in-law, thus making Acts II and
III adomestic tragedy hardly suggested by
the Biblical account.
Despite a goodly number of da capo
arias, Handel's style is noticeably modern
in 1751. Tuneful melodies, short, balanced
phrases, and homophonic choral writing
compete with his familiar style. The music
and dramatic power are very strong throughout, never betraying Handel's age and failing sight, though we might note that he
needed more time to complete Jephtha
than any comparable work.
Gone are the days when music of this
period was cast with leftovers from Tosca.
All six soloists make positive contributions, though tenor Ainsley in the title role
and soprano Oelze as his daughter Iphis
are the most memorable. Listen to Ainsley's pinpoint coloratura in "His mighty
arm" or Oelze's beguiling "Tune the soft
melodious lute" to hear what Imean.
Oelze's work, unfortunately, is compromised by noticeably accented English.
Countertenor Alex Köhler is impressively
round-toned as 1phis's intended; unlike
many countertenors, he has enough heft
to make arias such as "On me let blind
mistaken zeal" work. Michael George is
his usual effective, if woofy, self, while
Catherine Derdey sounds matronly—not
always appealing, but appropriate for her
role. Julia Gooding does well in her one
recitative/aria as the Angel.
The orchestra under Marcus Creed is
very fine, the playing varying from nicely
warm to sharply detached in such pieces
as "Cherub and Seraphim." The German
chorus sings responsively, despite aslight
accent, and the recording is well balanced,
with no gimmicks. Recommended, particularly since the much-admired John
Eliot Gardner version from the 1988
Göttingen Handel Festival is now deleted,
and Schwann Opus offers no competing
version.
—Paul Mthouse
LOPATNEKOFF: Music for Violin et Piano
Gavotte, Five Kontraste, Three Pieces for Violin &
Piano, Varationen, Sonata 1for Solo Piano, Sonata
2for Violin & Piano, Dance Piece, Intervals
Mischa Lefkowitz, violin; Nanette Kaplan Solomon, piano
Laurel LR-846CD (CD only). Herschel Burke Gilbert, eng., prod. AAD. TT: 75:48
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It is both wonderful and abit sad to discover afresh, invigorating voice almost 20
years after it was silenced. Nikolai Lopatnikoff, who was born in Estonia in 1903
and died in Pittsburgh in 1976, is paid
heartfelt homage in this brilliantly performed and recorded disc of his music for
violin and piano. Every work except one
(Sonata 2) receives its world-premier recording here, and the results are captivating.
This music covers many moods, from
witty to anguished, and is never boring or
trite. Free from overt influences, Lopatnikoff's work can be both playful and
menacing at the same time—which Ifind
reminiscent of Prokofiev, though the similarity never quite sounds derivative. The
music is economical, linear, and well-constructed, and Ifind it to have an immediate and lasting appeal.
Solomon's playing is muscular and articulate, carrying along with it an unmistakable passion for the notes. The playing
of violinist Lefkowitz is equally sympathetic and highly convincing. Fortunately
for us, the musicians have been captured
by Herschel Gilbert's special brand ofmagic.
His Laurel recordings consistently achieve
averisimilitude that is unique in my experience. Exceptional transparency and clarity are achieved with natural warmth and
timbre—an uncommon accomplishment,
to say the least.
Instead of buying your third version of
some Romantic or Classical warhorse, seek
out this remarkable collection. You won't
regret it.
—Robert Hesson

The chamber music of the virtually unknown
Nikolai Lopatnikoff gets world-premiere recordings—brilliant.
MANIER: Symphony 4*; Blumine
LaserLight 14 139 (CD only). TT: 63:04
MAHLER: Symphony 6
LaserLight 14 140 (2 CDs only). TT: 82:49
MAHLER: Symphony 7
LaserLight 14 141 (2 CDs only). TT: 80:52
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9
LaserLight 14 138 (CD only).TT: 58:24
All four: Hartmut Haenchen, Netherlands Philharmonic (*Alexandra Coku, soprano)
Jan Tuender, prod. DDD.

It's nice to see the budget classical lines
venturing further from the routine, meatand-potatoes repertoire: these Mahler
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FROM THE LEADER OF HIGH-END
AUDIO/VIDEO & HOME THEATER...

THE EXPANSION OF SOUNDEX!
-Over 23,000 sq. ft. facility
-21 Soundrooms and Home Theaters
- Service Department with certified
technicians on premises
- Home Theater design,
consulting and installation
-Quality Pre-Owned

Equipment

- Estethlished in 1958

UNDEX
HIGH -ENID AUDIO/VIDEO

S OUNDEX •1100
:teurus •ADS •:terial •Ampro

St

HOME THEATER

Easton Road .Willow Grove, PA 19090 0215-659-8815

ipogee •Aragon •ASC •.tudio Prism •Audio Quest •Audio Research

II&K •Basis •Benz Micro •Cal riudio Labs •Cardas •Convergent :hulk) Technology •Day Sequerra
Dunlavy Audio Labs •EgglestonMOrks eEnlightened Audio Designs •Faroudja •Forsell •Forté
German Acoustics •Grado •Graham Engineering •Jadis •Krell •Krell Audio Standard •Krell Digital
Lexicon •bra Cartridges •Magnum Dynalab •‘lark Levinson •Martin Logan •Mirage •Niles Audio
\

Onkyo •Pioneer Elite •Power wedge •Prote •Proceed •Proton •Quad • RoomTune •SME •Sonic Frontiers
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symphonies represent adown payment on
acycle, while the Bruckner is acontinuation of another (Symphonies 3and 7have
been available for some time). Presumably,
LaserLight isn't aiming these ambitious
releases at experienced collectors, who
undoubtedly already have their favorites,
but at newcomers who might be tempted
by the low price. The question then
becomes: In terms of quality, do these recordings offer value for money?
Musically, the answer is basically yes.
The prospective listener picking these
discs from adisplay rack would get an excellent sense of what the music is about. I
don't know who or what the "Netherlands Philharmonic" might be—the
Netherlands Radio Philharmonic? apickup group? LaserLight's booklets offer only
notes on the music, in German and awkwardly translated English, plus photos of Jean Sibelius—the legendary Anthony Collins cycle
the conductor. In any case, as spliced into
of the seven symphonies returns after decades out
shape by the production team (conspicuof print. Worth the wait
ously so in Blumine, unfortunately), it's a
a downward one—anyone have any clues?
good second-string group, playing with
The soprano has trouble maneuvering her
solid tone and satisfactory intonation.
pleasant lyric voice through the lower
Compared to, say, the Vienna or Berlin
midrange, where it loses substance and
Philharmonics, these players occasionally
focus. The lyrical, limpid Blumine, splices
lack sheer heft and coloristic variety, but
and all, deftly balances coolness and ardor.
they rise capably to the climaxes. The
With its outer movements clearer and
woodwinds have plenty of character; the
less fragmented than usual, this Seventh
crucial brasses in the Bruckner are secure.
makes a particularly fine choice for the
Certainly this playing is superior to that of
newcomer. (If you're "keeping score:'
the Eastern European orchestras frequentHaenchen does buy his long-term coherly offered in this price range (sometimes
ence at the expense of some of the indiby LaserLight themselves).
cated tempo adjustments.) The long, difThe sound, however, may elicit reservafuse first movement is exceptionally welltions. The engineering, drawn from conorganized and -projected. After the excert performances in Amsterdam's Contended introduction, the first subject propcertgebouw, is always okay, never really
er brings adistinct change of mood and
better—slight variations from disc to disc
pulse; the high strings' winding, flowing
are most likely attributable to the differsecond subject strikes the right note of
ences between individual works. Of the
Mahler symphonies, 4sounds best, with a Romantic yearning on its appearances;
and Haenchen shapes the development
subtle glow enhancing the clearly focused,
firmly. The inner movements didn't do
transparent textures. The more densely
much for me, though Haenchen draws a
scored 6 and 7 are drier and less atmosnice mood in the second Nachtmusik. On
pheric. The Bruckner 9 points up an
the other hand, the Finale, which can seem
anomaly in the brass recording which is
superficial in aweak performance, moves
common to all the discs: the full section
forthrightly through the Wagnerian brass
sounds solid and firm, but the trumpets
fanfares as well as the frankly flatfooted
alone, divorced from support below, sound
contrapuntal sections; Ifound the lack of
shallow and tonally "flat," as if digital
depth in the trumpet reproduction annoygremlins had somehow sapped the funing here, though.
damentals from the timbre.
The Sixth, conversely, doesn't quite make
Interpretively, we're on good middlethe grade. The orchestra clearly finds this
of-the-road ground throughout. Hartmut
writing more taxing; and, even with the
Haenchen's tempos are uniformly judibenefits of splicing between performances,
cious and natural-sounding; his phrasing is
musical and unmannered, and he keeps a the Finale sounds fatigued, with tentative
ensemble among the string desks and
clear eye on the large-scale musical strucnumerous inaccurate balances. Elsewhere,
tures. In his characterful Mahler 4, details
the "motto" major-minor move in the
aren't all perfect: the nervous cellos at the
trumpets is often fudged rhythmically; and
"Wieder sehr ruhig" in the first movement
while Haenchen neither sentimentalizes
(4:26) could have used a retake; and at
nor trivializes the slow movement, it
5:18 in the second movement, Haenchen
emerges as oddly uninvolving.With Szell's
incorrectly suppresses the thematic clarfastidious if dispassionate account available
inet in favor of the violins. But the work's
on asingle budget CD (Sony SBK 47654),
design is clearly laid out, and the climaxes
this one can be safely bypassed, despite its
build with assurance.
reasonable musical impulses.
There's an odd textual variant at 13:13
The Bruckner, conversely, fills areal gap
in the first movement: ahorn playing an
in the catalog: there isn't another really
upward figure instead of abassoon playing
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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good budget Ninth around, and Haenchen's reading is authoritative and distinctive. He maintains his customary rhythmic
firmness, but his baton is flexible when
there's aspecific point to be made: in the
first movement, for example, the second
subject takes aslower and more reflective
turn at 5:49—a nice touch. (The same
subject's recapitulation, however, could
have been better prepared.) And his strong
feeling for the weight and color of the
harmonic shifts in the Finale's chorales
compensates for the orchestra's tonal limitations. In the Scherzo, the brass chords
unfortunately obscure the vaulting string
theme; but the Trio, one of Bruckner's few
truly scherzando moments, is effectively
playful.
These records won't displace the fullprice competition (though the Mahler 7
can certainly stand with it); but with generally stylish, unintrusive interpretations,
competently played and decently recorded, you could do worse for your money.
—Stephen Francis Vasta

SIBELIUS:The Seven Symphonies
Anthony Collins, London Symphony Orchestra
Symphonies 1 ar 7, Karelia Suite
Beulah 1PD8. TT: 61:35
Symphonies 2 8t 6
Beulah 2PD8. TT: 69:14
Symphony 3,* Tone Poems
Pohjola's Daughter,* Pelleas & Melisande excerpts,
Nightride & Sunriset
Beulah 3PD8. TT: 67:57
Symphonies 4 Sr 5
Beulah 4PD8. TT: 61:41
All four: Mono CDs only. Kenneth Wilkinson, eng.;
Victor Olof, Peter Andry,* James Walker,t prods.
ADD.

Anthony Collins's recordings of these
Symphonies first appeared between 1952
and 56, to great acclaim. Their reissue on
Eclipse left many dissatisfied, but these
transfers to CD on Beulah are really quite
superb, and should be wholeheartedly
welcomed by those who have long held
the view that these performances are the
yardstick against which all others should
be measured. For Collins has an exceptional ear for balance; he gives us awelter
of detail, everything is fresh and natural,
things are discovered as if by overturning a
stone.
But such is his sensitivity that every nuance contributes to the view of abroader
landscape. Nothing is forced or exaggerated, although Collins is guilty of changing
the odd part here, the odd rhythm there.
This is something I don't usually have
much time for, but it is done with such
conviction, and realized with such musicality, that it merely serves as an acceptable
alternative.
Although Symphonies 2and 5were not
available when I was compiling my
"Building a Library" articles on each, I
would definitely recommend them for
inclusion on anyone's shelves. Collins also
displays arare empathy in the lesser-known
works; Symphonies 4and 6, although less
acceptable to many, come to life thanks to
his subtlety. They have been killed by many
another conductor attempting to overem209
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Cables &Accessories
XLO •Sonoran •Bright Star
Atlantis •Shun Mook •A.R.T.
Purist •Mango. Zoethecus
Solidsteel •Target •Grado
Cable Jacket •Mapleshade
Ultra Resolution Technology
Straight Wire •Synergistic
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Simpson, with only solo voice, does not.
Sound is also more than acceptable, if not
quite up to that of Hyperion's Tony Faulkner. If Iappear to be merely praising with
faint damns, ignore me. Buy three copies:
one for yourself, one for the feminist on
your gift list, and one for Camille Paglia.

phasize and over-interpret, when the
music can quite easily speak for itself if
carefully balanced and phrased. Neither is
this touch lost on the shorter pieces, the
little-known Nightride and Sunrise proving
an entirely convincing miniature.
I'm delighted to be able to recommend
all four volumes— not only to Sibelius
aficionados, but also to anyone wishing to
discover his music for the first time.

—Les Berkley

—Barbara Jahn

STRAVINSKY: Oedipus Rex
Philip Langridge, Florence Quivar, James Morris,
Jan-Hendrik Rootering, Donald Kaasch, Jules
Bastin; Chicago Symphony Orchestra 8c Chorus
(Margaret Hillis, Chorus Master), James Levine
DG 435 872-2 (CD only). Gregor Zielinsky, Klaus
Behrens, Wolf-Dieter Karwatky, Reinhard
Lagemann, engs.; Christopher Alder, prod. DDD.
TT: 51:27
STRAVINSKY: The Rake's Progress
Jayne West, Jon Garrison, Arthur Woodley, John
Cheek, Shirley Love, Wendy White, Melvin
Lowery, The Gregg Smith Singers; Orchestra of
St. Luke's, Robert Craft
MusicMasters 67131-2 (2 CDs only). Gregory K.
Squires, Richard Price, Arlo McKinnon, Jr., engs.;
Gregory K. Squires, prod. DDD. TT: 2:08:00

These two vocal works neatly bracket
Stravinsky's unique approach to oratorio
and opera. The dramatic austerity of the
classically derived Oedipus Rex contrasts
sharply with the cryptically conversational, neo-classical The Rake's Progress.Whether setting the Latin text of Sophocles via
Cocteau or the poetic libretto of W.H.
Auden, Stravinsky was always unmistakably himself. Each of these discs offers a
fresh perspective on music recorded all too
infrequently.
James Levine's Oedipus is alively, vigorous performance. Somewhat less stoic than
Ozawa (with Jessye Norman) on Philips,
Levine focuses on the angular rhythms and
stark, dramatic textures to fashion an energetic, insightful interpretation of often
fearsome impact. As usual, the CSO plays
with determined virtuosity and precision.
While Imarginally prefer Robert Craft's
MusicMasters CD (included in Volume 1
of "Stravinsky, The Composer") for its
insight, and would certainly not want to be
without Stravinsky's 1961 Sony recording
(available at this writing only in the massive Stravinsky Edition), Icould live with
Levine's traversal without feeling deprived. His Oedipus, with German narration, could easily serve as areference for all
but the Stravinsky specialist. Sonics are
excellent, with superb dynamics, uncommon midrange transparency, and asmooth,
extended upper register.
MusicMasters' outstanding series continues with Volume VI of "Stravinsky, The
Composer," The Rake's Progress. Craft's
touch is light but sure, with an almost
Mozartian delicacy. Each orchestral line is
appropriately highlighted with just the
right emphasis and nuance. While the
definitive recording of this underrated
opera may not yet exist, this one is close.
This new version is a distinct improvement over Stravinsky's 1964 Sony recording, with much better singing— it's also
S
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james Levine conducts Stravinsky's Oedipus Rex in a

WEISGALL: Six Characters in Search of an
Author
Lee Schaenen, Lyric Opera Center for American
Artists, Members of the Lyric Opera of Chicago
Orchestra
New World 80454-2 (2 CDs only). Elizabeth
Ostrow, Bruce Scott, prods.; Caryl Wheeler, eng.
DDD. TT: 2:16:22

Hugo Weisgall's 1958 operatic treatment of
Luigi Pirandello's complicated, surreal play
of 1921 is awork to admire, and one to
the only other CD release of the complete
which I've now listened afew times.
opera.
It's avery wordy, heady piece (as is the
Sonics are adequate, if hardly stunning.
play): An opera company is rehearsing a
There's often aslightly veiled and distant
new opera—a "novelty:' as the director
quality to the orchestra, but the singers are
calls it—when into their midst happens a
prominently spotlighted. Of the singers,
dysfunctional family who claim to be
soprano Jayne West is the ideal Anne
characters in an unfinished opera.They are
Trulove, with apure, bell-like voice and
perfect diction. Tenor Jon Garrison is a searching for someone who will complete
their story, and the opera singers, unhappy
generally effective Rakewell, but he occawith their "novelty," convince their direcsionally sounds more heroic than rakish.
tor that the six characters' opera should be
Bass-baritone John Cheek's Nick Shadow
substituted for their own. In addition to
is adelight. however; and, along with West,
dealing with the six characters' story (chilis an example of perfect casting. Robert
dren who hate their parents, unfaithful
Craft's The Rake's Progress should not be
wife, illegitimate children), the opera commissed by those who have astrong interest
pany must deal with what their reality has
in the opera. Collectors such as I, who are
become, which is very odd indeed. As I
grabbing the entire series, anxiously await
said, wordy and heady. ("Are you suggestVolume VIL
—Carl Baugher
ing, sir, that you six characters have more
reality than we have?," asks the prompter.)
BARBARA STROZZI: Vocal Music
Weisgall's music grows out of Alban
Musica Secreta
Berg's in all the best ways: When it isn't
Amon Ra CD SAR 61 (CD only). Gef Lucena,
tonal, the atonalities are meaningful and
David Wilkins, prods., engs. DDD. TT: 64:10
biting; the ensembles are densely contraThe name of Barbara Strozzi (1619puntal, the lyrical moments achingly so.
1665?) is, alas, not one to conjure with. In
The play is full of angst and confrontation,
spite of this, afew musicians with betterand Weisgall's music and Denis Johnston's
than-average taste appear to like her, and if
libretto, every line of which is singable and
they do so in part because she is one of the
comprehensible, does not shrink in the
only female composers known from her
face of such complications. This ain't lots
period (or from any), it doesn't matter. I of fun, but it is potent. (And, actually, there
welcome with joy any Strozzi Ican get.
are some lighter, very clever moments. At
Within the limits permitted her by upperone point near the start, when the director
class Venetian culture, her works are true
is trying to convince the singers that the
gems. There is not asong on this disc that
"novelty" is worth performing, he sings
would embarrass any male composer of
"Man cannot live by Faust alone," to the
the age, unless he were to be embarrassed
tune of the Flower Song from Carmen!)
by his own inferiority. Isay this not in
The performance, by mostly young and
some spirit of political correctness, but
little-known singers, is exemplary—inbecause it is patently true.
volved, clear, intelligent. This is an ensemMusica Secreta (three female voices,
ble piece with star turns every so often,
theorbo, and harpsichord) obviously share
and the listener is never disappointed. The
my opinion of Barbara Strozzi, since they
orchestra plays equally well—conductor
seem to enjoy her music. True, they don't
Schaenen is to be congratulated. The live
equal the performance of Glenda Simpson
recording is amazingly vibrant and clean.
and the Camerata of London (Hyperion
A libretto is provided, but there are only
CDA 66303, nla according to Schwann
two cueing points per CD—an oversight.
Opus; damn someone's mercenary soul if
I'm not suggesting that this opera can
true), but Isuspect no one could. In parbe enjoyed the way one enjoys, say
ticular, they cannot match Simpson's gloBohème, but following the libretto and grorious rendering of the witty Amor, non
wing familiar with the music reaps rich
dormir pin, but they do sing beautifully
rewards. For the adventurous.
enough, and cover alot of material that
—Robert Levine
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choice of repertoire and recordings, impeccable preparation. It helps that her
training and talent are exemplary. One
would never guess from her recordings
that her voice is very small—kudos to her
producer and engineers, who record her
very close, but somehow manage to avoid
breathiness almost entirely. Everything about
this disc is apleasure, including the playing
of the Vienna Chamber Orchestra and
Gyiirgy Fischer's leadership. Just great!
—Robert Levine

Mezzo-soprano Cecilia Bartoli— everything you've
heard is true.

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
CECILIA BARTOLI: Mozart Portraits
Arias from Con' fan tune, Le nozze di Fiver, Don
Giovanni; Davidde pertinente, K.469; Exmiltate
Jubilate, K.165
Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo; Vienna Chamber Orchestra,
Gytirgy Fischer
London 443 452-2 (CD only). Christopher Raeburn, prod.; James Lock, Neil Hutchinson, engs.
DDDAT: 60:49

Here's an hour of astounding music-making. We know Bartoli by now: acreamy,
rich, perfectly placed mezzo, an ideally
produced range of over two octaves up to
a shining, secure high C; che ability to
shade at all dynamic levels; staggeringly
accurate coloratura; real attention to the
text; sharp delineation of character; and
what appears to be genuine enthusiasm and
excitement in the face of singing great
music. In short, the cat's proverbial pajamas.
In this recital, Bartoli switches from soprano to mezzo arias (not to mention a
dip into the castrato repertoire), from maids
to mistresses, from secular to religious,
with intelligence and ease. She sings both
of Fiordiligi's arias with wonderful outrage, both mature and secure, and these,
followed by Despina's sassy "In uornini, in
soldati," performed in an entirely different
voice and style, alone would ensure her
place in an operatic hall of fame. Similarly,
she sings arias given to both the Countess
and Susanna in Figaro (the latter is the aria
Mozart substituted for "Deh vieni" in
1789, and quite ajoy it h) equally convincingly (particularly the dark, introspective, "Dove sono"), then repeats the feat
with Zerlinis tender "Ben, bard," and
Elvira's fiery "In quali eccesi...Mi tradi..."
from Don Giovanni.
Davidde penitente is alittle-known secular working of most of the music from the
C-minor Mass; the aria sung here is better
known (with a few variations) as the
"Laudamus te" from that Mass. And last is
the "Exsultate," composed for castrato.
Bartoli both exults and rejoices in it, apparently fearless of neither its difficulties
nor its tessitura.
Thus far—she's still not 30—this superstar's career has been perfectly managed:
no singing in large opera houses, careful

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ: The Private Collettion,Vol.1
Vladimir Horowitz, piano
Bach:Toccata in c(BWV 911). Chopin: Fantasy in
f, Op.49; Polonaise, Op.26 No.1; Mazurka, Op.30
No.2. Clementi: Sonata, Op.36 No.1; Sonata,
Op.24 No.2, 1st movement; Sonata, Op.34, 2nd
movement. Liszt: Consolations 48c 5. Mendelssohn: Song, Without Words, Op.67 No.3. Rachmaninoff: Etude-tableau, Op.39 No.7.
RCA 62643-2 (mono CD only). Jon M. Samuels,
digital remastering eng.; Thomas Frost, prod.
ADD. TI': 63:21
RUDOLF SERKIN: The Unreleased Studio
Recordings
Rudolf Serkin, piano
Beethoven: Sonatas 1, 6, 12, 13, 16, 21 ("Waldstein"), 30, 31, 32
Sony SM3K 64490 (3 CDs only). Fred Plaut, Stan
Tonkel, engs.; Thomas Frost, Howard Scott,
prods. ADD. TT: 3:10:46
SOLOMON: In Berlin
Solomon, piano
Bach: Italian Concerto. Beethoven: Sonatas 3, 14.
Brahms: Intermezzi, Op.118 No.6, Op.116
No.4; Rhapsody, Op.79 No.1. Chopin: Fantasy
in f, Op.49; Nocturne, Op.9 No.1; Scherzo No.2
Op.31.
APR 7030 (2 mono CDs only). Bryan Crimp, digital remastering eng., prod. ADD. TT: 92:06

It seems almost every month that an important historical recording will appear
that is not areissue but afirst-time release.
Of the three listed above, the Horowitz
dates from privately made (but of professional quality) acetates of Carnegie Hall
concerts that occurred between 1945 and
1950. The repertoire is fairly typical, but
there are three important large-scale items
in aprogram that is entirely new to the
commercial Horowitz discography: the CMinor Bach Toccata, plus the Chopin
Fantasy and c-sharp Polonaise. The Bach,
with its enormous drive, has extraordinary
passion; but Ifound both Chopin pieces
bogged down in detail, without unity, and,
in the case of the Fantasy, surprisingly prosaic (compare Solomon's version below).
The clattery-sounding Polonaise has neither nobility nor tragedy.
With these two exceptions, most of the
other pieces are brief but valuable. Horowitzians—I count myself one—will of
course have to own this first of several liverecital offerings from BMG. Surface noise
is apparent, but the piano reproduction,
barring some examples of shallow, close-up
miking (the two big Chopin works), is certainly adequate for such ahistorical issue,
and often impressively sonorous.
Solomon, who from the time of his prodigy years went professionally only by his
first name (his patronymic was Cutner),
has had quite anumber of reissues on CD,
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Rudolf Serkin performs three hours' worth of previously unreleased performances of Beethoven
piano sonatas—unfailingly sensitive.

but hardly any of live performances—and
those few have been with orchestra. Here
is amost valuable set of solo performances
recorded in mono in February 1956 for
RIAS, the Berlin radio, and they are
exceedingly well-reproduced. After listening to the Beethoven sonatas and the
Chopin Fantasy—items which Solomon
had previously recorded commercially—
one realizes all over again what aprofound
loss it was when, toward the end of that
same year, the pianist suffered a severe
stroke, preventing him from playing again.
This Chopin Fantasy, for example, is simply agreat pertbrmance, on the level of his
1932 English Columbia 78 recording, but
in far better sound.
What makes the two-CD set really
stand out, however, is the inclusion of
some repertoire that he had never recorded: asplendid Italian Concerto, afine group
of Brahms, and the Chopin Nocturne, Op.9
No.1, and Second Scherzo—two sensational performances that have every right
to be included in any pantheon of Chopin
recordings. Iheard the pianist play that
scherzo in Boston in the 1950s, and am
absolutely delighted finally to hear his performance again.
Piano aficionados and admirers of
Solomon will also be pleased to learn that
his biography. Solo, has just been published
by APR (P.O. Box 1, Wark, Hexham,
Northumberland NE48 3EW, UK); it is a
thorough, well-illustrated account of this
great British pianist by Bryan Crimp, the
producer of this and all the other admirable APR releases devoted to historical
performers. Irecommend it and the present discs most highly.
Thomas Frost, who produced most of
Rudolf Serkin's Beethoven Sonatas contained in Sony's three-CD set, mentions in
his annotations that the pianist often
rejected the tapes from his recording sessions, saying that he could improve upon
them, and consequently re-recorded many
of the sonatas—that is how these present
performances came into being. But these
are really not rejects at all. Rather, they
should be thought of as alternate versions,
all of them worth hearing.
Furthermore, just like Solomon, whose
213
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stroke prevented him from recording all
the Beethoven Sonatas, Serkin never completed the 32-storey edifice.What one hears
here, however, is of the greatest importance, since five of the nine sonatas (all
except No.21 and the final three) are new
to the Serkin discography.
In excellent 20-bit sound, these 196076 performances are reflective, unfailingly
sensitive, and sensible in tempo. Only in a
few places, for instance the first and last
movements of 21, does Serkin's passionately controlled playing seem overly deliberate and slightly lacking in focus. The
style is drier than Solomon's and agreat
many other pianists', but so far as attention
to architecture, lyricism, drive, and dynamics are concerned, these are superb performances as well as recordings of great importance.
—Igor Kipois

J
AZZ &BLUES
LYNNE ARRIALE: When You Listen
Lynne Arriale, piano; Drew Gress, bass; Steve Davis,
drums
DMP CD-51I (CD only). Lynne Arriale, prod.;
Tom Jung, prod.; eng. DDD. IT: 63:20

Inevitably, Lynne Arriale will be compared
to Bill Evans. It's the airiness of her playing, with its firmness of touch and intention married to asophisticated lyricism,
that makes the comparison seem right. It's
also her repertoire of fine standards and
unpretentious originals, and her active way
of interacting with her rhythm section,
that bring Evans to mind.
That said, it's Arriale who chooses this
repertoire and picks her notes in such a
compelling way, her billowing phrases so
buoyant that they seem to float on the beat
like aseabird on awave. Arriale plays "Bess,
You is My Woman" at an ideal tempo, and
with ideal deference to its beautiful melody. Not even in her unaccompanied first
chorus does she distort the lines uncomfortably for local effect; she seems to have
a whole performance in mind from the
beginning.
That's true of the freer performances
here, such as "You and the Night and the
Music" and the uptempo "Seven Steps to
Heaven:' the latter arranged by drummer
Steve Davis, who also solos. Arriale's compositions include acalypso, and the oddly
titled ballad "When You Listen." Iwouldn't
have thought she had trouble getting anyone to listen.
The sound of this 20-bit high-resolution
recording is excellent, the bass solid and the
drums in arealistic space, even if that space
is stretched abit between cymbals. Arriale's
second disc is aworthy successor to The
Eyes Have It.
—Michael Ullman
CLARENCE "GATEMOUTH" BROWN: The
Man
Clarence Brown, vocals, guitar, violin, viola; Bobby
Campo, Steve Howard, Terry Townson, trumpet:
Peter McEachern, Chris Belleau, trombone; Eric
Demmer, Jon Smith, Dennis Taylor, sax; Joe-El
Sonnier, accordion; Tommy Moran, pedal steel
guitar; Ron Harris, Luther Wamble, electric gui-
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percussion; Turtle Island String Quartet; background vocalists
Mad-Kat MKCD 10005 (CD only). Paul Potyen,
Madeline Eastman, prods.; Phil Edwards, eng.
DDD. TI': 54:25
CARLA WHITE: Listen Here
Carla White, vocals; Lew Tabackin, tenor sax, alto
flute; Peter Madsen, piano; Dean Johnson, bass;
Lewis Nash, drums
Evidence ECD 22109-2 (CD only). Carla White,
prod.; Ed Rak, eng. ADD? TT: 62:07

Given the number of great female jazz
voices which have been stilled in recent
years, it's not surprising that concern has
been expressed about the survival of the
jazz diva as arole in the art form. But there
are still active keepers of the flame, highly
creative artists like Cassandra Wilson, Betty
Lynne Arriale's second album is at least as good as
Carter, Helen Merrill, Stephanie Haynes,
her first—and that one was a Recording of the
and Julie Kelly. And, like the three vocalists
Month.
under consideration here, they sing jazz not
tar; loe Krown, piano, Hammond organ; Harold
because it's areliable way to make aliving,
Fl4d, bass; David Peters, drums; Elaine Foster,
but because, as Carla White puts it, "The
Lisa Foster, Erica Falls, background vocals
first time you hear jazz, really hear it, it
Verve Gitanes 314 523 761-2 (CD only). Jay Newconnects with your soul and changes your
land, David Farrell, engs.; John Snyder, Jim Bateman, prods. DDD. TT: 62:15
life."
Madeline Eastman has achieved astatus
Since the late '40s, when he began playing
which is amixed blessing: she is now acult
his T-Bone Walker—influenced guitar
figure. Her following, though not large, is
around New Orleans, Clarence "Gateboth passionate and convinced that it is in
mouth" Brown has been performing in a
possession of aspecial shared secret. Point
variety of styles that I'd be tempted to call
of Departure started it all in 1990, introducbewildering if he weren't so good at everying a voice which cut as clean as a dry
thing he does. He spurns the usually
martini—a heady inflection which wove
laudatory rubric "blues singer," saying that
spells around songs like "Wild is the Wind"
he "plays American music, Texas style."
and "Calling You (Theme from Baghdad
Texas, as we all know, covers alot of ground,
Ccfe)." Mad About Madeline, from 1991,
musical and otherwise. Brown tries everysustained her impeccable choices of matething but Tex-Mex.
rial (eg, Bill Evans and Billie Holiday) and
On The Man, Gatemouth introduces his
accompanists (eg, Phil Woods and Cedar
slow blues "Someday My Luck Will
Walton), but was harder, more aggressive.
Change" with a cool, cleanly articulated
The new album, Art Attack, her most amguitar solo that knocks me cold. Texas
bitious project to date, should cause her
means T-Bone Walker to Gatemouth. But
cult to grow. Eastman uses astate-of-thehe also revives Hank Williams' tribute to
art bop rhythm section with Kenny BarCajun music, "Jambalaya," playing this
ron and Tony Williams, aLatin ensemble,
rocking two-step with zydeco star Jo-El
and the Turtle Island String Quartet as
Sonnier with joyous conviction. That's not
alternate settings for a rich and diverse
all. He sings asentimental country song,
program. Her unmistakable perspective,
"Old Folks Cry aLot More (Than We'll
both street-smart and sensitive, is applied
Ever Know), remakes the Righteous
to Rodgers and Hart ("It Never Entered
Brothers' "Unchained Melody," and opens
My Mind," "My Heart Stood Still"),
with a ripping version of Bill Doggett's
Thelonious Monk ("Evidence"), Wayne
shuffle boogie "Honky Tonk" that blows
Shorter (a wordless "Nefertiti"), and Ivan
the original away.
Lins ("Sonhos"). She's hitting from beginBrown's horn arrangements are distincning to end, sizzling and snapping with
tive and unpretentious. On violin, he plays
electricity, sliding across bar lines, scatting
the Cajun two-step "Up Jumped the
choruses, slowing to a whisper, bending
Devil" in increasingly manic tempos: if you
melody lines to her will. She's in charge.
can dance zydeco, this should be your
"The Boy Next Door" never had achance.
favorite party record of the year. With its
When she says "It's just the gypsy in my
clear, close sound, The Man might also be
soul," we completely believe her. (Barron's
your favorite blues, country, and R&B disc.
powerful surges and ripples help too.) Like
It's asurefire winner.
— Michael Ullman
all the best divas, Eastman's alto voice, as a
stimulus in itself, is endlessly fascinating:
ANN DYER: Ann Dyer & No Good Time Fairies
crisp and intelligent, yet capable of texAnn Dyer, vocals; Hafez Modirzadeh, tenor sax, bass
tures from satin caresses to sharp, feline
clarinet; Jeff Buenz, electric guitar; John Shifflett,
bites which hurt so nice.
acoustic bass; Jason Lewis, drums
Mr. Brown 896CD (CD). Brian Bacchus, prod.;
Carla White's musical education began
Steve Savage, eng. ADD? TT: 44:22
with Lennie Tristano and has continued
MADELINE EASTMAN: Art Attack
through 20 years of on-the-job training in
Madeline Eastman, vocals; Kenny Barron, piano;
clubs across the US, with stops in Mexico
Peter Barshay, bass; Tony Williams, drums; Marcos
and Japan."Jazz is aprocess," she says. "You
Silva, Pablo Perez, piano; Jeff Buenz, guitar; David
Belove, bass; Celso Alberty, drums; Michael Spiro,
have to make alifetime commitment to
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Thomas Conrad surveys new releases by three up- and-coming jazz divas (from left): Ann Dyer, Madeline Eastman, Carla White.

ative working here. Henderson and Jobim
it."White's commitment has not made her
like the oncoming night.
had played together in Brazil and in 1994
famous, but has provided her with a
Every track is awild ride. Dyer improvises with her ensemble as few jazz singers
at the Verve 50th-birthday celebration at
poised, mature style that you can listen to
have tried to do, and her band is up to
Carnegie Hall.The original idea for Double
before breakfast. She's tasteful and smooth,
these spontaneous interactive demands.
Rainbow was to build on their rapport by
and her interpretations of classics like
(Buenz and Modirzadeh are names to
recording the Brazilian section in Rio
"Harlem Nocturne" and "Lotus Blossom"
remember.) Like Madeline Eastman, Dyer
with Jobim on piano.The composer's fragare honest and lucid.
is based in the Bay area. But on the
ile health may have pushed the project
One important reason why listen Here
forward. His last illness and subsequent
strength of this extraordinary debut
succeeds as afully realized statement is the
death prevented this reunion. With Jobim
presence of reed master Lew Tabackin. His
recording, word should travel fast beyond
tenor sound is gigantic, with just enough
San Francisco.
unable to participate,Verve decided to reThe art of the jazz diva is not extinct,
cord both sessions in New York.
grit for seasoning, and he seems incapable
but still evolving. You just have to search
Cheery, warm-hearted, by turns tender
of taking asolo which does not contain
harder to find it these days. Speaking of
and brisk, Double Rainbow is the exhilaratfresh insights. He leads off on "Darn That
these days, there are consolations which acing result. It's fidl of beautiful, intimate,
Dream," fully and deeply telling the story
company life in the stressful, uncertain
gracefully swaying playing by Henderson,
before White has even begun. (She adds
'90s. For example, even small jazz labels
who has never sounded so vulnerable as
only personal foomotes.)
can make good-sounding recordings now.
on the opening bars of "Ligia," for inWhile Eastman and White are jazz divas
stance. This tune was recorded by Getz in
in the grand tradition, Ann Dyer is someThe voices of Eastman and White are rendered with very acceptable clarity and
1976 and by Jobim ayear later; it's played
thing brand-new. Dyer came up listening
here as aduet by Henderson and pianist
to Billie Holiday but also to Patti Smith—
presence. The Dyer recording is even better. Engineer Steve Savage and producer
Eliane Elias. On "Once ILoved:' the only
her style has been called "metal jazz." Steve
Brian Bacchus provide visceral, in-yourJobim tune Henderson had previously reColeman's "No Good Time Fairies," the
corded on his albums, the tenor plays with
song which gave her band its name, opens
face sound which is just right for Dyer's
guitarist Oscar Castro-Neves, and "Happy
with high drama. Thunder wrung from
powerful music.
—Thomas Conrad
John Shifilet's acoustic bass prepares for
Madness" is aduet with Herbie Hancock.
the entrance ofJeff Buenz's electric guitar,
Within the constraints of a quintet and
quartet, Henderson has provided arefreshamaelstrom of power chords and singleJOE HENDERSON: Double Rainbow
ing variety of instrumentations. He has
note lines which burn like vipers' tongues.
Joe Henderson, tenor sax; Eliane Elias, Herbie
also evoked some of the best playing from
Then Dyer's compelling alto voice
Hancock, piano; Oscar Castro-Neves, guitar;
Nico Assumpcao, Christian McBride, bass; Paulo
Herbie Hancock Ihave heard in years—
emerges, out of time. While Buenz's guitar
Braga, Jack DeJohnette, drums
especially on the rocking "No More Blues."
shrieks and curses, she makes her stateVerve 314 527 222-2 (CD only). Oscar CastroThe solid, mostly close-up recorded
ment: "Think for myself /Don't need no
Neves, Richard Seidel, prods.; Joel Moss, eng.
sound varies with the size of the group: on
help from nobody else / I like to go
DDD.TT: 62:41
the quartet and quintet sides, Verve atagainst the grain /Itake my pleasure with
When Italked to Joe Henderson last sumtempts to give the band more space and a
pain." We're far indeed from the standard
mer, he was excited about what he
deeper soundstage than usual. The results
verse/chorus/verse/bridge/horn-solo forthought would be his next Verve project: a are pleasing. So is the music.
mat. Dyer's style, definitely "against the
big-band session playing music he wrote
With its mixture of rarely played Jobim
grain:' is also as exciting as music gets
and arranged decades before for a nowtunes and acouple of well-known classics
when it's on the edge.
approached in afresh way, with its subtle
The next piece is very different. Or- legendary New York rehearsal band.
It hasn't turned out that way. Double
Brazilian rhythm section and more hardnette Coleman's "Lonely Woman," with
Rainbow, acollection of tunes by Antonio
hitting American group, Double Rainbow
words by Margo Guryan, is a haunting
Carlos Jobim recorded with two rhythm
offers variety as well as masterful playing
poem, an act of the imagination for Dyer
sections, Brazilian and American, follows
of intriguing music—another Henderson
the actress (she studied drama at Mills
the pattern of Henderson's earlier Verve
triumph. Now for that big-band session.
College), and aperfect vehicle for her com—Michael Ullman
discs Lush life: The Music of Billy Strayhorn
plex and expressive voice. It also introand So Near, So Far: Musings for Miles, both
duces another strikingly original talent,
CHRISTIAN McBIUDE: Gettin' to It
dedicated to the repertoire of a single
tenor saxophonist Hafez Modirzadeh. His
Roy Hargrove, trumpet; Joshua Redman, tenor sax;
composer/ musician.
use of quarter-tones from Persian music
Steve Turre, trombone: Cyrus Chestnut, piano;
Well,
it's
hard
to
quarrel
with
success,
brings a new sound to jazz, one which
Christian McBride, Milt Hinton, Ray Brown,
even if the repertoire of this new disc sugbass; Lewis Nash, drum.
works effectively within a gestalt like
Verve
314 523 989-2 (CD only). Richard Seidel,
gests that Verve may trust Henderson with
Dyer's, where all assumptions are quesDon Siclder, prods.; Jim Anderson, eng. DDD.
others' music more than with his own.
tioned. His dark tone hovers over the risTT: 55:40
And there may have been another impering and falling strains of "Lonely Woman"
STEREOPHILE,JUNE 1995
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In recent months Christian McBride has
been touring the country with his own
band, playing before rapturous and (in
Boston, at least) sold-out crowds. It would
be aremarkable activity for any bassist, but
especially for one in his 20s. McBride may
be the Mingus of the '90s—a leader-composer who happens to be avirtuoso bassist,
and the most stirring soloist in his group.
He writes, it would seem, with his own
talents in mind. Gettin' to It begins with an
exuberant uptempo piece McBride wrote
just before the recording date. "In a
Hurry" finds the bassist bowing the first
sections of the anxious theme—it sounds
like amouse rushing back to its hole—
answered by the crisp, darting horns. "In a
'Christian McBride—the Mingus of the '90s?
Hurry" ends up sounding like aparticularly vibrant, cleanly played, Blue Note piece;
but McBride's bass, bowed and plucked,
One of the problems of the modern weld
gives it character, and soloists Steve Turre
is that, just because we have the technoloand Joshua Redman give it body.
gy and/or opportunity to do things, we
McBride gets strong solos throughout
feel that we have amandate to do them.
Gettin' to It. from Roy Hargrove, who plays
This dilemma is highly audible in these
flugelhorn with the warmth of a Clark
discs by three bassists who are classic proTerry on "Sitting on aCloud"; from pianist
ducts of our times: Technology makes
Cyrus Chestnut, who rocks through "The
available to these players instruments with
Shade of the Cedar Tree"; and from Lewis
six strings, allowing them to far extend the
Nash on "King Freddie of Hubbard." Sevbass's traditional sonic spectrum. Also, bieral of these are particularly attractive comamping and tri-amping systems helps
positions; only "King Freddie of Hubbard,"
launch aseemingly endless stream of pops,
which was meant to sound like Hubbard's
slaps, harmonics, and melody notes into
own pieces, feels generic.
the mix.
Then there's McBride's bowing on
For all my critique of Dean Peer's sound
"Stars Fell on Alabama" to contemplate,
on his first CD, Ucross, I respected his
and the marvelous trio with bassists Mcevocative compositions and the daring of
Bride, Brown, and Hinton—three generthe solo electric-bass format. But adding
ations of bass stars—on the blues
other musicians for Travelogue merely
"Splanky." "Too Close for Comfort" beexacerbates his sonic problems, obscuring
comes a gospel-tinged swinger—it was
what little midrange he has. And for all his
meant to evoke Ella Fitzgerald and Milt
colorful titles ("Pee Wee, Niki & Wayne
Jackson. As these numbers suggest, McNewton,' "Shevek," "Goofy Foot and
Bride shares the other young jazz players'
Dolphin Go Shreddin' "), the composiveneration for the stars of earlier eras—
tions evoke nothing more than après-ski
which is the attractive side of their musihot tubs."Mid East Meets Mid West" hints
cal conservatism.
at possible rhythmic explorations with bass
The recorded sound was solid and upand tabla, but rhythm doesn't seem to be
front on my system: when Iheard it on the
of much real interest to Peer.
particularly revealing system of a local
Peer's sound problems are not unique to
audiophile—a system that may even exaghim. All three of these bassists (and hungerate spatial relationships—it had less
dreds more) are victim of Modern Elecbody. Most listeners should find the sound
tronic Bass Syndrome. In their frenzy to be
as attractive as the music.
sure that every brilliant note they play is
Genies' to It may not be "beyond categonoticed, they've developed sounds that
ry," in Ellington's sense—it suggests seversplit their tones into abig but undefined
al categories—but its freshness and zest
bottom (an obligatory nod to the fact that
make any questions one might raise about
it's this frequency that they're expected to
its originality seem churlish, if not totally
supply), and ametallic, harsh, high end that
irrelevant.
—Michael Ullman
allows all their aforementioned paps, slaps,
etc. to cut through all those other messy
instruments.
Kirwan Brown is an improvement in
DEAN PEER: Travelogue
that he, at least, offers amidrange solo tune
Fahrenheit FR2451 (CD only). Dean Peer, R.J.
that warms his melodies. As his title would
Miller, Jeff Shuey, Steve McNarama, prods.; Dean
indicate, rhythm is important to Brown.
Peer, Michell LaDon, Martin Peters, Park Peters,
Generosa Litton, Jeff Shuey, Steve McNarama,
From the Tower of Power-style flank of
engs. DDD. TT: 42:44
"Sparks" to the strutting blues of "ScootKIRWIN BROWN: Cool Grooves
er," the grooves are strong if not particuFahrenheit FR1451 (CD only). Kirwin Brown, Jeff
larly cool. If "cool" means hip, modern,
Shuey, R.J. Miller, prods.; Jeff Shuey, eng. TT:
unusual, or surprising, Cool Grooves fails on
48:41
VAIL JOHNSON: Terminator
all counts.
Lucky LR005 (CD only). Vail Johnson, Roger
Vail Johnson's "Jazz Martyrs" seems to be
Sause, prods. TT: 49:00
adefensive dig at the jazzers who dis his
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boss, Kenny G. Interestingly enough, it's
the one tune that doesn't sound like adated home recording, and the one tune on
all three records in which the bass sounds
like abass (not aparticularly good-sounding bass—but hey, it's a start). With a
round, defined low end, it sits in its own
space, driving the hip-hop groove and supporting Johnson's overdubbed solo excursions. If he finds this sound to be beneath
him (so to speak), he might have acareer
as asinger; on "Be the One," he demonstrates apowerful voice highly reminiscent
of Rick Astley.
Am Isaying that bass should be felt and
not heard? Not really. Iask only that these
guys go back and listen again to their heroes,
Jaco and Stanley, and take note that, whatever else was going on, the groove was
covered, the bottom defined, and—most
important—the music was fresh and said
something.
—Michael Ross
HENRY THREADGIIL: Carry the Day
Henry Threadgill, alto sax, flutes; Mark Taylor,
French horn; Brandon Ross, guitar; Masujaa,
electric guitar; Edwin Rodriguez, Marcus Rojas,
tuba; Gene Lake, drums; Wu Man, pipa; Tony
Cedras, accordion; Jason Hwang, violin; Johnny
Rudas, Miguel Urbina, percussion; Sentienla Toy,
Mom Bildner, vocals
Columbia CK 66995 (CD). Bill Laswell, Henry
Threadgill, prods.; Oz Fritz, eng. DDD. TT: 37:26

Carry the Day, Henry Threadgill's new disc,
begins with percussion—two congas at
opposite ends of the soundstage playing
the title cut. A drum set is added, and a
pair of male vocalists sing the main theme,
repeating the title cheerfully in Spanish.
Soon Threadgill is improvising hoarsely on
both the sung sections and the bridge. The
result sounds something like one of
Omette Coleman's compositions, which can
feature ahypnotically simple main theme
followed by ascurrying, rhythmically active second section, often freely improvised.
As this description suggests, Threadgill
writes music that's active on many levels
simultaneously. It's not merely that he
writes variety into each piece with contrasting sections and tempos. Within a
piece, the drummers, the tubas, and the
various oddly assorted lead instruments on
Carry the Day can seem to to be engaged
in parallel play: Threadgill uses each
instrument to complicate the texture.
Threadgill is committed to unexpected
combinations of instruments and sounds—
a dialog between acoustic guitar and
French horn, or an alto line answered by
tubas and an electric guitar. Those alto statements are impassioned, in their own way
contradicting the sometimes whimsical
background with which he supports them.
"Jenkins boys again, wish somebody
die, it's hot" sounds like an extended group
improvisation. The other pieces are more
structured, even as they leave space for
soloists to change the mood or development. "Growing a Big Banana" begins
cheerily, then seems almost to peter out in
its second minute as the drummer taps
away bravely with his brushes while guitarist Brandon Ross plays wandering
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The consistently intriguing Henry Threadgill has a
new album out on Columbia.

Motown Lives — Boyz II Men ll is sensual, sexy, and smart.

phrases sotto voce.
"Vivjanrondirksi"—the title reads like a
heartfelt tribute to four or five of Threadgill's best friends—features abusy theme
played frantically by guitars, and by violin
and French horn over the tubas. This theme
is answered by the vocalist, who sings odd
lyrics—at one point calling us to "Send
them all to the zoo!' A gradual accelerando ends the piece."Hyla Crucifer... silence
of" follows adeliberately eerie vocal with
a slow-moving, lyrical accordian solo.
Here the mood sounds Spanish, but in that
forbidding, somber way Charlie Haden
and Carla Bley introduced to jazz in their
big-band collaborations. The piece ends
unexpectedly in acollectively improvised
frenzy
Well recorded in aclosely miked fashion with extreme stereo separation, Carry
the Day is consistently intriguing. It's also
intriguing that Columbia Records — not
a steady supporter of the avant-garde, at
least not since that famous day in the '70s
when they simultaneously dumped Ornette Coleman, Charles Mingus, and Keith
Jarrett—should be recording this adventurous, lively set.
— Michael Ullman

name" (liner note).
From Atlanta (N-Phase) and Philadelphia (Boyz II Men), both groups fashion
emotional pop and soul that's the farthest
thing from sanctimonious, self-absorbed,
or yucky. They're sensual, sexy, and smart
—a million miles from the saccharine
Barry White, and from those lyricists whose
output reads like apolice report. Heavy on
the drum programming, keyboard-driven
N-Phase is perhaps alittle more dancey
(KO Productionz and Charles "Mixologist" Roane do the honors on four of the
tracks, I-ROCC & EZ-Tee for TH
Productions handle afifth party-piece, and
R. Kelly gets writer/producer cover kudos
for "Spend the Night") than Boyz II Men,
who pretty much single-handedly kicked
off the current craze for post-doo-wop
harmony group singing.
Sales for Boyz II Men II are already reported at over six million copies; the CD
also contains the lovingly rendered hit
"On Bended Knee," ablend of vocal harmony and wistful simplicity that goes
down like achocolate malted with ashot
of rye.
—Beth Jacques

POPULAR
BOYZ II MEN: Boyz II Men 1.1
Motown 314 530 323-2 (CD). Jheryl Busby, Boyz
II Men. exec. prods. AAD. TT: 57:38
N-PHASE: N-Phase
Maverick/Sire 45607-2 (CD). Bernard Brook, Jr.,
Guy Oseary, exec. prods. AAD?
51:59

Remember how good classic Motown made
you feel? At last, well beyond the pop clichés where Luther Vandross meets the latest psycholciller rap phenom, here are two
young black quartets swimming upstream
to creatively mine the old-time bedrock of
romance—the old-fashioned kind, where
hearts and flowers and bubble-bath treats
aren't interpreted as an invitation to assault. Straight in the face of Tupac (now
"Onepac") Shakur, et al, these are guys
who happily give credit where credit is
due. N-Phase, for instance, deliver songs
about religion and Mom that swing just
fine but are totally devoid of sass: "Mother,"Jesus Is Love"; Boyz II Men credit the
Lord as "the source of our joy...may the
voices you have blessed us with uplift your
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995

THE CHIEFTAINS: The Long Black Veil
With: The Rolling Stones, Sting, Marianne FaithSinead O'Connor, Ry Cooder, Van Morrison, Tom Jones, Mark Knopfier
RCA 62702-2 (CD). Paddy Moloney, Chris
Kimsey, Ry Cooder, prods.; various engs. AAD?
TT: 58:58
KATELL KEINIG: 0 Seasons, 0 Castles
Elektra 61657-2 (CD). Fred Maher, Katell Keinig,
prods.; Lloyd Puckitt, eng. AAD? TT: 55:21
BLACK 47: Home of the Brave
EMI K2 30737 (CD). Jerry Harrison, Larry Kirwin,
prods.; Jay Mark, eng. DDD? Tr: 73:23

Speaking as someone who knows as much
about Irish culture as Dubliners, a twoweek vacation, and renting The Commitments can teach, I'm still amazed at the
Chieftains. If they were in America, they'd
probably be PBS fossils on the order of,
say, Pete Seeger, running through their
shtick as enthusiastically as ever during the
fund drive, with 11 diehards listening.
Chalk it up to the Gaelic love of tradition,
but the guys have managed to make arecord—with alittle help from their friends
—that's not only timeless, but hip.
The Long Black Veil gathers an all-star
cast—The Rolling Stones, Sting, Mark
Knopfler,Van Morrison, and the perpetucool Tom Jones—and yet there's not a
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trace of tribute-album disjointedness. Jagger's reading of the title track stacks up
against Rick Danko's classic version, and
it's as soulful aperformance as anything he's
done since "Gimme Shelter!' And Sinead
O'Connor gets off the shock rock bandwagon long enough to tear your heart out
by the aorta with her version of "The
Foggy Dew" (about the 1916 Easter uprising). Icould do acut-for-cut rave about
this terrific album, but you get the idea. I'll
single out for special mention Ry Cooder's instrumental turns and a top-shelf
performance by another Irish perpetual,
Van Morrison. The production is rich—at
times a bit too rich, perhaps—but the
midbass is solid as arock, and the soundstage is wide, if not particularly deep.
At the other end of the freshness scale is
another Irish import, Katell Keinig. On
her debut album, she's sort of PJ Harvey
Lite with a dash of Joni Mitchell and a
sprig of Sade (but without the curdledmilk aroma that that kind of combination
might imply). 0 Seasons, 0 Castles is alittle uneven, as debut albums are wont to
be, but it errs on the adventurous side,
which is apositive indication. One track,
"Partisan," with its deconstructionist hiphop beat and acreepy/fun take on love,
shows awesome upside potential. When
Keing sings "I want to permeate the air
you breathe /Slide my way under your
skin /Place myself behind your eyes /And
watch you watch me looking in," she
infuses the track with a sense of sexy
rhythm without betraying its sinister underpinnings. Katell Keinig's one to watch.
And yes, Iremember that's what Isaid
about Black 47 on the basis of their first
album. Unfortunately, they seem to have
shot their wad. Home of the Brave abandons
the finely observed tales of New York
through an immigrant's eyes and climbs
the soapbox, with diatribes about gay rights,
the politics of Northern Ireland, and, believe it or not, Paul Robeson. Their mix of
rap, rock, and traditional Irish melodies is
further diluted with asmattering of Latin
rhythms; the result is more of apuree than
amelting pot. And though Ididn't think it
possible, the production, this time by Talking Head Jerry Harrison, is even more
overblown than Rick Ocasek's reverbfest
on the first record. (They even tagged on
some afterthought riffi on track 47, get it?)
While Ihaven't jumped off the Black 47
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The Chieftains with Sting—and alot of other friends.

bandwagon completely, Larry Kirwin and
friends could learn a few things about
making arecord from their elders. Call 1800 -CHIEFTAIN.
—Allen St. John
DEAD CAN DANCE: Toward the Within
4A1) 45769-2 (CD). Guy Charbonneau, record/
mix (Le Mobile Remote Recording). Charlie
Bows, asst. eng. AAD? TT: 67:56

"Yulunga (spirit dance)" and "Sanvean";
medieval author Gottfried Von Strassburg
serves as asource for "Tristan"; both traditional Persian music and 16th-century
Catalan are deployed, the former arranged
by Gerrard for "Persian Love Song," the latter performed as "Song of the Sibyl"; and
Bruce Springsteen appears to be the stylistic model for Perry's vocal treatment of
"American Dreaming" (ho ho).
Traditionally, the curse of the live album
is the bum notes on the old standards, but
here the previously recorded material (like
"The Wind that Shakes the Barley") is
rendered faithfully (no holding your
breath for near misses). An extra plus, the
repertoire material is also extended and
taken to such interesting places that both
studio and live versions can be enjoyed
equally. Particularly noteworthy, for those
who appreciate an imaginative mélange of
seemingly incompatible musical traditions,
are East-Meets-West tracks like "Oman";
female vocals that typically sound so
scratchy-shrieky-arhydunic-atonal to American ears let loose in Istanbul or India are
here as serendipitous and tempting as an
imaginative Parisian deployment of ginger
on crême brulée.
One caveat: Dead Can Dance's work is
attractive and frequently tuneful, but it's not
easy. It works in layers and repays repeated
play. You can stay around the surface and
find it pleasant enough, but that's treating
it like aChinese menu, and is just about as
(ful)filling. For me, Toward the Within
works best played pretty loud, in along
sitting when you're free to let your mind
wander. If you've got other things to do
(ie, my first run-through), you'll just get
irritable and decide—wrongly—that
DCD are both out of ideas and too clever
by half.
—Beth Jacques

Meanwhile, back on the plane where the
Jungian archetype frisks with Claude
Levi-Strauss and the Symbolist theories of
Paul Gauguin (or, less kindly, thanks to
lashings of well-orchestrated media hype,
new age meets World Beat, Paul Simon,
and the deeply thought-out spirituality of
Arianna Stassinopoulos-Huffmgton), Dead
Can Dance have brought to bed Toward the
Within, a CD incarnation of their 1993
world tour via two private performances
documented at the Mayfair Theater, Santa
Monica, California. (See also: Music Video,
Laserdisc, Home Video; Mark Magidson,
director.)
Oh, why not. Like Sufi-influenced Brit
musicians Richard and former-wife Linda
(Peters) Thompson and their rotating crew
of impeccable folkie pranksters which
Dead Can Dance bring very much to
mind, even on abad night the spark lit by
the dynamics of alive performance from
each duo renders each song—even their
hoariest old crowd-pleasers—fresh, mutable, enthralling.
Which is not to say the experience is
always pleasant. Lisa Gerrard's solo "The
Wind that Shakes the Barley," for instance,
provokes athoroughly unsettling tension,
on one hand invoking considerable pacifist
sentiment and empathy for the nearly
tragic protagonists, and on the other
(probably not intended) utter revulsion on
the part of listeners who've just had abellyful ofT'Troubles and think that Rodney
King made at least one pretty good point.
JAYHAWKS: Tomorrow the Green Grass
Equally strange is Brendan Perry's solo "I
American 43006-2 (CD). George Drakoulias,
Am Stretched on Your Grave," which approd.; Clif Norrell, eng. AAD? TT: 46:31
COURAGE BROTHERS: Wood
parently casts Freddy Kruger as azombiEastern Front EFR 105 (CD). Todd Thibaud, Jinun
fled and necrophilic Romeo so involved
Wooster, John Paul Gauthier, prods.; John Paul
with the grave of his beloved that even the
Gauthier, eng. AAD? TT: 50:58
priestly wisdom of the day picked up on
pathology codified in more modern times
You don't need Roy Orbison pipes or Jimi
by ICrafft-Ebing. (This would have been a Hendrix chops or even a David Cassidy
natural cover for the late Kurt Cobain.)
haircut as long as you've got acheap guiOn amore merry note, two-thirds of the
tar and something to say. That's the demomaterial here has never been recorded
cratic impulse at the heart of rock'n'roll,
before. Soon-to-be signature pieces include
and it's good to see that, as the century
STEREOPHILE, J
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grinds to aclose, bands such as the Jayhawks and the Courage Bros. can still practice what Dave Marsh preaches.
If you didn't heed RL's ravings back in
Vol.15 No.12 about their Hollywood Town
Hall, the Jayhawks might just be the best
band you've never heard of. Like their
spiritual predecessors, the Band and Creedence Clearwater (I don't invoke these
comparisons lightly), the Jayhawks mate
more-than-meets-the-ear lyrics with a
rock groove that churns along like apaddle-wheeled steamship. For the 'Hawks,
roots rock is more than just alabel.
With the addition of full-time keyboardist Karen Grotberg (the only Jayhawk not perpetually in need of ashave)
and some studio strings, Tomorrow has alittle less frat-party sound than did Hollywood
Town Hall, and is more reminiscent of
their understated backing on Joe Henry's
Short Man's Room. That throws more light
on Mark Olson's and Gary Louris's lyrics,
and that's agood thing. A more-than-abreakup song like "Blue" mixes slippery
lines like "Always thought Iwas someone
/Turned out Iwas wrong" with slightly
anachronistic plain talk ("Why don't you
stop /And look at what's goin' down") to
betwitching effect. "See Him on the
Street," asad, beautiful ballad about asuicide, includes asmall tip of the cap to T.S.
Eliot ("He kept his winter coat /It's cold
outside in April") without hoisting the
"Literary Reference 100 Yards Ahead"
sign.
But much of the Jayhawks' heartland
magic lies in their presentation. Louris's
and Olson's ragged backseat harmonies take
even a trifle like Grand Funk Railroad's
"Bad Time (to Be in Love)" and make it
seem like one for the ages. To quote Tony
Glover's liner notes, "These songs...
wanna crawl into your closet and live with
you
next fall."
Tomorrow's sound feels like an old Fender amp with acouple of the 12AX7s alittle past their prime. It's warm, smooth, and
round, and if it's not the last word in resolution, any sonic shortcomings are purely
subtractive—a pretty good tradeoff.
While Tomorrow the Green Grass, like the
Jayhawks' other albums, repays repeated,
careful listenings, The Courage Brothers'
debut sounds better at arm's length. Todd
Thibaud has one of those classic American
voices, and the Boston-based band sounds
like they've been jamming together since
William Shatner had hair.
On the other hand, the CB's songs are
well-crafted, but not much more than that.
With their straightforward narratives and
the seamless way they link clever phrases
("The sun never shines on Monday morning/ Like it does on Sunday afternoon")
with slightly predictable mind/behind/
find rhymes, Icould hear, say, Randy Travis
or Trisha Yearwood covering acouple of
these. And the Bros. get extra credit for
writing a song called "Bubba" that has
nothing to do with the White House.
Audiophile Alert: Wood is one fantasticsounding record—a model of what multi223
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The revised, equal-opportunity Jayhawks on Tomorrow the Green Grass—heartland magic.

rniked rock should sound like.The electric
guitars bloom without losing their percussive quality, and the vibrato on the Hammond B-3 almost invites you to play
Count the Soundwaves. The drums are a
special treat (showcased to best effect on
"Living in Between"), with as much decay
as attack, the cymbals have sheen without
glare, and a rimshot sounds like, well, a
rirnshot. The soundstage could be a bit
wider on certain tracks, and bass player
Mike Rivard is abit buried in the mix, but
I'm picking nits here. Engineer John Paul
Gauthier deserves ashot at the big time.
As much as Iwas psyched to spend some
quality time with one great-sounding
album and one album that's just plain great,
I'm even more impressed that they were
put out by abuncha jamokes who were
wearing flannel shirts when Eddie Vedder
was in junior high, and who can pay homage to Grand Funk Railroad without a
hint of irony. Crack open a cold one,
Bubba. and bring on the millenium.
—Allen St. John.

WAYNE KR/1111ER: The Hard Stuff
Epitaph 86447-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Wayne Kramer,
prod.; Sally Browder, Wayne Kramer, Brett
Gurewitz, Stephen Marcussen, engs. TT: 49:02

Power. Attitude. Rebellion. Relevance These
are the qualities of the best rock. LPs from
the late '60s/early '70s, by such bands as
The MC5 and The Stooges, had the stuff
in spades: serious, no-bullshit, heavy-hitting stuff. Hard stuff—music with astrong
message and astrong sound. Unlike MC5
bandmates Rob Tyner and Fred "Sonic"
Smith, Brother Wayne Kramer (as he was
known in those days) survived those turbulent times and is alive and well in LA.
And he's rocking harder than ever. The
proof is on this superb new release from
the independent Epitaph label. If you ever
thritled to the MC5 when they kicked out
the jams, you'll love The Hard Sue
Kramer's guitar is one of the great, distinctive sounds in rock: raw, dangerous,
razor-sharp. He swoops in and out of these
S
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urgent, tightly coiled songs with precision
and often surprising lyricism. Nobody
works the wah-wah pedal better, and
Kramer's over-amped Strat is often athing
of beauty. Listen to the way he takes off on
the brutally powerful "Crack in the
Universe," soaring over the mix and perfectly embodying the anger and frustration of the lyrics. And what lyrics! Henry
Rollins talks about amoment on an MC5
album where the hair would always stand
up on the back of his neck. For me, it happens every time Ihear Kramer sing "As he
did his stalking, that Glock did his talkin'/
Yeah, he settled the score up and down the
floor/ SWAT-team sniper caught him at
the door/The mailman put in afresh clip
/Turned and slipped/ Through acrack in
the universe."
The songs are strong and uncompromising, ranging from intelligent spoken
poetry to hani'n'fast odes about "Bad Seed"
and Kramer's old band ("Edge of the
Switchblade"). There's even an updated
"Poison," agreat Kramer composition from
the MC5's High Time. Sonics are loud,
aggressive, and clean as awhistle. The LP is
superb, with the guitars mixed hard left/
right and the bass and drums pounding
away with roaring dynamics.
This album comes 25 years after the
MC5's heyday. It's so good it's scary. If you
want pleasant background music, don't even
think about Wayne Kramer. If you want
something that'll make you shut down the
system afterwards because nothing else can
follow it and your hands are shaking—go
for it. Get The Hard Stuff — Carl Baugher
TOM PETTY: Wildflowers
Warner Bros. 45759-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Rick Rubin,
Tom Petty, Mike Campbell, prods.; Jim Scott,
David Bianco, Richard Dodd, engs. AAA/AAD?
Tr: 62:50
GRANT LEE BUFFALO: Mighty Joe Moon
Slash 45714-2 (CD). Paul Kimble, prod.; Bryan
Zee, eng. ADD? TT: 48:31

Ambition is not always agood thing. Had
Bruce Springsteen released Wildflowers,
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this review would be apan. But somehow,
in the hands of Petty—a nice guy who
knows how to throw aparty without attracting the cops, but who'll never be confused with Walt Whitman—this record
seems like an honor-roll effort.
Taking acue from fellow Rock Geezers
Clapton and Dylan, Petty makes abackto-basics turn, but instead of trying to
sound like Leadbelly he's content to just
flip the synthesizers off. That lets the simple catchiness of his melodies come
through, and highlights a voice that's as
timelessly comfortable as apair of Chuck
Taylors.
Which is not to say that Mr. P is rudderless. Whereas his contemporaries embrace angst as life force, Petty espouses
mellow. When he sings "Let's roll another
joint/ Turn the radio loud /You don't
know how it feels/To be me," he could be
addressing some musician pals who take life
alittle too seriously. The sound, too, is as
easy and clean as the music. It's a solid,
tasteful multimiking job that Iimagine will
sell alot of mid-fi systems with its smoothbut-not-squeaky-clean sound. This one's
available on LP, and the vinyl gets the
sound-quality nod—less crunchy top end
and more focused imaging— in part
because while Wildflowers fit on a single
CD, Warners sprung for adouble (!) LP.
Grant Lee Buffalo's Mighty Joe Moon is
an example of the downside of ambition.
Even the band's name smacks of the Let's
Impress the Critics game. The Led
Zeppelin Meets Lynyrd Skynyrd arrangements are bad enough, but the lyrics
match Rod McEuen sentiments to Wallace Stevens syntax. "In the last days of Tecumseh /there in the end! there were
rumors of invasions/ And even talk of
spacemen." Anybody got an EnglishEnglish dictionary? And the sound is an
ungodly mess, too—an electronic version
of the ever popular Roy Hallee in an elevator shaft.
Wait—I found it: a GLB lyric Ican
make sense of. "Happiness /Is hard to
come by." Deep, man. Just turn that frown
upside down and change the "is" to "isn't"
and we're in Tom Petty territory, dude. So
much for ambition. Hand me the remote—
Ithink Wheel of Fortune's on.
—Allen St. John

THE R8113 BOX: 30 Years of Rhythm S. Blues
Louis Jordan & his Tympani Five, Dinah
Washington, "Big Mama" Thornton, the
Moonglows, Ray Charles, James Brown, Carla
Thomas, Marvin Gaye, Eddie Floyd, Aretha
Franklin, others
Rhino R.2 71806 (6 CDs). James Austin, Richard
Foos, Billy Vera, compilation prods.; Bill Inglot,
Chris Clarke, Dan liersch, Ken Perry, Bob Fisher,
remastering engs. AA(?)D. Ti': 5:03:11

Undertaking the history of R&B is a
daunting task—in a very real sense, it's
nothing less than the text of the great
American novel. Writ in the margins, if
not on the pages themselves, it charts the
struggles—and triumphs!—of America's
African American citizens as they moved
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to throw off their legacy of separation and
oppression and claim their place in the
mainstream of our culture.
"With the rhythm it takes to dance
through what we had to live through, you
could dance underwater and not get wet,"
George Clinton proclaimed. This collection proves his point amply. One hundred
and eight tracks by 108 artists; the structure itself dictates that there is less depth
than fanatics like me would prefer to see.
Yet give Rhino their due. They wisely
chose to illustrate the form's diversity—
and at six discs, they can hardly be accused
of stinting. At no time since Ireceived it
has this set been far from my player; when
Itake road trips, I've found it impossible to
winnow down to afavorite disc or two, so
Ijust take them all. A fellow soul fanatic
carped about the absence of true rarities
here, but Ithink he misses the point. Of
course, there are rarities that Rhino has
not included—even acouple that Ireally
want—but I'm dag-nabbed if Ican figure
out what Iwould cut from the set in order
to include them.
Louis Jordan's "Five Guys Named Moe"
serves as the jumping-off point; by the
time the survey ends some five hours later,
with the Spinners' "I'll Be Around,"
homage has been paid to the entire
panoply of soul styles: from the suave
swing of Illinois Jacquet's "Flying Home,
Pt. 1" to the low-down gutbucket honk of
Paul Williams' "The Hucklebuck." Percy
Mayfield's urbane 1950 "Send Me Someone to Love" sounds as though it comes
from a different universe from Little
Richard's raucous—and rockin'!-1956
"The Girl Can't Help It." And how could
any one form encompass songs and styles
as much in opposition as Big Mama
Thornton's "Hound Dog" and Aaron
Neville's "Tell It Like It Is"? Only astyle
as big and as full of contradictions and
epiphanies as the world we inhabit.
Rhythm and Blues.
This really is a comprehensive collection, and, as always with Rhino, the documentation is also both comprehensive and
apleasure to read. Sound quality is variable
—as you would expect from 108 different
sources—but it's never less than acceptable, and is frequently superb.
If you have even the remotest interest in
R&B, this box will be apleasure. If, like
me, you consider this arecord of the most
transcendent musical genre in our country's history then you'll understand when
Isay that Ityped this with my left hand,
for it is closer to my heart. — Wes Phillips

FRANK ZAPPA: Civilization Phaze M
Barking Pumpkin UMRK 01 (2 CDs only). Frank
Zappa, prod.; Dick Kunc, David Dondorf, Todd
Yvega, Marque Coy, Spencer Chrislu, engs.
DDD. TT: 113:51

In the last decade of his life, Frank Zappa
turned increasingly to the Synclavier for
his most personal expressions. But despite
the intensity, focus, and sheer volume of
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1995

Louis Jordan levitates his axe while the First Lady of Soul gazes out imperiously—just two of the
108 artists featured on Rhino's The R&B Box: 30 Years of Rhythm & Blues.

his Synclavier efforts, not much of this
music has been released. With only Jazz
From Hell, Francesco Zappa, and afew selections from The Pede'a Stranger and Frank
Zappa Meets The Mothers of Prevention to
judge by, it's nevertheless easy to appreciate Zappa's mastery of and affinity for the
high-tech sampling keyboard instrument.
Civilization Phaze III, the first of what
will be several releases of works Zappa finished not long before his death, tells the
rest of the story. Encompassing concepts
and dialog compiled over 25 years, it's hard
to avoid calling CP3 his masterpiece—
the music is as complex and fascinatingly
varied as anything he ever accomplished.
The famous Zappa "conceptual continuity" is in great evidence, with no shortage
of wry humor and obtuse insight.
Technically, Zappa's accomplishments
with the Synclavier and, in particular, digital recording, are fully as impressive as his
musical triumphs. These two CDs exploit
the digital domain more extensively than
anything I've previously heard. Dynamic
range and bass extension alone will test
any system to its absolute limits.
Consisting of asuite (of sorts) with spoken interludes (many recorded in the late
'60s), CP3 is the logical conclusion and
successor to Lumpy Gravy. With an entertaining and often surprisingly lucid discussion of, among other things, "the big
note:' the dialog is funny and strangely
appropriate in setting up the music. Of
course, this is primarily a testament to
Zappa's ability to work creatively with his
material; he knew exactly what he was
doing when cobbling together dialog and
music.
Zappa's brilliance as an orchestrator is
never more apparent than in his manipulation of instrumental voices on N-Lite and
Beat the Reaper. My favorite, Dio Fa, is an
often frightening juxtaposition of angelic
and devilish voices whose intensity recalls
the darkly grim Jonestown from The Pele'ct

Stranger. The most impressive feature of all
this music is how logical and "settled" it
sounds after repeated listening, no matter
how jumpy and chaotic it seems at first.
Zappa was as much acraftsman as he was
an innovator.
Whether Frank Zappa will be remembered primarily for this release, or for any
number of meticulously constructed albums among his 60 or so tides, remains to
be seen. One thing is certain: Civilization
Phaze III offers an aesthetic summation of
one of the most unique and compelling
creative lives in American music
—Carl Baugher

Frank Zappa at his acoustic Synclaver.
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Glider/Trade
Gold or Silver
Trade-in
MC 20E11

$285
$250
$285
$99

$619
$419
$319

wr

6w/ Oyster Cartridge

Blue Point Special .
Re-Tip
Blue Point
Oyster

$225
$185
$150

$44

SOTPet
$10 SOTA SUPERMAT

EMPIRE STABILIZER

835 AUDIOOUEST SORBOTHANE

SOTA ICLAMP
SOTA REFLEX RECORD
CLAMP

See

$100

RECORD MAT

$60

DISCWASHER OR STANTON
$179 ANT1-STATIC MAT
$10

MOBILE FIDELITY
original

3for $65

GEO-DISC
minor Gouge

Raskin
Paper Tool

$18

PT-8 w/ Ernereld

04 (6 oz.)

SORBOTHANE

$7.50 BIG FEET (up to 32 LBS)

04 (16 oz.)
D4 Brush System

$14.50 CD FEET (up to 16 LBS)

$39

$17 Self Slick Sheet (6'86)

$15

SC-2 Stylus Brush

$7.50

SC-2 Stylus Fluid

$2.50 3& more

discwasher
RECORD

SLEEVES

CD Stoplight

Blurs Ar Carnegie Hall
Alan Paons Tales Of Mysirry
Muddy Waters- Folk Singer
Pink Floyd -Aram Heart

$10

TONEARM CABLES
5450- Z
$95
$550 EMERALD
$195
$850 HL-5 He Weal leads

Raskin Tonearm-wrap

$15

4120

Phono Pre-amplifiers
Creek OBH-9 M.C. Phono
Cartridge Ann:Mar ......... $249
Creek OBH-8 M.M.

Hunt
Hunt EDA %cord linen
A.O. Carbon Fiber &Inn .

Cartndge Amplifier
$20
$10

Phono
$199

O.E.D. MCA.1 Moving Coil Pre
amplifier
$150

Nitty Gritty .eanIng 8ratsh ........ $12
LAST snub linen
$2 Q.E.D. Discsawar Moving Magna( Pre-amplifier
Moving Mayne Pre-amplifier

Discwasher D4 ensh System

$89
$30

$12 each
POWER CLEANER (1/2 02.)

(priced in quantities of 50)

12.

Ftted poly outer
Fitted out reuseable

$10

(2 oz) ...$24

12"

Papen/poly inner

$15

#3 RECORD CLEANER

3$15

White paper outer

$4

84 STYLUS (I/4 oz.)

$13

7"

Paper/ poly outer

85 STYLAST (1/4 oz-)

$21

$3

.411Jew nets

(16 oz.)

$145

VRP Record Sleeves (10)

$7

(60)
$33 (100)
Mo.A. Rico Sleeves (10)

$53
58

SCRUB BRUSH

$2

STYLUS BRUSH

$2

(50)

$70

GRCN-GUDE

$38

(100)

MODEL 1.0 Manual application of
fluid, manual brushing & rotating
dunng vacuuming
$195

$24

92 RECORD PRESERVATIVE

$5

T

12"

,

$14 each

Manier
Allman Brothers Breaker, &Sisters
Jean Michel Jarre Caitowv
Queen -The Game
ELP Trilog)
JOhn Hiatt Bring The Furey
Traffic lan Spark
Getz Gibed° -Gee of Gab. no
M.J.0. -

TONEARMS

PT-6
$65 PT-7 w/ ZCable

Moody Bues Threshold Of A[Learn

erso

$14
(Plastic)

oudioquest.

930

BENZ 1311b MICRO

Inc Clapton -fin( (
-Lye,.

Duke Ellegton Ammon' C)f&

oudioquest,

$200

MOBILE FIDELITY

e
nd
mord
s
....$25

Dave Brubeck -We're Ali Together

DO (1.2Soz.)

STANTON

CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT TOOLS

muter rearclingt

Colins. Cray &Copeland -thaven.i.

disc washer

$135
$165

Collector's series 100

Shure Stylus Force Gauge
Ortofon Static Force Gauge

THE PIG RECORD GRIP

$395
$495
6666

DENON
DL-110
DL-160

,

r

Record
Clamps

Oyster. w/ Uft

"man

MICRO
$750/5600
$350
$225
$150

1.2 w/ Oyster Cartridge
1.2 E

$24

MODEL 1.5 Fi Auto fluid application, auto scrub, auto rotation. Vinyl VVowigrain
$380

NITTY GRITTY...die 14.e
111181111130/111EPRODUCTS

RECORD MASTER cleans 45s.
78s 8 LI% manually with built-in
adapter whivh allows cleaning of
ail eiD3 iecorcis
$210

to change
Without notice

TECHNICAL ADVICE 8LITERATURE REQUESTS •612 •378 •0543 • FAX 612 •378 •9024
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Premium tubes developed specifically for audio by British audiophiles and engineers.
'Judging by the quality and sonic superiority of the Golden Dragon 12AX7 and EL34, this venture is the best thing to have happened to tubes since the
heyday of the likes of M-0 Valve and MuIlard
the Golden Dragon goal of premium tubes rivaling the best ever made appears to have been realized:'
- Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 1991
Low Noise
TWIN TRIODES Each
Low Noise
Match Pair
&Matched
Pairs
Quads
Sextet
Octet
14.00
•ECC85/6ACI8
24.00
38.00
62.00
6550A
90.00
188.00
284.00
380.00
12AT7A
16.00
26.00
42.00
66.00
KT66
54.00
116.00
176.00
236.00
12AU7A
16.00
26.00
42.00
66.00
•KT88
120.00
374.00
500.00
248.00
12AX7A
16.00
42.00
26.00
66.00
KT885
142.00
440.00
292.00
588.00
6DJ8
22.00
37.00
66.00
96.00
*807
64.00
136.00
206.00
276.00
12AT7A Gold Pin
22.00
32.00
54.00
78.00
'EL509/6KG6A
42.00
140.00
92.00
188.00
12AU7A Gold Pin
78.00
22.00
32.00
54.00
*50CA10
176.00
542.00
724.00
360.00
12AX7A Gold Pin
54.00
78.00
22.00
32.00
POWER TRIODES
44.00
6DJ8 Gold Pin
29.00
80.00
110.00
2A3
110.00
228.00
460.00
344.00
*6SL7GT
22.00
54.00
110.00
2A3 Octal
228.00
344.00
460.00
'6SN7GT
20.00
50.00
211
148.00
458.00
612.00
304.00
•EF86 Gold
22.00
54.00
3008
716.00
1076.00
1436.00
354.00
POWER TUBES Pairs
Quads
Sextet
Octet
805
184.00
376.00
566.00
756.00
EL84/6B05
22.00
52.00
80.00
108.00
811A
60.00
128.00
194.00
260.00
E84L/7189
29.00
66.00
101.00
136.00
184.00
845
376.00
566.00
756.00
'6V6GT
42.00
92.00
140.00
188.00
RECTIFIERS
Each
Each
EL34
52.00
112.00
170.00
228.00
'5AR4
23.00
5U4G
19 00
*E34L
64.00
136.00
206.00
276.00
•GZ34
23.00 *85A2
14 00
6L6GC
42.00
92.00
140.00
188.00
•GZ37
19.00
54.00
116.00
176.00
236.00
5881

P.O. BOX 48865 •SARASOTA FL 34230 •813-925-1220 FAX
Distributed in the

US exclusively by .

NEW

TUBES BY DESIGN
8 1 3_925.3483

New Jersey's Place
For High End Audio
Our staff has years of experience matching the
right equipment to your listening environment.
Large Selection -tube amplifiers, preamplifiers and CD Players.

Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35, Middletown NJ 07748
Open 7days a week
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MERIDIAN DIGITAL THEATRE
Editor:
Meridian Digital Theatre (MDT) is not
one system, but ascheme for assembling
systems at prices between $12k and $58k.
All use a565 Digital Surround Processor
and some Meridian DSP loudspeakers.
The system reviewed here was not the top
of our line—that uses DSP6000C in the
center, and we would love you to try that.
Although we call it aTheatre system, first
and foremost it is designed for Music—
but more on that in aminute.
Stereo means "solid," not "two." The
core objective in this system is to get
"stereo" that is unquestionably better than
the same music recording played over two
speakers.
Realism is vastly improved by taking the
listener into the acoustic space of the
recording. It is more real if we have the
illusion of being at the performance, rather
than of being aspectator who, standing in
adifferent room, listens through awindow.
The Meridian surround system unashamedly tries to take the listener into
that performance, and there are anumber
of sacred cows that need to be herded out
of the way to see clearly the underlying
psychoacoustic and stereophonic theory
In recording, there has never been a
magic one-to-one relationship between
the number of microphones used and the
number of channels conveyed.' We ended
up with two transmission channels for
stereo because that was the minimum, not
the optimum, required to convey any sense
of 3-D or "solidity" When stereo was
invented it was clearly understood that
more than two channels (and speakers)
were better.
Similarly, having two transmission channels does not mean that two speakers are
the optimum way to reproduce a stereo
recording—once again, it is simply the
minimum, given two channel feeds. 2
The most significant change you can
make to astereo system is to add acenter
speaker and then feed it the correct signals.
Immediately, the stereo image is sharper,
more stable, and the "hot seat" effect disappears. The performers can be heard
more clearly and do not move around if
1Conveyed, that is, by the carrier: FM, LP, CD, etc.
2Prior to the enabling technologies of awide-dynamic-range carrier like CD and the development of truly
transparent digital signal processing, two speakers
became the usual compromise.
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you change position, or choose to sit offcenter. Feeding the correct signals is vital.
Contrary to Gordon's description, the
565's Music mode is not a Hafler.
Proprietary psychoacoustic-based processing adjusts the center feed so that centerstage sounds are perceived with the same
timbres as the original—but more fragile—two-speaker anechoic "phantom"
image. 565 also provides the essential center time-alignment vernier from the listening position—we call it the Depth control.
For recordings restricted to two transmission channels, the best reading we have
of the ambience of the original is in the
difference signal. In apurist recording this
is the sound reaching the microphone
from the sides. The 565 manipulates this
"side" signal so that when it is presented in
the room through surround speakers, you
immediately gain the impression of being
in the performance space, of a sense of
height, and of improved focus and separation in the frontal stage.
Obviously, stereo is better with more
transmission channels. That's why we put
in Ambisonics. UHJ 3 effectively gives DA
of the 3horizontal Ambisonic channels—
and hence an enhanced sense of "being
there:' Although we stand on the threshold
of more and more surround material being
recorded and distributed with AC-3 (coming soon as an upgrade option in 565),
DTS, and new high-density CD formats,
the important message is that we can have
surround-sound now, today, and instantly
upgrade the existing catalog of two-channel recordings. 4
The 565 is really the only surround
processor to be designed on this premise—it takes the music issue firmly and
doesn't "wimp out" to two speaker feeds
when movie-time is over. For example, the
Trifield mode uses apatented algorithm in
which alifetime's experience is distilled.
Gordon's description is incorrect; Trifield
uses afrequency-dependent phase-amplitude matrix that equalizes the frontal
3For alist of Ambisonic recordings, contact Meridian
America. If you're "wired," more details can be found at
the Ambisonics Web page. http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/mustech/3d-audio/ambison.htm.
4Although it is too complex to deal with in aletter, the
565 so far only offers processing for open recordings
and for listening without position constraint.We expect
the listener to be free to choose his seat and head orientation while listening. This approach rules out binaural or transaural 3-D techniques as being gimmicky
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image width at all frequencies for human
listeners. 5
The point to this long preamble is that
the stereophonic theory is right and the
proof is in the listening.Take the reviewers
to date: Keith Howard, Malcolm Steward,
Bob Tomalski, and Corey Greenberg6 were
all extremely positive about the fact that
they never preferred music with two speakers to the surround presentation from 565.
We see it again here: Gordon's clear statements preferring the soundstage and
describing the "startle response" on
switching back to two "A"-rated speakers.
And Tom:"I found the surround modes so
consistently superior that Ifinally gave up
[comparing] and stuck with surround for
the remainder of my listening." Last but
not least, John Atkinson, of his own Concert
recording: "Wow! ... in Trifield surround
the reproduced experience was so much
more involving, so much more like being
at the original concert." These people are
right, and, as Isaid at the beginning, this is
what we set out to do.
How, then, can JGH conclude—as
implied in this review—that because the
system sounds so good, it is somehow
incorrect?!
When a 3-D performance is compressed into two channels, the spatial, dynamic, and separation aspects of the sound
are degraded. Similarly, reducing two
channels to mono changes the loudness
perspectives. We are all used to the difference between mono and stereo. The same
kind of qualitative change happens when
you move from two speakers to surround.
Sounds become separated again in space as
well as in timbre, and they stream differently. Instruments are set out in space, and
the listening-room acoustic is sharply
demoted due to the higher directivity of
the surround system.The increased separation leads to different inner-dynamic perception because the sounds are not piled
on top of one another. It is totally natural
that the inner detail should be clearer—as
the reviewers say. It is also completely natural that the sound should be sweeter,
5A major drawback of two-speaker stereo is that it presents images with different widths for high, middle, and
low frequencies. With Trifield, your ears are no longer
"drawn" to the tweeters in the system.
6 Keith Howard, Gramophone, December 1994. Malcolm Steward, Hi
FiChoice, March 1995. Bob Tomalski,
What Video, February 1995. Corey Greenberg, Home
Theater Technology,June 1995.
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smoother, and easier to listen to. Ilisten to
the contrary, the full on-screen help for
alot of live music, and Ifind that's how the
setup, configuring, and calibration has
real thing is. Live music is never apoised,
been widely praised, and I am sorry
"windowed" experience; it doesn't sound
Gordon didn't use it. We commissioned a
brash or bright—that's how two-speaker
professional agency to write the final docstereo sounds.The real thing is open, clear,
umentation, which will be available soon,
easy, and relaxed—call it "natural," not
free of charge to existing owners.
euphonic!
Iam puzzled by Gordon's problem with
There is nothing wrong: Listen to it
clicking when stopping direct digital
some more, listen to the absence of digital
sources.That wasn't happening when Iwas
and "stereo" artifacts, then go back to two
there, and has not been a problem elsespeakers.The difference is huge, it's aparawhere. Maybe there was apower problem.
digm shift. Whatever speakers you use, a
Lastly, the DSP5000C. Iam not happy
system will not have that incredibly easy
with JA's findings on the resonance—it is
sound when there are only two. The difnot like our reference, and we would like
ference is that the whole surround system
the opportunity to check it out and send
is giving us auditory cues that close the
another one.
"believability gap."
In conclusion, being software-based, the
Now, movie sound. The Meridian
565 is very flexible.We have been working
Digital Theatre never tried to be aTHX syshard pushing the envelope for movie
tem.The 565 has THX processing because
sound, and now have asoftware upgrade
their method of bridging small-room
with added movie and TV modes with
nearfield listening from large-scale cinema
incredible steering, giving even more
sound works well. The cinema modes in
choices of impact and spatiality. You can
565 are unequaled in their clarity and
also have two orfour independently steered
steering, but the DSP speakers are uncomsurrounds.
promisingly designed for music. We make
By the way, this upgrade also resolves
no apology for this. We believe that our
many of Gordon's user-interface gripes.
customers spend more time listening to
BOB STUART
music than watching films or TV, and care
Chairman & Technical Director
more about the sound of music. Our
Meridian Audio Ltd.
speakers sound natural on well-recorded
material, there're they do not sound like acineMCCORMACK MICRO LINE DRIVE
ma! Cinemas have PA systems; they have a Editor:
different job to do.
I'd like to express my sincere thanks to Wes
Why criticize it for not sounding exactPhillips for taking the time to do such a
ly like a movie theater? Why would we
thorough evaluation of the Micro Line
ever want to set our sights that low? We
Drive preamplifier. Reading Wes's comvery seriously submit that this home thements, Igot the impression he was having
ater is superior in all respects to the real
such agood time he didn't want to stop!
thing!
Well, Wes, don't stop! The greatest reward I
Right here in this review are praises of
receive as a designer is the feeling that
the intelligibility, spaciousness, degree of someone is really enjoying our products.
listening detail. Why then lament the
Just afew comments are in order. As Wes
sound of the cinema? Ihave heard refercorrectly points out, the transformer used
ence theaters and dubbing stages and I with any piece of audio gear affects its perwould much rather have the cleaner, clearformance. Ichose avery good wall-mount
er sound we get. If that approach offends,
unit with
amp capability at 22VAC for
keep the 565, get THX speakers instead—
use with all Micro series components
but the music will not sound as good.
(except for the Micro Power Drive ampliThere are anumber of factual errors or
fier, which has alarge toroidal transformer
misunderstandings in the review. Space
built-in). At the same time, Irecognize
allows me only four quick comeback
that some audiophiles will want higher
points:
performance from their Micros, so Iwill
Calibration is not wrong. On entering
be adding the Micro Power Station to the
Calibration mode, the 565 takes control
product line later in the year. This will be
and deliberately sets the speakers to vola large toroidal transformer in a Micro
ume #87, which is THX reference gain at
chassis, with multiple outputs capable of
sea leve1. 7We leave the adjustment because
powering a complete system of Micros.
we allow for non-THX speakers.
That should fill the bill for the powerWe agree that the 565 manual could be
hungry among you!
better; the first edition was a temporary
In keeping with this same upgrade-path
version written by engineers and was
philosophy, we will be offering deluxenever intended to be final. It describes the
edition upgrades within the Micro series
565 in an all-analog system, and then the
later this year. For those of you interested
differences for MDT, which does make it
in extracting that last ounce of perforharder. There is a thorough installation
mance, we will install special premiumgrade parts in the critical areas of the cirworkbook that takes you through the
process. From the hundreds sold, we never
cuitry. Note that these upgrades apply prigot acomplaint from auser like this. On
marily to the active circuits; there is very
little that can be done to improve on the
7Not, as JA points out, at 7000.The DSP speakers also
have THX reference acoustic gain at #87.
passive circuit elements. Ihave not worked
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1995
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up the cost of these upgrades yet, so please
contact us for details after July 1.
The central design goal of the Micro
Line Drive is offering an affordable path to
true high-end music reproduction, and to
look stylish while doing it. Thanks again to
Wes Phillips for discovering that it truly
does deliver the goods.
STEVE MCCORMACK
Designer, McCormack Audio Corp.
FORSELL THE STATEMENT
Editor:
We wish to thank Jonathan Scull very
much for an excellent article. We credit
him with being avery serious and professional reviewer, free from the political
intrigue often found worldwide.
We believe Jonathan Scull to be both
very open-minded and sensitive to new
technology and at the same time being a
very good listener with an understanding
for the Soul of the music, which is really
what it's all about.
We are of course overjoyed that JS has
rewarded our many years of development
by regarding the Forsell Statement as "the
solid-state benchmark."
We have tried to achieve asound with
the musicality and bloom of the best tube
amplifiers (but without unwanted extra
bloominess or second-order harmonic distortion), combined with high output
power, strong dynamics, and alarge soundstage full of ambience. That is to say, the
best from both tubes and solid-state.
Due to the short time schedule, the unit
measured at Stereophile by Mr.Tom Norton
was one manufactured for the European
market. Presently, in Europe, one is not
allowed to sell anything which does not
meet the IEC 65 regulations. From
January 1, 1995, one can receive up to two
years in prison if one sells a component
which does not meet these regulations.
(For this reason there probably will be
fewer American amplifiers sold in the
European market in the future.)
One of these regulations states that the
chassis' outer temperature should not
exceed 60°C. Therefore on the European
model there is aheat sensor connected to
the security relay at the speaker terminals.
This has nothing to do with the output
power capacity of the amplifier. Under
normal listening conditions you should
not reach this heat level by playing music
at any volume level.
When we developed this amplifier, listening tests and measurements were both
considered important. What we found is
that some measurements were of great
importance for sound quality, for example
the ability to reproduce a squarewave.
Many amplifiers, and especially tube
amplifiers, have big problems in this regard
because you need very fast amplification
without overshoot. Other measurements,
for example total harmonic distortions of
0.1% or 0.001%, have little to do with
sound quality.
PETER FORSELL
Forsell Mediphon
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TESLA
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,
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• ----

P/N
2A3
6AS7G USA
6B4G
61305/E34L USA
6L6GC CHINA
6L6WGB GE
E34L TESLA-CZEK
EL34 TESLA-CZEK
EL34A CHINA
KT88 CHINA

'ISLA
El. 2.4

EACH
25.00
17.00
CALL
15.00
12.50
30.00
18.00
17.00
12.00
25.00

PAIRS QUARTET
50.00
100.00

30.00
25.00
60.00
36.00
34.00
24.00
50.00
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ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
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•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide
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25.00
15.00
15.00
6.50
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
6.50
15.00
35.00
15.00
22.00
8.50
8.50
9.00

LOW NOISE
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(818) 997-6279
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76.00
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Prices Subject to Change
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Klimo
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Parasound

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*

* Celestion
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* DPA
* Dynaco
* Ear Max
* Epos
* Gradient
* Grado
* Kimber Kable
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15.00
12.00
18.00
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Audiolab
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6DJ8 TELEFUNKEN
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6SN7GT USA
6X4

ARS ELECTRONICS

•Trade In's

60.00
50.00
120.00
72.00
68.00
48.00
100.00

P/N
EACH
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45.00
30013
90.00
807
12.50
845
50.00
5881/6L6WGB GE
30.00
5881/6L6WGC USSR 12.50
6550A CHINA
19.00
6550A GE
40.00
6550B USSR
25.00

Power Conditioners
ProAc
PSB
PSE
Quicksilver
Rotel
Signet
Sonic Frontiers
Spendor

Spica
Sumiko Ocos
Sumo
Target
Tara Labs
Valve Amp. Co.
Vandersteen
Verdier
VPI
Wadia and XLO

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044
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ACCUPHASE DP-90 & DC-9I
Editor:
We wish to thank Stereophile and Mr. Dick
Olsher for the wonderful review of the
Accuphase DP-90 and DC-91 Compact
Disc duo. We truly appreciate it, particularly when our efforts dedicated to this duo
were rewarded by Mr. Olsher's words,
"state of the art."
No DAC is perfect. [Some designers
use] cost-effective low-bit topologies
rather than pursuing the theoretical limit
of linearity in amultibit DAC. In acircuit
where digital signals are to be converted
into analog ones through aDAC, there will
always be aconversion error in the theoretical conversion characteristic. This conversion error, viewed from the signal-reproduction side, can be considered active
noise. It is also true that when an identical
signal is fed into a multiple number of
DACs, the conversion errors (le, active
noise) generated at the output side of each
of the DACs have no correlation. During
the production of multibit DACs an
adjustment is made through laser trimming to minimize the conversion error.
However, each of the DAC ICs still has
some minute characteristic deflections.
These conversion errors can [also] be considered to be non-correlated noise. The
MME conversion system has been developed by adapting this theory. We do not
intend to deny the [validity of] single-bit
DACs, which have their own merits; we
just chose the multibit as aproper system
for us.
Someone who loves analog records still
lodges a claim against the [characteristic
sound of CD]. ..
but an analog-lover may
have had aquality analog record player for
many years which is well [broken-in], and
may have cost ten times more than acostoriented CD player. He simply tries to
compare them on the same level as analog
vs digital. This is an incorrect method of
comparison. In order to prevent this mistake, we would like to present a correct
[frame of reference] to properly contrast a
high-end analog player with a high-end
CD player.
The DC-91 has many digital inputs and
outputs, which makes it adigital control
center. All digital equipment such as DAT,
DCC, MD, and Video Disc can be connected with the DC-91 and can enjoy
quality playback through the multiplemultibit DAC. This assures magnificent
playback that will never have been experienced using those components' internal
DACs. Now we can find the real ability of
those components. I hope readers who
have such equipment will try to connect it
to the DC-91 and encounter an unknown
world of quality digital sound.
Thanks for the recognition of quietness
of the DC-91. Without measurement by
test equipment, it can be definitely recognized at the very start of playback of aCD.
This absolutely contributes to the transparent, ambient, and definite soundstage.
The level control in the digital domain

is very useful to attenuate the level down
to -40dB without the degradation of
sound quality. However, as the attenuation
is made by the reduction of word length,
such as from 24-bit down to 16-bit, having
as little digital attenuation as possible is
highly recommended in order to enjoy the
full performance of 24-bit. Therefore
direct connection to a power amplifier,
where there will be the possibility of significantly reducing the word length, is not
always what we recommend. In Accuphase's view, CD is not intended to drive
power amplifiers directly. Direct connection therefore sounds unconventional, but
the truth is that tonal balance is thrown
into disorder. Therefore, our recommendation is to use aquality preamplifier to control main level, with just asmall amount of
attenuation introduced with the digital
attenuator. Even though Iknow the degradation is little, as an audiophile Ido not
want to decrease bits. Iwant to bring out
the full absolute-reference-caliber performance, aperfect 10.
Once again, thank you for such an outstanding review.
MASUMI DEHARA
President, Accuphase Laboratory
SUMO AXIOM & THEOREM II
Editor:
Many thanks to Stereophile and Robert
Harley for reviewing our products and
recommending the Axiom/Theorem II
combo. There are a few comments we
would like to make in clarification of some
statements made in the review.
First off, Idon't think Robert meant it,
but the context of his comments on the
digital attenuator might lead a reader to
assume that the Axiom has inherently less
resolution in normal use. Not at all. The
digital attenuators in the Axiom are not
necessarily meant to be aprimary volume
control, and the Axiom's normal operating
mode is full scale output with no digital
attenuation. You have to deliberately activate the digital attenuation feature via the
remote control. Furthermore, every time
the Axiom is turned on, the digital attenuators are internally reset to Full Scale—so
under normal use, the digital attenuators
are not apart of the Axiom's function.
The -0.5dB digital scaling is aseparate
feature that is continuously active, and for
really good reason. It's not just our feeling
that digital filters clip full-scale signals—
you can see it! We were really disappointed the review did not include apicture of
the typical flat-topped squarewave you get
with other transport/converter combinations, and the same waveform unclipped
using the Axiom. There is good reason
Pacific Microsonics incorporates this feature in their HDCD® chip—it works.The
nice thing about the Axiom is that since
the attenuation is done in the Transport,
the digital filter in any D/A converter will
perform better. And just in case one might
wonder whether throwing away 0.5dB
(the HDCD guys throw away 1.0dB) in
ultimate signal-to-noise to get the

improvements in the digital filter is worth
it—every time your cat walks by your
sound system you probably lose about that
much.
Second, one of these days we have got
to research through abunch of reviewers'
bass/treble "tilt" comments and correlate
them with plain old frequency-response
curves of the equipment they last tested.
Robert, you're agentleman and ascholar,
but us Indians (last name notwithstanding)
sometimes wonder how a reader is to
interpret the "slight upward tilt" of aconverter with +0dB, -0.4dB, 20Hz-20k1z
response vs the "slight upward tilt" of a
loudspeaker system with ±5.0dB, 40Hz20kHz response. Admittedly, electronics
with the same specs sound different—
that's in the high-end ten commandments—but the Theorem II has all kinds
of slam in the bottom end, and any upward
tilt has got to be very subtle indeed.
Lastly, because of the time constraints to
provide Stereophile with a Manufacturer's
Comment on the review, we are not able
to report here as to why the Theorem II
tested by Robert was way out of spec on
its jitter performance when used without
the Axiom clock connection. One thing is
certain, however: We positively guarantee
that every Theorem II will provide jitter
performance that meets or exceeds the
specifications of its predecessor model, the
Theorem I.That model Theorem has been
in production for 21
/ years and was tested
2
by Stereophile to have abest-case jitter spec
of 124 picoseconds (worst-case 563ps at
-70dBFS, which we think may be high
due to some artifacts in the Meitner LIM
Detector) in the April 1993 issue. The
Theorem II uses exactly the same Yamaha
receiver and jitter-reduction circuitry as
the Theorem I.
As of the date of this reply, only 11
Theorem Ils have been shipped. We will
recall and check each one of these units at
absolutely no cost to the customer.
Frequent readers of Stereophile might
remember that we will go to almost any
lengths to ensure Sumo customers have
topnotch product, warranty or no.
M ICHAEL CUSTER
SUMO Music Communications Systems
DECCA JUBILEE
Editor:
First, we thank you very much for your
courtesy in allowing us to comment in the
same issue on Martin Colloms's review.
Martin is one of the most professional
reviewers around and, in addition to his
great experience, he also has agreat deal of
his own money invested in test equipment
and his own high-end hi-fi system. We
would therefore not criticize his test
results, his equipment, or his ears! He is
even progressing quite nicely as an entertaining writer—and, as ajournalist since
1959, Ithink that Imay be permitted to
comment on that!
Now, let's get to the crunch point. It's
wonderful that Martin found some heav235
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enly sounds from the Jubilee, but what
sounds of heaven—then tell us what you
So now you've got the warm feeling;
think!
about mistracking? We have to believe that
here's the pernickety bit. John's measurehe experienced it, yet in the 20 years'
BRIAN SMITH
BRIAN TUCKER
ment technique for the low-frequency end
experience of designer John Wright and
Presence Audio
Pro Audio Ltd.
does not provide anything like an accurate
my own 11 years' experience as the Decca
picture of what is really going on (sorry,
and London distributor, neither of us ever
MACH I ACOUSTICS DM- IO
John). Although he got the -6dB point
heard directly from any owner experiencing
Editor:
right, there's no 2dB peak in the upper
this. There has been talk of it, rumor of it,
critic (crit'ik) n. [krinein, discern] 1. one
bass. Also, we've come to place less and less
old wives' tales of it—but no actual perwho writes judgments of books, plays,
store by the interpretation of isolated amsonal complaints to the manufacturer or
music, or stereo gear, etc. professionally. 2.
plitude-response curves, preferring to look
distributor. So why has Martin experione who finds fault.
at averaged front-hemisphere characterisenced it? Frankly, we don't know. The
Dick's comments are correct, although a tics, and we just wish reviewers would do
most likely explanation is the combination
bit harsh. Ithink the DM-10's characteristhe same—it really does work. For inof specific equipment used and maybe
tics/limitations are exacerbated by the
stance, John's comment that the tweeter is
room interface—but we are somewhat
amplification he prefers. A high-current,
a"little 'hot' "is true for the response he
mystified.
high-damping-factor amplifier would
measured, but if you look at an averaged
As a matter of interest, every new
have been abetter match. Ithink one of frontal response, which provides afar betLondon Cartridge (and every old Decca
the things Dick was hearing is current
ter illustration of the overall balance, you'd
head or cartridge that we overhaul) underclipping (limiting) at the lower crossover
see that the HF level is properly congoes serious and time-consuming testing
points. It's funny—the standard DM-10
trolled. Again, the "deep suckout... at
before dispatch. This includes initial calihas been praised as the best by some
5kHz" only occurs across a very small
bration, frequency tests on 'scope and
reviewers and disliked by others, the comrange of measuring angles, so [it] simply
headphones, and tracking tests on a mon denominator for liking it being powdisappears on average.
demanding "in-house" Decca test record
erful solid-state amplifiers. Iguess everyI'd also question the smoking-gun coin(no, sorry, not for sale!) on machines and
one has different rooms, equipment, and
cidences that apparently point to aresoheadphones and Decca London Ribbon
tastes.The three limitations could be easily
nant enclosure—have you ever listened to
loudspeakers (also not available, although
remedied, though: low bass with a suba flat panel fiberboard [resonance] —but
spare ribbons are).Yes, John Wright uses his
woofer (Muse has a personality card),
that would just be pernickety.
woofer polarity with two solder connecears! And, for the record (forgive the pun),
PHIL WARD
John tests with the Decca London Intertions, and the tweeter with one resistor
Design Manager, Canon Audio
national and Fidelity Research FR64X
change. Don't be too harsh, though; this
tonearms.
was my first attempt at designing aproducGRAHAM .
5-T/C
We can also comment that all the curtion loudspeaker, and what was learned
Editor:
rent London models (including Maroon,
here led to the DM-10 Signature. Not
Writing replies to review Follow-Ups,
Gold, and Super Gold) perform best of all
bad—flying airplanes for a living one
Samuel Johnson might have said, is the art
in a damped unipivot arm such as the
minute, designing loudspeakers the next!
of explaining your designs and the reasons
Graham or London International, or else
MARC MCCALMONT
behind them without seeming to tell the
in other equipment with good damping,
MACH 1Acoustics
reviewer what they may have missed. 8 In
such as the Well Tempered Arm or the
this case, Steven Stone has nicely covered
Townshend Rock turntable with frontCANON S-35
the highlights of the changes; however,
end damping. Having said that, we have
Editor:
there are some points I'd like to make
It's always difficult to respond to areview
regarding my design philosophy.
had reports from around the world of
good results in just about every make of
that is fundamentally positive. Criticize or
As Steven pointed out, my work on the
arm that you can think of—SME, Linn,
correct just small areas of difference and
Model 1.5 series tonearms has continued;
Rega, FR, Wilson Benesch, etc. We also
you'll just look pernickety. So apart from
indeed, Iam always on the lookout for new
recommend cleaning the record before
perhaps just looking a little pernickety
ideas or materials which may prove beneeach playing, using (what else?) aDecca- right at the end—by which time everyficial in improving the design. Ideas may
designed CA2+2 dual-fiber record brush
body will have gained agood warm feelcome from anywhere, such as feedback
ing about that nice guy from Canon—I'd
(the most efficient ever made).
from customers, or tossing ideas around
One essential factor in getting the best
really only like to thank JA for afair and
with my assistant, Tim Vail (in whose ears I
sound from these cartridges (nay, cartridge
thoughtful review. We believe we've made,
trust, along with my own, to borrow a
for that matter) is VTA.This is never more
and will continue to make, great strides in
phrase I've heard somewhere). In the case
obvious than when adjusting while playincorporating not only Hiro Negishi's
of the new ceramic arm wand, for examing. At the Hi-Fi News & Record Review
original dispersion-control techniques, but
ple, Ibought aSwiss watch last year that
show in London some years ago we used a also contemporary product design and
uses high-tech ceramics throughout its
styling ideas in arange of innovative procase and strap. The technology intrigued
London cartridge in aTrio LO7D turntable, the arm height of which is adjustable
ducts designed for real people in real lisme, and Ibegan along and arduous search
for the right materials and the best fabriwhile playing. When setting up the arm,
tening rooms.
Much, probably, to everybody's surprise,
cator to produce the outer tube for me. I
the sound was utterly transformed when
the VTA was right (not necessarily with
I'll even admit that the S-35 can sound a coined the term "Progressional Casting" to
indicate the internal shaping of the tube as
the armtube horizontal). You could hear
little colored on some program material—
but show me an inexpensive loudspeaker
it is cast from high-density ceramié. From
the music snap into clear focus from anywhere in the room.
that doesn't. But I'd also like to reinforce
there the outside of the tube is précisionJohn's comment that the tonal coloration
ground for perfect roundness, and finally
Finally, we would like to say that the
London Jubilee cartridge was developed
that the S-35 occasionally displays is pret8Well, he could have said it. Although he was tone deaf.
partly as aresult of 10 years of comments
ty innocuous and one that the ear soon
Johnson anticipated High End and the review process
and suggestions from around the world on
adjusts to—after a while you just don't
by over 200 years. On one occasion he was attending a
the Super Gold model. Our policy is one
notice it. The imaging characteristics he
recital with his friend Boswell, and found himself particularly irritated by the singer they were hearbng. Aker
describes, however, hang around for good
of continuous improvement, and we welthe performance, Boswell said to him, "Well, you will
come all communications from your
—almost literally—and always have the
agree, sir, won't you, that it was a difficult piece?"
Stereophile readers. But first, listen to acurcapability to surprise. And we're still workJohnson shot back to his friend, "Sir, Iwish it had been
ing on the coloration.
impossible!"
rent Jubilee or Super Gold, hear some
S
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it's comdally mounted around a center
tube with damping material separating the
two tubes. The elements are baked to
complete the constrained-layer assembly, at
which point the composite tube is ready
for finishing and assembly. While the standard aluminum SW-2 shares some of these
design elements, the SW-3 carries the
technology to much higher levels of performance.
While the addition of the Ceramic arm
wand, as well as the Tungsten weights, will
always add significantly to the performance of the basic Model 1.5 tonearm, the
final results, as is always true in audio, will
be somewhat system-dependent. I'm not
familiar with the Dynavector cartridge
Steven uses, but Ican report that with cartridges such as the Benz Ruby, or the
Transfiguration, Koetsu Pro-IV, or the
Audio-Technica AT-ML170, for examples,
the differences have been quite dramatic,
especially in the areas of bass extension and
upper-range transparency. This has been
borne out from other people testing the
tonearm as well.
Regarding midbass "fullness" in some
designs, I'm on record as saying that such
euphonic coloration is wrong and is to be
avoided. It's the same as designing ahump
in the rnidbass of asomewhat underpowered two-way speaker to give the impression of more bass than is truly there. The
illusion works, but it's not accurate. It's easy
enough to provide that warmth in tonearms as well (which we have done in
experimental models), but there is no free
lunch here, Although the fullness is beguiling at first, it is there at the expense of
smooth response and because of resonances being introduced back into the
tonearm, robbing the music of inner detail
and definition. Iopt instead for true extension to the lowest octaves, with dynamic
control of the system elements such that
the critical midrange and beyond is not
smeared by runaway energy from the low
end.
Similarly, if a tonearm has a deficient
low end, there will be greater psychoacoustic (though probably unconscious)
attention paid to the higher registers, and
this will give the illusion of increased
upper-range detail. It's all amatter of balance, and I'm pleased to note that that
word came to Steven's mind during his
auditions of my tonearm, because that's
what Iintended. No artificial fluffing or
tweaking. Idon't believe atonearm should
become aBand Aid for cuts and abrasions
in other parts of the audio system; rather, I
bring as much balanced control and widerange neutrality as Ican to the design.
The success of using the IC-2 (or any
junction box) depends largely on the interconnect used with it. Idesigned the IC2as an economical way for acustomer to
outfit the tonearm, so they could use existing interconnect cables, with upgrades
possible at alater time. (Indeed, the simplest version of the Model 1.5 is still available, allowing the customer to begin more
S
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economically and then add upgrades as the
budget permits).
We've also auditioned alot of the available tonearm cables, and found many of
them to be excellent; however, we have
repeatedly observed amore coherent and
articulate (not bright) presentation when
the IC-30 cable is used. Ibelieve this may
be partly due to the high quality of the
WBT phono connectors and our own
DIN connector, which has beryllium contacts instead of the more conventional
brass pins. In addition, the particular silver
wire used is the finest Ihave ever tested,
and is acontinuation of the wiring in the
arm itself. I'm not in the wire business; I
chose the most neutral and wide-range
conductor Icould find. There is some silver wire Iwouldn't touch, just as there are
good and bad examples of other wires.
(No prejudgments, please.)
So with these observations, I'd like to
thank Steven for the time and energy he
put into testing the 1.5-T/C. His FollowUp was Followed-Up by the purchase of
two additional Ceramic arm wands for his
future work—which, for me at least, signifies ahappy ending.
BOB GRAHAM
Graham Engineering
SPECTRAL SDR-200
Editor:
We would like to commend Robert
Harley for his thorough and insightful
review of our Spectral SDR-2000 Reference Processor—Pro model [May 1995,
p.85], and for making the special effort to
evaluate it in the system of Spectral and
MIT components for which it was
designed. Judging by his very positive
comments, he has accurately captured our
engineering and sonic intent for this reference instrument.
We are particularly gratified that Mr.
Harley felt that the result of using the
SDR-2000 Pro and Spectral components
with HDCD-encoded discs "was amusicality beyond that of any reproduced
music I've previously heard?' This is high
praise indeed and, we feel, validates the
system design approach which guides
development efforts at Spectral.
Thank you again for making this special
effort.
RICHARD N. FRYER
President, Spectral Audio
BAG END ELF-I
Editor:
Iam very honored and pleased to receive
such apositive review in Stereophile magazine [May 1995, p.133]. After working
with ELF Systems for 15 years and personally embracing the technology, it is
rewarding to experience such high recognition in the home listening market as well
as the recording and professional markets.
Iwould like to take this opportunity to
clarify several details and offer my insights
on low-frequency reproduction. It was
mentioned that alarge room allows very
low bass lows to develop. It has been my
experience that very low bass is easily real-

ized in small rooms as well. For example,
low-frequency response is certainly realized in automobiles and in headphones—
which are actually small rooms where the
room could be considered as the small air
cavity between the transducer and the ear
drum. There is, however, no such thing as
the frequency response of abass speaker in
aroom. As most audiophiles know, there
is a complex set of reinforcements and
cancellations which vary the response depending upon the speaker and listener location in the room. Systems using avery
large radiating transducer area compared
to the room size and at low frequencies
will change the calculation to "pressure in
avessel" instead of room modes.
The ELF-1's polarity is calibrated to DC
as alaboratory instrument would be. Since
we don't listen to DC, what actually matters is the polarity at crossover. With the
plus polarity on the high-pass section and
the minus polarity on the ELF section,
both will produce apositive asymmetrical
output at crossover when apositive asymmetrical input is fed into the ELF-1. The
simpler ELF controllers remove the polarity switch and are properly set internally.
The review mentioned 24dB of boost at
low frequencies. This is ageneral way to
think about it, but actually the required
gain varies with the system's resonance and
low-frequency cutoff settings. The ELF-1
dual integrators have greater than 100dB
of boost (or cut, depending on how you
look at it).While aconsiderable amount of
boost is required at low frequencies to
maintain aflat frequency response, practically speaking this is easily realized because
the upper bass range is very efficient and
requires very little power. Although large
amplifiers are desirable, amazingly good
results are achieved with smaller amplifiers
of 50 or 100W
The concealment feature is a pleasant
and natural-sounding way to protect the
system from overload. It is named "concealment" because it conceals the fact that
it is working. To be clear, it is not our
intention for concealment to be used continually, or even at all. It is highly preferred
to obtain enough amplifier power and
loudspeaker cone area for the system to
perform at the desired level. The concealment will then dynamically protect the
system from damage or producing an
unpleasant sound should an unexpected
large signal occur. It has no practical frequency or dynamic limit and, when set
properly, will protect the entire bass range
automatically and dynamically with up to
44dB of reduction capability at 8Hz.
An additional thing Ihave learned while
blending ELF systems with a variety of
upper-range speakers is that there is aclear
tendency to drive the ELF too loud.
Because the ELF sounds very good and
blends so well, many people, including
myself, tend to run it alittle higher than a
flat system response would require. This
tendency can cause problems when striving for the perfect blend. In addition, per-
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sonal preferences can play alarge role in
the relative level settings between the ELF
and the upper range, and the fact that different recordings are recorded with very
diffèrent bass levels adds to the blending
challenges. Playing at very soft levels can
also provide insights for proper blend. I
have found that ELF systems play soft and
still sound powerful and deep far better
than conventional systems, and can maintain agood blend at various volume levels.
The "Guide to ELF Systems:' version
1.2, is available to interested readers by
calling Bag End at (708) 382-4500.
JIM W ISCHMEYER
Bag End
NHT 2. 5
Editor:
We have received several calls from your
avid readers asking for information about a
new NHT speaker, Model 2.6, featured in
the report from the 1995 WCES in the
April Stereophile. Thanks to Peter W.
Mitchell's very kind words, consumers are
already interested in the new model and
want more information.
I need a favor, however. The actual
model number for the speaker that the
article refers to is "2.5," not "2.6" as listed
in the article. Would it be possible to print
the correct model number in the next
issue? It would help to keep down the
confusion.
Thank you for the coverage of our new
products; we appreciate it.
RANDY DOWIS
Dir. of Marketing, Specialty Audio

PASS

ALEPH O & P
Editor:
In the April issue (Vol.18 No.4), on p.107,
the suggested retails on the Aleph P preamp and the Aleph 0 amplifiers were
reported incorrectly.
The reported prices were $7000 (Aleph
P) and $8500 (Aleph 0). I'm sure the products are worth those prices, but normally
they're known to be the following: $3000
suggested retail, Aleph P; $7000 suggested
retail, Aleph 0(a pair).
Could you inform your readers of these
corrections? Thanks.
M ICHAEL CORADO
Sales Manager, Pass Labs
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Live
Sound
Has Met
It's
Match

Organize & Protect
Your Copies of
«tce

s iye

0%.1

case

e

binder

777

it Toward the end of the
review period, Icame
to the conclusion that the
Chapman 7-7's were
luSt about the best
thing I'd rieard outside of
real music,'

B.B., Sensible Sound, 92

Select Chapman
Dealers:
Pacific Northwest

N

ow there's an easy way to organize and keep copies of your favorite magazine readily available for future reference.
Designed exclusively for Stereophile by Jesse Jones Industries, these custom-made
titled cases and binders provide the luxury look that makes them attractive additions to
your bookshelf, desk, or any location in your home or office.
Whether you choose cases or binders, you'll have astorage system that's durable
and well-organized to help protect your valuable copies of Stereophile from damage.
• C.2ses and binders designed to hold
ayear's worth of issues (may vary
with issue sizes).
• Constructed of heavy reinforced
board, covered with durable leatherlike material in blue.
•Title hot-stamped in gold.

The Audio
Connection

5621A University Way NE
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 524-7251
Northeast

CSA Audio

193 BeNevue Ave
Upper Montclair, NJ
07043
(201) 744-0600
Southern California

Digital Audio
Productions

4441 Avocado Ave.
Yorba Linda, CA 92686
(714) 777-3835

Stereophile
Jesse Jones Industries, Dept. 95 STE
499 East Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19134
Please send

cases;

binders

for Stereophile Magazine.
Enclosed is $
Charge my (Minimum $15)
American Express
Visa
MasterCard
Diners Club
Card #

• Free personalization foil for indexing
year.
• Cases Vnotched for easy access.
• Binders have special spling mechanism to hold individual rods which
easily snap in. This allows magazines to be fully opened for easy
readability
Quantity

Cases

Binders

One

$8.95

$11.25

Three

$24.95

$31.85

Six

$45.95

$60.75

Add $1.50 per case/binder postage and handling
Outside Continental U.S.(including AX & HI)
$3.50 per case/binder. (11.S. funds only.)
Allow 4to 6weeks for delivery.

Exp. Date

Signature
Charge Orders: Call TOLL FREE 7days, 24 hours 1-800-825-6690
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
PA residents add 7% sales tax
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ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
5236 Colodny Ave #101
Alhambra
Audio Video Mart
917 W. Valley Blvd.
Anaheim
Dimensions in Home Theater
1026 N. Tustin Ave
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717-B University Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510-A Walnut St
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
ATTrade
250 N. Robertson Blvd #510
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Burlingame
Future Sound
851 California Dr #A
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave 04
Concord
The Sounding Board Stereo
1931 Market St
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
445 E. 17th St
Culver City
Armadillo &Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Doctor
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fremont
The AN Room
710-F Mowry Ave
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Lompoc
Music First
1620 North H
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine &
Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
700 El Camino Real #180
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
383 40th St #A
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
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Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
GNP Audio
1254 E. Colorado Blvd
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio &Video
Rancho Las Palmas Shopping
Center
42-474 Bob Hope Dr
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
2901 W. 182nd St
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3627 Merrill Ave
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
Paradyme AudioNideo
1732 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Audio Excellence
528 Washington St
San Francisco Sound &Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Ultimate Sound
41 Grant Ave
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyers News
733 Fourth St
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
12144 Ventura Blvd
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
17602 E. 17th St #106
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Ventura
Billy Bags
4147-A Transport St
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
1545 Locust St
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
6201 Topanga Canyon Blvd
COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Aurora
SoundTrack
15022 E. Mississippi Ave

Boulder
Analogue Audio
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284
Eads News &Smoke Shop
1715 28th St
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Recycled Audio
1615 Pearl St
SoundTrack
1685 28th St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Tejon
Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
SoundTrack
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen Up #2
999 S. Logan St
Second Sound
1875 S. Broadway
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
SoundTrack
1298 W. Alameda Ave
SoundTrack
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
4606 S. Mason St
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
2513 Belford
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E. County Line Rd
Littleton
SoundTrack
9350 W. Cross Dr
Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack, Pearce Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza

Coral Gables
Sound Components
1533 Magruga Ave
Deerfield Beach
Audio Center
120 N. Federal Hwy
Hollywood
Hollywood Home Theater
Systems
1321 S. 30th Ave
Hollywood Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
World Book &News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
4160 Southside Blvd #7
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Margate
Stereo Shoppe
Peppertree Plaza
5446 W. Sample Rd
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
4920 Roswell Rd #12
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
Dunwoody Hall Shopping
Center
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Camilla Dr
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184-A Waialae Ave
Classic Audio &Video
3027 Kaimuki Ave
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church

The Stereo Shop
505 Farmington Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Westport
The Sound Room
236 Post Rd E.

Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Music Direct
1304 W. Washington Ave
Van L. Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
2882 N. Federal Hwy
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd #D-8

Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St

Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 U.S. 19 N.

Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Orland Park
Sound &Vision
14474 LaGrange Rd

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
2423 Concord Pike
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Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
Peoria Heights
Sound of Peoria
924 E. Glen
INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
883 S. College Mall Rd
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
7127 W. Jefferson Blvd
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
Lafayette
Sound Lab
3521 State Rd, 26 E.
IOWA
Bettendorl
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
3702 Beaver Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramophone, Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service &Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramophone, Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785-A Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd

Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
OAudio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound &Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Rochester Hills
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
6127 Ledgeway Dr
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
Petal
Brougham Audio
1133 S. Main St
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Bellingham
RDL Acoustics
26 Pearl St #15
Boston
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave

Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd

Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St

Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
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Celebrate
the Senses
SAVANT features more
systems, with the
widest array of design
&installation options
anywhere...
Accuphase •Acrotec •Air Tangent
Air Tight •Analogue Productions
Apex •Arcam •Arcici •Athena
Atlantic Technologies
Audio Prism •Audiolab
Audiostatic •Basis •Benz
Bitwise •Bright Star •Cardas
Chario •Chesky •Clarity Audio
Clarity Recordings •Creek
Day Sequerra •Delos •Dorian
DVVIN •EKSC •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Ensemble
Epos •Faroudja •Fosgate
Geffen Systems Music Software
Golden String
Goldmund •Goldring •Grado
Harmonia Mundi
Imaging Science Foundation
JPW •Klyne •Last •Mapleshade
Mango Audio Lab •Merrill
Micromega •Mod Squad
Mogami •Morch •Nestorovic
Neutrik •Nimbus •OmniMount
Opus 3•PAC •Panamax
Pioneer Professional
Power Wedge •Pro Ac •Proprius
QED •Rega •Reference Recordings
Rockustics •Roksan •RoomTune
Sheffield Labs •Simply Physics
Sims •Solidsteel •Sound Anchors
Stax •Stewart Filmscreen •Sumiko
System Line •Target
Tice Audio •Toshiba HD
Townshend Audio
Tube Research Labs •Water Lily
VVBT •Wheaton & More...

MARK LEVINSON
THIEL
MAGNEPAN
McINTOSH
KIMBER KABLE
ROTEL
PROCEED
PARADIGM

YOUR
COMPLETE
hl -FIDELITY

LEVINSON
3140.5033038

DEALER
FOR B&W

DEMO B&W WITH

ores

Ni
SOU
EMS
FOR PEOPLE WHO
WANT MORE

Trade-ins Accepted
(404) 729-0550
6806 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. Atlanta GA 30360

the very finest in high-end audio

In Los Angeles
nalog:

Blue Oasis, Benz, Forsell, Grado, Klyne

LA Audio, Transfiguration, Well-Tempered
most arms and cartridges
Digital:

Cary, Forsell, Lennart Anderson Audio

McCormack, Micromega, Sonic Frontiers
Tube Electronics:

Audion, Cary, Joule Electra

Lennar''S Anderson Audio, Sonic Frontiers, VAC
Solid-slate Electronics:
1

Klyne, McCormack

RG Control, OCM/Belies

Speakers:\ Aerial, ESP, LA Audio, Sound-Lab

Savor these pleasures...
Call SAVANT.

Speaker Art, Swans, Unity, Whatrnough

TEL: 609 799 9664
FAX: 609 799 8480
E-Mail: pp000792@interramp.com

Equipment racks and accessories

Cable:

Serving The World
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U

D

o

I
àWO/a
a MI BM

Forsell, Highwire, Hovland

e'/SIM MI 0.-e

giggle
_1111

"->

12668 Ventura Blvd. Studio City, California 91604
phone 818-762-1501
fax 818-752-9709
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Music for Pleasure
7714 Big Bend Blvd
Theodosia
Integrative Services
Hwy 160

Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Montclair
Co hens
635 Bloomfield
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Trenton
Halo Stereo 8. Video
U.S. Route 1at Texas Ave
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
193 Bellevue
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
2225 Wyoming NE #J
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE

MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
2456 Central Ave
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
136 Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8. Sound
3021 S. Valley View #103
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
15 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Milford
Book Ends
185 Elm St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St

Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE

NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight 8. Sound
King's Shopping Plaza, At 202
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
Shoprite Plaza
3585 Route 9N.
Manalapan
American Buyers Club
Corner of Routes 33 8, 527
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1. Route 73

Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
Audio Designs
1711-B Llano Rd
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Get In Here
720 St. Michaels Dr #0
Rare Bear
1303 Corrillos Rd

Coliseum Books
1771 Broadway

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
RBC International
128 Bay 34th
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Hillsdale
Audio Plus
Route 23
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr

Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
MR Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.

OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd

Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St

Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave

Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway

Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St

Union Square Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
between 17th &18th Sts
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Cambria Heights, Queens
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave

Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
1744 Willamette St
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd

Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.

Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc....
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi 8. Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe

Gordon Brothers
2739 Erie Blvd E.
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
10327 N May Ave

Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope

Signature Sound
8217 Molson Way (by appt.)
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox 8, Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Na fluet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Route 59
New York
Audio Arts Limited
101 Crosby St, 2nd Floor

Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
133 Jonestown Rd

Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
1985 S. Fifth St
Ardmore
Denby Radio
120 W. Lancaster Ave
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
2000 Lincoln Way E.
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave

Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St

One Planet. . .One Country. . . One State
LINN HI-FI

niNakamichi
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California Audio Labs
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Audio',Mu-.
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INC.

poner EIN cZGY TARA LABS

INDUSTRIES

SEQUERRA
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The State of High End CI
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HI

FI

2734 W. BELL RD., STE. 1306
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85023

SYSTEMS

602-993-3351

We want to help you choose the best HiFi ...

FAX 602-993-6960
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PRECISION

AUDIO &VIDEO
NOW LOCATED IN A
NEW 7000 SQ. FT STORE.
TRULY STATE-OF-THE-ART
FEATURED PRODUCTS ARE
CONTINUALLY ON LINE &
READY FOR AUDITION:

We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.
It has to be built—to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer
the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
the system you purchase is the perfec
for you.
To get started, call us today.

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fax
WADIA 7
TRANSPORT

18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248

f

ie%

k
-Abl
't

.4>W7b

WADIA 9
DECODING COMPUTER

4

Are

AUTHORIZED DEALER: AKG •ATLANTIC TECH

ST

AUDIO ALCFIEMY •AUDIO CONTROL •BEYER DYNAM

CARVER

CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWD •DAHL

TE •GENESIS

GRADO •HAFI.ER •HARMAN KARDON •HUGHES •INFINITY •JAMO •JBL •LEXICON
MAGNUM/DYNALAB •McCORMACK •MERIDIAN •NAD •NESTOROVIC •NILES •ONKYO
PARASOUND •PHILIPS •PIONEER •POWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC •PSB •ROOMTUNE
SONANCE •SONIC FRONTIERS •SONY •STAX •TARGET •THORENS •TICE •VELODYNE •VPI

THE MOST ADVANCED DIGITAL
PLAY BACK SYSTEM IN EXISTENCE
FROM WADIA, OF COURSE!

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
TECHNOLOGY
THE KEY TO
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
WITH THESE
FINE PRODUCTS:
Accuphase
Airtangent
Air Tight
Angstrom
Apex
Aronov
Artemis
Audio Quest
Audiostatic
Basis Audio
Benz
Cardas
Citation
Convergent (CAT)
Day Sequerra
Goldmund
Graham
Gryphon
lmmedia

Linaeum
Magnan Cables
Mares Designs
Michael Yee
Musical Design
NBS Audio
NSM speakers
Paragon
Polyfusion
Purist Audio
Stax
Stewart Screens
Sumiko
TEAC/Esoteric
Timbre Technolog,
Ultra Resolution
Van Den Hul
Wadia
Wireworld

Jadis

Zoethecus

f111010 IS BETTER THE SECOND TIME MOUND???
W1141NOT BET IT RICHT HE FIRST TIME

is very Special!
Preamplifiers, power amplifiers, and
processors possessing performance no other
components have achieved!
sPeLtrai 1, the last step our clients take in advancing the
musicality of their system.
(For the fortunate ones, the first and last step.)

Serving the music lover for over 20 years, Underground
Sound specializes in spectral to advance your musical
experience. Call us for advice or visit our 10,000 square
foot store with 7showrooms!

George Merrill's

F -TTT177.17771F547•1

MIA&

Serving Los Angeles With Distinction
TEL
FAX

805-523-3005
805-531-0004

5140-C COMMERCE AVE.
I MOORPARK, CA 93021

2125 Central Ave. •Memphis, TN 38104 •(901)272-1275
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophile from Vol.3 No.1 through Vol.18 No.6
(1971 through June 1995), and every component
reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1 No.1. (Please
note that an index does not include the review
or article texts.) Currently available only on 51
/"
4
or 3W floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost Complete Index,
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate
disk size.
ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for
Quad, Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel
Systems. New and used Quad equipment bought/
sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or
Randy: QS&D, 33 McWhirt Loop #108, Fredericlesbung,
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, fax (703) 372-3713.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—'To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles nationwide." By modem, (818) 988-0452, featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, on-line shopping,
E-mail, newsroom, library, conferences, and more. For
brochure, write TAN, 6930 Valjean Ave. #205, Van
Nuys, CA 91406-4747. Or for information, call our
voice/mail/information system, 24 hours, (818) 7821676, fax (818) 780-6260.
THE TRACKING ANGLE magazine is anew publication brought to you by Michael Fremer. Our mission is to comprehensively cover the world of popular music, especially reissues on vinyl and gold CDs,
with adetailed and entertaining focus on sound and
performance. Every issue will be packed with reviews,
interesting interviews with key industry individuals,
and lots of late-breaking news.We publish six times a
year. Issue #2 is out in late April.To subscribe, send a
check/money order for $30 (US), $40 (Canada and
Mexico), or $50 (the rest of the planet) payable to The
Tracking Angle, RO. Box 6449, San Jose, CA 95150,
USA. Phone (408) 297-7686, fax (408) 283-0893.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa—don't despair. Audio Video Logic in Des
Moines can help! Choose from Acurus, Aragon,
Audio Power, Audio Research, AudioQuest, Definitive Technology Dunlavy, Eminent Technology,
Kinergetics, McCormack, Martin-Logan, PSB, Rotel,
Sanos, van den Hul, and more. (515) 255-2134.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, California—
Franchised dealer for Naim, Rolcsan, Music Reference, ESL, Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos, Totem,
Rotel, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Surat°, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
"EARMAX," our miniature tube headphone amplifier
making more and more friends; "PreMax": line amp:
optional dedicated MM or MC tube module;"TriMax"
tube monoblocks in gorgeous brushed stainless steel;
"Maxeen" and "Maxeena" loudspeakers. The Miirch
tonearms. Information/dealer: Audio Advancements, Box
100, Lincoln Birk, NJ 07035, (201) 633-1151. Used/
demo equipment and closeouts for sale also.

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word, $22 minimum
on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.35 per word,
$132 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word
is defined as one or more characters with a
space, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
order. Phone-in ads must be prepaid with
order. Phone-in ads are credit-card only. Master
Charge, Visa, American Express. MAIL TO:
Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)
983-9106. FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of
the month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you
want your ad to run in the August 1995
Stereophile, you must submit it by June 1, 1995.
No refunds.
AUDIO BEST: L.A., Orange, San Bernardino
California. Hot components: Audible Illusion, Sound
Dynamics, NEAR M5OME, API Power Wedge,
Celestion, TARA, Counterpoint, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, SOTA, Spica,VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight Wire,
Parasound, Pioneer. (909) 861-5413.
THETA PRO GEN.V, balanced, original owner, a
few months old, brand-new condition, $4195 OBO.
(413) 593-3481 or leave message.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
Audible Illusions, AudioQuest, Cary, Classé, Encore,
EAD, Grado, ICimber, Magnum Dynalab/OCM,
Micromega, NHT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight
Wire, Swans, Target, Transparent cables, Well Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707. Visa /MC/Amex.
SAVE 50-90% ON ARC, Krell, Levinson, Rowland,
Spectral, Threshold, Classé, Clements, Duntech, Esoteric, JBL, KEF, Meret, Meridian, Merlin, Nalcamichi,
Perreaux, Quicksilver, Accuphase, etc., with your
trade-in. Pre-owned upgrade specialist since 1973.
Professional consultation. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call
24 hours: (818) 377-5264, fax (818) 505-0149.
AUDIOPHILES AND SCHOLARS: Audio Research, Linn, Martin-Logan,Vandersteen, NHT, Spica,
NEAR, Totem, Epos, JMIab, B&K, Creek, EAD,
Aragon, Acurus, Fourier, NEW, Golden Tube,
Micromega, CAL, TARA Labs, Purist Lexicon, etc.
University Audio Shop, Madison, WI, (608) 284-0001.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb medium-1112Z archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded
sources, including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates,
and metal. SME owners: Upgrade through exchange!!!
Trade-in older SME and Shure/SME tonearms for
new and significantly updated Series II improved,
Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper kits, damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival
Supplies, •RO. Box 187, San Anselmo, CA 94979.
LEXICON CP-3 PLUS, $1899; JBL THX HT
speakers, $1799; Genesis Genre 1, $699. All like new,
original boxes and manuals. (520) 888-6218 anytime.
SNELL Ds,WALNUT,$1050/pair; two Bee ST-140
mono amps, $345 each; Adcom GFS-3, $50. Simon,
(815) 344-2429.

•
STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.18
No.6 (January 1987 through June 1995). Also
includes indices to "Building A Library" and
musician interviews. (Please note that an index
does not include the review texts.) Available on
51
/"or ye floppy disks (MSDOS, raw ASCII
4
only). Send $9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review
Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
Indicate disk size.

RARE N.O.S. TUBES, selected for low noise and
matched, most in original boxes. Telefunken: 12AT7,
12AU7, 12AX7, 6DJ8, 6922, ECC801S, ECC802S,
ECC803S, EF804S, EL34, EL84. Mullard and
Amperex: 12AT7, 12AU7, 12AX7, M8136, M8137,
6DJ8, 6922, 7308, EF86, EL34, EL37. Philips and
Siemens: 6227, 6922, 7308, E288CC, E8OCC. RCA
and Sylvania: 5751, 6SN7, 6FQ7, 12BH7, 7027A,
8417. Voice/fax (801) 224-4809.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca,
Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang,
Chatio, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, ET tonearms,
Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JMIab, Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab, Magro, Meet, Micromega,
Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse, Onix, Oracle,
Roksan, Sonoran, Sound Anchors, SOTA, Spendor,
Totem, Unity Auclio,Vimak,Wheaton TriplanatYBA,
and more. Call/fax John Barnes at (303) 691-3407,
2341 W Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
ACOUSTICALLY TUNED WALL PANELS control flutter echo, reduce reverberation and reflection
patterns. Fabric-wrapped, mid- to low-range-frequency panels, all sizes with EZ mounting. Ideal for
inside comers/parallel walls.Visa/MC. Acoustical Panel
Systems, Inc., (800) 277-7978.
USED AND DEMO SALE: Infinity IRS Beta; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2; Audio Research LS-1; Counterpoint SA-2000, SA-4; RTR loudspeaker; Mirage M1; Avalon Radian, Eclipse; Krell KSA-50S, '100S,
'200S, original KSA-50; Bryston amplifiers; Adcom
GFA-565; Mark Levinson amplifiers; ConradJohnson MF-2300, MF-2200, PV-12, PV-8; Wilson
Audio WATT/Puppy; miscellaneous Rotel and
Proceed digital. Call Audition Audio, (801) 467-5918,
fax (801) 467-0290.

TUBES—VINTAGE mas. (new old stock).
Tremendous improvement over original parts!
Individually selected to meet the highest specifications (low noise). Popular small-signal types available.
Mullard, Brimar, Arnperex, Telefunken, Sylvania,
RCA, GE, Tungsol, Jan. New 6550! Superior to
Sovtek or Chinese! Better than N.O.S. at half the
price. Fast shipping, liberal exchange policy, many satisfied customers. Special promotion for Stereophile
readers! Advantage Tube Services, (305) 746-7737.
MARANTZ 8B, two, $1800 each OBO. Before 9pm
MST. Dan, (505) 783-4551.
'ROGERS LS3/5A monitor speakers with stands,
$485; four Sound Organisation tables, $50 each. All
items in mint condition. Phone (619) 260-8369, fax
(619) 260-0245.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART CROSSOVER networks.
Upgrade any speaker system. Replacing your crossovers can improve highs, increase dynamics, and create abetter soundstage. The design guide is $2 (refundable). Allpass Technologies, Inc., 2844 Channont Dr.,
Apopka, FL 32703, (407) 786-0623.
MARK LEVINSON NO.33,mint, $4300; Straight
Wire MaCSITO: 14' balanced, $300; 22' balanced, $400;
OBO. Ask for Art, (614) 766-4434.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MAKING LOVE
and sex is Audio Note Ongaku 211S power amp, less
than 20 hours, current design model ($89,000), 50%
discount or $45,000. Call Doug, (907) 272-2923.
APOGEE STAGES, STANDS WITH BI-WIRE, 8'
Symo 5 (32'), Combak, $1950; Sola 3.0 kVA UPS,
$2200 (trades?). Local pickup only, 350 lbs. (704)
255-6119, work.
CARY 805 MONO AMPS, excellent condition, used
eight months, ($7995) $4500. Call before 10pm EST.
(305) 829-4520.
ARAGON 24K PREAMP, with IPS and phono,
($1750) $750, mint. Steve, (212) 874-2157.
GRADO SIGNATURE TLZ cartridge, new, halfprice. (415) 341-0835.
THIEL CS3.5 SPEAKERS, mint, $1400; Threshold
SA4e power amplifier, $3500. (517) 529-9290.
KRELL KMA-100 Mk.II monoblock amplifiers,
pure class-A, mint, boxes, $2650/pair. (717) 674-5877
before lOpm EST
NITTY GRITTY MODEL 1.0 with custom
smoke-plexiglass cover, hardly used, $115 plus shipping. Call Alex in California anytime, (209) 966-4377.
SPECTRAL DMA-50 power amp, used two years,
like new, $800; Straight Wire "Maestro" 8' speaker
cables, $250; Audio Research 12' interconnects, $100;
Haller Model 110A preamplifier, assembled, never
used, $200. (914) 855-5891 anytime.

MERIDIAN D6000s, great condition, $8800, OBO
considered; DSP5000s and DSP5000C center also
available. Please fax inquiries to (407) 840-8961.

KRELL MDA-300 class-A monoblock amps, mint,
boxes, manual, $5000. Chriss, (602) 241-9875 days,
(602) 992-3221 evenings.

THETA GENERATION 3, balanced, AT&T, $2600;
Rowland No.5, balanced, $2300; Green Mountain
Diamante speakers, $2200; Akin 4 speakers, $1775;
Audio Research LS2-B, $1575; Proceed PDT 3transport, $1350. (812) 663-2338.

BEL CANTO AIDA, $1000; Audio Logic Model 34
with latest specs, $2200; Fhtline Nordost speaker
cable 10', $45; Pioneer PD-65 modified by G&D
Transforms, $550. (914) 628-6705.

ADIS JA 200 amps, latest, like new, retail $20,500, sell
$9995; Forsell transport, sealed, retail $7000, sell $3495.
(905) 886-6728.
DON'T BREAK MY BACK—Audio/Video. Silver
interconnects, $49; Sorbothane feet, $25; 10-gauge
speaker wire, 75¢/fi.; 12-gauge, 50¢/k.; digital cables
from $29; and more. Satisfaction guaranteed, free catalog. $4.50 shipping. Phone (310) 983-3764,fax (310)
983-3762. D.B.M.B., PO. Bat 598, Hathor City, CA
90710-0598, leave message.
TIMBRE Tr-1, $1800; Sonic Frontiers SLF-2 Gold,
$2100; VTL-225s with two new tube sets, $2000;
Hales Signature 2with Muse 18 (can't ship), $3000;
MR-78, $800. (703) 386-9826 before 11pm EST
KRELL 'CRC, $3700; KRC-2, $2300; KPE Reference phono with power supply, $1200; all latest and
mint. (914) 667-5430.
MICROMEGA DUO PRO 2 with Supermods,
($2450) $1425; Micromega CD3 transport, ($2000)
$895; Hiwire 100 interconnect, ($449) $195; Hiwire
100 speaker wire, 2m, ($649) $279; Mapleshade
Omega micro interconnect, ($595) $329; Timberkord, $79; Mango Chord, $95; Melos SHA-1 with
Mango treatment, $720; MIT Z-1, $450. Jim, (716)
634-1275.
DUNTECH SOVEREIGN 2001, bi-wirable, $8500.
(404) 948-1000, (404) 487-6022.
ESOTERIC P-500, $400; Wadia X-32, $400; AQ
Quartz, 1.5m, $75. Mint with boxes. Henry, (212) 2552347.

DESIGNER CABLES OR properly designed cables?
You've invested time and money in your system. Now
Daniels interconnect, digital, speaker, and power
cables unlock the potential of any quality system. We
prove it by offering 60-day free trial, in-home audition. To qualify, fax, write, or call and describe your
system, room, and musical tastes. Daniels Audio at factory-direct prices! 3712 N. Broadway #121, Chicago,
IL 60613, fax (312) 263-2335, (708) 383-3319.
NEED HELP CHOOSING the best tubes? Rare
brands, exotic varieties, and friendly expert advice are
our business. Enlightened Audio, (213) 850-6739 or
(714) 897-2631.
EASTERN AUDIO: Select perfect-condition used
equipment with warranties. CDs:Altis CDT-1, $1650;
CAL Icon Mk.II, $580; Krell MD-I,$2550; Meridian
208 (with preamp), $1350; Theta Data II, $1500.
DACs: Altis DSP-5T Mk.II, $2170; Aragon D2A11,
$725; CAL Sigma, $485; Krell Studio, $2350;
Threshold DAC-1/e, $1650; Wadia X32, $875.
Preamps: Audio Research SP14 (black), $1800;
Electrocompaniet EC-IA (with MM), $540; Krell
PAM-5, $775; KSP-7B, $1500; ICRC-2, $2400; Quad
34, $415. Amps: Audio Research CL-120 (with new
Sovtek 6550), $3850; Cary SLA-70B Signature (balanced, chrome), $1450; Krell KSA-250, $3700; KSA100S (with remote), $3575; Spectral DMA-50, $1620;
Quad 606, $825. New (sealed): Sonic Frontiers SFD2, $2800. Sell and trade. MC/Visa accepted. 133-02
41st Rd., Flushing, NY 11355. (718) 961-8256, fax
(718) 961-8315.

In Colorado

b&w
adcom
conrad johnson

Gold Debut Standard MK III

m&k

Basis Graham

cal audio labs
pioneer elite
cwd
onkyo
polk audio
more

(716) 343-6470

Benz Micro

AUDIO
UNLIMITED

elan

sharpvision

—

Representing the finest in audio
& video systems & components.
fax 716-343-6492

Unicorn
Audio

206 East Main St -Batavia -NY -14020

Accu phase, Acoustic Energy,
Air Tight, AudioNote, Bitwise,
Coda, Ensemble, Horbeth, JM Labs,
Magnum-Dynalab, Meret, Muse, Onix,
Soto, Spendor, Unity, Vimak, YBA

John Barnes
303-691-3407
Voice/Fax
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INFINITY IRS V, perfect condition, original owner.
(407) 241-1767, call 10am-5pm EST
DUNLAVY SC-VI, black, $11,950 OBO; Infinity
RSIB DaHong/Cardas MIT, $2550 OBO. Jadis JA
200s, latest with stands, $11,250. Serious only. (510)
339-2651.
ICRELL MDA-300a class-A monoblocks, $4700
OBO, mint; Rane THX44 equalizer (that JGH
loved), ($1300) $650 OBO. (404) 552-3425 (office),
(404) 998-9644 (home),ICRELL !CRC-2 REMOTE
PREAMP, excellent condition, $2100. (405) 6249808.
WADIA WT-2000 TRANSPORT, (S) upgrade,
$2900; Virnak DS-1800 Mk.I1 D/A converter, $1650;
Coda System 100 two-chassis class-A amplifier, 98
lbs, $3000; Yamamura Millennium 5000 AC cord,
$150; Parasound 2200 Mk.1, $500; Vandersteen 3with
Sound Anchor stands, latest, $1550; Chang 9600,
$425; two pairs Magnan Vi, $300 each; NBS master
digital RCA-RCA, $600. All perfect. David, (201)
676-2046.
PURIST AUDIO SPEAKER CABLE: Aqueous
1.5m, $95; 2.5m, $115; 3m bi-wire, $165; Maximus
2.5m, $190; 3m, $210; Colossus 1.5m, $450; 2m,
$500; 2.5m, $550. RCA interconnect: lm, $350;
1.5m, $375; 2m, $400; 3m, $450; 5m, $575; 6m,
$625; 11m, $750. XLR interconnect: Aqueous 1m,
$95; 1.5m, $105; 2m, $115; Maximus 1.5m, $185;
2m, $195; 2.5m, $210; 8m, $350; Colossus 3.5m,
$650. Bob, (419) 239-4747.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SALE!!! We're celebrating
Colin's toothless 7th with very special sale pricing on
select components. Please call for details. We feature:
Totem, B6cK, Sonic Frontiers, Meridian, PS Audio,
Aerial, Threshold, Mirage, and more. Closeouts: PS
Audio Lambda, AT&T; Meridian 200/263, $1325;
McCormack DAC-1, $550; BacK monoblocks, $1175
(pair). Audio Associates, (601) 362-0474.

VAC CPA-1 Mk.II, balanced out, black-lacquered
faceplates, gold-plated knobs, ($4970) $2970; CAW
Entec Number Cruncher, silver, latest, ($3450)
$2295; Lexicon CP-3A, ($3000) $1850; Pioneer
CLD-3090, ($1200) $475. All mint condition. (818)
578-0838 before 9:30pm PST
LEGACY CONVERGENCE SPEAKERS, awesome performance down to 18Hz, mint, ($3900)
$2500. (817) 923-6900.
COUNTERPOINT 5.1 ALL-TUBE preamp, $975:
Counterpoint SA-12 amp, $575; excellent, original
owner. (706) 638-0577.
OPTIMUS CD-3400—I've got them, new! $200.
Acclaimed as better than the $3000 transports. This
digital-out unit can really sing. Don't let this bargain
of the decade slip by. Very limited supply since it was
discontinued in October 1994. Call now Bob (215)
741-3569.
ENJOY JITTER-FREE MUSIC! At $549 for the
basic player and $649 for the Reference One transport, we have broken the price barrier. Isolated stableclock modules and other updates still available. Dealei
inquiries welcome. G&D Transforms, (602) 650-1155
PROAC RESPONSE 3, mahogany, $4500; Krell
KSA-150, $2500; Timbre rr- 1
DAC, black, balanced.
$2800; VAC PA160 monoblock, KT88 tubes, $3750:
Melos SHA-1, black, $750. All mint. Graham, (305)
388-0930 anytime.
XL0 SIGNATURE, two 6' pair speaker cables.
($1600 each) $750 each; two lm pair balanced XLR,
($675 each) $300 each. (708) 358-6189.
SONY 2000ESD PREAMP, $650; Carver Silver Seven-t monoblocks, $650; LAT 1C100 interconnect, 16'.
$175; M1 speaker cable, 4', $50; Carver Cl preamp,
$200; Sonex panels. (334) 666-7693 after 5pm CST
AERIAL ACOUSTICS MODEL 7, black, mint condition, $1500. Call (818) 407-9100, extension 252.
9am-5pm PST

2
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Wescott
Audio
CEC
Music Reference
Cary
Musical Design
Purist
Sound Anchor
Atlantis
Wire World
TG Audio
Parasound
First Sound
Ensemble
Omega Mikro
Gryphon
Presence Audio
Apogee
Expressive Tech
Grado
Epos
VP'
Power Wedge
Alema
Sumiko
RAM Labs
Sound Lab
Accuphase
Monarchy
Audiomeca
Room Tune
Chapman
Mango Labs
Acrotec
Eminent Tech
Arcici
EAD
Klyne
Audio Alchemy
Coda
Melos
Music Metre
NEAR
Micromega
Forsell
Blue Oasis
Timbre
LA Audio
Air Tight
Magnan
SoildSteel
Legacy
Brightslar
Chang
Yamamura
Creek
NSM
Symphonic Line
MAGNUM Dynalab
Travel-anywhere custom install team
High end Home Theater featuring:
EAD TheaterMaster, T-8000 LD/CD
Runco Projectors, Da-lite Screens,
Expert System/Cable Matching
CD Recording Service
Private Auditions, Trades Accepted
Ask about 90% tradeback policy
Call Scott in State College, PA
Open everyday 9am -II pm
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audible

results with the finest
in connecting components!
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr. — Lutz, FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707
Fax: 813-948-2907

S
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800.669.7574
814.231.1234
Fax: 814.238.7890
Now visit us online!

http://ingress.com/-tonyh/audio.html
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AUDIO CABLE
&
MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
We have years of experience in
wire manufacturing and have
equaled the high priced brands.
Sonic equivalents of the high
priced brands at afraction of
their price. We demystify wire
technology. Ask for explanation
literature.

& MORE

COMPONENTS
DACs
Anti-jitter Units
CD Players & Transports
Line Conditioners
Speakers

& MORE

I114.1 EXCLIANC,L —Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We
buy, sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 4230400, or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd.,
Little Neck, NY 11363.
WE OFFER PERFECT-CONDITION with warranty: Levinson, Krell, Conrad-Johnson, Avalon,
forsell, Jadis, Wadia, and many more high-end components. Call for inventory list. MC/Vise accepted.
(718) 961-8842, NY
MUSICAL CONCEPTS compact disc players—
Enigma and Epoch with separate digital and analog
sections. Phenomenally transparent CDT-4 transport.
All with "Stable Platter"! We modify Philips-based
and Pioneer CDs, plus Audio Alchemy DACs! We add
-coax" output to CD/laserdisc with "Optical." Musical
Concepts, 5749 Westwood Dr, St. Charles, MO 63304,
(314) 447-0040.
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi! The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley,
is packed with inside secrets on getting high-end
sound at low prices, how to set up your system for the
best sound, and how to become abetter listener. With
more than 450 pages and +200 photos and illustrations, The Complete Guide to High-End Audio is the
ultimate reference book on high-quality music reproduction. Written for beginners and experienced listeners alike. Find out why Sam Tellig says,"Before you
make amistake, buy Bob Harley's book." Only $29.95
(softcover) or $39.95 (signed hardcover) plus $4.95
S8tH ($6.95 outside continental US). Full money
back guarantee. Call toll-free: (800) 848-5099 for
your copy, or send check or Visa/MC information to
Acapella Publishing, PO. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM
87198-0805.
MAGNEPLANAR SMGa loudspeakers, $400 OBO;
Acoustat Spectra II loudspeakers, $800 OBO. Call
Craig Luna, (805) 933-9355.

DACS: MONARCY 22A, $500; Theta Basic, $775;
Aragon D2A11, $775. Preamps: Counterpoint SA2000, $900; Levinson ML-12A with power supply,
$900; Classé DR7, ($4200) $1400; Melos SHA-1,
$800; Meridian 201, $500. Amplifiers: Coda 10,
$1500; Hafier 9300, $700. (408) 227-4567.
MONITOR AUDIO, DISCONTINUED LOUDSPEAKERS, Britain's best, variety of models available: Studio 5, 10, 15, and MA1800, etc. Brand-new
condition with full factory warranty. Call for best
price. (905) 428-0135.
HYPE! HYPE! HYPE! For 15 years we've delivered
something different: natural, musical results!
Modifications for Adcom, B&K, Haller, Philipsbased/Pioneer CD, Audio Alchemy DACs! Don't be
a high-end pretender, be a contender! Musical
Concepts, 5749 Westwood Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304,
(314) 447-0040.
B&W, THIEL, LEGACY, KEF, and other owners:
Would you like to improve on the great sound you already have? Try a pair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs—a necessity for proper bass extension. Please call
or fax (716) 822-0159 anytime to drastically improve
your listening pleasure.
KRELL AUDIO STANDARD 2 mono amps,
$13,500; Levinson No.38S preamp, $4500; Purist digital cable, 1m, balanced, $150. All mint, original
owner. Sue, (414) 494-6348.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MOD 3; Amu-Sphere
MA-2 with six C33s; Sound Lab A1
s-ULT; SOTA
Star. Call Marc Roberts, (8011 583-5626.
VAN DEN HUL "THE FIRST" interconnects, 1m,
two pairs, $150 each. (914) 255-0913.
AUDIO RESEARCH D240 Mk.II, Bryston 4BNRB, Bryston BP20 preamp, NEAR Mast, Boom 4
subwoofer, NEAR SOME, Acrotec speaker cable,
MIT 330, MIT Music Hose. In excellent condition
with boxes. (21.3) 724-2715 CA.

"Music Matters"

HOME THEATER

BECAUSE MUSIC MATIERS,
WE OFFER THESE FINE PRODUC1S:

Decoders Dolby Prologic
Speakers

DtlJL

Subwoofers

& MORE

THEL Theta

California Audio Labs

AVALON

ACCESSORIES

spectral

W

IR ED RLO

I
NAD ps

& MORE

ç,1,Adio

r

Send for afree, complete catalog
of all our Audio/Video products

PLUS OVER 30 MORE BRANDS!

that also includes wire and cable

• FREE PHONE CONSULTATIONS

demystifying literature, or phone

• 30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE

800 321 2108 24 hours per day.

• EQUIPMENT TRADE-I
NS
• FREE SHIPPING & H ANDLING

Fax 609 428 1832

LA T INTERNATIONAL
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034

fle
4697

E.EVANS

D LNVER, CO 80222

(303) 759-5505
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NESTOROVIC ALPHA Is, upgraded with MIT
capacitors, re-tubed, mint condition, $4800; VPI TNT
Jr. Plus, ($4600) $2988; Tri-Planar IV Cardas, ($2500)
$2188. Boh (602) 742-6130 MST
SPEAKER PADS DEVELOPED by aerospace engineer. Get the most out of your speakers.Various isolation-damping materials reduce cabinet distortion,
provide solid sound. Stronger grip from stand/shelf to
speaker. No spike holes. Stephen, (201) 489-8325, fax
(201) 489-9061, 196 Central Ave., Bogota, NJ 07603.
PHONO CARTRIDGES: Goldmund Gold (Clearaudio), latest, sealed box, new warranty, $1950; Blue
Oasis, brand-new, sealed, $1395. Shipping included.
(519) 836-8339 before 9pm EST
PASS LABORATORIES amp and preamp, Eminent
Technology LFTVIII, Mango line conditioner/
cables, Yamamura cables. Buy/sell used gear. (901)
762-5885 day, (901) 756-8517 night.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFS-40 amplifier, perfect,
$800. (615) 877-0174.
PROCEED PAV, $2695; Proceed AMP3, $2095; Thiel
CS2 2, $1695; Velodyne F1200R, $745; Nakamichi
CD2 7X CD changer, $395. (210) 340-2458, TX.
WADIA 15 PROCESSOR, mint, ($4000) $2400;
Musical Design D/150 with Cardas, new, ($1600)
$1100; Aronov 960 amplifer, new, ($1600) $1100;
Apex Signature speaker wire, two 9' pairs, $450 each
pair. (509) 326-0566 evenings.
KRELL STUDIO D/A processor, $2100; Proceed
PDT-3 transport, $1550; Pioneer Elite CD-52
LD/CD player, $750. All like new, offers. (615) 5313470 until 9pm EST
EPOS ES14 SPEAKERS with dedicated stands,
$700; Parasound HCA-2200 Mk.11 amplifer, nearly
new, $975; (212) 989-7992.
CHATEAU MONITORS, 8", (*3500) $950; Cary
CD300, $1400; 300SE triode amps, $2400; Adcom
GFP-55511 mods, $350. (801) 226-1018.

CARY AUDIO IN OHIO. The Music House is
proud to present vacuum tube amplifiers, preamps,
and digital from Cary Audio Design, Woodside/
Radford, and Pink Triangle. We also offer fine products from Audiovector, Harmonic Precision, Swans,
Wilson Benesch, Sonoran Audio Designs, Magnum
Dynalab, Audio-Technica, and Sound Anchors. For a
personal audition, call The Music House, Centerville,
OH, (513) 439-2667. Hear the difference!
KRELL KSA-300S, includes remote, manual, $6300;
Dunlavy SC-IV loudspeakers, five-year warranty,
$3900. Both mint condition, four months' use. (610)
586-3975.
VPI TNT Ill, new in box; SOTA Sapphire Series IV;
Benz Glider; Benz PP1 phono stage; Bryston 10B
crossover; Magnum Dynalab FT/101A; Krell KRC2; Audio Alchemy DTI Pro; Music Reference R.M9
II; Panasonic 3700 pro DAT; Theta Genii', balanced;
Martin-Logan Monolith III Z speakers; VPI 16.5
cleaning machine; QSC power amp; Tice Powerblock, series II; various Straight Wire cables. Call Tom,
(305) 898-5639 anytime (digital pager), (305) 389-5744
evenings.
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE balanced interconnects (latest), Ins and 1.5m pairs, $3700 for both;
2m balanced digital cable, $350; 12' pair Ultra speaker cables (latest) with crossover tails, $1800. (813) 9609754 anytime.
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Sonus faber

CARDAS

eassé Audio
AERIAL
ACOUSTICS

NBS 50% OFF: Proline speaker, 8'; Masterline 8' and
18', XLR balanced; and 5' AES/EBU. Cello: Encore
line preamp and Duet 350 amp; Levinson No.31,
No.38S; Wilson 5s, $10,995; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
with HDC13 8,$3495; Transparent Reference XLR,
balanced, 10', $2050; 20', $2250. (315)431-4227 weekdays, (315) 476-2411 before 9pm EST

sorgv.lEs1
JEFF ROVVLAND

REPAIRS/MODIFICATIONS for audiophiles
since 1970. $95 minimum plus shipping. $25 telephonic. No "parts only" Omega, Seattle, WA, (206)
364-7881.

o

Audible Illusions •Artemis Systems
JNID

FFECTS

AudioQuest •Acoustic Energy
ATC •Bryston •B&K •BEL
Esoteric •Grado •Jadis
Jeff-Rowland Design •KEF •Kimber

HOME THEATER

Meridian •NBS •Power Wedge

TOTAL SOUND •TOTAL SERVICE. TOTAL I
NSTALLATION

PSI3 •PSE •Rock Solid •Sonus faber

We Make It Sound Better.

Thorens •Tice Audio •Velodyne

SPECIALISTS IN HOME THEATER
DESIGN & MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS

Lexicon •Magnum Dynalab

Sony ES •Stax •Sumiko •Target
Vimak •VPI
Equipment Trade Ins Available
Thirty Day Exchange Privilege

Acicom, California Audio Lab,
Sonic Frontiers, Counterpoint,
JM Labs, Joseph Audio,
KEF Reference, Runco,
Chang- Lightspeed, Sunfire.

Js

AUDIO

A/D/S, Atlantic Technologies, Audioquest,
Bell'Oggetti, Boston Acoustics, Cal Audio,
Carver, Chesky, Recordings, Denon,
IBL Synthesis, MB Quart, Nakamichi,
Niles, Panamax, Paradigm, Premier,
PROTON, Sota, Stereostone,
Stewart Film Screen, Terk Technologies,
Town Crier, Velodyne and more.

(301) 989-2500

400 Northern Blvd. Great Neck N.Y. 11021

Fax (301) 989-2552

Tel. (516) 466 -4434
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15454 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville MD 20866

Visa

Mastercard

American Express
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J3eALPHA STEREO
Quality Components,
Professional Installation 8c Service

NAD
sae

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom, NAD, Onkyo,
B&W, Ortophon, Audioquest,
Monster Cable, M&K, AKG,
Rockford Fosgate, Polk Audio,
Stax, Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynamics,
Sony, PSB, Sennheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control, Velodyne,
Boston Acoustics.
Northern NY's oldest & most
renowned dealer.
57 Smithfield Blvd.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday-Friday lflam-Bpm. Saturday loam-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

"the most spatially realistic two-speaker playback
rue hare
'lit certainly
qualifies
for some
kind of
best-buy
designation'
-see Peer Mitchell's

l'HETA DATA 2with AT&T, nine months old, perfect, ($2800) $1300; Transparent Music Wave Super
speaker cable, 8' pair ($1200) $750. (407) 679-5670.
NEW RIBBON TECHNOLOGY featuring superb
soundstaging, definition, and smoothness. Monopolar
slim profile ribbons are both audiophile- and Dolby
AC-3-ready. Tubes love them. We provide complete
systems, center-channel to no-holds-barred, as well as
8", 15", and 30" custom ribbon kits. Call for specs,
prices, and international reviews. Newform Research,
Inc., (705) 835-9000, fax (705) 835-0081.
THIEL CS 3.6 IN AMI3ERWOOD with boxes,
$3000; Micromega CD 3.1 =sport, $1300. Call
Chris, (708) 864-7917.
MARK LEVINSON No.23.5, 200Wpc, mint condition, packing, etc., $4200. Call Dave, (203) 347-6715.
SUMO CHARLIE TUNER, $100; Adcom GFA555a, $400; Legacy Signature II+, rosewood, $700.
Dennis, (505) 299-3763.
GRADO HP2 HEADPHONES, ($495) $350;
Grado HPA-1 hand-built headphone amp with AC
adapter, ($920) $650; Melos CD T-bit CD player,
($1795) $1150. All components are mint with
boxes/manuals. (607) 798-0318 evenings before 9pm
and weekends EST
HAND-MADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS—
$150/pair. Pure solid silver wire, Teflon insulation,
Cardas silver/rhodium RCAs. Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more. (404)457-8748 before lOpm EST
KIMBER KCAG, 1 month, $199m; two 10' pair
Highwire, $435/pair; Sound Anchor stand, $150; 6'
XL0 cord, $75. (610) 929-7965.
THE B&W 801/802 CROSSOVER UPGRADE:
The single most significant improvement you can
make to your 801/802-based audio system. Please call
or write for our complimentary literature. North Creek
Musk Systems, Webb Building, RO. Box 1120-B, Old
Forge, NY 13420, voice/fax (315) 369-2500.

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER
We atock 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car
Stereo, only • few stores in America can
mdte (hi• statement and virtually
all of us an touted in college
towns adjacent to
hi -eat Unlveraitlea
Acurua

Available factory direct for alimited time at S899 00 apair
plus s&h 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty . Available exclusively from...

Van L
.

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom 'Apogee. AudioGuest •
Audio Innovations
•
B&K Cardas Chicago Audio Group
.
Counterpoint. Esoteric Audio Grado
•
JrVI Labs •
Kimber Kable •
McCormack. NSM
.
Pinnacle .
PS Audio .
Rogers. Spectrum. Sumiko
•
Taddeo .
Target 'Tice 'Totem. Van Den Hul
We also offer

•Repairs •Parts •Kits •Reconing

312 769 0773
5704 N. Western

Avenue Chicago, IL 60659

NOISETRAPPER PRODUCTS offers acomplete
line of highly regarded power-line conditioners. Both
domestic and export models available. Product and
dealer information. (512) 371-1544 orfax (512) 3235406.
KRELL MDA-500, $7000; Classé 25, four months
old, $2200; Infinity IRS Beta, $6000; Audio Research
DAC2, $1600; two pairs 4' NBS Signature speaker
cables, $500 each; NBS Mini Serpent II, 24', $650;
NBS Pro Digital, balanced, $1000. Call (514) 3221186 days, and (514) 488-3726 evenings.
KRELL KSA-200S, $5295; Martin-Logan Aerius biwire, $1600; Apogee Minor with stand, $725.All original owner, under warranty OBO. (909) 622-9802,
Southern Calrfornia.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 preamplifier, $1400;Thiel
CS1.5, $1450; Proton AT670 tuner, $260; PS Audio
phono link, $350; 1
m TARA RSC Master interconnect, $160. (603) 595-7180.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, Wonder, SCR, Black Gate, Elna,
Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio connectors, chassis
wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble, TKD, Hexfred,
Copper-Foil Inductors, tubes, vibration-damping
sheets and isolators, Deflex Panels, MIT Z-products,
hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free
catalog! Michael Perry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937,
(415) 669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558.
KRELL KRS1A, four pieces, 100 lbs, ($8250) $2895;
Counterpoint Solid 2A, $1295; Carver Amazing
speakers, black, $1095; Theta DS Pre, ($3995) $1495.
(716) 271-1415.

DAVID LEWIS
AUDIO LID.

Straight

GORS98114 4,47 na 5)
M1
Setele the

The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.

ROWLAND CONSUMMATE, $3900 OBO: Nakamichi 1000 R-DAT transport, $3900 OBO; Finial
LT-1X laser turntable, $15,000; Cedar DC-1 declicker, $12,000. Call (505) 662-1415 or (505) 667-1330.

NHT

Adcom

Nakarnichi

at/d/e
Alon

Niles Audio
Onk-yo

Alpine

Onkyo Integra

Aragon

Phase Tech

Atlantic Tech
Panamax
Audio Control %resound
AudloQueat

PS Audio

BJEK

PSB

B&W
BellOggetti

Rock Solid
Sanua

Cal Audio Lab Sennheiser
Celestion
Sharp Video
CWD
Signet
Denon

Snell

Dunlavy

Sony

Esoteric

Sony ES

Forte

Sound Anchor

Haller
Straight Wire
Kimber Kable Tara Labs
KEF
Klipsch

Target
Threshold

Lexicon

Velodyne

McCormack

VTL

Mirage
Mitsubishi

Yamaha
& 49 More

Monster Cable
M&K

lOarallpm

NAD

F,S 10em-6pro

NEAR

LOWISSOS. KS 66046

I.J1711 0/ V IID F2,€)

913-842-1811

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
AIR TIGHT
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIOLAB
BASIS
BENZ-MICRO
B&KCOMPONENTS
CARY
CEC DIGITAL
CLASSÉ
CLEARFIELD
COUNTERPOINT
CREEK
DPA DIGITAL
DYNAVECTOR
EMINENT TECH.
EPOS
FANFARE FM
GENESIS
G RADO
GRAHAM
GREEN MOUNTAIN
HARBETH
HIGH WIRE
JADIS
KIMBER KABLE
KINERGETICS
KLYNE

KOETSU
MELOS
MERIDIAN
METAPHOR
MICROMEGA
MONITOR AUDIO
MUSE
NAD
ORACLE
PARASOUND
PS AUDIO
PSB
REGA PLANAR
ROTEL
SCI-FI
SIGNET
SOTA
SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
STAX
STRAIGHTWIRE
TARA LABS
TARGET
TOTEM
TRANSPARENT
UNITY AUDIO
VAC
VPI
WELL TEMPERED
WHEATON

(215) 725-4080
dir

8010 BusileioN AVENUE
PhilAdElphiA, PA 19152
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 5, 200Wpc
monoblock tube amps, $3400/pair; Velodyne ULD15 Mk.II servo powered subwoofer, oak, mint, $1200;
Mark Levinson No.27 amp, absolutely mint, $2100.
Call (203) 848-1300.
SILTECH FT-12 SILVER speaker cables, four runs
(bi-wire), 2.5m each, mint, $1200. (512) 261-4462.
Leave message.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV8 tube preamp with
phono, ($1800; blue book, $1050) $900; MV52 tube
amp, ($1900) $1100; both $1900; Audio Alchemy
DDE v1.0, ($399) $140. All mint, low hours, original
owner, packing, manuals. Wanted: Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eleven. Patrick, (415) 390-4617, CA.
ARC SP15A PREAMP, black, mint, $2700; Sonic
Frontiers SFM-160, six months, ($5500) $3000;
Roksan DP2ATT transport, new, ($2400) $1100;
B8c0 System 9000, ($3300) $1300; System 6500,
($5300) $2400; Stax Quattro Two CDP, ($3500) $690;
Chateau speakers with stands: One, ($2200) $700;
Three, ($3350) $1100; NG1.5 Fi Midi, black, $200;
Transparent new cables: MusicLink Plus, 1
m, ($240)
$120; 1.5m, ($275) $140; Musicwave Plus, 10', ($530)
$260. Best offer. (315) 469-8384.
PROCEED PDP 3 DAC, mint, box and manual,
$1250 plus shipping. (312) 506-2711.
B&W 802 Ills with Arcici stands, $2600; Classé 15,
latest, $1900; AudioTruth Lapis x3, $275. (309)
637-1953, IL.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acunas, ICimber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog!
Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St., Charleston, SC
29403, (803) 723-7276.

MAGNAN Vi INTERCONNECTS, new 4' pairs,
RCA, $350; balanced, 1435; Adcom 545 II amp, near
mint, $315. (817) 536-3135.
JMIab ALCOR SPEAKERS, ($11,000) $5800;
Accuphase DP-65 CD player, new, ($6000) $4500;
Cary SLP-L-94 preamp, oil caps, new, ($2200) $1600;
Air Tight ATC-2, immaculate, ($5400) $3300; AimaSphere MA-2 monoblocks, all mods, ($15,000)
$6300; Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, six months, ($1295)
$800; TARA RSC Master speaker, 8', ($880) $350;
RSC digital AF-S/EBU, 1m, ($295) $125; RSC
Master Gen.2 interconnect, RCA, 1
m, ($395) $250;
3.5m, ($966) $650. (412) 492-0418.
VINTAGE TUBES! Rare 1930-'70s Telefiinken,
Genakx/Gold Lion, Amperex, Mullard, TungSol, etc.
Many US, British military-spec versions—longer life,
superior sound. Expert consultation matches tube flavors to your taste. Matched sets, low noise, low microphonics available. Call Cram, (303) 377-7089 day/
night.
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Solutions
Audio Research

NHT
Snell

McCormack

ProAc

Micromega

Paradigm

Pass Labs

Aerial Acoustics

Acurus

Audible Illusions

Atlanta's
Highend Source
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338

404-804-8977
VPI
SOTA

Esoteric Audio
Kimber Kable

Sumiko
Sony ES
Sony Video
Magnum Dynalab

WireWorld
Atlantis
Target
Grado

2314 Monroe Avenue /Rochester, NY/ Monday-Friday' Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5

Theta Digital

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
CLASSÉ • MAGNEPAN
&INDS FABER •APOGEE
THETA •WILSON AUDIO
ACURUS
ADS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOQUEST
GOLDMUND
GRADO
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
PS AUDIO
PSB
RCAUDIO

2Excellence /Listen 2Excellence /Listen 2Excellence /Listen 2 Excellence
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Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For...

OG"

specifications!" Our custom design department
is fast and affordable.

CODA 10 AMPLIFIERS, two for sale, mint, warranty, $1350 each or $2600/pair; Legacy Focus speakers,
oak, latest version, plus several upgrades, mint, $3950.
(804) 648-6335, fax (804) 643-4012.
THETA PRO GENERATION Il DAC plus Theta
Digital lm cable, black, mint condition, boxed, $1000.
WANTED: ARC D100, D110, D120, D79, D70.
(404) 751-0938.

SUPPORT

I

Our component rack systems are the result
of serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
"iht will even design apiece to your exact

COMPACT DISC CABINETS—exquisite, handmade, hand-fmished CD cabinets. Solid walnut,
mahogany, teak, or black-lacquer finish. Unparalleled
quality and beauty. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call or
write for free brochure: Sound Stage Creations, PO. Box
2554, Ponte Vedra, FL 32004, (904) 825-4387.
KRELL KSA-300S AMPLIFIER, latest, 1995 production run, new, unopened box, references from
Krell, have remote and acoustic mass damper options,
$7700. (504) 865-7864.

CD
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A /V Center
Totally adjustable
shelving. UPS-able.

Call us today for your local dealer and
a copy of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...
We Manufacture:
•Audio Racks
•Laser Disc Storage
•TV. Recorder Tables
•Projector Tables
•Amp Stands
•Monitor Swivels
•Big Screen Pedestals
•Wall Brackets
•Speaker Stands
•Audio Dusters
•Turn Table Foundations
•Tube Flex Kits
•CD Storage Racks
•Custom Designs
Available

B.KALP /BILLY BAGS
./

716 •442 •6050

......

4147 TRANSPORT ST.
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 644-2185

S

er e

r

-

FAX 644-0434
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RIVOX A77 REEL-REEL RECORDER; 400
hours tape: jazz, easy-listening, classical, etc.; four
Speakerlab speakers; $2400. (303) 245-5639.
ACCUPHASE P266, class-A stereo amplifier, mint,
$800; Meridian 207M2 CD player, $200. (203)
294-1687.

* Authorized Dealers for*
•ACOUSTICENERGY
•ACROTEC
•AMR'S
•AEON
•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO GUEST
•BOO
•BOSE
•CAL
•CARDAS
•CELESTION
•DIANG AUDIO

•CODA
•DEMON
•EPOS
•GRADO
•ROOS
•KEF
•KINERGETICS
•/HIS
•MOO
•NAKAMICIII
•ONKYO
•POWER WEDGE
•PREMIER
•PSO

•QUAD
•ROCIDOLID
•ROGERS
•SME
•SONIC
FRONTIERS
•SOYA
•SUMIKO
•SOUNIIWAVE
•SYMO
•UR
•TARGET
•RIDERS
•V.P.I.

and much more...
4 Sound Rooms
137-72 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354
Tel: (718) 321-1500 •Fax: (718) 321-1078
MC •VISA •AMEX •DISCOVER Accepted

DOES YOUR SYSTEM HAVE what it takes to
sound better, more musically accurate, with the truly
neutral Cormorant interconnect? If so, delight in the
joyous rediscovery of your music. Zeus-risk 30-day
audition. 1m pair, $124, air-shipped free. Literature
available. New: real-world-priced, high-performance
digital interconnect, introductory priced at $40/$35.
Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave., West Palm
Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7316.
SPECTRAL DMC-20 balanced preamp,"The Best,"
$4500; ProAc Response 4, gorgeous looks and sound,
Class A. ($18,000) $12,000; Theta Pro Gen.V with
laserlinque, Class A (Stereophile "Recommended
Components," April 1995), $4500; and Theta Data II
with laserlinque, $1500; or both for $5500; Gryphon
Reference One monoblocks, great looks and delicate
and powerful sound (I traded Krell Audio Standards
tor these—much better), just had $4000 upgrade,
($28,000) $13,500; Parasound HCS 1206, aJohn
Curl-designed and very powerful audiophile multichannel amplifier, ($1795) $1100; Wireworld Eclipse
Gold interconnect, 1.5m ($1400) $750; 0.5m ($600)
$350; Wireworld Eclipse Gold speaker cable, 7' pair,
($3000) $1200 OBO; Wireworld Eclipse, 7' pair,
($900) $450. All above are 3-10 months old, mint
with boxes. You pay shipping and COD. Call (314)
686-4800, ask for Tim.
CLASSÉ A MODEL 70 (black), $600; AudioQuest
OT5 tonearm (black), $150. Robert, (312) 721-0353
after 6pm CST
COUNTERPOINT NPS 400, latest modifications,
200Wpc at 8, 400Wpc at 4, balanced and SE inputs,
mint condition, ($4395) $2700. (512) 335-6019.

SOUND PRACT10ES:.a quarterly for the adventurous audiomaniac. As CG said in Wired, 12/94, "If
you're into music and pushing the envelope, Sound
Practices is what you need to read." $20 US, $24
Canada, $30 Europe, $35 elsewhere. Sample, $5. Cash,
check, or MO only, please. Box 180562, Austin, 7X
78718, (512) 339-6229 voice/fax.
ARAGON 4004 Mk.II, Stereophile Class B amplifier
(April '95,Vol.18 No.4), (11850) $1075, postage paid
or possible tube-amp trade; 6m AudioQuest Topaz
interconnect, $40. Steve, (504) 833-4595.
SIDEREALKAP—The world's most highly reviewed audio capacitor. The SiderealKap is absolutely
neutral compared to ashort length of 99.9999%-pure
silver wire. Call, fax, or write now for application
notes and ordering information. SiderealKap, 1525
Brian Place, Escondido, CA 92025. Phone (619) 7431997, fax (619) 743-2192.
BASIS DEBUT GOLD STANDARD, new in box,
warranty, ($8415) $5490; Quad 63 Pro, full Crosby
mods, ($9500) $3590; ARC SPIO, rare black, flawless,
new tubes $2450; OBO. (619) 670-6868.
SOUNDQUEST AUDIO & VIDEO—Southeast
Michigan. aid/si, Angstrom, Arcam, Audible Illusions, Audio Logic, Bel Canto Design, Bright Star,
C.E.C., Illuminati, Joule Electra, Marigo, Mitsubishi,
Museatex, Music Reference, Musical Design, Number Cruncher, Paragon, Parasound, Pass Labs, Purist
Audio Design, Reference Line, Resolution Audio,
Sound Dynamics, Swans Speakers, TG Audio, Townshend Audio. MC/Visa. (810) 737-0005.
SONIC FRONTIERS SR-1 SIGNATURE linestage preamp, new, tube/fet hybrid, (retail $2000)
$1295. Call Bill, (702) 385-7170.
THRESHOLD S/500 A/AB STASIS amplifier, mint
condition, includes all packaging and manuals, retail
$3700, asking $1600 plus shipping. Call (508) 9954218.

You are invited to audition

The

Analog Shop
Fine Audio 8 Video Components

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
there exists avery special
place which offers only
two classes of components ...
ide See
ide Kliée
Does anything else really matter?
ALON
AUDIBLE ILLUS .
AVALON
CARDAS
CLASSE
CJ
DZURKO
HIGHWIRE
KUZMA

MAPLESHADE
MARTIN LOGAN
METAPHOR
MICROMEGA
MIT
MUSE
NAKAMICHI
SOTA
SWANS

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Ste. C-2&3
Brea, California 92621
(714) 529-5634
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The Thiel CS 7
Speakers

"Welcomes Music Reference!"
•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •SPENDOR • PI
•WIREWORLD •MICRO-MEGA
•MELOS
•KIMBER •MUSICAL DESIGN
•EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
•!ONE •MERIDIAN
•SOUND VALVES
•NADI •ARCA,M •LYRA
•CHANG
LIGHT
•TARGET eMUSIC REFERENCE
SPEED
•TADDEO
•OCM

• HEATON TRI-PIANTR •GM
We

•BENZ-MICRO •TOMNSEND •RPM
•0C9/ART-1 •SUMIKO •SME •REGA
•AUDIOQUEST •MORDAUNT-SHORT
•SOUND ANCHOR
•MAGNUM DYNAIAB
Yes!... we stock Mobile Fidelity LP
used equipment/ trades welcome

2W. MAIN ST. • 3REiFLOOR

VICTOR,

NY 14564

PHONE 716.742.2860
FAX 716.742 92859

WorldRadioHistory

Evanston
708-864-9565
Hinsdale
708-789-1990
Libertyville
708-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

also Feature:

Ayre, Bryston, B&W,
Fosgate, Goldmund,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Rotel, Sonus Faber,
Threshold, and
many more.

awl° consul:rams

the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
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THETA DS PRO BASIC II single-ended DIA,
($2000) $950. (203) 431-3366.
WILSON GRAND SLAMM, $49,000; Jadis JP200/JPP-200, $19,500; JP-80MC, $9500; JA-80,
$8500; Forsell transport/converter, $6900; WATT/
Puppy, $8900Jensen concert masters, $19,000; Transparent Reference cables, 12', $2700; interconnects,
1.5m, $1300. (604) 681-1022.
SPECTRAL SDR-2000, as new, $5300; Krell MDS300S, latest, mint, $4800; Transparent Super Balanced,
20', $675; Lustre 801 tonearm, $200. Joe, (415)
665-1608.
$400=ARCAM ALPHA 5(everybody's favorite little
amplifier). $500=Fried Beta VI (fantastic!). We represent best-buy products from Arcam, B&K, Fried, Linaeum, Musical Concepts/Design, OCM/Magnum
Dynalab, NEAR, many more! Stereo Consultants,
Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 1lam-7pm EST
SONUS FABER Minima Amator, walnut, $1750;
Audio Research LS2B, silver, $1900; NYAL
Futterman OTL3, George Kaye triode mod, $2750;
Futterman H3AA 125W OTL, monos, hand-made
by Futterman, $2400; Tandberg TD20A 1
4 -track, low
/
speed, remote, light use, $750; Roksan Darius, rosewood, latest, can't ship, $1800; Graham SW2
armwand, $300; Hales System 2, black, stands, latest,
can't ship, $1500; Spendor SP2, teak, $275; Mod
Squad Focus CD player, $250; NAD 3155 integrated
amp, $225. Michael Tin, (212) 304-8064, leave message.
PERFECT CONDITION WITH WARRANTIES, used: Krell Studio, $1975; PAM-7, $1200;
KRC, $3850; KRC-2, $2450; KSA-80B (recently
upgraded), $2200; KSA-150, $2750; KSA-50S, $2450;
KSA-100S, $3675; KSA-200S, $4850; KSA-300S,
$6400; Audio Research LS3B, $1600; ConradJohnson PF2, $1400; Sonic Frontiers SFL-1, $1050;
Adcom GFA-555, $450; Aragon 4004 Mk.II, $1350;
Cary CAD-5500 preamp, $650. Buy, sale, trade welcome. Phone (718) 720-4795, fax (718) 981-6093.

Profflufica

RUCIO /PECIALI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Adcom
Aragon
Arcam
Audio Alchemy
Audio Research
Beyer
C.E.C.
Celeste
Creek
CWD
Dunlavy
Epsilon
Golden Tube
Grado
H/K
Janis

Lightstar
Signet
Meridian
Sonic Frontiers
Naim
Spendor
Paradigm
Spica
ProAc
Sumiko
Reference 3a Target
Regs
Theta
Roksan
Vandersteen
Rotel
VTL

QUICKSILVER GLA, $825; Spender SP-1/2,
$1425; Spendor S-20, $575; Energy AS-180 powered
subwoofer, $465. Central, (205) 823-9418.
AUDIOLAB 8000T FM/AM tuner, one month old,
$800. Will pay shipping. (615) 886-1433.
PREAMPS:Adcom GFP-565, $450; Dynaco PAT-5,
$250; both excellent condition. Dynalcit 416 amp,
unassembled, in original box, $350. Charlie, (201) 4917608 days, (908) 766-4373 evenings/weekends EST
QUICKSILVER 135 MONOBLOCKS, mint,
($6500) $3650; two extra, new tube sets, $200 each.
(412) 921-0850 EST before 10pm.
KRELL KSA-250 AMPLIFIER, like new, warranty,
$3850; XLR Magnum interconnect, 1.5m, $500. Call
(604) 431-0688 or (604) 273-6262.
NAIM, AUDIOLAB, CREEK, Epos, JPW, AudioPrism, EKCS, 'Clyne, Solo, Harbeth, Nestorovic,
Rega, JA Michell, Grado, Cardas, Target. (305) 8919540 day and evening.
HIGH-END SYSTEM FOR SALE; Cello, Wadia,
NBS, Spectral. (916) 893-1451, fax (916) 893-1461,
6pm-10pm, Chico, CA.

LPs/CDs/TApEs

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
VANDERSTEEN

MARTIfl OGAO

paocEucahromiauvoi,„ SIDICO

ea:9i

SONIC
(Lee
FRONTIERS
Vt-2' Graham
FRONTIERS
Theta Digital WELL TEMPERED _SOTA PS AUDIO

oudloquest

.
,
ffleenev4 Céee -audio research

WANTED: LONDON AND DECCA stereo analog
LPs. Mint UK pressings only. Randall Goldman, Bow 3,
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, phone/fax (619) 323-2000.
BEETHOVEN'S NINE SYMPHONIES on
180gm! René Leibowitz conducting the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, originally issued by
RCA/Reader's Digest, available beautifully boxed with
23-page booklet. New LP/CD listing now availale.
Audio Advancements, Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035,
(201) 633-1151.

In Southern California

LUIPJI LIU

trewrze_w_n
Er/•

LUffl11

II

Electronic

Accessories

Cal. Audio Labs
Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
Maranta
McCormack
NAD
Denon
Bang &Olutsen
Macintosh
Lexicon

AudioQuest
CWD Furniture
Signet
Sumiko
Nifty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio

Speakers

Pro-Ject 1
Thorens
Denon

M&K
Martin Logan
Mirage
Signet
Sonance
Vandersteen

Turntables

Video
Proton
Vidikron

J
Cr-rl&
SiOPPE

21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717-374 0150

and you will hear
asmall voice. It
is not a loud
voice, but it
speaks with knowledge and conviction. The
voice conveys honesty and genuine concern,
your needs remembered.
If you are tired of the shouting and
cacophony often found in today's world of mega
high-end audio-merchants, give me acall. I
think you'll appreciate my way of doing business. Summon the small voice today.
—Galen Carol
Classe' Audio, Wilson WATT, Convergent Audio. Hales,
VAC, Basis, Acarian/Alon, Wadia, VP', Eminent Technology, Quad, Jadis, Sound Lab, Graham, Genesis, Enlightened Audio, Spica, SOTA, CAL, Quicksilver,
Celestion, Meridian, Magnum/Dynalab, SME, Lyra,
Berning, McCormick, Arcam, Totem, Reference Line,
Bright Star, CEC, PS Audio, Creek, Day-Seguerra, Audible Illusions...and many more! We carry virtually all
cable, cartridge, and accessory lines.
Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.
RO. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 312.883.9500
5701 W. DEMPSTER MORTON GROVE 708.581.1900

e
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER ELEVEN
70Wpc tube amp, Stereophile Class A (April '95,Vol.18
No.4), 82500; Mirage M-7si bipolar speaker, $999. Mr.
Willes, (800) 227-6121 weekdays.

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700

1995

Voice: 210 /805-9927 FAX: 210 /805-9928

Galen Carol Audio
Audio One To One
253
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TOP DOLLAR PAID for LPs and CDs. No collection too large. Classical, jazz, rock, audiophiles (SR/
LSC/EMI-ASD), more. 100,000 LPs and 30,000
CDs in stock. Call or write for information/directions. Open 7days, MC/Visa .
Princeton Reconi Exchange,
20 lislane St., Princeton, t.g 08542, (609) 921-0881.

LIQUIDATING 30,000 CLASSICAL RECORD
COLLECTION. Catalog, $1. Most recordings priced
below $4. MITMst, Box One, Bnghtwaters, NY 11718.
MFSL BEATLES BOX IN UNOPENED shipping
crate. Dark Side and King Crimson, sealed. All three
for $1000, firm. Ipay COD. (512) 263-5071.

FREE LIST. Audiophile classic LPs. Butch, RO. Box
684, Woodburn, OR 97071.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factory-sealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog
($3 overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellentaine, Framingham,
MA 01701.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90,000
Londonffis Bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Decca, tare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212)
496-0733. Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt. 1B,
New York, NY 10023.
28,000 LPS. PRIVATE COLLECTION, hard-tofind, out-of-print, mint, most sealed, 1950-1995.
Classical, soundtracks, original casts, pop vocal, opera,
rock, jazz, ethnic, greatest hits, country, soul,
piano/organ, religious, big-band, comedy, Latin, folk,
easy-listening, guitar, Christmas. Available individually or in lots. (203) 227-8326.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono
and stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call
Lawrence O'Toole, PO. Box 138, Bearsville, NY 12409,
phone/fax (914) 679-1054.
MUSIC YOU NEED newsletter is "a darn good
read." "Insightful" reviews of recordings that matter,
from Armstrong to Ziggy. $25 for 10 tiny issues of
"contagious enthusiasm." John Toste, 655 Eight Rod
Way, Tiverton, RI 02878, (401) 625-5034.
IGIVE UP! Ican no longer store my prized LP collection. All audiophile pressings. Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus,YSL (japan), Sheffield Labs, DG. Send SASE
to: Chris Pantin, 1819 W Marlboro Dr., Chandler, AZ
85224, orfax request to (602) 786-3290.

igoicael
•W9C
•Sound Lab
• R.P.M. tables
•Atma-Sphere
•Audio Physics
• Lyra cartridges
AUDIO IMAGE Ltd.
S.F. Bay Area

(510) 654-7235

WANTED
WANTED: OLD, NEW,TUBE, McIntosh, Maranta,
Dyna, ARC, Conrad-Johnson, JBL, EV, Jensen, Klyne,
Mark Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad, Sequerra, Altec,
Fulton, Linn, Thorens, Western Electric, EMT, 33LP,
etc. (713) 728-4343, fax (713) 723-1301, Maury Cork
WANTED: Sony ProWalleman, WM-D6C. (213)
935-0687.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI, tube theater amps, corner
speakers, horn drivers, coax/trinc speakers, crossovers,
Altec, EV, Jensen, McIntosh, Dynaco, Scott, Fisher,
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Maranta, etc. Some
high-end ARC, Linn, Conrad-Johnson, speakers, etc.
Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK
73110, (405) 737-3312.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/
stereo) old tube Maranta, McIntosh, Leak, Futterman,
Quad, REL, Fisher, Tannoy, Altec speakers, Sequerra
tuners, Krell, Mark Levinson, ARC, turntables, arms,
etc. Also, used wristwatches: Rolex, Audernars, Omega, Rado, etc. (used watch parts and tools). Traveling
often, Midwest and East Coast. Trade welcome. (718)
387-7316 or (718) 383-5352.
WANTED: JANSZEN SPEAKERS, Z-65s, 130s,
300s, 600s. Pre-1975, fine shape.Top prices paid. Also
Dyna, Eico, Fisher, Heath tube gear, old hi-fi magazines. Ron Gomez, PO. Box 2267, Orinda, CA 94563,
(510) 933-4559.
WANTED: MFSL LPS. Volkmar Schroth,Am Stadtpark
43, D-90409 Nurnberg, Germany. Fax: (49) 911-3658110.

S
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Florida's Finest
Selection of Audio
Components!!
We feature: Pass Labs,
Audio Alchemy, Target,
Energy Ventas, Carver
Lightstar,Entec Number
Cruncher, Micro Mega,
Straightwire, MIT, VPI,
Wilson Benesch,Duntech
Chang Lightspeed,Quad
Straightwire Roomtunes,
Benz Micro, JM Labs
Chesky,Sound Dynamics
Pink Triangle, Zantech,
FM Acoustics, Q-Sounds
Kinergetics.
call: 305-864 0715
5825 Collins Ave, Suite 3C
Miami Beach Fl 33140

WANTED: NAKAMICHI CA-7A preamp, must be
in as-new or mint condition; and an ST-7 stereo
tuner, as-new or mint condition. Want original boxes
and literature as well. (603) 465-3540.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
NBS, Spectral, Theta, Threshold, and Wadia without
calling us. New store in L.A. Call Superex Products, Inc.,
(310) 826-3686, firs (310) 826-4356, Sennie.
WANTED: Firm to manufacture, market, and distribute totally new AC filter that operates on 50/60 cycle
all voltages. Phase linear filter that removes the
omnipresent noise from AC. Results are better imaging, depth, greater soundstage, and clarity. Filter far
superior to anything currently being marketed.
Developer is retired physicist and wishes to license
new technology to right firm. Call Dr. Marble at (415)
349-0931 Monday-Friday, 7:30ani-4pm PSTfor details,
test results, and technical data.
CASH PAID for all types used audio/video equipment. Buy and sell by phone. Dealer for: AudioQuest,
Audio Alchemy, B&K, Carver, Maranta, NEAR,
Paradigm, Philips, SOTA, Straight Wire. Stem 'ridding
Outlet (since 1984), 320 Old York Rd.,Jenkintown, PA
19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215) 8861650, fax (215) 886-2171.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell,
Levinson, Spectral, Threshold.Wadia, etc. Call me last.
Dealer for Alón, Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy,
ATC, Counterpoint, Dynaco, Kimber, Platinum,
Sonic Frontiers, Space & Time, XL°. Audio Chamber,
(510) 549-2178.
ANALOG DESIGN ENGINEER POSITION open.
Applicant must have track record designing successful
solid-state and tube audio products. All inquiries
strictly confidential. Full benefits. Please send résumé
to: Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc., 2281 LIS Palmas
Dr., Carlsbad, CA 92009. Attention: Mike Elliott.
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS POSITION. Applicants should have knowledge of the
home-entertainment business, good writing skills,
and desktop-publishing skills. Responsibilities would
include production of literature, ads, press releases,
dealer and distributor bulletins, etc. Send résumé to:
Jon Herron, Madrigal Audio Laboratories, PO. Box 781,
Middletown, CT 06457.
WANTED: TWO-TRACK OPEN-REEL tapes
(RCA, Mercury, etc.). Volkmar Schroth, Am Stadtpark
43, D-90409 Nürnberg, Germany. Fax: (49) 911-3658110.
HELP WANTED: Established manufacturer seeks
new representation for hot new product line in various local US markets. Curious rep firms and interested individuals should send résumé and geographic expertise to Audio, PO. Box 57, Carversville, PA
18913.

The
• • • Stereophile • • •

RECORD- REVIEW I
NDEX
Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 (1987)
through this issue. Also includes
indices to "Building A Library" and musician
interViews. Available on 51
/"or 3½"
4
floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send ;9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501
(Please indicate disk size)
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly
accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.
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Acoustic Sounds
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Chesky Records
Classé Audio
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Adcom
Alpha Stereo
Ambrosia Audio
Analog Shop
Arcam
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252
198
254
168

Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
Denon America
Double Time Jazz
Dynaco

154
194, 236
60
226
120

ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor

234
68-71, 122

Dzurko Acoustics
Elusive Disc

174
190

Audio Alchemy
Audio Arts Ltd.
Audio Connection

138
210
234

Energy Loudspeakers
Enlightened Audio
Epos

12
24
178

Audio Consultants
Audio Den

254
255

Fanfare International
FM Acoustics

67
33, 35

Audio Forest
Audio Haven

242
254

Focus Audio
Fourier Components

91
170

Audio Image Ltd
Audio Innovations

256
168

Galen Carol Audio
Goldmund

255
48

Audiolab

160

Goodwins

245

Goodwin's High End
HCM
HeadRoom

186
204
214

Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio Plus-Services

178
196
172, 174

Audio Power Industries

164

HiFi Buys

236

AudioQuest Music
Audio Research

260
58

Highwire Audio
Hsu Research

104
123

Audio Solutions
Audio Trading Times
Audio Unlimited
Axiss Distribution
B&W Loudspeakers

253
232
248
45, 51, 63
4-5

Joseph Audio Corp
JS Audio
Kid's
Kimber Kable
Krell

160
251
252
144
46-47

Billy Bags
Boulder Amps
Bryston

253
191
140

LAT International
David Lewis Audio
Listening Room

250
252
216

Cable Company
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio

184
85
8-9

Lodestar
Lyle Cartridges
Lyric HiFi

254
232
206
34, 114

Cello

130

Madrigal Audio

CES Specialty
Chapman Sound Company

158
240

Magnepan
Martin-Logan

176
150

May Audio

18

MBL
McCormack
Melos Audio
Meridian
Mirage
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
Mondial
Monster Cable
Muse Electronics
Musical Surroundings
NAD
NBS Audio Cables
Needle Doctor
Nordost
Northstar Leading
The Way
Now Hear This
NSM
Nuts About HiFi

Savant
Schwann Publications

152
166
36
40
16
124, 128
2
98

Select Sound
Sennheiser
Sonic Frontiers
Sony
Sound By Singer
Sound City
Sound Components
Sound Concept

176
136
28-29
134

Sound Connections
Sound Effects
Soundex

228-229
131

Stereo Dynamics
Stereo One
Stereo Shoppe
Straight Wire
Sunshine Stereo
Swans Speaker System
TARA Labs
Theta Digital
Thiel
Tice Audio Products
Transparent Audio
Tubes By Design
Ultra Systems
Underground Sound
Unicorn Audio

Omni Audio Sound Systems.
172
Overture
182, 212
Panamax
106
174
10
22
222

Parts Connection
Pass Laboratories
Platinum Audio Limited
PolyFusion Electronics
Pope Music
Precision Audio
Pro Musica

180
164
100
116
126
246
255

PSB

54

Rainbow Electronics
RDL Acoustics

176
170

Reference Audio Video

246

Ruark

224
96
42-43, 180
118
192 193
137
218
253
249
251
208

Soundings
Sound Lab
Sounds Like Music
Spendor Speakers

105, 143, 159
30
172
226

P&W International
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Parasound
Park Avenue Audio

242
238

131

250
157
243
38
230
220

Valve Amplification Company
Van L. Speakerworks

255
188
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166
26
56
112
173
102
230
226
246
248
.14
252

Wadia
Wescott Audio

259
249

Wilson-Benesch
Wireworld

41
146
244
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Subscribe NOW!
U.
S.& CANADIAN RESIDENTS

1year, $35
($2.92 ¡issue)

2 years, $60
($2.50/issue)

3 years, $75
($2.08/issue)

Call toll-free to order by credit card (800) 334-8152, or mail check, money order
(US dollars only), or credit-card number to: Stereophile, P.O. Box 469027,
Escondido, CA 92046-9027 (619) 745-2809

[:11 Foreign subscriptions, $75/year
Call our office in England at (44) 81-289-1571, or Fax this form with credit-card
information to (44) 81-289-1572.
Name

U Check/money order enclosed

Address
City
Card No,

U Bill me
State

Zip
Exp.

Signature

STEREOPHILL,

JuNh

U Visa
U MasterCard
U American Express
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Maybe it's because high-end audio has
have arunning discussion with one of
always been an out-of-the-mainstream acmy favorite people in high-end
audio. She maintains that Home
tivity, something to be enjoyed and known
about by the privileged and interested few.
Theater is aflash in the pan, amarketingYet the commercial trend of high-end has
driven phenomenon that distracts highend retailers from their real jobs. Imainbeen ever upward and outward. About the
tain that Home Theater is grass roots, a only criticism we hear of Stereophile's hi-fi
shows is that they attract too many Stereogreat opportunity for our industry, and
likely to die out sometime significantly into
phile subscribers. (Of course, when we sucthe next century.
ceed in reaching "the wider audience,"
we're criticized for bringing in too many
Fifteen or twenty years ago, people who
tire-kickers!) And just about the only adlove to watch movies were liberated from
vertisers who leave our pages are leaving for
movie theaters by the VCR. Towns withthe supposedly greener fields of the mass
out grocery stores now have video-rental
market.
outlets. Not too long ago, no one watched
movies at home; now everybody does.
There actually are some areas of conFive or eight years ago, big-screen TVs beflict, as indicated by Mr. Weinstein, as well
gan to get cheap, and alot of people began
as by Moshe Reuveni (also in "Letters").
Although it's not strictly necessary for enbuying them, thus making their home
movie-watching more realistic. A few
joyment, just about every Home Theater
system is played much louder than just
years ago Dolby Pro Logic began to show
about every music system Ihear.This puts
up in just about every stereo receiver. Add
apremium on loudness capability in Home
to that a few inexpensive speakers and
Theater speakers, and makes less important
you've got aHome Theater system, albeit
any deficiencies they suffer in the area of
probably amid-fi one.
Everyone's going to own one, and not
rendering delicate details.
Nevertheless, the products are doing the
because of ads preaching Home Theater to
same things in Home Theater systems that
them.They're going to own aHome Thethey're doing in high-end audio systems.
ater system because movies, which everyWhen presented with an input, they're
one watches at home now, are more fun
on abig screen in surround-sound.
supposed to produce an output that is as
What's the role for high-end audio? The
close as possible to it, appropriately amplified (or transduced). The differences besame as in any market—high-end offers
tween great Home Theater and great
the best there is: the best surround-sound
home audio are only in the kinds of comprocessing, the most convenient switching
promises which work the best.
facilities, the best connections, the best
amplification, the best speakers, the widest
There is, though, another difference, as
pointed out by Mr.Weinstein. The point of
frequency range, the widest dynamic range.
However, as reflected by my aforementhe movie is the plot and characterization.
tioned favorite person in audio, the highAnything you might notice about the sound
is usually not avirtue, but an indication
end audio community seems to be having
atough time adapting to the newfound,
that something's wrong. In the best film
presentation imaginable, the musical score
fast-growing market they've been handed
would work its magic on your emotions
on aplatter. Oust for courtesy's sake, everyone in high-end should think of sending
without any awareness on your part; your
identification with the pretense of film
Dolby and the Japanese big-screen TV
manufacturers amonthly royalty check for
would cause you to think that the dialog is
all this new business coming their way.)
simply the larger-than-life people on the
screen speaking to you and to each other—
Consumers are of several minds as well, as
evinced by William Weinstein's letter this
not aseparately assessable component of the
month. Somehow it feels as if Home Therepresentation.
I'm sure you noticed that, in all the disater is athreat to high-end audio.

cussions of Dolby AC-3 discrete-surround
demos that appeared in our April issue,
there was no mention of problems in the
small details of the sound. The most obvious reason is that there were no beforeand-after demonstrations; you couldn't tell
anything about whether artifacts you
heard were due to the original soundtrack,
the playback system, or the encode/decode
system in use. (Comparing one presentation to another, though, you could easily
tell that the differences in systems
swamped any problems there might have
been in the encode/decode system.)
Another reason, though—one that has
been implied in letters to this magazine by
Roger Dressler of Dolby and Mike Fidler
of Pioneer—is that with film sound it just
doesn't matter. This is what Peter W.
Mitchell said last November, and what Mr.
Reuveni so objects to.
Ihate to say it, but basically Iagree with
Peter. As he said, it's not so much that, in
the end, it's only TV, but that small details
of sound presentation are not critically
important to me when I'm caught up in a
film. If the bass is grossly boomy or overloaded, if the dialog is unclear, if the surrounds are turned up so high that my
attention is drawn away from the screen—
these are problems, and big ones. They
make Home Theater, and modern theater
presentations, much worse than agood old
Voice of the Theater mono setup, because
they interfere with the purpose of the
movie: to completely capture the consciousness and the imagination. A slight
additional bit of sibilance, alack of depth
in the soundstage, asmall image shift to
one side or the other—none of these will
be noticed; not by the average moviegoer,
who may be too uninterested to care, and
not by anyone who's experiencing what
they're supposed to be experiencing at a
movie.
Iguess that's what threatens high-enders
about Home Theater: It's an experience in
which the small details of the presentation
are less important than the emotional impact. Iwonder why that's not also true for
music. It seems to be for musicians.
—Larry Archibald

SMALL DETAILS OF SOUND PRESENTATION ARE NOT CRITICALLY IMPORTANT
TO ME WHEN I'M CAUGHT UP IN A
FILM.
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THE PATH TO HIGHER RESOLUTION
The Wadia 22 CD Transport and The Wadia 26
Decoding Computer offer listeners a clear
upgrade path to the pinnacle of Audio Purity.
With 32 times resampling, 19 bit signal recovery and true decoding computer priority, the
Wadia 26 delivers superior performance as an
affordable option. It also offers input capabilities for digital technology of the future.
The Wadia 22 CD Transport delivers a massive full disc-support transport system with
four digital outputs, including glass optical to
fully accommodate future component
exchange.
The Wadia 22 and 26 offer the exhilaration of
previously unheard tonal qualities...
performance once associated with only the
most costly electronics.
To experience your music as you never
thought possible, audition these products at a
Wadia Dealer.
22 CD Transport
26 Decoding Computer

Wea DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion
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"Clearly the
best sounding
audiophile
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SUITE FOR FRIDA KAHLO
The award winning flutist
and composer celebrates the
incredible life and work of
Frida Kahlo.
"Brilliant!" -Jazz Times
"My choice for jazz record
of the year." -Stereophile
"****A. gem!" -DownBeat

JAMES NEWTON
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EDWARD SIMON

DOUG

MACLEOD
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KEEP ONMOVIN'
Mighty Sam's first release for
AudioQuest Music received awell
deserved avalanche of
critical praise. Pulse! magazine
named it the Blues Album of
the Year for '93. Rolling Stone
called it "the R&B comeback of
the year." How can Mighty Sam
possibly top Give It Up To Love?
Listen for yourself. He did.
(Jan. 95 release)
MIGHTY SAM MCCLAIN

BEAUTY W ITHIN
The rave reviews have been
rolling in on this stunning
synthesis of Latin music
and power jazz.
"A striking statement...the
alchemy is audible from the
very first track." -CD Review
"****An inner exploration...a
relentless present day groove."
-DownBeat
"Deftly straddles Afro-Cuban
with hard bop." -Jazziz

MIRROR PUZZLE
Pianist and composer Kei Akagi
has for many years been one
•
of the most in-demand artists
on the jazz and creative music
scene. He has recorded and
performed with, among others,
Miles Davis, Stanley Turrentine
and Freddie Hubbard. Kei's working band, featured here, includes
fellow Miles Davis alum Rick
Margitza on sax, bassist Charles
Fambrough and drummer Willie
Jones III. Pure musical magic!
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W ORKS OF ART VOL. 3
Contains selected tracks from
each of the last ten releases
on AudioQuest Music. The
ultimate demo disc!

OFAir VOL. 3
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COME TOFIND
AudioQuest Music is proud
to add one of the brightest
singing and song writing
talents in blues to its roster.
Come To Find is the remarkable sound of aconsummate
bluesman touching the core
of his art. He is beautifully
supported in an intimate
setting by harmonica ace
Charlie Musslewhite and
the Mighty Flyers' rhythm
section, Jimi Bott and Bill
Stuve. Don't miss this!

TO ORDER BY
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A FREE CATALOG
CALL 800-474-1977
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